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Preface
Here is the twelfth edition. As I indicated in the last edition, I am still in what positive
psychologists call “flow.” I am so engrossed and passionate about my field of organiza-
tional behavior that time just flies. As I have said before, I take considerable pride in the
sustainability of this text. It took me four years to write the first edition, and then about
a year to do each subsequent edition. Because of the rapidly expanding body of knowl-
edge in organizational behavior, these revised editions through the years have become
increasingly challenging. However, I am still—actually even more than ever—in flow in
trying to keep this first mainline organizational behavior text totally up-to-date with the
very latest and relevant theory building, basic and applied research, and best-practice
applications. I decided with this edition to give special recognition of this scientific foun-
dation by adding the subtitle—An Evidence-Based Approach.

As is now emphasized in the introductory chapter, the time has come to help narrow
the theory/research—effective application/practice gap. This has been my mission from
the beginning of this text and my now over 20-year editorship of the journal
Organizational Dynamics. As “hard evidence” for this theory/research base for this text,
I can say unequivocally that no other organizational behavior text has close to the num-
ber of footnote references. For example, whereas a few texts may have  up to 40 or even
50 references for some chapters, the chapters of this text average more than twice that
amount. This latest edition continues the tradition by incorporating recent breakthrough
research to provide and add to the evidence on the theories and techniques presented
throughout.

Before getting into the specific additions of this new edition, I would like to again point
out the distinguishing features that no other organizational behavior textbook can claim:

1. I am convinced at this stage of development of the field of OB, we need a compre-
hensive theoretical framework to structure our introductory textbooks. Instead of a
potpourri of chapters and topics, and maybe using an inductive (or should it be deduc-
tive?) sequencing, there is now the opportunity to have a sound conceptual framework
to present our now credible (evidence-based) body of knowledge. I use the widely
recognized, very comprehensive social cognitive theory to structure this text. I present
the background and theory building of this framework in the introductory chapter and
also provide a specific model (Figure 1.5) that fits in all 14 chapters. Importantly, the
logic of this conceptual framework requires two chapters not found in other texts and
the rearrangement and combination of several others. For example, in the organizational
context part there is Chapter 4, “Reward Systems,” and in the cognitive processes part,
Chapter 7, “Positive Organizational Behavior and Psychological Capital,” that no other
text contains.

2. Besides having the only comprehensive theoretical framework for an introductory OB
text, a second unique feature is one or more OB Principles at the end of each chap-
ter. Importantly, these principles are derived from meta-analytic research findings. The
reason for including meta-analytically derived principles is that the field of organiza-
tional behavior has matured to the point where there are not just isolated studies but
a stream of research on a number of topics that now need to be systematically (quan-
titatively) summarized for students and practitioners. For example, Alex Stajkovic and
I have completed a meta-analysis of the studies with which I have been most closely
associated over the past 35 years, focusing on the positive effect that organizational
behavior modification (O.B. Mod.) has on task performance. (This analysis is published
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in the Academy of Management Journal; a follow-up research study conducted in the
largest credit card processing company in the world is in a subsequent issue of AMJ;
another meta-analysis of all behavioral management studies with emphasis on the dif-
ferent types of interventions was published in Personnel Psychology; and most
recently nonfinancial rewards were found to be as impactful on unit performance out-
comes and employee retention over time as were financial rewards, published in the 
Journal of Applied Psychology with Suzanne Peterson). In addition, Alex and I pub-
lished in Psychological Bulletin a meta-analysis (114 studies, 21,616 subjects) that
found a very strong positive relationship between self-efficacy and task-related per-
formance. These provide end-of-chapter evidence-based OB Principles.

3. A third unique feature is an “Evidence-Based Consulting Practices” summary to open
up each major part of the text. Specifically, in addition to my long academic appoint-
ment at the University of Nebraska, since 1998 I have been a senior research scien-
tist with the Gallup Organization. Mostly known for the famous Gallup Poll, this
world-class firm also has a widely known management consulting practice. About
half of the “Fortune 50” are among Gallup’s recent clients. With my input, Tim
Hodges, executive director of Gallup University, drew from Gallup’s tremendous sur-
vey research-base consisting of thousands of organizations and millions of people
over the years. We provide Gallup’s evidence-based practices relevant to each major
part of the text.

4. The fourth unique feature reflects my continuing basic research program over the
years. Chapter 7 contains my most recent work on what I have termed “Positive
Organizational Behavior” and “Psychological Capital” (or PsyCap). To meet the
inclusion criteria (positive; theory and research based; valid measures; open to
development; and manage for performance improvement), for the first time the top-
ics of optimism, hope, happiness/subjective well-being, resiliency, emotional intel-
ligence, self-efficacy, and the overall core construct of psychological capital have
been given chapter status. Because of my involvement in the emerging Positive Psy-
chology movement through Gallup and my research on PsyCap and authentic lead-
ership with colleagues in the University of Nebraska’s Leadership Institute, I feel
the time has come to incorporate this positive approach into the mainstream orga-
nizational behavior field.

Besides these truly significant four unique features, there are a number of specific
revisions and additions to this edition. These include:

1. The new subtitle “An Evidence-Based Approach” reaffirms the importance of the
research foundation to the text. A new major section has been added to Chapter 1 that
explains why this evidence-based focus is so critical and what it entails.

2. Because communication, decision making, and perception continue to be important to
organizational behavior, in this edition there is a new Chapter 8, “Communication and
Decision Making” and perception is added to Chapter 5, “Personality, Perception, and
Employee Attitudes.”

3. To make room for the new chapter, the separate chapter on job design and goal setting
is now incorporated into Chapter 6, “Motivational Needs, Processes, and Applications.”

4. Besides updating the evidence-base and providing new real-world examples in each
chapter, breakthroughs on important new topics such as the following are included:

• Contextual impact of the recent financial crisis and stock market crash on organi-
zational behavior

vi Preface
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Preface vii

• Collins’ “Good to Great” expectations

• Managing the global workforce

• Global mindset

• Diversity management skills

• Glass ceiling outside the United States

• Corporate social responsibility (CSR)

• Ethics of downsizing

• “Hollow” organization design

• Modular organization design

• Organization culture in an economic crisis

• Incentive/rewards analysis of the financial crisis

• Costs of obesity

• Neuroscience explanations

• Health-Relationships-Work (H-R-W) well-being model

• Intentional component of psychological capital (PsyCap)

• Background on PsyCap

• Performance impact and research summary of PsyCap

• PsyCap development model and research summary

• Evidence-based happiness

• Broaden and Build Theory of positivity

• Use of Facebook

• Gen X and Gen Y

• Stress from 24/7 technology and job loss threat

• Stress levels around the world

• Bullying problem

• “Slacker teammate” problem

• Followership

• Positive and authentic leadership research

Just as real-world management can no longer afford to evolve slowly, neither can
the academic side of the field. With the uncertain, very turbulent environment most
organizations face today, drastically new ideas, approaches, and techniques as repre-
sented above are needed both in the practice of management and in the way we study
and apply the field of organizational behavior. This revision mirrors these needed
changes.

Social Cognitive Conceptual Framework. The book contains 14 chapters in four major
parts. Social cognitive theory explains organizational behavior in terms of both environ-
mental, contextual events and internal cognitive factors, as well as the dynamics and out-
comes of the organizational behavior itself. Thus, Part One provides the evidence-based
and organizational context for the study and application of organizational behavior. The
introductory chapter provides the environmental perspective, historical background,
methodology, theoretical framework, and specific social cognitive model for the field of
organizational behavior in general and specifically for this text. This is followed by an
overall environmental context chapter:
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Chapter 2, “Environmental Context: Globalization, Diversity, and Ethics (with major
sections on globalization, diversity, and a major ending section on the impact of ethics
on “bottom-line” outcomes).

After this broad environmental context is laid out in Chapter 2, there are two chapters
for the organizational context of the social cognitive framework:

Chapter 3, “Organizational Context: Design and Culture” (with special emphasis
given to the learning organization and horizontal, hollow, modular, network, and vir-
tual designs; best-practice cultures; and a major section on the culture clashes from
mergers and acquisitions) and

Chapter 4, “Organizational Context: Reward Systems” (a unique chapter with spe-
cial emphasis given to money as a reward, effectiveness of pay, forms of “new pay,”
recognition systems, and benefits).

The second part of the text recognizes the well-known micro-oriented cognitive
processes of the social cognitive framework plus unique topics such as the following:

Chapter 5, “Personality, Perception, and Employee Attitudes” (with unique major sec-
tions on the role of heredity and the brain and emphasis given to “Big Five” personality
traits, the Myers-Briggs personality indicator, the perceptual process, and organiza-
tional citizenship behavior);

Chapter 6, “Motivational Needs, Processes, and Applications” (with major sections
on extrinsic versus intrinsic motives, procedural justice, attribution theory, job design
and goal setting); and

Chapter 7, the most unique chapter, not only for this text, but any other, on “Posi-
tive Organizational Behavior and Psychological Capital.” In addition to the focus on
the unique POB psychological states of efficacy, optimism, hope, resiliency, and over-
all psychological capital, there are also major sections on emotion, multiple intelli-
gences, and general mental abilities.

Parts Three and Four are concerned with the dynamics and behavior management and
leadership dimensions of organizational behavior in the social cognitive framework. Part
Three contains, in addition to widely recognized topics, the following four chapters:

Chapter 8, “Communication and Decision Making” with particular emphasis given
to nonverbal and interpersonal communication and behavioral dimensions, styles, and
techniques of decision making.

Chapter 9, “Stress and Conflict” (with material on stress and conflict from advanced
technology and globalization, burnout, and work-family initiatives);

Chapter 10, “Power and Politics” (with material on empowerment, trust, resource
dependency, and the dynamics of power and politics in the new environment); and

Chapter 11, “Groups and Teams” (with material on the punctuated equilibrium model
of groups, group/team effectiveness, role conflict and ambiguity, social loafing, cross-
functional teams, virtual teams, and cultural/global issues with the use of teams).

The final Part Four gives an applied emphasis to the text. It focuses on how to man-
age and lead for high performance. These applied organizational behavior chapters
include the following:

Chapter 12, “Behavioral Performance Management” (with material on the role of
social cognition, critical analysis of reinforcement theory, pay for performance, social
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recognition, and the latest research on contingencies with type of organization and
interventions for O.B. Mod. effectiveness).

Chapter 13, “Effective Leadership Processes” (with major sections on the historical
studies, traditional and modern theories of leadership and the new “authentic leader-
ship” being developed at the University of Nebraska’s Leadership Institute, and lead-
ership across cultures and the GLOBE project).

Chapter 14, “Great Leaders: An Evidence-Based Approach” (with major sections
on leading in the new environment, leadership styles, including the new positive,
authentic style, the activities and skills of leadership, and leadership development
programs).

Pedagogical Features. Besides the many unique features already described, there are also
several strong pedagogical features that have characterized the text over the years. To
reflect and reinforce the applications orientation of the text, highlighted, currently rele-
vant, boxed real-world OB in Action examples appear in each chapter. In this twelfth
edition there are many new real-world examples drawn from BusinessWeek articles. In
addition to these application boxes, the text also features experiential exercises at the end
of each part. The exercises get participants involved in solving simulated problems or
experiencing firsthand organizational behavior issues. Also there are end-of-chapter Internet
exercises to get students involved in online relevant resources and vehicles for discus-
sion and critique.

Besides the usual end-of-chapter short organizational behavior discussion cases, there
is also at least one Real Case at the end of each chapter. These cases are drawn from
recent real-world events (excerpted from current BusinessWeek articles) and are intended
to enhance the relevancy and application of the theories and research results presented
in the chapter. These end-of-chapter real cases serve as both examples and discussion
vehicles. It is suggested that students read them even if they are not discussed directly
in class. The intent is that they can serve as supplemental readings as well as discus-
sion cases.

This edition also contains learning objectives at the start of each chapter. These objec-
tives should help students better focus and prepare for what follows in the chapter.
Finally, the chapters have the usual end-of-chapter summaries and review and discussion
questions.

Intended Audience. Despite the four unique features and very extensive updating (hav-
ing anywhere from 5–30 or more new references per chapter) throughout, the purpose
and intended audience of the book remain the same. As in the earlier editions, this edi-
tion is aimed at those who wish to take a totally up-to-date, evidence-based approach
to organizational behavior and management. It does not assume the reader’s prior
knowledge of either management or the behavioral sciences. Thus, the book can be
used effectively in the first or only course in either four-year or two-year colleges. It
is aimed primarily at the required organizational behavior course, at the undergradu-
ate level or in the M.B.A. program. I would like to especially acknowledge and thank
colleagues in countries around the world who have used previous editions of the book
and point out that the continued international perspective and coverage should make
this new edition relevant and attractive. Finally, the book should be helpful to practicing
managers who want to understand and more effectively manage their most important
assets—their human resources.
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Part One
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Organizational Context
1. Introduction to Organizational Behavior: An Evidence-Based Approach 5
2. Environmental Context: Globalization, Diversity, and Ethics 31
3. Organizational Context: Design and Culture 57
4. Organizational Context: Reward Systems 88

EVIDENCE-BASED CONSULTING
PRACTICES

A major component of the evidence-based theme of this text and the link to
practice are these part openers from the world-famous Gallup Organization. Gallup
draws from its internationally recognized survey science and cadre of internal and
external researchers (e.g., the author of this text and a Nobel Prize winner in behav-
ioral economics are Gallup Senior Scientists), publishes its findings in the top
academic journals such as Journal of Applied Psychology, and provides this
evidenced-based perspective and representative practices for each text part. Gallup
is the recognized world leader in the measurement and analysis of human attitudes,
opinions, and behavior, building on over three-quarters of a century of success.
Gallup employs many of the world’s leading scientists in management, economics,
psychology, and sociology. Gallup performance management systems help organiza-
tions maximize employee productivity and increase customer engagement through
measurement tools, management solutions, and strategic advisory services. Gallup’s
2000 professionals deliver services on-site at client organizations, through the Web,
at Gallup University’s campuses, and in 40 offices around the world. Gallup has 
subsidiary operations in 20 countries, covering 75 percent of the world’s GNP.
Gallup clients include top-performing organizations such as Toyota, Marriott, 
Wal-Mart, Wells Fargo, and Best Buy.

The details and depth of Gallup’s consulting practices can be found in the best-
selling books such as First, Break All the Rules (Simon & Schuster, 1999) Now,
Discover Your Strengths (The Free Press, 2001), How Full Is Your Bucket (Gallup Press,
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2 Part One Environmental and Organizational Context

2004), and Strength Finder 2.0 (Gallup Press, 2007), which recently passed the
million copies sold mark. These books are all authored by Gallup scientists and prac-
tice leaders. All the part opening Gallup practices for this text are written by Tim
Hodges, Executive Director of the Gallup University, with some input by former
Gallup Senior Analyst Dr. Dennis Hatfield and this author. The following gives an
introductory overview of the Gallup evidenced-based approach, and the other 
openers are more directly concerned with the theme of the respective part.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE GALLUP EVIDENCE-BASED APPROACH:
THE GALLUP PATH

According to numerous think tanks, recent global competition caused corporate
executives to pose one common, all-consuming question: What is the role of human
nature in driving business outcomes?

As described in Coffman and Gonzalez-Molina’s Follow This Path, the Gallup
Organization sorted through unprecedented bits of economic information and data
from customers and employees to develop The Gallup Path™ management theory,
answering the question concerning the role of human nature in driving business
outcomes.

The Gallup Path™ serves as Gallup’s premier management consulting model. At
the model’s core is the theory that within every organization, every employee, at all
levels, contributes to some degree to sales growth, profitability, and ultimately, share
price. The path serves as the first management theory to track the connectedness of
managers to employees, employees to customers, and customers to real financial
outcomes.

The “steps” along The Gallup Path™ progress from (1) individual’s identification
of strengths to (2) finding the right fit to (3) great management to (4) engaged
employees to (5) engaged customers to (6) sustainable business growth to (7) real
profit increase to (8) stock increase.

Just as The Gallup Poll reports the will of global citizens, The Gallup Path™
reports the will of customers and employees around the world through Gallup’s
HumanSigma™ metrics.

GALLUP’S GREAT PLACE TO WORK

One of Gallup’s core practices involves the measurement and development of
employee engagement, leading to the creation of “great places to work.” As
described in Buckingham and Coffman’s First, Break All the Rules, Gallup
consultants use the Q12® to provide a measure of the extent to which individuals are
rightly placed and rightly managed, creating the great place to work. These Q12®

questions are: (1) Do I know what is expected of me at work? (2) Do I have the
materials and equipment I need to do my work right? (3) At work, do I have the
opportunity to do what I do best every day? (4) In the last seven days have I received
recognition or praise for good work? (5) Does my supervisor, or someone at work,
seem to care about me as a person? (6) Is there someone at work who encourages
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my development? (7) At work, do my opinions seem to count? (8) Does the
mission/purpose of my company make me feel like my work is important? (9) Are
my coworkers committed to doing quality work? (10) Do I have a best friend at
work? (11) In the last six months, have I talked with someone about my progress?
(12) At work, have I had opportunities to learn and grow? (See Buckingham &
Coffman, 1999, p. 28. These questions are the results of Gallup research, and as
such they are proprietary. They cannot be reprinted or reproduced in any manner
without the written consent of the Gallup Organization. Copyright © 1993–1998
The Gallup Organization, Washington, DC. All rights reserved).

A recent issue of the Journal of Applied Psychology published a meta-analysis of
7,939 business units in 36 companies examining the relationship between employee
engagement and work-related outcomes of customer satisfaction, profit, productiv-
ity, turnover, and safety (Harter, Schmidt, & Hayes, 2002). Generalizable rela-
tionships of substantial practical value were found for all outcome measures,
providing research evidence of the connection between an employee’s level of
engagement and the level of quality of his or her performance. Related published
workplace studies (e.g., Schmidt & Rader, Personnel Psychology, 1999) have also
illustrated the validity of the right fit and management of talent in predicting super-
visory ratings of job performance, sales volumes, production records, and
absenteeism.

GALLUP’S APPROACH TO STRENGTHS-BASED DEVELOPMENT

For decades following World War II, the science of psychology focused almost 
completely on what is wrong with people. Bucking this trend of negativity, Gallup
scientists analyzed more than 30 years of research on what is right about people.
This in-depth study of over two million individuals led to the creation of the
StrengthsFinder, Gallup’s Web-based talent assessment tool and psychology’s first
taxonomy of strengths. For his leadership in the development of the StrengthsFinder
and for his thought leadership that changed the entire field of psychology, in 2003
Gallup’s former chairman and chief scientist, Dr. Donald O. Clifton, was officially
named the “Father of Strengths Psychology” and “Grandfather of Positive
Psychology” by the American Psychological Association.

The StrengthsFinder serves as the starting point for self-discovery in all of Gallup’s
strengths-based development programs. After an individual has completed the
assessment, a list of developmental suggestions is customized to the individual’s top
five themes of talent—called Signature Themes. Over the past several years,
StrengthsFinder has been used in the development of millions of individuals across
hundreds of roles including manager, salesperson, teacher, student, leader, pastor,
nurse, and many more. StrengthsFinder is available in more than a dozen languages.
Role-specific strengths-based developmental information is available through the
following Gallup books (each including a personal ID number allowing the reader to
complete the StrengthsFinder): Now, Discover Your Strengths (Buckingham &
Clifton, 2001); StrengthsQuest (Clifton & Anderson, 2002); Discover Your Sales
Strengths (Smith & Rutigliano, 2003); Living Your Strengths (Winseman, Clifton, &
Liesveld, 2003); and StrengthsFinder 2.0 (Rath, 2007).
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4 Part One Environmental and Organizational Context

EXAMPLES OF CLIENT SUCCESS: GALLUP’S EVIDENCED-BASED
PRACTICES IN ACTION

An important aspect of Gallup’s evidence-based approach is measuring the value of
client engagements, known as Business Impact Analysis. The following examples of
recent client success illustrate the impact of Gallup’s research in action.

1. A national clothing retailer was experiencing declining business. The retailer
brought Gallup in to create an integrated performance management system
designed to provide each store manager with the tools to optimize employee 
and customer engagement. The client engagement consisted of several adminis-
trations of employee and customer engagement, followed by in-depth analysis,
executive consulting, and manager training. Gallup’s Business Impact Analysis
uncovered a trend where employee and customer engagement significantly influ-
enced each store’s financial performance. In fact, the group of stores with top-
level performance on employee and customer engagement 
metrics realized a significant net benefit to the organization of approximately
$114.8 million in sales, $47.6 million in margins, and $34.7 million in operating
profit when compared to the group of stores with lower employee and customer
engagement metrics.

2. Gallup’s extensive work in the health care sector has also led to valuable results for
clients. For example, a relationship with one of the largest for-profit hospital
networks created value for many years. Since the inception of an ongoing,
systemwide program to improve employee engagement, more than 26,000 employ-
ees of this hospital network have moved from being “not engaged” (neither
positive nor negative about their work environment) or “actively disengaged” 
(fundamentally disconnected from their work) to being engaged, or emotionally
invested, in their jobs. According to the client’s estimates, these engaged employees
represent over $46 million in reduced absenteeism costs alone. Further, over a recent
three-year period, systemwide employee engagement levels closely reflect steady,
incremental increases in the client’s stock price. Positive multimillion dollar
relationships between employee engagement and reduced malpractice claims, 
earnings per admission, patient loyalty, and decreased nurse turnover have also
been realized over the course of this successful client partnership.

3. One of the largest banks in North America entered into a partnership with Gallup
to improve sales performance in three call centers. Gallup consultants studied the
call center structure and business strategy, reviewed job performance criteria, and
studied the best performers in each role to identify the talents that contributed to
their success. Gallup developed and implemented hiring systems for customer 
service representatives and inbound sales representatives. Not only did employees
hired through the Gallup system deliver a higher sales success rate, high-scoring
new hires substantially outperformed their lower-scoring counterparts in revenues,
sales, call handling time, and loan accuracy.

Many more examples of successful client partnerships, as well as actionable manage-
ment insights and perspectives from Gallup experts, are available in the monthly
online newsletter, the Gallup Management Journal (http://www.gallupjournal.com).
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Chapter One

Introduction to
Organizational
Behavior: An Evidence-
Based Approach
Learning Objectives

• Provide an overview of the major challenges and the paradigm shift facing
management now and in the future.

• Outline an evidence-based approach to organizational behavior.

• Summarize the Hawthorne studies as the starting point of the study of organiza-
tional behavior.

• Explain the methodology that is used to accumulate knowledge and facilitate
understanding of organizational behavior.

• Relate the various theoretical frameworks that serve as a foundation for the study
of organizational behavior.

• Present the social cognitive model of organizational behavior that serves as the
conceptual framework for the text.

Every era laments about daunting challenges. However, even previous generations would
probably agree that effectively managing today’s organizations is very difficult. Ask anyone
today—management professors, practitioners, or students—what the major challenges are
in today’s environment, and the answer will be fairly consistent: A turbulent economy and
dangerous geopolitics preoccupy everyone’s concerns. However, at the organization level,
understanding global competition and diversity, and trying to solve ethical problems and
dilemmas come to the fore. These are unquestionably major issues facing contempory
organizations and are given major attention in this text. However, the basic premise and
assumptions of the field of organizational behavior in general, and of this text in particular,
are that managing the people—the human resources of an organization—have been, are, and
will continue to be, the major challenge and critical competitive advantage.

Globalization, diversity, and ethics serve as very important environmental or contextual
dimensions for organizational behavior. However, as Sam Walton, the founder of Wal-Mart
and richest person in the world when he died, declared to this author over lunch a number
of years ago when asked what the answer was to successful organizations—“People are the
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6 Part One Environmental and Organizational Context

key!” The technology can be purchased and copied; it levels the playing field. The people,
on the other hand, cannot be copied. Although it may be possible to clone human bodies,
their ideas, personalities, motivation, and organization cultural values cannot be copied.
The human resources of an organization and how they are managed represent the compet-
itive advantage of today’s and tomorrow’s organizations. A recent study of over three hun-
dred companies for over 20 years provides evidence for this statement. The researchers
found that management of human resources through extensive training and techniques such
as empowerment resulted in performance benefits, but operational initiatives such as total
quality management or advanced manufacturing technology did not.1

At first employees were considered a cost, then human resources, and now are becoming
widely recognized as “human capital”2 (what you know—education, experience, skills).
Recent research indicates that investing in this human capital results in desired performance
outcomes such as increased productivity and customer satisfaction.3 Even going beyond
human capital are more recently recognized “social capital”4 (who you know—networks,
connections, friends) and “positive psychological capital”5 (who you are—confidence,
hope, optimism, resiliency) and (who you are in terms of confidence, hope, optimism,
resiliency, and, more importantly, who you can become, i.e., one’s possible authentic self).
Although Chapter 7 will be specifically devoted to positive organizational behavior in gen-
eral and psychological capital in particular, let it be simply noted here that there is growing
research evidence that employees’ psychological capital is positively related to their per-
formance and desired attitudes.6 As the ultimate “techie” Bill Gates astutely observed:
“The inventory, the value of my company, walks out the door every evening.”

Interestingly, whereas the technology dramatically changes, sometimes monthly or even
weekly, the human side of enterprise has not changed and will not change that fast. As noted
by well-known international management scholar Geert Hofstede, “Because management is
always about people, its essence is dealing with human nature. Since human nature seems to
have been extremely stable over recorded history, the essence of management has been and
will be equally stable over time.”7 The nature of work and the workplace itself,8 the tradi-
tional employment contract,9 and the composition of the workforce10 are all dramatically
changing and given attention in this text. Yet, the overriding purpose of the first edition, now
38 years ago, of trying to better understand and effectively manage human behavior in
organizations remains the essence of this twelfth edition.

This introductory chapter gives the perspective, background, methodology, and evidence-
based approach to the field. After a brief discussion of the current environmental challenges
and the paradigm shift facing management and why an evidence-based approach is needed,
the historical background is touched on. Particular attention is given to the famous
Hawthorne studies, which are generally recognized to be the beginning of the systematic
study and understanding of organizational behavior. Next, an overview of the methodology
used in the scientific study of organizational behavior is given. The chapter concludes by
defining exactly what is involved in organizational behavior and by providing a conceptual
model for the rest of the text.

THE CHALLENGES FACING MANAGEMENT

The academic field of organizational behavior has been around for about a half century.
However, as the accompanying OB in Action: Some Things Never Really Change clearly
indicates, problems facing managers of human organizations have been around since the
beginning of civilization. This case, with but a few word modifications, is taken from the Old
(not New) Testament of the Bible (Exodus 18:13–27), recognized by the Jewish, Christian,
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and Islam religions. The case took place over 3,000 years ago, the charismatic leader was
Moses (when he led his people from Egypt to Palestine), the well-known consultant was
Jethro, Moses’ father-in-law, and the higher authority was God. Embedded in the case are
many topics covered in this text—for example, charismatic leadership, management of con-
flict, empowerment, management of change, and nonfinancial incentives.

Although the problems with human organizations and the solutions over the ages have
not really changed that much, the emphasis and surrounding environmental context cer-
tainly have changed. For example, in the 1980s to the mid-1990s managers were preoccu-
pied with restructuring their organizations to improve productivity and meet the
competitive challenges in the international marketplace and quality expectations of cus-
tomers. Although the resulting “lean and mean” organizations offered some short-run
benefits in terms of lowered costs and improved productivity, instead of making signifi-
cant changes to meet the changing environment, most organizations continued with more
of the same. For example, one analysis of Fortune 500 firms between 1995 and 2005 found
the most prominent initiatives were restructuring (downsizing), cost reduction programs,
globalizing supply chains, creating shared services and Six Sigma (almost perfect) qual-
ity programs.11 During this era, top management compensation was primarily tied to stock
options (covered in Chapter 4) and thus the firm’s stock price, which in turn led to high-
risk mergers, acquisitions, and a highly regulated, winner-take-all environment.12 For
example, the head of nearly century-old investment house Merrill Lynch bet his firm—
and ultimately lost—on the subprime financial market and outsized leverage and then took
a whopping $160 million severance package on the way out the door.13

This type of behavior, and of course many other social, economic, and geopolitical
factors, led to the financial crisis and stock market crash starting at the end of 2008.
Although most of the focus has been on financial markets, government intervention
through the so-called bailouts, and massive unemployment, the impact on those not laid
off, the remaining employees, human resources of organizations, has been slighted. As an
expert on the psychology of the corporate environment recently noted, “after years of
downsizing, outsourcing, and a cavalier corporate attitude that treats employees as costs
rather than assets, most of today’s workers have concluded that the company no longer
values them. So they, in turn, no longer feel engaged in their work or committed to the
company.”14

This turmoil has certainly left employees hurt and fearful, and feeling very vulnerable.
There is also powerful evidence from the Gallup World Poll (a representative sample of the
population of over 100 countries) that by far the single most dominant thought and primary
driver of almost everyone, in every corner of the plant, is, “I want a good job.”15 As the

OB in Action: Some Things Never Really Change

A powerful, charismatic leader is having problems. A
well-known consultant is called in to help. The consultant
notices that the leader tries to handle all problems and
conflicts of his people himself. People queue up before
his office; because he is overwhelmed, he cannot handle
all the business. So the consultant has a private talk with
the leader and tells him to structure his organization by
delegating authority, empowering subordinates to han-
dle the workload. These subordinates should be selected
not only on their leadership abilities, but also on their

character: They should be truthful, not driven by material
gain. The new structure should resolve all daily issues at
the lowest possible level; only the big and difficult issues
should be brought before the leader. He should focus on
strategy—on dealing with the higher authority, on estab-
lishing new approaches and teaching these to the peo-
ple, on showing them the way to go and the work to be
done. The case states that the leader listens to the con-
sultant and carries out the reorganization, which is a suc-
cess, and the consultant returns home.

7
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8 Part One Environmental and Organizational Context

head of Gallup, Jim Clifton, concluded on the basis of this evidence, “Work is crucial to
every adult human because work holds within it the soul of the relationship of one citizen
to one government and one country.”16 In other words, even though recent history has been
tough not only on the economy but also on organizations and employees, the burning desire
for a good job still prevails among all people.

In the tradition of an effective strategy of turning threats into opportunities, such an envi-
ronment as the world has experienced in recent times may ironically be the ideal time to meet
the challenges facing the management of human resources. As in the words of popular lead-
ership author (Good to Great) Jim Collins, “A crisis is a terrible thing to waste.”17 The time
has come to not only recognize and appreciate the importance of human resources, but also
to use recent history as a catalyst for paradigmic change in the way we understand and man-
age human resources. This process starts with understanding what is meant by a paradigm
shift, not just keeping up with incremental change, but a new way of thinking about and man-
aging human resources in today’s dramatically changed workplace.

UNDERGOING A PARADIGM SHIFT

The term paradigm comes from the Greek paradeigma, which translates as “model, pat-
tern, or example.” First introduced years ago by the philosophy of science historian
Thomas Kuhn,18 the term paradigm is now used to mean a broad model, a framework, a
way of thinking, or a scheme for understanding reality.19 In the words of popular futurist
Joel Barker, a paradigm simply establishes the rules (written or unwritten), defines the
boundaries, and tells one how to behave within the boundaries to be successful.20 The
impact of globalization, diversity, and ethics given detailed attention in the next chapter, a
turbulent, very problematic economy,21 and a workforce described as a “blend of tradi-
tionally trained baby boomers, in-your-face Gen Xers, people with inadequate literacy
skills from disadvantaged areas, and techies raised on computers,”22 has led to a paradigm
shift. For example, James Brian Quinn offers the “intelligent enterprise” as new paradigm.
He believes that “the organization of enterprises and effective strategies will depend more
on development and deployment of intellectual resources than on the management of
physical assets.”23 These human and intellectual resources have moved into the new para-
digm, and as indicated by the interview with Jim Collins in the accompanying OB in
Action: Good to Great Expectations, with a new set of challenges and required ways of
thinking. In other words, for today’s and tomorrow’s organizations and management, there
are new rules with different boundaries requiring new and different behavior inside the
boundaries for organizations and management to be successful. Paradigm shifts have
invalidated advantages of certain firms (e.g., consider the well-known problems of almost
all auto, financial, and retail firms in recent years) and created new opportunities for oth-
ers (e.g., Google and Costco).

Those who study paradigm shifts, such as the shift that took place in the basic sciences
from deterministic, mechanistic Cartesian-Newtonian to Einstein’s relativity and quantum
physics, note that “real controversy takes place, often involving substantial restructuring of
the entire scientific community under conditions of great uncertainty.”24 Commonly called
the “paradigm effect,” a situation arises in which those in the existing paradigm may not
even see the changes that are occurring, let alone reason and draw logical inferences and
perceptions about the changes. This effect helps explain why there is considerable resis-
tance to change and why it is very difficult to move from the old management paradigm to
the new. There is discontinuous change in the shift to the new paradigm. As one observer
of the needed new paradigm organization noted:
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9

For Jim Collins, the Stanford Graduate School of Business
lecturer-turned-management thinker, “the workplace”
is a pleasant office suite set amid the Rocky Mountains in
Boulder, Colo. Managing generational tension amounts
to shepherding a team of smart, curious students who
help him with the research projects that have led to
blockbuster books like Built to Last and Good to Great.
And dealing with difficult bosses means stepping out-
side to do some rock climbing in the mountain air if he
gets frustrated with himself.

But the author of Good to Great, the world’s best-
selling guide to taking companies to the next level, still
has plenty of insights for those of us stuck in gray-walled
cubicles where the “scenic view” is often the parking lot
of a drab corporate campus. Management Editor Jena
McGregor asked Collins to translate some of his popular
concepts to today’s workplace. Here are edited excerpts
of that conversation:

One of the big concepts in your book is “first who,” or
that the most important thing is getting the right peo-
ple “on the bus.” But for cubicle dwellers who can’t
trade in their boss or their co-workers, what should
they think about doing?

The idea of a personal board of directors came to me
when I was in my 20s. I drew a little conference table on
a sheet of paper with seven chairs around it and wrote
names on them of people I admired. I pasted it above my
computer and would look up and in my mind poll the
personal board when I was wrestling with tough ques-
tions. If I was really stuck, I might talk to some of them.
It’s sort of like a group of tribal elders that you create for
yourself.

How many of the leaders running the companies in
Good to Great had any kind of work-life balance? Is
it possible to run a great company and also have a
great life?

The bad news is, about half the CEOs didn’t really seem
to have a life. They defined a great life as building a
great company. A lot of people who do extraordinary
things are not balanced. I’m not even convinced that the
idea makes sense [since] there’s a certain neurotic obses-
sion with doing exceptional things. But here’s the good
news: It was only about half. So I draw the conclusion
that it’s a choice.

But haven’t BlackBerrys and globalization made such
choices nearly impossible?

The imperative is to manage our time, not our work. This
is why the whole question of balance and finishing our

work is insane. There are only 24 hours in a day, so what
difference does it really make if you work 10 hours or 14,
given that there are a thousand potential hours of
work? The real question is the incredible rigor of what
goes into the hours you allocate.

As I look at the most effective people we’ve studied,
a “stop-doing” list or not-to-do list is more important
than a to-do list, because the to-do list is infinite. For
every big, annual priority you put on the to-do list, you
need a corresponding item on the stop-doing list. It’s like
an accounting balance.

You’ve got to admit, though, that technology has
made it harder today. I don’t think it’s obviously harder
today at all. Technology helps, not hurts, as long as you
have the discipline to turn these things off. You don’t
report to your BlackBerry.

What we know about people who are really effective
is that they think. The key is to build pockets of quietude
into your schedule—times when you have an appoint-
ment with yourself and it’s protected. I have on my cal-
endar “white space” days. I set them six months in
advance, and everyone around me can see them. It’s not
that I’m not working, but absolutely nothing can be
scheduled on a white space day.

You talk in Good to Great about leaders needing to
confront brutal facts. But organizations loaded with
bureaucracy are the exact places where truth doesn’t
rise to the top. What do the best managers do to
break down that bureaucracy?

How do you create a climate in which the truth is heard?
The first thing is to increase your questions-to-state-
ments ratio. Have someone track it and see if you can
double it in the next year. The leaders in our studies
asked lots of questions. They were Socratic. By asking
questions, they got the brutal facts, as well as lots of
insights and ideas.

What can people who aren’t in leadership positions
do to better navigate bureaucracies?

I think about how the leaders we studied handled this
before they were in charge. If you look at [former
Gillette CEO] Colman Mockler or Ken Iverson before he
became CEO of Nucor, what did they do? They were
focused on what they could control. That is Job One. But
they were also really good at figuring out the three to
four people in the organization who really mattered
and became very good at presenting to them evidence
and arguments that were persuasive.

If you produce exceptional work, your ability for
influence is very high. Most people, even in bureaucracies,

(continued)
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10 Part One Environmental and Organizational Context

The depth of change required demands that those charged with charting a passage through
hurricane-like seas do more than run up a new set of sails. What is involved equates to a
quantum shift in, not just learning, but how we learn; not just doing things differently, but
questioning whether we should be doing many of the things we currently believe in, at all;
not just in drawing together more information but in questioning how we know what it is (we
think) we know.25

This text on organizational behavior has the goal of helping today’s and tomorrow’s
managers make the transition to the new paradigm. Some of the new paradigm charac-
teristics include Chapter 2’s coverage of globalization, diversity, and ethics; Chapter 3 on
the organizational context of design and culture; and Chapter 4 on reward systems. The
new paradigm sets the stage for the study, understanding, and application of the time-
tested micro cognitive processes (Chapters 5–7), dynamics (Chapters 8–11), and the final
part on managing and leading for high performance (Chapters 12–14). However, before
getting directly into the rest of the text, we must know why management needs a new per-
spective to help meet the environmental challenges and the shift to the new paradigm. We
must gain an appreciation of the historical background, methodology, and theoretical
frameworks that serve as the basis of this text’s perspective and model for organizational
behavior.

A NEW PERSPECTIVE FOR MANAGEMENT

How is management going to meet the environmental challenges and paradigm shift out-
lined above? Management is generally considered to have three major dimensions—
technical, conceptual, and human. The technical dimension consists of the manager’s
functional expertise in accounting or engineering or marketing and increasingly in infor-
mation technology. There seems little question that today’s managers are competent in
their functional specialization. Overall, however, although managers are certainly more
aware and becoming competent in their functional/technical component, few today
would question that, at least in the past, most practicing managers either slighted the con-
ceptual and human dimensions of their jobs or made some overly simplistic assumptions.

Following the assumptions that pioneering management scholar Douglas McGregor
labeled many years ago as Theory X, most managers thought, and many still think, that
their employees were basically lazy, that they were interested only in money, and that if you
could make them happy, they would be high performers. When such Theory X assumptions
were accepted, the human problems facing management were relatively clear-cut and easy
to solve. All management had to do was devise monetary incentive plans, ensure job secu-
rity, and provide good working conditions; morale would then be high, and good perfor-
mance would result. It was as simple as one, two, three. Human relations experts, industrial/

(continued)
are hard-working, well-intentioned people trying to do
good things. If you ever wake up and say the majority
of people here aren’t that, then for sure it’s time to
jump.

You manage a team of student researchers. Any
secrets you’ve discovered to managing Generation Y?

I don’t understand this generational tension thing other
than that I think the tension is great. You should find a
way to have young people in your face all the time.
Wrestle with it. Revel in it. Learn from them. My view is,
we ought to get those people into positions of leader-
ship as fast as we can.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Organizational Behavior: An Evidence-Based Approach 11

organizational psychologists, and industrial engineers supported this approach, and human
resource managers implemented it.

Unfortunately, this approach no longer works with the current environmental demands
under the new paradigm. Although good pay, job security, and working conditions are neces-
sary, it is now evident that such a simplistic approach falls far short of providing a meaningful
solution to the complex challenges facing today’s human resource management. For example,
a recent report in The Economist in reference to McGregor’s Theories X and Y include that
“companies are coming to realize that knowledge workers, who have been identified as the cre-
ators of future wealth, thrive only under Theory Y. Theory X is becoming extinct.”26

The major fault with the traditional approach is that it overlooks and oversimplifies far
too many aspects of the problem. Human behavior at work is much more complicated and
diverse than is suggested by the economic-security–working-conditions approach. The new
perspective assumes that employees are extremely complex and that there is a need for the-
oretical understanding backed by rigorous empirical research before applications can be
made for managing people effectively. In the academic world, transition has now been com-
pleted. The traditional human relations approach no longer has a dominant role in business
and applied psychology education. Few people would question that the organizational
behavior approach, with its accompanying body of knowledge and applications, dominates
the behavioral approach to management education now and will do so in the foreseeable
future. Unfortunately, still only a minority of practicing managers and their organization
cultures really buy into, fully implement, and then stick with this research-based organiza-
tional behavior approach to management practice.

Stanford professor Jeff Pfeffer has summarized the status of the organizational behav-
ior approach to real-world management as a “one-eighth” situation.27 By one-eighth he
means that roughly half of today’s managers really believe and buy into the importance of
the human side of enterprise and that the people are truly the competitive advantage of
their organizations. Taken a step further, however, only about half of those who believe
really do something about it. Thus, he says that only about one-fourth are fully imple-
menting the high performance work practices (HPWPs) that flow from organizational
behavior theory and research—such as pay for performance, self-managed teams, 360
degree (multisource) feedback systems, behavioral management, and investing in psycho-
logical capital. Most organizations have tried one or a few of the approaches and tech-
niques emphasized in the chapters of this text, but only about a fourth fully implement the
whole approach. So now that we are down to one-fourth, where does the one-eighth come
from? Well, Pfeffer estimates that only about one-half of the one-fourth who implement
the approach stick with it over time. Thus, only about one-eighth (1⁄2 � 1⁄2 � 1⁄2 � 1⁄8) of
today’s organizations believe it, do it, and stick with it (the “3 Its”). The so-called one-
eighth organizations have as their organizational cultural values the importance of human
capital and the techniques in place to carry it out over time. Importantly, as Pfeffer well
documents in his book Human Equation, these one-eighth organizations are world class,
the best in the world—such as General Electric, Southwest Airlines, Google, Gallup, and
SAS (the software development firm).

Today there is ample accumulated research findings and documented practices of the best
firms to prove the value of the human factor. Pfeffer and Sutton felt compelled to try to
explain why most managers today know this importance and how to implement the approach
to improve organizational performance, but still are not doing it (i.e., The Knowing-Doing
Gap).28 They identify five sources that seem to prevent the majority of managers from effec-
tive implementation and sustainability: (1) hollow talk, (2) debilitating fear, (3) destructive
internal competition, (4) poorly designed and complex measurement systems, and (5) mind-
less reliance on precedent. They are convinced that if these obstacles (i.e., resistance to
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12 Part One Environmental and Organizational Context

change) can be overcome, then “Competitive advantage comes from being able to do some-
thing others don’t do. When most companies are stuck talking about what should be done,
those that get down to business and actually do will emerge as star performers.”29 This new
perspective is now called evidence-based management or simply EBM and, as indicated by
the subtitle, is the approach taken by this text.

EVIDENCE-BASED MANAGEMENT

Although the academic study and research of management in general and organizational
behavior in particular is thriving (e.g., membership in the academic professional asso-
ciation Academy of Management has doubled in the past 10 years), there is growing
concern that the divide, the gap, between theory/research and practice seems to be
widening. As noted in the introductory comments of a special issue of the Academy of
Management Journal, devoted to the problem, “It is hardly news that many organiza-
tions do not implement practices that research has shown to be positively associated
with employee productivity and firm financial performance,” and this “gap between sci-
ence and practice is so persistent and pervasive that some have despaired of its ever
being narrowed.”30

The problem largely comes from the fact that when it comes to people, everyone is an
expert. However, management academics add to the gap by too often concentrating only on
the creation of knowledge by rigorous scientific methods and pay too little attention on the
translation and diffusion of research findings to practice.31 Both management consultants
and journalists (and popular book authors) also contribute to the problem. Too often con-
sultants tend to conduct “in house” (not peer-reviewed scientific process) research and
depend only on narrow personal or client experience, and the journalists tell interesting sto-
ries and make interpretations based on some facts, but also depend too much on limited
anecdotes and personal experience.32

Obviously, the bridge to help close the theory/research-practice gap must be built from
both sides, practice and academic. Traditionally, practitioners have neither had the time nor
the desire to read and translate rigorous academic research and academics have not had the
time, desire, nor talent to write (translate the research) for practitioners.33 In other words,
practitioners must take on more of a “Practitioner-Scientist” role and academics must
assume a more “Scientist-Practitioner” role. This movement to not only recognize, but also
do something about what Pfeffer and Sutton called the “Knowing-Doing Gap,” is the
recently emerging movement toward evidence-based management (EBM).

Drawing from how professions such as education and especially medicine have han-
dled this similar gap problem, Denise Rousseau in her recent presidential speech to the
Academy of Management called for the field to take an evidence-based approach. She
defined evidence-based management or EBM as “translating principles based on best evi-
dence into organizational practices. Through evidence-based management, practicing
managers develop into experts who make organizational decisions informed by social sci-
ence and organizational research—part of the zeitgeist moving professional decisions
away from personal preference and unsystematic experience toward those based on the
best available scientific evidence.”34 The historical roots for this EBM can be traced back
to one of the founding fathers of social psychology, Kurt Lewin, who astutely observed
many years ago that there is nothing so practical as a good theory and “No action without
research, no research without action.”35 Following this sage advice, advocates of EBM
stress the need to refocus management education based on valid theory and research,
translated for effective practice.
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As indicated, this text from the beginning and through subsequent editions has been
known for and prided itself on the theory and research foundation for everything pre-
sented. Whereas other texts typically have no theoretical framework and relatively few
research citations per chapter, this text has a theoretical model to tie all the chapters
together (presented at the end of this chapter) and a great number (in some cases over
two hundred) of research citations in each chapter. In other words, this text takes an
EBM approach to contribute to the reader/student to become a Practitioner-Scientist.
The starting point in this journey of closing the science-practice gap and becoming a
Practitioner-Scientist is to have an understanding and appreciation of history and
research methods.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: THE HAWTHORNE STUDIES

Most of today’s organizational behavior texts have dropped any reference to history. Yet,
the position taken in this evidence-based approach is that history always has important
lessons to teach, and as was recently brought out again, “It is an interesting phenomenon
that that which is touted as fundamentally ‘new management practice’ is essentially the
readapting of existing ‘old management truths.’”36 There is no question that the early
practicing management pioneers, such as Henri Fayol, Henry Ford, Alfred P. Sloan, and
even the scientific managers at the end of the nineteenth century such as Frederick W.
Taylor, recognized the behavioral side of management. However, they did not emphasize
the human dimension; they let it play only a minor role in comparison with the roles of
hierarchical structure, specialization, and the management functions of planning and con-
trolling. An example would be the well-known Nobel Prize–winning French engineer
turned executive Henri Fayol.

About the time of World War I Fayol headed up what was at that time the largest coal-
mining firm in Europe. Writing the generally considered first book about management, he
emphasized that the purpose of the organization was to get the work done in specialized,
machinelike functions. He did not emphasize that the organization is made up of people; it
is not a machine. Yet, perhaps the most widely recognized management expert in modern
times, Peter Drucker, stated, “The organization is, above all, social. It is people.”37 There
were varied and complex reasons for the emergence of the importance of the organization as
a social entity, but it is the famous Hawthorne studies that provide historical roots for the
notion of a social organization made up of people and mark the generally recognized start-
ing point for the academic field of organizational behavior.

The Illumination Studies: A Serendipitous Discovery
In 1924, the studies started at the huge Hawthorne Works of the Western Electric
Company outside of Chicago. The initial illumination studies attempted to examine the
relationship between light intensity on the shop floor of manual work sites and employee
productivity. A test group and a control group were used. The test group in an early phase
showed no increase or decrease in output in proportion to the increase or decrease of illu-
mination. The control group with unchanged illumination increased output by the same
amount overall as the test group. Subsequent phases brought the level of light down to
moonlight intensity; the workers could barely see what they were doing, but productivity
increased. The results were baffling to the researchers. Obviously, some variables in the
experiment were not being held constant or under control. Something besides the level of
illumination was causing the change in productivity. This something, of course, was the
complex human variable.
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It is fortunate that the illumination experiments did not end up in the wastebasket.
Those responsible for the Hawthorne studies had enough foresight and spirit of scientific
inquiry to accept the challenge of looking beneath the surface of the apparent failure of
the experiments. In a way, the results of the illumination experiments were a serendipi-
tous discovery, which, in research, is an accidental discovery. The classic example of
serendipity is the breakthrough for penicillin that occurred when Sir Alexander Fleming
accidentally discovered green mold on the side of a test tube. That the green mold was
not washed down the drain and that the results of the illumination experiments were not
thrown into the trash can be credited to the researchers’ not being blinded by the unusual
or seemingly worthless results of their experimentation. The serendipitous results of the
illumination experiments provided the impetus for the further study of human behavior
in the workplace.

Subsequent Phases of the Hawthorne Studies
The illumination studies were followed by a study in the relay room, where operators
assembled relay switches. This phase of the study tried to test specific variables, such
as length of workday, rest breaks, and method of payment. The results were basically
the same as those of the illumination studies: each test period yielded higher produc-
tivity than the previous one. Even when the workers were subjected to the original con-
ditions of the experiment, productivity increased. The conclusion was that the
independent variables (rest pauses and so forth) were not by themselves causing the
change in the dependent variable (output). As in the illumination experiments, some-
thing was still not being controlled that was causing the change in the dependent vari-
able (output).

Still another phase was the bank wiring room study. As in the preceding relay room
experiments, the bank wirers were placed in a separate test room. The researchers were
reluctant to segregate the bank wiring group because they recognized that this would alter
the realistic factory environment they were attempting to simulate. However, for practical
reasons, the research team decided to use a separate room. Unlike the relay room experi-
ments, the bank wiring room study involved no experimental changes once the study had
started. Instead, an observer and an interviewer gathered objective data for study. Of par-
ticular interest was the fact that the department’s regular supervisors were used in the bank
wiring room. Just as in the department out on the factory floor, these supervisors’ main
function was to maintain order and control.

The results of the bank wiring room study were essentially opposite to those of the relay
room experiments. In the bank wiring room there were not the continual increases in pro-
ductivity that occurred in the relay room. Rather, output was actually restricted by the bank
wirers. By scientific management analysis—for example, time and motion study—the
industrial engineers had arrived at a standard of 7,312 terminal connections per day. This
represented 21⁄2 equipments (banks). The workers had a different brand of rationality. They
decided that 2 equipments was a “proper” day’s work. Thus, 21⁄2 equipments represented the
management norm for production, but 2 equipments was the informal group norm and the
actual output. The researchers determined that the informal group norm of 2 equipments
represented restriction of output rather than a lack of ability to produce at the company
standard of 21⁄2 equipments.

Of particular interest from a group dynamics standpoint were the social pressures
used to gain compliance with the group norms. The incentive system dictated that the
more a worker produced, the more money the worker would earn. Also, the best pro-
ducers would be laid off last, and thus they could be more secure by producing more.
Yet, in the face of this management rationale, almost all the workers restricted output.
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Social ostracism, ridicule, and name-calling were the major sanctions used by the group
to enforce this restriction. In some instances, actual physical pressure in the form of a
game called “binging” was applied. In the game, a worker would be hit as hard as pos-
sible, with the privilege of returning one “bing,” or hit. Forcing rate-busters to play the
game became an effective sanction. These group pressures had a tremendous impact on all
the workers. Social ostracism was more effective in gaining compliance with the informal
group norm than money and security were in attaining the scientifically derived manage-
ment norm.

Implications of the Hawthorne Studies
Despite some obvious philosophical,38 theoretical,39 and methodological limitations by
today’s standards of research (which will be covered next), the Hawthorne studies did
provide some interesting insights that contributed to a better understanding of human
behavior in organizations.40 For instance, one interesting aspect of the Hawthorne stud-
ies is the contrasting results obtained in the relay room and the bank wiring room. In the
relay room, production continually increased throughout the test period, and the relay
assemblers were very positive. The opposite was true in the bank wiring room; blatant
restriction of output was practiced by disgruntled workers. Why the difference in these
two phases of the studies?

One clue to the answer to this question may be traced to the results of a questionnaire
administered to the subjects in the relay room. The original intent of the questions was to
determine the health and habits of the workers. Their answers were generally inconclusive
except that all the operators indicated they felt “better” in the relay test room. A follow-up
questionnaire then asked about specific items in the test room situation. In discussions of
the Hawthorne studies, the follow-up questionnaire results, in their entirety, usually are
not mentioned. Most discussions cite the subjects’ unanimous preference for working in
the test room instead of the regular department. Often overlooked, however, are the work-
ers’ explanations for their choice. In order of preference, the workers gave the following
reasons:

1. Small group

2. Type of supervision

3. Earnings

4. Novelty of the situation

5. Interest in the experiment

6. Attention received in the test room41

It is important to note that novelty, interest, and attention were relegated to the fourth,
fifth, and sixth positions. These last three areas usually are associated with the famous
“Hawthorne effect.” Many social scientists imply that the increases in the relay room pro-
ductivity can be attributed solely to the fact that the participants in the study were given
special attention and that they were enjoying a novel, interesting experience. This is labeled
the Hawthorne effect and is, of course, a real problem with all human experimental sub-
jects. But to say that all the results of the relay room experiments were due to such an effect
on the subjects seems to ignore the important impact of the small group, the type of super-
vision, and earnings. All these variables (that is, experimental design, group dynamics,
styles of leadership and supervision, and rewards), and much more, separate the old human
relations movement and an evidence-based approach to the field of organizational behav-
ior. So do the refinement and fine-tuning of the research methodology used to accumulate
meaningful evidence about organizational behavior.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY TO DETERMINE VALID EVIDENCE

An evidence-based approach to organizational behavior depends on rigorous research
methodology. Accumulating valid evidence of why people behave the way they do is a very
delicate and complex process. In fact, the problems are so great that many scholars, chiefly
from the physical and engineering sciences, argue that there can be no precise science of
behavior. They maintain that humans cannot be treated like chemical or physical elements;
they cannot be effectively controlled or manipulated. For example, the critics state that,
under easily controllable conditions, 2 parts hydrogen to 1 part oxygen will always result in
water and that no analogous situation exists in human behavior. Human variables such as
motives, bias, expectations, learning, perception, values, and even a Hawthorne effect on
the part of both subject and investigator confound the controls that are attempted. For these
reasons, behavioral scientists in general and organizational behavior researchers in partic-
ular are often on the defensive and must be very careful to comply with accepted methods
of science.42

The Overall Scientific Perspective
Behavioral scientists in general and organizational behavior researchers in particular strive
to attain the following hallmarks of any science:

1. The overall purposes are understanding/explanation, prediction, and control.

2. The definitions are precise and operational.

3. The measures are reliable and valid.

4. The methods are systematic.

5. The results are cumulative.

Figure 1.1 summarizes the relationship between the practical behavioral problems and
unanswered questions facing today’s managers, research methodology, and the existing
body of valid evidence. When a question arises or a problem evolves, the first place to turn
for an answer is the existing body of valid evidence. It is possible that the question can be
answered immediately or the problem solved without going any further. Unfortunately, the
answer is not always found in the body of valid evidence and must be discovered through
appropriate research methodology.

Although behavioral science in general compared to the physical and biological sci-
ences is relatively young, and the field of organizational behavior is even younger—its

FIGURE 1.1
Simple Relationships
Among Problems,
Methodology, and
Valid Evidence.

BODY OF VALID EVIDENCE

Research
methodology

Problems and questions
about organizational behavior
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direct origins really go back only to the early 1970s—there is now enough accumulated
valid evidence that organizational behavior principles can be provided for the effective
management of human behavior in organizations. As explained in the preface, this is the
only text that presents evidence-based principles of organizational behavior at the end of
each chapter. Interestingly, it is the research technique of meta-analysis providing the
quantitative synthesis and testing of all available studies that permits confidently stating
these evidence-based principles. As Williams points out, meta-analysis “shows what
works and the conditions under which management techniques may work better or worse
in the ‘real world.’ Meta-analysis is based on the simple idea that if one study shows that
a management technique doesn’t work and another study shows that it does, an average of
those results is probably the best estimate of how well that management practice works (or
doesn’t work).”43

Although there are now enough research studies in organizational behavior to have this
evidence-based text, it is also recognized that many questions and problems in organiza-
tional behavior cannot yet be answered or solved directly by existing evidence or, as the
accompanying OB in Action: Forget Going with Your Gut points out, certainly not just
common sense. A working knowledge of research methodology becomes especially
important to practitioner-scientists, both as knowledgeable and critical consumers of the
rapidly expanding literature reporting the results of organizational behavior research and
as practitioner-scientists who are capable of applying appropriate research methods to
solve difficult problems in the workplace.

Starting with Theory
Although theory is often devalued as being unrealistic and overly complicated by practi-
tioners, as noted earlier Lewin may have been right when he declared there is nothing as
practical as a good theory. As the editors of the Journal of Applied Psychology recently
reminded, “Theory tells us why something occurs, not simply what occurs.”44 Yet students
and practitioners of organizational behavior are usually “turned off ” by all the theories that
pervade the field. The reason for all the theories, of course, is the still relative newness of
the field and the complexity and multidimensionality of the variables involved.45 The pur-
pose of any theory, including those found in organizational behavior, is to explain and pre-
dict the phenomenon in question; theories allow the researcher to deduce logical
propositions or hypotheses that can be tested by acceptable research designs. However, as
Don Hambrick points out, “A theory, by its very nature, is a simplification of reality. When
we develop or test theories, we inevitably exclude an array of factors that might potentially
affect the phenomena under examination.”46 Thus, theories are ever changing on the basis
of the empirical results. In other words, theory and research go hand in hand in evidence-
based management.

After pleading for more and stronger theory in organizational behavior, Sutton and Staw
have pointed out that references, data, lists of variables or constructs, diagrams, and
hypotheses are not theory. Instead, they note that

theory is the answer to queries of why. Theory is about the connections among phenomena, a
story about why acts, events, structure, and thoughts occur. Theory emphasizes the nature of
causal relationships, identifying what comes first as well as the timing of such events. Strong
theory, in our view, delves into the underlying processes so as to understand the systematic
reasons for a particular occurrence or non-occurrence.47

Such theorizing is not easy. “Theorizing takes scientists on mental journeys between the
world of observed events, such as falling apples, and the imagined world of hypothetical
concepts, such as gravity. Bridging gaps between concrete experience and abstract
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OB in Action: Forget Going with Your Gut

For the average patient, the fact that “evidence-based
medicine” is now one of the hottest forces in health care
might seem pretty absurd. After all, isn’t all medicine
based on hard facts? Actually, no. To make decisions,
many physicians rely on clinical experience, conventional
wisdom passed down through training, and sometimes,
outdated research. The evidence-based medicine move-
ment, which has been gaining traction in hospitals and
among insurers in recent years, calls for better integra-
tion of the most current, most carefully designed
research into everyday medicine.

The practice of business management could use a
similar movement, argue Jeffrey Pfeffer, a professor of
organizational behavior at Stanford University’s
Graduate School of Business, and Robert I. Sutton, a pro-
fessor of management and engineering at Stanford. In
their densely researched book, Hard Facts, Dangerous
Half-Truths & Total Nonsense: Profiting from Evidence-
Based Management, the authors fret that managers’
fondness for casual benchmarking (“GE does it? We
should too!”), past practices, and pet ideologies may
hold serious harm for their organizations.

At a time when intuition is on the ascent, thanks in
part to Malcolm Gladwell and his best-selling Blink, Hard
Facts is a useful reminder that the gut is often trumped
by the facts. The book’s deconstruction of some of the
most widely applied management truisms and fads is
thought-provoking but will leave some managers, espe-
cially those in metrics-driven cultures, unsatisfied.

The authors are at their best when dispelling the copy-
cat tactics managers use for evaluating and rewarding

talent. Take forced ranking, for instance. Popularized by
General Electric Co. under Jack Welch, the process
requires managers to divide employees into the top
20%, middle 70%, and bottom 10% of performers,
often culling the lowest group. Practiced by as many as
one-third of companies today, the authors say the
approach has many flaws. A 2004 survey of more than
200 human-resource managers found that even though
more than half of them used forced ranking, they felt it
resulted in lower productivity, skepticism, reduced col-
laboration, and impaired morale. Breaking up teams by
automatically firing the bottom 10% of workers can
even be dangerous: Citing a National Transportation
Safety Board study, the authors note that 73% of com-
mercial airline pilots’ serious mistakes happen on
crews’ first day together.

Pfeffer and Sutton also make a persuasive case against
paying widely divergent rewards to high and low per-
formers, a popular practice in talent management today.
Many studies show that tying pay to performance can
drive good results when individuals are working solo. But
the same can’t be said for the collaborative, intercon-
nected teams that now make up most companies. The
authors cite a 2005 study that surveyed senior manage-
ment groups at 67 publicly traded firms. Those with
greater gaps between the best- and worst-paid executives
also had weaker financial performance. Managers who
implement wide pay differences in heavily team-based
groups, argue Pfeffer and Sutton, forget that people get
a lot of fulfillment from their social bonds at work, and
creating such distinctions often diminishes trust.

concepts presents a challenge.”48 As Sumantra Ghoshal noted, “Our theories and ideas
have done much to strengthen the management practices that we are all now so loudly con-
demning.”49 There is also the danger that theories can become self-fulfilling without
empirical verification. As recently noted by Ferraro, Pfeffer, and Sutton, “Theories can
‘win’ in the marketplace for ideas, independent of their empirical validity, to the extent
their assumptions and language become taken for granted and normatively valued, there-
fore creating conditions that make them come ‘true’.”50 However, as Karl Weick, perhaps
the most widely recognized theorist in organizational behavior, notes: a good theory
explains, predicts, and delights.51

The Use of Research Designs
Research design is at the very heart of scientific methodology and evidence-based man-
agement; it can be used to answer practical questions or to test theoretical propositions/
hypotheses. The three designs most often used in organizational behavior research today
are the experiment, the case, and the survey. All three have played important roles in the
development of EBM. The experimental design is borrowed largely from psychology,
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where it is used extensively; the case and survey designs have traditionally played a bigger
role in sociology. All three designs can be used effectively for researching organizational
behavior.

A primary aim of any research design is to establish a cause-and-effect relationship. The
experimental design offers the best possibility of accomplishing this goal. All other factors
being equal, most organizational behavior researchers prefer this method of testing
hypotheses. Simply defined, an experiment involves the manipulation of independent vari-
ables to measure their effect on, or the change in, dependent variables, while everything else
is held constant or controlled. If possible, an experimental group and a control group are ran-
domly assigned so that the participants are equivalent. The experimental group receives the
input of the independent variables (the intervention), and the control group does not. Any
measured change in the dependent variable in the experimental group can be attributed to
the independent variable, assuming that no change has occurred in any other variable and
that no change has occurred in the control group. The controls employed are the key to the
successful use of the experimental design. If all intervening variables are held constant or
equal, the researcher can conclude with a high degree of confidence that the independent
variable caused the change in the dependent variable.

The Validity of Studies
The value of any evidence is dependent on its validity. In particular, research results must
have both internal validity and external validity in order to make a meaningful contribution
to evidence-based management. A study has internal validity if there are no plausible alter-
native explanations of the reported results other than those reported. The threats to internal
validity include uncontrolled intervening events that occur between the time the preexper-
iment measurement is taken and the time the postexperiment measurement is taken or does
A cause B, or does B cause A, a problem with correlational studies.

The threats to internal validity can be overcome with careful design of the study.
However, this is not always true of external validity, which is concerned with the gener-
alizability of the results obtained. In order for a study to have external validity, the
results must be applicable to a wide range of people and situations. Field studies tend to
have better external validity than laboratory studies because at least the study takes
place in a real setting. In general, the best strategy is to use a number of different
designs or mixed methods (including qualitative research) to answer the same question.
The weaknesses of the various designs can offset one another and the problem of com-
mon method variance (the results are due to the design, rather than the variables under
study) can be overcome.

Normally, the research would start with a laboratory study to isolate and manipulate
the variable or variables in question. This would be followed by an attempt to verify the
findings in a field setting. This progression from the laboratory to the field may lead to
the soundest conclusions. However, free observation in the real setting should probably
precede laboratory investigations of organizational behavior problems or questions.
Specifically, in recent years qualitative methods are being suggested as a starting point
or supplement, if not an alternative, to quantitatively based and statistically analyzed
methods of researching organizational behavior. Van Maanen explains that this qualita-
tive approach “seeks to describe, decode, translate, and otherwise come to terms with
the meaning, not the frequency, of certain more or less naturally occurring phenomena
in the social world.”52 Multiple designs and multiple measures have the best chance for
valid, meaningful research contributing to an evidence-based approach to organiza-
tional behavior.
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DEFINING ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

With a rich historical background such as the Hawthorne studies and using an accepted
scientific methodology as briefly outlined above, the field of organizational behavior is
now an accepted academic discipline. As with any other relatively new academic
endeavor, however, there have been some rough spots and sidetracks along the way.
Besides the healthy academic controversies over theoretical approach or research find-
ings, perhaps the biggest problem that organizational behavior had to overcome was an
identity crisis. Early on, the field of organizational behavior had to answer questions such
as: Is it an attempt to replace all management with behavioral science concepts and tech-
niques? How, if at all, does it differ from traditional applied or industrial psychology?
Fortunately, these questions have now been answered to the satisfaction of most manage-
ment academicians, behavioral scientists, and management practitioners.

Figure 1.2 shows in very general terms the relationships between and emphases of
organizational behavior (OB) and the related disciplines of organization theory (OT),
organization development (OD), and human resource management (HRM). As shown,
OB tends to be more theoretically oriented and at the micro level of analysis.
Specifically, OB draws from many theoretical frameworks of the behavioral sciences
that are focused on understanding and explaining individual and group behavior in
organizations. As with other sciences, OB accumulates evidence and tests theories by
accepted scientific methods of research. In summary, organizational behavior can be
defıned as the understanding, prediction, and management of human behavior in
organizations.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION FOR ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Although organizational behavior is extremely complex and includes many inputs and
dimensions, the cognitive, behavioristic, and social cognitive theories can be used to
develop an overall framework for an evidence-based approach. After the major theories are
briefly summarized, the last section of the chapter presents a model that is used to concep-
tually link and structure the rest of the text.

Cognitive Framework
The cognitive approach to human behavior has many sources of input. The micro-oriented
chapters in the next part provide some of this background. For now, however, it can be said
simply that the cognitive approach gives people much more “credit” than the other

FIGURE 1.2
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approaches. The cognitive approach emphasizes the positive and freewill aspects of
human behavior and uses concepts such as expectancy, demand, and intention. Cognition,
which is the basic unit of the cognitive framework, can be simply defined as the act of
knowing an item of information. Under this framework, cognitions precede behavior and
constitute input into the person’s thinking, perception, problem solving, and information
processing. Concepts such as cognitive maps can be used as pictures or visual aids in com-
prehending a person’s “understanding of particular, and selective, elements of the
thoughts (rather than thinking) of an individual, group or organization.”53

The classic work of Edward Tolman can be used to represent the cognitive theoretical
approach. Although Tolman believed behavior to be the appropriate unit of analysis, he
felt that behavior is purposive, that it is directed toward a goal. In his laboratory experi-
ments, he found that animals learned to expect that certain events would follow one
another. For example, animals learned to behave as if they expected food when a certain
cue appeared. Thus, Tolman believed that learning consists of the expectancy that a par-
ticular event will lead to a particular consequence. This cognitive concept of expectancy
implies that the organism is thinking about, or is conscious or aware of, the goal. Thus,
Tolman and others espousing the cognitive approach felt that behavior is best explained by
these cognitions.

Contemporary psychologists carefully point out that a cognitive concept such as
expectancy does not reflect a guess about what is going on in the mind; it is a term
that describes behavior. In other words, the cognitive and behavioristic theories are
not as opposite as they appear on the surface and sometimes are made out to be—for
example, Tolman considered himself a behaviorist. Yet, despite some conceptual sim-
ilarities, there has been a controversy throughout the years in the behavioral sciences
on the relative contributions of the cognitive versus the behavioristic framework. As
often happens in other academic fields, debate has gone back and forth through the
years.54

Because of the recent advances from both theory development and research findings,
there has been what some have termed a “cognitive explosion” in the field of psychol-
ogy. For example, an analysis of articles published in the major psychology journals
found by far the greatest emphasis is on the cognitive school over the behavioral school
starting in the 1970s.55 Applied to the field of organizational behavior, a cognitive
approach has traditionally dominated units of analysis such as personality, perception,
and attitudes (Chapter 5), motivation and goal setting (Chapter 6), and positive con-
structs such as psychological capital (Chapter 7). Recently, there has been renewed
interest in the role that cognitions can play in organizational behavior in terms of
advancement in both theory and research on social cognition. This social cognitive
process can be a unifying theoretical framework for both cognition and behaviorism.
However, before getting into the specifics of social cognitive theory, which serves as the
conceptual framework for this text, it is necessary to have an understanding of the
behavioristic approach as well.

Behavioristic Framework
Chapter 12 discusses in detail the behavioristic theory in psychology and its application
to organizational behavior. Its historical roots can be traced to the work of Ivan Pavlov
and John B. Watson. These pioneering behaviorists stressed the importance of dealing
with observable behaviors instead of the elusive mind that had preoccupied earlier psy-
chologists. They used classical conditioning experiments to formulate the stimulus-
response (S-R) explanation of human behavior. Both Pavlov and Watson felt that
behavior could be best understood in terms of S-R. A stimulus elicits a response. They
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22 Part One Environmental and Organizational Context

concentrated mainly on the impact of the stimulus and felt that learning occurred when
the S-R connection was made.

Modern behaviorism marks its beginnings with the work of B. F. Skinner. Deceased
for a number of years, Skinner is widely recognized for his contributions to psychology.
For example, a recent study drawing from publication citations and a large survey of psy-
chologists ranked Skinner as the most influential psychologist of the twentieth century.56

He felt that the early behaviorists helped explain respondent behaviors (those behaviors
elicited by stimuli) but not the more complex operant behaviors. In other words, the S-R
approach helped explain physical reflexes; for example, when stuck by a pin (S), the per-
son will flinch (R), or when tapped below the kneecap (S), the person will extend the
lower leg (R). On the other hand, Skinner found through his operant conditioning exper-
iments that the consequences of a response could better explain most behaviors than elic-
iting stimuli could. He emphasized the importance of the response-stimulus (R-S)
relationship. The organism has to operate on the environment (thus the term operant
conditioning) in order to receive the desirable consequence. The preceding stimulus
does not cause the behavior in operant conditioning; it serves as a cue to emit the behavior.
For Skinner and the behaviorists, behavior is a function of its contingent environmental
consequences.

Both classical and operant conditioning and the important role of reinforcing conse-
quences are given detailed attention in Chapter 12. For now, however, it is important to
understand that the behavioristic approach is environmentally based. It posits that cognitive
processes such as thinking, expectancies, and perception may exist but are not needed to
predict and control or manage behavior. However, as in the case of the cognitive approach,
which also includes behavioristic concepts, some modern behaviorists feel that cognitive
variables can be behaviorized.57 However, the social cognitive theory that has emerged in
recent years incorporating both cognitive and behavioristic concepts and principles may be
the most unifying and comprehensive foundation for an evidence-based approach to orga-
nizational behavior.

Social Cognitive Framework
The cognitive approach has been accused of being mentalistic, and the behavioristic
approach has been accused of being deterministic. Cognitive theorists argue that the S-R
model, and to a lesser degree the R-S model, is much too mechanistic an explanation of
human behavior. A strict S-R interpretation of behavior seems justifiably open to the crit-
icism of being too mechanistic, but because of the scientific approach that has been metic-
ulously employed by behaviorists, the operant model in particular has made a significant
contribution to the study and meaning of human behavior58 and in turn an evidence-based
approach to organizational behavior. The same can be said of the cognitive approach.
Much research has been done to verify its importance as an explanation of human behav-
ior in general and organizational behavior in particular. Instead of polarization and uncon-
structive criticism between the two approaches, it now seems time to recognize that each
can make an important contribution to the understanding, prediction, and control of orga-
nizational behavior. The social cognitive approach tries to integrate the contributions of
both approaches and serves as the foundation for an evidence-based approach to organi-
zational behavior.

About 30 years ago we (Davis and Luthans) proposed a social learning approach to
organizational behavior,59 and over 25 years ago we (Luthans and Kreitner) suggested
a social learning approach to organizational behavior modification (O.B. Mod.).60

Based on the work of Albert Bandura61 and our own theory building and application to
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organizational behavior, social learning theory provided the conceptual framework for
the 3rd to 8th editions of this text. Social learning takes the position that behavior can
best be explained in terms of a continuous reciprocal interaction among cognitive,
behavioral, and environmental determinants. The person and the environmental situa-
tion do not function as independent units but, in conjunction with the behavior itself,
reciprocally interact to determine behavior. Bandura explains that “it is largely through
their actions that people produce the environmental conditions that affect their behav-
ior in a reciprocal fashion. The experiences generated by behavior also partly deter-
mine what a person becomes and can do, which, in turn, affects subsequent
behavior.”62 The triangular model shown in Figure 1.3 takes this social learning work
of Bandura and translates it into relevant units of analysis and variables in organiza-
tional behavior.

Bandura has taken his social learning and developed it into the more comprehensive
social cognitive theory (SCT),63 and we (Stajkovic and Luthans) in turn have translated this
SCT into the theoretical foundation for organizational behavior.64 SCT is much more com-
prehensive than the cognitive or behavioristic pproaches by themselves and its predeces-
sor, social learning theory. Specifically, SCT recognizes the importance of behaviorism’s
contingent environmental consequences, but also includes cognitive processes of self-
regulation. “The social part acknowledges the social origins of much of human thought and
action (what individuals learn by being part of a society), whereas the cognitive portion rec-
ognizes the influential contribution of thought processes to human motivation, attitudes,
and action.”65

Similar to the social learning model in Figure 1.3, SCT explains organizational behav-
ior in terms of the bidirectional, reciprocal causation among the organizational partici-
pants (e.g., unique personality characteristics such as conscientiousness), the organi-
zational environment (e.g., the perceived consequences such as contingent recognition
from the supervisor or pay for increased productivity), and the organizational behavior
itself (e.g., previous successful or unsuccessful sales approaches with customers). In other
words, like social learning, in an SCT theoretical framework, organizational participants
are at the same time both products (as in the behaviorism approach) and producers (as in
the cognitive approach) of their personality, respective environments, and behaviors.
Bandura goes beyond social learning with SCT by explaining the nature of the bidirec-
tional reciprocal influences through the five basic human capabilities summarized in
Figure 1.4.
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FIGURE 1.4 The Basic Human Capabilities According to Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (SCT).

Source: Alexander D. Stajkovic and Fred Luthans, “Social Cognitive Theory and Self-Efficacy: Going beyond Traditional Motivational and Behavioral Approaches,”
Organizational Dynamics, Spring 1998, p. 65.
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FIGURE 1.5 A Conceptual Model for the Study of Organizational Behavior: An Evidence-Based Approach.
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THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE TEXT

The conceptual model used to structure this text is shown in Figure 1.5. As indicated,
social cognitive theory is the foundation and consists of the reciprocal interaction among
the environmental and organizational context (Part One, Chapters 2–4); cognitive
processes (Part Two, Chapters 5–7); and, importantly, the organizational behavior itself,
which produces and is a product of the environmental/organizational context and the cog-
nitive processes. At a more macro level are graphic depiction of the dynamics (not neces-
sarily the outcomes) of organizational behavior (Part Three, Chapters 8–10). Finally, at an
applied level is the graphic representation of the role that managing and leading for high
performance (Part Four, Chapters 11–14) play in the conceptual framework for organiza-
tional behavior.

Obviously, this conceptual framework gives only a bare-bones sketch of organizational
behavior rather than a full-blown explanation. Nevertheless, it can serve as a point of depar-
ture for how this text is organized. It helps explain why particular chapters are covered and
how they relate to one another. As the chapters unfold, some of the fine points will become
clearer and some of the seemingly simplistic, unsupported statements will begin to make
more sense. Figure 1.5 serves merely as the welcoming mat to the study of the exciting, but
still developing, field of organizational behavior.

Summary This chapter first gives a brief overview of the significant challenges currently facing man-
agement. Besides the new workplace, environmental changes such as globalization and
recognition and management of diversity and ethics represent a paradigm shift. This shift
is characterized by new rules, new boundaries, and, importantly, new thinking and behav-
iors that are essential for organizations and managers to be successful or even survive. This
new paradigm facing management requires a new perspective and not only an appreciation
of the human, behavioral side of management but also apply the greatly expanding research
findings for more effective practice. After first identifying the existing knowing-doing gap,
the evidence-based approach used by this text over the years and the new call for evidence-
based management (EBM) is summarized.

The historical roots start this evidence-based approach to organizational behavior. The
beginnings are usually attributed to the famous Hawthorne studies, which had several
phases (illumination, relay, bank wiring studies) and often-overlooked implications for
modern management. Whereas the Hawthorne studies are often unfairly dismissed
because of methodological flaws, today’s organizational behavior field is characterized by
rigorous scientific methodology. Both theory development and research designs are given
considerable attention. Specifically, the attempt is made to eliminate or minimize the
threats to internal validity through carefully designed experiments. Field studies are used
over laboratory studies whenever possible in order to have more external (generalizable)
validity.

Because organizational behavior is a relatively new field, it must be precisely defined:
the understanding, prediction, and management of human behavior in organizations. It is
also important to see how OB (micro, theoretical) relates to other closely related disciplines
such as organization theory or OT (macro, theoretical), organizational development or OD
(macro, applied), and human resource management or HRM (micro, applied). Finally, it is
important to provide a theoretical foundation to develop a specific model that can be used
as a conceptual framework for this text. The cognitive, the behavioristic, and the more inte-
grative social cognitive theories are used for such a foundation. The cognitive model gives
the human being more “credit” and assumes that behavior is purposive and goal oriented.
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Cognitive processes such as expectancy and perception help explain behavior. The behav-
ioristic approach deals with observable behavior and the environmental contingencies of
the behavior. Classical behaviorism explained behavior in terms of S-R, whereas more
modern behaviorism gives increased emphasis to contingent consequences, or R-S. The
social cognitive approach emphasizes that the person, the environment, and the behavior
itself are in constant interaction with one another and reciprocally determine one another.
This social cognitive approach incorporates both cognitive and behavioristic elements and
is used as the theoretical foundation for the organizational behavior model used as the con-
ceptual framework to structure this evidence-based text.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Because a growing number of important concepts and techniques have a stream of research
findings, meta-analysis can be conducted on them. The meta-analysis results provide the basis
for organizational behavior (OB) principles for effective evidence-based practice.

Meta-Analysis Results:
The end of each chapter will report the result of usually one but in some cases two or three
representative meta-analyses. The stated principles, relevant to each chapter, are based on
these meta-analytic findings. A results section will report the number of studies and partic-
ipants and the meta-analytic average effect statistic d. Importantly, to make these meta-
analytic results as user friendly as possible, the d effect size is transformed using Grissom’s
(see source below) table to a percentage “probability of superior outcome of one treatment
over another.” Besides this percentage probability evidence to support the “OB Principle,”
this section will also briefly discuss any moderating contingencies that were found and give
the full citation of the meta-analysis in a source line like that below from Grissom’s con-
version of d to probability of success.

Conclusion:
Each chapter’s Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings is patterned after this pre-
sentation: statement of OB Principle for Evidence-Based Practice, Meta-Analysis Results,
and Conclusion. The purpose of the conclusion is to tie the principle back to the chapter topic
and make some final comments. The contribution of meta-analysis at this stage of develop-
ment of the organizational behavior field is that it is able to draw overall, sound evidence-
based conclusions (i.e., state principles) from a large number of studies (often over 100) and
usually thousands of subjects. Instead of just choosing one study here or there to support (or
not support) a statement, meta-analysis provides a quantitative summary of individual stud-
ies across an entire body of research evidence on a given concept (e.g., conscientiousness or
self-efficacy) or technique (e.g., job characteristics model or organizational behavior modi-
fication). Many of the meta-analyses conducted to date on relevant topics in this text are
included as being representative, but as research continues to accumulate, many more meta-
analytically derived OB principles exist and will be forthcoming.

Sources: Robert J. Grissom, “Probability of the Superior Outcome of One Treatment over Another,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 79, No. 2, 1994, pp. 314–316. For those wanting more information
on meta-analysis, see: L. V. Hedges and I. Olkin, Statistical Methods for Meta Analysis, Academic Press,
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San Diego, 1985 and J. E. Hunter and F. L. Schmidt, Methods of Meta-Analysis, Sage, Beverly Hills, Calif.,
1995. For a critical analysis and limitations of meta-analysis, see: P. Bobko and E. F. Stone-Romero,
“Meta-Analysis May Be Another Useful Tool, but It Is Not a Panacea,” in G. R. Ferris (Ed.), Research in
Personnel and Human Resources Management, Vol. 16, JAI Press, Stamford, Conn., 1998, 359–397.
Finally, to gain insight into teaching organizational behavior through such a principles approach, see:
Edwin A. Locke, “The Epistemological Side of Teaching Management: Teaching through Principles,”
Academy of Management Learning and Education, Vol. 1, No. 2, 2002, pp. 195–205.

1. What are some of the major challenges facing today’s and tomorrow’s organizations and
management? Briefly describe these developments.

2. What is a paradigm? How will the paradigm shift affect management? What are the
implications of this paradigm shift for organizational behavior?

3. Why do you think there is a “knowing-doing” gap and how can evidence-based man-
agement help close it?

4. Why do you feel the Hawthorne studies made such an important historical contribution
to the study of organizational behavior?

5. Why are theory development and rigorous scientific methodology important to the
field of organizational behavior? What role does validity play in the design of research
studies?

6. How does organizational behavior relate to, or differ from, organizational development?
Organization theory? Human resource management?

7. In your own words, identify and summarize the various theoretical frameworks for
understanding organizational behavior. How does the social cognitive approach differ
from the cognitive approach? How does the social cognitive approach differ from the
behavioristic approach?

8. Explain the model for organizational behavior that is used in this text.

Questions for
Discussion and
Review

This chapter sets the tone for the new paradigm environment. One dimension of this envi-
ronment has been the dramatic increase in the number of nonjob or “telecommuters,” those
that work from home or at least outside the organization. Inexpensive computers, the
changing nature of jobs, and workers’ demands for a more flexible schedule have all con-
tributed to this trend. Go to http://www.tjobs.com/ and look at the jobs that they offer
specifically designed around telecommuting. In fact, Putnam Investments has a page dedi-
cated to jobs available at home. Visit their site at http://www.putnaminv.com/. Then,
click on “career opportunities.” You may also want to visit the International Telework
Association Council’s (ITAC) site at www.workingfromhome.com. You will find
many current articles on telecommuting at http://www.harveynash.com/usa/.
Browse through these sites, and consider the following questions.

1. Would you consider a job that kept you at home for a significant part of the workweek?
What would be the advantages of this? Disadvantages?

2. As a manager, consider the challenges of managing those who work at home or virtually
out of the organization. What are your challenges? Consider, for example, how to moni-
tor performance, motivate workers, and help them manage workplace problems.

3. Do you think the trend toward telecommuting will increase or decrease in the coming
years? What impact will this have on some of the major topics in this text? Be as spe-
cific as you can by looking at the table of contents and Figure 1.5.

Internet
Exercise:
Nonjobs or
Telecommuting
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Real Case: The Big Squeeze on Workers

On his recent family vacation in Arizona, Peter Spina
spent much of his time camped out under a palm tree
while his kids splashed around in the Scottsdale
Princess Hotel’s luxurious pool. Spina wasn’t lounging.
He was working—hammering out deals on his cell
phone in a mad dash to break new accounts at Vulcan
Ventures Inc., where he’s publisher of The Sporting
News. Spina says the downturn has forced him to work
even longer hours than he did during the boom—about
15% more. Ditto for his sales force. Whereas once he
had lots of bonus money to throw around, he now tries to
make up for the tough slog by bringing popsicles to the
office on hot days. The added hustling is one reason his
team has racked up revenue gains of 46% this year in an
abysmal ad market. “They’re working longer and
harder,” says Spina.

Much has been made of the recent upsurge in pro-
ductivity. Although recessions usually bring slides in
this efficiency measure, technology has made the econ-
omy more productive than ever before. But tell that to
white-collar workers, and you’re likely to hear that the
gains have come on their backs. Rather than bring relief,
layoff survivors say, the downturn has only socked it to
them more. They complain about managing the
orphaned workloads of downsized colleagues, scouring
new avenues for business, and fighting for high-profile
posts so if the ax falls, it won’t hit them. “What we’re
discovering is that in this early stage of recovery, not
only are companies making people work harder, but,
believe me, some people want to,” says J.P. Morgan
Chase & Co. senior economist James E. Glassman.
“They’re trying to protect their job security.”

That gripping desperation is easy for companies to
use in their favor. Mike Hewitt, director of client ser-
vices at consulting firm Aquent, says he and his staff
have been bending over backwards to meet with clients
who don’t have any work for them so the company can
get a jump on future business and be ready to roll when
the rebound kicks in.

But it’s not just fear that’s motivating today’s work-
place. A number of other structural changes are also
helping bosses to extract maximum productivity from
their ranks. From the increased use of temps, to the
reclassification of hourly workers into salaried employ-
ees ineligible for overtime pay, to the rise in variable pay
that puts part of workers’ paychecks at risk, companies
are now able to get more out of less.

It’s hard to say just how much more, given the state of
statistical record-keeping. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics says overall weekly hours worked have
dropped—in part due to manufacturers slashing hours.
But economists say it’s impossible to draw an accurate
picture from the BLS data. They note that the data is
flawed because it often builds in an assumption that all
levels of employees work 35 hours a week—managers
and hourly staff alike. To which many economists reply:
Come on. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co. chief
economist Stephen Roach, for example, believes the
BLS numbers understate the number of hours worked,
therefore overstating productivity.

Still, whatever the numbers say, there’s no doubt that
right now employees feel they have little choice but to
accept the grueling loads. Despite some evidence of a
rebound, the job market in many quarters is still weak.
Job cuts are no longer a last resort in hard times but an
ongoing tool for matching supply with demand.

This is one reason some economists predict a replay,
at least initially, of the early-1990s jobless recovery.
Rather than scoop up more permanent hires at the first
whiff of demand, economists say CEOs are likely to be
leery, especially with economic data so mixed. Many
have bad memories of boom-time hiring binges in
which they took on mediocre people just to fill slots and
then wound up having to pay weeks of costly severance.
Instead, economists say CEOs are likely to focus first on
extracting even more from their existing ranks until
demand reaches a breaking point. The big question now,
asks Mary Hammershock, vice-president for human
resources for Silicon Valley’s Blue Martini Software, is
“how much longer can you get people to do this when
the upside has gone away?”

Already, companies are looking first to bring in con-
tract workers that they can quickly tap and zap without
paying any benefits or severance. In fact, the temps have
been the fastest growing sector of employment. And
they aren’t accounted for as regular employees. This
helps companies that use a lot of them, like Cisco
Systems Inc., to drive up revenue per employee.

The growing use of the just-in-time workforce is not
the only means by which companies are priming the
productivity pump. Workers complain that many
employers are taking advantage of outdated labor laws
by misclassifying them as salaried-exempt so they can
skirt overtime pay. Already, Wal-Mart Stores, Taco Bell,
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Starbucks, and U-Haul, among others, have been
slapped with class actions. In the case of General
Dynamics Corp., this resulted in a $100 million award
that is now on appeal. At Farmer’s Insurance, employees
got $90 million. Some employers are so worried about
the issue that they are now doing wage-and-hour audits.

Another potential productivity enhancer: incentive pay,
which enables bosses to motivate people to work harder
during tough times to make up for lost wages. General
Electric Co. will soon start factoring customer perfor-
mance into employee pay, putting an even greater chunk
of compensation at risk. Under this system, if a customer’s
business suffers, so does the GE employee’s paycheck.

Yet even as they push existing employees, companies
also have to think about what’s down the road—the
likely return of tight labor markets and a replay of the
1990s’ battle for talent. Demographers and labor experts
note that the recession merely masked the deep skills
shortages lurking within the labor force. “It will be even
worse than it was in 2000,” predicts Texas Instruments
Inc. Chairman, CEO, and President Tom Engibous.

Like many CEOs, Engibous faces the tough job of
balancing the need to juice profits right now with the
longer term goal of cultivating his choice employees.
That’s why he has launched a “re-recruiting initiative” at
TI, asking workers what they need—days off, new
assignments, a different boss—to keep them satisfied
right now. For companies that squeeze too hard, it prob-
ably already is too late.

1. Do you agree or disagree with the feeling of many
downsizing survivors that increased productivity
“comes on their backs”? What does this mean and
how does this have implications for managing these
employees?

2. What impact can employing temporary, just-in-time
workers have for employers? For existing full-time
employees? For the temporary workers?

3. On balance, on the basis of this case, do you believe
the challenges facing the management of human
resources will be easier or more difficult in the near
future? Why?

Organizational Behavior Case: How Is This Stuff Going to Help Me?

Jane Arnold wants to be a manager. She enjoyed her
accounting, finance, and marketing courses. Each of
these provided her with some clear-cut answers. Now
the professor in her organizational behavior course is
telling her that there are really very few clear-cut
answers when it comes to managing people. The profes-
sor has discussed some of the emerging challenges and
the historical background and ways that behavioral sci-
ence concepts play a big role in the course. Jane is very
perplexed. She came to school to get answers on how to
be an effective manager, but this course surely doesn’t
seem to be heading in that direction.

1. How would you relieve Jane’s anxiety? How is a
course in organizational behavior going to make
her a better manager? What implications does an
evidence-based approach have?

2. Why did the professor start off with a brief overview
of emerging challenges?

3. How does a course in organizational behavior differ
from courses in fields such as accounting, finance, or
marketing?

Organizational Behavior Case: Too Nice to People

John has just graduated from the College of Business
Administration at State University and has joined his fam-
ily’s small business, which employs 25 semiskilled work-
ers. During the first week on the job, his grandfather called
him in and said: “John, I’ve had a chance to observe you

working with our employees for the past two months and,
although I hate to, I feel I must say something. You are just
too nice to people. I know they taught you that human
behavior stuff at the university, but it just doesn’t work
here. I remember when we discussed the Hawthorne
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Hank James has been section head for the accounting
group at Yake Company for 14 years. His boss, Mary
Stein, feels that Hank is about ready to be moved up to
the corporate finance staff, but it is company policy to
send people like Hank to the University Executive
Development Program before such a promotion is
made. Hank has enrolled in the program; one of the first
parts deals with organizational behavior. Hank felt that
after 14 years of managing people, this would be a snap.
However, during the discussion on organizational
behavior, the professor made some comments that really
bothered Hank. The professor said:

Most managers know their functional specialty but do 
a lousy job of managing their people. One of the
problems is that just because managers have a lot of
experience with people, they think they are experts.
The fact is that behavioral scientists are just beginning
to understand human behavior. In addition, to
effectively manage people, we also have to somehow
be able to better predict and control organizational
behavior. Some models are now developed and

research is accumulating that we hope will help the
manager better understand, predict, and manage organi-
zational behavior.

Hank is upset by the fact that his professor apparently
discounts the value of experience in managing people,
and he cannot see how a conceptual framework that
some professor dreamed up and some esoteric research
can help him manage people better.

1. Do you think Hank is justified in his concerns after
hearing the professor? What role can experience play
in managing people?

2. What is the purpose of conceptual frameworks such
as those presented in this chapter? How would you
weigh the relative value of studying theories and
research findings versus “school-of-hard-knocks”
experience for the effective management of people?

3. Using the conceptual framework presented in the chap-
ter, how would you explain to Hank that this could help
him better manage people in his organization?

Organizational Behavior Case: Conceptual Model: Dream or Reality?

studies when I was in school and everybody at the univer-
sity seemed excited about them, but believe me, there is
more to managing people than just being nice to them.”

1. How would you react to your grandfather’s com-
ments if you were John?

2. Do you think John’s grandfather understood and
interpreted the Hawthorne studies correctly?

3. What phases of management do you think John’s
grandfather has gone through in this family business?

Do you think he understands the significance of
recent trends in the environment and how the new
paradigm will affect his business?

4. How would you explain to your grandfather the new
perspective that is needed and how the study of an
evidence-based approach to organizational behav-
ior will help the business be successful in the new
paradigm?
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Chapter Two

Environmental Context:
Globalization, Diversity,
and Ethics
Learning Objectives

• Discuss the impact of globalization as an environmental context for
organizational behavior.

• Identify what is meant by diversity and how it has become an important dynamic
in the field of management and organizational behavior.

• Examine diversity in today’s organizations and the individual and organizational
approaches to effectively manage diversity.

• Discuss the meaning of ethics and the major factors of ethical behavior.

• Describe major areas of ethical concern, including “bottom-line” impact and
some of the steps that can be taken to effectively address the major ethical 
concerns.

Today’s environmental context for organizational behavior is markedly different from that
of the past. As pointed out in the opening chapter, globalization, diversity, and ethics have
forced management of all types of organizations to totally rethink their approach to both
operations and human resources. Because of the paradigm shift, organizations are now
more responsive to both their external and internal environments. This chapter examines
globalization, diversity, and ethics as the environmental context for today’s organizational
behavior.

GLOBALIZATION

Most scholars and practicing managers would agree that a, if not the, major environmental
context impacting organizational behavior is globalization. The advances made in informa-
tion technology and in air travel have truly made the world a smaller place. This has led to
a borderless “flat” world described by Thomas Friedman.1 The best-selling author and
widely recognized commentator feels we have now entered the third phase of globalization.
The first, from about 1492–1800, was characterized by countries globalizing. The second
(1800–2000) was companies globalizing. And the third, since the turn of the new century,
mainly fueled by information technology available to everyone in the world, groups and
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individuals. As Friedman declares, “In Globalization 1.0 there was a ticket agent. In Glob-
alization 2.0 the e-ticket replaced the ticket agent. In Globalization 3.0 you are your own
ticket agent.”2

The implications of this globalization for organizational behavior are profound and
direct.3 As the head of Brunswick Corporation declared, “Financial resources are not
the problem. We have the money, products, and position to be a dominant global player.
What we lack are the human resources. We just don’t have enough people with needed
global leadership capabilities.”4 GE’s Jack Welch, arguably the best-known corporate
leader in modern times, stated before leaving GE: “The Jack Welch of the future cannot
be like me. I spent my entire career in the United States. The next head of General Elec-
tric will be somebody who spent time in Bombay, in Hong Kong, in Buenos Aires. We
have to send our best and brightest overseas and make sure they have the training that
will allow them to be the global leaders who will make GE flourish in the future.”5 The
accompanying OB in Action: Managing the Global Workforce indicates that the new
globalization context has changed the way global, transnational leaders strategize,
organize, and manage.

Although there is a trend toward similar clothes, entertainment, and material posses-
sions, and even general recognition that English is the international business language,
there are still important differences in the ways in which people think and behave around
the world.6 In other words, cultures around the world impact the organizational behavior of
managers and employees quite differently. For example, a recent study found that cultural
differences (by country, race/ethnicity, and religion) affected the attitudes and behaviors of
managers toward profit and other related business concerns.7

In understanding and applying organizational behavior concepts in other countries around
the world, one must be aware of the similarities and differences. For example, a research study
conducted by Welsh, Luthans, and Sommer found that U.S.-based extrinsic rewards and
behavioral management approaches significantly improved the productivity of workers in a
Russian factory, but a participative technique did not.8 A follow-up critique concluded:

What this study shows is that there are both potential benefits and problems associated with
transporting U.S.-based human resource management theories and techniques to other
cultures. On the one hand, the findings confirmed that the use of valued extrinsic rewards and
improved behavioral management techniques may have a considerable impact on productivity
among Russian workers in ways that are similar to American workers. On the other hand, par-
ticipation had a counterproductive effect on Russian workers’ performance.9

Another example would be that in some countries managers prefer to use—and may be
more effective with—an autocratic leadership style rather than the typical U.S. manager’s
leadership style. Germany is a visible example. Typical U.S. managers who are transferred
to Germany may find their leadership style to be too participative. German subordinates
may expect them to make more decisions and to consult with them less. Research on obe-
dience to authority found that a higher percentage of Germans were obedient than were
their U.S. counterparts.10 Similarly, a U.S. manager in Japan who decides to set up a
performance-based incentive system that gives a weekly bonus to the best worker in each
work group may be making a mistake. Japanese workers do not like to be singled out for
individual attention and go against the group’s norms and values. Perhaps this impact of
similarities and differences across cultures was best stated by the cofounder of Honda Motor,
T. Fujisawa, when he stated: “Japanese and American management is 95 percent the same,
and differs in all important aspects.”11

The global context is now an accepted reality, but its impact on the study and applica-
tion of organizational behavior will increase into the future. The problem is that the
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increasingly frequent intercultural encounters cannot be solved by just simple guidelines
(e.g., when dealing with Spaniards, be aware that they tend to be late, or when the Japanese
say “yes” they may mean “no”). Nardon and Steers recently summarized some of the
reasons for the complexity of cross-cultural management:

1. People are influenced by multiple cultures—national, regional, organizational, func-
tional, and professional.

2. Even though people are from the same country, they still have different beliefs, values,
and behaviors.

3. Counterparts from other cultures are becoming savvy in how to deal with foreigners and
thus may not be typical of their own culture.

4. Because of the complexity of culture, simplistic categorizations may initially be helpful,
but turn out to be poor predictors of behavior.12

Because of this complexity and the fact that managers today often deal with several cul-
tures at a time in their current role, they must have ready access to cross-cultural training

OB in Action: Managing the Global Workforce

The war for talent never ends. Middle managers in
China? Good luck finding them, let alone keeping them.
Assembly line workers in Central Europe? They’re well-
educated and hardworking: Trouble is, every company
wants them. The cubicle warriors of Bangalore? They get
the job done—if they stick around. For corporations,
managing this widely scattered, talented, restive, multi-
cultural workforce has never been harder. This Special
Report, written to coincide with the 2008 World Eco-
nomic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, brings readers to
the front lines of the struggle. It delves into IBM’s effort
to reinvent the way it gets tasks done around the world,
follows a Nokia manager as he recruits a workforce from
scratch in Transylvania, meets a restless generation of IT
workers in India, and hears from the corporate road
warriors who never, ever stop traveling.

These and other stories make a simple but powerful
point: The old way of managing across borders is fading
fast. In the first half of the twentieth century, the glob-
alization of business was based on the British colonial
model. Headquarters, functions, and capital were in one
place, with managers dispatched to run regional opera-
tions like colonies. In the second half of the 1900s, com-
panies adopted the multinational model, replicating
their home country operations in other places where
they did business. Country units rarely dealt with other
divisions in other markets.

Today, global corporations are transforming them-
selves into “transnationals,” moving work to the places
with the talent to handle the job and the time to do it at
the right cost. The threat of a U.S. recession only makes
such efforts at lowering expenses and grabbing the best

talent even more urgent. William J. Amelio, the CEO of
Lenovo, the world’s third-largest computer maker, calls
his global workforce strategy “worldsourcing.” Lenovo
has executive offices in five cities worldwide and orga-
nizes its workforce around hubs of expertise, such as
hardware designers in Japan and marketers in India.
“You operate as if there’s just one time zone,” Amelio
says. “And you’re always on.”

If anything, companies are devising new strategies
to reach global scale faster. To retain workers in China,
for example, PepsiCo’s snacks unit funneled nearly
300 extra people into its talent assessment program
last year and promoted three times as many managers
as it did in 2006. In mid-2007 storage equipment
maker EMC started a global innovation network for
research and development workers at six labs around
the globe. EMC set up a wiki Web site for scientists and
engineers to develop technologies and product concepts
together.

Moving people across borders and ensuring that
workers’ visas and permits are compliant with local
immigration rules are also vital to the tasks of globaliza-
tion. Deloitte principal Robin I. Lissak has a client, a CEO
of a large multinational, who was told he could quintu-
ple his business in Dubai if he quickly moved 2,000 work-
ers there from India. But like half of the companies in
Deloitte’s 2007 Global Mobility Survey, the CEO simply
wasn’t set up to do it. “You’re not just moving people
from the U.S. to the rest of the world anymore,” says Lis-
sak. “You’re sending people from all continents to all
continents.” The companies that play this global, mobile
game best will emerge the winners.
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tools,13 but more importantly, develop learning skills that will on-the-spot compensate for
cultural knowledge gaps.14 In other words, today’s organizational leaders must develop and
use a “global mindset.”

Although there are many meanings, a conference dedicated to global mindset derived
the following comprehensive definition: “a set of individual attributes that enable an indi-
vidual to influence individuals, groups, and organizations from diverse social/cultural/
institutional systems.”15 Those with such a global mindset are able to view and evaluate a
cultural event or interaction through a broad array of potential categories and quickly rec-
ognize nuances (e.g., nonverbals) that differentiate cultural groups. An example would be
an encounter with a smiling business person from Thailand:

To an outsider, such Thai smiles are not readily transparent. However, an outsider with a
global mindset would have the wherewithal to develop strategies to such nuances, demonstrat-
ing a keen awareness and understanding of cultural differences, and know how to act accord-
ingly. Once encoded into the individual’s global mindset, this information could be readily
accessed when dealing with different cultural groups in which nonverbal expressions carry
greater weight when interpreting how people are thinking, feeling, and ultimately behaving. 16

Such global mindset development is needed for effectively dealing with the complex cul-
tural context facing the study and application of organizational behavior.

DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE

Similar to globalization, diversity and social issues have had a dramatic effect on the study
and application of management and organizational behavior. In the past, diversity was
treated primarily as a legal issue; that is, for well over 45 years it has been directly against
the law to discriminate against anyone, on any basis. Now organizations are beginning to
realize that diversity is not just something to deal with, but instead a reality to build on to
make a stronger, more competitive enterprise. As noted in a recent report on needed strate-
gic initiatives to succeed in the new global economy, “Diversity must be recognized and
nurtured as the organization’s greatest asset, and the ability to attract and work with diverse
talent must be seen as a critical competitive advantage.”17 In other words, the contemporary
environmental context of diversity is no longer simply a “tack on” or afterthought in the
study of organizational behavior; it plays a central role in today’s environmental context.

Although surveys indicate that a vast majority of organizations believe that workplace
diversity is important and virtually all value diversity management skills and strategies to
achieve diversity initiatives, they still are not sure of the meaning or domain of diversity.18

The trend, however, is clear: “Diversity means much more than ethnicity, gender, or sexual
orientation. New and evolving diverse populations include a full range of ages, as well as
career and geographic experiences.”19 As the head of the huge Society of Human Resource
Management (SHRM) diversity initiatives recently noted, “Organizational diversity initia-
tives should not simply focus on getting people of color and women in the door, but
embracing an inclusive culture to maintain these employees.”20 SHRM has identified out-
comes such as the following for effective diversity management:

1. Creating a work environment or culture that allows everyone to contribute all that they
can to the organization.

2. Leveraging differences and similarities in the workforce for the strategic advantage of
the organization; and

3. Enhancing the ability of people from different backgrounds to work effectively
together.21
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Reasons for the Emergence of Diversity
As shown in Figure 2.1, a major reason for the emergence of diversity as an important real-
ity is changing demographics. Older workers, women, minorities, and those with more edu-
cation are now entering the workforce. The composition of today’s and tomorrow’s
workforce is and will be much different from that of the past. For example, USA Today cal-
culates a Diversity Index (based on population racial and ethnic probabilities) that shows
now about 1 out of 2 people randomly selected in the United States are racially or ethnically
different, up from 1 out of 3 in 1980. In addition, the U.S. Department of Labor estimates
that the majority of new workers entering the workforce will be women or minorities. At the
more micro level, assuming talent and ability are equally distributed throughout the popula-
tion and that everyone has an equal opportunity, there should be diversity in every level of
an organization. Unfortunately, such an assumption is not yet valid because diversity has not
to date noticeably reached the top levels of most organizations. There is still only a handful
of women who have broken through the “glass ceiling” of large corporations to become
CEO, and only a small minority of Fortune 500 board directors or corporate offıcers are
women.22 In addition, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics indicates that women on average
continue to trail men in terms of pay for the same types of jobs.23 However, prospects for the
future may be better because women now make up more than half of all college students,
about half of all medical and law students, account for over a third of MBA (Master of Busi-
ness Administration) degree-holders, and now make up about half of middle managers.24

Also, outside of business organizations, about a quarter of university presidents are women
(including currently half of the Ivy League schools) and they are well-represented in senior
management levels in health care and NGOs (nongovernmental organizations such as the
United Way).25

As shown in the accompanying OB in Action: Cracks in a Particularly Thick Glass Ceil-
ing, the glass ceiling may be worse in other countries, especially in Asia. Yet, U.S. women
executives also are facing a particularly thick glass ceiling when it comes to receiving
desirable foreign assignments and experience.26 In the global economy, not being able to
obtain such international experience may be a major obstacle (i.e., contribute to the glass
ceiling) in reaching upper management.

Increasing Diversity 
in Today‘s 

Organizations

Changing Workforce
Demographics (age,
gender, ethnicity, 

and education)

The Recognition 
and Desire for 

Diverse Viewpoints

Legislation 
and Lawsuits

Competitive 
Pressures

Rapidly Growing 
Increase in 

International Business

FIGURE 2.1
Major Reasons for
Increasing Diversity.
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Although challenges facing women in the workplace receive relatively more attention in
the media, the problems facing people of color, an aging workforce, and others fighting for
equal opportunities and inclusion remain significant. As indicated, legislation going as far
back as the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited discrimination in employment on any basis.
The full effects of that landmark law and other more recent legislation, such as the follow-
ing, are still being determined.

1. Age Discrimination Act of 1978. This law at first increased the mandatory retirement
age from 65 to 70 and then was later amended to eliminate an upper age limit altogether.

2. Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978. This law gives full equal opportunity protec-
tion to pregnant employees.

3. Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. This law prohibits discrimination against
those essentially qualified individuals challenged by a disability and requires organiza-
tions to reasonably accommodate them.

OB in Action: Cracks in a Particularly Thick Glass Ceiling

South Koreans are a bit conflicted about career women.
Gender wasn’t much of an issue in the selection of a
female astronaut to fly on the country’s first space mis-
sion. But when women are seeking workaday corporate
jobs, some South Korean men still resist change. Outer
space is one thing, but a woman in the next cubicle is
something else.

For years, most educated women in South Korea who
wanted to work could follow but one career path, which
began and ended with teaching. The situation started to
change after the 1998 Asian financial crisis. Thousands
of men lost their jobs or took salary cuts, and their wives
had to pick up the slack by starting businesses in their
homes or seeking part-time work. A couple of years
later, the government banned gender discrimination in
the workplace and required businesses with more than
500 employees to set up child care facilities. It also cre-
ated a Gender Equality Ministry.

These days the government hires thousands of
women (42 percent of its new employees last year),
many for senior positions in the judiciary, international
trade administration, and foreign service. Startups and
foreign companies also employ (and promote) increas-
ing numbers of Korean women.

ONE OF THE GUYS
But at the top 400 companies, many of which are family-
run conglomerates, it’s hard for women to reach the
upper ranks. In all, about 8 percent of working women
hold managerial positions. In the United States nearly 51
percent do. “We have a long way to go,” says Cho Jin
Woo, director of the Gender Equality Ministry.

South Koreans are grappling with traditional atti-
tudes about women, a hierarchical business culture, and
the need to open up the workplace to compete globally.
A senior manager at SK Holdings, which controls the

giant mobile phone carrier SK Telecom, says he avoids
hiring women because he believes they lack tenacity.
When deadlines are tight, he says, “you need people
prepared to put in long hours at the office.” Park Myung
Soon, a 39-year-old woman who is in charge of business
development at the carrier, says, “Many men are preoc-
cupied with the notion that women are a different
species.” To get ahead, Park says she had to achieve 120
percent of what her male colleagues did—as well as play
basketball and drink with them after work. “Luckily, I
like sports, and I like to drink,” she says.

When Choi Dong Hee joined SK’s research arm in
2005, she was the only woman there and had no major
assignment until she created one. After conducting a
year-long study, Choi, 30, proposed changing the com-
pany’s policy to allow subscribers to use any wireless por-
tal. Her managers ignored her. She persisted. Finally,
they agreed to let her brief the division head, who
agreed to let her make her case to the company chair-
man. Choi worked on the presentation for three weeks
straight, sometimes alone in the office overnight (to her
boss’s horror). In the end, the company did adopt the
open policy she advocated. Now her managers are quick
to say that women’s perspectives can help SK better
serve its customers.

Sonia Kim, who is in charge of TV marketing at Sam-
sung Electronics, says her male colleagues rarely argue
with the boss, even if they think he’s wrong. Kim,
though, persuaded her manager to let her develop a
promotional campaign rather than rely on an ad agency
she thought had lost its creative edge. Kim also says
some of the men used to overturn decisions made dur-
ing the day while out drinking after hours. Since she and
other women at Samsung complained, Kim says, the
practice has mostly stopped.
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4. Civil Rights Act of 1991. This law refined the 1964 act and the reinstated burden of proof
falls on employers to eliminate discrimination and ensure equal opportunity in employ-
ment to employees. It also allows punitive and compensatory damages through jury trials.

5. Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993. This law allows employees to take up to 
12 weeks of unpaid leave for family or medical reasons each year.

These laws, along with lawsuits and the threat of lawsuits, have put teeth into diversity. Indi-
viduals and groups that have found themselves excluded from organizations or managerial
positions can bring and have brought lawsuits in an effort to overcome discriminatory barri-
ers and ensure themselves equal opportunity in employment. For example, successful law-
suits with resulting multimillion dollar penalties have in recent years been brought against
many well-known firms.

Still another reason for the emergence of the importance of diversity to organizations is
the realization that diversity can help them meet the competitive pressures they currently
face. Firms that aggressively try to hire and promote women and minorities are going to
end up with a more talented and capable workforce than those that do not take such a proac-
tive, affırmative action approach. For example, a large study by the American Management
Association found that the more accurately the senior team of a company represents the
demographics of its market, the more likely it is that the company will design products,
market services, and create ad campaigns that score a hit.27 Moreover, companies that gain
a reputation for “celebrating diversity” are more likely to attract the best employees regard-
less of age, gender, or ethnicity. The most talented and qualified people will feel that oppor-
tunities are better with these firms than with others. In other words, diversity can provide
an organization with competitive advantage.28 For example, one study examined the rela-
tionships among racial diversity, business strategy, and firm performance in the banking
industry.29 It was found that racial diversity interacted with business strategy in determin-
ing company performance as measured in three different ways: productivity, return on
equity, and market performance. This study concluded that the results demonstrated that
diversity not only adds value but, in the proper context, also contributes to a firm’s com-
petitive advantage. Such research findings are not limited to U.S. firms. For example, a
recent study found that the percentage of women on the boards of Spanish firms was posi-
tively related to their value.30

Stimulated by competitive pressures, organizations now recognize and strive to obtain
diverse viewpoints in their decision-making processes and teams. Recent academic research
points out the complex linkage between work group diversity and work group functioning,31

but there is also growing practical evidence that diversity leads to innovation and often
breakthrough competitive advantages. For example, women working for Reebok pointed out
that there was no good shoe available for aerobics. The firm took this advice and began mar-
keting aerobic shoes, which became very profitable and served as a breakthrough for
Reebok in the very competitive athletic shoe industry. Another example occurred at the giant
chemical firm DuPont, which used input from African American employees to develop and
successfully market agricultural products for small farmers in the South.

A final major reason for the emerging challenge of diversity is that more and more
organizations are entering the international arena. A natural by-product of going interna-
tional is increased diversity, in this case cultural diversity. If domestic organizations have
and promote diversity, then, as they expand globally, they will be accustomed to working
with people who have different cultures, customs, social norms, and mores. For example, a
multicultural team at DuPont is given credit for gaining the firm about $45 million in new
business worldwide. Among other things, this diverse team recommended an array of new
colors for countertops that was very appealing to overseas customers.
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The international arena is not a threatening place for diverse firms, a fact that is partic-
ularly important because of the major role that international operations and sales will play
in the growth, and even survival, of companies in the global economy. The percentage of
overall revenues from international operations and sales continues to increase dramatically.
The advantage of multinational companies that have and value cultural diversity becomes
abundantly clear in this global environment discussed in the previous section.

Developing the Multicultural Organization
The foundation and point of departure for creating and effectively managing diversity is the
development of a truly multicultural organization.32 A multicultural organization has been
described as one that:

1. Reflects the contributions and interests of diverse cultural and social groups in its mis-
sion, operations, and product or service

2. Acts on a commitment to eradicate social oppression in all forms within the organization

3. Includes the members of diverse cultural and social groups as full participants, espe-
cially in decisions that shape the organization

4. Follows through on broader external social responsibilities, including support of other
institutional efforts to eliminate all forms of social oppression33

Several stages have been identified in leading up to such a multicultural organization:34

1. Exclusionary organization. This type of organization is the furthest from a multi-
cultural organization. It is devoted to maintaining the dominance of one group over all
others on factors such as age, education, gender, or race. This organization is character-
ized by exclusionary hiring practices and other forms of discrimination. Even though
such organizations are directly violating laws, they unfortunately still exist.

2. Club organization. This organization is characterized by the maintenance of privileges
by those who traditionally have held power. These organizations may technically get
around the laws by hiring and promoting women and minorities, but only those who are
deemed to have the “right” credentials and perspectives. For example, a recent analysis
noted that such organizations do not practice “overt discrimination of forty years ago
but, rather, subtler forms that can arise from seemingly rational behavior and can oper-
ate at an institutional level” and end up hiring “people just like us.”35

3. Compliance organization. This type of organization is committed to removing some of
the discriminatory practices that are inherent in the exclusionary and club organizations.
For example, women and minorities are hired and promoted to give the impression of
openness and fair play. However, the strategy is more of meeting the letter of the laws, not
the spirit. For example, only tokenism is carried out; the basic exclusionary or club cul-
ture of the organization remains entrenched. For instance, a research study found de facto
segregation in a bank.36 White and African American employees were assigned to super-
visors of the same race in numbers that could not be attributed to mere statistical chance.
Although the bank may not have done this deliberately, the fact remains that there was
simply compliance going on, not the development of a true multicultural organization.

4. Redefining organization. This advanced stage organization is characterized by an
examination of all activities for the purpose of evaluating their impact on all employees’
opportunity to both participate in and contribute to their own and the firm’s growth and
success. Redefining the organization goes beyond being just proactively antiracist and
antisexist. This approach questions the core cultural values of the organization as mani-
fested in the mission, structure, technology, psychosocial dynamics, and products and
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services. The redefining organization not only deals with but recognizes the value of a
diverse workforce; it engages in visionary planning and problem solving to tap the
strength of the diversity. This approach involves both developing and implementing
policies and practices that distribute power among all diverse groups in the organization.

5. Multicultural organization. The true multicultural organization is characterized by core
cultural values and an ongoing commitment to eliminate social oppression and promote
dignity and respect for everyone throughout the organization. All members of diverse cul-
tural and social groups are involved in the decisions that shape the mission, structure, tech-
nology, psychosocial dynamics, and products and services of the organization.

The true multicultural organization as defined is the stated ideal of an increasing num-
ber of organizations, although most are still in transition to this fifth stage. If carefully stud-
ied and objectively analyzed, most of today’s organizations would still be best described by
one of the other preceding forms discussed. A high-profile exception would be a generally
recognized multicultural firm such as Microsoft. It has a Diversity Department and Diver-
sity Advisory Council that is charged with upholding the vision of “maximizing the com-
pany’s performance through understanding and valuing differences.” As the Microsoft
Diversity Director declared:

We need to stress that all human cultures have common needs, a common sense of humanity.
But there are differences, too. How in the world do you please a customer, for example, if
you don’t know what he or she values? That’s what culture is all about, that’s what
differences are all about. Diversity assumes not only that people are different—we know
that—but that their difference is value-added. If you know how to harness that difference,
you’ll be more competitive as a corporation than those firms that don’t, whether in the
domestic marketplace, and certainly in the global marketplace.37

Moving toward and building a truly multicultural organization, as Microsoft has done, is
perhaps the most important, but there are also some individual- and organization-level steps
and techniques that can be used to effectively manage diversity. Unfortunately, to date, most
of these diversity programs have fallen short of their objectives. For example, one study by
the New York–based research organization Catalyst asked African American women if
diversity programs were effective in addressing subtle racism. A large majority (64 percent)
said that they were not, and only 12 percent said that they had benefited from these programs
to a great or very great extent.38 The following sections provide some individual and orga-
nizational approaches that may help make managing diversity more effective.

Individual Approaches to Managing Diversity
Individual approaches to managing diversity typically take two interdependent paths:
learning and empathy. The first is based on acquiring real or simulated experience; the sec-
ond is based on the ability to understand feelings and emotions.

Learning
Many managers are often unprepared to deal with diversity; because of their inexperience
they are unsure of how to respond. Even those who think they are knowledgeable may actu-
ally need, but not seek, diversity training. For example, one recent study revealed an inter-
esting counterintuitive finding. Those with low competence in the diversity domain were
unaware of their deficiency and therefore were not motivated to participate in diversity
training, while those who were relatively competent expressed more interest in additional
diversity training and the opportunity to attend a voluntary session.39 In other words, those
who may not think they need to learn about diversity must work especially hard to learn and
experience as much as they can about developing appropriate behavior.
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At the heart of this learning process is communication. Managers must openly commu-
nicate one-on-one, regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, sexual preference, religion, or those
challenged with a disability, in order to determine how best to understand and interact with
them. In this way managers can learn more about a diverse group’s personal values and how
the individuals like to be treated.

Managers can also begin to develop a personal style that works well with each member
of a diverse group. For example, to their amazement, many managers have learned that
people who are challenged with a disability do not want special treatment. They want to be
treated like everyone else, asking only for equal opportunities in employment. Many man-
agers are unaware of their biased treatment of these employees. For example, after a review
of the research literature in this area, the following conclusion was drawn:

It should be noted that several of these studies have found that the physically challenged
workers were more intelligent, motivated, better qualified, and had higher educational levels
than their nonphysically challenged counterparts. While these findings may help account for
the superior performance of those physically challenged, they may also reflect hidden biases
whereby a physically challenged person must be overqualified for a specific job. In addition,
they may reflect hesitancy to promote physically challenged individuals: the physically chal-
lenged may stay in entry-level jobs whereas similarly qualified nonphysically challenged
individuals would be rapidly promoted.40

In this learning process, managers can also encourage diverse employees to give them
candid feedback regarding how they are being treated. In this way, when the manager does
something that an employee does not feel is proper, the manager quickly learns this and can
adjust his or her behavior. This form of feedback is particularly important in helping orga-
nizations gain insights to effectively manage diversity.

Empathy
Closely linked to the individual learning strategy is empathy, the ability to put oneself in
another’s place and see things from that person’s point of view. Empathy is particularly
important in managing diversity because members of diverse groups often feel that only
they can truly understand the challenges or problems they are facing. For example, many
women are discriminated against or harassed at work because of their gender, and, despite
surface efforts to discourage these problems, discrimination and a negative climate for
women have become institutionalized through male-dominated management. Discrimina-
tion and harassment may become the way things are done. A recent meta-analysis of 62
studies of gender differences in harassment perceptions found that women perceive a
broader range of social-sexual behaviors as harassing. In particular, women were most dif-
ferent from men on perceptions involving a hostile work environment, derogatory attitudes
toward women, dating pressure, or physical sexual contact, but women and men were
closer on their perceptions of sexual propositions or sexual coercion.41 These problems
have sometimes resulted in sex bias or sexual harassment suits against organizations, and
in recent years, the courts have favorably ruled on these charges.42

Empathy is an important way to deal with more subtle problems because it helps the
manager understand the diverse employee’s point of view. For example, many women in
business offıces say that they are willing to get coffee for their male counterparts or bosses
if they are on their way to the coffee room, but, importantly, they feel that they should be
given similar treatment and have coffee brought to them on the same basis. Similarly, many
managers try very hard to promote minorities into management positions and to give them
work-related experiences that can help their careers. At the same time, however, these man-
agers need to empathize with the fact that some minority members may be ambivalent or
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have mixed emotions about being promoted. They may like advancement in terms of pay
and prestige, but at the same time they may be concerned about receiving special treatment,
failing, or not living up to everyone’s expectations. By learning how to empathize with
these feelings and by offering encouragement, guidance, and after-the-fact backup support,
the manager can play an important individual role in more effectively managing diversity.

Organizational Approaches to Managing Diversity
Organizational approaches to managing diversity include a variety of techniques. Some of
the most common involve testing, training, mentoring, and programs designed to help per-
sonnel effectively balance their work and family lives. The following sections examine
each of these techniques.

Testing
A problem that organizations have encountered with the use of tests for selection and eval-
uation is that they may be culturally biased. As a result, women and minorities may be able
to do the job for which they are being tested even though their test scores indicate that they
should be rejected as candidates. Most tests traditionally used in selection and evaluation
are not suited or valid for a diverse workforce. As a result, in recent years a great deal of
attention has been focused on developing tests that are indeed valid for selecting and eval-
uating diverse employees.43

One way to make tests more valid for diverse employees is to use job-specfic tests rather
than general aptitude or knowledge tests. For example, a company hiring word processing
personnel may give applicants a timed test designed to measure their speed and accuracy.
The applicant’s age, gender, and ethnic background are not screening criteria. This
approach differs sharply from using traditional tests that commonly measure general
knowledge or intelligence (as defined by the test). People from different cultures (foreign
or domestic) often did poorly on the traditional tests because they were culturally biased
toward individuals who had been raised in a white, middle-class neighborhood. Older
applicants may also do poorly on such culturally biased tests. Job-specific tests help prevent
diversity bias by focusing on the work to be done.

Besides being culturally unbiased, tests used in effectively managing diversity should be
able to identify whether the applicant has the necessary skills for doing the job. The word
processing example above is a good illustration because it measures the specific skills, not
the subjective personal characteristics, required for the work. In some cases carefully con-
ducted interviews or role playing can be used because this is the only effective way of iden-
tifying whether the person has the necessary skills. For example, a person applying for a
customer service job would need to understand the relevant language of customers and be
able to communicate well. The customer service job would also require someone who lis-
tens carefully, maintains his or her composure, and is able to solve problems quickly and
effıciently. Carefully constructed and conducted interviews could be useful in helping iden-
tify whether the applicant speaks well, can communicate ideas, and has the necessary per-
sonal style for dealing effectively with customers. Role-playing exercises could be useful
in helping identify the applicant’s ability to focus on problems and solve them to the satis-
faction of the customer. Also, the applicant could be given a case or exercise in a group set-
ting to assess interpersonal skills. The point is that multiple measures and multiple trained
raters would yield the most valid assessment of needed complex skills.

If pencil-and-paper or online tests are used, then to help ensure that they are not biased,
scientific norming could be used. This is a process that ensures the tests are equivalent
across cultures. As a result, all test questions have the same meaning regardless of the per-
son’s cultural background.
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Training
Surveys indicate that the majority of U.S. companies have diversity training and have
moved into the mainstream from the traditional role of merely equal employment opportu-
nity compliant.44 A comprehensive research study found those firms that adopted diversity
training tended to have the following profile: (1) large size, (2) positive top-management
beliefs about diversity, (3) high strategic priority of diversity relative to other competing
objectives, (4) presence of a diversity manager, and (5) existence of a large number of other
diversity supportive policies.45 There are two ways in which this training can play a key role
in managing diversity. One way is by offering training to diverse groups. Members from a
diverse group can be trained for an entry-level skill or how to more effectively do their
existing or future job. The other approach is to provide training to managers and other
employees who work with diverse employees. In recent years a number of approaches have
been used in providing such diversity training.

Most diversity training programs get the participants directly involved. An example is
provided by Florida International University’s Center for Management Development
(CMD). This center provides diversity training for employers in South Florida, a geo-
graphic area where Latinos and African Americans constitute a significant percentage of
the population. One of CMD’s programs involves putting trainees into groups based on eth-
nic origin. Then each group is asked to describe the others and to listen to the way its own
group is described. The purpose of this exercise is to gain insights into the way one ethnic
group is perceived by another ethnic group. Each group is also asked to describe the
diffıculties it has in working with other ethnic groups and to identify the reasons for these
problems. At the end of the training, both managers and employees relate that they have a
better understanding of their personal biases and the ways in which they can improve their
interaction with members of the other groups.

Sometimes training games are used to help participants focus on cultural issues such as
how to interact with personnel from other cultures. Here is an example:

In Hispanic families, which one of the following values is probably most important?
a. Achievement
b. Money
c. Being on time
d. Respect for elders

The correct answer is “d.” As participants play the game, they gain an understanding of the
values and beliefs of other cultures and learn how better to interact with a diverse workforce.

In many cases these diversity-related games are used as supplements to other forms of
training. For example, they are often employed as icebreakers to get diversity training ses-
sions started or to maintain participant interest during a long program. Research has found
that the major key to the success of diversity training is top-management support for diver-
sity; also important are mandatory attendance for all managers, long-term evaluation of
training results, managerial rewards for increasing diversity, and a broadly inclusionary
definition of diversity in the organization.46 However, it must be remembered that aware-
ness training is valuable to shift perceptions, but may not lead to behavioral change.47 All-
state and other firms learned that the training must be linked to business outcomes in order
to produce actual behavioral change.48

A major problem of training in general, and diversity training in particular, is the trans-
fer problem. Those going through the diversity training may see the value and gain some
relevant knowledge, but then do not transfer this training back to the job. A major reason
for this transfer problem is a lack of confidence or self-effıcacy (i.e., the trainees do not
believe that they can successfully carry out the diversity training objectives back on the job
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in their specific environment). A recent field experiment by Combs and Luthans was
designed to increase trainees’ diversity self-effıcacy. The results were that the training inter-
vention significantly increased the trainees’ (N = 276 in 3 organizations) measured diver-
sity self-effıcacy. More importantly, there was a strong positive relationship between the
trained participants diversity self-effıcacy and the number and diffıculty of their stated
intentions for initiating diversity goals in their specific environments of insurance and man-
ufacturing firms and a government agency.49 Chapter 7 will get into the self-effıcacy psy-
chological state in detail, but it is these types of organizational behavior concepts that are
needed to improve important application areas such as diversity training.

Mentoring
A mentor is a trusted counselor, coach, or advisor who provides advice and assistance. In
recent years, many organizations have begun assigning mentors to women and minorities.
The purpose of the mentor program is to help support members of a diverse group in their
jobs, socialize them in the cultural values of the organization, and pragmatically help their
chances for development and advancement. There are a number of specific benefits that
mentors can provide to those they assist, including the following:

1. Identify the skills, interests, and aspirations the person has

2. Provide instruction in specific skills and knowledge critical to successful job performance

3. Help in understanding the unwritten rules of the organization and how to avoid saying
or doing the wrong things

4. Answer questions and provide important insights

5. Offer emotional support

6. Serve as a role model

7. Create an environment in which mistakes can be made without losing self-confidence50

A number of organizations now require their managers to serve as mentors, but besides
the above types of benefits, there may also be a downside. One problem is that mentors may
become overly protective and encase those they mentor into a “glass bubble” by shunting
them into jobs with adequate pay and professional challenges, but eliminate all chance of
further advancement.51

Some guidelines for establishing an effective mentoring program typically involves sev-
eral steps. First, top-management support is secured for the program. Then mentors and
their protégés are carefully chosen. The mentor, who provides the advice and guidance, is
paired with an individual who is very likely to profit from the experience. Research on the
networking strategies of minorities has implications for this step. It seems that highly suc-
cessful, fast-track minorities are well connected to both minority and white informal cir-
cles, whereas their unsuccessful counterparts have very few, if any, network ties with other
minorities.52 In other words, this study would indicate that the effective mentor would be
one who would be able to get the protégé involved in both the majority and the minority
inner circles. Sometimes the advice has been to avoid association with other minorities, but
this research would indicate the contrary.

The third step in an effective mentoring program would be to give both mentors and pro-
tégés an orientation. The mentors are taught how to conduct themselves, and the protégés
are given guidance on the types of questions and issues that they should raise with their
mentor so that they can gain the greatest value from the experience. Fourth, throughout the
mentoring period, which typically lasts one year or less, mentor and protégé individually
and together meet with the support staff of the program to see how well things are going. Fifth,
and finally, at the end of the mentoring cycle, overall impressions and recommendations are
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solicited from both mentors and protégés regarding how the process can be improved in the
future. This information is then used in helping the next round of mentors do a more effec-
tive job.

Work/Family Programs
In the typical family today, both the mother and the father have jobs and work-family
issues have recently received considerable attention in research and practice. Initially the
needs of the dual-career family were met through alternative work schedules, which allow
the parents flexibility in balancing their home and work demands. The most common
alternative work schedule arrangements are flextime, the compressed workweek, job shar-
ing, and telecommuting, but there are also some newer programs that help balance work
and family.

Flextime allows employees greater autonomy by permitting them to choose their daily
starting and ending times within a given time period called a bandwidth, as shown in
Figure 2.2. For example, consider the case of two parents who are both employed at a
company that has a bandwidth of 7 A.M. to 7 P.M. Everyone working for the firm must put
in his or her eight hours during this time period. For example, the father may go to work
at 7 A.M. and work until 3 P.M., at which time he leaves and picks up the children from
school. The mother, meanwhile, drops the children at school at 8:45 A.M. and works from
9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Thus both parents are able to adjust their work and home schedules
to fit within the bandwidth. Many companies are using this concept and similar ones to
help their employees meet both organizational and personal demands. Recent U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics data indicate that over a quarter of working women with chil-
dren under 18 work flexible schedules.53 Prominent examples are that about three-fourths
of the workforce of both Hewlett-Packard and IBM use flexible work arrangements.

Another alternative work arrangement is the compressed workweek. This arrangement,
which has been widely used in Europe, compresses the workweek into fewer days. For
example, while the typical workweek is 40 hours spread over five days, a compressed work-
week could be four 10-hour days. For those working a 35-hour week, the time could be
compressed into three days of approximately 12 hours each. These arrangements give
employees more time with their families, although their full impact on productivity, prof-
itability, and employee satisfaction is still to be determined.

Job sharing is the splitting of a full-time position between two people, each of whom
works part-time. This arrangement is more common in professional positions in banking,
insurance, and teaching. A husband and wife, or any two people, could share the job 50-50
or in any other combination. For example, parents who want to return to work on a part-
time basis only have found job sharing to be an attractive employment alternative.54 Com-
pared to decade ago, on average, working mothers increasingly indicate that part-time work
over full-time or not working at all would be ideal for them.55

7 A.M. 10 A.M.
Bandwidth

Flexible
ending
time

Flexible
starting
time

Core 
period

3 P.M. 7 P.M.

FIGURE 2.2
A Flextime
Framework.
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Still another alternative work schedule that is gaining in popularity is telecommuting.
Currently about a third of organizations allow employees to work from home or off site on
a regular basis.56 For example, over 9,000 Hewlett-Packard employees work entirely from
home. This entails receiving and sending work between home and the offıce and is cur-
rently being used to supplement the typical work arrangement. For instance, employees
may come into the offıce on Monday and Tuesday, work out of their homes on Wednesday
and Thursday via telecommuting, and come in again on Friday. By varying the on-site
assignments of the personnel, companies are able to reduce the number of people who are
in the building at any one time, thus cutting down on the amount of floor space and park-
ing spots they need to rent. Increasingly employees have no offıce and work from home on
a permanent basis.

Besides alternative work schedules, very innovative family-friendly programs are start-
ing to emerge. When large numbers of women began entering the workforce a number of
years ago, organizations were ill prepared for the resulting conflict that both women and
men had between their work and family responsibilities. Research shows that conflict goes
both ways with dysfunctional outcomes. Specifically, for both men and women, work-to-
family conflict was found to be linked to job dissatisfaction, turnover intentions, and stress,
while family-to-work conflict resulted in stress and absenteeism.57 However, there is addi-
tional research evidence indicating that multiple roles provide benefits (e.g., practice at
multitasking, relevant experience) for the managerial role at work and those who are com-
mitted to multiple roles (i.e., doing it all) may have higher life satisfaction, self-esteem, and
self-acceptance.58

Today there are programs to help solve the reality of dual-career families and working
parents. Table 2.1 provides a broad sampling of these work/family programs.59 Of course,

TABLE 2.1
Innovative
Work/Family
Programs

Child care or elder care These may include child care facilities at the work site 
benefits and transportation of aging parents to a senior citizens

center.
Adoption benefits These include leave policies and reimbursement for

legal fees, medical expenses, agency or placement fees,
temporary foster care, and/or travel expenses.

Leave/time-off policies These may include free time off for no reason or prior
notice and paybacks for unused days off.

Convenience benefits This refers to on-site services such as dry cleaning, ATM
machines, postal services, and video rentals.

Life-cycle accounts These are savings accounts designed to pay for specific
life events, such as a college education. Often employ-
ers will match employee contributions.

Health promotion benefits These include such things as fitness centers, health
screenings, flu shots, and stress-management clinics.

Education assistance Examples include tutoring programs, tuition 
benefits reimbursement, and scholarships.
Housing assistance This refers to such items as relocation assistance, 

seminars, and preferred mortgage arrangements.
Group purchase programs These include legal and financial planning assistance,

discounts with local merchants, group auto and home
owners insurance, and fleet arrangements for auto 
purchases.

Casual day program This would be dress-down days to have everyone
relaxed in an on-the-job family atmosphere.
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not all organizations are using these programs, but an increasing number are, and a few
well-known firms such as the following have even more unique programs.60

1. PepsiCo has a “concierge service” (similar to hotels) that helps employees with errands
or tasks that need to be done during the workday (e.g., getting an oil change, lining up a
baby-sitter, or contracting for house repairs).

2. Eastman Kodak has a “humor room” where employees can read light, funny materials or
engage in activities to take their minds off a stressful day.

3. Ben & Jerry’s has a “Joy Gang” charged with creating happiness in the workplace. This
group plans birthday and anniversary celebrations and creates other joyful events.

Research by Thomas and Ganster found work/family programs decrease family conflict,
job dissatisfaction, and stress-related problems,61 but it is diffıcult to empirically demon-
strate the direct positive impact that these programs have on performance outcomes. How-
ever, one comprehensive research study did find a strong link between work/family
programs and the use of high-commitment work systems containing employee involvement/
participation and total quality initiatives.62

ETHICS AND ETHICAL BEHAVIOR IN ORGANIZATIONS

Ethics involves moral issues and choices and deals with right and wrong behavior.
Although ethics was given at least surface attention through the years, starting with the now
infamous Enron debacle that ended in bankruptcy in 2001, soon followed by other high-
profile cases such as high-ranking executives arrested and charged with “looting” their
companies, public accounting firms being found guilty of obstruction, and celebrity entre-
preneurs such as Martha Stewart sent to prison for illegal business practices, and then the
financial crisis at the end of 2008 that revealed many questionable, if not illegal practices,
ethics has taken center stage. In this post-Enron, corporate ethics meltdown era, the study
of ethics becomes critical to business education in general and organizational behavior in
particular.63 As the dean of Northwestern’s Kellogg School of Management declared, “We
are facing new realities, and for that we need a new body of knowledge.”64

For starters, it is now realized that not only individuals and groups but also a number of
relevant factors from the cultural, organizational, and external environment determine eth-
ical behavior. Cultural influences on ethical behavior come from family, friends, neighbors,
education, religion, and the media. Organizational influences come from ethical codes, role
models, policies and practices, and reward and punishment systems. The external forces
having an impact on ethical behavior include political, legal, economic, and international
developments. These factors often work interdependently in shaping the ethical behavior of
individuals and groups in organizations. For example, minimum wage jobs may lock peo-
ple into an economic existence that prevents them from bettering their lives. Is it ethical to
pay people only a minimum wage? Or what about Nike initially denying charges of sweat-
shop labor conditions in its overseas factories, then trying to justify its low wages on the
basis of different living standards? What about unsafe products or the tobacco chief execu-
tive offıcers denying the addictive properties of nicotine? Or consider the facts that many
obese workers and those with certain types of appearance (e.g., tattoos/piercings, facial
hair or manner of dress) report that they are discriminated against in the workplace.65 Also,
what about the research study that found applicants judged to be relatively less attractive
were at a distinct disadvantage in decisions involving suitability for hiring and probable
organizational progression?66 Is it ethical to treat these workers differently, given that very
limited legal protection is afforded to them and thus they have no recourse?
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These questions help illustrate the problems and controversies in determining what
ethical behavior is, and why good people sometimes do unethical things.67 Moreover,
as Rosabeth Kanter recently observed, the often cited Enron debacle resulted from a
number of factors besides the unethical behavior of the leaders. She notes that there
was also

a tendency during boom years in the economy not to examine success too closely; mana-
gerial hubris—confidence turning into over-confidence when Enron turned from oil and
gas leasing to other financial transactions; managers being egged on by Wall Street and
the business press that wanted heroes in a growth story, which produced a tendency to
hide any weakness or mistake, and assuming that one could make up for any mistakes
later with growth. And at least one good theory was involved in the Enron case:
innovation—which requires breaking some “rules” in the sense of departing from
tradition.68

Besides these other factors leading to ethical problems in organizations, many people
would argue that they are highly ethical in their own personal dealings. However, empirical
evidence has found that such people are often viewed as unlikable by their peers in the
organization.69 Simply put, there is peer pressure on many people to be less ethical. Addi-
tionally, what one person or group finds unethical may be viewed differently by another
individual or group.70 For example, a study investigated attitudes toward unauthorized
copying of software among both business executives and business faculty members. It was
found that the faculty members did not view this to be as big an ethical problem as did the
executives.71

These examples all help illustrate the elusiveness and contingent nature of deter-
mining guidelines for ethical behavior. Besides the obvious ethical concerns relating to
the protection of the environment (the so-called green or sustainability issues),72 the
use of bribes, price fixing, “creative” accounting, and other illegal activities now legis-
lated by the Sarbanes-Oxley (S-Ox) Act—and responding by drawing up and dissemi-
nating an ethical code which the vast majority of large firms now have—only in recent
years has it been recognized that ethics needs theory-building and basic research in the
study of organizational behavior.73 In addition, with the arrival of the global economy,
ethics has broadened out to become a major concern for international management.74

Taking an organizational behavior perspective, Stajkovic and Luthans have proposed a
social cognitive model (see Chapter 1) of ethics across cultures.75 This model uses
national cultures as the social foundation for institutional (ethics legislation), organiza-
tional (codes of ethics), and personal (values and self-regulatory mechanisms) factors
that interact to influence the perception of ethical standards and actual ethical behavior
across cultures.

The Impact of Ethics on “Bottom-Line” Outcomes
Besides the morality issues surrounding ethics in the workplace,76 there is increasing
evidence that ethics programs and being ethical pays off for organizations. Although
in the past the linkage between corporate social performance and bottom-line results
has been vague or dependent on faith and anecdotal evidence, the cost of illegal,
unethical practices is now clearly documented, and recent research studies find a sta-
tistically significant relationship. For example, one study compared 67 Fortune 500
firms that were convicted of acts such as antitrust violations, product liabilities, and
acts of discrimination with 188 firms in the same time period that were not. The results
indicated that the convicted firms had significantly lower returns on assets and returns
on sales.77
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Every summer for the past 10 years, Jack Stack has been
going to Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Sloan
School of Management to speak with young chief exec-
utives about the ideals and values of the engine manu-
facturing company he helped to make a management
paragon. In the late 1980s, Stack’s Springfield ReManu-
facturing Corp. emerged as a model for how manage-
ment and labor could successfully work together in a
culture of trust and ownership. Thousands of managers
flocked to his company to hear his ideas while others
gathered to hear him during his annual trek to MIT for
its Birthing of Giants program for new CEOs.

But as the dot-com era took hold in the late 1990s, Stack
saw a change in the attitudes of the business leaders who
showed up at MIT. They seemed far more ambitious for
themselves than for their companies. They were building
organizations to flip, not to last. They were more inter-
ested in the value of their stockholdings than the profits of
their companies. They told him his ideas for tapping into
the enthusiasm, intelligence, and creativity of working peo-
ple were antiquated. And they said he was out of touch.

Stack says that even he began to think of himself as a
dinosaur. “So many young CEOs were mesmerized by
getting a $1 million or $2 million pop, selling out, and
then getting out of town,” he says. “They forgot that
business is all about values.”

Suddenly, leaders like Stack—people who take con-
cepts like ethics and fairness seriously—are back in vogue
in a big way. In the post-Enron, post-bubble world,
there’s a yearning for corporate values that reach higher
than the size of the chief executive’s paycheck or even
the latest stock price. Trust, integrity, and fairness do
matter, and they are crucial to the bottom line. The cor-
porate leaders and entrepreneurs who somehow forgot
that are now paying the price in a downward market
roiled by a loss of investor confidence. “The chasm that
separates individuals and organizations is marked by
frustration, mistrust, disappointment, and even rage,”
says Shoshana Zuboff, a Harvard Business School profes-
sor and co-author of a book called The Support Economy.

The realization that many companies played fast and
loose with accounting rules and ethical standards in the
1990s is leading to a reevaluation of corporate goals and
purpose. Zuboff and many other business observers are
optimistic that the abuses now dominating the head-
lines may result in healthy changes in the post-Enron
modern corporation. What’s emerging is a new model of
the ideal corporation.

Business leaders say corporations will likely become
far more transparent—not only for investors, but also
for employees, customers, and suppliers. The single-
minded focus on “shareholder value,” which measured
performance on the sole basis of stock price, will diminish.

48

Instead, companies will elevate the interests of employ-
ees, customers, and their communities. Executive pay,
which clearly soared out of control in the past two
decades, is already undergoing a reassessment and will
likely fall back in an effort to create a sense of fairness.
And corporate cultures will change in a way that puts
greater emphasis on integrity and trust.

In the anything-goes 1990s, too many companies
allowed performance to be disconnected from meaning-
ful corporate values. “A lot of companies simply looked at
performance in assessing their leaders,” says Larry John-
ston, CEO of Albertson’s Inc., the food retailer. “There
have to be two dimensions to leadership: performance
and values. You can’t have one without the other.”

This and other changes will be driven less by the threat
of government intervention and more by the stigma of
being branded an unethical enterprise. That’s why the
government’s newfound zeal to indict individuals and
even companies carries such power, regardless of how the
cases are resolved. “Social sanctions may eclipse the law in
imposing penalties for misconduct and mischief,” says
Richard T. Pascale, a management authority and author
of Surfing the Edge of Chaos. “The corporation of the
future has to think about this new development as an
increasingly formidable factor to be reckoned with.”

That’s a change from the 1990s, when pressure from
Wall Street and the dot-com mania led to much of the
corporate excess. During those years, when Stack found
his ideas decidedly out of favor, he stuck with the “open-
book management” culture that had made him some-
thing of a celebrity years earlier. By sharing all of the
company’s financials with all employees and giving them
an ownership stake in the company, Stack had built a
level of mutual trust and respect unusual in business.

If there’s one change that nearly everyone foresees
today, it’s a move to make the corporation far more trans-
parent. That’s obvious when it comes to investors, who
are demanding truth in the numbers and clarity in disclo-
sure. But it’s also important for employees if they’re to
have a true sense of ownership in their company’s affairs.
At Stack’s company, there are weekly huddles with work-
ers and managers, prominent scorecards on factory walls
charting work progress, and ongoing emphasis by man-
agers on building a company and not just a product.
Workers undergo training so they can understand the
numbers on a balance sheet and an income statement.

Corporate cultures, which in many cases veered out of
control in the 1990s by emphasizing profit at any cost,
are also in for an overhaul. More than anything else,
those beliefs and attitudes are set by the top execs. The
values they espouse, the incentives they put in place, and
their own behavior provide the cues for the rest of the
organization.
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Other studies have found a strong link between a company’s ethical commitment and its
market value added (MVA)78 and the investment in social programs and the firm’s financial
outcomes.79 The social programs involved community and employee relations, product
characteristics, diversity, and especially an ethical organizational culture.80 Some firms
with widely recognized reputations for having an ethical culture include Ben & Jerry’s (ice
cream), Johnson & Johnson’s (health care), Levi Strauss (clothing), and Newman’s Own
(food). For example, Johnson & Johnsons “credo,” authored by the son of the founder, spells
out the firm’s first responsibility is to customers, second to employees, third to the commu-
nity and environment, and then fourth to the shareholders. As a current VP at J&J explains,
“When we operate according to these principles, the stockholders should realize a fair
return. What that means is that the credo is not a brake on our success; it’s the engine of our
success.”81 In terms of research, one study focusing on the environment found a strong pos-
itive relationship between having preventative, proactive programs (e.g., pollution control
and/or reduction of hazardous waste) and bottom-line profitability gains.82

This accumulating evidence on the value of ethical practices is leading to the develop-
ment of theory, research, and measurement of corporate social responsibility (CSR) or
performance (CSP).83 Although there are various definitions of CSR, “most share the
theme of engaging in economically sustainable business activities that go beyond legal
requirements to protect the well-being of employees, communities, and the environ-
ment.”84 For example, besides the currently popular efforts on the part of companies to
reduce carbon emissions to help sustain the planet, there are also less publicized CSR pro-
grams such as Burger King’s perspective and policies with regard to animal rights (e.g.,
the use of cage-free chicken products). In practice there are newly created ethics offıcer
positions, and control systems are being suggested to monitor ethical behaviors.85 As the
accompanying OB in Action: After Enron: The Ideal Corporation indicates, there are
some ideal organizations, such as the Springfield ReManufacturing Corporation, that are
based on trust, total transparency (i.e., the famous “open-book management” pioneered at
ReManufacturing), and mutual respect leading to ethical organizational cultures. On the
other hand, there are also simple guidelines for employees to follow in doing the authen-
tic,86 right thing in ethical gray areas. Here is an “ethics quick test” when employees are
faced with such a dilemma:

1. Is the action legal?

2. Is it right?

3. Who will be affected?

4. Does it fit the company’s values?

5. How would I feel afterwards?

6. How would it look in the newspaper?

7. Will it reflect poorly on the company?87

Besides the moral issues and ethics program’s guidelines and organizational cultural cli-
mate, in the framework of this chapter on the environmental context for today’s organiza-
tions, ethics also has an impact on the way employees are treated and how they perform
their jobs. In other words, like globalization and diversity, ethics can affect the well-being
of employees and their performance.

Summary This chapter examines the environmental context in terms of globalization, diversity, and
ethics. The new “flat-world” international context in which organizational behavior oper-
ates has become an increasingly important environmental context. Few would question that
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there is now globalization and that cultural differences must be recognized in the study and
understanding of organizational behavior.

Two other major environmental realities facing modern organizations are diversity
and ethics. There are a number of reasons for the rise of diversity in organizations,
including the increasing number of women, minorities, and older employees in the work-
force and legislative rulings that now require organizations to ensure equal opportunity
to women, minorities, older employees, and those challenged by a disability. There are
individual and organizational approaches to managing diversity. Approaches at the indi-
vidual level include learning and empathy; at the organizational level, testing, training,
mentoring, and the use of alternative work schedules and work/family programs can be
implemented.

Ethics is involved with moral issues and choices and deals with right and wrong
behavior. A number of cultural (family, friends, neighbors, education, religion, and the
media), organizational (ethical codes, role models, policies and practices, and reward and
punishment systems), and external forces (political, legal, economic, and international
developments) help determine ethical behavior. These influences, acting interdepen-
dently, serve to help identify and shape ethical behavior in today’s organizations. There is
increasing evidence of the positive impact that ethical behavior and corporate social
responsibility programs have on “bottom-line” performance.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Women and men currently differ in their perceptions of ethical business practices.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[66 samples; 20,000 participants; d = .22] On average, there is a 56 percent probability
that women will perceive higher ethical standards than men in evaluating business prac-
tices. Results of a moderator analysis revealed that gender differences are smaller for sam-
ples of nonstudents than students. Moreover, gender differences in ethical perceptions also
decline with age and work experience. Those who are older or who have considerable work
experience display smaller gender differences in ethical perceptions.

Conclusion:
As women have become established in the workforce, not only is the workplace more
diverse, but also ethical perceptions are changing. In particular, the ethical climate has
emerged as an important managerial and societal concern. How this ethical climate is per-
ceived by organizational participants, both male and female, can become important to deci-
sion making and business practices. A growing body of evidence suggests that gender plays
a role in perceptions of ethical climate. As the chapter points out, diverse input from soci-
ety at large is affecting the cultural values of today’s organizations. Thus, through early
socialization, stereotypes associated with social role norms or actual organizational expe-
riences, men and women may develop or bring diverse interests, traits, and values into the
workplace. This learning and development may lead to differences in ethical perceptions
regarding issues such as pay equity, bribery, and sexual harassment. However, over time as
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more men and women work together and assimilate into both the changing norms and cul-
tures of both the overall society and organizations concerning working women, the current
differences in ethical perceptions will undoubtedly decrease.

Source: Adapted from George R. Franke, Deborah F. Crown, and Deborah F. Spake, “Gender Differences
in Ethical Perceptions of Business Practices,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 82, No., 1, 1997, 
pp. 920–934.

OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Employee integrity tests can predict unethical and deviant workplace behaviors and
performance.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[305 studies; 349,623 participants; d = .84 for overt tests; d = .43 for personality tests; and
d = .75 when tests are related to performance] On average, there is a 72 percent probabil-
ity that job applicants who score well on overt integrity tests will participate in less uneth-
ical and/or deviant behaviors than those who score poorly. Moreover, on average, there is
a 62 percent probability that job applicants who score well on personality-based integrity
tests will participate in less unethical and/or deviant behaviors than those who score
poorly. Finally, not only does the use of integrity tests help predict unethical and/or deviant
behavior, but they can also help organizations predict better performers. On average, there
is a 70 percent probability that employees who score well on integrity tests will outperform
those who score poorly. Further analysis indicates the measurement method is a moderator.
That is, measures of deviant behavior can be divided into external and self-report (admis-
sion) criteria. External criteria involve actual records of rule-breaking incidents, discipli-
nary actions, dismissals for theft, etc. Self-report criteria include all admissions of theft,
past illegal activities, and counterproductive behaviors. Interestingly, the validity of self-
report measures was higher than that for external criteria—perhaps because not all thieves
are caught or illegal activities detected.

Conclusion:
Because unethical and deviant behavior not only can impact the well-being of employees,
but also can have a detrimental effect on individual and organizational performance, the
study of ethics has been receiving increased attention in organizational behavior. One way
for organizations to screen out potentially unethical individuals is to give job applicants
some form of overt or personality-based integrity/honesty test. These tests are commonly
used to predict employee participation in illegal activity (e.g., theft), unethical behavior,
excessive absences, drug abuse, or workplace violence. Over the past decade, the evi-
dence for integrity test predictive validities has been strong. Overt integrity tests are
designed to directly assess attitudes regarding dishonest behaviors. Examples are asking
test takers questions such as the following: “Should a person be fired if caught stealing $5?”
Personality-based integrity tests are designed to predict deviant behaviors at work by
using personality measures such as reliability, conscientiousness, adjustment, trustwor-
thiness, and sociability. The meta-analysis of research studies of both overt and personal-
ity integrity tests can help organizations reduce unethical and/or deviant employee
behavior as well as help them predict better performers.

Source: Adapted from Deniz S. Ones, Chockalingman Viswesvaran, and Frank L. Schmidt, “Comprehensive
Meta-Analysis of Integrity Test Validities: Findings and Implications for Personnel Selection and Theories of
Job Performance,” Journal of Applied Psychology Monograph, Vol., 78, No., 4, 1993, pp. 679–703.
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1. What is meant by and what are some examples of globalization?

2. What are some of the major reasons why diversity has become such an important dimen-
sion of today’s organizations?

3. How can diversity be effectively managed? Offer suggestions at both the individual and
organizational levels.

4. What is meant by ethics, and what types of factors influence ethical behavior?

5. What is meant by corporate social responsibility? How can and does it affect the
“bottom-line” of today’s organizations?

Ethical issues are very much at the forefront of organizational behavior in today’s envi-
ronment. One controversial issue concerns monitoring employees. Technology has now
made it easy and inexpensive for employers to closely monitor the behaviors of employ-
ees. Visit the Web site http://www.legalethics.com for information on ethics and
laws relevant to the current workplace. It may be helpful for you to test your knowledge
and understanding of the ethical climate by going to httl://www.mhhe.com/business/
management/buildyourmanagementskills/ethics/exercise.html. Then, going
from these, search to see if you can come up with other perspectives on employee moni-
toring as an ethical issue.

1. Do you believe employers should be allowed to electronically monitor workers? Would
you like to be monitored in this fashion?

2. Summarize the different perspectives that you found on the Internet. Be specific as to
where you found this information.

3. Discuss other ethical issues that surfaced when looking at the suggested Web sites or
others that you found.

Internet 
Exercise: 
Ethical Issues
in the
Workplace

Questions for
Discussion and
Review

Organizational Behavior Case: How Far-Reaching 
Are Globalization and Technology?

Bob is the owner and operator of a medium-sized gro-
cery store that has been in his family for more than 30
years. Currently his business is flourishing, primarily
because it has an established customer base in a busy
part of town. Also, Bob is a good manager. He considers
himself to be highly knowledgeable about his business,
having continuously adapted to the changing times. For
example, he recently expanded his business by putting
in a full-service deli. His philosophy is that by continu-
ously providing customers with new products and ser-
vices, he will always have a satisfied customer base to
rely on.

At a management seminar he attended last year, the
hot topic was globalization and the impact of technol-
ogy on going global. He has also been bombarded by the

many television ads and mailers regarding the opportu-
nities available in international markets. For the most
part, Bob doesn’t think that globalization is an issue
with his business, as he doesn’t even intend to expand
outside the city. Furthermore, he feels that the Internet
has no applications in his branch of the retail industry
and would simply be a waste of time.

1. Is Bob correct in his assessment of how globalization
will impact his business?

2. Can you think of any global applications that Bob
could profit from?

3. How could Bob’s business be negatively impacted by
both technology and globalization if he does not
keep on top of these developments?
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Organizational Behavior Case: I Want Out

When the Budder Mining Equipment company decided
to set up a branch offıce in Peru, top management felt
that there were two basic avenues the company could
travel. One was to export its machinery and have an
agent in that country be responsible for the selling. The
other was to set up an on-site operation and be directly
responsible for the sales effort. After giving the matter a
great deal of thought, management decided to assign
one of their own people to this overseas market. The per-
son who was chosen, Frank Knight, had expressed an
interest in the assignment, but had no experience in
South America. He was selected because of his selling
skills and was given a week to clear out his desk and be
on location.

When Frank arrived, he was met at the airport by
Pablo Gutierrez, the local who was hired to run the
offıce and break Frank in. Pablo had rented an apart-
ment and car for Frank and taken care of all the chores
associated with getting him settled. Frank was very
impressed. Thanks to Pablo, he could devote all his
efforts to the business challenges that lay ahead.

After about six months, the vice president for mar-
keting received a call from Frank. In a tired voice Frank
indicated that even though sales were okay, he couldn’t
take it anymore. He wanted to come home. If nothing
could be worked out within the next three months, Frank

made it clear that he would resign. When his boss
pressed him regarding the problems he was having, here
is what Frank reported:

Doing business over here is a nightmare. Everyone
comes to work late and leaves early. They also take a
two-hour rest period during the afternoon. All the
offıces close down during this afternoon break. So
even if I wanted to conduct some business during this
period, there would be no customers around anyway.
Also, no one works very hard, and they seem to
assume no responsibility whatsoever. There seems to
be no support for the work ethic among the people.
Even Pablo, who looked like he was going to turn out
great, has proved to be as lazy as the rest of them.
Sales are 5 percent over forecasted but a good 30 per-
cent lower than they could be if everyone here would
just work a little harder. If I stay here any longer, I’m
afraid I’ll start becoming like these people. I want out,
while I still can.

1. In Frank’s view, how important is the work ethic?
How is this view causing him problems?

2. Why do the people not work as hard as Frank does?
What is the problem?

3. What mistake is Frank making that is undoubtedly
causing him problems in managing the branch offıce?

As recently as the 1980s, managers in some of the most
productive organizations in the country used to pride
themselves on treating all their employees equally. This
typically meant holding the line on rules and regulations
so that everyone conformed to the same set of guide-
lines. Moreover, when people were evaluated, they were
typically assessed on the basis of their performance in
the workplace. In recent years there has been a dramatic
change in management’s thinking. Instead of treating
everyone the same, some organizations are now trying
to meet the specific needs of employees. What is done
for one individual employee may not be done for
another. Additionally, instead of evaluating all employ-
ees on how well they work in the workplace, attention
is being focused on how much “value added” people

contribute, regardless of how many hours they are phys-
ically at the workplace. This new philosophy is also
spilling over into the way alternative work arrangements
are being handled.

An example is Aetna Life & Casualty, where workers
are given the option of reducing their workweek or com-
pressing the time into fewer days. Under this arrange-
ment, a parent who wants to spend more time at home
with the children can opt to cut working hours from 40
down to 30 per week or put in four 10-hour days and
have a long weekend with the kids. In either case, these
personal decisions do not negatively affect the
employee’s opportunities for promotion. Why is the
company so willing to accommodate the personal
desires of the workers? One of the main reasons is that

Real Case: Not Treating Everyone the Same
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Organizational Behavior Case: Changing with the Times

Aetna was losing hundreds of talented people every year
and felt that the cost to the company was too great.
Something had to be done to keep these people on the
payroll. As a result, today approximately 2,000 of
Aetna’s 44,000 employees work part-time, share a job,
work at home, or are on a compressed workweek
arrangement. The company estimates that it saves
approximately $1 million annually by not having to train
new workers. Moreover, the company reported that in
one recent year 88 percent of those employees who took
family leave returned to work. An added benefit of this
program is the fact that Aetna’s reputation as a good
place to work has been strengthened. The Families and
Work Institute recently named Aetna one of the top four
“family-friendly” companies.

Duke Power & Light is another good example of how
companies are changing their approach to managing
employees. Realizing that child care is a growing need
among many employees, because in most households
both parents now work, the company joined forces with
other employers to build a child care center. The firm
has also changed its work schedule assignments. In the
past, many employees reported that they hated working
swing shifts: days one week, evenings the next, and then

nights. So the firm created 22 work schedules and now
lets employees bid on them annually, based on seniority.
Some of these shifts are the traditional five-day week of
eight-hour days. Others, however, are compressed work-
week alternatives, including four 10-hour days and three
12-hour days. At the same time, the company has been
turning more authority over to the personnel and has
driven up its employee-to-manager ratio from 12 to 1 to
20 to 1. As a result, the company now has an attrition
rate that is over three times lower than the industry aver-
age, and most of this attrition is a result of people’s
transferring to other jobs in the utility. As one manager
put it, “We needed to recognize that people have lives.”
On the basis of results, it is obvious that the new
arrangement is a win-win situation for both the workers
and the firm.

1. How is the new management philosophy described in
this case different from that of the old, traditional
philosophy? Identify and describe the differences.

2. In what way are alternative work schedules proving
helpful to managing diversity?

3. Do you think these new programs are likely to con-
tinue or will they taper off? Why?

Jerry is director of marketing for a large toy company.
Presently, his team of executives consists entirely of
white males. The company says it is committed to diver-
sity and equal opportunity. In a private conversation
with Robert, the company president, about the makeup
of top-level management in the marketing department,
Jerry admitted that he tends to promote people who are
like him.

Jerry stated, “It just seems like when a promotion
opportunity exists in our department, the perfect person
for the job happens to be a white male. Am I supposed
to actively seek women and minorities, even if I don’t
feel that they are the best person for the job? After all,
we aren’t violating the law, are we?”

Robert responded, “So far the performance in your
department has been good, and as far as I know, we are
not violating any discrimination laws. Your manage-
ment team seems to work well together, and we don’t

want to do anything to upset that, especially consider-
ing the big marketing plans we have for this coming
fiscal year.”

The big marketing plans Robert is referring to have
to do with capturing a sizable share of the overseas mar-
ket. The company thinks that a large niche exists in var-
ious countries around the world—and who better to fill
that niche than an organization that has proved it can
make top-quality toys at a competitive price? Now the
marketing team has the task of determining which coun-
tries to target, which existing toys will sell, and which
new toys need to be developed.

1. Do Jerry and Robert understand what “management
of diversity” means? How would you advise them?

2. Considering the marketing plans, how could they
benefit from a more diverse management team? Be
specific.
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Real Case: The Ethics of Downsizing

Downsizing refers to a company’s decision to reduce
its workforce for reasons other than poor perfor-
mance, criminal conduct, or unethical behavior on the
part of those being let go. The word is a euphemism
meant to soften the blow as much for the company as
it is for the soon-to-be eliminated. There is nothing
wrong with making a diffıcult task easier to bear. In
fact, there are good ethical reasons for doing so, as
we’ll soon see. Still, there is no getting around the fact
that downsizing is a type of layoff, with all that this
implies. The ethical manager will keep in mind what
is really going on when he or she is charged with let-
ting good people go.

WHY DOWNSIZING IS AN
ETHICAL ISSUE
Anytime we’re faced with a decision that can affect the
rights or well-being of others, we’re looking at an ethi-
cal issue. No matter how strong the justifications for
reducing the workforce are or seem to be, laying off
loyal and productive employees is an upsetting experi-
ence for all concerned, and those on the receiving end
face not just financial but psychological injury.

How so? For many of us, the workplace isn’t just a
place for work; it’s where we develop and maintain
some of the most important relationships we have. Dur-
ing the week, we spend more time with coworkers than
with our families, and for better or worse, work is how
many of us define ourselves and give meaning to our
lives. Getting laid off compromises all of these things,
so managers should think of downsizing as a deep and
painful trauma for those being let go, and not as a mere
setback or reversal of fortune.

Yes, downsizing has legal implications, and it is
understandable that companies want to minimize their
liability when they downsize. Yes, there are economic
matters to consider, which makes downsizing a manage-
ment issue, too. But at its core, downsizing is an ethical
issue, and the good manager is concerned not just with
protecting the company’s financial and legal interests
but also with honoring the dignity and integrity of the
human beings who work on the front lines and who are
the lifeblood of the organization.

DOING IT THE RIGHT WAY
1. Do It in Person.
This seems the obvious thing to do, but I’m surprised by
the number of reports I’ve heard about employees who
were downsized on the phone or by e-mail. Managers
who use this method claim it makes the whole thing eas-
ier to deal with. Yes, but for whom? Certainly not for the
employee being let go. As uncomfortable as it is to end
someone’s employment, the right thing to do is to have a
private conversation with him or her in person. The eth-
ical principle of respect for others requires nothing less.

2. Do It Privately.
Respecting others means honoring their wishes and val-
ues, and it is reasonable to assume that most people
would prefer to have troubling news delivered in private.
This means in your offıce, with the door closed. I’ve heard
of managers who broke the bad news at the employee’s
cubicle within earshot of everyone in the vicinity. Again,
one would think that this would be a matter of common
sense and common decency, but apparently neither is all
that common.

3. Give the Person Your Full Attention.
Interrupting the conversation to take phone calls, check
your BlackBerry, or engage in other distractions isn’t
just rude, it tells the other person that the matter at hand
isn’t all that important to you. That’s yet another viola-
tion of the principle of respect. The impulse to turn your
attention to less troubling matters is understandable, but
along with the privileges of being a manager come
responsibilities, and downsizing with integrity is one of
the most important obligations you have.

4. Be Honest, but Not Brutally So.
Must you always tell the truth, the whole truth, and noth-
ing but the truth? Yes, if you’re giving sworn testimony in
a court of law, but beyond the courtroom the duty to tell
the truth is constrained by the duty to minimize harm. In
practical terms, this means being forthright with the
employee but also choosing with the care the words, tone
of voice, and demeanor you use. Compassion—literally,
“suffering with” someone—honors the dignity of your
employee and speaks to the better part of your nature.
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We can’t always make things better, but we shouldn’t
make things worse.

5. Don’t Rush.
A shock takes time to absorb. Imagine that your physi-
cian says you have a serious illness. Wouldn’t you
expect him or her to allow the news sink in, rather than
to summarily dismiss you and call for the next patient?
Being let go isn’t as serious as getting a diagnosis of
cancer or heart disease, but it is still a major, life-changing
event. You owe your employee the space to absorb the

information, and you may have to explain more than
once what is happening and why. You would demand
nothing less if it were happening to you, and you would
be right to do so.

1. Do you agree that downsizing is an ethical issue?

2. Do you agree with the five guidelines for downsizing
ethically? Would you add any others?

3. What if you do not agree with the reason for the
downsizing? Ethically, how would you respond?
Would you be willing to resign?
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Chapter Three

Organizational Context:
Design and Culture
Learning Objectives

• Explain the organizational theory foundation for design and culture.

• Present contemporary horizontal, hollow, modular, network, and virtual designs of
organizations.

• Define organizational culture and its characteristics.

• Relate how an organizational culture is created.

• Describe how an organizational culture is maintained.

• Explain some ways of changing organizational culture.

This chapter moves from the external environments to the organizational context for
organizational behavior. Specifically, this chapter is concerned with organization design
and culture. Organization structure represents the skeletal framework for organizational
behavior. As the discussion of the conceptual framework in Chapter 1 points out, the
organization design and culture are dominant environmental factors that interact with the
personal cognitions and the behavior. The first part of the chapter presents the organiza-
tion from the viewpoint of theory and design. As Chapter 2 points out, globalization has
had a dramatic impact on organization structures. Theories, designs, and networks have
emerged to meet the contemporary situation. For example, well-known companies, such
as General Electric, have eliminated vertical structures and adopted horizontal designs.
The new environment has forever changed organization design and interorganizational
relationships.

The modern approach to organization theory and design consists of very flexible net-
works and recognizes the interaction of technology and people. For example, one organi-
zation theorist has noted: “Organization structure is more than boxes on a chart; it is a
pattern of interactions and coordination that links the technology, tasks, and human com-
ponents of the organization to ensure that the organization accomplishes its purposes.”1

There is also a renewed recognition for the role that structure (or lack of structure) plays in
innovation, change, and learning in today’s and future organizations.

The remainder of the chapter is concerned with the cultural context that the organization
provides for organizational behavior. After first defining what is meant by organizational
culture, the discussion turns to the different types, how they are changing, and how they
can be changed to meet the challenges of the new external environment and organization
designs.
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THE ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY FOUNDATION

Some organization theorists argue that the classical hierarchical, bureaucratic theory of
organizations was mistranslated and really was not meant to be an ideal type of structure.
Instead, the hierarchical bureaucracy from the beginning emphasized the need to adapt
to environmental change. However, until the late 1970s organizations were largely self-
contained and a vertical chain of command with high degrees of control (i.e., a bureau-
cratic structure) sufficed. After a brief overview of the historical roots, the more recent
theories that expand upon and are more sophisticated than the classic bureaucratic theory
are summarized. These serve as a point of departure and foundation for the contemporary
organization designs.

Historical Roots
The real break with classical thinking on organizational structure is generally recognized to
be the work of Chester Barnard. In his significant book The Functions of the Executive, he
defined a formal organization as a system of consciously coordinated activities of two or
more persons.2 It is interesting to note that in this often-cited definition, the words system
and persons are given major emphasis. People, not boxes on an organization chart, make up
a formal organization. Barnard was critical of the existing classical organization theory
because it was too descriptive and superficial. He was especially dissatisfied with the clas-
sical bureaucratic view that authority should come from the top down. Barnard, using a
more analytical approach, took an opposite viewpoint. He maintained that authority really
should come from the bottom up, rather than the top-down bureaucratic approach.

Besides authority, Barnard stressed the cooperative aspects of organizations. This con-
cern reflects the importance that he attached to the human element in organization structure
and analysis. It was Barnard’s contention that the existence of a cooperative system is con-
tingent on the human participants’ ability to communicate and their willingness to serve
and strive toward a common purpose. Under such a premise, the human being plays the
most important role in the creation and perpetuation of formal organizations.

Modern Theoretical Foundation
From this auspicious historical beginning from Barnard, modern organization theory has
evolved in several directions. The first major development in organization theory was to
view the organization as a system made up of interacting parts. The open-systems concept
especially, which stresses the input of the external environment, has had a tremendous
impact on modern organization theory. This development was followed by an analysis of
organizations in terms of their ability to process information in order to reduce the uncer-
tainty in managerial decision making. The next development in organization theory is the
contingency approach. The premise of the contingency approach is that there is no single
best way to organize. The organizational design must be fitted to the existing environmen-
tal conditions.

One of the modern theoretical approaches is a natural selection—or ecological—view
of organizations. This organizational ecology theory challenges the contingency approach.
Whereas the contingency approach suggests that organizations change through internal
transformation and adaptation, the ecological approach says that it is more a process of the
“survival of the fittest”; there is a process of organizational selection and replacement.

Finally are information processing and organizational learning. These most recent
approaches to organization theory are based largely on systems theory and emphasize the
importance of generative over adaptive learning in fast-changing external environments
such as is covered in Chapter 2 on globalization. All these organization theories serve as
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a foundation for the remaining discussion of the organizational context for organiza-
tional behavior. The learning organization represents contemporary organization theory
and is compatible with and is relevant to the new paradigm environment facing today’s
organizations.

What Is Meant by a Learning Organization?
The organization portrayed as a learning system is certainly not new.3 In fact, at the turn
of the last century Frederick W. Taylor’s learnings on scientific management were said to
be transferable to workers to make the organization more efficient. However, the beginning
of today’s use of the term learning organization is usually attributed to the seminal work of
Chris Argyris and his colleagues, who made the distinction between first-order, or “single-
loop,” and second-order, or dentero or “double-loop,” learning.4 The differences between
these two types of learning applied to organizations can be summarized as follows:

1. Single-loop learning involves improving the organization’s capacity to achieve known
objectives. It is associated with routine and behavioral learning. Under single-loop, the
organization is learning without significant change in its basic assumptions.

2. Double-loop learning reevaluates the nature of the organization’s objectives and the values
and beliefs surrounding them. This type of learning involves changing the organization’s
culture. Importantly, double-loop consists of the organization’s learning how to learn.5

The other theorist most closely associated with learning organizations, Peter Senge and
his colleagues, then proceeded to portray this type of organization from a systems theory
perspective and made the important distinction between adaptive and generative learning.6

The simpler adaptive learning is only the first stage of the learning organization, adapting
to environmental changes. In recent years, many banks, insurance firms, and old-line man-
ufacturing companies made many adaptive changes such as implementing total quality
management (or TQM), benchmarking (comparing with best practices), Six Sigma (a goal
of virtually no defects in any process) programs, and customer service initiatives. However,
despite the popularity and general success of these efforts to adapt to changing customer
expectations for quality and service, organizations have still struggled with their basic
assumptions, cultural values, and structure. They have not gone beyond mere adaptive
learning.7 The more important generative learning was needed.

Generative learning involves creativity and innovation, going beyond just adapting to
change to being ahead of and anticipating change.8 The generative process leads to a total
reframing of an organization’s experiences and learning from that process. For example, the
largest car dealer, AutoNation, totally reframed and showed generative learning from the
nightmare customers typically experience in trying to buy a used auto. This firm antici-
pated customer needs by proactively addressing key issues such as a no-haggling sales
process, providing a warranty on used cars, and being able to buy from any one of hundreds
of car lots.

With the theoretical foundation largely provided by Argyris (double-loop learning) and
Senge (generative learning), we conducted a comprehensive review to identify the major
characteristics of learning organizations.9 Figure 3.1 shows the three major dimensions or
characteristics of learning organizations that emerged out of the considerable literature.
The presence of tension—Senge calls it “creative tension”—serves as a catalyst or motiva-
tional need to learn. As shown in Figure 3.1, this tension stems from the gap between the
organization’s vision (which is hopefully always being adjusted upward) and reality and
suggests the learning organization’s continually questioning and challenging the status quo.
The systems characteristic of learning organizations recognizes the shared vision of
employees throughout the whole organization and the openness to new ideas and the
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external environment. The third major characteristic shown in Figure 3.1 is an organiza-
tional culture conducive to learning. The culture of the organization places a high value on
the process of learning and goes beyond mere lip service by setting mechanisms in place
for suggestions, teams, empowerment, and, most subtly but importantly, empathy. This
empathy is reflected by the genuine concern for and interest in employee suggestions and
innovations that can be operationalized through reward systems.

Organizational Behavior in the Learning Organization
Taken to a more individual employee, organizational behavior level, the adaptive learning
organization would be associated with employees’ reacting to environmental changes with
routine, standard responses that often result in only short-run solutions. In contrast, gen-
erative learning, with its emphasis on continuous experimentation and feedback, would
directly affect the way personnel go about defining and solving problems. Employees in
generative learning organizations are taught how to examine the effect of their decisions
and to change their behaviors as needed. A good example occurred at Children’s Hospital
and Clinic of Minnesota. They learned to institute a new policy of “blameless reporting”
that replaced threatening terms such as “errors” and “investigations” with less emotional
terms such as “accidents” and “analysis.” As described by Garvin, Edmondson, and Gino,
“The result was that people started to collaborate throughout the organization to talk about
and change behaviors, policies, and systems that put patients at risk. Over time, these
learning activities yielded measurable reductions in preventable deaths and illnesses at the
institution.”10

Learning organizations are also characterized by human-oriented cultural values such as
these: (1) everyone can be a source of useful ideas, so personnel should be given access to
any information that can be of value to them; (2) the people closest to the problem usually
have the best ideas regarding how to solve it, so empowerment should be promoted
throughout the structure; (3) learning flows up and down, so managers as well as employ-
ees can benefit from it; (4) new ideas are important and should be encouraged and
rewarded; and (5) mistakes should be viewed as learning opportunities.11 The last point of

FIGURE 3.1
Characteristics 
of Learning 
Organizations.

Presence of
Tension
• Gap between vision

and reality
• Questioning/inquiry
• Challenging status quo
• Critical reflection

Culture
Facilitating
Learning
• Suggestions
• Teamwork
• Empowerment
• Empathy

Systems Thinking
• Shared vision
• Holistic thinking
• Openness

LEARNING
ORGANIZATION
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learning from failures is an especially important cultural value for people in the learning
organization.

Learning Organizations in Action
There are a number of ways that the learning organization can be operationalized into the
actual practice of management. For example, managers must be receptive to new ideas and
overcome the desire to closely control operations. Many organizations tend to do things the
way they have done them in the past. Learning organizations break this mold and teach
their people to look at things differently. For example, several years ago British Petroleum
(BP) was bogged down in their bureaucratic structure and control procedures, accumulated
a huge debt, and had some of the highest costs in the industry. Then a new CEO took over,
sold off the firm’s unrelated business, and implemented a corporate strategy mostly based
on speed and rapid learning. BP was redesigned as follows:

Functional and divisional walls that inhibited cooperation, resource sharing, and internal
debate were leveled to promote forward thinking, the learning of new managerial competen-
cies, and the adoption of risk taking behaviors. Most importantly, a rejuvenated senior man-
agement team began cultivating a new culture that emphasized knowledge sharing, open
communications, team-building, and breakthrough thinking throughout the firm.12

By the turn of the century, BP had a learning-driven culture in place, the old bureaucratic
boundaries were down, everyone in the firm shared knowledge with everyone else, and BP
became the lowest-cost producer in the oil industry.

As was done at BP, the move toward a learning organization entails breaking out of the
highly controlled, layered hierarchy that is characteristic of bureaucratic structures. The
accompanying OB in Action: Breaking Out of the Box gives a number of real-world man-
agers’ examples of problems with bureaucracies and how to think outside the box and bust
out of them. In other words, the beginning point in establishing a learning organization is
to recognize that bureaucracies have too often become an end to themselves instead of sup-
porting the vision and goals that require adapting to the changing environment and learn-
ing how to do that.

Besides breaking out of bureaucracies, another way to operationalize the learning
process in organizations is to develop systemic thinking among managers. This involves
the ability to see connections among issues, events, and data as a whole rather than a
series of unconnected parts. Learning organizations teach their people to identify the
source of conflict they may have with other personnel, units, and departments and to
negotiate and make astute trade-offs both skillfully and quickly. Managers must also
learn, especially, how to encourage their people to redirect their energies toward the sub-
stance of disagreements rather than toward personality clashes or political infighting. For
example, in most successful firms today, interfunctional teams, increasingly at a distance
(virtually), work on projects, thus removing the artificial barriers between functional
areas and between line and staff. For example, at Mars Drinks, the top management team
is structured globally, with both regional general managers and functional heads. Even
the president is not only on this team, but also multiple other teams depending on, in his
words, “what the issue of the day is and whether I have particular expertise in those
areas.”13 A research study confirms the important impact that team learning can have on
organizational learning.14

Another practice of learning organizations is to develop creativity among personnel.
Creativity is the ability to formulate unique approaches to problem solving and decision
making. In generative learning organizations, creativity is most widely acknowledged as
a requisite skill and ability. Two critical dimensions of creativity, which promote and help
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OB in Action: Breaking Out of the Box

Anyone who has worked in the corporate world, held a
government job—or lived in Europe—knows well how
bureaucracy can drive even those of sound mind to dis-
traction. All too often it stifles good ideas, slows
progress, and frustrates employees.

A recent survey ranked “Negotiating a Stultifying
Bureaucracy” third among most pressing workplace
problems. “You can’t even get a light bulb changed
without putting in a work order,” says Wayde Alford, a
cost estimator at a major defense contractor near
Jacksonville, Florida. Alford says he cuts through red
tape by cozying up to colleagues and requesting favors.
Otherwise, a task as simple as changing that bulb can
take two months to accomplish. Maybe it’s not that bad
in your organization. But just in case, here’s a sampling
of other suggestions for bureaucracy-busting:

Bill Fox, managing partner, VanguardComm, New
Brunswick, New Jersey. It’s been said that successful
corporate survivors are “system beaters.” Just like in
judo, where you use your opponent’s momentum
against them, in bureaucracies if you learn the system
you can use it against the bureaucrats. For example,
very often bureaucratic requirements are more about
form than substance. So as long as you fill out the
proper paperwork, dot the i’s, and cross the t’s, you
can get what you want approved; your request com-
plied with the bureaucrats’ system and that’s their
primary concern.

Arthur “Buck” Nimz, certified Defense Dept. enter-
prise architect and principal research specialist, MS2,
Lockheed Martin, Moorestown, New Jersey. Foster
an environment of innovation that reaches out
beyond your org chart and tries to capture the intel-
lectual diversity of others in your company who have
different perspectives on the business and the mar-
ket. Legendary GE CEO Jack Welch called this
“boundaryless thinking,” which is a mindset that
transcends bureaucracy and creates a behavioral cul-
ture of innovation.

Marshall Potts, managing director, Jasper Inter-
national, Nottingham, England. Bureaucracies don’t
tolerate deviation from set ways of doing things. In

an increasingly competitive world, this inflexibility is
a major stumbling block. One way leaders could
address this is to find someone to explain to their
organization’s senior team what sustains the bureau-
cracy, what it costs them, what the competition is
doing differently, and finally, the impact of resisting
change.

John Sheeran, Bateau Bay, Australia. Keep a very low
hierarchy and give all levels of staff a vested interest
in the success of the company . . . Also, keep the fam-
ily of staff involved.

Chris Bylander, CEO, International American Group,
St. Louis and Stockholm. We delegate responsibility
whenever possible. Employees, no matter what rank,
come to understand “bureaucracy” as something
else—namely corporate governance—when they vol-
untarily interact with it on a get-the-job-done basis.
Daniel S. Mulhall, educational consultant, Laurel,
Maryland. The challenge is to control and manage
bureaucracy so that it serves the corporate body, not
controls it. Bureaucracy itself should be reviewed and
evaluated on a regular basis so that harmful pieces are
rejected and helpful pieces kept and reinforced.
George Peterson, vice-president for international
relations, SolBridge International School of Business,
Daejeon, South Korea. Work to eliminate bureau-
cracy: Make a nonbureaucratic environment part of
the corporate policy statement; have an efficient
process to get input from employees on bureaucracy
problem areas; eliminate the problems identified.
Brian Behler, Lomita, California. Transparency with
regular communication is the only solution. There are
huge differences in the amount of bureaucracy at
various companies today. A supervisor who doesn’t
engage and communicate will lose his best and
brightest to a more nimble company.
Cecil Sunder, Level 3 Communications, Broomfield,
Colorado. Map processes and executives will soon
realize where the bottlenecks are. Because of SarbOx
and other mandates it is a necessary evil to have some
kind of bureaucracy, but it should not stagnate the
work.

unleash creativity, are personal flexibility and a willingness to take risks. As a result,
many learning organizations now teach their people how to review their current work
habits and change behaviors that limit their thinking. Whereas typical organizations
focus on new ways to use old thinking, learning organizations focus on getting employ-
ees to break their operating habits and think “outside the box” (see the OB in Action:
Breaking Out of the Box). Creativity also includes the willingness to accept failure. A
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well-known story at IBM tells of the worried manager going to a meeting with his boss
after his project had failed. Getting right to the point, the trembling manager blurted out,
“I suppose you’re going to have to fire me.” But his boss quickly replied, “Why would I
do that, we’ve just invested $6 million in your education.” In other words, learning orga-
nizations such as IBM treat failure as a learning opportunity, and also the way it is treated
creates a climate for future creativity. Managers encourage risk-taking, creative behavior
by providing a supportive environment. A cultural value or slogan such as “ready, fire,
aim” depicts such an environment.

Well-known learning organization theorist and consultant Peter Senge summarizes the
differences between learning organizations and traditional organizations in Table 3.1.
These differences help illustrate why learning organizations are gaining in importance and
why an increasing number of enterprises are now working to develop a generative learning
environment. They realize the benefits that can result. There is also empirical research evi-
dence suggesting a positive association between the learning organization concept and
firms’ financial performance.15 The classical organization theories are still depended upon
in today’s organizations, but organizational learning goes a necessary step further to the
understanding of effective organizations in the new paradigm environment.

MODERN ORGANIZATION DESIGNS

Along with organization theorists, many practicing managers are becoming disenchanted
with traditional ways of designing their organizations. Up until a decade or so ago, most
managers attempted only timid modifications of classical bureaucratic structures16 and
balked at daring experimentation and innovation. However, with changing environmental

TABLE 3.1 Senge’s Summary of Traditional versus Learning Organizations

Source: Adapted from Peter M. Senge, “Transforming the Practice of Management,” Human Resource Development Quarterly, Spring 1993, p. 9.

Function Traditional Organizations

Vision is provided by top
management.

Learning Organizations

There is a shared vision that can emerge from
many places, but top management is 
responsible for ensuring that this vision exists
and is nurtured.

Determination of
overall direction

Top management decides what is to
be done, and the rest of the organiza-
tion acts on these ideas.

Formulation and implementation of ideas take
place at all levels of the organization.

Formulation and
implementation 
of ideas

Each person is responsible for his or
her own job responsibilities, and the
focus is on developing individual 
competence.

Personnel understand their own jobs as well as
the way in which their own work interrelates
with and influences that of other personnel.

Nature of organi-
zational thinking

Conflict resolution Conflicts are resolved through the use
of power and hierarchical influence.

Conflicts are resolved through the use of 
collaborative learning and the integration of
diverse viewpoints of personnel throughout the
organization.

Leadership and
motivation

The role of the leader is to establish
the organization’s vision, provide
rewards and punishments as appropri-
ate, and maintain overall control of
employee activities.

The role of the leader is to build a shared vision,
empower the personnel, inspire commitment,
and encourage effective decision making
throughout the enterprise through the use of
empowerment and charismatic leadership.
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demands, managers overcame this resistance to making drastic organizational changes.
They realized that the simple solutions offered by the classical theories were no longer ade-
quate in the new paradigm environment.17 In particular, the needs for flexibility, adaptabil-
ity to change, creativity, innovation, knowledge, as well as the ability to overcome
environmental uncertainty, are among the biggest challenges facing a growing number of
organizations. The response was first to move away from the self-contained, control-oriented,
vertical hierarchical bureaucratic structures to horizontal designs (and thinking).

Horizontal Organizations
Horizontal designs are at the other end of the continuum from the traditional vertical, hier-
archical structures. In a comprehensive analysis of the recent evolution of organizational
design, Anand and Daft noted that “the horizontal organization advocates the dispensing of
internal boundaries that are an impediment to effective business performance. If the tradi-
tional structure can be likened to a pyramid, the metaphor that best applies to the horizon-
tal organization is a pizza—flat, but packed with all the necessary ingredients.”18 The
modern environment covered in the last chapter has stimulated the change to horizontal
designs that better facilitate cooperation, teamwork, and a customer rather than a functional
orientation. Frank Ostroff, a McKinsey & Company consultant, along with colleague
Douglas Smith, is given credit for developing some of the following guiding principles that
define horizontal organization design.19

1. Organization revolves around the process, not the task. Instead of creating a structure
around the traditional functions, the organization is built around its three to five core
processes. Each process has an “owner” and specific performance goals.

2. The hierarchy is flattened. To reduce levels of supervision, fragmented tasks are com-
bined, work that fails to add value is eliminated, and activities within each process are
cut to the minimum.

3. Teams are used to manage everything. Self-managed teams are the building blocks of
the organization. The teams have a common purpose and are held accountable for mea-
suring performance goals.

4. Customers drive performance. Customer satisfaction, not profits or stock apprecia-
tion, is the primary driver and measure of performance.

5. Team performance is rewarded. The reward systems are geared toward team results,
not just individual performance. Employees are rewarded for multiple skill development
rather than just specialized expertise.

6. Supplier and customer contact is maximized. Employees are brought into direct, reg-
ular contact with suppliers and customers. Where relevant, supplier and customer repre-
sentatives may be brought in as full working members of in-house teams.

7. All employees need to be fully informed and trained. Employees should be provided all
data, not just sanitized information on a “need to know” basis. However, they also need
to be trained how to analyze and use the data to make effective decisions.

Today, this horizontal structure is used by a number of organizations. For example, most
large firms today (e.g., the auto firms, Xerox, Lexmark Printers, Eastman Kodak) use it for
new product development. Another example would be AT&T units doing budgets based not
on functions but on processes, such as the maintenance of a worldwide telecommunications
network. Importantly, AT&T is also rewarding its people based on customer evaluations of
the teams performing these processes. General Electric has also scrapped the vertical struc-
ture that was in place in its lighting business and replaced the design with a horizontal
structure characterized by over 100 different processes and programs. In particular, to cut
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out bureaucracy and solve organizational problems that cut across functions and levels, GE
implemented its famous “Work Out” (as in get the work out and work out any problems to
get it done) described as follows:

Large groups of employees and managers—from different organizational levels and
functions—come together to address issues that they identify or that senior management has
raised as concerns. In small teams, people challenge prevailing assumptions about “the way
we have always done things” and come up with recommendations for dramatic improvements
in organizational processes.20

The Government Electronics group at Motorola has redesigned its supply-chain man-
agement organization so that it is now a process structure geared toward serving external
customers. These horizontal designs are more relevant to today’s environmental needs for
flexibility, speed, and cooperation. However, there may also be potential problems such as
feelings of neglect and “turf battles” for those individuals and departments not included in
the horizontal process flow and the advantages of technical expertise gained under the
functional specializations may be diluted or sacrificed. A book on The Horizontal
Organization suggests guiding principles such as the following to make horizontal designs
as effective as possible.

1. Make teams, not individuals, the cornerstone of the organizational design and per-
formance.

2. Decrease hierarchy by eliminating non-value-added work and by giving team members
the authority to make decisions directly related to their activities within the process flow.

3. Emphasize multiple competencies and train people to handle issues and work in cross-
functional areas.

4. Measure for end-of-process performance objectives, as well as customer satisfaction,
employee satisfaction, and financial contribution.

5. Build a corporate culture of openness, cooperation, and collaboration, a culture that
focuses on continuous performance improvement and values employee empowerment,
responsibility, and well-being.21

Contemporary Designs: Hollow and Modular
Around the turn of the new century, especially with the advent of advanced information
technology (i.e., the Internet and mobile/cell phones) and globalization (especially the
emerging economies of China and India with their low-cost, skilled workforce), new orga-
nization designs emerged. Whereas the horizontal designs broke down the former bureau-
cratic hierarchical and functional specialization boundaries within an organization, the
twenty-first century designs have extended and broken the boundaries of the organization
itself. Specifically, in order to compete in the global economy, far-thinking management
recognized and then embraced the fact that they needed to outsource selected tasks, func-
tions, and processes. For example, much of manufacturing on all levels and industries was
outsourced to China and other developing countries, while information processing and cus-
tomer service was outsourced to India and a few other countries. This movement of entire
processes outside the organization left what has been termed the “Hollow Organization”
design22 and when just parts of the product or service are outsourced, it’s called the
“Modular Organization” design.23

Initially, organizations involved in labor intensive manufacturing of toys, apparel, shoes
(e.g., Nike and Reebok) moved to hollow designs that outsourced the entire process of
making of their products and left them to focus on product design and marketing. Then in
recent years manufacturing of all kinds has moved outside the United States and also
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financial, accounting, and even medical service processes have left hollow organizations.
Anand and Daft summarized the advantages of this design in terms of cost savings, tapping
into best sources of specialization and technology, supplier competition and technology,
and flexibility, but also the disadvantages of loss of in-house skills and innovation, reduced
control over supply and quality, and even the threat of being entirely supplanted by suppli-
ers.24 With an economic downturn such as the United States has experienced in recent times
and rising wages abroad, there could be a movement toward what could be called “on-
shoring,” bringing outsourced jobs back to the United States. For example, DESA Heating
Products had outsourced hundreds of jobs to China but is now bringing those jobs back to
its Kentucky factory based on quality and transportation costs and service.25

As indicated, the modular designs are also based on outsourcing, but instead of the
entire process being taken offshore, as in hollow designs (e.g., manufacturing, logistics, or
customer service), the modular design consists of “decomposable product chunks provided
by internal and external subcontractors.”26 For example, Bombardier’s business jet design
consists of a dozen chunks provided by both internal (cockpit, center, and fuselage) and
external subcontractors from around the world (e.g., Australia, Taiwan, Japan, Austria, and
Canada) as well as the United States (e.g., General Electric for the engine and the avionics
from Rockwell Collins). Industries that commonly use modular designs include auto, bicy-
cle, consumer electronics, appliances, power tools, and computing products and software.

Anand and Daft summarize the advantages of modular designs in terms of cost, speed
of response to market changes, and innovation through recombination of modules in dif-
ferent ways.27 This flexibility advantage, however, is counterbalanced by problems with
interfacing the modules and laggards in the supply chain affecting the whole system. An
example of these advantages and disadvantages would be the auto firms Nissan and
DaimlerChrysler. Nissan’s modular design is known for being very efficient because parts
such as the frame, dashboard, and seats are made by subcontractors and then shipped to the
Nissan plant for assembly. DaimlerChrysler, also using a modular design in producing its
two-seater Smart Car, had trouble because the various subcontracted parts failed to prop-
erly snap into place. The resulting extensive debugging was very costly to DaimlerChrysler
and embarrassingly delayed the launch of its hyped-up innovative car.

Network Designs
The commonality found in the horizontal, hollow, and modular organization designs is that
they all provide an alternative to the traditional bureaucratic model in terms of both per-
spective and actual structure. All three of these contemporary designs are sometimes sub-
sumed under the single term “Network Designs” because of the boundaryless conditions
created by advanced information technology and globalization. As Rosalie Tung observed:

The advent of the Internet (one of the world’s biggest networks), quantum advances in other
means and modes of telecommunications, and continued globalization of the world economy
have changed all that—it is now possible to form networks that link phenomenal numbers of
people, organizations, and systems in disparate corners of the world at an alarming rate and
speed. For example, some popular Web sites receive as many as 5 million hits a day, thus
making instantaneous access to information and exchange of ideas among peoples from dif-
ferent geographic locations possible. In a similar vein, people from far corners of the world
now regularly work together in virtual teams on various types of projects.28

Network organizations have been discussed in the academic literature for a number of
years. For example, organization theorists Miles and Snow identified what they call the
dynamic network.29 This involves a unique combination of strategy, structure, and manage-
ment processes. They more recently have described the network organization as follows:
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“Delayered, highly flexible, and controlled by market mechanisms rather than administra-
tive procedures, firms with this new structure arrayed themselves on an industry value
chain according to their core competencies, obtaining complementary resources through
strategic alliances and outsourcing.”30 There is also research showing the impact that struc-
ture and information technology can have on network behavior and outcomes.31

With the advent of teams, outsourcing and, especially, alliances (two or more firms build-
ing a close collaborative relationship), network designs are being increasingly used by
practicing organizations. Tapscott and Caston note that such networked organizations are
“based on cooperative, multidisciplinary teams and businesses networked together across
the enterprise. Rather than a rigid structure, it is a modular organizational architecture in
which business teams operate as a network of what we call client and server functions.”32

Table 3.2 compares the various dimensions and characteristics of the traditional, hierarchi-
cal organization with the network organization. Although the network design cannot read-
ily be drawn, as can the classical hierarchical and horizontal structures, Figure 3.2 is an
attempt to at least show the concept.

Miles and colleagues identified three types of radical redesign of organizations:33

1. Greenfield redesign. As the term implies, this means starting from just a piece of
green field or from a clean slate, breaking completely from the classical structure and
establishing a totally different design. Examples include such highly successful firms as
Google and Southwest Airlines. For example, when Southwest Airlines started under the
unique leadership of Herb Kelleher, the firm made a complete break from the traditional
airline industry. The now retired Kelleher was described as having enormous intellectual
capabilities, a love for people, a playful spirit, and a commanding personality; he once
arm-wrestled an opponent in an advertising slogan dispute rather than going to court.34

Southwest created an organization that “flies in the face of bureaucracy: it stays lean,
thinks small, keeps it simple—and more.”35 The successor to Kelleher, Jim Parker,
noted the cross-functional nature of jobs at Southwest is more perceptual than real:
“People should not be doing other people’s job but they need to understand all of those
other jobs; they need to understand how their job fits into the overall performance of the
vision and how the other jobs do as well.”36

TABLE 3.2 Tapscott and Caston Summary of Traditional Hierarchical versus the Network Organizations

Source: Don Tapscott and Art Caston, Paradigm Shift, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1993, p. 11. Used with permission of McGraw-Hill.

Dimension/Characteristic Traditional Organization Network Organization

Structure Hierarchical Networked
Scope Internal/closed External/open
Resource focus Capital Human, information
State Static, stable Dynamic, changing
Personnel focus Managers Professionals
Key drivers Reward and punishment Commitment
Direction Management commands Self-management
Basis of action Control Empowerment to act
Individual motivation Satisfy superiors Achieve team goals
Learning Specific skills Broader competencies
Basis for compensation Position in hierarchy Accomplishment, competence level
Relationships Competitive (my turf) Cooperative (our challenge)
Employee attitude Detachment (it’s a job) Identification (it’s my company)
Dominant requirements Sound management Leadership
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2. Rediscovery redesign. This is a more usual type of redesign, whereby established
companies such as General Electric return to a previously successful design by elimi-
nating unproductive structural additions and modifications. For example, several U.S.
electronics firms such as Texas Instruments have reverted to some highly formalized,
bureaucratic procedures in their product development process.37

3. Network design. Firms such as Harley-Davidson are not just redesigning in the
“Greenfield” sense or rediscovering and extending their past. Instead, they are undergo-
ing efforts to disaggregate and partner. In the network approach, the firm concentrates
on where it can add the greatest value in the supply chain, and it outsources to upstream
and/or downstream partners who can do a better job. This network of the firm and its
upstream and downstream partners can be optimally effective and flexible. Another net-
work approach is to require internal units of the firm to interact at market prices—buy
and sell to each other at prices equal to those that can be obtained by outsourcing part-
ners. This “insourcing” approach to the internal network organization can be found in
global firms such as the well-known Swiss conglomerate Asea Brown Boveri (ABB). In
addition, globalization challenges these multinational corporations to make sure they
account for cultural differences (see OB in Action: One Size Doesn’t Fit All).

The Virtual Organization
Besides the more specific horizontal, hollow, and modular contemporary designs, another
more all-encompassing design besides the network organization is the so-called virtual
organization. This term virtual organization has emerged not so much because it describes
something distinct from network organizations but because the term itself represents the
new environment and the partnering, alliances, and outsourcing arrangements found in an
increasing number of global companies. Anand and Daft note that “collaboration or joint
ventures with competitors usually takes the form of a virtual organization—a company out-
side a company created to specifically respond to an exceptional market opportunity that is
often temporary.”38 Interestingly, the word virtual as used here comes not from the popular
virtual reality but from virtual memory, which has been used to describe a way of making
a computer’s memory capacity appear to be greater than it really is but does require a strong
information technology platform.

FIGURE 3.2
Miles and Snow
Summary of
Hierarchical versus
Network
Organizations

Source: Raymond E. Miles and
Charles C. Snow, “The New
Network Firm: A Spherical
Structure Built on a Human
Investment Philosophy,”
Organizational Dynamics,
Spring 1995, p. 6. Used with
permission of the publisher ©
1995, American Management
Association, New York. All
rights reserved. Rather than the old inflexible hierarchical pyramid, network organizations demand a flexible, 

spherical structure that can rotate competent, self-managing teams and other resources around 
a common knowledge base. Such teams, capable of quick action on the firm’s behalf both 
externally and internally, provide a distinct competitive advantage.
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Different from traditional mergers and acquisitions, the partners in the virtual organiza-
tion share costs, skills, and access to international markets. Each partner contributes to the
virtual organization what it is best at—its core capabilities. Briefly summarized, here are
some of the key attributes of the virtual organization:

1. Technology. Informational networks will help far-flung companies and entrepreneurs
link up and work together from start to finish. The partnerships will be based on elec-
tronic contracts to keep the lawyers away and speed the linkups.

2. Opportunism. Partnerships will be less permanent, less formal, and more opportunis-
tic. Companies will band together to meet all specific market opportunities and, more
often than not, fall apart once the need evaporates.

OB in Action: One Size Doesn’t Fit All

There are some things in the world that seem to be the
same regardless of geographic location. Whether a pilot
is flying into Kennedy International in New York or
Heathrow in the U.K., one would assume the procedures
for taking off and landing to be identical. The truth is,
however, cultural differences may violate such assump-
tions. For example, most countries of the world have
indeed agreed that English should be the universal lan-
guage when pilots from anywhere are talking to air traf-
fic controllers. On the other hand, French unions have
encouraged their pilots to continue talking in French
when landing at Charles de Gaulle airport. These cultur-
ally generated differences are not restricted to the air-
line industry.

Many multinational companies are finding that it is
extremely difficult to take a product that sells well in the
home country and achieve equal success in a foreign
market. The customs, culture, and behaviors of people in
these markets are often quite different from those in
the home country. For example, when Office Depot and
Office Max entered the Japanese market, they were con-
vinced that their wide variety of products, convenient
store layout, and low prices would help them attain a
significant market share. They were wrong. One of their
major Japanese competitors realized something that the
big American multinationals did not—small business
firms account for a significant percentage of the office
supply market, and these firms were anxious to get the
same big discounts on their purchases as did large firms.
So the Japanese company created a catalogue business
that was geared specifically to small firms. In these com-
panies clerks did much of the purchasing of business
equipment, and they were happy to be able to look
through a catalog and place orders from their desk
rather than traveling to the store.

Although chagrined by their efforts to compete effec-
tively with their smaller Japanese rival, Office Depot

and Office Max believed that they would be able to cap-
ture a large percentage of the remaining market—the
walk-in customer. Again, they were foiled by their
Japanese competitors. Unlike American customers,
Japanese buyers do not mind shopping at small stores
where the merchandise is crammed together. As a result,
Office Depot and Office Max built large stores with wide
aisles and ended up paying twice as much as their
smaller competitors for rent and personnel salaries and
were eventually forced to admit defeat. Their experi-
ence is not unique.

When Bob’s Big Boy, the Michigan-based restau-
rant minichain, opened a series of units in Thailand,
management was surprised to learn that local cus-
tomers really did not care for the firm’s hamburgers.
Local customers would rather buy a sweet satay, noo-
dle bowl, or grilled squid from a street vendor at one-
fifth the cost. In fact, the owner of the Thai franchise
system did not start making money until he began
closely studying the potential customers who were
walking past his restaurants. He then realized that
these potential customers fell into two broad cate-
gories: European tourists and young Thai people. This
resulted in his changing the menu of his restaurants.
For German customers he began offering specialties
such as spatzle, beef, and chocolate cake. For local
Thais there were country-style specialties such as fried
rice and pork omelets. The owner also added sugar
and chile powder to Big Boy’s burgers to better match
Thai taste buds. Commenting on his eventual success,
the adaptable owner recently noted, “We thought we
were bringing American food to the masses. But now
we’re bringing Thai and European food to the
tourists. It’s strange, but you know what? It’s work-
ing.” And the reason is that the owner realizes market
offerings have to be tailored to local demand. One
size does not fit all.
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3. No borders. This new organizational model redefines the traditional boundaries of the
company. More cooperation among competitors, suppliers, and customers makes it
harder to determine where one company ends and another begins.

4. Trust. These relationships make companies far more reliant on each other and require
far more trust than ever before. They share a sense of “codestiny,” meaning that the fate
of each partner is dependent on the other.

5. Excellence. Because each partner brings its “core competence” to the effort, it may be
possible to create a “best-of-everything” organization. Every function and process could
be world class—something that no single company could achieve.39

Importantly, virtual organizations can help competitiveness in the global economy. The
alliances and partnerships with other organizations can extend worldwide, the spatial and tem-
poral interdependence easily transcend boundaries, and the flexibility allows easy reassign-
ment and reallocation to take quick advantage of shifting opportunities in global markets.40 To
avoid disintegration and attain effective needed focus, the lead virtual organization must have
a shared vision, a strong brand, and, most important, a high-trust culture.41 For instance, com-
petitors P&G and Clorox recently collaborated in forming a new generation of plastic wrap
called GLAD Press’n Seal in order to effectively compete with market leader Saran.

Other examples of firms that have formed virtual collaborations include Harley-Davidson
and ABB—and also, on a smaller scale, firms such as Clark Equipment, a manufacturer of
forklifts and other industrial equipment; Semco, a Brazilian firm producing pumps, valves,
and other industrial products; Sweden’s Skandia Insurance Group (with 91,000 partners
worldwide); and the Australian firm Technical and Computer Graphics (TCG). In the infor-
mation technology industry, Sun Microsystems views itself as an intellectual holding com-
pany that designs computers and does all other functions (product ordering, manufacturing,
distribution, marketing, and customer service) through contractual arrangements with part-
ners located throughout the world, and Intel uses virtual teams with members from Ireland,
Israel, England, France, and Asia working on a wide variety of projects. As with the net-
work organization, it is not really possible to show a virtual organization, but Figure 3.3

An
Internal
Alliance

An
External
Alliance

Principal
Customer

(e.g.,
Telecom
Australia)

A typical TCG firm of
5–10 professionals

Joint
Venture
Partner
(e.g., Toshiba)

A TCG
Project
Leader

FIGURE 3.3
Miles and Snow’s
Example of a Virtual
Organization:
Technical and
Computer Graphics
(TCG), an
Australian-Based
Multinational Firm.

Source: Raymond E. Miles and
Charles C. Snow, “The New
Network Firm: A Spherical
Structure Built on a Human
Investment Philosophy,”
Organizational Dynamics,
Spring 1995, p. 8. Used with
permission of the publisher ©
1995, American Management
Association, New York. All
rights reserved.
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depicts graphically how TCG would look as a virtual organization. Because networks
and virtual organizations both represent such radically different ways to structure firms,
there are many challenges ahead, especially on the human side of these contemporary
structural forms.

THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE CONTEXT

Going from Chapter 2’s discussion of the globalization context to more of a micro cultural
impact on organizational behavior is organizational culture. The remainder of the chapter
defines organizational culture and examines the types and ways to change and manage
organizational culture.

Definition and Characteristics
When people join an organization, they bring with them the values and beliefs they have
been taught. Quite often, however, these values and beliefs are insufficient for helping the
individual succeed in the organization. The person needs to learn how the particular
enterprise does things. A good example is the U.S. Marine Corps. During boot camp,
drill instructors teach recruits the “Marine way.” The training attempts to psychologically
strip down the new recruits and then restructure their way of thinking and their values.
They are taught to think and act like Marines. Anyone who has been in the Marines or
knows someone who has will verify that the Corps generally accomplishes its objective.
In a less-dramatic way, today’s organizations do the same thing. For example, UPS is
known for having a militarylike corporate culture. However, as an outside observer who
embedded himself (i.e., riding “shotgun” next to drivers and aiding with deliveries dur-
ing the Christmas rush) noted: “Although the job is highly regimented, it includes enough
independence for workers to be energized by the daily challenge of getting all the pack-
ages out and importantly, when there were problems, drivers, not technology, were the
best at solving them.”42 The same is true in more complex organizations where a key
challenge is to instill and sustain a corporatewide culture that encourages knowledge
sharing. As the partner in charge of Ernst & Young’s knowledge-based business solution
practice notes, “If you’re going to have a rich knowledge-sharing culture, that can’t just
be a veneer on top of the business operation. You have to have people who can make
sense out of it and apply it.”43

Edgar Schein, who is probably most closely associated with the study of organizational
culture, defines it as

a pattern of basic assumptions—invented, discovered, or developed by a given group as it
learns to cope with its problems of external adaptation and internal integration—that has
worked well enough to be considered valuable and, therefore, to be taught to new members
as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems.44

More recently, Joanne Martin emphasizes the differing perspectives of cultures in organi-
zations. She notes:

As individuals come into contact with organizations, they come into contact with dress norms,
stories people tell about what goes on, the organization’s formal rules and procedures, its for-
mal codes of behavior, rituals, tasks, pay systems, jargon, and jokes only understood by insid-
ers, and so on. These elements are some of the manifestations of organizational culture.45

However, she adds that there is another perspective of culture as well:

When cultural members interpret the meanings of these manifestations, their perceptions,
memories, beliefs, experiences, and values will vary, so interpretations will differ—even of
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the same phenomenon. The patterns or configurations of these interpretations, and the ways
they are enacted, constitute culture.46

In other words, organizational culture is quite complex. Although there are a number of
problems and disagreements associated with the conceptualization of organizational cul-
ture, most definitions, including the preceding, recognize the importance of shared norms
and values that guide organizational participants’ behavior. In fact, there is research evi-
dence that not only are these cultural values taught to newcomers, but newcomers seek out
and want to learn about their organization’s culture.47

Organizational culture has a number of important characteristics. Some of the most
readily agreed upon are the following:

1. Observed behavioral regularities. When organizational participants interact with one
another, they use common language, terminology, and rituals related to deference and
demeanor.

2. Norms. Standards of behavior exist, including guidelines on how much work to do,
which in many organizations come down to “Do not do too much; do not do too little.”

3. Dominant values. There are major values that the organization advocates and expects
the participants to share. Typical examples are high product quality, low absenteeism,
and high efficiency.

4. Philosophy. There are policies that set forth the organization’s beliefs about how
employees and/or customers are to be treated.

5. Rules. There are strict guidelines related to getting along in the organization.
Newcomers must learn those “ropes” in order to be accepted as full-fledged members of
the group.

6. Organizational climate. This is an overall “feeling” that is conveyed by the physical
layout, the way participants interact, and the way members of the organization conduct
themselves with customers or other outsiders.

Each of these characteristics has controversies surrounding it and varying degrees of
research support. For example, there is controversy in the academic literature over the sim-
ilarities and differences between organizational culture and organizational climate.48

However, there is empirical support for some of the characteristics, such as the important
role that physical layout plays in organizational culture. Here is a real-world illustration:

Nike Inc. serves as an excellent example of a company that successfully revealed its corpo-
rate culture through corporate design. Set on 74 sprawling acres amid the pine groves of
Beaverton, Oregon, the Nike World campus exudes the energy, youth and vitality that have
become synonymous with Nike’s products. The campus is almost a monument to Nike’s cor-
porate values: the production of quality goods and, of course, fitness. Included in the seven-
building campus is an athletic club with a track, weight rooms, aerobic studios, tennis,
racquetball and squash courts, and a basketball court.49

The six characteristics of culture are not intended to be all-inclusive. For example, a
study examined why companies were rated as most and least admired. Statistical analysis
was conducted that compared the findings from a subjective opinion survey of reputation
with what one might expect perceptions to be if they are based solely on financial per-
formance. The financial measures that correlated most closely with the opinion of a firm’s
“reputation” over a decade ago were, in order, 10-year annual return to shareholders, prof-
its as a percent of assets, total profits, and stock market value.50 As the head of Coca-Cola,
one of the most admired companies for many years, declared at that time: “I get paid to
make the owners of Coca-Cola Co. increasingly wealthy with each passing day.
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Everything else is just fluff.”51 Obviously, bottom-line financial performance remains
important, but a more recent analysis of Fortune’s admired companies found the most
highly correlated attribute of those that scored in the top three of their industry was the
“attraction and retention of top talent,” and a major way these top firms do this is to take
their culture and values seriously.52 For example, currently admired firms such as the soft-
ware firm SAS, Southwest Airlines, and Google attract and retain their best people
because they give a lot of attention and care to their legendary cultures and values. As a
recent analysis of how Toyota’s culture led it to become the top automaker concluded, the
curiosity and spirit of Toyota people, as much as anything, has determined its success.53

In his final days, the former CEO of KPMG recognized the importance of a compassion-
ate culture and urged his staff to “get the most out of each moment and day—for the firm’s
benefit and the individual’s.”54 These cultures and values also drive business results and
make them successful.55

Uniformity of Culture
A common misconception is that an organization has a uniform culture. However, at least
as anthropology uses the concept, it is probably more accurate to treat organizations “as if ”
they had a uniform culture. “All organizations ‘have’ culture in the sense that they are
embedded in specific societal cultures and are part of them.”56 According to this view, an
organizational culture is a common perception held by the organization’s members.
Everyone in the organization would have to share this perception. However, all may not do
so to the same degree. As a result, there can be a dominant culture as well as subcultures
throughout a typical organization.

A dominant culture is a set of core values shared by a majority of the organization’s
members. For example, most employees at Southwest Airlines seem to subscribe to such
values as hard work, company loyalty, and the need for customer service. Southwest
employees take to heart cultural values such as: irreverence is okay; it’s okay to be yourself;
have fun at work; take the competition seriously, but not yourself; and do whatever it takes
for the customer.57 Table 3.3 summarizes the FUNdamentals that are the core of the
Southwest cultural values that are taught to the 25,000 associates who go through its cor-
porate University for People every year. Those who work for Disney are: in the show, not
on the job; wearing costumes, not uniforms; on stage or backstage, not at positions or work-
stations; cast members, not employees. When Disney cast members are presented with the
riddle: “Ford makes cars, Sony makes TVs, Microsoft makes software, what does Disney
make?”—all respond, “Disney makes people happy!”58 These values create a dominant
culture in these organizations that helps guide the day-to-day behavior of employees. There
is also evidence that these dominant cultures can have a positive impact on desirable out-
comes such as successfully conducting mergers and acquisitions (e.g., when Dow
AgroSciences purchased Cargil Hybris Seeds),59 supporting product-innovation
processes,60 and helping firms cope with rapid economic and technological change.61

Important, but often overlooked, are the subcultures in an organization. A subculture is
a set of values shared by a minority, usually a small minority, of the organization’s mem-
bers. Subcultures typically are a result of problems or experiences that are shared by mem-
bers of a department or unit. For example, even though GE has one of the most dominant
overall corporate cultures of being boundaryless between the highly diversified divisions
(e.g., ranging from power generation to media, plastics, financial services, aircraft engines,
locomotives, medical equipment, and lighting and appliances), each also has a distinctive
subculture. GE Capital has a distinctive culture compared to the high-tech manufacturing
cultures of aircraft engines and gas turbines.62
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Subcultures can weaken and undermine an organization if they are in conflict with the
dominant culture and/or the overall objectives. Successful firms, however, find that this is
not always the case.63 Most subcultures are formed to help the members of a particular
group deal with the specific day-to-day problems with which they are confronted. The
members may also support many, if not all, of the core values of the dominant culture. In
the case of GE, the success of the company is their “social architecture,” which pulls the
subcultures all together. As former president Jack Welch stated, “GE is greater than the sum
of its parts because of the intellectual capacity that is generated in the businesses and the
sharing that goes on of that learning and the rapid action on that learning.”64

CREATING AND MAINTAINING A CULTURE

Some organizational cultures may be the direct, or at least indirect, result of actions taken
by the founders. However, this is not always the case. Sometimes founders create weak cul-
tures, and if the organization is to survive, a new top manager must be installed who will sow
the seeds for the necessary strong culture. Thomas Watson, Sr. of IBM is a good example.

TABLE 3.3
Southwest Airlines’
Core Cultural Values

Source: Adapted from Anne
Bruce, “Southwest: Back to the
FUNdamentals,” HR Focus,
March 1997, p. 11.

Hire for attitudes, Train for
skill.

The company deliberately looks for applicants with a
positive attitude who will promote fun in the
workplace and have the desire to “color outside the
lines.”

Do it Better, Faster, Cheaper. Cost control is a personal responsibility for employees
at Southwest and is incorporated into all training 
programs.

Deliver positively outrageous
customer service (POS) to
both internal and external
customers!

The Southwest philosophy? Put your employees first
and they will take care of the customers.

Walk a mile in someone
else’s shoes.

For example, a pilot works with ramp agents for a full
day; a reservationist works in the University for People;
a customer service agent helps the skycaps. And
President Herb Kelleher frequently passes out peanuts
and serves drinks on flights. He even helps the
baggage handlers load and unload on holidays.

Take accountability and
ownership.

A great value is placed on taking initiative, thinking for
yourself, even if that means going against something in
the policy manual. For instance, employees have been
known to take stranded passengers back to their own
homes in emergencies.

Celebrate and let your hair
down.

Chili cook-offs, lavish Halloween productions, and
Christmas parties in July are all tools for motivating
people. When people have fun on the job, their
productivity and performance improve.

Celebrate your mistakes as
well as your triumphs.

Turning failures into personal growth is part of
celebrating mistakes, a philosophy that encourages 
trying new ideas without the fear of repercussions.

Keep the corporate culture
alive and well.

Members of the culture committee visit regularly at 
stations all across the country, infusing the corporate
culture, reiterating the company’s history, and
motivating employees to maintain the spirit that made
the airline great.
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When he took over the CTR Corporation, it was a small firm manufacturing computing,
tabulating, and recording equipment. Through his dominant personality and the changes he
made at the firm, Watson created a culture that propelled IBM to be one of the biggest and
best companies in the world. However, IBM’s problems in the early 1990s when the com-
puter market shifted from mainframes to PCs also were largely attributed to its outdated
culture. After Watson and his son, the leaders of IBM made some minor changes and mod-
ifications that had little impact and eventually left the company in bad shape. However, in
recent years IBM, under the leadership of Louis Gerstner, launched into a bold new strat-
egy that changed IBM from top to bottom. Mr. Gerstner became convinced that “all the
cost-cutting in the world will be unable to save IBM unless it upends the way it does busi-
ness.”65 This cultural change at IBM led to an outstanding turnaround that included getting
out of the sale of computers. IBM is an example of an organization wherein a culture must
be changed because the environment changes and the previous core cultural values are not
in step with those needed for survival. The following sections take a close look at how orga-
nizational cultures get started, maintained, and changed.

How Organizational Cultures Start
Although organizational cultures can develop in a number of different ways, the process
usually involves some version of the following steps:

1. A single person (founder) has an idea for a new enterprise.

2. The founder brings in one or more other key people and creates a core group that shares
a common vision with the founder. That is, all in this core group believe that the idea is
a good one, is workable, is worth running some risks for, and is worth the investment of
time, money, and energy that will be required.

3. The founding core group begins to act in concert to create an organization by raising
funds, obtaining patents, incorporating, locating space, building, and so on.

4. At this point, others are brought into the organization, and a common history begins to
be built.66

Most of today’s successful corporate giants in all industries basically followed these steps.
Two well-known representative examples are McDonald’s and Wal-Mart.

• McDonald’s. Ray Kroc worked for many years as a salesperson for a food supplier
(Lily Tulip Cup). He learned how retail food operations were conducted. He also had an
entrepreneurial streak and began a sideline business with a partner. They sold multimix-
ers, machines that were capable of mixing up to six frozen shakes at a time. One day
Kroc received a large order for multimixers from the McDonald brothers. The order
intrigued Kroc, and he decided to look in on the operation the next time he was in their
area. When he did, Kroc became convinced that the McDonald’s fast-food concept
would sweep the nation. He bought the rights to franchise McDonald’s units and even-
tually bought out the brothers. At the same time, he built the franchise on four basic con-
cepts: quality, cleanliness, service, and price. In order to ensure that each unit offers the
customer the best product at the best price, franchisees are required to attend McDonald
University, where they are taught how to manage their business. Here they learn the
McDonald cultural values and the proper way to run the franchise. This training ensures
that franchisees all over the world are operating their units in the same way. Kroc died
many years ago, but the culture he left behind is still very much alive in McDonald’s
franchises across the globe. In fact, new employees receive videotaped messages from
the late Mr. Kroc. Some of the more interesting of his pronouncements that reflect and
carry on his values are his thoughts on cleanliness: “If you’ve got time to lean, you’ve
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got time to clean.” About the competition he says: “If they are drowning to death, I
would put a hose in their mouth.” And on expanding he declares: “When you’re green,
you grow; when you’re ripe, you rot.” So even though he has not been involved in the
business for many years, his legacy lives on. Even his office at corporate headquarters is
preserved as a museum, his reading glasses untouched in their leather case on the desk.

• Wal-Mart. Sam Walton, founder of Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., opened his first Wal-Mart
store in 1962. Focusing on the sale of discounted name-brand merchandise in small-
town markets, he began to set up more and more stores in the Sun Belt. At the same
time, he began developing effective inventory control systems and marketing tech-
niques. Today, Wal-Mart has not only become the largest retailer but also one of the
biggest firms in the world. Although Sam died many years ago, his legacy and cultural
values continue. For example, Walton himself stressed, and the current management
staff continues to emphasize, the importance of encouraging associates to develop
new ideas that will increase their store’s efficiency. If a policy does not seem to be
working, the company quickly changes it. Executives continually encourage associ-
ates to challenge the current system and look for ways to improve it. Those who do
these things are rewarded; those who do not perform up to expectations are encour-
aged to do better. Today, Walton’s founding values continue to permeate the organiza-
tion. To make sure the cultural values get out to all associates, the company has a
communication network worthy of the Pentagon. It includes everything from a satel-
lite system to a private air force of numerous planes. Everyone is taught this culture
and is expected to operate according to the core cultural values of hard work, effi-
ciency, and customer service.

Although the preceding stories of cultural development are well known, in recent years
these and other well-known companies founded by charismatic leaders have had varied suc-
cess. The same is true of the dot-com firms. Some, like Jeff Bezos’s founding and cultural
development of Amazon.com, are in some ways similar to and in some ways different from
the stories of Ray Kroc at McDonald’s or Sam Walton at Wal-Mart. They are similar in that
both started from scratch with very innovative, “out of the box” ideas to build an empire and
change the way business is done. They are different in terms of speed and style. Other corpo-
rate culture stories today are not necessarily about the founders, but about those who took
their company to the next level. For example, John Chambers, the CEO of Cisco, is largely
credited for taking this well-known high-tech firm from a market capitalization of $9 billion
when he took over in 1995 to being the highest-valued corporation in the world five years later
and then repositioning the firm when the economy began to slump.67 The culture of Cisco is
largely attributed to his old-school values such as trust, hard work, and customer focus, but as
the subsequent economic downturn and the rapid decline in the stock values of Cisco brought
out, being at the right place at the right time in terms of the technology environment also had
had a lot to do with Cisco’s initial success. After the bubble had burst for Cisco and the other
high-tech and especially dot-com firms, those who had the strong, but flexible, cultures were
the ones that survived the extreme roller-coaster ride of the economy in recent years.
Chambers indicated such desirable organizational cultural values when he declared, “I have
no love of technology for technology’s sake. Only solutions for customers.”68

Maintaining Cultures through Steps of Socialization
Once an organizational culture is started and begins to develop, there are a number of prac-
tices that can help solidify the acceptance of core values and ensure that the culture maintains
itself. These practices can be described in terms of several socialization steps. Figure 3.4 illus-
trates what Richard Pascale has identified as the sequence of these steps.69
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Selection of Entry-Level Personnel
The first step is the careful selection of entry-level candidates. Using standardized proce-
dures and seeking specific traits that tie to effective performance, trained recruiters inter-
view candidates and attempt to screen out those whose personal styles and values do not
make a “fit” with the organization’s culture. There is research indicating that newcomers’
and their supervisors’ perceptions of organization culture fit are related to organizational
commitment and intention to leave the organization.70 There is also accumulating evidence
that those who have a realistic preview (called realistic job preview, or RJP) of the culture
will turn out better.71 An example of effective selection for cultural fit is North Shore Bank,
a community bank in Wisconsin. One approach that they have implemented in order to
maximize the “fit” as well as productivity is through recruitment and selection in neigh-
borhoods closest to its branches. This helps customers and employees alike identify with
the unique differences between their local bank and their large national bank competitors.

Placement on the Job
The second step occurs on the job itself, after the person with a fit is hired. New personnel
are subjected to a carefully orchestrated series of different experiences whose purpose is to
cause them to question the organization’s norms and values and to decide whether or not
they can accept them. For example, many organizations with strong cultures make it a point
to give newly hired personnel more work than they can handle. Sometimes these assign-
ments are beneath the individual’s abilities. At Procter & Gamble, for example, new per-
sonnel may be required to color in a sales territory map. The experience is designed to
convey the message, “Although you’re smart in some ways, you’re in kindergarten as far as
what you know about this organization.” The objective is also to teach the new entrant into
the culture the importance of humility. These experiences are designed to make newly hired
personnel vulnerable and to cause them to move emotionally closer to their colleagues, thus

FIGURE 3.4
Pascale’s Steps of
Organizational
Culture Socialization.

Source: Richard Pascale, “The
Paradox of Corporate Culture:
Reconciling Ourselves to
Socialization.” Copyright © by
the Regents of the University of
California. Reprinted from the
California Management
Review, Vol. 27, No. 2, Winter
1985, p. 38. By permission of
the Regents.
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intensifying group cohesiveness. Campus fraternities and the military have practiced this
approach for years.

Job Mastery
Once the initial “cultural shock” is over, the next step is mastery of one’s job. This is typi-
cally done via extensive and carefully reinforced field experience. For example, Japanese
firms typically put new employees through a training program for several years. As person-
nel move along their career path, their performance is evaluated, and additional responsi-
bilities are assigned on the basis of progress. Quite often companies establish a
step-by-step approach to this career plan, which helps reduce efforts by the personnel to use
political power or to take shortcuts in order to get ahead at a faster pace. Highly successful
“Coca-Cola slowly steeps its new employees in the company culture—in this case, an
understanding of the trademark’s image. The people system then ensures that only Coke
managers who have been thoroughly socialized into worrying about the company as a
whole get to make decisions affecting the company.”72

Measuring and Rewarding Performance
The next step of the socialization process consists of meticulous attention to measuring
operational results and to rewarding individual performance. These systems are compre-
hensive and consistent, and they focus on those aspects of the business that are most cru-
cial to competitive success and to corporate values. For example, at Procter & Gamble there
are three factors that are considered most important: building volume, building profit, and
making changes that increase effectiveness or add satisfaction to the job. Operational mea-
sures are used to track these three factors, and performance appraisals are tied to milestones.
Promotions and merit pay are determined by success in each of these critical areas.
Motorola personnel are taught to adhere to the core cultural values through careful moni-
toring of team performance and through continual training programs. Typically, in compa-
nies with a strong culture, those who violate cultural norms, such as overzealousness
against the competition or harsh handling of a subordinate, are sent to the “penalty box.”
This typically involves a lateral move to a less-desirous location. For example, a branch
manager in Chicago might be given a nebulous staff position at headquarters in Newark.
This individual is now off-track, which can slow his or her career progress.

Adherence to Important Values
The next step involves careful adherence to the firm’s most important values. Identification
with these values helps employees reconcile personal sacrifices brought about by their
membership in the organization. They learn to accept these values and to trust the organi-
zation not to do anything that would hurt them. As Pascale observes: “Placing one’s self ‘at
the mercy’ of an organization imposes real costs. There are long hours of work, missed
weekends, bosses one has to endure, criticism that seems unfair, job assignments and rota-
tions that are inconvenient or undesirable.”73 However, the organization attempts to over-
come these costs by connecting the sacrifices to higher human values such as serving
society with better products and/or services. Today’s firms in the global economy must give
special attention to cultural differences around the globe, but maintain the core values. For
example, when Wal-Mart Stores entered the German market a few years ago, it took along
the “cheer”—Give me a W! Give me an A!, etc. Who’s Number One? The customer!—
which went over as well with the German associates as it did with their counterparts in the
United States. However, the cultural value of greeting any customer within a 10-foot radius
did not. German employees and shoppers were not comfortable with this Wal-Mart custom,
and it was dropped from the German stores.
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Reinforcing the Stories and Folklore
The next step involves reinforcing organizational folklore. This entails keeping alive stories
that validate the organization’s culture and way of doing things. The folklore helps explain
why the organization does things a particular way. One of the most common forms of folk-
lore is stories with morals the enterprise wants to reinforce. For example, Leonard Riggio,
the CEO of Barnes & Noble, often tells stories about his childhood experiences in
Brooklyn and in particular his father’s stint as a boxer. These often-told stories have been a
great help to communicate a populist culture that needed to shed its elitist past. Also, Bill
Hewlett of Hewlett-Packard is known for the often-told story of him using a bolt cutter to
remove a lock that he encountered on the supply room. He left a note behind instructing
that the door never be locked again to forever communicate the important cultural value of
trust at H-P. 3M is probably the best known firm to use stories and sagas to emphasize cul-
tural values. The famous Post-it Notes legacy is a great example.

The idea originated with Art Fry, a 3M employee who used bits of paper to mark hymns
when he sang in his church choir. But these markers kept falling out of the hymnals. He
decided that he needed an adhesive-backed paper that would stick as long as necessary but
could be removed easily, and soon found what he wanted in a 3M laboratory. Fry saw the
market potential of his invention, but others did not. Market survey results were negative;
major office supply distributors were skeptical. Undeterred, because he had heard stories
about other 3M employees that conveyed the importance of perseverance, Fry began giving
samples to 3M executives and their secretaries. Once they actually used the little notepads,
they were hooked. Having sold 3M on the project, Fry used the same approach with the sec-
retaries of other companies’ executives throughout the United States.74

The rest is history. Post-it Notes became a huge financial success for 3M, and retelling the
story reinforces cultural values of innovation that can come from anywhere, perseverance,
and championing of your good ideas.

Recognition and Promotion
The final step is the recognition and promotion of individuals who have done their jobs well
and who can serve as role models to new people in the organization. By pointing out these
people as winners, the organization encourages others to follow their example. Role mod-
els in strong-culture firms are regarded as the most powerful ongoing training program of
all. Morgan Stanley, the financial services firm, chooses role models on the basis of energy,
aggressiveness, and team play. Procter & Gamble looks for people who exhibit extraordi-
nary consistency in such areas as tough-mindedness, motivational skills, energy, and the
ability to get things done through others. There is considerable research evidence that
recognition can serve as a powerful reinforcer,75 and thus those exhibiting cultural values
that are given either formal recognition or even one-on-one social attention/recognition
from relevant others can build and sustain the organizational culture.76

Changing Organizational Culture
Sometimes an organization determines that its culture has to be changed. For example, the
current environmental context has undergone drastic change and either the organization
must adapt to these new conditions or it may not survive. In fact, as Chapters 1 and 2 pointed
out, it is no longer sufficient just to react to change. Today, as was pointed out in the earlier
discussion in this chapter about organizational learning, organizations must have a culture
that learns and anticipates change. New product development, advanced information tech-
nology and the economy are changing so rapidly that any examples would be soon out-of-
date. However, if the appropriate organization culture is in place, then such rapid change can
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be welcomed and accommodated with as little disruption and as few problems as possible.
One example of an organization culture literally built around change is Steelcase’s corporate
development center, shaped like a pyramid with an open atrium containing a huge swinging
pendulum to remind employees that the world is always changing. Another example of keep-
ing up with the changing workplace is Zenith, who uses its intranet as a kind of virtual water
cooler. As the head of the marketing group notes, “Every day we say who is having a birth-
day, a service anniversary, or if we’ve had an incredible sales day.”77

Even though some firms have had a culture in place to anticipate change, moving to a
new culture or changing old cultures can be quite difficult: a case can even be made that it
really can’t be done successfully. Predictable obstacles include entrenched skills, staffs,
relationships, roles, and structures that work together to reinforce traditional cultural pat-
terns. For example, the head of Bell Canada, which is trying to undergo a significant cul-
tural change (from its 122-year-old monopolist mentality to a highly competitive
environment), started with implementing formal quality and cost cutting programs, but
realized very quickly that “We needed to get to the front lines of the organization, and my
view is that it’s very hard to do that through formal programs.”78 Another example would
be the traditional tough, macho culture found on offshore oil rigs. It was very difficult to
change the traditional cultural values of displaying masculine strength and daring to a car-
ing, helping environment. This shift was difficult but over a long period of time these
“rough necks” came to “appreciate that to improve safety and performance in a potentially
deadly environment, they had to be open to new information that challenged their assump-
tions, and they had to acknowledge when they were wrong.”79 The result of this cultural
change on the oil rigs dramatically decreased the accident rate by 84 percent and produc-
tivity, efficiency, and reliability all increased beyond the industry benchmarks.80 In addition
to the importance of frontline workers in cultural change, powerful stakeholders such as
unions, management, or even customers may support the existing culture and impede the
change. The problems are compounded by the cultural clash that is the rule rather than
the exception in mergers and acquisitions (M&As), emerging relationship enterprises, and
the recent economic crisis.

The Case of Mergers and Acquisitions
Although M&As were thought to have peaked over a decade ago, they have again become
very common because the wide divergence in stock-market values between firms, glob-
alization, and the recent financial/economic crisis have left a climate for both friendly buy-
outs and hostile takeovers. Besides the financial implications of M&As, the often slighted
or even ignored organizational culture implications can be dramatic. As one veteran of a
number of M&As concluded about the cultural side of mergers: (1) you can’t do too much,
and (2) too little will be done. In the heat of the deal, he says, “people issues, as real as they
are, become obscured.”81 The clash between the two cultures in a merger or acquisition can
be focused into three major areas:

1. Structure. These factors from the two cultures include the size, age, and history of the
two firms; the industry in which the partners come from and now reside; the geographic
locations; and whether products and/or services are involved.

2. Politics. Where does the power and managerial decision making really reside?
Corporate cultures range from autocratic extremes to total employee empowerment, and
how this plays out among the partners will be important to cultural compatibility.

3. Emotions. The personal feelings, the “cultural contract” that individuals have bought
into to guide their day-to-day thoughts, habits, attitudes, commitment, and patterns of
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daily behavior. These emotions will be a major input into the clash or compatibility of
the two cultures.82

The potential (high probability) cultural clash from M&As will be greatly compounded
when the partners are from different countries.83 With globalization now a reality (see
Chapter 2), cross-border alliances are commonplace. Announcements of megamergers
such as DaimlerChrysler, British Petroleum-Amoco, and Deutsche Bank-Bankers Trust
reach the headlines, but the cultural clash aftermath seldom, if at all, is discussed. The
highly visible DaimlerChrysler merger problems with advertising and U.S.-government-
sponsored research aimed at fuel efficiency and cleaner cars is given attention, but the cul-
tural issues are not given as much attention. Yet, the day-to-day cultural clashes at all levels
are the reality. As auto industry analysts have pointed out, Daimler-Benz had a conserva-
tive, slow-moving corporate culture while Chrysler at the time of the merger had a fast,
lean, informal, and daring corporate culture. For example, the Mercedes-Benz plant in
Vance, Alabama, represents the merger in microcosm. The German “wunderkind” plant
manager deliberately selected German, U.S., and Canadian managers (some with Japanese
auto firm experience) for his team. They clashed not just over the operations system, but
also on more subtle but explosive cultural issues such as image and decorum. This type of
cultural conflict is greatly trying to be worked out, but guidelines and help are still needed
for meeting the challenge of managing the cultural change on both sides.

The Case of Emerging Relationship Enterprises
Today’s networked global environment is going beyond formal M&As with what are being
called “relationship enterprises.”84 Somewhat like network and virtual organization
designs discussed earlier in the chapter, these relationship enterprises consist of a global
network of independent companies that act as a single company with a common mission.
Examples include the following:

• The aerospace industry at the turn of the century is controlled by two networks—
Boeing (based in the United States) and Airbus (France). Importantly, each of these rela-
tionship enterprises consists of more than 100 partners around the world.

• In the telecommunications industry, the Global One joint venture, led by Sprint,
Deutsche Telekom, and France Telecom, serves 65 countries and functions as one rela-
tionship enterprise to serve the global telecom needs of many corporations.

• In the airline industry, United, Lufthansa, SAS, Varig, Thai Airways, and others have
formed into a relationship enterprise called Star Alliance. They provide the international
traveler with seamless service anywhere on the planet and share systems, marketing,
in-country operations, schedules, and frequent flier miles—everything except crews.

In the near future such relationship enterprises will become common in more traditional
industries such as chemicals, textiles, and food, as well as new frontier industries such as
biotech and memory. The reason that this loose network of alliances is the trend over more
formal M&As has to do with legal terms (by law some countries do not allow majority pur-
chase of their firms by foreigners), but mainly with political nationalism and organizational
cultural values. Pride and pragmatic needs are driving this new form of global alliance, but
the perspective and management of the organizational cultures in this new relationship is a
challenge. Issues such as trust, communication, and negotiation skills become very rele-
vant and important to success. The organizations and managers in the global relations
“must learn to communicate across the cultural divide; each must understand that the other
perceives and interacts in a fundamentally different way.”85 Importantly, three-fourths of
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companies believe their alliances failed because of an incompatibility of country and cor-
porate cultures.86

Impact of Organizational Culture in an Economic Crisis
Besides M&As and the new organizational designs having an impact on organizational cul-
tural change, the recent economic crisis has also stimulated both scholars and practitioners
to reexamine the role that culture played and the lessons to be learned to effectively change
the culture. For example, the mortgage companies (e.g., Countrywide Financial) and
investment banks (e.g., Lehman Brothers) that collapsed at the end of 2008 were known to
have very strong corporate cultures. However, as one analysis pointed out, “they were cul-
tures characterized by rampant individualism, little attention or oversight from supervisors,
and huge rewards for successful performance. Those values generated tremendous pressure
to maximize individual performance and payouts, often by taking outsized risks and hiding
failures. That same pressure often caused players to push the environment as to acceptable
ethical behavior.”87

By contrast, at least at this writing, Goldman Sachs was one of the few that escaped the
purge in investment banking. They are known for having a team-oriented culture (as
opposed to “rampant individualism”) and according to Steven Kerr, a former organiza-
tional behavior professor who then became chief learning officer at GE and then Goldman
Sachs, the managers had several meetings a day and “making any decision required checks
with many people, and before we made a decision to invest, many eyes had seen the pro-
posal.”88 In other words, lessons from the recent economic crisis are that first, the organi-
zational culture can affect not only the ethical, “right thing to do,” but also survival in the
long-term. Second, organizations need to continually challenge and change their cultural
values. For example, Goldman managers regularly review their cultural values by asking
questions such as: “Which are we most or least faithful to?” and “Which need refreshing or
reaffirming?”89 Such a culture of continual questioning seems to be an effective starting
point in cultural change, but there is also a need to go beyond such specific guidelines and
focus on a more comprehensive approach that will be able to adapt to changing conditions.

Guidelines for Change
Despite the complexity, significant barriers, and resistance to change, organizational cul-
tures can be managed and changed over time.90 This attempt to change culture can take
many different forms. Simple guidelines such as the following can be helpful:91

1. Assess the current culture.

2. Set realistic goals that impact the bottom line.

3. Recruit outside personnel with industry experience, so that they are able to interact well
with the organizational personnel.

4. Make changes from the top down, so that a consistent message is delivered from all
management team members.

5. Include employees in the culture change process, especially when making changes in
rules and processes.

6. Take out all trappings that remind the personnel of the previous culture.

7. Expect to have some problems and find people who would rather move than change with
the culture and, if possible, take these losses early.

8. Move quickly and decisively to build momentum and to defuse resistance to the new
culture.

9. Stay the course by being persistent.
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Also, organizations attempting to change their culture must be careful not to abandon their
roots and blindly abandon their core, but distinctive, competencies and core values. For
example, it is generally recognized that the reason “New Coke” failed was that it broke
away from the tried-but-true Coca-Cola traditional culture; and the reason Google so far
has remained at or near the top in all categories, from profits, to growth, to best places to
work, is because it has remained true to its core cultural values and all Googlers buy into
them. As was recently observed:

Talk to more than a dozen Googlers at various levels and departments, and one powerful
theme emerges: Whether they’re designing search for the blind or preparing meals for their
colleagues, these people feel that their work can change the world. That sense is nonexistent
at most companies, or at best intermittent, inevitably becoming subsumed in the day-to-day
quagmire of PowerPoints, org charts, and budgetary realities.92

Where Coca-Cola is an example of a firm with a long history and strong corporate culture,
and Google is a new age company with a very powerful corporate culture, IBM, discussed
earlier under creating and maintaining a corporate culture, is a good example of a firm that
has successfully undergone cultural changes.

Summary Organization theory is presented from a historical perspective and the learning organiza-
tion. The learning organization draws on systems theory and emphasizes the importance of
not only adaptive learning but also generative learning, leading to creativity, innovation,
and staying ahead of change.

Modern organization designs are a marked departure from the classical bureaucratic
model. The horizontal, hollow, modular, network, and virtual organization designs have
emerged to better meet the needs for flexibility and change in the new environment.

The second half of this chapter on the organization context is concerned with orga-
nizational culture. It is a pattern of basic assumptions that are taught to new personnel
as the correct way to perceive, think, and act on a day-to-day basis. Some of the impor-
tant characteristics of organizational culture are observed behavioral regularities,
norms, dominant values, philosophy, rules, and organizational climate. Although every-
one in an organization will share the organization’s culture, not all may do so to the
same degree. There can be a dominant culture, but also a number of subcultures. A dom-
inant culture is a set of core values that are shared by a majority of the organization’s
members. A subculture is a set of values shared by a small percentage of the organiza-
tion’s members.

A culture typically is created by a founder or top-level manager who forms a core group
that shares a common vision. This group acts in concert to create the cultural values, norms,
and climate necessary to carry on this vision. In maintaining this culture, enterprises typi-
cally carry out several steps such as the following: careful selection of entry-level candi-
dates; on-the-job experiences to familiarize the personnel with the organization’s culture;
mastery of one’s job; meticulous attention to measuring operational results and to reward-
ing individual performance; careful adherence to the organization’s most important values;
a reinforcing of organizational stories and folklore; and, finally, recognition and promotion
of individuals who have done their jobs well and who can serve as role models to new per-
sonnel in the organization.

In some cases organizations find that they must change their culture in order to remain
competitive and even survive in their environment. The cultural change process at IBM
demonstrates how this may be successfully accomplished.
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Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Organizational configurations affect organizational performance.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[33 studies; 40 organizations; d = .55] On average, there is a 65 percent probability that an
identified organizational configuration will better predict performance of included organi-
zations than if no configuration is identified and utilized. Moderator analyses revealed that
organizations’ configurations contributed more to the explanation of performance to the
extent that studies used broad definitions of configuration, single-industry samples, and
longitudinal designs.

Conclusion:
Organizational configurations are groups of firms sharing a common profile of organi-
zational structural characteristics. The Miles and Snow typology describes four such
configurations—defender, prospector, analyzer, and reactor. Each of these examines the
relationship between strategy and structure. At the heart of configuration research is the
relationship that firms have with their environments. Specifically, organizations that exist
in environments where goals are attainable, resources are acquirable, internal processes
are growing and thriving, and stakeholders are satisfied will be more effective than
those that do not have such a configuration.

Source: Adapted from David J. Ketchen Jr., James G. Combs, Craig J. Russell, Chris Shook, Michelle 
A. Dean, Janet Runge, Franz T. Lohrke, Stefanie E. Naumann, Dawn Ebe Haptonstahl, Robert Baker,
Brenden A. Beckstein, Charles Handler, Heather Honig, and Stephen Lamoureux, “Organizational
Configuration and Performance: A Meta-Analysis,” Academy of Management Journal, Vol. 40, No. 1,
1997, pp. 223–240.

1. What was Chester Barnard’s contribution to organization theory?

2. How does a learning organization differ from a traditional organization?

3. Briefly define the horizontal, hollow, modular, network, and virtual organization designs.
How do these differ from the classical design? How do they better meet the challenges
of the new environment?

4. What is meant by the term organizational culture? Define it and give some examples of
its characteristics.

5. How does a dominant culture differ from a subculture? In your answer be sure to define
both terms.

6. How do organizational cultures develop? What four steps commonly occur?

7. How do organizations go about maintaining their cultures? What steps are involved?
Describe them.

Questions for
Discussion 
and Review
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As this chapter has discussed, there are dramatic differences in both the design and culture
of organizations. In part, the culture of an organization is determined by the structure.
Some organizations tend to be hierarchical and rigid, whereas others are horizontal and
flexible. Visit some corporate Web sites that describe various structural design components
and corporate values. To get an idea of corporate culture preferences, go to
http://www.mhhe.com/business/management/management_tutor_series/corp
CulturePrefScale/index.html. Then going from there, choose a specific firm such as
Toyota or Google or search under “organization design” and/or “organization culture” to
see where it leads you. Try to determine what the company’s structure and culture may be.

1. Compare structure and culture of two or more firms in the same industry. Which would
you prefer to work for?

2. What other issues do the structure and culture have for other topics of organizational
behavior (motivation, reward systems, etc.)?

Internet
Exercise: The
Structure and
Culture of
Organizations

Real Case: Web-Based Organizations

There is hope, and the promise of at least partial libera-
tion from the tyranny of time constraints. Why? Because
the long-term interests of individuals and smart compa-
nies are aligned. To compete, successful corporations
will have to make it easier and less time-consuming for
their employees to collaborate. They will learn how to
live with fewer time-sapping meetings and unnecessary
feedback loops—or find themselves outrun by more
nimble competitors. The eventual result: less frustration
for knowledge workers.

Moves in this direction are already under way as
savvy companies analyze their internal social networks
and identify bottlenecks. Intel Corp., for example, sees
an opportunity in creating technology that lowers the
time cost of teamwork. And others, such as Eli Lilly &
Co., are providing more corporate support for both inter-
nal and external networks. “It’s a new mental model for
how you run a company,” says McKinsey’s Bryan. “The
winners will be those who can handle more complexity.”

At the same time we may see a rise in new forms of
Web-based organizations where people can contribute
without having their time eaten up by existing hierarchy.
Blogs, collaborative online databases (called wikis) and
open-source software development all use the Net to
handle much of the coordination among people rather
than relying on top-down command and control. Such a
shift to a digital spine could eventually lessen bureau-
cratic time burdens on over-worked professionals, espe-
cially those in such high-cost industries as health care.

Even high pay can’t compensate for unrelenting time
pressure. Top managers have to realize that encouraging

networks and collaboration demands as much attention
and resources as supervising and measuring performance
in traditional ways. Most companies have built up large
human-resources departments, but few have a depart-
ment of collaboration. “Most managers don’t manage
social networks effectively,” says Babson’s Davenport.

At Intel, the drive to reduce the time spent sharing
knowledge and collaborating is an outgrowth of efforts
to better coordinate far-flung operations that stretch from
Israel to India. One idea being pursued by Luke Koons,
director for information and knowledge management, is
“dynamic profiling”—technologies that automatically
summarize areas on which a researcher or a manager is
focusing, based on the subjects of their e-mails and Web
searches. Such a regularly updated profile could make it
less time-consuming to locate potential collaborators
and resources, an especially daunting prospect in a large,
innovation-minded company such as Intel. Equally
important, dynamic profiling doesn’t force individuals to
spend hours manually updating their profiles as their
focus changes.

1. How can the organization structure facilitate speed, col-
laboration, and teamwork? Contrast traditional bureau-
cratic organizations with the examples in this case.

2. What is meant by a Web-based organization? How
does this fit into the various organization theories
discussed in the first part of the chapter?

3. Are there any downside risks inherent in the way the
firms are organized in this case? What do you think
the future will be for organization designs?
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Organizational Behavior Case: The Outdated Structure

Jake Harvey has a position on the corporate planning
staff of a large company in a high-technology indus-
try. Although he has spent most of his time on long-
range, strategic planning for the company, he has been
appointed to a task force to reorganize the company.
The president and board of directors are concerned
that they are losing their competitive position in the
industry because of an outdated organization struc-
ture. Being a planning expert, Jake convinced the task
force that they should proceed by first determining
exactly what type of structure they have now, then
determining what type of environment the company
faces now and in the future, and then designing the
organization structure accordingly. In the first phase

they discovered that the organization is currently
structured along classic bureaucratic lines. In the sec-
ond phase they found that they are competing in a
highly dynamic, rapidly growing, and uncertain envi-
ronment that requires a great deal of flexibility and
response to change.

1. What type or types of organization design do you
feel this task force should recommend in the third
and final phase of the approach to their assignment?

2. Do you think Jake was correct in his suggestion of
how the task force should proceed? What types of
problems might develop as by-products of the rec-
ommendation you made in question 1?

Metropolitan Hospital was built two years ago and cur-
rently has a workforce of 235 people. The hospital is
small, but because it is new, it is extremely efficient. The
board has voted to increase its capacity from 60 to 190
beds. By this time next year, the hospital will be over
three times as large as it is now in terms of both beds
and personnel.

The administrator, Clara Hawkins, feels that the
major problem with this proposed increase is that the
hospital will lose its efficiency. “I want to hire people
who are just like our current team of personnel—hard-
working, dedicated, talented, and able to interact well
with patients. If we triple the number of employees, I
don’t see how it will be possible to maintain our quality
patient care. We are going to lose our family atmo-
sphere. We will be inundated with mediocrity, and we’ll
end up being like every other institution in the local
area—large and uncaring!”

The chairman of the board is also concerned about
the effect of hiring such a large number of employees.
However, he believes that Clara is overreacting. “It can’t
be that hard to find people who are like our current staff.
There must be a lot of people out there who are just as
good. What you need to do is develop a plan of action
that will allow you to carefully screen those who will fit

into your current organizational culture and those who
will not. It’s not going to be as difficult as you believe.
Trust me. Everything will work out just fine.”

As a result of the chairman’s comments, Clara has
decided that the most effective way of dealing with the
situation is to develop a plan of action. She intends to
meet with her administrative group and determine the
best way of screening incoming candidates and then
helping those who are hired to become socialized in
terms of the hospital’s culture. Clara has called a meet-
ing for the day after tomorrow. At that time she intends
to discuss her ideas, get suggestions from her people,
and then formulate a plan of action. “We’ve come too
far to lose it all now,” she told her administrative staff
assistant. “If we keep our wits about us, I think we can
continue to keep Metropolitan as the showcase hospital
in this region.”

1. What can Clara and her staff do to select the type of
entry-level candidates they want? Explain.

2. How can Clara ensure that those who are hired come
to accept the core cultural values of the hospital?
What steps would you recommend?

3. Could Clara use this same approach if another 200
people were hired a few years from now?

Organizational Behavior Case: Keeping Things the Same
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Organizational Behavior Case: Out with the Old, In with the New

The Anderson Corporation was started in 1962 as a
small consumer products company. During the first 20
years the company’s R&D staff developed a series of
new products that proved to be very popular in the mar-
ketplace. Things went so well that the company had to
add a second production shift just to keep up with the
demand. During this time period the firm expanded its
plant on three separate occasions. During an interview
with a national magazine, the firm’s founder, Paul
Anderson, said, “We don’t sell our products. We allocate
them.” This comment was in reference to the fact that
the firm had only 24 salespeople and was able to garner
annual revenues in excess of $62 million.

Three years ago Anderson suffered its first financial
setback. The company had a net operating loss of $1.2
million. Two years ago the loss was $2.8 million, and last
year it was $4.7 million. The accountant estimates that
this year the firm will lose approximately $10 million.

Alarmed by this information, Citizen’s Bank, the
company’s largest creditor, insisted that the firm make
some changes and start turning things around. In
response to this request, Paul Anderson agreed to step
aside. The board of directors replaced him with Mary
Hartmann, head of the marketing division of one of the
country’s largest consumer products firms.

After making an analysis of the situation, Mary has
come to the conclusion that there are a number of
changes that must be made if the firm is to be turned
around. The three most important are as follows:

1. More attention must be given to the marketing side
of the business. The most vital factor for success in
the sale of the consumer goods produced by
Anderson is an effective sales force.

2. There must be an improvement in product quality.
Currently, 2 percent of Anderson’s output is defec-
tive, as against 0.5 percent for the average firm in the
industry. In the past the demand for Anderson’s out-
put was so great that quality control was not an
important factor. Now it is proving to be a very
costly area.

3. There must be a reduction in the number of people in
the operation. Anderson can get by with two-thirds of
its current production personnel and only half of its
administrative staff.

Mary has not shared these ideas with the board of
directors, but she intends to do so. For the moment she
is considering the steps that will have to be taken in
making these changes and the effect that all of this
might have on the employees and the overall operation.

1. What is wrong with the old organizational culture?
What needs to be done to change it?

2. Why might it be difficult for Mary to change the
existing culture?

3. What specific steps does Mary need to take in chang-
ing the culture? Identify and describe at least two.
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Chapter Four

Organizational Context:
Reward Systems
Learning Objectives

• Discuss the theoretical background on money as a reward.

• Present research evidence on the effectiveness of pay.

• Describe some of the traditional methods of administering pay.

• Relate some forms of “new” pay and their value in helping attract and retain 
talented employees.

• Explain how recognition is used as an organizational reward.

• Discuss the role of benefits as organizational rewards.

Although reward systems are not necessarily found in the first part of organizational behav-
ior textbooks, it is placed here for two very important reasons. First, in the social cognitive
theory presented in Chapter 1 as the conceptual framework for this text, the environment
variable in the triadic reciprocal interaction model (along with the personal/cognitive and
organizational behavior itself) consists of both the external and organizational contexts.
The last chapter covered the structural design and culture of the organization, and espe-
cially in a social cognitive approach, the reward system covers the remaining major con-
textual variable for organizational behavior. Specifically, in social cognitive theory, reward
consequences or contingencies play an important role in organizational behavior. For
example, Bandura has noted that human behavior cannot be fully understood without con-
sidering the regulatory influence of rewards,1 and basic research has found that reward sys-
tems have a significant impact on employees’ perception of organizational support and
leadership.2 Although behavioral management is not covered until the last part of the book
(Chapter 12), it can be said now that the organization may have the latest technology, well-
designed structures, and a visionary strategic plan, but unless the people at all levels are
rewarded, all these other things may become hollow and not be carried out for performance
improvement. One way to put this importance of organizational rewards as simply as pos-
sible is to remember: you get what you reward!3

The second major reason for putting organizational reward systems up front is to empha-
size the emerging importance of human capital introduced in Chapter 1. Because intellectual/
human capital is now recognized as being central to competitive advantage in the new para-
digm environment, attention must be given to rewarding this capital to sustain/retain it and
leverage it.4 Since humans represent such a significant cost to organizations, as the accom-
panying OB in Action: Now It’s Getting Personal indicates, more attention is being given to
analyzing the return on this human capital. The importance of reward systems is now recog-
nized as being a vital dimension of the organizational environment, and that is why it is
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Imagine that your company’s human resources depart-
ment does away with standard salaries, one-size-fits-all
benefits, and the usual raft of yawn-inducing seminars.
Instead, HR execs huddle over computer programs that
slice and dice data on you and your cube-mates—controlling
for age, tenure, educational background, commute time,
residential Zip Code, even the age and condition of the
office you work in. The aim is to predict your behavior,
ascertaining exactly how to cut costs without sabotaging
morale—as well as which incentives would spike your pro-
ductivity the most. Could they pay you 20% less but give
you a three-month sabbatical every two years, cementing
your allegiance and jolting your output? If they dumped
your 401(k) match, would you bolt from your job or barely
notice? Does your boss’s managerial touch inspire you or
undermine your ability to produce? And what if, instead
of parking you in a lecture in some stuffy hotel ballroom,
you got a customized seminar that unleashed your ability
to lock in 20% more in annual sales?

This may seem the stuff of corporate sci-fi—but it’s
actually here. A growing vanguard of HR heads are
quickly embracing a new discipline, human capital man-
agement, that attempts to capture new gains from
workers just as Six Sigma squeezed new efficiencies from
factories. Some of the most groundbreaking work is
coming from Mercer Human Resource Consulting, which
is pioneering its new statistical modeling technology
with clients including Quest Diagnostics, FleetBoston
Financial, and First Tennessee. These kinds of analyses
are helping a lengthening list of blue chips figure out
exactly what kind of a return on investment they are
getting from the millions of dollars they spend on their
workforces. “This is the new thinking in new HR,” says
Kurt Fischer, vice-president of HR at Corning Inc. “Here’s
what we’re spending. What are we getting for it?”

Caught in the profits crunch, companies crippled by
anemic growth are desperate to energize earnings. Labor
costs, which account for an average 60% of sales, repre-
sent a huge opportunity. Instead of placing precise bets on
what compensation mix or management approach would
work best, companies have usually thrown “everything at
the wall, ratcheting things up slowly every year and hop-
ing some of it works,” says Dave Kieffer, head of Mercer’s
human capital group. When companies make cuts, just as
much guesswork—and potential for backlash—comes into
play. With the new technologies, companies can now
accurately measure the ROI on their people.

The growing interest in the new human capital metrics
stems from a rejection in some quarters of benchmark-
ing—the practice, promoted by many big consulting firms
and management gurus, of aping the best-performing
companies such as General Electric Co. and Microsoft

Corp. The result has been a cascade of CEOs copying
everything Jack Welch and Bill Gates did—with many of
them failing. Some developed a mania for rank-and-yank
performance reviews, without ascertaining if tenure actu-
ally enhanced productivity. Others adopted flexible, just-
in-time workforces that they could switch off and on like
a spigot, without assessing the drag on productivity part-
timers could cause.

The perils of this kind of blind benchmarking were
evident at one major hospital chain, where the CFO
bragged that his aggressive use of part-timers was sav-
ing the company $5 million a year. Each time the CFO
found a rival with a lower ratio of full-timers, he would
ax more at his own hospitals—to the point where one
facility was being run by a staff of 80% part-timers. Not
surprisingly, those employees were often clueless about
local hospital practices and wound up wasting the time
of the full-time staff. What Mercer’s analysis showed was
that the use of so many part-timers was actually costing
the company $25 million in reduced productivity—3% of
annual revenues. By hiking the ratio of full-timers back
up to 63%, the chain regained 18% in overall productiv-
ity within two months.

This points to one big difference between the new
human capital management and old-era HR: Instead of
looking outside to others for cookie-cutter answers, the
new thinking argues that it’s better to look at the com-
pany’s internal labor market. One blue-chip beverage
maker assumed its longest-tenured drivers were the most
productive. After a time-series analysis—controlling for
factors such as older drivers getting their pick of the best
routes—the company realized that once its drivers hit the
nine-year mark, productivity plummeted even as their pay
rose. In this case the company reassigned the drivers to less
physically taxing jobs. The new human capital initiatives
can provide valuable insights. After studying its ranks, First
Tennessee realized that bank customers reacted far more
favorably to experienced employees than it did to new
hires. That meant that no matter how many college grads
the bank hired nor how many experienced pros it brought
in, it could not beat the tens of millions more in annual
sales it could reap merely by increasing retention of cur-
rent workers by at least one year.

In another such analysis, a blue-chip technology com-
pany learned that its pay structure was penalizing the
highest performers and rewarding the weakest; lacklus-
ter employees were clustered in a cash-cow unit, while
superstars were toiling in a still-profitless upstart divi-
sion. “Most companies are just cutting without this kind
of analysis,” says Kieffer. That’s not likely to last, as more
and more businesses realize how much they’re spending
on something about which they know so little.

89
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included here to conclude the introductory environmental context for the study and applica-
tion of organizational behavior.

Certainly the tendency with most people, and often in actual organizational practice, is
to equate organizational reward systems only with money. Obviously, money is the domi-
nant reward and will be given first and foremost attention in this chapter. The theory,
research, and analysis of all the ways money can be administered by today’s organizations
is given detailed attention. However, this is followed by the potentially powerful, and
importantly much less costly, recognition rewards system.5 Finally, the costly, but often not
effective, use of benefits is presented.

PAY: THE DOMINANT ORGANIZATIONAL REWARD

Organizations provide rewards to their personnel in order to try to motivate their perfor-
mance and encourage their loyalty and retention. Organizational rewards take a number of
different forms including money (salary, bonuses, incentive pay), recognition, and benefits.
This first part examines money as the most dominant reward system in today’s organizations.

The Theoretical Background on Money as a Reward
Money has long been viewed as a reward and, at least for some people, it is more impor-
tant than anything else their organization can give them. Some surveys of employees rank
money at the top of their list of motivators6 and others rank it lower. It seems to vary
widely with the individual and the industry. However, as the well-known scholar and
consultant Manfred Kets de Vries recently declared, “It’s easy to say money isn’t every-
thing as long as we have enough of it. Unfortunately, though, the typical scenario is that
the more money we have, the more we want.”7 Also, commenting on money, Steven
Kerr, the well-known organizational behavior scholar and executive at both GE and
Goldman Sachs referenced in the last chapter, noted that “Nobody refuses it, nobody
returns it, and people who have more than they could ever use do dreadful things to get
more.”8 By the same token, a large majority (82 percent) of employees in the United
States and worldwide (76 percent) recently indicated they would take a pay cut to pur-
sue their dream job.9

Money Can Explain Behavior
Money provides a rich basis for studying behavior at work because it offers explanations
for why people act as they do.10 For example, Mitchell and Mickel have noted that money
is a prime factor in the foundation of commerce, that is, people organize and start busi-
nesses to make money.11 Money is also associated with four of the important symbolic
attributes for which humans strive: achievement and recognition, status and respect, free-
dom and control, and power.12 In fact, in most of the management literature dealing with
money, researchers have focused on money as pay and the ways in which pay affects moti-
vation, job attitudes, and retention. In particular, money helps people attain both physical
(clothing, automobiles, houses) and psychological (status, self-esteem, a feeling of
achievement) objectives. As well-known moneymaker Donald Trump has said, “Money
was never a big motivation for me, except as a way to keep score. The real excitement is
playing the game.”13 As a result of this perspective, money has been of interest to organi-
zational behavior theorists and researchers who have studied the linkages between pay and
performance by seeking answers to questions such as: How much of a motivator is money?
How long lasting is its effects? What are some of the most useful strategies to employ in
using money as a motivator?14
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Money has also played an integral role in helping develop theories of organizational
behavior. For example, if employees are interested in money, how much effort will they
expend in order to earn it, and how much is “enough”? It is like the philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer once said, “Wealth is like seawater, the more we drink the thirstier we
become.”15 Moreover, if people work very hard but do not receive the rewards they expect,
how much of a dampening effect will this have on their future efforts? Answers to these
types of questions have helped develop some of the most useful theories of motivation,
which will be covered in Chapter 6.

An Agency Theory Explanation
Another important perspective on money as a reward is provided by agency theory, a
widely recognized finance and economics approach to understanding behavior by individ-
uals and groups both inside and outside the corporation. Specifically, agency theory is con-
cerned with the diverse interests and goals that are held by a corporation’s stakeholders
(stockholders, managers, employees) and the methods by which the enterprise’s reward
system is used to align these interests and goals. The theory draws its name from the fact
that the people who are in control of large corporations are seldom the owners; rather, in
almost every case, they are agents who are responsible for representing the interests of the
owners.

Agency theory seeks to explain how managers differ from owners in using pay and other
forms of compensation to effectively run the organization. For example, the owners of a
corporation might be very interested in increasing their own personal wealth, and so they
would minimize costs and work to increase the stock value of the enterprise. In contrast,
their agents, the managers, might be more interested in expending corporate resources on
activities that do not directly contribute to owner wealth. Agency theory also examines the
role of risk and how owners and managers may vary in their approach to risk taking. For
example, owners may be risk aversive and prefer conservative courses of action that mini-
mize their chances of loss. Managers may be greater risk takers who are willing to accept
losses in return for the increased opportunity for greater profits and market share; when
their decisions are incorrect, the impact may be less than it would be on the owners and thus
not greatly diminish their willingness to take risks.16 Finally, agency theory examines the
differences in time horizons between owners and managers. Owners may have longer time
horizons because their goal is to maximize their value over time. Managers may have much
shorter time horizons because their job tenure may require good short-term results, in addi-
tion to the fact that their bonuses or merit pay may be tied closely to how well they (or the
corporation) performed in the last four quarters.

This last point about managers trying to look good in the short run is given as one of the
major reasons for the recent economic crisis. For example, Cascio and Cappelli conclude
in their analysis, referred to in the last chapter, by noting that even one of the founding
fathers of agency theory recognized that “Where questionable ethics intersect with com-
pany and individual incentives, managers may end up cheating on practices such as budg-
eting because it makes their lives easier.” They go on to note that “every scandal has
involved executives pushing the financial and accounting envelope to the point of breaking
to inflate profits, cover losses and make their own performances better.”17 There are also
other analyses critical of agency theory predictions such as the spectacular rise and sudden
fall of Nortel (the large multinational Canada-headquartered telecommunications com-
pany) that illustrates “excesses of actors within, and contradictions of the system of corpo-
rate governance implied by the agency model.”18 Despite these limitations, there is still
considerable evidence that agency theory provides useful insights into pay as a reward.19

This becomes increasingly clear when research on the effectiveness of pay is examined.
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Research on the Effectiveness of Pay
Despite the tendency in recent years to downgrade the importance of pay as an organiza-
tional reward, there is ample evidence that money can be positively reinforcing for most
people20 and, if the pay system is designed properly to fit the strategies,21 can have a posi-
tive impact on individual, team, and organizational performance.22 For example, many
organizations use pay to motivate not just their upper-level executives but everyone
throughout the organization. For example, recently in the oil industry where personnel are
extremely well paid, the CEO of Exxon Mobil was compensated $16.7 million,23 new
petroleum engineering graduates earned about $80,000, and experienced “roughnecks” out
on the offshore rigs earned around $100,000.24 Moreover, these rewards may not always
have to be immediately forthcoming. Many individuals will work extremely hard for
rewards that may not be available for another 5 or 10 years. As Kerr has noted:

Such attractive rewards as large salaries, profit sharing, deferred compensation, stock grants
and options, executive life and liability insurance, estate planning and financial counseling,
invitations to meetings in attractive locations, and permission to fly first class or use the com-
pany plane, are typically made available only to those who reach the higher organizational
levels. Do such reward practices achieve the desired results? In general, yes. Residents and
interns work impossible hours to become M.D.s, junior lawyers and accountants do likewise
to become partners, assistant professors publish so they won’t perish, and Ph.D. students 
perform many chores that are too depressing to recount here to obtain their doctorates.25

Additionally, not only is money a motivator, but, as was said in the introductory com-
ments, the more some people get, the more they seem to want. The idea here is that once
money satisfies basic needs, people can use it to get ahead, a goal that is always just out of
their reach, so they strive for more. Conversely, there is evidence that shows that if an
organization reduces its pay, morale may suffer. So pay may need to continue to escalate.
One researcher, for example, interviewed more than 330 businesspeople and found that
employee morale can be hurt by pay cuts because the employees view this is an “insult” that
impacts on their self-worth and value to the organization.26 There is recent basic research
indicating that reward systems have a strong influence on employee trust in the work-
place.27 In other words, employee morale and other psychological variables such as trust
are very fragile, and when employees feel they are not being compensated fairly, this can
impact on their performance and hurt the bottom line. Even in the midst of the recent finan-
cial crisis, a large sample of firms indicated they were taking deliberate measures to reward
their people with special bonuses and stock awards to boost their morale and confidence.28

There is also considerable evidence showing that money means different things to dif-
ferent people.29 Moreover, sometimes these “individual differences” end up affecting
group efforts. For example, one study examined pay and performance information among
baseball players.30 With statistical methods used to control for such things as total team
payroll, team talent, and market size,31 the data were analyzed from 1,644 players on 29
teams over a nine-year period. It was found that, all other things being equal, the greater the
pay spread on a team, the more poorly the players performed. These findings led to the con-
clusion that pay distributions have significant negative effects on player performance.

Perhaps a better gauge of the effect of pay on performance of baseball teams may be
total payroll. This reflects the overall salaries of the players; and if pay is indeed a motiva-
tor, would not a well-paid group outperform their less-well-paid counterparts? Again in
application to baseball, for example, the New York Yankees have had the highest payroll in
recent years, and their performance in these years has been very good. Compensation
expert Edward Lawler echoes these sentiments, noting that there is a strong relationship
between the total payroll of teams and how many games they win. “In a world of free
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agency, it takes a high payroll to attract and retain top talent. Thus, teams with the highest
payrolls usually end up in the World Series.”32 Additionally, Lawler has argued that the
rewarding of team performance is more important than the size of the pay differences
among the individual players.

The question of pay ranges and their impact on productivity is one that merits more con-
sideration as organizations seek to determine the effectiveness of pay on performance. A
case in point is the huge pay package most CEOs of large firms receive, but the perfor-
mance of their firms certainly did not justify the millions of dollars of compensation. The
result of such disparities is that a growing number of corporate shareholders are demand-
ing that the chief executive officer pay be tied to a multiple of the lowest worker’s pay, thus
controlling the range between the lowest and highest paid person in the organization.33 A
public poll indicated that a vast majority (87 percent) believe that executives “had gotten
rich at the expense of ordinary workers.”34

Although money was probably overemphasized in classical management theory and
motivation techniques, the pendulum now may have swung too far in the opposite direc-
tion. Money remains a very important but admittedly complex potential motivator. In terms
of Maslow’s well-known hierarchy of needs covered in Chapter 6, money is often equated
only with the most basic requirements of employees. It is viewed in the material sense of
buying food, clothing, and shelter. Yet, as indicated in the earlier comments, money has a
symbolic as well as an economic, material meaning. It can provide power and status and
can be a means to measure achievement. In the latter sense, as Chapter 12 will discuss in
detail, a recent meta-analysis of 72 studies found money to be a very effective positive rein-
forcement intervention strategy to improve performance.35

Beyond Maslow, more sophisticated analyses of the role of money are presented in cog-
nitive terms. For example, a number of years ago some organizational psychologists con-
cluded, based on their laboratory studies, that the use of extrinsic rewards such as money
decreased the intrinsic motivation of subjects to perform a task.36 Extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation will be given specific attention in Chapter 6, but for now it is sufficient to know
that the intrinsic motivation was usually measured in the laboratory by time spent on a task
following the removal of the reward. However, through the years, there have been many
criticisms of these studies, and a meta-analysis of 96 experimental studies concluded that
“overall, reward does not decrease intrinsic motivation.”37 Although these studies used
other rewards besides money, and the controversy still continues between the behavioral
and cognitive schools of thought as outlined in Chapter 1, it is becoming clear that the real
key in assessing the use of monetary rewards is not necessarily whether they satisfy inner
needs but rather how they are administered.

In order for money to be effective in the organizational reward system, the system must
be as objective and fair as possible38 and be administered contingently on the employee’s
exhibiting critical performance behaviors.39 This has been made particularly clear by Kerr,
who notes that an effective pay system for rewarding people has to address three consider-
ations. First, the organization must ask itself what outcomes it is seeking. Examples include
higher profits, increased sales, and greater market share. Second, the enterprise must be
able to measure these results. Third, the organization must tie its rewards to these outcomes.
The problem for many of today’s organizations is that they do still not know what they want
to achieve or are unable to measure the results.40

Traditional Methods of Administering Pay
Traditionally, organizations have used two methods of administering pay: base pay and merit
pay. These methods are then sometimes supplemented by pay-for-performance plans and “new
pay” programs that extend, and in some cases radically revise, the traditional approaches.
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Base Pay Approach
Base wages and salary is the amount of money that an individual is paid on an hourly,
weekly, monthly, or annual basis. For example, a person working on a part-time basis may
earn $12.00 an hour. This is the hourly wage for that position. Most managers are paid on
an annual salary basis, and the sum is broken down into weekly, biweekly, or monthly
amounts. As another example, a new college graduate may be offered $36,000, which
comes to just over $692 a week before taxes and other deductions.

Base pay is often determined by market conditions. For example, graduating engineers
may be paid $55,000 annually whereas engineering managers with 10 years of experience
earn $110,000. If base pay is not in line with the market rate, organizations may find that
they are unable to hire and retain many of their personnel. At the same time, one of the
major problems with base pay forms of compensation is that they tend to be most compet-
itive at the entry level and are often less competitive thereafter. So an engineering manager
who is making $105,000 may be $5,000 off the market when compared to what other engi-
neering managers within the same region and similar job requirements are making, but the
individual may also find that firms paying higher salaries prefer to develop their own man-
agement talent internally and do not hire from outside. In any event, most organizations
have some form of merit pay system that is used to give annual salary increases, thus rais-
ing the base pay and preventing personnel from getting too far out of step with the market.

Merit Pay Approach
Merit pay is typically tied to some predetermined criteria. For example, a company may
give all of its employees a cost-of-living allowance and then allocate additional funds for
those who are judged “meritorious.” The amount of merit pay can take one of two forms: a
flat sum, such as $3,000, or a percentage of the base salary, such as 6 percent. In some cases
companies use a combination of the two, such as giving everyone who qualifies for merit
pay an additional 6 percent up to a maximum amount of $5,000. This approach ensures that
those who are making lower salaries get larger percentage increases, whereas those earning
higher salaries get a flat merit raise. For example, under the combination merit pay just
described, a lower-level manager with a base salary of $50,000 will get an additional
$3,000 (6 percent of $50,000), whereas a top-level manager with a base salary of $150,000
will get $5,000.

The intent of merit pay is to reward and thus motivate and retain the star performers.
One seasoned compensation expert describes the process as follows:

Differentiation is the name of the game now when it comes to rewards. By differentiating,
companies are increasingly willing to pay more money to employees who are accomplishing
the most for the organization—at all levels in their companies. We believe that in any organi-
zation there are three kinds of employees: the middle group, which is the largest and gets the
job done; those that truly make a difference; and some small percentage at the bottom that are
not getting the job done for a variety of reasons. Make sure you take care of those that make a
difference. Make sure you take care of the middle group—pay them fairly. The bottom group
is the group you should constantly keep trading so, hopefully, you can hire more stars.41

Unfortunately, merit pay also has a number of major shortcomings. One of the prob-
lems is that the criteria for determining merit are often nebulous because the organization
does not clearly spell out the conditions for earning this pay. An example is a firm that
decides to give merit to its best employees as described above. Unless the criteria for
“best” are objectively spelled out, most of those who do not get merit money will feel left
out because they believe they are among the best. A second, and related, problem is that
it can often be difficult to quantify merit pay criteria. In particular, the work output of
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some people, production-line and salespeople being good examples, is easily measured,
but the work output of others, such as accountants, engineers, and other staff specialists,
office personnel, and managers/supervisors, may be quite difficult to objectively measure.
Recent Web-enabled employee software may help the measurement of performance. For
example, British Airways installed software that ensures a customer service rep’s time in
the break room or on personal calls doesn’t count, but customer complaint resolutions and
sales revenue are measured for merit pay.42

A second major problem is that merit pay can end up being “catch-up” pay. For exam-
ple, everyone may be given a 2 percent across-the-board raise and then those whose pay is
extremely low are given merit to get them closer to market value. This approach is com-
mon in enterprises that suffer salary compression brought on by the need to pay higher
salaries to hire new personnel at the lower levels. Over time, the salary range between new
hires and those who have been with the organization for, say, five years may be totally
eliminated. So unless the longer-tenured employees are given more money, there is the
likelihood that they will look for jobs at companies that are willing to pay them more
based on their job experience.

In a way, merit pay is supposed to be a form of “pay for performance.” Individuals who
do superior work are given increases greater than the rest of their colleagues. However,
because of the problems of linking merit pay directly with performance, many organiza-
tions have created specific pay-for-performance plans.

Pay for Performance
There are two basic types of “pay-for-performance” plans: individual incentive plans and
group incentive plans. Individual incentive plans have been around for many years. They
were particularly popular during the height of the scientific management movement over
a hundred years ago in the form of piece rate incentive plans. For example, in those early
days a person loading iron ingots in a steel mill could earn as much as 7 cents per long
ton (2,200 pounds) under an incentive plan. As a result, a highly skilled loader could
make 50 percent more money per day than an individual who was being paid a basic day
rate.43 So individuals who were willing to work hard and had the necessary stamina
could opt for incentive pay that was determined by the amount of iron ore they were able
to load each day.

Individual Incentive Pay Plans
Like the piece rate incentive plan of the pioneering scientific managers, today’s individual
incentive plans also pay people based on output or even quality. For example, at
Woolverton Inn’s hotels, housekeepers are given a 40-item checklist for each room. Those
who meet 95 percent of the criteria over six months of random checks receive an extra
week’s salary. Most salespeople work under an individual incentive pay plan earning, for
example, 10 percent commission on all sales. At Lincoln Electric in Cleveland, Ohio, there
is an individual incentive plan in effect that, over the years, has helped some factory work-
ers earn more than $100,000 annually.44

Pay for some jobs is based entirely on individual incentives. However, because of the
risk factor, in the very turbulent economy of recent years many companies have instituted
a combination payment plan in which the individual receives a guaranteed amount of
money, regardless of how the person performs. So a salesperson might be paid 10 percent
of all sales with a minimum guarantee of $2,000 per month. Another popular approach is
to give the person a combination salary/incentive such as $26,000 plus 5 percent of all
sales. A third approach is to give the person a “drawing account” against which the indi-
vidual can take money and then repay it out of commissions. An example would be a
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salesperson who is paid a flat 10 percent of all sales and can draw against a $25,000
account. If the first couple of months of the year are slow ones, the individual will draw on
the account, and then as sales pick up the person will repay the draw from the 10 percent
commissions received.

The Use of Bonuses
Another common form of individual incentive pay is bonuses. The signing bonus is one of
the biggest incentives for athletes and upper-level managers. For example, Conseco Inc., an
insurance company, paid Gary Wendt, a former executive at General Electric, a $45 million
bonus for agreeing to join the company for at least five years as its chairman and chief exec-
utive officer. Additionally, Conseco also paid Wendt a multimillon dollar bonus at the end
of his second year based on the firm’s performance, and a minimum bonus of $2.8 million
was to be paid at the end of the fifth year.45 Although this bonus package is extremely large,
successful managers and individuals who can generate large accounts for a firm can also
expect sizable bonuses. For example, the PaineWebber Group recruited a top-producing
brokerage team from one of its competitors by offering the group a signing bonus of $5.25
million and an additional $2 million if they bring more customers to PaineWebber.46 In the
roller-coaster economy, most companies are moving to bonus pay based on performance
rather than fixed pay increases. A survey of a wide array of firms found that 10.8 percent
use bonuses compared to only 3.8 percent ten years before,47 but The Wall Street Journal
report at the end of 2008 indicated that pay raises of any kind were likely to sink in the com-
ing years.48

The Use of Stock Options
Another form of individual incentive pay is the stock-option plan. This plan is typically
used with senior-level managers and gives them the opportunity to buy company stock in
the future at a predetermined fixed price. The basic idea behind the plan is that if the exec-
utives are successful in their efforts to increase organizational performance, the value of the
company’s stock will also rise.49 During the boom period several years ago, many firms
depended greatly on stock options to lure in and keep top talented managers and entrepre-
neurs. However, if these lucrative options were not exercised, when the economy had a
meltdown, these stock values in many cases were halved or less. For example, Oracle’s
stock was off 57 percent from its high when CEO Lawrence J. Ellison exercised his option
and lost more than $2 billion, but he still made $706 million, more than the economy of
Grenada and one of the biggest single year payoffs in history.50 More recently, there are
reports of increasing numbers of firms trying to counteract unprofitable stock options held
by top managers by exchanging the options for cash and/or issuing new options with a bet-
ter chance of becoming profitable. The organizations doing this feel it is necessary to keep
and motivate top talent, but of course the stockholders (and general public) object because
nobody makes good their losses when stocks decline.51

Potential Limitations
Although bonuses and stock options remain popular forms of individual pay, there are
potential problems yet to be overcome. A general problem inherent in these pay plans may
have led to the excesses and ethical breakdowns experienced by too many firms in recent
years. For example, as an editor for the Financial Times observed, “If we treat managers as
financially self-interested automatons who must be lured by the carrot of stock options and
beaten with the stick of corporate governance, that attitude will become self-fulfilling.”52

There is recent research evidence supporting such observations. A study found that the
heads (CEOs) of corporations holding stock options leads to high levels of investment
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outlays and brings about extreme corporate performance (big gains and big losses). The
results thus indicate that stock options prompt CEOs to take high-variance risks (not sim-
ply larger risks), but importantly it was also found that option-loaded CEOs deliver more
big losses than big gains.53

In addition to these underlying problems, another obstacle is that reward systems such
as pay for performance are practical only when performance can be easily and objectively
measured. In the case of sales, commissions can work well. In more subjective areas such
as most staff support jobs and general supervision, they are of limited, if any, value. A sec-
ond problem is that individual incentive rewards may encourage only a narrow range of
behaviors. For example, a salesperson seeking to increase his or her commission may spend
less time listening to the needs of the customer and more time trying to convince the indi-
vidual to buy the product or service, regardless of how well it meets the buyer’s needs. Also,
there may be considerable differences along customer and industry lines with salespeople
operating under the same incentive plan. For example, the New York Times sales force had
considerable heterogeneity among clients that resulted in substantial earnings inequity and
failure to pay for performance. When the plan was restructured and customized for each
area, the sales force perceived the new plan as fairer and more motivational.54

Finally, especially in light of the ethical issues brought out in the recent economic crisis,
the pay for performance, unfortunately, does not add the qualifier, pay for performance
with integrity. As explained by a recent analysis of executive compensation:

The omission—evident from compensation committee reports in top companies’ proxy 
statements—is striking. Corporations, after all, face unceasing pressures to make the numbers
by bending the rules, and an integrity miss can have catastrophic consequences, including
indictments, fines, dismissals, and collapse of market capitalization. Furthermore,
performance with integrity creates the fundamental trust—inside and outside the company—
on which corporate power is based. A board should explicitly base a defined portion of the
CEO’s cash compensation and equity grants on his or her success in handling the foundational
task of fusing high performance with high integrity at all levels of the company.55

Bonuses are also proving unpopular in some situations such as educational compensa-
tion. Delegates to the National Education Association convention, for example, recently
rejected the idea of linking job performance to bonuses. One reason is that the association
believes that a bonus system will discourage people from teaching lower-ability students or
those who have trouble on standardized tests, as bonuses would be tied to how well students
perform on these tests.56 Finally, individual incentive plans may pit employees against one
another that may promote healthy competition, or it may erode trust and teamwork.57 One
way around this potential problem is to use group incentive plans.

Group Incentive Pay Plans
As Chapter 11 will discuss in detail, there has been a growing trend toward the use of
teams. There is increasing evidence that teams and teamwork can lead to higher productiv-
ity, better quality, and higher satisfaction than do individuals working on their own.58 As a
result, group incentive pay plans have become increasingly popular.59 One of the most
common forms of group pay is gain-sharing plans.60 These plans are designed to share
with the group or team the net gains from productivity improvements. The logic behind
these plans is that if everyone works to reduce cost and increase productivity, the organiza-
tion will become more efficient and have more money to reward its personnel.

The first step in putting a gain-sharing plan into effect is to determine the costs associ-
ated with producing the current output. For example, if a computer manufacturer finds that
it costs $30 million to produce 240,000 printers, the cost per printer is $125, and these data
will be used as the base for determining productivity improvements. Costs and output are
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then monitored, while both the workers and the managers are encouraged to generate cost-
saving ideas and put more effort into producing more with better quality. Then, at some pre-
determined point, such as six months, costs and output are measured and productivity
savings are determined. For example, if the firm now finds that it costs $14 million to pro-
duce 125,000 printers, the cost per unit is $112. There has been a savings of $13 per printer
or $1,625,000. These gain-sharing savings are then passed on to the employees, say, on a
75:25 basis.

A number of organizations use gain-sharing in one form or another. At Owens Corning,
for example, the company has instituted a gain-sharing plan designed to reduce costs and
increase productivity in the production of fiberglass. Savings in the manufacturing cost per
pound are then shared with the employees. In another example, Weyerhaeuser, the giant
forest and paper products company, employs what it calls “goalsharing” in its container
board packaging and recycling plants. The company’s objective is to enlist the workforce in
a major performance improvement initiative designed to achieve world-class performance
by reducing waste and controllable costs and increasing plant safety and product quality.
Although the research evidence to date is somewhat mixed and complex, there is definitive
evidence that gain-sharing plans can have a significant impact on employee suggestions for
improvement.61

Another common group incentive plan is profit sharing. Although these plans can take
a number of different forms, typically some portion of the company’s profits is paid into a
profit-sharing pool, and this is then distributed to all employees. Sometimes this is given to
them immediately or at year-end. Some plans defer the profit share, put it into an escrow
account, and invest it for the employee until retirement. To date, research on the impact of
profit sharing on performance via improved employee attitudes has been mixed. However,
one study of engineering employees did find that favorable perceptions of profit sharing
served to increase their organizational commitment (loyalty).62

A third type of group incentive plan is the employee stock ownership plan or ESOP.
Under an ESOP the employees gradually gain a major stake in the ownership of the firm.
The process typically involves the company taking out a loan to buy a portion of its own
stock in the open market. Over time, profits are then used to pay off this loan. Meanwhile
the employees, based on seniority and/or performance, are given shares of the stock, a key
component of their retirement plan. As a result, they eventually become owners of the com-
pany. However, because new accounting rules require more oversight, many companies
such as Kodak, Aetna, and Time Warner are reducing the number of employees who are eli-
gible to receive ownership in their firm as part of the incentives package.63 Also, when the
media company Tribune recently filed for bankruptcy, it exposed the risks to employees
who had bought into the ESOP, especially retirees and those who were promised deferred
compensation.64

Potential Limitations
As noted earlier, group incentives plans are becoming increasingly popular. However, they
may have a number of shortcomings. One is that they often distribute rewards equally, even
though everyone in the group may not be contributing to the same degree. So all of a team
or defined group may get a gain-sharing bonus of $2,700, regardless of how much each did
to help bring about the productivity increases and/or reduced costs. A second shortcoming
is that these rewards may be realized decades later as in the case of an employee’s profit
sharing or ESOP that is placed in a retirement account. So their motivational effect on day-
to-day performance may, at best, be minimal. A third shortcoming is that if group rewards
are distributed regularly, such as quarterly or annually, employees may regard the payments
as part of their base salary and come to expect them every year. If the group or firm fails to
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earn them, as has been the case in recent years, motivation and productivity may suffer
because the employees feel they are not being paid a fair compensation.

Realizing that base pay, merit pay, and both individual and group forms of incentive pay
all have limitations, organizations are now beginning to rethink their approach to pay as an
organizational reward and formulate new approaches that address some of the challenges
they are facing in today’s environment.65 For example, especially labor-intensive firms such
as Marriott Hotels, which annually pays billions to their people, have undergone an exam-
ination of their reward systems to align with associates’ needs, improve attraction and
retention, enhance productivity, and in general increase the return invested in people.66 The
result has been the emergence of what are sometimes called “new pay” techniques.

New Pay Techniques
As noted earlier in this section, the standard base-pay technique provides for minimum
compensation for a particular job. It does not reward above-average performance nor penal-
ize below-average performance. Pay-for-performance plans correct this problem. In fact, in
many cases, such as those in which pay is tied directly (i.e., contingently) to measured per-
formance, pay-for-performance plans not only reward high performance but also punish
low performance. Sometimes, of course, these plans are unfair in the sense that some jobs
may be easy to do or carry very high incentives, thus allowing employees to easily earn
high rates of pay, whereas in other cases the reverse is true. Similarly, in a group incentive
arrangement in which all members are highly productive, the personnel will maximize their
earnings, but in groups where some individuals are poor performers, everyone in the group
ends up being punished.

Despite the downside to some of these pay-for-performance plans and the fact that they
have been around for many years, they have become quite popular and can be considered
new pay techniques. Examples include especially the group or team incentives such as
gain-sharing, profit sharing, employee stock-ownership plans, and stock-option plans.
Although recently the extremely high incentive pay packages are under attack by unions,
shareholders, and the general public (e.g., there have been resolutions banning stock
options for senior executives at firms such as American Express and AOL Time Warner),
surveys have found that a large majority of Fortune 1000 firms are using them.67

Additionally, as organizations undergo continual changes brought about by technology,
globalization, legislation, and the economic crisis, many enterprises are rethinking and
redesigning their pay plans to reflect the demands of the new environment. For example,
attention has been given to the role that reward systems play in both knowledge manage-
ment68 and globalization.69 What is emerging are the so-called new pay approaches. The
following is a brief summary of some of these.70

1. Commissions beyond sales to customers. As with all of these new pay plans, the com-
missions paid to sales personnel are aligned with the organization’s strategy and core
competencies. As a result, besides sales volume, the commission is determined by cus-
tomer satisfaction and sales team outcomes such as meeting revenue or profit goals.

2. Rewarding leadership effectiveness. This pay approach is based on factors beyond just
the financial success of the organization. It also includes an employee-satisfaction mea-
sure to recognize a manager’s people-management skills. For example, at Nationwide
Insurance, management bonuses are tied to their people’s satisfaction scores.

3. Rewarding new goals. In addition to being based on the traditional profit, sales, and
productivity goals, rewards under this approach are aimed at all relevant employees
(top to bottom) contributing to goals such as customer satisfaction, cycle time, or qual-
ity measures.
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4. Pay for knowledge workers in teams. With the increasing use of teams, pay is being
linked to the performance of knowledge workers or professional employees who are
organized into virtual, product development, interfunctional, or self-managed teams. In
some cases, part of this pay is initially given to individuals who have taken additional
training, the assumption being that their performance will increase in the future as a
result of their newly acquired knowledge or skills.71

5. Skill pay. This approach recognizes the need for flexibility and change by paying
employees based on their demonstrated skills rather than the job they perform. Although
it is currently used with procedural production or service skills, the challenge is to apply
this concept to the more varied, abstract skills needed in new paradigm organizations
(e.g., design of information systems, cross-cultural communication skills).

6. Competency pay. This approach goes beyond skill pay by rewarding the more abstract
knowledge or competencies of employees, such as those related to technology, the inter-
national business context, customer service, or social skills.

7. Broadbanding. This approach has more to do with the design of the pay plan than do
the others. Formally defined as a compensation strategy, broadbanding “is the practice
of collapsing the traditional large number of salary levels into a small number of salary
grades with broad pay ranges.”72 So, for example, rather than having three levels of
supervisors whose salary ranges are $25,000 to $40,000, $35,000 to $55,000, and
$50,000 to $80,000, the company will have one supervisory salary grade that extends
from $25,000 to $80,000. This allows a manager to give a salary increase to a supervi-
sor without having to first get approval from higher management because the supervi-
sor’s salary puts the individual in the next highest salary level. Broadbanding sends a
strong message that the organization is serious about change and flexibility, not only in
the structural and operational processes but also in its reward system. Simply put, with
broadbanding the organization puts its money where its mouth is.

These new pay techniques are certainly needed to meet new paradigm challenges. If
organizations expect customer satisfaction, leadership, satisfied employees, quality, team-
work, knowledge sharing, skill development, new competencies (e.g., technical, cross-
cultural, and social), and employee growth without promotions, then they must reward these
as suggested by the new pay techniques. Once again, you get what you reward.

RECOGNITION AS AN ORGANIZATIONAL REWARD

Pay is an unquestionably important form of reward. However, it is not the only way in
which organizations can reward their people. In addition to money, forms of recognition to
identify and reward outstanding performance can be a vital, but too often overlooked, part
of the organizational reward system. When people are asked what motivates them, money
is always prominently featured on their list. However, both formal organizational recogni-
tion and social recognition used systematically by supervisors and managers is very impor-
tant to their people and their day-to-day behaviors and performance effectiveness. For
example, there is considerable research evidence that social recognition (in formal
acknowledgment, attention, praise, approval, or genuine appreciation for work well done)
has a significant impact on performance at all levels and types of organizations.73

Recognition versus Money
There are a number of reasons why recognition may be as important as, or even more
important than, money as a reward for today’s employees. One of the most obvious is that
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enterprises typically have pay systems that are designed to review performance and give
incentive payments only once or twice a year. So if someone does an outstanding good job
in July, the manager may be unable to give the person a financial reward until after the
annual performance review in December. Nonfinancial rewards, on the other hand, such as
genuine social recognition, can be given at any time. It is these more frequent nonfinancial
rewards that have a big impact on employee productivity and quality service behaviors.

Recognition rewards can take many different forms, can be given in small or large
amounts, and in many instances are controllable by the manager. For example, in addition
to social recognition and formal awards, a manager can give an employee increased respon-
sibility. The human resource manager for Orient-Express Hotels, Inc. notes, “I’m a big
believer in empowerment. I always tell employees, ‘I’m the HR expert; you’re the expert at
what you do.’ I put the power in their hands and say ‘I trust you.’ That pays off.”74 The
employee may find this form of recognition motivational, and the result is greater produc-
tivity and quality service to customers. As a follow-up, the manager can then give this
employee even greater responsibility. Unlike many financial forms of reward, there is no
limit to the number of people who can receive this type of reward or how often it is given.
One expert on rewards puts it this way:

You can, if you choose, make all your employees . . . eligible for nonfinancial rewards. You
can also make these rewards visible if you like, and performance-contingent, and you needn’t
wait for high level sign-offs and anniversary dates, because nonfinancial rewards don’t derive
from the budget or the boss, and are seldom mentioned in employment contracts and collec-
tive bargaining agreements. Furthermore . . . if you inadvertently give someone more
freedom or challenge than he can handle, you can take it back. Therefore, organizations can
be bold and innovative in their use of nonmonetary rewards because they don’t have to live
with their mistakes.75

Research shows that there are many types of recognition that can lead to enhanced per-
formance and loyalty.76 One of these that is receiving increased attention is recognition of
the fact that many employees have work and family responsibilities and when the organi-
zation helps them deal with these obligations, loyalty increases. This finding is particularly
important in light of findings such as a survey that found 25 percent of the most sought
after employees (highly educated, high-income professionals) reported they would change
jobs for a 10 percent increase in salary and 50 percent would move for a 20 percent raise.77

These data are not an isolated example. Another survey of the attitudes and experiences
of a large number of employees in business, government, and nonprofit organizations
around the United States revealed the following: (1) only 30 percent feel an obligation to
stay with their current employer; (2) individuals who are highly committed to their organi-
zation tend to do the best work; (3) workers who are discontent with their jobs are least
likely to be productive; (4) employees in large organizations (100 or more people) tend to
be less satisfied than their peers in small enterprises; (5) lower-level employees are less sat-
isfied than those in higher-level positions; and (6) the things that the respondents would like
their companies to focus on more include being fair to employees, caring about them, and
exhibiting trust in them.78

Recognizing creativity is becoming increasingly necessary for competitive advantage.
One recent estimate is that professionals (e.g., software developers and other knowledge
workers) whose primary responsibilities include innovating, designing, and problem solv-
ing (i.e., the creative class), make up an increasing percentage of the U.S. workforce. To get
peak performance from its creative workforce, the widely respected and successful soft-
ware company SAS rewards excellence with challenges, values the work over the tools, and
minimizes hassles.79
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Although research on the complexities of the relationship of satisfaction and commit-
ment with outcomes will be given attention in Chapter 5, it is interesting to note here that
groups such as the National Association for Employee Recognition have concluded that
practicing human resource professionals and managers still seem to underestimate how
useful recognition can be in motivating employees to achieve goals. Moreover, recognition
as a reward does not have to be sophisticated or time consuming. In fact, many firms that
are now working to improve their recognition systems all use fairly basic and easy-to-
implement programs. Steps such as the following need to be set up to effectively manage a
formal and informal recognition program:80

1. When introducing new recognition procedures and programs, take advantage of all com-
munication tools including Intranet and other knowledge-sharing networks—let every-
one know what is going on.

2. Educate the managers so that they use recognition as part of the total compensation
package.

3. Make recognition part of the performance management process, so that everyone begins
to use it.

4. Have site-specific recognition ceremonies that are featured in the company’s communi-
cation outlets such as the weekly newsletter and the bimonthly magazine.

5. Publicize the best practices of employees, so that everyone knows some of the things
they can do in order to earn recognition.

6. Let everyone know the steps that the best managers are taking to use recognition
effectively.

7. Continually review the recognition process in order to introduce new procedures and
programs and scrap those that are not working well.

8. Solicit recognition ideas from both employees and managers, as they are the ones who
are most likely to know what works well—and what does not.

Examples of Effective Formal Recognition Systems
Chapter 12 on behavioral performance management focuses on social recognition as an
effective contingent reinforcer that supervisors/managers can use as a style in interpersonal
relations. Research has clearly demonstrated that this improves employee performance.81

In this chapter on the role rewards play in the organizational context, formal recognition
programs implemented by organizations are the primary focus, along with money and ben-
efits (covered next). Formal recognition is a vital part of the reward system that makes up
the environmental component of the social cognitive framework for understanding and
effectively managing organizational behavior (see Chapter 1).

Today there are a wide number of formal recognition systems that are being effectively
used by organizations nationwide. Many of these are the result of continual modification,
as organizations have altered and refined their reward systems to meet the changing needs
of their workforce. However, all effective programs seem to have two things in common.
First, they are designed to reward effective employee performance behavior and enhance
employees’ satisfaction and commitment. In other words, effective recognition systems
lead to improved employee performance and retention. Second, they are designed to meet
the specific and changing needs of the employees. Simply put, a recognition system that
worked in the past or in one enterprise may have little value in another. This is why many
firms have gone through a trial-and-error approach before they have settled into a unique
system that works best today for their employees. Thus, recognition programs often vary
widely from company to company—and many of them are highly creative. For example,
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one expert on implementing recognition systems offers the following creative, but practi-
cal, suggestions:82

1. Select a pad of Post-it Notes in a color that nobody uses and make it your “praising pad.”
Acknowledge your employees for work well done by writing your kudos on your prais-
ing pad.

2. Hire a caterer to bring in lunch once a week. Besides showing your respect and appreci-
ation, this encourages mingling and the sharing of information, knowledge, ideas, and
innovative solutions.

3. To get a team motivated during an important project, have them design a simple logo for
the assignment. This will give the team not only a sense of camaraderie and cohesion,
but also group identification and focus.

These tidbits represent useful suggestions, but many companies have gone much further
by designing formal recognition systems that align their overall objectives (increased pro-
ductivity, reduced cost, better-quality products and customer service, and even higher prof-
itability) and employee performance behaviors. For example, at Dierbergs Family Market,
a supermarket chain in Missouri, the firm has created what it calls the “Extra Step” pro-
gram. This formal recognition program is designed to reward employees who are proactive
in meeting customer needs. The objective of the program is twofold: make the company a
place where employees love to work and keep customers coming back. In achieving this,
the company rewards workers who go out of their way to do things for customers. For
example, in one case, a customer left some of her purchases at one of the stores during a
snowstorm. The store manager did not want any of the employees going out in the
inclement weather, so he called a cab and paid the driver to deliver the packages she had
left behind. In another case, an employee on his way to work recognized a good customer
trying to change a flat tire. He went over, introduced himself as working for Dierbergs, and
changed the tire for the customer.

These “extra steps” are rewarded by Dierbergs in a number of ways, including gift cer-
tificates, movie passes, and even lunch with the chief executive officer. They also help the
company achieve its objectives of increased revenues through word-of-mouth advertising
(the best form, at no cost) and repeat business, customer satisfaction, and employee pro-
ductivity and retention. Customer feedback has been overwhelmingly complimentary, and
the firm’s turnover rate has rapidly declined, in an industry where labor turnover is
extremely high. For its efforts, Dierbergs was given an Award for Best Business Practices
for Motivating and Retaining Employees.

Dierbergs is not alone. A growing number of firms are finding that well-structured and
implemented employee recognition reward systems yield very positive cost-benefit results.
In particular, formal recognition systems have become important in the hotel and restaurant
industry, where annual turnover rates of 100 percent are typical. Firms that have imple-
mented recognition systems have experienced dramatic improvement in retention of their
best employees. For example, at the Hotel Sofitel Minneapolis the director of human
resources has reported that thanks to the organization’s recognition system, annual turnover
has declined significantly. One of the most successful plans in its system is called the
Sofitel Service Champions. This program is inexpensive to monitor and all employees par-
ticipate. It works this way: When employees do something noteworthy, they are given a lit-
tle slip of paper by a customer or a manager. This resembles a French franc (that goes with
the Hotel’s French theme), and when an employee gets three of these francs, he or she
receives a $35 gift certificate that can be redeemed at one of the hotel’s restaurants. Seven
francs can be exchanged for dinner at one of the restaurants or a $35 gift certificate
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redeemable at any area store or restaurant. Ten francs entitles the person to a day off with
pay or a $50 gift certificate that can be used in any store or restaurant in the area.

Another successful component in the Sofitel recognition system is the Team Member of
the Month program. These members are chosen from one of the department teams within
the hotel (e.g., housekeeping, receiving, room service, accounting, front office, etc). Each
department director fills out a nomination form with the name of the team member who is
believed to have done something outstanding that month. If chosen, the employee receives
a $50 check, a special luncheon honoring the recipient in the employee cafeteria, a picture
taken with the general manager and the direct report manager, which is placed in a display
case, and a specially designated parking spot. If a person is nominated but does not win, the
individual still remains eligible for the next three months. All monthly winners and nomi-
nees are tracked throughout the year and are eligible for the Team Member of the Year
Award. This winner is given either $500 or a trip to one of the other Sofitel Hotels in North
America.

A key success factor in such public recognition plans is that it is viewed as being fair,
and those not recognized agree that recipients are deserving. At Sofitel the recognition pro-
grams are continually changed based on input from the employees. One of the additions to
the recognition system at Sofitel is a recognition program called Department Appreciation
Days. Each month, one department is chosen to be recognized by another. The recognition
is typically something small and inexpensive, such as a jar of cookies, and has proven to be
very popular with the personnel and departments and has led to constructive, friendly com-
petition to win this award.

Other organizations use similar approaches to recognizing and praising their people.
(See the accompanying OB in Action: Some Easy Ways to Recognize Employees.) For
example, at the Fremont Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas, a large portion of the human
resource budget is set aside for recognition programs. One of these is called “Personality
with a Hustle” and is designed to encourage employees to do everything they can to proac-
tively help customers stay and play at the Fremont. Personnel who do so can end up being
nominated as employee of the month. Winners are given $100, dinner for two at any of the
company’s restaurants, two tickets to a show, a special parking spot, and an Employee of the
Month jacket. They are also eligible to win the Employee of the Year Award, which entitles
them to an extra week’s vacation, an all-expense-paid trip to Hawaii with $250 spending
money, and a dinner for two with the company’s chief executive officer.

In addition to these representative types of recognition systems, there are many other
innovative, fun recognition awards in today’s firms. At First Chicago, for example, there are
Felix and Oscar awards (based on the characters in The Odd Couple) given to employees
with the neatest and messiest work areas. At Chevron USA in San Francisco, an employee
who is recognized for an outstanding accomplishment is immediately brought to a large
treasure chest and is allowed to choose an item from the box: a coffee mug, pen-and-pencil
set, gift certificate, or movie tickets. At Goodmeasure, a management consulting firm in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, a person who does something outstanding is given an “Atta
Person” award. At Mary Kay Cosmetics, pink Cadillacs, mink coats, and diamond rings are
given to their leading sellers. At Hewlett-Packard, marketers send pistachio nuts to sales-
people who excel or who close an important sale. Salespeople at Octocom Systems in
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, receive a place setting of china each month for meeting their
quota. In a different, and for the long run perhaps questionable, approach, at Microage
Computer in Tempe, Arizona, employees who come to work late are fined, and this money
is passed out to people who arrive on time. The Commander of the Tactical Air Command
of the U.S. Air Force rewards individuals whose suggestions are implemented with bronze,
silver, and gold buttons to wear on their uniforms.83
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In some cases, recognition awards are delivered on the spot for a job well done. For
example, at Kimley-Horn, a big engineering firm in North Carolina, at any time, for any
reason, without permission, any employee can award a $55 recognition check ($50 plus
$5 for tax payment) paid by the company to any other employee. As the HR director
notes, “Any employee who does something exceptional receives recognition from peers
within minutes.”84 In a recent year, 6,174 such awards ($339,570) were made with very
little oversight and virtually no abuses. In another example, at Tricon, a spin-off of
PepsiCo that has become the world’s largest restaurant company in units and second
behind McDonald’s in sales, the chief executive officer gave a Pizza Hut general man-
ager a foam cheesehead for achieving a crew turnover rate of 56 percent in an industry
where 200 percent is the norm. Commenting on the event, the CEO noted, “I wondered
why anyone would be moved by getting a cheesehead, but I’ve seen people cry. People
love recognition.”85 Yet, as pointed out at the beginning of this section, this powerful
reward is still being underutilized, as seen by the results of a survey in which 96 percent
of the respondents said that they had an unfulfilled need to be recognized for their work
contributions.86 As the now deceased head of the Gallup Organization Don Clifton used
to say, “I’ve never met an employee who was suffering from too much recognition.” A more

OB in Action: Some Easy Ways to Recognize Employees

Employees never seem to tire of recognition. In psycho-
logical terms, they do not seem to become satiated, or
filled up with recognition as they do, say, with food or
even money. For some, in fact, the more recognition
they get, the more they want. Fortunately, it is not diffi-
cult to recognize people, and there are many ways in
which it can be done. Some of the easiest and represen-
tative ways are the following:

1. Practice giving concentrated, focused recognition by
calling deserving employees into your office and
thanking them for doing an outstanding job. During
this interaction, focus is only on the detailed recog-
nition and nothing else, so that the effect is not
diluted by the discussion of other matters.

2. Buy a trophy and give it to the most deserving
employee in the unit or department. Inscribe the
individual’s name on the trophy, but leave room for
additional names. To help ensure fairness and
acceptance, at the end of a month, have this recipi-
ent choose the next member of the unit to be rec-
ognized and explain why this individual was chosen.

3. Recognize an employee who is located in another
locale and does not get a chance to visit the home
office very often. Deal with this “out of sight, out of
mind” problem by faxing, e-mailing, or leaving a
voice mail for the person that says “thank you for a
job well done.”

4. Write a note that recognizes an individual’s contri-
butions during the last pay period and attach this
note to the person’s paycheck.

5. When you get a raise or a promotion, acknowledge
the role that was played by your support staff by
taking all of them out to lunch. In sports, a smart
quarterback who receives all the attention for a win
will always recognize especially his line in front of
him and may even take these “unsung heroes” out
for dinner or buy them something.

6. Take a picture of someone who is being congratu-
lated by his or her manager. Give a copy of the
photo to the employee and put another copy in a
prominent location for everyone to see.

7. Have a senior manager come by and attend one of
your team meetings during which you recognize
people for their accomplishments.

8. Invite your work team or department to your house
on a Saturday evening to celebrate their completion
of a project or attainment of a particularly impor-
tant work milestone.

9. Recognize the outstanding skill or expertise of an
individual by assigning the person an employee to
mentor, thus demonstrating both your trust and
your respect.

10. The next time you hear a positive remark made
about someone, repeat it to that person as soon as
possible.

11. Stay alert to the types of praise and recognition that
employees seem to like the best and use these as
often as possible.

12. Catch people doing things right—and let them
know!
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visible and much more costly form of organizational reward system involves the benefits
that are provided to employees.

BENEFITS AS ORGANIZATIONAL REWARDS

Every permanent employee receives benefits, even though they often seem to be unaware
and not know the usually high monetary value of these benefits. For example, a recent sur-
vey indicated that 50 percent of Americans spend more time filing their taxes and doing
their holiday shopping than they do reviewing and trying to understand their benefit
choices. As one benefits expert noted, “Employees can be overwhelmed with the variety of
health care and retirement choices offered to them.”87 Even though employees may not be
aware, the fact is that benefits constitute a large percentage of most company’s expenses. In
recent years these costs have been escalating. For example, over the past decade premiums
for health coverage alone have increased well over 75 percent and the employees normally
pay only a small portion of that cost.88 Benefit costs to employers range between 30 to 35
percent of wages and salaries. So a company that is paying an employee $70,000 annually
is spending an additional $22,000 in benefits including life and health insurance, a pension
plan, mandated government benefits such as Social Security, vacation time, and so forth.

Although some managers and small business owners question the high cost of benefits,
many believe that it is money well spent because it is a vital part of the organization’s
reward system and helps attract, maintain, and retain outstanding employees. This reason-
ing is known as efficiency wage theory and holds that firms can save money and become
more productive if they pay higher wages and better benefits because they are able to hire
and leverage the best talent. This theory is particularly useful in explaining the importance
of offering benefits that appeal to and are needed by today’s employees to make them satis-
fied, stress free, and productive. For example, in recent years, with so many women in the
workforce, a growing number of companies have been helping their people deal with
family-related challenges by providing on-site day care, dual parental maternity leave, and
flexible work hours so individuals who have young children or elderly relatives who need
their assistance can deal with these issues.

In general, the benefits portion of the organizational reward system can be categorized
in a number of different ways. The following examines both the traditional and newly
emerging benefits used in today’s organizational reward system.

Traditionally Offered Benefits
Commonly offered benefits are of two types: those that must be offered because they are
required by law and those that most organizations typically have given to their personnel.
When benefits are used as part of the organizational reward system, these are standard
offerings and, for the most part, differ very little from one organization to another.

Federal Government–Mandated Benefits
One traditional government-mandated benefit is Social Security. The initial purpose of
Social Security, officially known as the Old Age Survivors and Disability Insurance
Program, was to provide limited income to retired people to supplement such things as their
personal savings, private pensions, and part-time work earnings. Both employees and
employers are required to pay a Social Security tax. Additionally, both employees and their
employer pay Medicare taxes. In turn, this federal government–mandated program pays
both a retirement benefit and Medicare benefits, although payments will vary depending on
a number of factors such as the age at which the person elects to start receiving payments.
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Another mandated benefit is workers’ compensation. This is insurance that covers
individuals who suffer a job-related illness or accident. Employers pay the cost of this
insurance.

Other mandated programs that are offered to employees do not specify a particular ben-
efit, but they do require the employer to take specific types of actions. For example, the
Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 covered in Chapter 2 requires all organizations with
50 or more employees to grant any worker who has been employed there for at least one
year an unpaid leave of up to 12 weeks for childbirth, the adoption of a child, to care for a
family member with a serious health problem, or because of a personal health problem.
During this period, all of the employee’s existing health benefits must remain intact, and the
individual must be allowed to return to the same or an equivalent job after the leave.

Another mandated program is the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974,
which requires that if an employer sets up a pension fund for employees and deducts con-
tributions to that fund, the company must follow certain guidelines. These guidelines
restrict the firm’s freedom to take money out of the fund and provides formulas for
employee vesting (when the employee has a right to the employer’s contributions to the
fund) and portability (the employee’s ability to transfer funds to a different retirement
account). A third mandated program is the result of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of
1978, which protects a woman from being fired because she is pregnant. A fourth program
is a result of the Economic Recovery Act of 1981, which allows employees to make tax-
deductible contributions to a pension, savings, or an individual retirement account (IRA).
All of these programs provide government-mandated benefits to employees.

Life, Disability, and Health Insurance
Another major category of traditional benefits consists of insurance coverage. Virtually all
large (but less than half of those with 10 or fewer employees) companies offer health insur-
ance to their employees and pay a major portion of the premiums for this coverage.
However, about three-quarters (and growing) of U.S. employers do require employee par-
ticipants to share the health costs via deductibles, coinsurance, copayments, and other
means.89 Life insurance is often based on the individual’s annual salary so that the premium
provides protection, for example, for two times the person’s yearly salary. Additionally,
employers often make disability insurance available for a minimum premium fee.

In recent years, even though health coverage costs are rapidly escalating, they have
become an expected benefit. Thus, firms are trying to manage for cost containment through
copayment and preferred providers in order to compete for top employees and retain the
best. In fact, many employers are expanding coverage to encompass a variety of health care
including prescription drugs, vision care products, mental health services, and dental care.
Over half of employees are enrolled in preferred provider organization (PPO) plans and
less than half have the option to join a health maintenance organization (HMO) that offers
medical and health services on a prepaid basis. This HMO approach has seemed to run its
course and now an increasing number of firms are implementing what are sometimes called
“disease management programs.” As explained:

Disease management programs are a sophisticated version of old-style preventative medicine.
Rather than rationing services through managed care, employers throw lots of early medical
attention at chronically ill workers, who absorb about 60 percent of all health dollars.90

Another example would be the growing recognition by companies of the costs of obesity
(now estimated by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to affect one of three
adults). Having overweight employees not only affects a firm’s health care costs, but also
lost productivity due to absenteeism. One report estimated that obesity costs a company
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with a thousand employees an extra $395,000 per year and, for private employers in gen-
eral, obesity-related costs stemming from medical expenditures and work loss amount to
$45 billion annually.91 An increasing number of firms are trying to combat this increasing
problem through preventative programs. For example, VSM Abrasives, a sandpaper manu-
facturer in Missouri, offers cash and time-off incentives for employees who maintain or
lose weight and have saved 10–15 percent on annual insurance claims.92

Pension Benefits
In addition to the pension benefits that are provided by Social Security, most organizations
today have also established private pension plans. Contributions are generally made by both
the employer and employee, and there are a variety of plans available. Two of the most pop-
ular are individual retirement accounts (IRAs) and 401(k) plans that allow employees to
save money on a tax-deferred basis by entering into salary-deferral agreements with the
employer. These built-up funds are then available to the employee in retirement and typi-
cally provide far more money than the monthly Social Security checks from the federal
government. Many of these plans are invested in stock and when the market goes up these
pension plans do very well, but of course when the stock values go down, as they did at the
end of 2008, the pensions of many people take a big hit.

Time-Off Benefit
Another common benefit, often taken for granted by many, is paid time off. In the accom-
panying OB in Action: You Can’t Make More Time, Randy Pausch, the college professor
who gave the famous “last lectures” while he was dying of cancer, passionately points out
that time is indeed a precious gift. Increasingly, this message of the importance of more
free time is being taken to heart by employers as an effective benefit for their employees.
For example, retailer Eddie Bauer focuses on making sure its benefit programs give time
back to employees, help employees save time, and equate the saving of time with money.
One such benefit at Eddie Bauer was to have employees save time by having services on the
corporate campus such as dry cleaning and film developing pick-up and delivery, an ATM
machine, a gym, will preparation, and flu shots. This firm believes that employee time sav-
ing results in productivity and retention. An innovative way to meet corporate social
responsibility objectives would be to give employees paid time off to do charitable and vol-
unteer work in the community. There is evidence that such a benefit helps in recruiting and
retaining top talent.93

The more traditional time benefit is vacation time. In most organizations employees are
entitled to at least one week of vacation with pay after being with the firm for one year, and
by the end of five years, most are given at least two weeks and, in some cases, as many as
four. Moreover, some firms will pay, say, 1.5 times the person’s weekly salary for every
week of vacation that the individual forgoes, and some employers allow people to accumu-
late vacation time and, at some point, pay them for any unused time.

Another form of time off is paid religious holidays. Still another is paid sick leave. In
many organizations individuals are given a predetermined number of sick days per year,
such as six, whereas in others there is no limit. Finally, many firms give paid personal leave
such as a day to attend the funeral of a friend or relative or for simply any personal reasons.

Newer Types of Benefits
In recent years, a number of newer types of benefits have emerged and are gaining in pop-
ularity. One example of these is wellness programs, and another, mentioned earlier in this
section, is assistance with family-related responsibilities. These, in addition to others, are
emerging as an important part of today’s organizational reward system.
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Wellness Programs
Wellness programs, which will also be discussed in Chapter 9 on coping with stress, are a spe-
cial type of benefit program that focuses on keeping employees from becoming physically
and/or mentally ill. There is considerable evidence that employees who exercise regularly and
maintain or lose excess weight are less likely to take sick days and thus reduce health insur-
ance premiums and lost productive time. As a result, more and more firms are now encour-
aging their people to work out regularly by installing a gymnasium or workout center on the
premises or offering to finance at least part of the cost of joining a local health club. Another
wellness practice is to encourage employees to exercise by giving them a financial payment
such as $1 for every mile they jog during the year. So a person who jogs three miles a day at
the company gym will earn $15 a week. As indicated earlier in the chapter, some also encour-
age their people to keep their weight under control, and individuals who are too heavy are

OB in Action: You Can’t Make More Time

Randy Pausch’s Heartfelt Views on Using Time 
to the Fullest
Randy Pausch was truly passionate about the benefits of
time management. He was asked to write this not long
before his death on July 25, 2008 at age 47, and he was
excited to have the opportunity. In fact, it led to one of
the last e-mails I got from him, which was full of excla-
mation points and closed with the word “AWESOME!”
In the end, he didn’t have the energy to finish it. Thus,
his friends have put the following together using the
phrases he used many times.

So you’ve decided to take the time to read this arti-
cle. Every moment of our lives requires this kind of deci-
sion, which is the fundamental time-management
question: Should I do X, or should I do Y?

All his life, Randy Pausch knew time was a gift. He
was always logical about time, sometimes to the point of
exasperating his friends with comments about the size
of their in-boxes. But his reverence for hours, minutes—
even seconds—served him well.

He would stand before a room full of students and tell
them time was their most precious commodity. They all
knew they had finite money, but they lived as if they had
infinite time. “You can always make more money later,”
Randy would say. “But you can’t make more time.” Time,
like money, he explained, must be explicitly managed.

He had all sorts of practical advice for work. Stand
while on the phone. (You’ll be more eager to finish up.)
Avoid copying five people on an e-mail when you want
something done. (Each will assume that one of the other
four is going to step up to the plate.) Minimize interrup-
tions. (Turn off the “new e-mail” pop-up alert or shut
down e-mail during your good working hours.)

Other tips were reminders of the big picture. Do the
“ugliest” thing first—everything else will come more
easily after that. Make time for the important things,
not just for critical things; it is all too easy to spend

time fighting fires rather than doing the necessary
deep thinking. And recognize that the best reason to
save time in your work is to increase time with your
family.

SO LITTLE OF IT LEFT
Toward the end of his life, Randy became something of
a poster boy for the limits of time. Last September he
gave a “last lecture” at Carnegie Mellon. He talked
about the joys of life and how much he appreciated it,
even with so little of his own left. It was a talk for his stu-
dents and colleagues, but because it was recorded, he
hoped it could be a message to his three kids, too.

Footage of the talk unexpectedly spread online, and
he heard from thousands of people. (As a result, another
lecture of his, on time management, was widely
watched online, too.) Many wanted to know if his views
on time changed as he got closer to the end of his life.
But there were no great epiphanies. “Everything now is
more so,” he told people.

He lived longer than doctors predicted, and he
mapped out that “extra” time with fervor. He went on a
few romantic trips with his wife, Jai. He made a point of
doing memorable activities with his children, such as
swimming with dolphins and visiting Disney World. He
was trying to give his kids—ages 2, 3, and 6—vivid mem-
ories of their time together.

Even before the last stages of his illness, people asked
him how to best prioritize their time. His answer was
simple: “If I don’t do X, will it matter? And if I have to
pick either X or Y, which one is more important? At the
end of my life, which of these things will I be glad I did?”
Time is all we have. And, like Randy, we may find one
day we have less than we think.

Note: Randy Pausch’s time-management lecture is
viewable at www.thelastlecture.com.
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paid to lose the extra weight. For example, a firm may pay $10 for every pound an employee
loses. Of course, once the individual has reached the weight recommended by the doctor, this
weight must stay off. If the person gains it back, the individual may have to pay the firm $10
for every pound above the doctor’s recommended limit. Many firms find that these are small
sums to pay when contrasted with the cost of having someone, for example, out of work six
days a year due to poor health. In fact, in order to encourage everyone to stay healthy, some
organizations pay people for unused sick days. So those who are in good health have an incen-
tive to maintain this status. Finally, a growing number of large firms have on-site health care
services that primarily focus on prevention rather than treatment.94

Life Cycle Benefits
Another popular group of new benefits comes under the heading of what collectively are
being called “life cycle” benefits. These are based on a person’s stage of life and include
such things as child care and elder care.

Child care benefits are extremely popular and many of the “best places to work” such as
the software development firm SAS have on-site day care. Employees can drop off their
child at the day care center, come by and have lunch with the child, and then pick up the
youngster after work and drive home together. In a few instances, firms have even installed
TV cameras so employees can view and keep track of their child throughout the day in the
center. One of the primary benefits of this program is the elimination of day care costs,
which can run well over $100 a week, as well as spending quality time with the child before,
during, and after work, or, in the case of the TV-monitored systems, during the workday.

Elder care takes a number of different forms. One of the most common is referral ser-
vices, which can be used by an employee who has a disabled parent or one who needs con-
stant care. Another form is long-term health care insurance, which provides for nursing
homes or at-home care.

Another popular benefit is employee assistance programs (EAPs for short), which were
originally designed to assist employees who had problems with alcohol. In recent times,
EAPs deal with drug abuse and now have generally expanded into marital problems and
financial planning. The purpose of these programs is to provide help to employees in deal-
ing with personal problems that can negatively impact their lives and their job performance.
The use of EAPs should be kept confidential so that employees are not hesitant to use the
services for fear of career repercussions.

Other Benefits
In recent years a number of other benefits have begun to appear, many of them offered by
especially innovative companies. One is concierge services that help employees choose
gifts for presents, get tickets to concerts, schedule home or auto repairs, and so forth.
Another is the use of tuition assistance to help employees obtain a college education or
advanced degree. A third is the use of noninsured benefit programs that help low-wage and
part-time workers purchase medicines and medical assistance at a discount. Still another
example is prepaid legal plans that offer a variety of services such as legal advice, wills and
estate planning, and investment counseling. Finally, some firms just come up with rela-
tively small, but still effective benefits for their employees. For example, at the accounting
firm KPMG, employees received a hot summer surprise: six pints of gourmet ice cream,
toppings, and a scooper; the L.A. law firm DLA Piper recently whisked 400 employees and
their families off to Disneyland for the day; in Dallas the PR firm Weber Shandwick
encourages employees to use their expense account to pay for cab rides after drinking alco-
hol; and Safeco, Microsoft, and IBM offer employees work-from-home opportunities and
subsidies for alternative transportation.95
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Flexible, Cafeteria-Style Benefits
Every organization has its own way of providing/administering the benefit package, but in
recent years a growing number have begun offering flexible, cafeteria-style benefit plans.
Just like most firms today96 offer their employees flexible times for arriving and departing
work (see Chapter 2), they also offer plans that allow employees self-control and choice
over the benefits received. Employees are allowed to put together their own package by
choosing those benefits that best meet their personal needs. Under this arrangement, the
organization will establish a budgeted amount that it is willing to spend per employee, and
the individual is then allowed to decide how to spend this money. For example, some
employees may want more life insurance because they have a young family, whereas others
may prefer to spend more on health insurance coverage because they have a spouse with a
debilitating illness.

There is evidence that these cafeteria-style programs can lead to increased satisfaction
and reduced turnover.97 However, organizations have also found that these plans can be
somewhat expensive to administer because there are many different types of benefit pack-
ages, and someone has to keep track of what each person has chosen. Additionally, employ-
ees are usually allowed to make changes in their package on an annual basis, further
complicating the problem of administering the benefits and the accompanying tax implica-
tions.98 Finally, even though employees seem to like cafeteria-style benefit plans, there is
no assurance that they always make rational decisions.99 For example, young employees
with families may opt to deal only with more immediate concerns such as better hospital
coverage for their spouse and children and completely ignore the benefits of contributing to
a retirement program for their future.

In summary, benefits are clearly an important component of the organizational reward
system. Unfortunately, because they are so common and everyone gets them, their value as
a reward often goes unnoticed. Benefits are too often taken for granted and are considered to
be an entitlement and thus become a hollow reward for employee performance and retention.

Summary This chapter examines reward systems as an important part of the organizational context
for organizational behavior. For most organizations, pay dominates the organizational
reward system. There is considerable evidence that pay is vital not only for hiring and
retaining talented employees, but also if properly administered for its positive impact on
desirable outcomes such as productivity, quality, and customer service. In particular, pay
provides employees with the opportunity to meet both lower-level maintenance and upper-
level growth and achievement needs. The challenge for managers is to administer rewards
properly. In particular, this means setting up pay systems that allow employees to know the
outcomes that are to be rewarded, that measure these outcomes as fairly and objectively as
possible, and that tie monetary incentives directly to the results.

Pay administration takes several forms. Traditional methods include base salary and
merit pay. Both of these, however, are often insufficient for retaining talented people.
Organizations have to offer incentives for desirable outcomes. As a result, pay-for-
performance systems are in place in many firms. These include both individual and group
incentive plans. Common examples of individual incentives include commissions based
directly on sales or work output, bonuses, and stock options. Group incentives include gain
sharing, profit sharing, and employee stock ownership plans.

In recent years many organizations have realized that they must develop new pay
approaches. One example is the use of commissions that go beyond sales to outcomes such
as customer service. Others include skill pay that is based on employees’ demonstrating
completion of training and competency in particular job-related skills, competency pay that
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is based on rewarding people for abstract knowledge or competencies related to things such
as technology or leadership, and broadbanding in which salary levels are collapsed into a
small number of salary grades with broad pay ranges.

Another important but often overlooked component of organizational reward systems is
recognition. In contrast to money, recognition is easier to control for an individual supervi-
sor or manager and can be easily altered to meet the individual employee needs. Social
recognition is provided by managers/supervisors contingent on performing desirable
behaviors and is given more detailed attention in Chapter 12 on behavioral performance
management. As part of the organizational reward system discussed in this chapter, formal
recognition systems can innovatively provide awards for desirable outcomes, and many
actual examples are provided.

Benefits are the third major component of organizational reward systems. Some of these
benefits are mandated by the federal government (e.g., Social Security and workers’ com-
pensation). However, numerous other benefits are received by today’s permanent employ-
ees (not by temps, and this is a major problem for them). Examples include paid vacations,
days off for religious holidays, personal leave, life and health insurance, and pensions. In
addition there are benefits that have emerged in recent years that are proving quite popular.
Examples include wellness programs, child care benefits, employee assistance programs
(EAPs), tuition assistance, prepaid legal expenses, and a host of other perks. In recent years
the value of benefits as part of the reward system has increased, but so has the cost. The
challenge for today’s management is to make sure there is a favorable cost-benefit ratio and
go beyond what is required by law to contribute to desired outcomes such as retention and
performance.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
The systematic administration of pay-for-performance reward systems can increase
employee performance.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[19 studies; 2,818 participants; (1) d = 1.36 for pay incentive in manufacturing firms;
(2) d = 1.82 for pay incentive combined with performance feedback and social recognition
in manufacturing settings; (3) d = .42 for pay incentive in service organizations; (4) d = .89
for pay incentive combined with performance feedback in service organizations (there
were no studies with this combination in manufacturing); and (5) d = .27 for pay incentive
combined with performance feedback and social recognition in service organizations]
On average, there is a:

1. 83 percent probability that a systematically administered pay-for-performance reward
system to employees in manufacturing settings will increase their performance more
than those who do not receive this approach;

2. 90 percent probability that a systematically administered pay combined with social
recognition and feedback-for-performance reward system to employees in manufactur-
ing settings will increase their performance more than those who do not receive this
approach;
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3. 62 percent probability that a systematically administered pay-for-performance reward
system to employees in service organizations will increase their performance more than
those who do not receive this approach;

4. 74 percent probability that a systematically administered pay combined with feed-
back-for-performance reward system to employees in service organizations will
increase their performance more than those who do not receive this approach; and

5. 58 percent probability that a systematically administered pay combined with social
recognition and feedback-for-performance reward system to employees in service
organizations will increase their performance more than those who do not receive this
approach.

As the preceding probability statements reflect, moderator analyses revealed that the
impact of the systematically administered pay (and its combinations with social recogni-
tion and feedback) varied depending on the type of organization. As indicated, the pay-for-
performance reward system had a bigger impact in manufacturing than in service
organizations.

Conclusion:
As discussed in this chapter, although there are a variety of techniques in organizational
reward systems, pay is the one that comes to the forefront in any discussion or analysis.
There is an automatic assumption that pay has a positive effect on employee performance.
Despite this assumption and the popularity of money as a reward, managers are still search-
ing for answers of effective ways to increase the incentive effects of money. Pay for per-
formance or incentive pay is one answer because it supposedly links pay directly to
performance results. It motivates employees because it gives something extra—compensa-
tion above and beyond basic wages or salaries. However, just as there have been problems
with pay in general, as the chapter points out, there have also been mixed results with pay
for performance. One way to improve pay for performance is to systematically administer
the plan so that employees can clearly see the contingent (i.e., the if-then) relationship
between their behaviors, the resulting performance, and what they are paid. One way to sys-
tematically administer such a pay-for-performance plan is through the behavioral manage-
ment steps that will be given attention in Chapter 12. Such a systematic application of pay
for performance, as was shown in the meta-analysis reported here, can have a positive
impact on employee performance.

Source: Alexander D. Stajkovic and Fred Luthans, “A Meta-Analysis of the Effects of Organizational
Behavior Modification on Task Performance,” Academy of Management Journal, Vol. 40, No. 5, 1997,
pp. 1122–1149.

Questions for
Discussion and
Review

1. In what way does agency theory provide understanding for pay as an important compo-
nent of the organizational reward system?

2. Is pay an effective organizational reward? Does the fact that the chief executive officer
makes 20 times as much as the lowest-paid member of the company have any effect on
the value of pay as a determinant of organizational performance?

3. “The team with the highest payroll usually ends up in the World Series.” How does this
statement relate to the importance of pay as a reward?

4. Why have many organizations begun to supplement their traditional pay systems with “pay-
for-performance” plans? Of these plans, what about individual versus group incentives?
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5. How can the so-called new pay techniques help solve some of the major challenges fac-
ing today’s organizations? Give some specific examples.

6. Why have more and more firms begun developing recognition programs as part of their
organizational reward system? Why not just give people more money?

7. What role do benefits play in the organizational reward system? How can these costly
benefits contribute more to desirable organizational outcomes?

Internet
Exercise:
Rewards in the
Workplace

Visit Web sites such as http://www.adcentive.com and http://www
.corporaterewards.com/index.cfm?track_id=1314. Here you will find various ideas
on how to use and implement various reward and incentive systems. Find various tips and
programs currently being used by organizations. Also, search under “pay for performance”
to see other developments of this type of reward system.

1. From information you gained from the Web sites, how do you think these suggestions
could influence work behavior? Which ones do you think will work better than others?
Why?

2. Using a search engine to go to specific companies, what other types of reward systems
can you find? Give the specifics and critique their value to improving performance in the
workplace.

Real Case: CEOs Get Fewer Perks

New SEC rules requiring companies to disclose perks
that cost more than $10,000 lead to a decline in swanky
extras

It may still be good to be king, but increasingly the
job is coming with fewer perks. In its third annual
study of fringe benefits for chief executives, compen-
sation research firm Equilar found that the median val-
ues of seven of the nine major CEO perquisites that it
tracks—from persona1 aircraft use to country club
memberships—were down or remained flat from 2006
to 2001. The prevalence of such swanky extras fell too,
with most categories showing lower rates of occur-
rence this year.

The decline is an expected result of SEC rules that
went into effect last year. The new rules stipulate that
companies disclose perks that cost more than $10,000,
far lower than the previous $50,000 threshold. With a
brighter spotlight on lavish extras that could prove
embarrassing to a company, more boards have been
ending or reducing CEO benefits. “For many sharehold-
ers, the presence of excessive perquisites has become an
acid test on governance,” says David Wise, a senior con-
sultant in the compensation practice at management
consulting firm Hay Group.

In addition, more disclosure may explain some of
the increases that remain, such as the prevalence of
corporate housing benefıts, says Equilar research
manager Alexander Cwirko-Godycki, which may not
have been disclosed separately in the past. Some
companies, especially after the SEC sent letters to
companies last fall asking for more detail on com-
pensation decisions, are choosing to disclose more
than what’s required. Others may be disclosing more
because, due to the timing of their fıscal calendar, this
was the fırst year they were required to fıle under the
new regulations.

Beefed-Up Security at Dell
Still, the study, which examines perks for CEOs of the
95 largest public companies by revenue, did show two
increases that ran counter to the overall trend. Tax pay-
ments on perks and benefits—extra cash to make up for
taxes assessed for the imputed income of fringe bene-
fits for CEOs—actually rose in value this year by
43.6%, from a median of $23,951 in 2006 to $34,396 in
2007. [These payments are separate from the tax
“gross-ups,” as they’re often called, that some CEOs
receive for their severance packages.] That’s surprising,”
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says Cwirko-Godycki, especially given how much
attention has been paid to this issue. “Perks have always
been a controversial issue; paying the taxes on top of
the perks has been even more so.”

Meanwhile, the median value of personal and home
security benefits for CEOs also increased by 14.4%,
from $25,609 to $29,291. But Cwirko-Godycki is quick
to point out that the value would have actually fallen this
year had it not been for one significant outlier: Michael
Dell, who received $l,034,750 in security benefits. [The
amount was similar to what Dell earned as chairman the
year before, but he was included in Equilar’s study only
after returning as CEO in early 2007.] In a statement to
BusinessWeek, a spokesman for Round Rock, Texas–
based Dell (DELL) says the company does not consider
the security payments a perk, but a business-related
expense mandated by the board. The company also says
the amount of security Michael Dell receives is determined

with consideration that he is a recognizable industry
leader and public figure worldwide.

Most perks, however, declined in value or preva-
lence. The median value of club memberships dropped
most significantly, falling 64% from $11,070 in 2006 to
$3,996 in 2007. Financial planning fees were down
9.2%, from $17,156 to $15,575. And personal use of
aircraft, the perk that most “seems to get under share-
holders’ skin,” says Hay Group’s Wise, also fell. In
2007, the median outlay for CEOs flying on corporate
jets was $109,743, down 9.8% from $121,676 in 2006.

1. Make a case both for and against executive perks. Do
you agree that such perks should be cut? Why?

2. Do you think paying the taxes on top of the perks is
ethical?

3. Would you turn down the perks if you ever become a
CEO?

Real Case: Rewarding Teamwork in the Plains

In the past, most reward systems have been geared to the
individual employee. However, with the emergence of
teams in most of today’s organizations, systems are
being revamped to reward teamwork. A good example is
Behlen Manufacturing Company in Columbus,
Nebraska. The 1,100 mostly production employees are
organized into 32 teams. Some of these teams have only
a handful of members, whereas others have as many as
60. Although each individual receives a relatively low
base-pay component, the rest of the compensation is
variable and is determined in a number of different
ways, including how one’s team is performing.

The centerpiece of the manufacturing company’s
variable-reward plan is gain sharing, an increasingly pop-
ular form of compensation whereby all members share a
usually fixed percentage of the documented savings or
performance gain accomplished by the team. Behlen
employees can earn monthly gain sharing of up to $1 an
hour when their teams meet productivity goals. The CEO
explained this team reward system as follows: “If you’re
in a group that makes stock tanks, for example, from the
start of the process to the end of the process, over all
shifts, all month long, if the team achieves certain levels
of productivity, each of its members is rewarded any-
where from 0 cents to $1 an hour for every hour worked

in that area.” Documentation of the gains is based on
actual pounds of products, so that everyone on the team
knows exactly how well their team is doing.

Another part of the company’s variable-reward sys-
tem involves profit sharing. Employees receive 20 per-
cent of the profits. In recent years this has resulted in
everyone’s getting a profit-sharing bonus equivalent to
three weeks’ salary. Still another part of the reward
package is the employee stock ownership plan. Each
employee receives company stock equal in value to 2
percent of his or her base salary each year. Senior
managers in the company participate in the same
reward system as the workers, receiving the same pro-
portional benefits. However, in the case of managers,
performance is calculated on the gross margin of their
business unit before selling and administrative costs
are deducted.

How well has this company in the middle of the
Great Plains performed with this organizational reward
system? In each of the eight years this pay plan has been
in place, performance has exceeded top management’s
expectations. In addition to the $5 million the firm saved
because of safety, quality, and efficiency ideas that were
submitted through the teams, the company has exceeded
its profit goals each year. In fact, in the most recent
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reported year profits were $1 million greater than expec-
tations. The CEO explained it this way, “As people
focused in on their gain-sharing opportunities—and
they’ve understood their profit-sharing opportunities—
we’re seeing positive productivity improvements in
every corner of the plant.”

1. Explain the organizational reward system this firm
uses.

2. Although this reward system has obviously been
very effective, what more can be done? What specific
recommendations would you make?

3. What if the agricultural economy goes bad and
the sales of this agribusiness company greatly
decreases? What will be the impact on the reward
system this company uses, and what would you now
recommend?

Real Case: Different Strokes for Different Folks

Organizations are finding that the best reward system
entails a combination of money, recognition, and bene-
fits. Money is important, of course, but if a person earns
$50 in incentive pay every month, after a while this
monetary reward may begin to lose some of its power.
So financial rewards have to be altered and different
ones offered. The same is true for recognition awards;
although people never suffer from too much recogni-
tion, organizations have to be sure awards are fair, and
highly creative organizations often ensure that change is
built into the recognition system. The important thing
that many firms have found is that what is truly reward-
ing for one person may not have the same impact for
another. In short, there are individual differences when
it comes to reward systems, and there have to be differ-
ent strokes for different folks. Here are some represen-
tative innovative monetary and recognition rewards that
have been offered by a variety of different enterprises.

• At Busch Gardens in Tampa, the company gives a Pat
on the Back Award to employees who do an out-
standing job and also has a copy of the notice of the
award put in the employee’s file.

• At Metro Motors in Montclair, California, the name
of the Employee of the Month is put up on an elec-
tronic billboard over the dealership.

• At Colin Service Systems, a janitorial service in
White Plains, New York, coworkers vote for the
employees that they feel should be given awards as
the Most Helpful Employee and the Nicest
Employee, and executives make the presentations.

• At the Amway Corporation, on days when some
workloads are light, the department’s employees help

out in other departments, and after accumulating
eight hours of such work, employees get a personal
thank-you note from the manager of programs and
services.

• At South Carolina Federal financial services in
Columbia, the president and other top managers
serve employees lunch or dinner as a reward for a job
well done.

• At the Gunneson Group International, a total-quality
consulting firm in Landing, New Jersey, when an
employee refers business that results in a sale, the
individual receives a cash award of 1 to 5 percent of
the gross sale, depending on the value of the new
business to the company.

• At QuadGraphics printing company in Pewaukee,
Wisconsin, employees are paid $30 to attend a semi-
nar devoted to quitting smoking, and the company
gives $200 to anyone who quits for a year.

• At the Taylor Corporation, a printing company in
North Mankato, Minnesota, in lieu of year-end
bonuses, employees are allowed to make selections
from a merchandise catalog.

1. Why are more and more companies complementing
their monetary incentives with recognition awards in
their organizational reward system?

2. How would you rate each of the examples? What are
some strengths and weaknesses of each?

3. If you work for a human resource management con-
sulting firm and are given the assignment to head up
a project team to develop reward systems that would
be appealing to today’s employees, what would you
recommend?
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Organizational Behavior Case: Huge Benefits, Little Understanding or Use

The Velma Company designs and manufactures high-
tech communications equipment. The firm is a world-
class supplier, and its three largest customers are
Fortune 50 firms. Velma also has major clients in China
and the European Union. Over the last five years the
company’s sales have tripled, and the biggest challenge
it faces is hiring and retaining state-of-the-art people. In
particular, there are two groups that are critical to the
company’s success. One is the design people who are
responsible for developing new products that are more
efficient and price competitive than those currently on
the market. The other is the manufacturing people who
build the equipment.

In an effort to attract and keep outstanding design
people, Velma has a very attractive benefit package. All
of their health insurance premiums and medical
expenses are covered (no copay or deductibles). The
company contributes 10 percent of their annual income
toward a retirement program, and these funds are vested
within 24 months. So a new design person who is earn-
ing $75,000 annually will have $7,500 put into a retire-
ment fund by the company, and the individual can make
additional personal contributions. Each year all design-
ers are given 100 shares of stock (the current sales price
is $22) and an option to buy another 100 shares (the cur-
rent stock price is $25 and this option is good for 10
years or as long as the person works for the firm,
whichever comes first).

The manufacturing people are on a pay-for-
performance plan. Each individual is paid $7 for each
unit he or she produces, and the average worker can turn
out three units an hour. There is weekend work for any-
one who wants it, but the rate per unit does not change.
In addition, the company gives all of the manufacturing
people free health insurance and covers all medical
expenses.

Another benefit is that everyone in the company is
eligible for five personal days a year, and the company
will pay for any unused days. Velma also has a large day
care facility that is free for all employees, and there is a
state-of-the-art wellness center located on the premises.

Last year the company’s turnover was 9 percent, and
the firm would like to reduce it by 50 percent this year.

One proposed strategy is to strengthen the benefits
package even more and make it so attractive that no
one will want to, or could afford to, leave. Some top
managers privately are concerned that the fırm is
already doing way too much for these employees and
are troubled by the fact that exit interviews with
designers who left in the last year indicated that many
of them were unaware of the benefits they were receiv-
ing. For example, most of the designers who have gone
elsewhere reported that they were attracted to the stock
offered them, yet they did not exercise the options to
buy additional shares of Velma stock because they
were not sure what the financial benefits were to them.
The manufacturing people who left reported that $7
per unit was acceptable, although a higher rate would
have resulted in their remaining with the fırm. The
manufacturing people also liked the stock that the
company gave them, but were somewhat confused
about the options they held.

Both groups—designers and manufacturing 
personnel—seemed pleased with the contribution that
the company made to their retirement program, but
most of them did not put any additional personal contri-
butions into their retirement fund. When asked why, the
majority of them were unaware that this could be done
on a before-tax basis, thus temporarily shielding the
contributions from taxes and making it easier to build a
nest egg for the future. Finally, all of those who left said
that they liked the child care benefit, although most of
them did not have young children so they did not use it,
and they thought the wellness center was also a good
idea but they were so busy working that they admitted to
never using the facilities.

1. Which benefits did the employees who were leaving
seem to best understand and like?

2. Which benefits did they find confusing or of little
value?

3. Based on your answers and other relevant considera-
tions, what recommendations would you make to
Velma’s management regarding how they can do a
better job of using the benefits package in their orga-
nizational reward system?
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Experiential Exercises
for Part One
EXERCISE:
Synthesis of Student and Instructor Needs*

Goals:
1. To “break the ice” in using experiential exercises

2. To initiate open communication between students and the instructor regarding mutual
learning goals and needs

3. To stimulate the students to clarify their learning goals and instructional needs and to
commit themselves to these

4. To serve as the first exercise in the “experiential” approach to management education

Implementation:
1. The class is divided into groups of four to six students each.

2. Each group openly discusses what members would like from the course and drafts a
set of learning objectives and instructional aims. The group also makes up a list of
learning/course objectives that they feel the instructor wants to pursue. (About 20
minutes.)

3. After each group has “caucused,” a group spokesperson is appointed to meet with the
instructor in an open dialogue in front of the class about course objectives.

4. The instructor meets with each group representative at the front of the classroom to ini-
tiate an open dialogue about the semester of learning. (About 30 minutes.) Several activ-
ities are carried out:

a. Open discussion of the learning objectives of both the students and the instructor

b. Recognition of the constraints faced by each party in accommodating these goals

c. Identification of areas of goal agreement and disagreement, and feasible compromises

d. Drafting a set of guidelines for cooperation between the parties, designed to better
bring about mutual goal attainment

EXERCISE:
Work-Related Organizational Behavior: Implications for the Course*

Goals:
1. To identify course topic areas from the participant’s own work experience

2. To introduce experiential learning

*Sources: (1) “Synthesis of Student and Instructor Needs” was suggested by Professor Philip 
Van Auken and is used with his permission. (2) “Work-Related Organizational Behavior: 
Implications for the Course” is from “Getting Acquainted Triads,” in J. William Pfeiffer and 
John E. Jones (Eds.), A Handbook of Structured Experiences, Vol. 1, University Associates, San 
Diego, Calif., 1969, and “Defining Organizational Behavior,” in James B. Lau, Behavior in
Organizations, Irwin, Burr Ridge, Ill., 1975.
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Implementation:
Task 1: Each class member does the following:

1. Describes an experience in a past work situation that illustrates something about organi-
zational behavior. (Some students have had only part-time work experience or summer
jobs, but even the humblest job is relevant here.)

2. Explains what it illustrates about organizational behavior. (Time: five minutes for indi-
viduals to think about and jot down notes covering these two points.)

Task 2: The class forms into triads and each triad does the following:

1. Member A tells his or her experience to member B. Member B listens carefully, par-
aphrases the story back to A, and tells what it illustrates about organizational behav-
ior. Member B must do this to A’s satisfaction that B has understood fully what A was
trying to communicate. Member C is the observer and remains silent during the
process.

2. Member B tells his or her story to C, and A is the observer.

3. Member C tells his or her story to A, and B is the observer. (Each member has about five
minutes to tell his or her story and have it paraphrased back by the listener. The instruc-
tor will call out the time at the end of each five-minute interval for equal apportionment
of “airtime” among participants. Total time: 15 minutes.)

Task 3: Each triad selects one of its members to relate his or her incident to the class. The
instructor briefly analyzes for the class how the related story fits in with some topic to be
studied in the course, such as perception, motivation, communication, conflict, or leader-
ship. The topic areas are listed in the table of contents of this book.

EXERCISE:
Organizations*

Goals:
1. To identify some of the important organizations in your life

2. To determine relevant, specific characteristics of organizations

3. To describe some of the important functions of management in organizations

Implementation:
Read the Overview and Procedure sections. Complete the Profile of Organizations form,
which follows these sections.

Overview:
Undoubtedly, you have had recent experiences with numerous organizations. Ten to 15
minutes of reflective thinking should result in a fairly large list of organizations. Don’t be
misled by thinking that only large organizations, such as your college or Microsoft, are
relevant for consideration. How about the clinic, with the doctors, nurses, and secretary/
bookkeeper? Or the corner garage or service station? The local bar, McDonald’s, and the

*Source: Reprinted with permission from Fremont E. Kast and James E. Rosenzweig, “Our Organiza-
tional Society,” in Experiential Exercises and Cases in Management, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1976,
pp. 13–15.
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neighborhood theater are all organizations. You should have no difficulty listing several
organizations with which you have had recent contact.

The second part of the exercise, however, is tougher. Describe several of the key char-
acteristics of the organizations that you have listed. One of the major issues in studying and
describing organizations is deciding what characteristics or factors are important. Some of
the more common characteristics considered in the analysis of organizations are:

1. Size (small to very large)

2. Degree of formality (informal to highly structured)

3. Degree of complexity (simple to complex)

4. Nature of goals (what the organization is trying to accomplish)

5. Major activities (what tasks are performed)

6. Types of people involved (age, skills, educational background, etc.)

7. Location of activities (number of units and their geographic location)

You should be able to develop a list of characteristics that you think are relevant for each of
your organizations.

Now to the third, final, and most difficult task. Think about what is involved in the man-
agement of these organizations. For example, what kinds of functions do their managers
perform? How does one learn the skills necessary to be an effective manager? Would you
want to be a manager in any of these organizations?

In effect, in this exercise you are being asked to think specifically about organizations
you have been associated with recently, develop your own conceptual model for looking at
their characteristics, and think more specifically about the managerial functions in each
of these organizations. You probably already know a great deal more about organizations
and their management than you think. This exercise should be useful in getting your
thoughts together.

Procedure:
Step 1. Prior to class, list up to 10 organizations (for example, work, living group, club)
in which you have been involved or with which you have had recent contact.
Step 2. Enter five organizations from your list on the form on the next page (use extra
sheets as needed).

1. List the organization.

2. Briefly outline the characteristics that you consider most significant.

3. Describe the managerial functions in each of these organizations.

Step 3. During the class period, meet in groups of five or six to discuss your list of orga-
nizations, the characteristics you consider important, and your descriptions of their man-
agement. Look for significant similarities and differences across organizations.
Step 4. Basing your selections on this group discussion, develop a list entitled “What we
would like to know about organizations and their management.” Be prepared to write this
list on the chalkboard or on big sheets of paper and to share your list with other groups in
the class.
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Profile of
Organizations Organization Key Characteristics Managerial Functions

1. ____________________ ____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________

2. ____________________ ____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________

3. ____________________ ____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________

4. ____________________ ____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________

5. ____________________ ____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
____________________ ____________________
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Part Two

Cognitive Processes of
Organizational Behavior
5. Personality, Perception, and Employee Attitudes 125
6. Motivational Needs, Processes, and Applications 156
7. Positive Organizational Behavior and Psychological Captial 199

EVIDENCE-BASED CONSULTING
PRACTICES

GALLUP’S ANSWER FOR AN EMOTIONAL ECONOMY: HUMANSIGMA™

This second major part of the text is concerned with the micro, individual level of
analysis of organizational behavior. Recent workplace research by The Gallup
Organization has led to the management metric known as HumanSigma™ (for
example, see the book by this title by Gallup principals John Fleming and Jim Asplund
published by Gallup Press). This is a measure of “the human difference” and is made
up of two complementary economic factors, known as employee and customer
engagement. Together, these factors assess an organization’s success in managing the
Emotional Economy and driving financial performance. HumanSigma™ is a reliable
indication of how organizations manage and leverage employee and customer
engagement and productivity. It is a new way of thinking about how human
differences interact. At the same time, it is a process, or sequence, of activities to
leverage this human difference. Finally, it is a metric that indicates how well
companies are progressing in the deployment of their human difference. Because
there is significantly more HumanSigma variance within companies than between
companies in the same industry, it is most effectively measured and managed at the
work group level, one employee and one customer at a time. Successful management
of these metrics requires the active involvement of local managers and associates. The
Gallup Path™, the sequence of linkages between human performance and financial
metrics including revenue, earnings, and stock value, further explains the components
of HumanSigma™ management.
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124 Part Two Cognitive Processes of Organizational Behavior

WHAT IS EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT?

A recent issue of the Journal of Applied Psychology included an article summarizing
a meta-analysis of Gallup research that illustrated the meaningful relationship
between employee engagement and important workplace measures such as
productivity, retention, customer ratings, and safety. Engaged employees are those
who are emotionally invested in their jobs. Employee engagement is measured by
Gallup’s 12 questions, known as the Q12®. These powerful questions measure
dimensions that can be influenced at the local level by leaders, managers, and
employees. Organizations that have implemented performance management
systems designed to increase employee engagement have realized many of the
workplace performance improvements outlined above.

WHAT IS CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT?

Customer engagement goes beyond customer satisfaction and loyalty to a deeper,
emotional attachment to the organization’s brands or services. For organizations
to succeed in today’s emotional economy, they must understand, develop, and
sustain engaged customers. Gallup’s extensive research led to 11 questions,
known as the CE11®, that measure customer engagement and powerfully link to
financial performance. As with employee engagement, these items measure
dimensions able to be influenced at the local level. Successful performance
management programs have produced customers with increased emotional
attachment to products, services, and brands, resulting in improved financial 
performance for the organization.

WHY DOES HUMANSIGMA™ MATTER?

HumanSigma takes performance management beyond total quality management
gurus Deming and Juran’s Six Sigma to optimize human performance by reducing
variability in the extent to which both employees’ and customers’ emotional needs
are met. Recent estimates indicate that at least 10 percent of the U.S. gross
domestic product (GDP) is wasted by organizations due to unmanaged variation of
the human aspects of performance. HumanSigma research has shown that, in
general, the top 10 percent of organizations’ business units generate earnings up
to seven times higher than the bottom 10 percent. Further, variation of
HumanSigma across time determines the variation of earnings growth and
sustained potential. Thus, it’s not enough just to measure HumanSigma; managers
and employees need to take responsibility for effective HumanSigma management
to realize meaningful increases in earnings. Increasing research evidence suggests
that managing HumanSigma™ can generate more earnings than most of the
management initiatives currently being pursued. It seems that the future success
of organizations will be realized by leveraging human potential within the
emotional economy.
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Chapter Five

Personality, Perception,
and Employee Attitudes
Learning Objectives

• Define the overall meaning of personality.

• Identify the “Big Five” personality traits and the Myers-Briggs types.

• Describe the perceptual process and its major dimensions.

• Examine the sources and outcomes of the major employee attitudes of job
satisfaction, organizational commitment, and organizational citizenship behaviors.

This chapter discusses the cognitive, personal variables of personality, perception, and
employee attitudes. These major psychological constructs are very popular ways to describe
and analyze what goes into organizational behavior. Yet, like the other cognitively oriented
processes, personality, perception, and employee attitudes are quite complex. The aim of this
chapter is to facilitate a better understanding of such complexities of today’s employees.
Such an analysis of personality and attitudes is vital to the study of organizational behavior.

The first section of the chapter defines and clarifies the concept of personality. The next
section is devoted to personality development and the socialization process. This foundation
of understanding of the complex personality and how it is developed is followed by the two
major applications to organizational behavior. Specifically, attention is given to the “Big
Five” personality traits that have been found to best relate to performance in organizations
and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) based on Carl Jung’s personality theory, which
has been a very popular personal development and career assessment tool. The remaining
sections of the chapter then focus on two more important cognitive processes, perception and
attitudes. After examining the perceptual process and dimensions, a detailed analysis is first
made of the dispositions of positive and negative affectivity, the two most widely recognized
attitudes to organizational behavior, job satisfaction and organizational commitment, and
finally the more recent relevant construct of prosocial/organizational citizenship behaviors.

THE MEANING OF PERSONALITY

Through the years there has not been universal agreement on the exact meaning of personal-
ity. Much of the controversy can be attributed to the fact that people in general and those in
the behavioral sciences define “personality” from different perspectives. Most people tend to
equate personality with social success (i.e., having a “good or popular personality,” or having
“a lot of personality”) and to describe personality by a single dominant characteristic
(i.e., strong, weak, or polite). When it is realized that thousands of words can be used to
describe personality this way, the definitional problem becomes staggering. Psychologists, on
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the other hand, take a different perspective. For example, the descriptive-adjective approach
commonly used by most people plays only a small part. However, scholars also cannot agree
on a definition of personality because they operate from different theoretical bases.

Some of the historically important definitions come from trait theory (observable pat-
terns of behavior that last over time), Freud’s psychoanalytic or psychodynamic theory (the
unconscious determinants of behavior), and Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow’s humanis-
tic theory (self-actualization and the drive to realize one’s potential). More recently, and the
position taken in this chapter, is a more integrative theoretical approach drawing from all
the historical theories, but more importantly, the self-concept including nature (heredity
and physiological/biological dimensions) and nurture (environmental, developmental
dimensions), dispositional traits, the social cognitive interactions between the person and
the environment, and the socialization process.

In this text personality will mean how people affect others and how they understand and
view themselves, as well as their pattern of inner and outer measurable traits and the
person-situation interaction. How people affect others depends primarily on their external
appearance (height, weight, facial features, color, and other physical aspects) and traits. For
example, in terms of external appearance, a very tall worker will have an impact on other
people different from that of a very short worker. There is also evidence from meta-analysis
that there are gender differences in certain personality characteristics.1 However, of more
importance to the physiological/biological approach in the study of personality than the
external appearance is the role of heredity and the brain.

THE ROLE OF HEREDITY AND THE BRAIN

Although heredity’s role in personality was traditionally downplayed, studies of twins in
recent years have led to renewed interest. Identical twins share the same genetic endow-
ment, but if they are raised apart (say, through separate adoptions), then the similarities and
differences can provide insight into the relative contribution of heredity versus environ-
ment or nature versus nurture. That is, identical twins (who have the same genetic endow-
ment) raised together (i.e., they have similar environment and developmental experiences)
can be compared to the identical twins raised apart (same genetic endowment but different
environment). If the identical twins raised together have the same traits, and this sameness
is also found in those raised apart, then the conclusion can be drawn that heredity and not
environment plays the largest role. However, if those raised together have similar traits, but
those raised apart have significantly different traits, then the importance of the environment
must be considered.

Although twin studies in general are open to criticism of political influence and lack of
scientific controls,2 most behavioral scientists now agree that genes play a role not only in
physical characteristics and the brain, but also in personality. For example, a report by the
American Psychological Association concludes, “Studies over the past 20 years on twins
and adopted children have firmly established that there is a genetic component to just about
every human trait and behavior, including personality, general intelligence and behavior
disorders.”3 However, the search for identifying genes that affect the potential for certain
diseases4 or personality is very complex and may explain very little. For example, a summary
analysis concluded:

Many genes are responsible for various aspects of people’s temperament, and those genes
appear to interact with each other in complicated ways that influence several traits at once—
and then likely only in very subtle ways, with any one gene likely accounting for only 1 or 
2 percent of the variance in a trait.5
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In other words, it appears that hundreds of genes do at least slightly influence the personal-
ity traits, but so does the environment. The debate should not be nature or nurture, but
nature and nurture that contributes to one’s personality.6 However, the genes also affect
brain functions that in turn affect how people interact with their environment and thus their
personalities.

The brain, which some call the last frontier because we still know relatively little about
it, may hold more answers for personality than does heredity. Both evolutionary psycholo-
gists (those that suggest humans evolve and retain not only physically over the ages, but
also psychologically) and neuropsychologists (those that explain psychological character-
istics primarily through the brain) have traditionally not played a mainstream role in the
study and understanding of personality. In recent years, however, they are gaining increas-
ing attention because of rapid advances in their respective fields of study. Evolutionary psy-
chologists are suggesting that humans may be “hardwired” from distant previous
generations. As was noted in a Harvard Business Review article:

Although human beings today inhabit a thoroughly modern world of space exploration and
virtual realities, they do so with the ingrained mentality of Stone Age hunter-gatherers . . . an
instinct to fight furiously when threatened, for instance, and a drive to trade information and
share secrets. Human beings are, in other words, hardwired. You can take the person out of
the Stone Age, but you can’t take the Stone Age out of the person.7

There is also a recent position being taken on what is called social evolution. This sug-
gests that humanity is evolving along the lines of social phenomena such as trust, collabo-
ration, and competition. This social evolutionary process is explained as follows:

People who are related collaborate on the basis of nepotism. It takes outrageous profit or
provocation for someone to do down a relative with whom they share a lot of genes. Trust,
though, allows the unrelated to collaborate, by keeping score of who does what when, and
punishing cheats. . . . The human mind, however, seems to have evolved the trick of being
able to identify a large number of individuals and to keep score of relations with them . . .”8

Very few animals (bats being one of the exceptions) have been able to evolve to this type of
collaboration and competition.

As to neuropsychology, recent breakthroughs in brain-scanning technology, called func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), allow measurement of brain activity by map-
ping specific regions that are linked to specialized roles. Although brain dominance theory
has been around a long time and has probably been too oversimplified (e.g., the right-side
creative brain and the left-side analytical or management brain), there is now general agree-
ment that

The frontal lobes are the part of the brain that anticipates events and weighs the
consequences of behavior, while deeper brain regions, including the seahorse-shaped
hippocampus and the nearby amygdala, are associated with such things as memory, mood
and motivation.9

Besides the left and right regions, fMRIs are also able to detect that the amygdala part
of the brain has to do with the emotion of the individual. Although there is a very compli-
cated interaction between emotions and thinking, personality and/or behavior,10 there is
enough evidence for some to conclude the following implications for the workplace:

Recent discoveries in neuroscience reveal that talent and better-quality performance involve
not just the frontal lobes—the decision-making brain circuitry that houses intellect—but also
the amygdala . . . In tough economic times, talent and emotional engagement are the only
natural competitive advantages.11
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The Wall Street Journal even reported a study that indicated those with brain damage
impairing their ability to experience emotion made better financial decisions than normal
players in a simple investment game.12 It seems that the emotional brain damaged (but nor-
mal IQ) participants were more willing to take risks that yielded high payoffs and less
likely to react emotionally to losses. They finished the game with significantly more money
than the other players. There is also work being done on linking areas of the brain to spe-
cific organizational behaviors (e.g., the nucleus accumbens part of the brain responds to
money much the way it reacts to sex or cocaine; money is valued for itself and not just for
what it can purchase). Other examples include neuroscientific explanations for why
employees resist change (i.e., change taps fear receptors in the brain and taxes the brain’s
cognitive capacity to learn new ways of doing things13) and beginning research evidence
that leaders with high levels of psychological capital (i.e., confidence, hope, optimism, and
resiliency, covered in Chapter 7) have different brain activity on a vision task exercise than
do those with low psychological capital.14

Although not without criticism,15 there is little question that major inroads are being
made in the role that genetics and the brain play both in organizational behavior in general,
and personality in particular. However, at present the field of psychology as a whole and
organizational behavior itself is still dominated by the developmental, “soft” or nurture
side, which is also making significant advances in understanding and application. For
example, five personality traits (the so-called Big Five) have emerged from research as
being especially related to job performance.16 These specific traits will be given detailed
attention after the more theoretical foundation components of personality of self-esteem,
person-situation interaction, and socialization are discussed.

Self-Esteem
People’s attempts to understand themselves are called the self-concept in personality the-
ory. The self is a unique product of many interacting parts and may be thought of as the per-
sonality viewed from within. This self is particularly relevant to the widely recognized
self-esteem and the emerging self-variables of multiple intelligences, emotion, optimism,
and, especially, efficacy, which are all relevant to the field of organizational behavior. These
and other newly emerging self-variables and positive psychological capacities are given
specific attention in Chapter 7.

The more established, recognized self-esteem has to do with people’s self-perceived
competence and self-image. Applied to the analysis of personality, the research results have
been mixed, and there is growing controversy about the assumed value of self-esteem. For
example, one study found that people with high self-esteem handle failure better than those
with low self-esteem.17 However, an earlier study found that those with high self-esteem
tended to become egotistical when faced with pressure situations18 and may result in
aggressive and even violent behavior when threatened.19 After reviewing the research liter-
ature, Kreitner and Kinicki conclude, “High self esteem can be a good thing, but only if
like many other human characteristics—such as creativity, intelligence, and persistence—
it is nurtured and channeled in constructive and ethical ways. Otherwise, it can become
antisocial and destructive.”20

Self-esteem has obvious implications for organizational behavior. Although it is consid-
ered a global concept, there are attempts to specifically apply it to the organization domain.
Called organization-based self-esteem (OBSE), it is defined as the “self-perceived value
that individuals have of themselves as organization members acting within an organization
context.”21 Those who score high on OBSE view themselves positively, and a meta-analysis
found a significant positive relationship with performance and satisfaction on the job.22
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Also, both early23 and the more recent studies indicate that self-esteem plays at least an
important moderating role in areas such as emotional and behavioral responses and stress
of organizational members.24 As has been noted, “Both research and everyday experience
confirm that employees with high self-esteem feel unique, competent, secure, empowered,
and connected to the people around them.”25 By the same token, as the author of the book,
Self-Esteem at Work, notes: “If your self-esteem is low and you aren’t confident in your
thinking ability, you are likely to fear decision making, lack negotiation and interpersonal
skills and be reluctant or unable to change.”26 One study found that leaders can overcome
such self-esteem problems of their people by practicing procedural fairness and rewarding
for a job well done.27

As will be noted in Chapter 7, self-esteem is more of a global, relatively fixed trait,
whereas other self-variables, such as self-efficacy, are more situation and context specific.
There seems little doubt that self-esteem plays an important role in one’s personality, but,
as pointed out earlier, the exact nature and impact are still to be determined. For now, the
person-situation interaction and socialization are presented to serve as an important part of
the social cognitive foundation for the rest of this chapter and for the more specific, posi-
tive self-concepts in Chapter 7.

Person-Situation Interaction
The dimensions of enduring traits and the self-concept add to the understanding of the
human personality. The person-situation interaction dimension of personality provides
further understanding. Each situation, of course, is different. The differences may seem
to be very small on the surface, but when filtered by the person’s cognitive mediating
processes such as perception (covered next), they can lead to quite large subjective dif-
ferences and diverse behavioral outcomes. In particular, this dimension suggests that
people are not static, acting the same in all situations, but instead are ever changing and
flexible. For example, employees can change depending on the particular situation they
are in interaction with. For instance, it should be understood that even everyday work
experience can change people. Especially today, with organizations transforming and
facing a turbulent environment, those that can find, develop, and retain people who can fit
into this dynamically changing situation will be most successful.28 Specifically, there is
evidence that the employee’s personality will influence interpersonal behavior29 and the
perception and the outcomes of organizational support.30 The next section dealing with
the socialization process is especially relevant to today’s important person-organization
interaction.

The Socialization Process
Study of, and research on, the development of personality has traditionally been an impor-
tant area for understanding human behavior. Modern developmental psychology does not
get into the argument of heredity versus environment or of maturation (changes that result
from heredity and physical development) versus learning. The human being consists of
both physiological and psychological interacting parts. Therefore, heredity, the brain, envi-
ronment, maturation, and learning all contribute to the human personality.

At least historically, the study of personality attempted to identify specific physiological
and psychological stages that occur in the development of the human personality. This
“stage” approach was theoretical in nature. There are many well-known stage theories of
personality development. However, as with most aspects of personality, there is little agree-
ment about the exact stages. In fact, a growing number of today’s psychologists contend
that there are no identifiable stages. Their argument is that personality development
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consists of a continuous process and the sequence is based largely on the learning opportu-
nities available and the socialization process.

There is increasing recognition given to the role of other relevant persons, groups, and,
especially, organizations that greatly influence an individual’s personality. This continuous
impact from the social environment is commonly called the socialization process. It is
especially relevant to organizational behavior because the process is not confined to early
childhood; rather, it takes place throughout one’s life. In particular, evidence is accumulat-
ing that socialization may be one of the best explanations for why employees behave the
way they do in today’s organizations.31 As Edgar Schein notes: “It is high time that some of
our managerial knowledge and skill be focused on those forces in the organization envi-
ronment which derive from the fact that organizations are social systems which do social-
ize their new members. If we do not learn to analyze and control the forces of
organizational socialization, we are abdicating one of our primary managerial responsibil-
ities.”32 A study found that the socialization tactics that organizations employ can have a
positive, long-run impact on the adjustment of newcomers (i.e., lower role conflict and
ambiguity, less stress, and higher job satisfaction and commitment)33 and related recent
research has found that social processes facilitate job search behavior34 and advancement
in management from entry level to upper management.35

Socialization starts with the initial contact between a mother and her new infant.
After infancy, other members of the immediate family (father, brothers, and sisters),
close relatives and family friends, and then the social group (peers, school friends, and
members of the work group) play influential roles. As the accompanying OB in Action:
Using Information Technologies to Nurture Relationships indicates, the way these
socialization processes are being done is changing, but the impact is still dramatic.
However, of particular interest to the study of organizational behavior is Schein’s idea
that the organization itself also contributes to socialization.36 He points out that the
process includes the learning of those values, norms, and behavior patterns that, from
the organization’s and the work group’s points of view, are necessary for any new orga-
nization member.

Specific techniques of socializing new employees would include the use of mentors or
role models, orientation and training programs, reward systems, and career planning.
Specific steps that can lead to successful organizational socialization would include the
following:

1. Provide a challenging first job

2. Provide relevant training

3. Provide timely and consistent feedback

4. Select a good first supervisor to be in charge of socialization

5. Design a relaxed orientation program

6. Place new recruits in work groups with high morale37

Such deliberate socialization strategies have tremendous potential impact on socialization.
Evidence shows that those new employees attending a socialization training program are
indeed more socialized than those who do not38 and have better person-organization fit.39

In summary, personality is very diverse and complex. It incorporates almost everything
covered in this text, and more. As defined, personality is the whole person and is concerned
with external appearance and traits, self, and situational interactions. Probably the best
statement on personality was made many years ago by Kluckhohn and Murray, who said
that, to some extent, a person’s personality is like all other people’s, like some other peo-
ple’s, and like no other people’s.40
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Just as businesses are shifting from Industrial Age hierar-
chies to collaborative networks, so, too, is the American
family undergoing a parallel social revolution. Parents
and children are no longer on the same schedule—
unlike the way things were a generation ago. With
many educated mothers and fathers working longer
hours, they are linked to their kids by a web of cell
phones and e-mails.

At the same time, kids are taking the initiative to pur-
sue more activities and are using information technolo-
gies to nurture their own electronic networks of
relationships, from friends at school to cousins in distant
cities. “The catalyst for change has been the same in the
work hemisphere and family time,” says Julie
Morgenstern, a time management consultant and
founder of Task Masters in New York. “It’s technology.”

The networked economy is leading to far different
standards and expectations of what it means to be a par-
ent and a child. It’s not simply enough for the young to
get an education. Instead, the goal is to raise children to
be creative and adaptable, able both to compete suc-
cessfully and to collaborate with their Chinese and
Indian peers. “We have an economy [whose] functioning
depends for the first time on the enhancement of
human capability,” says Richard Florida, professor of
public policy at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va.
Adds Luke Koons, director of information and knowl-
edge management at Intel Corp.: “Fourteen-year-olds
are truly collaborating and thinking together. There’s a
lot we can learn to apply to a corporate setting.”

So how can the typical overworked white-collar
American—bombarded by e-mails, beset with late-night
meetings, and confronted with unexpected business
trips—simultaneously manage at warp speed and cope
with the new challenges at home? Gradually, a new
body of shared rules-of-thumb is emerging, passed
along at playgrounds and in offices. Among them:
Transform technology from an oppressor into a libera-
tor. “I love tech,” says Margaret M. Foran, senior vice-
president and associate general counsel at Pfizer Inc.,
who uses her BlackBerry and her cell phone to mix work
and family time. “I can go to the soccer games at 3 P.M. I
can go to the play, the book sale, the science demon-
stration, and the doctor appointments.” Others have
mastered the art of interweaving work obligations and
home life in a way that was not possible before, answer-
ing an e-mail from work one minute and helping with
homework the next. And the younger members of the
family—already far more sophisticated at multitasking
and networking than their parents—are getting a
chance to see what approaches work and what falls flat.

“My daughter, now working, knows how important it is
to use her time well,” says Carrie J. Hightman, president
of SBC Illinois, who is married to a regional administra-
tor for Pitney Bowes Inc. “She has seen me do it. Now
she’s doing it.”

Historically, the organization of the family has mir-
rored, to some degree, the organization of the work-
place. Take the classic middle-class family of the 1950s
and ‘60s, the “Golden Age” economy of strong produc-
tivity growth and lush gains in real wages. With a secure
corporate job, Dad could afford to work not much more
than 40 hours a week, and Mom could stay at home to
raise the children. The family of that era did many things
together. The classic example is eating dinner every
evening at the kitchen table. The kids also tagged along
when Mom and Dad visited friends. In essence, a family
acted like a single unit, with a hierarchy that mirrored
the top-down management of factories or large indus-
trial organizations of the day, such as General Motors
Corp.

Fast-forward to the 2000s. Today, both Mom and
Dad are more likely to have careers. The combined
workweek of a husband and wife in their prime work-
ing years with children is 68 hours, up from 59 hours in
1979, according to calculations by the Economic Policy
Institute. The better educated the couple, the more
hours they put in. At the same time, their jobs have
changed. The rote work is either being done by com-
puters or is in the process of being outsourced to Asia.
Instead, what’s left are the more complicated and cre-
ative tasks that can’t be easily reduced to a set of
instructions.

At home, standards for a healthy, emotionally rich
family life are a lot higher than they used to be.
Schedules during “leisure hours” are crammed with
music lessons and play dates for the kids, exercise classes
for Mom, and occasional tee times for Dad. Parents are
aware that colleges and universities look more favorably
on high school students with a demonstrated ability to
do many things well, not unlike the skills they will need
in the workplace. Says Ann Swidler, a sociologist at the
University of California at Berkeley: “It’s the complex
management of a life with a wealth of choices.”

To achieve these goals, families are learning to turn
technology to their advantage. Yes, BlackBerrys, cell
phones, e-mail, and other high-tech gear erode tradi-
tional boundaries between the office cubicle and the
kitchen table, or even the bedroom. But many time-
pressed workers now realize that technology creates
greater possibilities for busy families to stay in touch
and, at the same time, increase family times.

131
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132 Part Two Cognitive Processes of Organizational Behavior

The “Big Five” Personality Traits
Although personality traits, long-term predispositions for behavior, have been generally
downplayed and even totally discounted, in recent years there is now considerable support
for a five-factor trait-based theory of personality. Many years ago no less than 18,000 words
were found to describe personality. Even after combining words with similar meanings,
there still remained 171 personality traits.41 Obviously, such a huge number of personality
traits is practically unusable, so further reduction analysis found five core personality traits.
Called the Five-Factor Model (FFM),42 or in the field of organizational behavior and
human resource management, the “Big Five,” these traits have held up as accounting for
personality in many analyses over the years43 and even across cultures.44

Table 5.1 identifies the Big Five and their major characteristics. Importantly, not only
is there now considerable agreement on what are the core personality trait predispositions,
but there is also accumulated research that these five best predict performance in the
workplace.45 The Big Five have also been extended through meta-analytic studies to also
demonstrate a positive relationship with performance motivation46 (goal setting,
expectancy, and self-efficacy, all given detailed attention in later chapters) and job satis-
faction.47 Although the five traits are largely independent factors of a personality, like pri-
mary colors, they can be mixed in countless proportions and with other characteristics to
yield a unique personality whole. However, also like colors, one may dominate in describ-
ing an individual’s personality.

The real value of the Big Five to organizational behavior is that it does bring back the
importance of predispositional traits,48 and these traits have been clearly shown to relate to
job performance. Importantly, it should also be noted that these five traits are quite stable.
Although there is not total agreement, most personality theorists would tend to agree that
after about 30 years of age, the individual’s personality profile will change little over
time.49 This does not intend to imply that one or two of the Big Five provide an ideal per-
sonality profile for employees over their whole career, because different traits are needed
for different jobs. The key is still to find the right fit.50 The following sections examine the
research to date on the relationships of the various Big Five traits to dimensions of per-
formance in organizations.

The Positive Impact of Conscientiousness
There is general agreement that conscientiousness has the strongest positive correlation
(about .3) with job performance. From this level of correlation (1.0 would be perfect), it
should be noted that less than 10 percent (the correlation squared, or R2) of the perfor-
mance in the studies is accounted for by conscientiousness. Yet, it should also be noted that
this is still significant and conscientious employees may provide a major competitive
advantage. As a meta-analysis concluded, “individuals who are dependable, persistent, goal
directed, and organized tend to be higher performers on virtually any job; viewed negatively,

TABLE 5.1
The “Big Five”
Personality Traits

Core Traits Descriptive Characteristics of High Scorers

Conscientiousness Dependable, hardworking, organized, self-disciplined,
persistent, responsible

Emotional stability Calm, secure, happy, unworried
Agreeableness Cooperative, warm, caring, good-natured, courteous,

trusting
Extraversion Sociable, outgoing, talkative, assertive, gregarious
Openness to experience Curious, intellectual, creative, cultured, artistically 

sensitive, flexible, imaginative
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those who are careless, irresponsible, low achievement striving and impulsive tend to be
lower performers on virtually any job.”51

Put in relation to other organizational behavior areas as a personality trait per se, con-
scientious employees set higher goals for themselves, have higher performance expecta-
tions, and respond well to job enrichment (take on more responsibility, covered in Chapter 6)
and empowerment strategies of human resource management. As would be expected,
research indicates that those who are conscientious are less likely to be absent from work,52

and a study found in international human resource management that conscientiousness of
expatriates related positively to the rating of their foreign assignment performance.53 Yet,
there are also recent studies with nonsupporting and mixed results pointing to the com-
plexity of this personality trait. For example, in a recent study conscientiousness was found
not to be influential in determining managerial performance and in another study of Middle
Eastern expatriate managers, conscientiousness was related to home-country ratings of the
expats’ performance, but not the host-country ratings of the same expats.54 In addition,
studies had indicated that the individual’s ability moderates the relationship between con-
scientiousness and performance (positive for high ability but zero or even negative for low
ability), but a more recent study found no such moderator.55 Another study found the rela-
tionship of conscientiousness to job performance was strong when job satisfaction was low,
but was relatively weak when satisfaction was high.56

Applied to peer evaluations, as hypothesized, a study found the raters’ conscientiousness
was negatively related with the level of the rating. In other words, conscientious raters did not
give inflated evaluations, but those with low conscientiousness did.57 Such multiplicative
relationships with variables such as culture, ability, and job satisfaction indicate, like other
psychological variables, that conscientiousness is complex and is certainly not the only
answer for job performance. This has led to a recent research stream that supports the hypoth-
esized interactive effects between conscientiousness and extraversion58 and agreeableness59

on performance and the interaction of conscientiousness and openness to experience and cre-
ative behavior.60 The same is true of research on the mediating and moderating effects of con-
scientiousness when influenced by various organizational behavior dynamics.61 In other
words, without getting to the depth of these analyses, it can simply be said that there is con-
siderable complexity involved with the impact of the personality trait of conscientiousness on
various work-related variables. However, this is one area of personality where there is enough
research evidence to conclude that conscientiousness should be given attention in under-
standing the impact that personality traits can have on job performance, job satisfaction, and
work motivation, and pragmatically for personnel selection for most jobs.

The Impact of the Other Traits
Although conscientiousness has been found to have the strongest consistent relationship
with performance and thus has received the most research attention, the remaining four
traits also have some interesting findings. For example, a large study including participants
from several European countries, many occupational groups, and multiple methods of
measuring performance found both conscientiousness and emotional stability related to all
the measures and occupations.62 Yet, the absenteeism study found that conscientiousness
had a desirable inverse relationship: but, undesirably, the higher the extraversion trait the
more absent the employee tended to be.63

The other traits have a more selective but still logical impact. For example, those with
high extraversion tend to be associated with management and sales success; those with
high emotional stability tend to be more effective in stressful situations; those with high
agreeableness tend to handle customer relations and conflict more effectively; and those
open to experience tend to have job training proficiency and make better decisions in a
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training problem solving simulation.64 Another study found that those with a strategic man-
agement style were most characterized by conscientiousness and openness to experience,
while those with a strong interpersonal management style were most characterized by
extraversion and openness.65 Interestingly, with groups rather than individuals becoming
more important in today’s workplace, the Big Five may also be predictive of team perfor-
mance. A study found that the higher the average scores of team members on the traits of
conscientiousness, agreeableness, extraversion, and emotional stability, the better their
teams performed.66 In other words, depending on the situation, all the Big Five traits should
be given attention in the study and application of organizational behavior.

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
Whereas the Big Five has recently emerged from considerable basic research and has gen-
erally been demonstrated to significantly relate to job performance, the MBTI is based on
a very old theory, has mixed at best research support,67 but is widely used and very popu-
lar in real-world career counseling, team building, conflict management, and analyzing
management styles.68 The theory goes back to pioneering Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung in
the 1920s. He felt people could be typed into extraverts and introverts and that they had two
basic mental processes—perception and judgment. He then further divided perception into
sensing and intuiting and judgment into thinking and feeling. This yields four personality
dimensions or traits: (1) introversion/extraversion, (2) perceiving/judging, (3) sensing/
intuition, and (4) thinking/feeling. He felt that although people had all four of these
dimensions in common, they differ in the combination of their preferences of each.
Importantly, he made the point that one’s preferences were not necessarily better than
another’s, only different.

About 20 years after Jung developed his theoretical types, in the 1940s the mother-
daughter team of Katharine Briggs and Isabel Briggs-Myers developed about a 100-item
personality test asking participants how they usually feel or act in particular situations in
order to measure the preferences on the four pairs of traits yielding 16 distinct types. Called
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator or simply MBTI, the questions relate to how people prefer
to focus their energies (extraversion vs. introversion); give attention and collect information
(sensing vs. intuiting); process and evaluate information and make decisions (thinking vs.
feeling); and orient themselves to the outside world (judging vs. perceiving). Table 5.2 sum-
marizes the characteristics of the four major dimensions, which in combination yield the 16
types. For example, the ESTJ is extraverted, sensing, thinking, and judging. Because this
type likes to interact with others (E); sees the world realistically (S); makes decisions objec-
tively and decisively (T); and likes structure, schedules, and order (J), this would be a man-
ager type. The MBTI Atlas indicates that most managers studied were indeed ESTJs.

As Jung emphasized when formulating his theory, there are no good or bad types. This
is a major reason the MBTI is such a psychologically nonthreatening, commonly used (mil-
lions take it every year) personality inventory. Although the MBTI has shown to have reli-
ability and validity as a measure of identifying Jung’s personality types69 and predicting
occupational choice (e.g., those high on intuition tend to prefer careers in advertising, the
arts, and teaching), there still is not enough research support to base selection decisions or
predict job performance.70 Yet, the use of MBTI by numerous firms such as AT&T, Exxon,
and Honeywell for their management development programs and Hewlett-Packard for
team building seems justified. It can be an effective point of departure for discussion of
similarities and differences and useful for personal development. However, like any psy-
chological measure, the MBTI can also be misused. As one comprehensive analysis con-
cluded, “Some inappropriate uses include labeling one another, providing a convenient
excuse that they simply can’t work with someone else, and avoiding responsibility for their
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own personal development with respect to working with others and becoming more flexi-
ble. One’s type is not an excuse for inappropriate behavior.”71

THE PERCEPTION PROCESS

Besides personality covered so far, another important cognitive, personal construct is one’s
perceptual process. The key to understanding perception is to recognize that it is a unique
interpretation of the situation, not an exact recording of it. In short, perception is a very
complex cognitive process that yields a unique picture of the world, a picture that may be
quite different from reality. Applied to organizational behavior, an employee’s perception
can be thought of as a filter. Because perception is largely learned, and no one has the same
learnings and experience, then every employee has a unique filter, and the same situa-
tions/stimuli may produce very different reactions and behaviors. Some analyses of
employee behavior place a lot of weight on this filter:

Your filter tells you which stimuli to notice and which to ignore; which to love and which to
hate. It creates your innate motivations—are you competitive, altruistic, or ego driven? . . . It
creates in you all of your distinct patterns of thought, feeling, and behavior. . . . Your filter,
more than your race, sex, age, or nationality, is you.72

Recognition of the difference between this filtered, perceptual world and the real world is
vital to the understanding of organizational behavior. A specific example would be the uni-
versal assumption made by managers that associates always want promotions, when, in fact,

TABLE 5.2
The Jung Theory
Dimensions and the
Myers-Briggs Type
Indicators

Where do you get your energy?
Extraversion (E) __________________________________________ Introversion (I)

Outgoing Quiet
Interacting Concentrating
Speaks, then thinks Thinks, then speaks
Gregarious Reflective

What do you pay attention to and collect information on?

Sensing (S) ______________________________________________ Intuiting (N)

Practical General
Details Possibilities
Concrete Theoretical
Specific Abstract

How do you evaluate and make decisions?

Thinking (T) _____________________________________________ Feeling (F)

Analytical Subjective
Head Heart
Rules Circumstance
Justice Mercy

How do you orient yourself to the outside world?

Judging (J) _______________________________________________ Perceiving (P)

Structured Flexible
Time oriented Open ended
Decisive Exploring
Organized Spontaneous
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many really feel psychologically forced to accept a promotion.73 Managers seldom attempt
to find out, and sometimes associates themselves do not know, whether the promotion
should be offered. In other words, the perceptual world of the manager is quite different from
the perceptual world of the associate, and both may be very different from reality. One of the
biggest problems that new organizational leaders must overcome are the sometimes faulty or
negative perceptions of them. If this is the case, what can be done about it? The best answer
seems to be that a better understanding of the concepts involved should be developed. Direct
applications and techniques should logically follow complete understanding. The place to
start is to clearly understand the difference between sensation and perception and have a
working knowledge of the major cognitive subprocesses of perception.

Sensation versus Perception
There is usually a great deal of misunderstanding about the relationship between sensation
and perception. Behavioral scientists generally agree that people’s “reality” (the world
around them) depends on their senses. However, the raw sensory input is not enough. They
must also process these sensory data and make sense out of them in order to understand the
world around them. Thus, the starting point in the study of perception should clarify the
relationship between perception and sensation.

The physical senses are considered to be vision, hearing, touch, smell, and taste. There
are many other so-called sixth senses. However, none of these sixth senses, such as intu-
ition, are fully accepted by psychologists. The five senses are constantly bombarded by
numerous stimuli that are both outside and inside the body. Examples of outside stimuli
include light waves, sound waves, mechanical energy of pressure, and chemical energy
from objects that one can smell and taste. Inside stimuli include energy generated by mus-
cles, food passing through the digestive system, and glands secreting behavior-influencing
hormones. These examples indicate that sensation deals chiefly with very elementary
behavior that is determined largely by physiological functioning. Importantly, however,
researchers now know that ears, eyes, fingers, and the nose are only way stations, transmit-
ting signals that are then processed by the central nervous system. As one molecular biolo-
gist declares, “The nose doesn’t smell—the brain does.”74 In this way, the human being
uses the senses to experience color, brightness, shape, loudness, pitch, heat, odor, and taste.

Perception is more complex and much broader than sensation. The perceptual process or
filter can be defined as a complicated interaction of selection, organization, and interpreta-
tion. Although perception depends largely on the senses for raw data, the cognitive process
filters, modifies, or completely changes these data. A simple illustration may be seen by
looking at one side of a stationary object, such as a statue or a tree. By slowly turning the
eyes to the other side of the object, the person probably senses that the object is moving. Yet
the person perceives the object as stationary. The perceptual process overcomes the sensual
process, and the person “sees” the object as stationary. In other words, the perceptual
process adds to, and subtracts from, the “real” sensory world. The following are some orga-
nizational examples that point out the difference between sensation and perception:

1. The division manager purchases a program that she thinks is best, not the program that
the software engineer says is best.

2. An associate’s answer to a question is based on what he heard the boss say, not on what
the boss actually said.

3. The same team member may be viewed by one colleague as a very hard worker and by
another as a slacker.

4. The same product may be viewed by the design team to be of high quality and by a cus-
tomer to be of low quality.
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Subprocesses of Perception
The existence of several subprocesses gives evidence of the complexity and the interactive
nature of perception. Figure 5.1 shows how these subprocesses relate to one another. The
first important subprocess is the stimulus or situation that is present. Perception begins
when a person is confronted with a stimulus or a situation. This confrontation may be with
the immediate sensual stimulation or with the total physical and sociocultural environ-
ment. An example is the employee who is confronted with his or her supervisor or with the
total formal organizational environment. Either one or both may initiate the employee’s
perceptual process. In other words, this represents the stimulus situation interacting with
the person.

In addition to the situation-person interaction, there are the internal cognitive processes
of registration, interpretation, and feedback. During the registration phenomenon, the
physiological (sensory and neural) mechanisms are affected; the physiological ability to
hear and see will affect perception. Interpretation is the most significant cognitive aspect
of perception. The other psychological processes will affect the interpretation of a situa-
tion. For example, in an organization, employees’ interpretations of a situation are largely
dependent on their learning and motivation and their personality. An example would be
the kinesthetic feedback (sensory impressions from muscles) that helps manufacturing
workers perceive the speed of materials moving by them in the production process. An
example of psychological feedback that may influence an employee’s perception is the
supervisor’s raised eyebrow or a change in voice inflection. Research has shown that both
facial expressions and the specific situation will influence perceptions of certain emo-
tions, such as fear, anger, or pain.75 The behavioral termination of perception is the reac-
tion or behavior, either overt or covert, which is necessary if perception is to be considered
a behavioral event and thus an important part of organizational behavior. As a result of
perception, an employee may move rapidly or slowly (overt behavior) or make a self-evaluation
(covert behavior).

As shown in Figure 5.1, all these perceptual subprocesses are compatible with the social
cognitive conceptual framework presented in Chapter 1. The stimulus or environmental

STIMULUS OR SITUATION PERSON

EXTERNAL 
ENVIRONMENT
Sensual Stimulation

Physical Environment:
Office
Factory floor
Research laboratory
Store
Climate
etc.

Sociocultural Environment:
Management styles
Values
Discrimination
etc.

CONFRONTATION
of specific stimulus
(e.g., supervisor or 

new procedure)

REGISTRATION
of stimulus

(e.g., sensory and 
neural mechanisms)

INTERPRETATION
of stimulus (e.g., 

motivation, learning,
and personality)

FEEDBACK
for clarification 
(e.g., kinesthetic 
or psychological)

BEHAVIOR
(e.g., overt such as 

rushing off or covert 
such as an attitude)

CONSEQUENCE
(e.g., reinforcement/
punishment or some

 organizational 
outcome)

BEHAVIOR

CONSEQUENCES

FIGURE 5.1 The Subprocesses of Perception
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situation is the first part; registration, interpretation, and feedback occur within the cogni-
tive processes of the person; then there is the resulting behavior itself; and the environ-
mental consequences of this behavior make up the final part. The subprocesses of
registration, interpretation, and feedback are internal cognitive processes that are unob-
servable, but the situation, behavior, and environmental consequences indicate that percep-
tion is indeed related to behavior. Recent summaries of research using the meta-analysis
technique have found empirical support for the relationship between cognitive variables
such as perception and behaviors.76

SOCIAL PERCEPTION

Although the senses and subprocess provide understanding of the overall perceptual process,
most relevant to the study of organizational behavior is social perception, which is directly
concerned with how one individual perceives other individuals: how we get to know others.

Characteristics of Perceiver and Perceived
A summary of classic research findings on some specific characteristics of the perceiver
and the perceived reveals a profile of the perceiver as follows:

1. Knowing oneself makes it easier to see others accurately.

2. One’s own characteristics affect the characteristics one is likely to see in others.

3. People who accept themselves are more likely to be able to see favorable aspects of other
people.

4. Accuracy in perceiving others is not a single skill.77

These four characteristics greatly influence how a person perceives others in the envi-
ronmental situation. Interestingly, this classic profile is very similar to our very new
approach that we call an “authentic leader.”78 Covered in detail in the leadership chapter at
the end of the book, for now it can be simply said that authentic leaders are those who know
themselves (are self-aware and true to themselves) and true to others. In other words, the
recognition and understanding of basic perceptual profiles of social perception can con-
tribute to complex processes such as authentic leadership.

There are also certain characteristics of the person being perceived that influence social
perception. Research has shown that:

1. The status of the person perceived will greatly influence others’ perception of the person.

2. The person being perceived is usually placed into categories to simplify the viewer’s
perceptual activities. Two common categories are status and role.

3. The visible traits of the person perceived will greatly influence others’ perception of the
person.79

These characteristics of the perceiver and the perceived suggest the complexity of social
perception. Organizational participants must realize that their perceptions of another per-
son are greatly influenced by their own characteristics and the characteristics of the other
person. For example, if a manager has high self-esteem and the other person is pleasant and
comes from the home office, then the manager will likely perceive this other person in a
positive, favorable manner. On the other hand, if the manager has low self-esteem and the
other person is an arrogant salesperson, the manager will likely perceive this other person
in a negative, unfavorable manner. Such attributions that people make of others play a vital
role in their social perceptions and resulting behavior.
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Participants in formal organizations are constantly perceiving one another. Managers
are perceiving workers, workers are perceiving managers, line personnel are perceiving
staff personnel, staff personnel are perceiving the line personnel, frontline employees are
perceiving customers, customers are perceiving frontline employees, and on and on. There
are numerous complex factors that enter into such social perception, but most important are
the problems associated with stereotyping and the halo effect.

Stereotyping
The term stereotype refers to the tendency to perceive another person (hence social per-
ception) as belonging to a single class or category. The word itself is derived from the
typographer’s word for a printing plate made from previously composed type. In 1922,
Walter Lippmann applied the word to perception. Since then, stereotyping has become a
frequently used term to describe perceptual errors. In particular, it is employed in analyz-
ing prejudice. Not commonly acknowledged is the fact that stereotyping may attribute
favorable or unfavorable traits to the person being perceived. Most often a person is put into
a stereotype because the perceiver knows only the overall category to which the person
belongs. However, because each individual is unique, the real traits of the person will gen-
erally be quite different from those the stereotype would suggest.

Stereotyping greatly influences social perception in today’s organizations. Common
stereotyped groups include managers, supervisors, knowledge workers, union members,
young people, old people, minorities, women, white- and blue-collar workers, and all the
various functional and staff specialists, for example, accountants, salespeople, computer
programmers, and engineers. There may be a general consensus about the traits possessed
by the members of these categories. Yet in reality there is often a discrepancy between the
agreed-upon traits of each category and the actual traits of the members. In other words,
not all engineers carry laptop computers and are coldly rational, nor are all human
resource managers do-gooders who are trying to keep workers happy. On the contrary,
there are individual differences and a great deal of variability among members of these
and all other groups. In spite of this, other organization members commonly make blanket
perceptions and behave accordingly. For example, one analysis noted that a major problem
General Motors has is the institutionalized set of managerial beliefs about its customers,
workers, foreign competitors, and the government. These perceptions cause the GM lead-
ership to blame their problems on the famous stereotyped “them” instead of recognizing
the need for fundamental corporate culture change.80 There is also research indicating that
long exposure to negative stereotypes may result in the members having an inferiority
anxiety or lowered expectations.81 There are numerous other research studies82 and com-
mon, everyday examples that point out stereotyping and its problems that occur in organi-
zational life.

The Halo Effect
The halo effect in social perception is very similar to stereotyping. Whereas in stereotyping
the person is perceived according to a single category, under the halo effect the person is
perceived on the basis of one trait. Halo is often discussed in performance appraisal when
a rater makes an error in judging a person’s total personality and/or performance on the
basis of a single positive trait such as intelligence, appearance, dependability, or coopera-
tiveness. Whatever the single trait is, it may override all other traits in forming the percep-
tion of the person. For example, a person’s physical appearance or dress may override all
other characteristics in making a selection decision or in appraising the person’s perfor-
mance. The opposite is sometimes called the “horns effect” where an individual is down-
graded because of a single negative characteristic or incident.83
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The halo effect problem has been given considerable attention in research on perfor-
mance appraisal. For example, a comprehensive review of the performance appraisal liter-
ature found that halo effect was the dependent variable in over a third of the studies and was
found to be a major problem affecting appraisal accuracy.84 The current thinking on the
halo effect can be summarized from the extensive research literature as follows:

1. It is a common rater error.

2. It has both true and illusory components.

3. It has led to inflated correlations among rating dimensions and is due to the influence of
a general evaluation and specific judgments.

4. It has negative consequences and should be avoided or removed.85

Like all the other aspects of the psychological process of perception discussed in this
chapter, the halo effect has important implications for the study and eventual understand-
ing of organizational behavior. Unfortunately, even though the halo effect is one of the
longest recognized and most pervasive problems associated with applications such as per-
formance appraisal in the field of organizational behavior, a critical analysis of the consid-
erable research concludes that we still do not know much about the impact of the halo
effect86 and attempts at solving the problem have not yet been very successful.87 In other
words, overcoming perceptual problems such as stereotyping and the halo effect remains an
important challenge for effective human resource management.

WORK-RELATED ATTITUDES: PA/NA

Besides the traditional recognition given to personality and perception in the cognitive
domain, in the field of organizational behavior more recent and directly relevant is the
attention given to affective (feelings) dispositions as antecedents of important work-related
attitudes such as job satisfaction and to lesser extent organizational commitment and orga-
nizational citizenship. In particular, the dispositions of positive affectivity (PA) and nega-
tive affectivity (NA) have been found to be important antecedents to attitudes about one’s
job. As explained by George,88 NA reflects a personality disposition to experience negative
emotional states; those with high NA tend to feel nervous, tense, anxious, worried, upset,
and distressed. Accordingly, those with high NA are more likely to experience negative
affective states—they are more likely to have a negative attitude toward themselves, others,
and the world around them. There is accumulating research supporting this biasing effect
of NA.89 For example, one study found that employees high in negative affectivity more
often perceived themselves as victims and thus open themselves up to be more likely tar-
gets of coworkers’ aggressive actions.90 Another study found NA moderated the link
between favorable performance appraisal feedback and job attitudes.91

Those with high PA have the opposite disposition and tend to have an overall sense of
well-being, to see themselves as pleasurably and effectively engaged, and to experience pos-
itive attitudes. Whether PA is the bipolar opposite and independent of NA is still the subject
of debate and interpretation of research results.92 People do not necessarily move between
opposite mood states, but can be both happy and unhappy. However, most of the time there
are swings in mood, that is, NA to PA or PA to NA. Research finds that PAs tend to perform
better,93 are less absent from work,94 and are more satisfied,95 whereas NAs may experience
more stress.96 There is even evidence that teams with a positive affective tone (i.e., the aver-
age PA of members is high) are more effective than teams with a negative affective tone.97

In other words, one’s mood or affective disposition may become a self-fulfilling prophecy as
far as organization outcomes are concerned.
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Similar to the Big Five personality traits, the PA/NA attitudes have reached such a level
of development that increasing research attention is being given to refining the concepts. In
recent years studies focus on how affectivity is determined (e.g., through the congruence
between employee preferences and organizational human resources practices98 or the
impact of self-, internally generated information on NA99) and on multiple levels of analy-
sis.100 Besides the interest in the dispositions of PA/NA, over the years there is major atten-
tion given to job satisfaction and organizational commitment.

EMPLOYEE ATTITUDES

Specific employee attitudes relating to job satisfaction and organizational commitment are
of major interest to the field of organizational behavior and the practice of human resource
management. Whereas the above discussion of positive and negative affectivity are con-
sidered to be antecedents of work attitudes, more directly job satisfaction focuses on
employees’ attitudes toward their job and organizational commitment focuses on their atti-
tudes toward the overall organization. The more traditionally recognized job satisfaction is
first discussed. Next is the discussion of the widely recognized attitude of organizational
commitment. Finally, the more recent prosocial or organizational citizenship behaviors
are presented to end this chapter.

What Is Meant by Job Satisfaction?
Locke gives a comprehensive definition of job satisfaction as involving cognitive, affective,
and evaluative reactions or attitudes and states it is “a pleasurable or positive emotional
state resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job experience.”101 Job satisfaction is a
result of employees’ perception of how well their job provides those things that are viewed
as important. It is generally recognized in the organizational behavior field that job satis-
faction is the most important and frequently studied employee attitude.

Although theoretical analyses have criticized job satisfaction as being too narrow con-
ceptually,102 there are three generally accepted dimensions to job satisfaction. First, job
satisfaction is an emotional response to a job situation. As such, it cannot be seen; it can
only be inferred. Second, job satisfaction is often determined by how well outcomes meet
or exceed expectations. For example, if organizational participants feel that they are work-
ing much harder than others in the department but are receiving fewer rewards, they will
probably have a negative attitude toward their work, boss, and/or coworkers. They will be
dissatisfied. On the other hand, if they feel they are being treated very well and are being
paid equitably, they are likely to have a positive attitude toward the job. They will be job-
satisfied. Third, job satisfaction represents several related attitudes. Through the years five
job dimensions have been identified to represent the most important characteristics of a
job about which employees have affective responses. These are:

1. The work itself. The extent to which the job provides the individual with interesting
tasks, opportunities for learning, and the chance to accept responsibility

2. Pay. The amount of financial remuneration that is received and the degree to which
this is viewed as equitable vis-á-vis that of others in the organization

3. Promotion opportunities. The chances for advancement in the organization

4. Supervision. The abilities of the supervisor to provide technical assistance and behav-
ioral support

5. Coworkers. The degree to which fellow workers are technically proficient and socially
supportive103
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These five dimensions were formulated many years ago and have been widely used to
measure job satisfaction over the years, and a meta-analysis confirmed their construct
validity.104

Influences on Job Satisfaction
There are a number of factors that influence job satisfaction. For example, one study even
found that if college students’ majors coincided with their jobs, this relationship predicted
subsequent job satisfaction.105 However, the main influences can be summarized along the
above five dimensions.

The Work Itself
The content of the work itself is a major source of satisfaction. For example, research related
to the job characteristics approach to job design, covered in the next chapter, shows that
feedback from the job itself and autonomy are two of the major job-related motivational fac-
tors. Research has found that such job characteristics and job complexity mediate the rela-
tionship between personality and job satisfaction,106 and if the creative requirements of
employees’ jobs are met, then they tend to be satisfied.107 At a more pragmatic level, some
of the most important ingredients of a satisfying job uncovered by surveys over the years
include interesting and challenging work, and one survey found that career development
(not necessarily promotion) was most important to both younger and older employees.108

Also in line with Chapter 2 on diversity and ethics, a study found work satisfaction is asso-
ciated with equal opportunities and family-friendly and anti-harassment practices.109 Firms
on the annual Fortune list of “100 Best Companies to Work For,” such as VSP, the nation’s
largest provider of eye care benefits, which is known for innovative human resources prac-
tices, have sustained high levels of employee satisfaction with work.110

Pay
Chapter 4 gave detailed attention to both pay and benefits. Wages and salaries are rec-
ognized to be a significant but cognitively complex111 and multidimensional factor in
job satisfaction.112 Money not only helps people attain their basic needs but is also
instrumental in providing upper-level need satisfaction. Employees often see pay as a
reflection of how management views their contribution to the organization. Fringe ben-
efits are also important, but they are not as influential. One reason undoubtedly is that
most employees do not even know how much they are receiving in benefits. Moreover,
most tend to undervalue these benefits because they do not realize their significant mon-
etary value.113 However, research indicates that if employees are allowed some flexibil-
ity in choosing the type of benefits they prefer within a total package, called a flexible
or cafeteria benefits plan, there is a significant increase in both benefits satisfaction and
overall job satisfaction.114

Promotions
Promotional opportunities seem to have a varying effect on job satisfaction. This is
because promotions take a number of different forms and have a variety of accompany-
ing rewards. For example, individuals who are promoted on the basis of seniority often
experience job satisfaction but not as much as those who are promoted on the basis of
performance. Additionally, a promotion with a 10 percent salary raise is typically not as
satisfying as one with a 20 percent salary raise. These differences help explain why
executive promotions may be more satisfying than promotions that occur at the lower
levels of organizations. Also, in recent years with the flattening of organizations and
accompanying empowerment strategies, promotion in the traditional sense of climbing
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the hierarchical corporate ladder of success is no longer available as it once was.
Employees operating in the new paradigm, as outlined in Part One of this text, know that
not only are traditional promotions not available, but as was pointed out earlier, they
may not even be desired. A positive work environment and opportunities to grow intel-
lectually and broaden their skill base has for many become more important than pro-
motion opportunities.115

Supervision
Supervision is another moderately important source of job satisfaction. Chapter 14 dis-
cusses the impact of leadership skills. For now, however, it can be said that there seem to be
two dimensions of supervisory style that affect job satisfaction. One is employee-centered-
ness, which is measured by the degree to which a supervisor takes a personal interest and
cares about the employee. It commonly is manifested in ways such as checking to see how
well the employee is doing, providing advice and assistance to the individual, and commu-
nicating with the associate on a personal as well as an official level. American employees
generally complain that their supervisors don’t do a very good job on these dimensions.
There is considerable empirical evidence that one of the major reasons employees give for
quitting a company is that their supervisor does not care about them.116

The other dimension is participation or influence, as illustrated by managers who allow
their people to participate in decisions that affect their own jobs. In most cases, this
approach leads to higher job satisfaction. For example, a meta-analysis concluded that par-
ticipation does have a positive effect on job satisfaction. A participative climate created by
the supervisor seems to have a more substantial effect on workers’ satisfaction than does
participation in a specific decision.117

Work Group
The nature of the work group or team will have an effect on job satisfaction. Friendly, coop-
erative coworkers or team members are a modest source of job satisfaction to individual
employees. The work group, especially a “tight” team, serves as a source of support, com-
fort, advice, and assistance to the individual members. Research indicates that groups
requiring considerable interdependence among the members to get the job done will have
higher satisfaction.118 A “good” work group or effective team makes the job more enjoy-
able. However, this factor is not essential to job satisfaction. On the other hand, if the
reverse conditions exist—the people are difficult to get along with—this factor may have a
negative effect on job satisfaction. Also, cross-cultural research finds that if members are
resistant to teams in general and self-managed teams in particular, they will be less satis-
fied than if they welcome being part of teams.119

Working Conditions
Working conditions have a modest effect on job satisfaction. If the working conditions are
good (clean, attractive surroundings, for instance), the personnel will find it easier to carry
out their jobs. If the working conditions are poor (hot, noisy surroundings, for example),
personnel will find it more difficult to get things done. In other words, the effect of work-
ing conditions on job satisfaction is similar to that of the work group. If things are good,
there may or may not be a job satisfaction problem; if things are poor, there very likely
will be.

Most people do not give working conditions a great deal of thought unless they are
extremely bad. Additionally, when there are complaints about working conditions, these
sometimes are really nothing more than manifestations of other problems. For example, a
manager may complain that his office has not been properly cleaned by the night crew, but
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his anger is actually a result of a meeting he had with the boss earlier in the day in which he
was given a poor performance evaluation. However, in recent years, because of the increased
diversity of the workforce, working conditions have taken on new importance. Chapter 2
discussed ways in which today’s organizations are trying to make conditions more support-
ive and more nondiscriminatory/nonthreatening. There is also evidence of a positive rela-
tionship between job satisfaction and life satisfaction,120 and that the direction of causality
is that people who are satisfied with their lives tend to find more satisfaction in their work.121

Outcomes of Job Satisfaction
To society as a whole as well as from an individual employee’s standpoint, job satisfaction
in and of itself is a desirable outcome. However, from a pragmatic managerial and organi-
zational effectiveness perspective, it is important to know how, if at all, satisfaction relates
to desired outcome variables. For instance, if job satisfaction is high, will the employees
perform better and the organization be more effective? If job satisfaction is low, will there
be performance problems and ineffectiveness? This question has been asked by both
researchers and practitioners through the years. There are no simple answers, and the
results range from weak to strong. In examining the outcomes of job satisfaction, it is
important to break down the analysis into a series of specific outcomes. The following sec-
tions examine the most important of these.

Satisfaction and Performance
Do satisfied employees perform better than their less-satisfied counterparts? This “satisfaction-
performance controversy” has raged over the years. Although most people assume a positive
relationship, the research to date has been mixed. About 25 years ago, the studies assessed by
a meta-analysis indicated a weak (.17 best-estimate correlation) relationship between satis-
faction and performance.122 However, conceptual, methodological, empirical, and practical
analyses have questioned and argued against these weak results.123 So, more recently a
sophisticated meta-analysis conducted by Tim Judge and his colleagues on 312 samples with
a combined N of 54,417 found the mean true correlation to be .30.124 This latest analysis thus
shows a much stronger relationship between employee job satisfaction and performance, but
still not greater than the Big Five personality trait of conscientiousness discussed earlier in
this chapter nor as great as the meta-analytic findings of other psychological constructs such
as the relationship between self-efficacy (covered in Chapter 7) and performance (.38).125

Perhaps the best conclusion about satisfaction and performance is that there is definitely
a positive relationship, but probably not as great as conventional wisdom assumed con-
cerning happy workers as productive workers. Although there is recent supporting research
evidence on the causal direction (that correlational studies do not permit), showing satis-
faction influences performance rather than vice versa,126 the relationship may even be more
complex than others in organizational behavior. For example, there seem to be many possi-
ble moderating variables, the most important of which are rewards. If people receive
rewards they feel are equitable, they will be satisfied, and this is likely to result in greater
performance effort.127 Also, research evidence indicates that satisfaction may not neces-
sarily lead to individual performance improvement but does lead to departmental128 and
organizational-level improvement.129 A meta-analysis of such business units (7,939 in 36
companies) found that when satisfaction is defined and measured by employee engage-
ment, there is a significant relationship with performance outcomes of productivity, cus-
tomer satisfaction, and even profit.130 In total, job satisfaction should not be considered the
endpoint in human performance, but there is accumulating evidence that it should, along
with the other dimensions discussed throughout this text, play an important role in the
study and application of organizational behavior.
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Satisfaction and Turnover
Does high employee job satisfaction result in low turnover? Research has uncovered a
moderately inverse relationship between satisfaction and turnover.131 High job satisfaction
will not, in and of itself, keep turnover low, but it does seem to help. On the other hand, if
there is considerable job dissatisfaction, there is likely to be high turnover. Obviously, other
variables enter into an employee’s decision to quit besides job satisfaction. For example,
age, tenure in the organization, and commitment to the organization (covered in the next
major section), may play a role. Some people cannot see themselves working anywhere
else, so they remain regardless of how dissatisfied they feel. Another factor is the general
economy. When things in the economy are going well and there is little unemployment, typ-
ically there will be an increase in turnover because people will begin looking for better
opportunities with other organizations. Even if they are satisfied, many people are willing
to leave if the opportunities elsewhere promise to be better. On the other hand, if jobs are
tough to get and downsizing, mergers, and acquisitions are occurring, as in recent years,
dissatisfied employees will voluntarily stay where they are. Research findings verify that
unemployment rates do directly affect turnover.132 On an overall basis, however, it is accu-
rate to say that job satisfaction is important in employee turnover. Although absolutely no
turnover is not necessarily beneficial to the organization, a low turnover rate is usually
desirable because of the considerable training costs and the drawbacks of inexperience,
plus the loss of the tacit knowledge that those who leave take with them.

Satisfaction and Absenteeism
Research has only demonstrated a weak negative relationship between satisfaction and
absenteeism.133 As with turnover, many other variables enter into the decision to stay home
besides satisfaction with the job. For example, there are moderating variables such as the
degree to which people feel that their jobs are important. For example, research among
state government employees has found that those who believed that their work was impor-
tant had lower absenteeism than did those who did not feel this way. Additionally, it is
important to remember that although high job satisfaction will not necessarily result in low
absenteeism, low job satisfaction is more likely to bring about absenteeism.134

Other Effects and Ways to Enhance Satisfaction
In addition to those noted above, there are a number of other effects brought about by high
job satisfaction. Research reports that highly satisfied employees tend to have better phys-
ical health, learn new job-related tasks more quickly, have fewer on-the-job accidents, and
file fewer grievances. Also on the positive side, it has been found that there is a strong neg-
ative relationship between job satisfaction and perceived stress.135 In other words, by build-
ing satisfaction, stress may be reduced.

Overall, there is no question that employee satisfaction in jobs is in and of itself desir-
able. It cannot only reduce stress, but as the preceding discussion points out, may also help
improve performance, turnover, and absenteeism. Based on the current body of knowledge,
the following evidence-based guidelines may help enhance job satisfaction.136

1. Make jobs more fun. World-class companies such as Southwest Airlines have a fun
culture for their employees. Southwest management makes it clear that irreverence is
okay; it’s okay to be yourself; and take the competition seriously, but not yourself.137

Having a fun culture may not make jobs themselves more satisfying, but it does break
up boredom and lessen the chances of dissatisfaction.

2. Have fair pay, benefits, and promotion opportunities. These are obvious ways that
organizations typically try to keep their employees satisfied. Recent national surveys
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indicate that employees rank benefits and pay as very important to their job
satisfaction.138 As Chapter 4 pointed out, an important way to make benefits more effec-
tive would be to provide a flexible, so-called cafeteria approach. This allows employees
to choose their own distribution of benefits within the budgeted amount available. This
way there would be no discrepancies between what they want, because it’s their choice.

3. Match people with jobs that fit their interests and skills. Getting the right fit is one of
the most important, but overlooked, ways to have satisfied employees. This, of course,
assumes that the organization knows what those interests and skills are. Effective human
resource management firms such as Disney, Southwest Airlines, Google, and Microsoft
put considerable effort into finding out interests and skills of potential new hires, as well
as existing employees, in order to make the match or fit with the right job.

4. Design jobs to make them exciting and satisfying. Instead of finding people to fit the
job as in point 3, this approach suggests designing jobs to fit the people. Most people do
not find boring, repetitive work very satisfying. For example, the Canadian aerospace
firm Nordavionics was losing too many of their talented engineers. They found that they
could increase job satisfaction and reduce turnover by being more sensitive to and pro-
viding their engineers with more challenging work and professional growth.
Unfortunately, too many jobs today are boring and should be changed or eliminated as
much as possible. Chapter 6 is concerned with designing jobs to help motivate and sat-
isfy today’s employees. Examples include providing more responsibility and building in
more variety, significance, identity, autonomy, and feedback.

In summary, most organizational behavior scholars as well as practicing managers
would argue that job satisfaction is important to an organization. Some critics have argued,
however, that this is pure conjecture because there is so much we do not know about the
positive effects of satisfaction. On the other hand, when job satisfaction is low, there seem
to be negative effects on the organization that have been well documented. So if only from
the standpoint of viewing job satisfaction as a minimum requirement or point of departure,
it is of value to the employees’ well-being and the organization’s overall health and effec-
tiveness and is deserving of study and application in the field of organizational behavior.

Organizational Commitment
Although job satisfaction has received the most attention of all work-related attitudes, orga-
nizational commitment has become increasingly recognized in the organizational behavior
literature. Whereas satisfaction is mainly concerned with the employee’s attitude toward the
job and commitment is at the level of the organization, a strong relationship between job
satisfaction and organizational commitment has been found over the years.139 Yet, there are
always many employees who are satisfied with their jobs, but dislike, say, the highly
bureaucratic organization they work for, or the software engineer may be dissatisfied with
her current job, but be very committed to the overall visionary high-tech firm.

On balance, research studies and the field of organizational behavior in general treat satis-
faction and commitment as different attitudes. In light of the new environment that includes
downsizing, telecommuting, mergers and acquisitions, globalization, and diversity, organiza-
tional commitment has resurfaced as a very important topic of study and concern. Although
some expert observers feel that organizational commitment is a dead issue because of the
new environment and should be replaced by career commitment,140 others such as the fol-
lowing see organizational commitment as the major challenge in modern times:

Today’s workplace is enveloped by the fear of downsizing, loss of job security, overwhelming
change in technology and the stress of having to do more with less . . . managers [need to]
establish the type of caring, spirited workplace that will ignite employee commitment.141
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After first defining commitment and its dimensions, what research has found to date about
its outcomes is then summarized.

The Meaning of Organizational Commitment
As with other topics in organizational behavior, a wide variety of definitions and measures
of organizational commitment exist.142 As an attitude, organizational commitment is most
often defined as (1) a strong desire to remain a member of a particular organization; (2) a
willingness to exert high levels of effort on behalf of the organization; and (3) a definite
belief in, and acceptance of, the values and goals of the organization.143 In other words, this
is an attitude reflecting employees’ loyalty to their organization and is an ongoing process
through which organizational participants express their concern for the organization and its
continued success and well-being. Using this definition, it is commonly measured by the
Organizational Commitment Questionnaire shown in Figure 5.2.

The organizational commitment attitude is determined by a number of personal (age,
tenure in the organization, career adaptability, and dispositions such as positive or negative
affectivity, or internal or external control attributions) and organizational (the job design,
values, support, procedual fairness, and the leadership style of one’s supervisor) variables.144

Even nonorganizational factors, such as the availability of alternatives after making the initial
choice to join an organization, will affect subsequent commitment.145

Also, because of the new environment where many organizations are not demonstrating
evidence of commitment to their employees, recent research has found that an employee’s

FIGURE 5.2
Organizational
Commitment
Questionnaire 
(OCQ)

Source: R. T. Mowday, R. M.
Steers, and L. W. Porter, “The
Measure of Organizational
Commitment,” Journal of
Vocational Behavior, Vol. 14,
1979, p. 288. Used with 
permission

Listed below are a series of statements that represent possible feelings that individuals might
have about the company or organization for which they work. With respect to your own
feelings about the particular organization for which you are now working, please indicate
the degree of your agreement or disagreement with each statement by checking one of the
seven alternatives below each statement.*

1. I am willing to put in a great deal of effort beyond what is normally expected in order to
help this organization be successful.

2. I talk up this organization to my friends as a great organization to work for.
3. I feel very little loyalty to this organization. (R)
4. I would accept almost any type of job assignment in order to keep working for this

organization.
5. I find that my values and the organization’s values are very similar.
6. I am proud to tell others that I am a part of this organization.
7. I could just as well be working for a different organization as long as the type of work

was similar. (R)
8. This organization really inspires the very best in me in the way of job performance.
9. It would take very little change in my present circumstances to cause me to leave this

organization. (R)
10. I am extremely glad that I chose this organization to work for over others I was 

considering at the time I joined.
11. There’s not too much to be gained by sticking with this organization indefinitely. (R)
12. Often, I find it difficult to agree with this organization’s policies on important matters

relating to its employees. (R)
13. I really care about the fate of this organization.
14. For me this is the best of all possible organizations for which to work.
15. Deciding to work for this organization was a definite mistake on my part. (R)

*Responses to each item are measured on a 7-point scale with scale point anchors labeled (1) strongly disagree; (2) moderately 
disagree; (3) slightly disagree; (4) neither disagree nor agree; (5) slightly agree; (6) moderately agree; (7) strongly agree. An “R” 
denotes a negatively phrased and reverse-scored item.
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career commitment is a moderator between the perceptions of company policies and prac-
tices and organizational commitment.146 For example, even though employees perceive
supervisory support, they would also need to have a commitment to their careers, say, in
engineering or marketing, in order to have high organizational commitment.

Because of this multidimensional nature of organizational commitment, there is grow-
ing support for the three-component model proposed by Meyer and Allen.147 The three
dimensions are as follows:

1. Affective commitment involves the employee’s emotional attachment to, identification
with, and involvement in the organization.

2. Continuance commitment involves commitment based on the costs that the employee
associates with leaving the organization. This may be because of the loss of senority for
promotion or benefits.

3. Normative commitment involves employees’ feelings of obligation to stay with the
organization because they should; it is the right thing to do.

There is considerable research support for this three-component conceptualization of orga-
nizational commitment.148 It also generally holds up across cultures.149

The Outcomes of Organizational Commitment
As is the case with job satisfaction, there are mixed outcomes of organizational commit-
ment. Both early150 and more recent research summaries151 do show support of a posi-
tive relationship between organizational commitment and desirable outcomes such as
high performance, low turnover, and low absenteeism. There is also evidence that
employee commitment relates to other desirable outcomes, such as the perception of a
warm, supportive organizational climate152 and being a good team member willing to
help.153 Yet, as with satisfaction, there are some studies that do not show strong relation-
ships between commitment and outcome variables154 and others where there are moder-
ating effects between organizational commitment and performance. For example, one
study found a stronger relationship between organizational commitment and perfor-
mance for those with low financial needs than for those with high ones,155 and another
study found that the more tenure the employees had on the job and with the employing
organization, the less impact their commitment had on performance.156 Also, a study
found that commitment to supervisors was more strongly related to performance than
was commitment to organizations.157 These and a number of other studies indicate the
complexity of an attitude such as commitment.158 On balance, however, most researchers
would agree that the organizational commitment attitude as defined here may be a better
predictor of desirable outcome variables than is job satisfaction159 and thus deserves
management’s attention.

Guidelines to Enhance Organizational Commitment
As the opening discussion of commitment indicated, management faces a paradoxical sit-
uation: “On the one hand today’s focus on teamwork, empowerment, and flatter organiza-
tions puts a premium on just the sort of self-motivation that one expects to get from
committed employees; on the other hand, environmental forces are acting to diminish the
foundations of employee commitment.”160 Dessler suggests the following specific guide-
lines to implement a management system that should help solve the current dilemma and
enhance employees’ organizational commitment:

1. Commit to people-first values. Put it in writing, hire the right-kind managers, and walk
the talk.
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2. Clarify and communicate your mission. Clarify the mission and ideology; make it
charismatic; use value-based hiring practices; stress values-based orientation and train-
ing; build the tradition.

3. Guarantee organizational justice. Have a comprehensive grievance procedure; pro-
vide for extensive two-way communications.

4. Create a sense of community. Build value-based homogeneity; share and share alike;
emphasize barnraising, cross-utilization, and teamwork; get together.

5. Support employee development. Commit to actualizing; provide first-year job chal-
lenge; enrich and empower; promote from within; provide developmental activities;
provide employee security without guarantees.161

Organizational Citizenship Behaviors (OCBs)
An appropriate concluding section for this chapter covering personality, perception, and atti-
tudes are the prosocial/organizational citizenship behaviors, simply known as OCBs. This
now very popular construct in organizational behavior was first introduced over 25 years ago
with a cognitively based theoretical foundation. Organ defines OCB as “individual behavior
that is discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward system, and
that in the aggregate promotes the effective functioning of the organization.”162

The personality foundation for these OCBs reflects the employee’s predispositional
traits to be cooperative, helpful, caring, and conscientious. The attitudinal foundation indi-
cates that employees engage in OCBs in order to reciprocate the actions of their organiza-
tions. Motivational dimensions,163 job satisfaction,164 and organizational commitment165

clearly relate to OCBs. More important to OCBs, however, is that employees must perceive
that they are being treated fairly, that the procedures and outcomes are fair. A number of
studies have found a strong relationship between justice and OCBs.166 It seems that proce-
dural justice affects employees by influencing their perceived organizational support,
which in turn prompts them to reciprocate with OCBs, going beyond the formal job
requirements.167

Besides being extra-role or going beyond “the call of duty,” other major dimensions are
that OCBs are discretionary or voluntary in nature and that they are not necessarily recog-
nized by the the formal reward system of the organization.168 OCBs can take many forms,
but the major ones could be summarized as: (1) altruism (e.g., helping out when a coworker
is not feeling well), (2) conscientiousness (e.g., staying late to finish a project), (3) civic
virtue (e.g., volunteering for a community program to represent the firm), (4) sportsman-
ship (e.g., sharing failure of a team project that would have been successful by following
the member’s advice), and (5) courtesy (e.g., being understanding and empathetic even
when provoked).169 Research also examines antecedents such as job attitudes that account
for loyalty OCBs, personality that accounts for service delivery OCBs, effects of national-
ity on the role of OCBs,170 the amount of control people have over their job relates to
OCBs,171 customer knowledge and personality that jointly predict participation in
OCBs,172 and relationship quality and relationship context as antecedents of person- and
task-focused interpersonal citizenship behaviors.173

Obviously, all these different types of OCBs are valuable to organizations and, although
they frequently go undetected by the reward system, there is evidence that individuals who
exhibit OCBs do perform better and receive higher performance evaluations.174 Also,
OCBs do relate to group and organization performance and effectiveness.175 However, as
with job satisfaction and organizational commitment, there is still some criticism of the
conceptualization and research on OCBs,176 and more research is certainly warranted. For
example, one study found that OCBs do influence organizational outcomes rather than the
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other way around177 and another study has begun to analyze the influence of gender on the
performance of OCBs.178 Also, although the research has focused on the positive impact of
OCBs, a recent study found that at least too much of the individual initiative portion of
OCB is related to higher levels of employee role overload, job stress, and work-family con-
flict.179 Yet, as a summary statement, today’s managers would be very wise in trying to
enhance not only job satisfaction and organizational commitment, but also prosocial, orga-
nizational citizenship behaviors of their employees.

Summary Personality, perception, and attitudes represent important micro, cognitively oriented vari-
ables in the study of organizational behavior. Personality represents the “whole person”
concept. It includes perception, learning, motivation, and more. According to this defini-
tion, people’s external appearance and traits, their inner awareness of self, and the person-
situation interaction make up their personalities. Although the nature versus nurture debate
continues, the findings of twin studies point out the importance that heredity may play in
personality, and recent breakthroughs in neuropsychology indicate the importance of the
brain in personality have led most psychologists to recognize nature and nurture. However,
the nurture side still dominates. Self-esteem, the person-situation interaction, and the
socialization process of personality development are all very relevant to the understanding
and application of organizational behavior.

Besides the recent advances in the genetic and brain input into personality, the study of
relatively fixed dispositions have recognized importance in the form of the “Big Five” per-
sonality traits. Conscientiousness, emotional stability, agreeableness, extraversion, and
openness to experience have been found to significantly relate to job performance, espe-
cially conscientiousness. In addition, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) remains a
popular tool for personal and career development. Whereas the Big Five is based on
research, the MBTI is based on the historically important Carl Jung theory of personality
types and mental processes. Both the Big Five and MBTI if carefully interpreted and used
can make a contribution to the understanding and application of organizational behavior.

Whereas personality is an important cognitive construct to help explain organizational
behavior, perception is an important cognitive process. Through this complex perceptual
process or filter, persons make interpretations of the stimulus or situation facing them. The
social context that this process takes place is particularly important to the study of organi-
zational behavior. Particularly relevant problems in this social perception are stereotyping
(the tendency to perceive another person as belonging to a single class or category) and the
halo effect (the tendency to perceive a person on the basis of one trait).

The remainder of the chapter is concerned with cognitively based attitudes. Personality
traits, perceptions, and dispositions such as positive affectivity (PA) and negative affectivity
(NA), are important antecedents to attitudes about one’s job. However, traditionally the most
important attitude studied in organizational behavior and given concern in the real world is job
satisfaction. This attitude is defined as a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from
the appraisal of one’s job or job experience. A number of factors influence job satisfaction.
Some of the major ones are the work itself, pay, promotions, supervision, the work group, and
working conditions. There are a number of outcomes of job satisfaction. For example, although
the relationship with performance was thought to be relatively weak, more recent research is
showing a much stronger relationship. Low job satisfaction tends to lead to both turnover and
absenteeism, whereas high job satisfaction often results in fewer on-the-job accidents and
work grievances, less time needed to learn new job-related tasks, and less stress. There are also
specific guidelines to enhance employee satisfaction such as making jobs fun, ensuring
fairness, getting the right fit, and designing jobs to make them more exciting and satisfying.
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Closely related to job satisfaction is the organizational commitment attitude. It tradi-
tionally refers to the employees’ loyalty to the organization and is determined by a number
of personal, organizational, and nonorganizational variables. Now commitment is generally
conceived as having three components: affective (emotional attachment), continuance
(costs of leaving), and normative (obligation to stay). Like job satisfaction, the organiza-
tional commitment attitude is very complex and has mixed results, but in general, it is
thought to have a somewhat stronger relationship with organizational outcomes such as
performance, absenteeism, and turnover. Like satisfaction, organizational commitment can
be enhanced.

The concluding section draws from personality, perception, and attitudes. The extra-
role, prosocial/organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) involve predispositional traits
to be cooperative and conscientious and reflect through attitudes fair treatment from the
organization. OCBs can take a number of forms such as altruism, conscientiousness, civic
virtue, sportsmanship, and courtesy. Although there is still some criticism of the conceptu-
alization and research on OCBs, there is growing evidence that OCBs positively relate to
individual, group, and organizational performance.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE:
Conscientious employees are effective performers.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[117 studies; 19,721 participants; d = .26] On average, there is a 57 percent probability
that conscientious employees will turn out to be better performers than those who do not
have the conscientious personality trait. Out of all the “Big Five” personality dimensions
tested, only conscientiousness showed consistent relations with all job performance criteria
across occupational groups.

Conclusion:
Personality measures are widely used in employee analysis and selection because they con-
tribute to the learning and understanding of today’s employees. Though many personality
traits have been investigated over the years, the Big Five personality dimensions (conscien-
tiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, openness to experience, and emotional stability)
have emerged as the most important because of their relationship with performance.
However, consistent with what was discussed in this chapter, conscientiousness is the single
strongest Big Five predictor of work performance. Conscientious people can be character-
ized as dependable, hardworking, responsible, persevering, and achievement oriented—all
desirable qualities of effective, high-performing employees.

Source: Adapted from Murray R. Barrick and Michael K. Mount, “The Big Five Personality Dimensions
and Job Performance: A Meta-Analysis,” Personnel Psychology, Vol. 44, 1991, pp. 1—26.

OB PRINCIPLE:
Employees who are satisfied with their jobs participate more in prosocial, organizational
citizenship behaviors (OCBs).
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Meta-Analysis Results:
[28 studies; 6,746 participants; d = .47] On average, there is a 63 percent probability that
employees who are satisfied in their jobs will participate in more prosocial, organiza-
tional citizenship behaviors (OCBs) than those who are not satisfied. Self—versus other—
ratings of organizational citizenship behaviors was a notable moderator of the relationship.
Self-reports of citizenship behaviors tend to be inflated. Overall, the evidence provides
support that measures of OCBs will be better related to job satisfaction than would in-
role performance, with the exception that this applies mainly to nonmanagerial, nonpro-
fessional employees.

Conclusion:
Individuals who contribute to organizational effectiveness by doing things that are above
and beyond their primary task or role are assets to their organizations. Examples of orga-
nization citizenship behaviors or OCBs are volunteering for extra job activities, helping
coworkers, and making positive comments about the company. As this chapter has dis-
cussed, OCBs are of value to the organization because, although they are not viewed as a
traditional measure of performance, they can still impact on an organization’s perfor-
mance by supporting ongoing task activities and influencing performance evaluations.
Employees who exhibit citizenship behaviors such as helping others or making innovative
suggestions receive higher performance ratings. Moreover, other attitudinal variables dis-
cussed in this chapter such as job satisfaction and organizational commitment predict and
may lead to OCBs.

Source: Adapted from Dennis W. Organ and Katherine Ryan, “A Meta-Analytic Review of Attitudinal and
Dispositional Predictors of Organizational Citizenship Behavior,” Personnel Psychology, Vol. 48, 1995, 
pp. 775—802.

1. Critically analyze the statement that “the various psychological processes can be
thought of as pieces of a jigsaw puzzle and personality as the completed puzzle picture.”

2. What is the comprehensive definition of personality? Give brief examples of each of
the major elements.

3. What side would you prefer to argue in the nature versus nurture debate? What would
be the major points each side would make? How would you resolve the controversy?

4. What are the “Big Five” personality traits? Which one seems to have the biggest
impact on performance? How would knowledge of the Big Five help you in your job
as a manager?

5. What are the four major dimensions of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) that
yield the 16 types? How can the MBTI be used effectively?

6. In understanding the process of perception, do you agree with the observation that peo-
ple are human information processors? Why?

7. How does sensation differ from perception?

8. What does stereotyping mean? Why is it considered to be a perceptual problem?

9. What is meant by the halo effect? Summarize the current thinking on this halo effect.

10. What is negative affectivity (NA)? What would be an example of an employee with
high NA? What is PA? Provide an example.

11. What is meant by the term job satisfaction? What are some of the major factors that
influence job satisfaction?

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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12. What are some of the important outcomes of job satisfaction?

13. What is organizational commitment? What three components have emerged to help
better explain the complexities of commitment? Why may an understanding of organi-
zational commitment be especially important in the years ahead?

14. What are organization citizenship behaviors (OCBs)? How do they come about and
what are some examples?

Real Case: It’s All a Matter of Personality

Largely because of downsizing, the survivors are working
harder and longer hours every year—and although some
get burned out and stressed, others seem to thrive on it. At
Apple Computer, for example, development teams are
well known for wearing T-shirts that proclaim, “90 Hours
a Week and Loving It!” And high-tech firms are now
coaxing double and triple time out of their employees, a
practice that is spreading to other sectors of the economy.
One of the best examples is provided by the increasing
number of telecommuters who work at home. By giving
employees PCs, cellular phones, pagers, and other
devices, the company can stay in contact. However, many
of these telecommuters are now finding that they are on
call 24 hours a day. One of the new rules of survival in an
increasing number of workplaces appears to be: If you
don’t have the personality to work round-the-clock, don’t
bother applying for a job here.

Of course, for some people work is extremely enjoy-
able, and they do not mind the new demands. Take the
case of entrepreneur Wayne Huizenga, a self-made

billionaire. Huizenga started out with a partner in the
garbage collection business, confident that his firm
could outperform the small mom-and-pop garbage
companies and get their business. He was supremely
confident of his own ability; it was not long before his
plan started to come true. Wall Street did not think much
of his ideas, however, and when he issued his first stock
offering in 1971 it was to raise a mere $5 million. By the
time Huizenga left in 1984, the market value of the
firm’s stock was $3 billion.

Huizenga’s next move was to Blockbuster Entertain-
ment. He was convinced that the movie rental business
was a wave of the future. Again he was right. For a mere
$18.5 million, he and his partners were able to buy the
company—and soon thereafter sales took off, rising
from $43 million annually to over $2 billion. By the
time he sold out to Viacom in 1994, he had put another
billion dollars in his pocket.

The same can be said for Steve Wynn of Mirage
Resorts. Wynn’s company was listed as one of Fortune’s

This chapter was concerned with how personality traits may affect performance in the
workplace. To understand this better, many organizations are using outside resources to
assess employee personalities in an effort to get them into jobs that fit their characteristics.
One such organization can be found at http://www.personality-tests-personality-
profiles.com/home.htm. This site discusses the services that they provide, and pro-
vides some sample personality questions. Another interesting Web site is http://www
.queendom.com/alltests.html. They have many different types of assessment tools
that you can take online. Many of them are related to the workplace. Still another possi-
bility is http://www.hartmancommunications.com. Browse through these sites and
take some of the tests. Then consider the following questions:

1. Did you learn anything that you didn’t already know about yourself? If so, what? How
do you think your personality will affect your work performance?

2. Is there anything you would like to change about yourself in order to improve yourself?
If so, what? If not, what type of job would seem to be most suited to your personality?

3. See if you can locate still other Web sites that assess personality. How, if at all, do these
personality assessments match up with what you have covered in this chapter on per-
sonality and attitudes?

Internet
Exercise:
Assessing Your
Personality
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10 most admired firms in America. Why? Part of it is a
reflection of Wynn’s own personality. He is eternally opti-
mistic and wants his people to be the same. Wynn’s strat-
egy is to keep everybody happy. If anyone is not, Wynn’s
employees are to fix it. As he tells his people, “If you see a
hotel guest with the tiniest frown on her face, don’t ask a
supervisor, take care of it. Erase the charge, send the din-
ner back, don’t charge for the room.” In addition, Wynn
sponsors elaborate parties to honor staffers who have kept
the most customers happy. At one recent party for a
Vietnamese woman who was being honored as employee

of the year, Wynn brought in George and Barbara Bush to
congratulate the lady. It cost a lot of money for the party,
but, as Wynn puts it, “It’s an investment.”

1. Why do employees at firms such as Apple Computer
work so hard and put in such long hours?

2. How would you describe Wayne Huizenga in terms
of the self-concept, specifically self-esteem?

3. Why is job satisfaction and organizational commit-
ment so high at Mirage Resorts? How does Steve
Wynn manage to keep his employees so happy?

Organizational Behavior Case: Same Accident, Different Perceptions

According to the police report, on July 9 at 1:27 P.M.,
bus number 3763 was involved in a minor noninjury
accident. Upon arriving at the scene of the accident,
police were unable to locate the driver of the bus.
Because the bus was barely drivable, the passengers
were transferred to a backup bus, and the damaged bus
was returned to the city bus garage for repair.

The newly hired general manager, Aaron Moore,
has been going over the police report and two addi-
tional reports. One of the additional reports was sub-
mitted by Jennifer Tye, the transportation director for
the City Transit Authority (CTA), and the other came
directly from the driver in the accident, Michael
Meyer. According to Tye, although Mike has been an
above-average driver for almost eight years, his per-
formance has taken a drastic nosedive during the past
15 months. Always one to join the other drivers for an
afterwork drink or two, Mike recently has been sus-
pected of drinking on the job. Furthermore, according
to Tye’s report, Mike was seen having a beer in a tavern
located less than two blocks from the CTA terminal at
around 3 P.M. on the day of the accident. Tye’s report
concludes by citing two sections of the CTA
Transportation Agreement. Section 18a specifıcally
forbids the drinking of alcoholic beverages by any
CTA employee while on duty. Section 26f prohibits
drivers from leaving their buses unattended for any
reason. Violation of either of the two sections results in

automatic dismissal of the employee involved. Tye rec-
ommends immediate dismissal.

According to the driver, Michael Meyer, however,
the facts are quite different. Mike claims that in
attempting to miss a bicycle rider he swerved and
struck a tree, causing minor damage to the bus. Mike
had been talking with the dispatcher when he was
forced to drop his phone receiver in order to miss the
bicycle. Because the receiver broke open on impact,
Mike was forced to walk four blocks to the nearest
phone to report the accident. As soon as he reported the
accident to the company, Mike also called the union to
tell them about it. Mike reports that when he returned to
the scene of the accident, his bus was gone. Uncertain
of what to do and a little frightened, he decided to
return to the CTA terminal. Because it was over a five-
mile walk and because his shift had already ended at
3 P.M., Mike stopped in for a quick beer just before get-
ting back to the terminal.

1. Why are the two reports submitted by Jennifer and
Mike so different? Did Jennifer and Mike have dif-
ferent perceptions of the same incident?

2. What additional information would you need if you
were in Aaron Moore’s position? How can he clarify
his own perception of the incident?

3. Given the information presented above, how would
you recommend resolving this problem?
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Good people—valuable employees—quit their jobs
every day. Usually, they leave for better positions else-
where. Take Ken, an experienced underwriter in a north-
eastern insurance company, who scribbled the following
remarks on his exit interview questionnaire:

This job isn’t right for me. I like to have more input
on decisions that affect me—more of a chance to
show what I can do. I don’t get enough feedback to
tell if I’m doing a good job or not, and the company
keeps people in the dark about where it’s headed.
Basically, I feel like an interchangeable part most of
the time.

In answer to the question about whether the company
could have done anything to keep him, Ken replied sim-
ply, “Probably not.”

Why do so many promising employees leave their
jobs? And why do so many others stay on but perform at
minimal levels for lack of better alternatives? One of the
main reasons—Ken’s reason—can be all but invisible,
because it’s so common in so many organizations: a sys-
temwide failure to keep good people.

Corporations should be concerned about employ-
ees like Ken. By investing in human capital, they may

actually help reduce turnover, protect training invest-
ments, increase productivity, improve quality, and reap
the benefits of innovative thinking and teamwork.

Human resource professionals and managers can con-
tribute to corporate success by encouraging employees’
empowerment, security, identity, “connectedness,” and
competence. How? By recognizing the essential compo-
nents of keeping their best people and by understanding
what enhances and diminishes those components.

Ken doubts that his company will ever change, but
other organizations are taking positive steps to focus on
and enhance employee retention. As a result, they’re
reducing turnover, improving quality, increasing pro-
ductivity, and protecting their training investments.

1. Do you think that Ken’s self-esteem had anything to
do with his leaving the firm?

2. What do you think were Ken’s satisfaction with and
commitment to the job and firm he is leaving? How
does this relate to the research on the determinants
and outcomes of satisfaction and commitment?

3. What lesson can this company learn from the case of
Ken? What can and should it now do?

Organizational Behavior Case: Ken Leaves the Company
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Chapter Six

Motivational Needs,
Processes, and
Applications
Learning Objectives

• Define the motivation process.

• Identify the primary and secondary needs.

• Discuss the major theories of work motivation.

• Present the motivational application of job design.

• Describe the motivational application of goal setting.

Motivation is a basic psychological process. Few would deny that it is the most important
focus in the micro approach to organizational behavior. In fact, a data-based comprehen-
sive analysis concluded that “America’s competitiveness problems appear to be largely
motivational in nature.”1 Many people equate the causes of behavior with motivation; how-
ever, as evidenced in this book, the causes of organizational behavior are much broader and
more complex than can be explained by motivation alone.

Along with many other psychological constructs, motivation is presented here as a very
important process in understanding behavior. Motivation interacts with and acts in con-
junction with other mediating processes and the environment. It must also be remembered
that, like the other cognitive processes, motivation cannot be seen. All that can be seen is
behavior. Motivation is a hypothetical construct that is used to help explain behavior; it
should not be equated with behavior. In fact, while recognizing the “central role of motiva-
tion,” many of today’s organizational behavior theorists “think it is important for the field
to reemphasize behavior.”2

This chapter first presents motivation as a basic psychological process. The more
applied aspects of motivation on job design and goal setting are covered in the last part
of the chapter. The first section of this chapter clarifies the meaning of motivation by
defining the relationship among its various parts. The need–drive–incentive cycle is
defined and analyzed. The next section is devoted to an overview of the various types
of needs, or motives: both primary and secondary. The next section of the chapter pre-
sents both the historical and more complex contemporary theories of work motivation.
Finally, the two major motivation applications of job design and goal setting are given
attention.
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THE BASIC MOTIVATION PROCESS

Today, virtually all people—practitioners and scholars—have their own definitions of moti-
vation. Usually one or more of the following words are included: desires, wants, wishes,
aims, goals, needs, drives, motives, and incentives. Technically, the term motivation can be
traced to the Latin word movere, which means “to move.” This meaning is evident in the
following comprehensive definition: motivation is a process that starts with a physiological
or psychological deficiency or need that activates a behavior or a drive that is aimed at a
goal or incentive. Thus, the key to understanding the process of motivation lies in the mean-
ing of, and relationships among, needs, drives, and incentives.

Figure 6.1 graphically depicts the motivation process. Needs set up drives aimed at
goals or incentives; this is what the basic process of motivation is all about. In a systems
sense, motivation consists of these three interacting and interdependent elements:

1. Needs. Needs are created whenever there is a physiological or psychological imbal-
ance. For example, a need exists when cells in the body are deprived of food and water
or when the personality is deprived of other people who serve as friends or companions.
Although psychological needs may be based on a deficiency, sometimes they are not.
For example, an individual with a strong need to get ahead may have a history of con-
sistent success.

2. Drives. With a few exceptions,3 drives, or motives (the two terms are often used inter-
changeably), are set up to alleviate needs. A physiological drive can be simply defined
as a deficiency with direction. Physiological and psychological drives are action ori-
ented and provide an energizing thrust toward reaching an incentive. They are at the very
heart of the motivational process. The examples of the needs for food and water are
translated into the hunger and thirst drives, and the need for friends becomes a drive for
affiliation.

3. Incentives. At the end of the motivation cycle is the incentive, defined as anything that
will alleviate a need and reduce a drive. Thus, attaining an incentive will tend to restore
physiological or psychological balance and will reduce or cut off the drive. Eating food,
drinking water, and obtaining friends will tend to restore the balance and reduce the cor-
responding drives. Food, water, and friends are the incentives in these examples.

These basic dimensions of the motivation process serve as a point of departure for the rest
of the chapter. After discussion of primary and secondary motives, the work-motivation
theories and applications that are more directly related to the study and application of orga-
nizational behavior and human resource management are examined.

Primary Motives
Psychologists do not totally agree on how to classify the various human motives, but they
would acknowledge that some motives are unlearned and physiologically based. Such
motives are variously called physiological, biological, unlearned, or primary. The last term
is used here because it is more comprehensive than the others. However, the use of the term
primary does not imply that these motives always take precedence over the learned sec-
ondary motives. Although the precedence of primary motives is implied in some motiva-
tion theories, there are many situations in which the secondary motives predominate over

FIGURE 6.1
The Basic Motivation
Process

NEEDS DRIVES INCENTIVES
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primary motives. Common examples are celibacy among priests and fasting for a religious,
social, or political cause. In both cases, learned secondary motives are stronger than
unlearned primary motives.

Two criteria must be met in order for a motive to be included in the primary classifica-
tion: It must be unlearned, and it must be physiologically based. Thus defined, the most
commonly recognized primary motives include hunger, thirst, sleep, avoidance of pain,
sex, and maternal concern. Although these very basic physiological requirements have
been equated with primary needs over the years, just like personality traits discussed in the
last chapter, in recent years recognition is given to the role that the brain may play in peo-
ple’s motives.4 The “hard-wiring” of emotional needs would meet the primary criteria of
being unlearned and physiologically based. Neuropsychologists are just beginning to do
research on the role the brain plays in motivation, but potential applications to the work-
place are already being recognized. For example, Coffman and Gonzalez-Molina note:
“What many organizations don’t see—and what many don’t want to understand—is that
employee performance and its subsequent impact on customer engagement revolve
around a motivating force that is determined in the brain and defines the specific talents
and the emotional mechanisms everyone brings to their work.”5 However, even though the
brain pathways will be developed in different ways and people develop different appetites
for the various physiological motives because people have the same basic physiological
makeup, they will all have essentially the same primary needs, but not the learned sec-
ondary needs.

Secondary Motives
Whereas the primary needs are vital for even survival, the secondary drives are unques-
tionably the most important to the study of organizational behavior. As a human society
develops economically and becomes more complex, the primary drives give way to the
learned secondary drives in motivating behavior. With some glaring exceptions that have
yet to be eradicated, the motives of hunger and thirst are not dominant among people living
in the economically developed world. This situation is obviously subject to change; for
example, the “population bomb,” nuclear war, the greenhouse effect and even dire eco-
nomic times as indicated in the accompanying OB in Action: Managing Amid Economic
Uncertainty, may alter certain human needs. In addition, further breakthroughs in neu-
ropsychology may receive more deserved attention.6 But for now, the learned secondary
motives dominate the study and application of the field of organizational behavior.

Secondary motives are closely tied to the learning concepts that are discussed in
Chapter 12. In particular, the learning principle of reinforcement is conceptually and prac-
tically related to motivation. The relationship is obvious when reinforcement is divided
into primary and secondary categories and is portrayed as incentives. Some discussions,
however, regard reinforcement as simply a consequence serving to increase the motivation
to perform the behavior again,7 and they are treated separately in this text. Once again,
however, it should be emphasized that although the various behavioral concepts can be
separated for study and analysis, in reality, concepts like reinforcement and motivation do
not operate as separate entities in producing human behavior. The interactive effects are
always present.

A motive must be learned in order to be included in the secondary classification.
Numerous important human motives meet this criterion. Some of the more important ones
are power, achievement, and affiliation, or, as they are commonly referred to, n Pow, n Ach,
and n Aff. In addition, especially in reference to organizational behavior, security and status
are important secondary motives. Table 6.1 gives examples of each of these important sec-
ondary needs.
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OB in Action: Managing Amid Economic Uncertainty

During the Internet bust a few years ago, I had lunch
with a corporate HR leader. His company, a telecommu-
nications giant, was in trouble. Every week, more layoffs
were announced. People who could find better jobs
were leaving in droves.

I asked the HR fellow: “How are you dealing with
employee morale?” “Oh, we don’t think about morale,”
he chuckled. “We focus on Engagement with the
Mission.” I was astounded by his reply, and I could all but
hear the capitalized “E” and “M” in the phrase. Lots of HR
people talk about engagement, and they also talk about
missions. These are good things to talk about when half
the workforce isn’t in fear of losing jobs at any moment.
How does one get engaged with the organization’s lofty
mission when one is preoccupied with job security, the
threat of missing a mortgage payment, or worse?

“Isn’t it tough to rally the troops around the mission
when business conditions are so challenging?” I asked. I
had just met a marketing director from this man’s com-
pany the night before at a networking event. “Yes, I took
a job working for XYZ,” she told me, mentioning her
employer by name with a shudder. “Don’t judge me for
working there. I had to take the job. Any port in a storm.”

Hollow Ring
That’s how my lunchmate’s company brand was being
publicly trashed by its own new management hires. Yet
he clung to the notion that Engagement with the
Mission would prevail. “We just have to keep talking
about it, to keep the Mission uppermost in employees’
minds,” he said.

My lunch partner was wrong in thinking that the
most important issue then was Mission instead of
morale, and the same holds true now. When employees
are distracted by zooming foreclosure rates, the cost of
fuel, the threat of job loss, and other real life concerns,
our corporate mission is the last thing they want to hear
about. We’re foolish if we don’t respond to our teams’
fears directly.

Like any issue that can suck time and mental energy
away from our work, employees’ economic concerns are an
elephant in the room. Job One is to address those concerns
forthrightly, and often. We can’t guarantee our employees
a job for life, or even for the next 12 months. What we can
and must do is level with them, with as much detail as pos-
sible, about what’s happening in our firms and what the
future appears to hold. We need to talk about orders in the
pipeline, the state of our customers’ business, the state of
our competitors. We need to address the impact of the
financial industry’s woes on our own business. If senior-
leadership teams aren’t convening this week to craft an
internal communications strategy dealing with these top-
of-mind and scary issues, they’re deluding themselves.

When Basic Needs Are Threatened
People won’t stick to their knitting when their own and
their families’ stability and future are at risk. They can’t.
They shouldn’t. Maslow’s famous pyramid shows us why.
Next year’s new product launch is fun and exciting to think
about when one’s housing, health care, nourishment, and
other basic needs are well in hand. When a person is wor-
ried about his ability to take care of basic needs, his atten-
tion to lesser matters—the new product launch being one
example—goes out the window. Who can blame him?

Frequent and relevant employee communication is
the name of the game during challenging economic
times. And outbound communication is just half the bat-
tle. The other half is responding.

For instance, employers who have been slow to accom-
modate employees’ telecommuting requests should delay
no more. All employers should be stretching their views
of what constitutes a day’s work right now, because fuel
prices have increased employees’ household expenses
dramatically. If people can accomplish their work from
home one day a week, this is the time to let them do it. If
you’ve looked at the flextime and flexplace concepts all
summer without acting, there’s no more time for delay.

Now is the time to listen to employees, and now is
the time to act.

The Whole Truth
Nothing that we can invent to stimulate and reward
employees—not a trip to Hawaii, not free flu shots, not
even the promise of a hefty year-end bonus—can allay the
fears of personal disruption or catastrophe that preoccupy
our teams. No fun promotion, slogan, or contest that we
dream up at a staff meeting will turn our teams’ attention
away from their instinctive fears for their own economic
stability—nothing except plain, unvarnished truth.

Now’s the time to open the kimono and share the
company’s plans for the next 12 or 18 months; now’s
the time to talk frankly about hard choices that must be
made, about the leadership team’s battle plan and the
associated risks and opportunities. “Just keep working,
and we’ll let you know if anything changes” will not cut
it, not if we want people focused on their work instead
of their plummeting home value and mutual funds.

If ever there were a time to lose the corporate happy
talk and be honest with employees, it’s now.

Employers who speak to what’s real for their
employees—the stock market, the firm’s fortunes, and
the cost of getting through the day—will earn the privi-
lege of talking about Engagement and Missions months
down the road. Those who insist on sticking to the party
line may look back and see their efforts to avoid tough
conversations as an exercise in rearranging deck chairs
on the Titanic.

159
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160 Part Two Cognitive Processes of Organizational Behavior

Intrinsic versus Extrinsic Motives
Motives can be thought of as being generated not only by the primary and learned secondary
needs, but also by two separate but interrelated sets of sources. One method to characterize
these two sources is to label them as being either intrinsic or extrinsic motives. Extrinsic
motives are tangible and visible to others. They are distributed by other people (or agents). In
the workplace, extrinsic motivators include pay, benefits, and promotions. Chapter 4 covered
these commonly recognized extrinsic motivators and, especially in tough economic times,
low-or no-cost extrinsic alternatives include food (from doughnuts to gourmet meals), games
(e.g., one CPA firm holds a “mini-Olympics” with games such as who can pack a suitcase to
take to an audit assignment the fastest for a prize), or bring in someone to do manicures or at-
desk massages.8 Extrinsic motives also include the drive to avoid punishment, such as termi-
nation or being transferred. In each situation, an external individual distributes these items.
Further, extrinsic rewards are usually contingency based. That is, the extrinsic motivator is
contingent on improved performance or performance that is superior to others in the same
workplace. Extrinsic motivators are necessary to attract people into the organization and to
keep them on the job. They are also often used to inspire workers to achieve at higher levels
or to reach new goals, as additional payoffs are contingent on improved performance.9 They
do not, however, explain every motivated effort made by an individual employee. There is
growing research evidence on how to enhance intrinsic motivation (e.g., providing the indi-
vidual with a choice).10 Another study found that when intrinsic motivation accompanies
other types, for example, prosocial motivation, there will be a more positive impact on desired
outcomes such as persistence, performance, and productivity.11

Intrinsic motives are internally generated. In other words, they are motivators that
the person associates with the task or job itself. Intrinsic rewards include feelings of

TABLE 6.1 Examples of Key Secondary Needs
Source: Adapted from Gary Yukl, Skills for Managers and Leaders, Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, N.J., 1990, p 41. The examples of need for status were not 
covered by Yukl.

Need for Achievement Need for Security
• Doing better than competitors
• Attaining or surpassing a difficult goal
• Solving a complex problem
• Carrying out a challenging assignment successfully
• Developing a better way to do something

• Having a secure job
• Being protected against loss of income or 

economic disaster
• Having protection against illness and disability
• Being protected against physical harm or

hazardous conditions
• Avoiding tasks or decisions with a risk of failure

and blame
• Influencing people to change their attitudes or 

behavior
• Controlling people and activities
• Being in a position of authority over others
• Gaining control over information and resources
• Defeating an opponent or enemy

Need for Affiliation
• Being liked by many people
• Being accepted as part of a group or team
• Working with people who are friendly and 

cooperative
• Maintaining harmonious relationships and avoiding

conflicts
• Participating in pleasant social activities

• Having the right car and wearing the right clothes
• Working for the right company in the right job
• Having a degree from the right university
• Living in the right neighborhood and belonging to

the country club
• Having executive privileges

Need for Power

Need for Status
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Chapter 6 Motivational Needs, Processes, and Applications 161

responsibility, achievement, accomplishment, that something was learned from an experi-
ence, feelings of being challenged or competitive, or that something was an engaging task
or goal. Performing meaningful work has long been associated with intrinsic motivation.12

As Manz and Neck noted, “Even if a task makes us feel more competent and more self-
controlling, we still might have a difficult time naturally enjoying and being motivated by
it if we do not believe in its worthiness. Most of us yearn for purpose and meaning.”13

It is important to remember that these two types of motivators are not completely dis-
tinct from one another. Many motivators have both intrinsic and extrinsic components. For
example, a person who wins a sales contest receives the prize, which is the extrinsic moti-
vator. At the same time, however, “winning” in a competitive situation may be the more
powerful, yet internalized, motive.

To further complicate any explanation of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, cognitive eval-
uation theory suggests a more intricate relationship. This theory proposes that a task may be
intrinsically motivating, but that when an extrinsic motivator becomes associated with that
task, the actual level of motivation may decrease.14 Consider the world of motion pictures,
where an actor often strives for many years to simply be included in a film. The intrinsic
motive of acting is enough to inspire the starving artist. Once, however, the same actor
becomes a star, the extrinsic motivators of money and perks would, according to cognitive
evaluation theory, cause the individual to put less effort into each performance. In other
words, according to this theory, extrinsic motivators may actually undermine intrinsic moti-
vation. This may seem like a confusing outcome, but there is some research that supports this
theoretical position.15 However, as the meta-analytically based principle at the end of the
chapter notes, there is considerable research evidence that extrinsic rewards may not detract
from intrinsic motivation, and at least for interesting, challenging tasks, extrinsic rewards may
even increase the level of intrinsic motivation (see the end of the chapter OB Principle).16

The seemingly contradictory findings make more sense when the concept of negative
extrinsic motives is included. That is, threats, deadlines, directives, pressures, and imposed
goals are likely to be key factors that diminish intrinsic motivation. For example, consider
the difference between writing a book for fun versus writing a book that must be completed
by a certain deadline in order to receive payment.17 There are also a series of criticisms of
the cognitive evaluation theory, including that it was built on studies largely using students
as subjects rather than workers in the workplace setting and that actual decrements in
intrinsic motivation were relatively small when extrinsic rewards were introduced.18

Chapter 7 will extend this discussion into social cognitive variables such as self-efficacy,
and Chapter 12 will use an extended reinforcement theory–based approach to behavioral
performance management.

WORK-MOTIVATION THEORIES

So far, motivation has been presented as a basic psychological process consisting of pri-
mary, general, and secondary motives; drives such as the n Pow, n Aff, and n Ach motives;
and intrinsic and extrinsic motivators. In order to understand organizational behavior, these
basic motives must be recognized and studied. However, these serve as only background
and foundation for the more directly relevant work-motivation theories.

Figure 6.2 graphically summarizes the various theoretical streams for work motivation.
In particular, the figure shows three historical streams. The content theories go as far back
as the turn of the twentieth century, when pioneering scientific managers such as Frederick
W. Taylor, Frank Gilbreth, and Henry L. Gantt proposed sophisticated wage incentive mod-
els to motivate workers. Next came the human relations movement, and then the content
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162 Part Two Cognitive Processes of Organizational Behavior

theories of Maslow, Herzberg, and Alderfer. Following the content movement were the
process theories. Based mainly on the cognitive concept of expectancy, the process theories
are most closely associated with the work of pioneering social psychologists Kurt Lewin
and Edward Tolman and then organizational behavior scholars Victor Vroom, Lyman
Porter, and Ed Lawler. Finally, with roots in social psychology, equity and its derivative
procedural/organizational justice, and attribution theories have received attention in work
motivation.

Figure 6.2 purposely shows that at present there is a lack of integration or synthesis of
the various theories. In addition to the need for integration, a comprehensive assessment of
the status of work-motivation theory also noted the need for contingency models and
group/social processes.19 At present the content and process theories have become estab-
lished explanations for work motivation, and there is continued research interest in equity
and organizational justice theories, but no agreed-upon overall theory exists. Moreover,
unlike most of the other constructs in organizational behavior, reviews conclude that there
has been relatively little new theory-building and research in work motivation in recent
years.20 As Steers concluded, “over the past decade little will be found focusing on genuine
theoretical development in this area.”21 The rest of the chapter gives an overview of the
widely recognized historical and contemporary theories of work motivation.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs: An Important Historical
Contribution
Although the first part of the chapter mentions the most important primary and secondary
needs of humans, it does not relate them to a theoretical framework. Abraham Maslow, in a
classic paper, outlined the elements of an overall theory of motivation.22 Drawing chiefly
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Scientific Management
wage incentives

Human Relations
economic security,
working conditions

Maslow
hierarchy of needs

Herzberg
motivators and hygiene

factors
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Lawler
E       P and P       O expectancies

Adams
equity/justice

Porter and Lawler
performance-satisfaction

Festinger and Homans
cognitive dissonance/exchange
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attribution/locus of control

Heider, de Charmes, and Bem
cognitive evaluation/self-perception
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valence/expectancy
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expectancy concerns
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CONTEMPORARY THEORIES

FIGURE 6.2 The Theoretical Development of Work Motivation
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from humanistic psychology and his clinical experience, he thought that a person’s motiva-
tional needs could be arranged in a hierarchical manner. In essence, he believed that once
a given level of need is satisfied, it no longer serves to motivate. The next higher level of
need has to be activated in order to motivate the individual.

Maslow identified five levels in his need hierarchy (see Figure 6.3). They are, in brief,
the following:

1. Physiological needs. The most basic level in the hierarchy, the physiological needs, gen-
erally corresponds to the unlearned primary needs discussed earlier. The needs of hunger,
thirst, sleep, and sex are some examples. According to the theory, once these basic needs are
satisfied, they no longer motivate. For example, a starving person will strive to obtain a car-
rot that is within reach. However, after eating his or her fill of carrots, the person will not
strive to obtain another one and will be motivated only by the next higher level of needs.

2. Safety needs. This second level of needs is roughly equivalent to the security need.
Maslow stressed emotional as well as physical safety. The whole organism may become
a safety-seeking mechanism. Yet, as is true of the physiological needs, once these safety
needs are satisfied, they no longer motivate.

3. Love needs. This third, or intermediate, level of needs loosely corresponds to the
affection and affiliation needs. Like Freud, Maslow seems guilty of poor choice of word-
ing to identify his levels. His use of the word love has many misleading connotations,
such as sex, which is actually a physiological need. Perhaps a more appropriate word
describing this level would be belongingness or social needs.

4. Esteem needs. The esteem level represents the higher needs of humans. The needs for
power, achievement, and status can be considered part of this level. Maslow carefully
pointed out that the esteem level contains both self-esteem and esteem from others.

5. Needs for self-actualization. Maslow’s major contribution, he portrays this level as the
culmination of all the lower, intermediate, and higher needs of humans. People who have
become self-actualized are self-fulfilled and have realized all their potential. Self-
actualization is closely related to the self-concepts discussed in Chapter 7. In effect,
self-actualization is the person’s motivation to transform perception of self into reality.

Maslow did not intend that his needs hierarchy be directly applied to work motivation. In
fact, he did not delve into the motivating aspects of humans in organizations until about
20 years after he originally proposed his theory. Despite this lack of intent on Maslow’s
part, others, such as Douglas McGregor in his widely read book The Human Side of

SELF-
ACTUALIZATION

ESTEEM NEEDS

LOVE NEEDS

PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS

SAFETY NEEDS

FIGURE 6.3
Maslow’s Hierarchy
of Needs
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164 Part Two Cognitive Processes of Organizational Behavior

Enterprise, popularized the Maslow theory in management literature. The needs hierarchy
has tremendous intuitive appeal and is widely associated with work motivation.

In a very rough manner, Maslow’s needs hierarchy theory can be converted into the con-
tent model of work motivation shown in Figure 6.4. If Maslow’s estimates are applied to an
organization example, the lower-level needs of personnel would be generally satisfied, but
only a minority of the social and esteem needs, and a small percent of the self-actualization
needs, would be met.

On the surface, the content model shown in Figure 6.4 and the estimated percentages
given by Maslow seem logical and still largely applicable to the motivation of employees in
today’s organizations. Maslow’s needs hierarchy has often been uncritically accepted by
writers of management textbooks and by practitioners. Unfortunately, the limited research
that has been conducted lends little empirical support to the theory. About a decade after
publishing his original paper, Maslow did attempt to clarify his position by saying that grat-
ifying the self-actualizing need of growth-motivated individuals can actually increase
rather than decrease this need. He also hedged on some of his other original ideas, for
example, that higher needs may emerge after lower needs that have been unfulfilled or sup-
pressed for a long period are satisfied. He stressed that human behavior is multidetermined
and multimotivated.

Research findings indicate that Maslow’s is certainly not the final answer in work moti-
vation. Yet the theory does make a significant contribution in terms of making management
aware of the diverse needs of employees at work. As one comprehensive analysis con-
cluded, “Indeed, the general ideas behind Maslow’s theory seem to be supported, such as
the distinction between deficiency needs and growth needs.”23 However, the number and
names of the levels are not so important, nor, as the studies show, is the hierarchical con-
cept. What is important is the fact that employees in the workplace have diverse motives,
some of which are “high level.” There is also empirical and experiential evidence support-
ing the importance of Maslow’s various needs (e.g., Gallup survey research clearly indi-
cates that Maslow’s third level social needs are the single most important contribution to

SELF-
ACTUALIZATION
Personal growth,

realization of potential

ESTEEM NEEDS
Titles, status symbols,
promotions, banquets

SOCIAL NEEDS
Formal and informal
work groups or teams

SECURITY NEEDS
Seniority plans, union, health insurance,

employee assistance plans, severance pay, pension

BASIC NEEDS
Pay

FIGURE 6.4
A Hierarchy of Work
Motivation
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satisfaction with life24 and a lot of, if not most, high-achieving people feel unfulfilled
because they have not reached self-actualization25). 

In other words, such needs as social and self-actualization are important to the content
of work motivation. The exact nature of these needs and how they relate to motivation are
not clear. At the same time, what does become clear from contemporary research is that
layoffs and terminations (i.e., downsizing) can reduce employees to have concerns about
basic-level needs such as security. Organizations that endeavor to reduce fears and other
strong emotional responses during these moments through severance pay programs and
outplacement services may be able to lessen the impact of individual terminations and lay-
offs, especially for those who remain with the company.26

In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in humanistic psychology27 and
as will be discussed in the next chapter, positive psychology, of which Maslow was one of
the pioneers. Throughout the years there have been attempts to revitalize and make his hier-
archy of needs more directly applicable to work motivation. In particular, Herzberg’s two-
factor theory covered next is based on Maslow’s concept, and a number of others use
Maslow for constructing various hierarchies or pyramids. One example is Aon Consulting’s
Performance Pyramid that starts with safety and security and moves up through rewards,
affiliation, growth, and work and life harmony.28 There is little question that Maslow’s the-
ory has stood the test of time and still makes a contribution to the study and application to
work motivation.

Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory of Motivation
Another historically important contribution to work motivation is the content theory of
Frederick Herzberg. Unlike Maslow, Herzberg many years ago conducted a widely
reported motivational study on about 200 accountants and engineers employed by firms in
and around Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He used the critical incident method of obtaining data
for analysis. The professional subjects in the study were essentially asked two questions:
(1) When did you feel particularly good about your job—what turned you on; and (2) When
did you feel exceptionally bad about your job—what turned you off?

Responses obtained from this critical incident method were interesting and fairly con-
sistent. Reported good feelings were generally associated with job experiences and job
content. An example was the accounting supervisor who felt good about being given the
job of installing new computer equipment. He took pride in his work and was gratified to
know that the new equipment made a big difference in the overall functioning of his depart-
ment. Reported bad feelings, on the other hand, were generally associated with the sur-
rounding or peripheral aspects of the job—the job context. An example of these feelings
was related by an engineer whose first job was routine record keeping and managing the
office when the boss was gone. It turned out that his boss was always too busy to train him
and became annoyed when he tried to ask questions. The engineer said that he was frus-
trated in this job context and that he felt like a flunky in a dead-end job.

Tabulating these reported good and bad feelings, Herzberg concluded that job satisfiers
are related to job content and that job dissatisfiers are allied to job context. Herzberg
labeled the satisfiers motivators, and he called the dissatisfiers hygiene factors. The term
hygiene refers (as it does in the health field) to factors that are preventive; in Herzberg’s the-
ory the hygiene factors are those that prevent dissatisfaction. Taken together, the motivators
and the hygiene factors have become known as Herzberg’s two-factor theory of motivation.

Relation to Maslow’s Need Hierarchy
Herzberg’s theory is closely related to Maslow’s need hierarchy. The hygiene factors are
preventive and environmental in nature (see Table 6.2), and they are roughly equivalent to
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Maslow’s lower-level needs. These hygiene factors prevent dissatisfaction, but they do not
lead to satisfaction. In effect, they bring motivation up to a theoretical zero level and are a
necessary “floor” to prevent dissatisfaction, and they serve as a platform or takeoff point
for motivation. By themselves, the hygiene factors do not motivate. Only the motivators,
Herzberg asserted, motivate employees on the job. They are roughly equivalent to Maslow’s
higher-level needs. According to Herzberg’s theory, an individual must have a job with a
challenging content in order to be truly motivated.

Contribution to Work Motivation
Herzberg’s two-factor theory provided a new light on the content of work motivation. Up to
this point, management had generally concentrated on the hygiene factors. When faced
with a morale problem, the typical solution was higher pay, more fringe benefits, and bet-
ter working conditions. However, as has been pointed out, this simplistic solution did not
really work. Management are often perplexed because they are paying high wages and
salaries, have an excellent fringe-benefit package, and provide great working conditions,
but their employees are still not motivated. Herzberg’s theory offered an explanation for
this problem. By concentrating only on the hygiene factors, management were not really
motivating their personnel.

There are probably very few workers or associates who do not feel that they deserve the
raise they receive. On the other hand, there are many dissatisfied associates and managers
who feel they do not get a large enough raise. This simple observation points out that the
hygiene factors seem to be important in preventing dissatisfaction but do not lead to satis-
faction. Herzberg would be the first to say that the hygiene factors are absolutely necessary
to maintain the human resources of an organization. However, as in the Maslow sense, once
“the belly is full” of hygiene factors, which is the case in most modern organizations, dan-
gling any more in front of employees will not really motivate them. According to
Herzberg’s theory, only a challenging job that has the opportunities for achievement, recog-
nition, responsibility, advancement, and growth will motivate personnel.

Critical Analysis of Herzberg’s Theory
Herzberg’s two-factor theory remains important in a historical sense and a popular text-
book explanation of work motivation and it still makes intuitive sense to practitioners.
However, it also is true that from an academic perspective, Herzberg’s theory oversimpli-
fies the complexities of work motivation. When researchers deviate from the critical inci-
dent methodology used by Herzberg, they do not get the two factors. Further, there is
always a question regarding the samples used by Herzberg: Would he have obtained the
results from low-complexity jobs such as truck drivers and third-shift factory workers or
waitstaff personnel? Presumably both the hygiene factors and satisfiers could be substan-
tially different when comparing these groups. Factors that affect research results include
the age of the sample and other variables that are not held constant or under control. In
international settings, older workers in an Israeli kibbutz preferred jobs that had better
physical conditions and convenience. Also, Caribbean hotel workers reported being more

TABLE 6.2
Herzberg’s Two-
Factor Theory

Hygiene Factors Motivators

Company policy and administration Achievement
Supervision, technical Recognition
Salary Work itself
Interpersonal relations, supervisor Responsibility
Working conditions Advancement
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interested in wages, working conditions, and appreciation for their work as key motiva-
tors.29 These findings suggest that sample and setting may affect preferences for motiva-
tors and hygiene factors.

Finally, there seem to be job factors such as pay that lead to both satisfaction and dis-
satisfaction. For example, pay can be dissatisfying if not high enough, but, as pointed out
in Chapter 4, also satisfying as a form of achievement and recognition. These findings indi-
cate that a strict interpretation of the two-factor theory is not warranted by the evidence.

In spite of the obvious limitations, few would question that Herzberg has contributed
substantially to the study of work motivation. He extended Maslow’s needs hierarchy con-
cept and made it more applicable to work motivation. Herzberg also drew attention to the
importance of job content factors in work motivation, which previously had been badly
neglected and often totally overlooked. However, even the context can be made to better fit
the jobholder. For example, many Internet businesses never have employees directly inter-
act with customers so their dress, appearance, and work space can be highly informal and
designed according to personal choice.30

The job design technique of job enrichment is also one of Herzberg’s contributions. Job
enrichment is covered in the last part of the chapter. Overall, Herzberg added much to the
better understanding of job content factors and satisfaction, but, like his predecessors, he
fell short of a comprehensive theory of work motivation. His model describes only some of
the content of work motivation; it does not adequately describe the complex motivation
process of organizational participants that will now be given attention in the more complex
theories of work motivation.

The Porter-Lawler Expectancy Theory of Work Motivation
Comments in Chapter 5 on job satisfaction refer to the controversy over the relationship
between satisfaction and performance that has existed since the beginnings of the human
relations movement. The Maslow and Herzberg content theories implicitly assume that sat-
isfaction leads to improved performance and that dissatisfaction detracts from perfor-
mance. In particular, the Herzberg model is really a theory of job satisfaction, but still it
does not adequately deal with the relationship between satisfaction and performance. It was
not until Porter and Lawler that the relationship between satisfaction and performance was
dealt with directly by a motivation theory. They start with the premise that motivation
(effort or force) does not equal satisfaction or performance. Motivation, satisfaction, and
performance are all separate variables and relate in ways different from what was tradi-
tionally assumed.

Figure 6.5 depicts the multivariable model used to explain the complex relationships
that exist among motivation, performance, and satisfaction. As shown, boxes 1, 2, and 3
are basically drawn from earlier cognitive concepts from pioneering social psychologists
such as Kurt Lewin and Edward Tolman and from the recognized seminal work motivation
theory of Victor Vroom.31 It is important to note, however, that Porter and Lawler point
out that effort (force or motivation) does not lead directly to performance. It is moderated
by abilities and traits and by role perceptions. More important in the Porter-Lawler model
is what happens after the performance. The rewards that follow and how these are per-
ceived will determine satisfaction. In other words, the Porter-Lawler model suggests—
and this is a significant turn of events from conventional wisdom—that performance leads
to satisfaction.

The model has had research support over the years. For example, a field study found that
effort level and direction of effort are important in explaining individual performance in an
organization.32 Also, a comprehensive review of research verifies the importance of
rewards in the relationship between performance and satisfaction. Specifically, it was
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concluded that performance and satisfaction will be more strongly related when rewards
are made contingent on performance than when they are not.33

Implications for Practice
Although the Porter-Lawler model attempts to be more applications oriented than the ear-
lier expectancy theories, it is still quite complex and has proved to be a difficult way to
bridge the gap to actual human resource management practice. To Porter and Lawler’s
credit, they were very conscientious of putting their theory and research into practice. They
recommended that practicing managers go beyond traditional attitude measurement and
attempt to measure variables such as the values of possible rewards, the perceptions of
effort-reward probabilities, and role perceptions. These variables, of course, can help man-
agers better understand what goes into employee effort and performance. Giving attention
to the consequences of performance, Porter and Lawler also recommended that organiza-
tions critically reevaluate their current reward policies. They stressed that management
should make a concentrated effort to measure how closely levels of satisfaction are related
to levels of performance, and in a practitioner-oriented article emphasized that the accuracy
of role perceptions may be the missing link in improving employee performance.34 The
inference here is that employees need to better focus their efforts on high-impact behaviors
and activities that result in higher performance. However, both studies35 and comprehen-
sive analyses36 continue to point out the complex impact that the cognitive process has in
relation to rewards and other outcomes in organizations.

Contributions to Work Motivation
The Porter and Lawler model has definitely made a significant contribution to the better
understanding of work motivation and the relationship between performance and satisfac-
tion, but has not had much impact on the actual practice of human resource management.
Yet this expectancy theory provides certain guidelines that can be followed by human
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FIGURE 6.5 The Porter-Lawler Motivation Model
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resource management. For example, on the front end (the relationship between motivation
and performance), it has been suggested that the following barriers must be overcome:

1. Doubts about ability, skill, or knowledge

2. The physical or practical possibility of the job

3. The interdependence of the job with other people or activities

4. Ambiguity surrounding the job requirements37

To overcome these barriers, it is helpful to understand the role other psychological vari-
ables such as self-efficacy (covered in the next chapter) play in effort-performance rela-
tionships. A series of successes combined with positive feedback build the employee’s
sense of self-efficacy, which can, in turn, lead to a heightened sense that “I can do this.”
Greater effort may often be the result.38 In addition to psychological constructs such as
self-efficacy, there are also pragmatic considerations such as that the opportunity must be
present to actually perform. For example, there are many second-string players in pro
sports that have stepped in for an injured starter to take the team to the championship. The
back-up probably had sufficient valance (pay plus the bonus check paid to the winners),
instrumentality or effort-performance calculations (ability combined with self-efficacy),
and expectancy or performance-reward calculations (the belief that goal achievement
would result in additional pay and recognition), yet still could not succeed until he was
allowed to play due to the injury of the first-string player.

In addition, on the back end (the relationship between performance and satisfaction),
guidelines such as the following have been suggested:

1. Determine what rewards each employee values

2. Define desired performance

3. Make desired performance attainable

4. Link valued rewards to performance39

The last point was given attention in Chapter 4 on the importance of pay for perfor-
mance. At the same time, managers should be advised that an employee in a way calculates
expectancies regarding future employment possibilities when seeking to leave an organiza-
tion, and more importantly, often sees a connection between performance and reward that
invites less effort in a group or team situation. The reduced value is based on the belief that
the person’s own efforts are not sufficient to raise group performance levels, and that group
incentives are less valuable than individualized rewards.

Also brought out in Chapter 4, managers may also take advantage of this process moti-
vational approach by considering the use of nonfinancial rewards for performance. Many
times workers may be inspired by being given first choice in selecting weeks for vacation,
being allowed to choose when they will go to lunch (ahead of lower performers), being
awarded certificates or “employee of the month” parking spaces or, as the accompanying
OB in Action: Nice Work If You Can Get It describes, new rewards such as sabbaticals.
Recognition as a valence can be a powerful reward within the expectancy theory framework
and was discussed in Chapter 4 and is given further detailed attention in Chapter 12.

Equity Theory of Work Motivation
Equity theory has been around just as long as the expectancy theories of work motivation.
However, equity has received relatively more recent attention in the organizational behav-
ior field. As Figure 6.2 indicates, its roots can be traced back to cognitive dissonance the-
ory and exchange theory. As a theory of work motivation, credit for equity theory is usually
given to social psychologist J. Stacy Adams. Simply put, the theory argues that a major
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impossible for competitors to poach anyone within a
few years of his bonus vacation. The absences also give
managers a chance to see how well others perform
while filling in for their on-leave colleagues.

The number of companies offering paid sabbaticals is
small but steady. An annual survey by the Society for
Human Resource Management finds that 5% of corpo-
rate respondents offer the perk. Another 18% offer
unpaid sabbaticals, which are increasingly being used as
an alternative to layoffs when demand slackens. But
there is some flux. Cracking the whip, Steve Jobs nixed
Apple Computer Inc.’s program after returning as chief
executive in 1997.

On the other hand, relative newcomers such as
women’s clothing designer Eileen Fisher Inc,. have initi-
ated sabbaticals, while McDonald’s Corp., where the
perk dates back more than 40 years, is expanding the
benefit in 2006 to every five years. “What it’s all about
today is, how do you differentiate yourself as a com-
pany?” says Richard Floersch, McDonald’s chief human
resources officer. “This gives us bragging rights.”

Many HR managers argue that since sabbaticals
encourage people to stick around, companies don’t have
to spend as much on recruitment and training. Assigning
temporary fill-ins can be a plus, too. While Intel’s
Stagnitti was in Mexico, her supervisor tested someone
else in her job. When she came back, that employee
ended up staying on, and Stagnitti was promoted to a
new job in HR. In addition, the generation just entering
the workforce ranks time off as a top priority in survey
after survey. Thus, offering sabbaticals should help
attract young talent, says Hewitt consultant Raymond
Baumruk.

170

input into job performance and satisfaction is the degree of equity (or inequity) that people
perceive in their work situation. In other words, it is another cognitively based motivation
theory, and Adams depicts how this motivation occurs.

Inequity occurs when a person perceives that the ratio of his or her outcomes to inputs
and the ratio of a relevant other’s outcomes to inputs are unequal. Schematically, this is rep-
resented as follows:

�

�

Equity occurs when

� 
other’s outcomes
��

other’s inputs

person’s outcomes
��

person’s inputs

other’s outcomes
��

other’s inputs

person’s outcomes
��

person’s inputs

other’s outcomes
��

other’sinputs

person’s outcomes
��

person’s inputs

Last winter, Intel Corp. paid Melanie Stagnitti to
research and develop her tan. Fleeing the soggy dreari-
ness of Hillsboro, Ore., the compensation and benefits
manager and her stay-at-home husband, John, packed
up their 5-year-old son and 31⁄2-year-old daughter in
their Ford Explorer and, towing a trailer full of camping
gear, sauntered down to Mexico’s sun-drenched Baja
peninsula.

For eight weeks, Stagnitti was utterly unplugged. She
had no access to e-mail, voicemail, the Internet, or, for
much of the time, electricity. Today she’s logging 50-hour
workweeks again. But all that time lounging in a ham-
mock helped make up for the long days. “The best part,”
she says, “was seeing the kids outside every day, playing
in the water and being free.”

These days many companies view employees as profit
sponges, particularly sitting-bull seniors who have
received pay raises year after year. Paternalism is out;
lean and mean is in. But across the economy, a stubborn
minority of employers is treating workers like tenured
professors, lavishing paid sabbaticals on them. Such gen-
erosity actually helps the bottom line, managers insist.
Giving employees a periodic respite is an antidote to the
world of networked, always-on careers that lead to
information overload. Sabbaticals reduce turnover and
retain wisdom otherwise lost when veteran employees
burn out. A recent study in the Journal of Education for
Business found that the benefits of sabbaticals outweigh
the costs when a good understanding between
employer and employee regarding expectations is
involved. The study also found that employees return
more committed and more energized. In fact, sabbati-
cals are so alluring that companies report that it’s almost
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Both the inputs and the outputs of the person and the other are based on the person’s per-
ceptions. Age, sex, education, social status, organizational position, qualifications, and how
hard the person works are examples of perceived input variables. Outcomes consist pri-
marily of rewards such as pay, status, promotion, and intrinsic interest in the job. In essence,
the ratio is based on the person’s perception of what the person is giving (inputs) and
receiving (outcomes) versus the ratio of what the relevant other is giving and receiving.
This cognition may or may not be the same as someone else’s observation of the ratios or
the same as the actual reality. There is also recent recognition that the cultural context may
affect the entire equity process.40

Equity as an Explanation of Work Motivation
If the person’s perceived ratio is not equal to the other’s, he or she will strive to restore the
ratio to equity. This “striving” to restore equity is used as the explanation of work motiva-
tion. The strength of this motivation is in direct proportion to the perceived inequity that
exists. Adams suggests that such motivation may be expressed in several forms. To restore
equity, the person may alter the inputs or outcomes, cognitively distort the inputs or out-
comes, leave the field, act on the other, or change the other.

It is important to note that inequity does not come about only when the person feels
cheated. For example, Adams has studied the impact that perceived overpayment has on
equity. His findings suggest that workers prefer equitable payment to overpayment.
Workers on a piece-rate incentive system who feel overpaid will reduce their productivity
in order to restore equity. More common, however, is the case of people who feel underpaid
(outcome) or overworked (input) in relation to others in the workplace. In the latter case,
there would be motivation to restore equity in a way that may be dysfunctional from an
organizational standpoint. For example, the owner of an appliance store in Oakland,
California, allowed his employees to set their own wages. Interestingly, none of the employ-
ees took an increase in pay, and one service technician actually settled on lower pay because
he did not want to work as hard as the others.

Research Support for Equity in the Workplace
To date, research that has specifically tested the validity of Adams’s equity theory has been
fairly supportive. A comprehensive review found considerable laboratory research support
for the “equity norm” (people review the inputs and outcomes of themselves and others,
and if inequity is perceived, they strive to restore equity) but only limited support from
more relevant field studies.41 One line of field research on equity theory used baseball play-
ers. In the first study, players who played out their option year, and thus felt they were
inequitably paid, performed as the theory would predict.42 Their performance decreased in
three of four categories (not batting average) during the option year, and when they were
signed to a new contract, the performance was restored. However, a second study using the
same type of sample, only larger, found the opposite of what equity theory would predict.43

Mainly, performance improved during the option year. The reason, of course, was that the
players wanted to look especially good, even though they felt they were inequitably paid, in
order to be in a stronger bargaining position for a new contract. In other words, individuals
faced with undercompensation may choose to decrease performance, but only to the extent
that doing so will not affect the potential to achieve future rewards.44 In any event, there are
no easy answers nor is there 100 percent predictive power when applying a cognitive
process theory such as equity.

Despite some seeming inconsistencies, more recent studies using sophisticated statistical
techniques to estimate pay equity among ballplayers45 and focusing more sharply on sub-
sequent performance and other outcomes are more in line with equity theory predictions.
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For example, one study found a significant relationship between losing final-offer salary arbi-
tration and postarbitration performance decline. The ballplayers who were losers in arbitra-
tion were also significantly more likely to change teams or leave major league baseball.46 In
another study of baseball and basketball players, it was found that the underrewarded players
behaved less cooperatively.47 This type of equity theory development and research goes
beyond expectancy theory as a cognitive explanation of work motivation and serves as a point
of departure for more specialized areas of current interest such as organizational justice.

The Relationship between Equity Theory and Organizational
Justice
Recent theory development specifies that equity theory can be extended into what is now
commonly known as organizational justice.48 Although procedural justice has received the
most attention, there is now research evidence that in addition there is conceptual and
measurement independence (i.e., construct validity) for distributive, interpersonal, and
informational justice dimensions as well.49 Equity theory serves as the foundation for the
common thread of perceived fairness among these dimensions of justice. For example,
equity theory explains conditions under which decision outcomes (pay levels, pay raises,
promotions) are perceived as being fair or unfair. Persons engaged in this type of thinking
examine the results as opposed to how those results were achieved. Equity theory supports
a perception of distributive justice, which is an individual’s cognitive evaluation regarding
whether or not the amounts and allocations of rewards in a social setting are fair. In simple
terms, distributive justice is one’s belief that everyone should “get what they deserve.”
Culturally, the Judeo-Christian ethic is based, in part, on the notion that divine rewards
accrue to those who lead good lives and behave appropriately, even while here are on earth.
This reflects the distributive justice and equity perspectives. Importantly, meta-analytic
results have demonstrated that employee perceptions of distributive justice are related to
desirable outcomes such as job satisfaction, organizational commitment, organizational
citizenship behavior, turnover, and performance.50

Procedural justice is concerned with the fairness of the procedure used to make a deci-
sion. For example, a pay raise may be based on a sales representative selling more units of,
for example, automobiles or houses. Some coworkers may consider this procedure to be
unfair, believing management should instead base pay raises on dollar volume. This conclu-
sion may be reached because selling 10 houses or cars for a low amount of money each con-
tributes very little to company profits and they are, at the same time, easier to sell. Selling
high-priced cars or houses may take much longer to finalize, but the profits garnered for the
company are also higher. In this case it is not the outcome in dispute, which is the amount of
the pay received. Instead, it is the perceived justice (fairness) of the procedure used to reach
the outcome. Like distributive justice, employee perceptions of procedural justice have been
shown through meta-analysis to be related to all the desirable organizational outcomes.51

Indeed, in another meta-analysis, procedural justice was found to be a better predictor of job
performance than was distributive justice52 and procedural justice seems to be particularly
important to successfully implementing organizational changes.53

Procedural justice can raise issues of equality as opposed to equity. Equality means that
in a promotion situation, males and females and all races would have equal opportunities to
be selected, and that the criteria used would not discriminate. Equity would mean that the
actual choice was fair, and that the criteria were correctly applied and therefore the most-
qualified individual was promoted.

Unlike the traditional content and process theories of work motivation, research contin-
ues to refine and extend equity theory in general and procedural justice in particular. For
example, in support of equity theory, a recent study found that managers who perceive
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effort-reward fairness perform better and are more satisfied than those who feel underre-
warded and unfairly treated.54 Another study used social exchange theory to differentiate
interactional justice from procedural justice. Whereas procedural justice is the exchange
between the employee and the employing organization, interactional justice is between
individuals (e.g., the employee and the supervisor). The research supported the exchange
theory predictions.55 There is also some evidence that such interactional justice may not be
as predictive as other justice perceptions. For example, a recent study found that manager
trustworthiness was more predictive of organizational citizenship behaviors (covered in the
last chapter) than was interactional justice.56 Other recent studies focusing on procedural
justice have found importance in being allowed the opportunity to voice an opinion on per-
ceptions of fairness57 and in the effects of group membership and status (i.e., one’s social
standing) on perceptions of fairness.58 In particular, it was found in this latter study that
procedural injustice was not perceived by all who observed it (in this case judges and attor-
neys did not perceive bias against female attorneys). Finally, a recent study moved to the
level of overall justice climate (procedural, informational, and interpersonal) and found it
related to various work outcomes (commitment, satisfaction, and citizenship behaviors).59

In total, with equity theory serving as the foundation, the various dimensions of organi-
zational justice play an important role in many dynamics and outcomes of organizational
behavior. Organizational justice can help explain why employees retaliate against both
inequitable outcomes and inappropriate processes. For example, retaliation in the form of
theft, sabotage, forged time cards, and even violence toward the boss or owner can be
explained using the principles of organizational justice.60 On a positive note, besides all the
findings summarized above, a recent study found that there is a trickle-down effect from
organizational justice. Employees’ perceptions of fairness not only positively affect their
attitudes and performance, but also influence their fair treatment behaviors toward cus-
tomers, which in turn cause the customers to react positively to both the employee and the
organization.61 In other words, organizational justice pays off not only for employees, but
also for customers and the bottom line.

Attribution Theory
Another contemporary theory of work motivation is attribution theory. Attribution refers
simply to how people explain the cause of another’s or their own behavior. Like equity the-
ory, it is the cognitive process by which people draw conclusions about the factors that
influence, or make sense of, one another’s behavior.62 There are two general types of attri-
butions that people make: dispositional attributions, which ascribe a person’s behavior to
internal factors such as personality traits, motivation, or ability, and situational attribu-
tions, which attribute a person’s behavior to external factors such as equipment or social
influence from others.63 In recent years, attribution theories have been playing an increas-
ingly important role in organizational behavior and human resource management.64 An
examination of the various theories, types, and errors of attribution can contribute to an
understanding as work motivation and organizational behavior in general.

An Overview of the Theory
Attribution theory is concerned with the relationship between personal social perception
(covered in the last chapter) and interpersonal behavior. There are a number of attribution
theories, but they share the following assumptions:

1. We seek to make sense of our world.

2. We often attribute people’s actions either to internal or external causes.

3. We do so in fairly logical ways.65
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Well-known social psychologist Harold Kelley stressed that attribution theory is con-
cerned mainly with the cognitive processes by which an individual interprets behavior as
being caused by (or attributed to) certain parts of the relevant environment. It is concerned
with the “why” questions of work motivation and organizational behavior. Because most
causes, attributes, and “whys” are not directly observable, the theory says that people must
depend on cognitions, particularly perception. The attribution theorist assumes that humans
are rational and are motivated to identify and understand the causal structure of their rele-
vant environment. It is this search for attributes that characterizes attribution theory and
helps explain work motivation.

As shown earlier in Figure 6.2, attribution theory has its roots in all the pioneering cog-
nitive theorists’ work (for example, that of Lewin and Festinger), in de Charmes’s ideas on
cognitive evaluation, and in Bem’s notion of “self-perception,” the theory’s initiator is gen-
erally recognized to be Fritz Heider. Heider believed that both internal forces (personal
attributes such as ability, effort, and fatigue) and external forces (environmental attributes
such as rules and the weather) combine additively to determine behavior. He stressed that
it is the perceived, not the actual, determinants that are important to behavior (see the dis-
cussion of perception in Chapter 5). People will behave differently if they perceive internal
attributes than they will if they perceive external attributes. It is this concept of differential
ascriptions that has very important implications for motivation and organizational behavior
in general.

Locus of Control Attributions
Using locus of control, work behavior may be explained by whether employees perceive
their outcomes as controlled internally or externally. Employees who perceive internal con-
trol feel that they personally can influence their outcomes through their own ability, skills,
or effort. Employees who perceive external control feel that their outcomes are beyond
their own control; they feel that external forces such as luck or task difficulty control their
outcomes. This perceived locus of control may have a differential impact on their motiva-
tion to perform. For example, classic studies by well-known social psychologist Julian
Rotter found that skill versus chance environments differentially affect behavior. In addi-
tion, a number of studies have been conducted over the years to test the attribution theory-
locus-of-control model in work settings. One study found that internally controlled
employees are generally more satisfied with their jobs, are more likely to be in managerial
positions, and are more satisfied with a participatory management style than employees
who perceive external control.66 Other studies have found that internally controlled man-
agers are better performers,67 are more considerate of subordinates,68 tend not to burn
out,69 follow a more strategic style of executive action,70 have improved attitudes over a
long period of time following promotions,71 and present the most positive impression in a
recruiting interview.72 In addition, the attribution process has been shown to play a role in
coalition formation in the political process of organizations. In particular, coalition mem-
bers made stronger internal attributions, such as ability and desire, and nonmembers made
stronger external attributions, such as luck.73

The implication of these studies and many others is that internally controlled managers
are somehow better than externally controlled managers. However, such generalizations are
not yet warranted because there is some contradictory evidence. For example, one study
concluded that the ideal manager may have an external orientation because the results indi-
cated that externally controlled managers were perceived as initiating more structure and
consideration than internally controlled managers.74 In addition to the implications for
managerial behavior and performance, attribution theory has been shown to have relevance
in explaining goal-setting behavior,75 group performance,76 leadership behavior,77 poor
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employee performance,78 and employee interpretations of human resource practices that
affect their satisfaction and commitment.79 However, like other constructs in organizational
behavior, attribution is now undergoing considerable refinement in the research literature.
For example, studies have found that (1) attributions about poor performance are mediated
by how responsible the employee is judged to be and how much sympathy the evaluator
feels,80 and (2) leaders providing feedback to poor performers is significantly affected by
the performance attributions that are made.81 A review article concludes that locus of con-
trol is related to the performance and satisfaction of organization members and may mod-
erate the relationship between motivation and incentives.82

In addition, attributions are related to organizational symbolism, which in effect says
that in order to understand organizations, one must recognize their symbolic nature.83

Much of organization is based on attributions rather than physical or observed realities
under this view.84 For example, research has found that symbols are a salient source of
information used by people in forming their impressions of psychological climate.85

Other Attributions
Attribution theory obviously contributes a great deal to the better understanding of work
motivation and organizational behavior. However, other dimensions besides the internal
and external locus of control also need to be accounted for and studied. Bernard Weiner, for
example, suggested that a stability (fixed or variable) dimension must also be recognized.86

Experienced employees will probably have a stable internal attribution about their abilities
but an unstable internal attribution concerning effort. By the same token, these employees
may have a stable external attribution about task difficulty but an unstable external attribu-
tion about luck.

Besides the stability dimension, Kelley suggests that dimensions such as consensus (do
others act this way in this situation?), consistency (does this person act this way in this sit-
uation at other times?), and distinctiveness (does this person act differently in other situa-
tions?) will affect the type of attributions that are made.87 Figure 6.6 shows how this type
of information affects the attributes that are made in evaluating employee behavior. To keep
these dimensions straight, it can be remembered that consensus relates to other people, dis-
tinctiveness relates to other tasks, and consistency relates to time.88 As shown in Figure 6.6,
if there is high consensus, low consistency, and high distinctiveness, then attribution to
external or situational/environmental causes will probably be made. The external attribu-
tion may be that the task is too difficult or that outside pressures from home or coworkers
are hindering performance. However, if there is low consensus, high consistency, and low
distinctiveness, then attributions to internal or personal causes for the behavior will proba-
bly be made. The supervisor making an internal attribution may conclude that the associate
just doesn’t have the ability, or is not giving the necessary effort, or does not have the moti-
vation to perform well. There is some research evidence from field settings to directly sup-
port predictions from the Kelley model.89

In addition to Kelley, other well-known theorists, such as Weiner, use attribution theory
to help explain achievement motivation and to predict subsequent changes in performance
and how people feel about themselves.90 Some research findings from Weiner’s work
include the following:

1. Bad-luck attributions (external) take the sting out of a negative outcome, but good-luck
attributions (external) reduce the joy associated with success.

2. When individuals attribute their success to internal rather than external factors, they
have higher expectations for future success, report a greater desire for achievement, and
set higher performance goals.91
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Attribution Errors
Social psychologists recognize two potent biases when people make attributions. The first
is called the fundamental attribution error. Research has found that people tend to ignore
powerful situational forces when explaining others’ behavior.92 People tend to attribute
others’ behavior to personal factors (for example, intelligence, ability, motivation, atti-
tudes, or personality), even when it is very clear that the situation or circumstances caused
the person to behave the way he or she did.

Another attribution bias that has emerged from the research is that people tend to pre-
sent themselves favorably. This self-serving bias has been found in study after study; people
readily accept credit when told they have succeeded (attributing the success to their ability
and effort), yet often attribute failure to such external, situational factors as bad luck or the
problem’s inherent “impossibility.93 For example, in explaining their victories, athletes
commonly credit themselves, but they are more likely to attribute losses to something
else—bad breaks, poor officiating, or the other team’s superior effort.94
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When something goes wrong in the workplace, there is a tendency for the manager to
blame the problem on the inability or poor attitude of associates, but the situation is blamed
as far as he or she personally is concerned. The reverse is true of associates. They blame the
situation for their difficulties but make a personal attribution in terms of their manager. By
the same token, if something goes well, the manager makes personal attributions for him- or
herself and situational attributions for associates, and the associates make personal attribu-
tions for themselves but situational attributions for the manager. In other words, it is typical
to have conflicting attributional biases among managers and associates in organizations.95

As a way of creating more productive relationships, theorists and researchers suggest that
efforts must be made to reduce divergent perceptions and perspectives among the parties
through increased interpersonal interaction, open communication channels and workshops,
and team-building sessions devoted to reducing attributional errors.96 Although Martinko,
in his book on Attribution Theory, demonstrates the validity and potential of attributional
perspectives within an organizational context, theoretical, information processing, and situ-
ational factors all affect the attribution models of organizational behavior.97 Despite this
complexity, attribution theory does seem to have considerable potential for application and
relevance, instead of being a purely academic exercise in theory building.

Other Work Motivation Theories: Control and Agency
In addition to the micro-oriented expectancy and equity motivation theories coming out of
cognitive psychology, there are other, more broad-based theories that have emerged in
organizational behavior. Representatives of such theories are control theory and agency
theory.

One version of control theory, like the other theories discussed so far, is essentially a
cognitive phenomenon relating to the degree that individuals perceive they are in control of
their own lives, or are in control of their jobs. Recent studies have shown that those who
believe they have such personal control tolerate unpleasant events and experience less
stress on the job than those who do not perceive such control.98 There is also some evidence
that perceived control will affect job satisfaction and absenteeism.99 Another version of
control theory, which also has implications for organizational behavior, relates to the more
traditional management function of control. Traditional guidelines for effective manage-
ment have included controlling both the inputs and outputs of organizations, but research
has also analyzed strategically controlling human resources as well.100 Especially relevant
to today’s workplace environment is that a sense of control seems very helpful when
increasing job demands are placed on the employee. Thus, persons who are given more
work, but also the control to complete that work, may not feel as negatively about their new
assignments. On the other hand, more peripheral aspects of work control, such as when
they start or stop a task or arrange the work flow, seem less related to work motivation.101

Similar to control theory’s being taken from the traditional management literature,
agency theory as applied to organizational behavior comes from the financial economics
literature. As given attention in Chapter 4, an agency relationship involves one or more
individuals (the principal) engaging another person or persons (the agent) to perform some
service on their behalf.102 The key to agency theory is the assumption that the interests of
principals and agents diverge or may be in conflict with one another. The implications for
organizational behavior involve how the principals (owners, board members, or top man-
agement) can limit divergence from their interests or objectives by establishing appropriate
rewards or incentives for the agents (subordinates, middle management, or operating
employees) for appropriate outcomes. Although there was initial research evidence sup-
porting an agency theory interpretation of areas in organizational behavior such as pay for
performance,103 compensation contracts,104 foreign subsidiary compensation strategies,105
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and variable pay compensation strategies,106 however, a recent meta-analysis of empirical
ownership-performance studies found little overall support for agency theory.107 Yet,
agency theory is often used to explain some of the excesses and ethical meltdowns that
have occurred in organizations in recent years. For example, Don Hambrick recently
observed the following:

Today’s top executives, in America at least, are exceedingly obsessed with shareholder value,
in ways that their predecessors were not. This obsession is due to the new “rules of the game”
that the executives themselves face—rules that agency theorists applaud, even if they didn’t
literally engineer them.108

Like the other cognitive-based theories, agency theory helps us better understand the
motivation of managers in today’s organizations. However, because of the complexities
involved, as was also noted in the other work motivation theories, agency theory obviously
is not the final answer. One primary criticism of agency theory that has emerged is that,
agency theory strongly emphasizes the roles that various forms of extrinsic motives play in
shaping behaviors. Conversely, intrinsic motives, which may be quite powerful, are not
accounted for in agency models. When combined with notions of control or the lack of con-
trol in a setting, the bias generated by an extrinsic-motive model may confuse any study or
theoretical development.109 Yet, as one argument for employee ownership noted, firms indi-
cated that 75 percent experienced increases in sales, profits, and stock price when employ-
ees became owners and another study indicated that companies with employee stock
ownership plans had total shareholder returns about 7 percent greater than firms where
employees did not have an opportunity for ownership.110

Recently, agency theory has been expanded to the macro level. It has been used to explain
financing decisions in franchising operations111 and to study the various forms of control
that limit the decision-making authority of professional service organizations.112 In the lat-
ter study, community control, bureaucratic control, and client control combined with the
degree of self-control exhibited by the professional service agent to reduce decision-making
autonomy. Thus, agency theory is also related to control theory and, for the future, theory
development and research can contribute to the better understanding of work motivation.

MOTIVATIONAL APPLICATION THROUGH JOB DESIGN

Besides gaining an understanding of motivational needs and theoretical processes, the
study of organizational behavior also focuses on motivational techniques of job design and
goal setting. Job design may be defined as the methods that management uses to develop
the content of a job, including all relevant tasks, as well as the processes by which jobs are
constructed and revised. In light of the new environment, job design is an increasingly
important application technique. Most importantly, the nature of work is changing because
of advanced information technology and globalization. Consequently, two new develop-
ments have emerged. The first is a blurring of the distinction between on-work and off-work
time. A person carrying a cell phone and/or PDA (personal digital assistant) and a home
office containing a fax machine and Internet access is “at work” even when not in the office
and is “on-call” practically every moment of the day. This includes drive time and time
spent in airports or while flying across the world. The second development, which is tied to
the first, is the rising number of telecommuting jobs or teleworking, in which the employee
performs substantial amounts of work at home. An increasing number of organizations pro-
vide employees with advanced information technology for home use. These recent trends
create new challenges for job design models, which are already based on an extensive and
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growing theoretical and research base and are being widely applied to the actual practice of
management. A summary of the major job design applications follows.

Job Rotation
The simplest form of job design involves moving employees from one relatively simple job
to another after short time periods (one hour, half-days, every day). For example, at
McDonald’s, an employee may cook French fries one day, fry hamburgers the next, wait on
the front counter during the next shift, and draw soft drinks the next. This form of job rota-
tion has several advantages. First, the odds of injury are reduced, as each worker must refo-
cus on a new task throughout the workday. Further, the incidence of repetitive strain
injuries (e.g., carpal tunnel syndrome) may also be reduced. Second, as employees learn
sets of tasks, they are more flexible and able to cover for someone who is absent or who
quits. Third, supervisors who are promoted from the ranks know more about how the entire
operation works. A manager promoted from the ranks at McDonald’s after only six months
on the job has probably been exposed to every production task performed at the unit. The
primary disadvantage of job rotation is that each individual task eventually becomes as bor-
ing as the rest of the simple tasks. In other words, over the long term there is no substantial
difference between cooking French fries and frying hamburgers. Consequently, job satis-
faction and/or performance may decline. Rotation does, however, have some research evi-
dence showing a positive impact,113 especially for cross-training and developing
employees for broadened responsibilities.114 In any event, it is a better alternative to job
design than doing nothing.

Job Enlargement
This job design process involves increasing the number of tasks each employee performs.
A sales clerk who waits on customers, finalizes the sale, helps with credit applications,
arranges merchandise, and reorders stock has an enlarged job, when compared to a check-
out clerk or a shelf stocker at Wal-Mart. Workers in enlarged jobs are able to use more skills
in performing their tasks. Many times, however, enlargement reduces the efficiency with
which tasks are completed, thereby slowing work down. Imagine being waited on individ-
ually at Wal-Mart. The company’s competitive advantage for low labor costs compared to a
full-service department store would be quickly and dramatically reduced. However,
enlargement does not necessarily result in improved employee satisfaction and commit-
ment. For example, one of the major by-products of recent downsizing is enlarged jobs
assigned to the members of the organization who remain. The survivors with anxiety of
“I’m next” and greatly enlarged jobs are less, rather than more, satisfied and committed to
the organization.

Job Enrichment
Job enrichment represents an extension of the earlier, more simplified job rotation and job
enlargement techniques of job design. Because it is a direct outgrowth of Herzberg’s two-
factor theory of motivation (covered earlier in the chapter), the assumption is that in order
to motivate personnel, the job must be designed to provide opportunities for achievement,
recognition, responsibility, advancement, and growth. The technique entails “enriching”
the job so that these factors are included. In particular, job enrichment is concerned with
designing jobs that include a greater variety of work content; require a higher level of
knowledge and skill; give workers more autonomy and responsibility in terms of planning,
directing, and controlling their own performance; and provide the opportunity for personal
growth and a meaningful work experience. As opposed to job rotation and job enlargement,
which horizontally loads the job, job enrichment vertically loads the job; there are not
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necessarily more tasks to perform, but more responsibility and accountability. For example,
instead of having workers do a mundane, specialized task, then passing off to another
worker doing another minute part of the task, and eventually having an inspector at the end,
under job enrichment, the worker would be given a complete module of work to do (job
enlargement) and, importantly, would inspect his or her own work (responsibility) and put
a personal identifier on it (accountability).

As with the other application techniques discussed in this text, job enrichment is not a
panacea for all job design problems facing modern management. After noting that there are
documented cases where this approach to job design did not work, Miner concluded that
the biggest problem is that traditional job enrichment has little to say about when and why
the failures can be expected to occur.115 Some of the explanations that have been suggested
include that job enrichment is difficult to truly implement, that many employees simply
prefer an old familiar job to an enriched job, and that employees in general and unions in
particular are resistant to the change. Some employees have expressed preferences for
higher pay rather than enriched jobs, and others enjoy their current patterns of on-the-job
socialization and friendships more than they do increased responsibility and autonomy.
Essentially, job enrichment in some situations may inhibit a person’s social life at work.

Despite some potential limitations, job enrichment is still a viable approach, and
research provides continuing evidence that it has mostly beneficial results (more employee
satisfaction and customer service, less employee overload, and fewer employee errors).116

There is even a study that found employees were more creative when they worked in an
enriching context of complex, challenging jobs and a supportive, noncontrolling supervi-
sory climate.117 However, management must still use job enrichment selectively and give
proper recognition to the complex human and situational variables.118 The job characteris-
tics models of job enrichment are a step in this direction.

The Job Characteristics Approach to Task Design
To meet some of the limitations of the relatively simple Herzberg approach to job enrich-
ment (which he prefers to call orthodox job enrichment, or OJE), a group of researchers
began to concentrate on the relationship between certain job characteristics, or the job
scope, and employee motivation. Richard Hackman and Greg Oldham developed the most
widely recognized model of job characteristics,119 shown in Figure 6.7. This model recog-
nizes that certain job characteristics contribute to certain psychological states and that the
strength of employees’ need for growth has an important moderating effect. The core job
characteristics can be summarized briefly as follows:

FIGURE 6.7
The Hackman-
Oldham job
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1. Skill variety refers to the extent to which the job requires the employee to draw from a
number of different skills and abilities as well as on a range of knowledge.

2. Task identity refers to whether the job has an identifiable beginning and end. How com-
plete a module of work does the employee perform?

3. Task significance involves the importance of the task. It involves both internal significance—
how important is the task to the organization?—and external significance—how proud
are employees to tell relatives, friends, and neighbors what they do and where they
work?

4. Autonomy refers to job independence. How much freedom and control do employees
have, for example, to schedule their own work, make decisions, or determine the means
to accomplish objectives?

5. Feedback refers to objective information about progress and performance and can come
from the job itself or from supervisors or an information system.

The critical psychological states can be summarized as follows:

1. Meaningfulness. This cognitive state involves the degree to which employees perceive
their work as making a valued contribution, as being important and worthwhile.

2. Responsibility. This state is concerned with the extent to which employees feel a sense
of being personally responsible or accountable for the work being done.

3. Knowledge of results. Coming directly from the feedback, this psychological state
involves the degree to which employees understand how they are performing in the job.

In essence, this model says that certain job characteristics lead to critical psychological
states. That is, skill variety, task identity, and task significance lead to experienced mean-
ingfulness; autonomy leads to the feeling of responsibility; and feedback leads to knowl-
edge of results. The more these three psychological states are present, the more employees
will feel good about themselves when they perform well. Hackman states: “The model pos-
tulates that internal rewards are obtained by an individual when he learns (knowledge of
results) that he personally (experienced responsibility) has performed well on a task that he
cares about (experienced meaningfulness).”120 Hackman then points out that these internal
rewards are reinforcing to employees, causing them to perform well. If they don’t perform
well, they will try harder in order to get the internal rewards that good performance brings.
He concludes: “The net result is a self-perpetuating cycle of positive work motivation pow-
ered by self-generated rewards. This cycle is predicted to continue until one or more of the
three psychological states is no longer present, or until the individual no longer values the
internal rewards that derive from good performance.”121 Not only did Hackman and
Oldham provide original research supporting the existence of these relationships, but sub-
sequent research has found strong support for the linkages between the core job dimensions
and the critical psychological states, and between these states and the predicted
outcomes.122 (Also see the OB Principle at the end of this chapter).

An example of an enriched job, according to the Hackman-Oldham characteristics
model, would be that of a surgeon. Surgeons must draw on a wide variety of skills and abil-
ities; usually surgeons can readily identify the task because they handle patients from
beginning to end (that is, they play a role in the diagnosis, perform the operation, and are
responsible for postoperative care and follow-up); the job has life-and-death significance;
there is a great deal of autonomy, as surgeons have the final word on all decisions concern-
ing patients; and there is clear, direct feedback during the operation itself (real-time moni-
toring of the vital signs and the “scalpel”-”scalpel” type of feedback communication) and
afterwards, because, of course, the patient’s recovery and subsequent health determine the
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success of the operation. According to this explanation, these job characteristics determine
the surgeon’s considerable motivation—not the needs developed while growing up or his or
her valences, instrumentalities, and expectancies as postulated by the process theories dis-
cussed earlier.

At the other extreme would be most traditional blue-collar and white-collar jobs. All five
job characteristics would be relatively minimal or nonexistent in the perceptions of many
such jobholders and thus can help explain the motivation problem with these low-level
jobs. In other words, the job design, not just the person holding the job, helps explain the
motivation to perform under this approach.

Practical Guidelines for Redesigning Jobs
Specific guidelines such as those found in Figure 6.8 are offered to redesign jobs. Such eas-
ily implementable guidelines make the job design area popular and practical for more
effective high performance management. An actual example would be the application that
was made in a large department store.123 In a training session format, the sales employees’
jobs were redesigned in the following manner:

1. Skill variety. The salespeople were asked to try to think of and use
a. Different selling approaches
b. New merchandise displays
c. Better ways of recording sales and keeping records

2. Task identity. The salespeople were asked to
a. Keep a personal record of daily sales volume in dollars
b. Keep a record of number of sales/customers
c. Mark off an individual display area that they considered their own and keep it com-

plete and orderly

3. Task significance. The salespeople were reminded that
a. Selling a product is the basic overall objective of the store
b. The appearance of the display area is important to selling
c. They are “the store” to customers; they were told that courtesy and pleasantness

help build the store’s reputation and set the stage for future sales

FIGURE 6.8
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4. Autonomy. The salespeople were
a. Encouraged to develop and use their own unique approach and sales pitch
b. Allowed freedom to select their own break and lunch times
c. Encouraged to make suggestions for changes in all phases of the policy and 

operations

5. Feedback from the job itself. Salespeople were
a. Encouraged to keep personal records of their own sales volume
b. Encouraged to keep a sales/customer ratio
c. Reminded that establishing a good rapport with customers is also a success; they

were told that if the potential customer leaves with a good feeling about the store
and its employees, the salesperson has been successful

6. Feedback from agents. Salespeople were encouraged to
a. Observe and help each other with techniques of selling
b. Seek out information from their boss and relevant departments on all phases of

their jobs
c. Invite customer reactions and thoughts concerning merchandise, service, and so

forth

Both the salespeople’s functional (conversing with customers, showing merchandise, han-
dling returns, and so forth) and dysfunctional (socializing with coworkers or visitors, idly
standing around, being gone for no legitimate reason) performance behaviors moved in the
desired directions, and a subanalysis also indicated they were more satisfied. A control
group of salespeople, with everything else the same except that they did not have their jobs
redesigned, showed no change in their performance behaviors. Thus, this study provided
evidence that the job characteristics approach can be practically applied with desirable per-
formance and satisfaction results.124 Many well-known companies have actually imple-
mented job design changes in accordance with the job characteristics model. For example,
in terms of building in autonomy in jobs, well-known firms in the hospitality (e.g., Disney,
Ritz Carlton) and retail industries allow their frontline employees to “make it right” for the
“guest”/customer at any cost. For instance, at the very successful Container Stores, every
salesperson has a key to the till in order to make any decision the customer needs.

MOTIVATIONAL APPLICATION THROUGH GOAL SETTING

As indicated, the other major motivational application technique besides job design is goal
setting. Goal achievement is a factor that influences the success levels of individual
employees, departments and business units, and the overall organization. A goal is a per-
formance target that an individual or group seeks to accomplish at work. Goal setting is the
process of motivating employees by establishing effective and meaningful performance tar-
gets. It is often given as an example of how the field of organizational behavior should
progress from a sound theoretical foundation to sophisticated research to the actual appli-
cation of more effective management practice.

Theoretical Understanding of Goal Setting
Although a paper by Locke is usually considered to be the seminal work on a theory of goal
setting,125 he suggests that it really goes back to scientific management at the turn of the
century. Locke credits its first proponent, Frederick W. Taylor, with being the “father of
employee motivation theory,”126 and he says that Taylor’s use “of tasks was a forerunner of
modern-day goal setting.”127
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Although Locke argues that the expectancy theories of work motivation discussed ear-
lier originally ignored goal setting and were nothing more than “cognitive hedonism,”128

his theoretical formulation for goal setting is very similar. He basically accepts the pur-
posefulness of behavior, which comes out of Tolman’s pioneering cognitive theorizing, and
the importance of values, or valence, and consequences. Thus, as in the expectancy theo-
ries of work motivation, values and value judgments, which are defined as the things the
individual acts on to gain and/or to keep, are important cognitive determinants of behavior.
Emotions or desires are the ways the person experiences these values. In addition to values,
intentions or goals play an important role as cognitive determinants of behavior. It is here,
of course, where Locke’s theory of goal setting goes beyond expectancy theories of work
motivation, because people strive to attain goals in order to satisfy their emotions and
desires. Goals provide a directional nature to people’s behavior and guide their thoughts
and actions to one outcome rather than another. The individual then responds and performs
according to these intentions or goals, even if the goals are not attained. Consequences,
feedback, or reinforcement are the result of these responses.

Research Evidence on the Impact of Goal Setting
Locke’s theory has generated considerable research. In particular, a series of laboratory stud-
ies by Locke and his colleagues and a series of field studies by Locke’s frequent coauthor
Gary Latham and other colleagues have been carried out to test the linkage between goal set-
ting and performance.129 Over the past 15 years, numerous studies have been conducted to
refine and extend goal-setting theory and practice. Recently, Locke and Latham summarized
the 35-year work on goal setting and task motivation and performance as follows:

With goal-setting theory, specific difficult goals have been shown to increase performance on
well over 100 different tasks involving more than 40,000 participants in at least eight coun-
tries working in laboratory, simulation, and field settings. . . . The effects are applicable not
only to the individual but to groups, organizational units, and entire organizations.130

Specifically, Locke and Latham relate goals to performance and satisfaction in the
model shown in Figure 6.9. The following sections give more detail on this model and a

FIGURE 6.9
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summary of the extensive research that makes goal-setting theory and application a pro-
totype evidence-based approach for the field of organizational behavior.

The Importance of Specific Goals
Specific goals have been found to be more effective than vague or general goals, such as “do
your best,” as well as no goals at all. Specific goals result in higher levels of performance. For
instance, salespeople should have goals in dollar amounts or units of volume, production
departments should have targeted and defined goals in terms of numbers, percentages, and
dates, and all other departments should incorporate measurable objectives or specific metrics
and dates rather than things such as “try as hard as you can” or “try to do better than last year.”

OB in Action: Using Stretch Goals

Goal setting is widely recognized as a technique to
improve performance. However, there are a number of
problems associated with the indiscriminate use of ambi-
tious goals. Steven Kerr, a noted organizational behav-
ior researcher and former chief learning officer at both
General Electric and Goldman Sachs, has noted that
many organizations fail to effectively use what he calls
“stretch goals.” The goals are set very high, but the
needed support to accomplish them is often missing. For
example, top management may ask their people to
increase output by 25% but fail to provide them with
the knowledge, tools, and means to reach such ambi-
tious goals. As a result, the only way that people can
meet these new and demanding challenges is by work-
ing longer—often on their own time. In fact, notes Kerr,
everywhere in America people are working evenings
and weekends in order to meet the goals that the organ-
ization has set for them.

This is not necessary, however, if the enterprise care-
fully examines what needs to be done and how it has to
occur. Kerr recommends three rules that can help orga-
nizations create stretch goals and reach them without
exhausting and burning out their human resources.

These include (1) do not set goals that overly stress peo-
ple; (2) if goals require people to stretch, do not punish
them if they fail; and (3) if they are being asked to do
things that they have never done before, give them
whatever tools and help are available.

How should goals be set? Kerr believes that easy goals
are too simple and do not improve performance and that
difficult goals may be so difficult that people cannot
attain them—so they give up. Stretch goals force them to
go beyond what they are accustomed to doing, and thus
improve performance, but, importantly, they are also
attainable. At the same time, the organization has to be
willing to reward the personnel for attaining the stretch
goals. How can this be done? One way is with money.
Financial rewards are very direct and encourage individ-
uals to continue their efforts. However, if management
decide that they will give back to those involved one-
third of the performance gain (i.e., gainsharing), they
must stick to this and not back down when big gains are
realized. If organizations follow these simple suggestions
of using stretch goals and pay for performance, they can
increase their productivity and employees can be chal-
lenged and rewarded for their efforts.

The Importance of Difficult and Challenging Goals
Besides clearly stated goals, performance targets should also be challenging rather than
easy or routine. At the same time, goals should be reachable and not so difficult that pursu-
ing them becomes frustrating. The accompanying OB in Action: Using Stretch Goals gives
some practical guidelines.

Recent research indicates some moderators of the relationship between goal difficulty
and subsequent performance. Two forms of feedback can enhance goal achievement: (1)
process feedback and (2) outcome feedback. Process feedback is related to information as
to how the individual or unit is proceeding in attempting to reach the goal, whereas out-
come feedback is information related to and stated in terms of the actual goal itself.131

Other researchers have investigated the role that competition plays in moderating the goal
difficulty–performance relationship, but results have been mixed. One study revealed that
the lack of competition combined with difficult goals led to higher performance, whereas
another found no effects related to competition.132
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In still another research stream, perceived goal difficulty had negative effects on self-
reports of job performance. In other words, an employee who thought a job was highly dif-
ficult reported performing at a lower level. However, goal difficulty, when combined with
goal clarity, led to increased reports of effort, which in turn led to more positive self-reports
of performance in the same study.133

Goal Acceptance, Participation, and Commitment
Specific goals are most likely to affect performance when employees accept and are com-
mitted to them. This ownership and acceptance of goals are best accomplished through a
participative process.134 Self-commitment can be given to assigned goals as well as to
personal or self-set goals, especially when goals are equivocal. Commitment tends to run
higher when goals are specific as opposed to general or broad. Monetary incentives can
also increase commitment to goals if the goals are perceived as being achievable.135

Some of the mixed results and complexity on the moderating role of goal commitment
may be due to measurement problems that recent research may help solve for the
future.136

Self-efficacy and Goals
As will be given detailed attention in Chapter 7, self-efficacy is the perception or belief of
the individual that he or she can successfully accomplish a specific task, and it is associated
with goal commitment.137 People exhibiting higher levels of self-efficacy tend to set more
challenging personal goals and are more likely to achieve them, and commitment to self-
set personal goals is normally also higher than commitment to goals set by others (imposed
goals).138 Self-efficacy is also related to imposed goals. Some individuals may reject
imposed goals, but if they have self-efficacy still maintain high personal goals. Further, if
the imposed goal is impossible, personal goals and self-efficacy may be reduced, along with
performance.139

Objective and Timely Feedback
Studies have also found objective and timely feedback is preferable to no feedback and, as
noted earlier, can be related to the process used to achieve a goal or the content (degree of
achievement) of the goal. It is probably fair to say that feedback is a necessary but not suf-
ficient condition for successful application of goal setting.140 In one research study it was
found that daily feedback had positive influences on both productivity and employee satis-
faction,141 and in another study feedback on progress toward individual and team goals
greatly affected the decisions being made.142 “Just in time” information gathered through
technology found in today’s “expert systems” can also be effectively used to provide timely
feedback.143

Other Moderators in Goal Setting
Although the application guidelines from goal-setting theory and research are probably as
direct as any in the entire field of organizational behavior, there are still some other moder-
ating variables. Besides commitment, importance, self-efficacy, and feedback shown in
Figure 6.9 and discussed above, it should be noted that task complexity144 (also noted in the
Locke and Latham model as indicated in Figure 6.9) and others are found in the literature,
and there are some contradictory findings. For example, a study by Latham and Saari
revealed that a supportive management style had an important moderating effect, and that,
contrary to results in previous studies, specific goals did not lead to better performance than
a generalized goal such as “do your best.”145 However, other studies have found a signifi-
cant relationship between goal levels and performance.146 Leader style may also affect goal
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commitment. Recent research revealed that an interaction between leader-member
exchange and goal commitment accounted for a significant amount of variance in the per-
formance level of a sales force.147 Another analysis indicated that there are also some unex-
plored areas, such as the distinction between quantity and quality goals,148 that may limit
and make the application of goal setting more complex.

A Word of Caution Regarding Goal Setting
In the words of Ambrose and Kulik, who conducted a comprehensive review of goal-
setting research, there are boundary conditions that surround the relationships between
goal setting and performance that should be carefully noted for effective application.149

First, one study noted that goals can narrow an individual’s focus to perform only behav-
iors directly associated with goal attainment, at the cost of other desirable behaviors. This
type of tunnel vision was revealed in a study in which students were given a specific goal
of correcting the grammar on a recruiting brochure. They did so at the expense of improv-
ing the content of the brochure. Those with a more general goal (e.g., make it better)
worked on both the content and the grammar.150 Furthermore, difficult goals increase the
level of risk managers and employees are willing to take, and this increase may be coun-
terproductive.151 Also, a study found that goals inhibited subjects from helping others
who were requesting assistance, which has implications for teamwork.152 Other studies
have found that difficult goals may lead to stress, put a perceptual ceiling on performance,
cause the employees to ignore nongoal areas, and encourage short-range thinking, dis-
honesty, or cheating.153 However, Locke and Latham do provide specific guidelines of
how these potential pitfalls can be overcome by better communication, rewards, and set-
ting examples.154

Recently, the argument has been made for the value of learning goals versus perfor-
mance outcome goals. Setting very ambitious “stretch goals” to increase the numbers
without providing the means to attain these goals may lead to not only stress and burnout,
but also unethical behavior. As Seijts and Latham point out, “in situations where primarily
the acquisition of knowledge and skills rather than an increase in effort and persistence is
required, a specific challenging learning rather than an outcome goal should be set.”155 On
balance, however, there has been very impressive evidence for the positive impact of set-
ting specific, difficult goals that are accepted and of providing feedback on progress
toward goals.

Other Performance Management Application Techniques
Associated with Goal Setting
Much of the discussion so far has been directly concerned with goal-setting theory,
research findings, and application for performance improvement of an individual manager
or work unit. Besides goal setting per se, because of its demonstrated relationship to per-
formance, a related approach recently given attention is goal orientation, originally con-
ceptualized by Carol Dweck through her research on children. She found a dispositional
personality dimension related to pursuing goals in achievement situations that could be
characterized as (1) learning goal orientation (those who want to develop competence by
mastering challenging situations) and (2) performance goal orientation (those who want to
demonstrate and validate competence by seeking favorable judgments).156 Although con-
ventional wisdom would indicate the superiority of performance goal orientation, consid-
erable recent research in the field of organizational behavior over the past decade indicates
otherwise.157 A recent summary of this research concluded that a learning goal orientation
has a positive impact on work-related behaviors and performance.158 This learning goal
orientation is especially relevant to effective performance in today’s environment that
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requires proactive, problem-solving responses to setbacks, creativity and openness to new
ideas, and adaptation to new and changing situations.159

More recently Dweck has evolved the learning goal orientation into what she calls a
“growth mindset” (people who have the belief that their basic qualities can be developed
through their efforts) and the performance goal orientation into a “fixed mindset” (those
who believe their qualities are set and have an urgency to prove themselves over and
over).160 She uses infamous celebrity CEOs known for having a devastating effect on their
firms such as “Chainsaw” Al Dunlop of Scott Paper and Sunbeam, Jerry Levin and Steve
Case of AOL Time Warner, and Ken Lay and Jeff Skilling of Enron as examples of those
having a fixed mindset. By contrast, those who led their firms to dramatically successful
turnarounds such as Jack Welch, when he was at the pinnacle of General Electric, Lou
Gerstner at IBM, and Anne Mulcahy at Xerox are good representatives of having a growth
mindset. In concluding, Dweck observed,

Jack, Lou and Anne—all believing in growth, all brimming with passion. And all believing
that leadership is about growth and passion, not about brilliance. The fixed-mindset leaders
were, in the end, full of bitterness, but the growth-minded leaders were full of gratitude. They
called their workers the real heroes.161

Besides goal orientation or mindset, there are also other performance management tech-
niques related to goal setting. One is benchmarking, which is a form of goal setting, though
it is meant to be more inclusive and is often portrayed as part of total quality management.
Benchmarking is the process of comparing work and service methods against the best prac-
tices and outcomes for the purpose of identifying changes stated as specific goals that will
result in higher-quality output. Importantly, benchmarking incorporates the use of goal set-
ting to set targets that are pursued, identified, and then used as the basis for future action.
The benchmarking process involves looking both inside and outside the organization for
ways of improving performance.

With benchmarking, the idea is to enable the organization to learn from others and then
to formulate specific change goals based on procedures and work assignments that have
been observed in world-class organizations. Companies that have effectively used bench-
marking include IBM and Magnavox. IBM benchmarked its efforts in comparison to
Xerox, Motorola, 3M, Hewlett-Packard, and some Japanese firms that used just-in-time
inventory controls. Magnavox benchmarked a series of HR practices, which they turned
into 14 training measures that are now commonly called metrics, again with strong evi-
dence of success.

A stretch target or goal, discussed in the earlier OB in Action, is another currently pop-
ular technique associated with goal setting. Stretch targets may be defined as objectives or
goals that force organizations to significantly alter their processes in ways that involve a
whole new paradigm of operations.162 In a manner similar to benchmarking, stretch targets
seek to integrate and align the internal operation and culture with external best practices.
Examples of stretch targets include enhancing motivation, performance, and creative deci-
sion making through specific numbers, percentages, and dates.

One area of application associated with goal setting with international implications is
that of goal source. Questions remain as to how to implement goal-setting programs across
cultures. During a goal-setting program, subordinates often receive information from a
supervisor or leader. If that leader (the goal source) is distrusted, the message may be
rejected. If the leader or goal source is trusted, goal acceptance and commitment and per-
formance may be higher. One study conducted in England confirmed that English workers,
who were more likely to trust a shop steward than a supervisor due to several key historical
and cultural reasons, did indeed accept goals and perform at higher rates when the steward
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helped deliver the goals.163 This goal source impact applied in a cross-cultural environment
would suggest that, depending on cultural dimensions such as power distance, home country
nationals involved in the goal-setting process may have more of an impact on home coun-
try employees than would expatriates or those from another country home office.

Impact on the Psychological Contract
Goal setting can be used to create psychological contracts with employees. In any exchange
situation at work, there are both formal and informal expectations regarding what is given
and what should be received in return. Imposing new goals may violate existing views of
what is present in the psychological contract, creating either resistance to the program or a
renegotiation of the rewards to be received. Note that any linkage between goals and per-
formance has a psychological contract implied in the relationship. Organizations that rou-
tinely demand higher performances yet fail to respond with rewards to their people can
expect increasingly negative responses and reactions.164

A number of other instances of contract violations may inhibit the success rates of goal
setting. These violations include restructuring, downsizing, increased reliance on tempo-
rary workers, and globalization. Goal setting in part constructs a social role at work that is
intertwined with other elements of a psychological contract.165 Consequently, successful
applications of goal-setting programs must account for how resulting processes will affect
existing psychological contracts of employees.166

Summary Motivation is probably more closely associated with the micro perspective of organiza-
tional behavior than is any other topic. A comprehensive understanding of motivation
includes the need–drive–incentive sequence, or cycle. The basic process involves needs,
which set drives in motion to accomplish incentives (anything that alleviates a need and
reduces a drive). The drives, or motives, may be classified into primary and secondary cat-
egories. The primary motives are unlearned and physiologically based. Common primary
motives are hunger, thirst, sleep, avoidance of pain, sex, and maternal concern. Secondary
motives are learned and are most relevant to the study of organizational behavior. The
needs for power, achievement, affiliation, security, and status are major motivating forces
in the behavior of organizational participants.

Besides the various needs, motivation can also be broken down into its source—extrinsic
and intrinsic. Extrinsic motives are the visible consequences external to the individual (e.g.,
money), usually contingently administered by others, to motivate the individual. Intrinsic
motives are internal to the individual, and are self-induced to learn, achieve, or in some way
better oneself.

When the theories are specifically focused on work motivation, there are both historically
important and contemporary approaches. The older Maslow and Herzberg models attempt to
identify specific content factors in the employee (in the case of Maslow) or in the job envi-
ronment (in the case of Herzberg) that are motivating. Although such a content approach has
surface logic, is easy to understand, and can be readily translated into practice, the research
evidence points out some definite limitations. There is very little research support for these
models’ theoretical basis and predictability. The trade-off for simplicity sacrifices true under-
standing of the complexity of work motivation. On the positive side, however, these histori-
cally important models have given emphasis to important content factors that were largely
ignored by the human relationists. In addition, the Herzberg model is useful as an explanation
for job satisfaction and as a point of departure for practical application to enrich jobs.

The contemporary process theories provide a much sounder theoretical explanation of
the complexity of work motivation. The expectancy model of Porter and Lawler help
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explain the important cognitive variables and how they relate to one another in the process
of work motivation. The Porter-Lawler model also gives specific attention to the important
relationship between performance and satisfaction. Porter and Lawler propose that per-
formance leads to satisfaction, instead of the human relations assumption of the reverse.
The research literature is generally supportive of such expectancy models, but conceptual
and methodological problems remain. Unlike the older content models, these expectancy
models are relatively complex and difficult to translate into actual practice.

Another contemporary approach to explaining work motivation is equity theory. This
theory is based on perceived input–outcome ratios of oneself compared to relevant other(s).
Like the expectancy models, equity theory can lead to increased understanding of the com-
plex cognitive process of work motivation but also has the same limitation for prediction
and control in the practice of human resource management. More recently, this equity the-
ory has been applied to the analysis of organizational justice in the workplace. Other
relevent cognitive understanding of motivation comes from attribution theory (i.e., internal
versus external locus of control and stability, consensus, consistency, and distinctiveness
attributions). Finally, control and agency theories, coming from other disciplines, are
briefly discussed as representative of other approaches receiving research attention in orga-
nizational behavior.

The last part of the chapter deals with two of the most important application areas of
work motivation: job design and goal setting. Although the concern for designing jobs
goes back to the scientific management movement at the turn of the twentieth century, the
recent concern for human resource management as a competitive advantage has led to
renewed interest in, and research on, job design. The older and simpler job enlargement
and rotation approaches have given way to first a job enrichment approach and then a job
characteristics approach that relates to psychological or motivational states leading to
improved employee satisfaction and performance. Characteristics such as skill variety,
task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback have been found by research to
be related to employee satisfaction and quality of work. The other major application tech-
nique for work motivation of goal setting has become a showcase for evidence-based
management.

Basing his approach on a cognitive perspective, Locke has a well-developed goal-
setting theory of motivation. This theory emphasizes the important relationship between
goals and performance. Laboratory and field studies have verified this relationship. In par-
ticular, the most effective performance seems to result when specific, difficult goals are
accepted and when feedback on progress and results is provided. An alternative theoreti-
cal perspective is goal orientation (fixed and growth mindsets), and an extension and sys-
tematic application of the goal-setting approach are benchmarking and stretch targets. The
chapter concludes with the impact that goal setting may have on the psychological con-
tract. To be successful, the human resources must also benefit and receive a return
(reward) in order to not breach the psychological contract.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
On interesting, challenging tasks, providing extrinsic rewards can increase the level of
intrinsic motivation.
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Meta-Analysis Results:
[13 studies; 729 participants; d = .34] On average, there is a 60 percent probability that
administering extrinsic rewards such as money to employees performing interesting,
challenging tasks will increase their level of intrinsic motivation more than those who
do not receive extrinsic rewards. However, a moderator analysis revealed that in some
cases extrinsic rewards can actually decrease employees’ intrinsic motivation by shift-
ing the employee’s focus away from wanting to perform well on a task because it is
intrinsically interesting or challenging, to the desire for an external reward. Moreover, it
is suggested that the extrinsic-intrinsic relationship depends on how intrinsic motivation
is measured.

Conclusion:
Although it is important that employees be genuinely interested and motivated to perform
well, it is equally important that organizations reward people for their performance.
However, the effects of combining extrinsic and intrinsic motivational techniques can be
complex. Increasing levels of intrinsic motivation involves either increasing employees’
level of competence that they can perform tasks, enhancing their perceptions of control
over their behavior, or providing challenges in the work environment. Although in many
cases providing extrinsic rewards adds to intrinsic motivation, organizations must be care-
ful that the extrinsic rewards do not interfere with key cognitive processes. For example,
employees who receive money for a job well done may attribute their performance to their
motive for money rather than to a genuine interest or need for achievement. The result may
be a decrease in intrinsic motivation on future tasks. This is perhaps one reason why orga-
nizations are turning to alternatives to money to spark motivation. As this chapter indicates,
work motivation is a complex process and there are no easy answers, but there is a proba-
bility that extrinsic rewards can increase intrinsic motivation on at least interesting and
challenging tasks.

Source: Adapted from Uco J. Wiersma, “The Effects of Extrinsic Rewards in Intrinsic Motivation: A
Meta-Analysis,” Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology, Vol. 65, 1992, pp. 101–114.

OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
The more that employees perceive their work to be designed according to the characteris-
tics in the job characteristics model (JCM), the more motivated and satisfied they will be.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[72 studies; over 18,000 participants; d = 1.6] On average, there is an 87 percent probability
that for employees who perceive the characteristics found in the job characteristics model
(JCM) to be high, the higher their internal work motivation and overall job satisfaction will
be compared to those who do not perceive these job characteristics. Further analysis indi-
cated that the critical psychological states of the JCM played a mediating role between job
characteristics and outcomes.

Conclusion:
The well-researched job characteristics model posits that the five core job dimensions
(task identity, task significance, skill variety, feedback, and autonomy) designed into a
job influence the critical psychological states of experienced meaningfulness, knowledge
of results, and experienced responsibility, which in turn will affect work outcomes. The
five job characteristics are measured by the perceptions of the jobholder and are com-
bined into a single index called a motivating potential score (MPS). This MPS reflects the
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overall potential the job has to influence the employee’s motivation and satisfaction.
Overall, the job characteristics model represents a way to predict employee motivation
and satisfaction and hopefully organizational outcomes such as quality of work and
absenteeism/turnover.

Source: Adapted from Yitzhak Fried and Gerald R. Ferris, “The Validity of the Job Characteristics Model:
A Review and Meta-Analysis,” Personnel Psychology, Vol. 40, 1987, pp. 287–322.

OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Difficult, specific task goals will lead to a higher level of performance than routine, general
goals such as “do your best.”

Meta-Analysis Results:
[Over 50 studies; over 5,800 participants; d range = .44 to .58] On average, there is a 62 to
66 percent probability that difficult and specific goals (if accepted) will lead to higher lev-
els of task performance than easy or general “do-your-best” goals. The setting (laboratory
versus field) was found to be a moderator of the relationship, with lab studies in general
having stronger findings.

Conclusion:
Like job design (i.e., the JCM), goal setting has considerable research backup, but unlike
the JCM, is a very commonly used motivational technique for enhancing human perfor-
mance in today’s organizations. Goals help clarify the sense of purpose and mission that is
essential to success in the workplace. As the listed principle indicates, goal difficulty and
goal specificity have been found to be strongly related to task performance across a wide
variety of tasks and settings. This is because specific and challenging goals serve to focus
employees’ attention on exactly what is to be accomplished and to bring out their best per-
formance. Moreover, as this chapter points out, goals must be specific and measurable so
that employees know exactly what the goal is and can track their progress toward goal
achievement. Goal setting as an indicator of performance represents one of the strongest
and most consistent OB principles today. In addition, there are not many areas of the field
of organizational behavior in which goal setting cannot play a role. For example, goal set-
ting is widely recognized in areas such as cognitive motivation theories, self-efficacy,
feedback-seeking behavior, job design, and behavioral management. In many ways, goal
setting can be used as a prototype of how theory, research, and application should be done
in organizational behavior.

Source: Adapted from Anthony J. Mento, Robert P. Steel, and Ronald J. Karren, “A Meta-Analytic Study
of the Effects of Goal Setting on Task Performance: 1966–1984,” Organizational Behavior and Human
Decision Processes, Vol. 39, 1987, pp. 52–83.

1. Briefly define the basic motivation process and the two types of needs. What are some
examples of each type of need?

2. What is the difference between an intrinsic and an extrinsic motive? Can both operate
at the same time? If so, how?

3. In your own words, briefly explain Maslow’s theory of motivation. Relate it to work
motivation and Herzberg’s model.

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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4. What is the major criticism of Herzberg’s two-factor theory of motivation? Do you
think it makes a contribution to the better understanding of motivation in the work-
place? Defend your answer.

5. In your own words, briefly explain the Porter-Lawler model of motivation. How do per-
formance and satisfaction relate to each other?

6. Briefly give an example of an inequity that a manager of a small business might expe-
rience. How would the manager strive to attain equity in the situation you describe?

7. How does equity theory relate to procedural justice? Why is this so important to
today’s employees?

8. What is attribution theory? How can locus of control be applied to workers and 
managers?

9. What two major attribution errors or biases have surfaced? Give an example of each.

10. Briefly describe control theory and agency theory. What implications can these two
theories have for work motivation?

11. What are the core job characteristics in the Hackman-Oldham model? How do you cal-
culate the motivating potential of a job? How would a professor’s job and a janitor’s job
measure up on these characteristics? Be specific in your answer.

12. In your own words, describe the theory behind goal setting. What has the research gen-
erally found in testing goal setting?

13. How does goal setting relate to goal orientation, benchmarking, stretch targets, and
psychological contracts?

Now that you have a foundation for understanding human motivation from the chapter, it is
very useful to understand what motivates you. Go to the Web site http://company
.monster.com/ and spend some time analyzing the jobs that they offer in your area of
interest, and then answer the following questions.

1. Select one of the jobs listed. What motivational theories explain why or why not you
would be a good, motivated employee in this job?

2. Would this job provide you motivation in each of Maslow’s levels? How? How, if at all,
would this job relate to Herzberg’s two factors?

3. Using this job as a reference point, as best as you can trace through each step (the boxes
in Figure 6.5) in the Porter and Lawler expectancy model of motivation.

Many companies have employment opportunities listed on their Web site. Go to http://www
.southwest.com/careers/ and look at the job openings at Southwest Airlines. Using the
Hackman and Oldham job design model with identity, significance, skill variety, autonomy,
and feedback, analyze the jobs listed according to each characteristic.

1. From a job design standpoint, which job would seem to have the most motivation poten-
tial? The least?

2. Of the jobs that you consider poorly designed, discuss some ways that they might be
improved.

3. Compare these jobs to other companies that post jobs on their Web sites. Now go to
company Web sites in manufacturing and the public sector in your local area that pro-
vide job openings and/or descriptions. Do you think some industries tend to have more
motivating potential jobs than others?

Internet
Exercise: What
Is the
Motivation
Potential of
Jobs at
Southwest
Airlines?

Internet
Exercises:
What Types of
Jobs Motivate
You?
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Real Case: At UPS Managers Learn to Empathize with Their Employees

At United Parcel Service Inc., rules are religion.
Without them, UPS could never move millions of pack-
ages to their destinations on time each day. But a few
years ago, Mark J. Colvard, a UPS manager in San
Ramon, Calif., had to decide whether to buck the sys-
tem. A driver needed time off to help an ailing family
member, but under company rules he wasn’t eligible. If
Colvard went by the book, the driver would probably
take the days anyway and be fired. If Colvard gave him
the time off, he would catch flak from his other drivers.
Colvard wound up giving the driver two weeks, took
some heat—and kept a valuable employee.

Six months earlier, Colvard admits, he would have
gone the other way. What changed his approach? A
month he spent living among migrant farmers in
McAllen, Tex., as part of a unusual UPS management
training experience called the Community Internship
Program (CIP). After building housing for the poor, col-
lecting clothing for the Salvation Army, and working in
a drug rehab center, Colvard said he was able to
empathize with employees facing crises back home.
And that, he says, has made him a better manager. “My
goal was to make the numbers, and in some cases that
meant not looking at the individual but looking at the
bottom line,” says Colvard. “After that one-month stay, I
immediately started reaching out to people in a different
way.”

CIP began in 1968 as the brainchild of UPS founder
James Casey, who wanted to open up the eyes of UPS’s
predominantly white managers to the poverty and
inequality exploding into violence in many cities. By
now, nearly 1,200 current and former middle managers
have moved through the program. And it has evolved
into an integral part of the UPS culture, teaching man-
agers the crucial skill of flexibility at a company that is
trying to fit a diverse base of employees into its rigid
rules-based culture, which prescribes everything from
how delivery people should carry their keys to how
many steps they should take per second. UPS needs
rules, but it also needs managers capable of bending
them when necessary. “We’ve got 330,000 U.S. employ-
ees,” says Don B. Wofford, the CIP coordinator and a
graduate of the program. “There are all kinds of person-
alities and all kinds of diversity. We need managers who
can manage those individuals.”

In New York this summer, eight managers visited the
emergency room at Bellevue Hospital, tutored inmates
at Sing Sing in interviewing skills, and provided meals
to the homeless. The experience took them far outside
their comfort zones in ways large and small—whether
it was using public transportation for the first time in
years or an initial encounter with violent crime such as
the triple homicide that took place a few steps from the
Henry Street Settlement, the community center where
they lived. “A lot of rising stars going off to this pro-
gram have gotten sure of themselves. That leads them
to be quick with solutions,” says Jeffrey A. Sonnenfeld,
an associate dean at Yale University’s School of
Management who has studied UPS. After CIP, “instead
of reacting, they would listen. They learn incredible
skills of empathy.”

Managers who have been through the UPS program
say it made them more likely to search for unconven-
tional solutions. Patti Hobbs, a division manager in
Louisville who spent a month on New York’s Lower East
Side, remembers being impressed by the creative ideas
of uneducated addicts for steering teens away from
drugs. Realizing that the best solutions sometimes come
from those closest to the problem, she immediately
started brainstorming with the entire staff instead of just
senior managers. Says Hobbs: “You start to think there’s
no one person, regardless of position, who has all the
answers. The answers come from us all.”

One month living among the poor won’t change
the world. But it might help UPS managers see their
employees as more than just a cog in a very efficient
machine.

1. UPS through CIP (Community Internship Program)
is trying to inject a new dimension into its corporate
culture. What does this cultural change intend to look
like and how can it affect the motivation of both man-
agers and operating employees?

2. What motives can the CIP appeal to for the partici-
pating managers? What motivation theories could be
used to explain the impact that the CIP may have on
the participating managers?

3. UPS is known to pay their operating employees very
high wages. Is this enough to motivate them? What
from the case would support your answer?
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Real Case: Making It a Nice Place to Work

There are a number of ways in which organizations are
trying to apply techniques to improve performance. For
example, redesigning traditional, bureaucratic organiza-
tions and specialized jobs has emerged as a way to
enhance employee satisfaction and performance. This
can be done by restructuring the organization so that it
is a more enjoyable, pleasant place in which to work.
This is actually being accomplished in a number of dif-
ferent ways in the real world.

At Inhale Therapeutic Systems, a small start-up com-
pany in northern California that focuses on novel drug-
delivery technology, everyone, including the president
of the company, sits in large cubicles (they call them
“bullpens”) with four other people of various ranks and
functions. There are no walls or barriers between any of
them. This arrangement forces people to talk to each
other, while limiting the amount of time they spend gos-
siping, and reduces the need to write memos and use e-
mail—as, in most cases, the people to whom these
messages would be directed are sitting in the same
bullpen. Every nine months the company reshuffles
everyone and assigns new bullpen partners. This
arrangement has seemed to promote teamwork and
reduce office politics.

At West Bend Mutual Insurance Company top man-
agement decided to make the workplace as comfortable
as possible for people. Management put money where
their mouth was by purchasing equipment that allows
those in certain workstations to adjust the temperature,
fresh air, and noise levels. Researchers from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute have studied the impact of these
changes and concluded that those who are allowed to
control their own climate are at least 3 percent more
productive than those who are not. The company man-
agement believe that these productivity increases are
even higher, probably more in the range of 5 to 10 per-
cent. In addition, the novel workstations have become
an asset in recruiting and retaining workers.

Other companies are approaching the motivation
challenge by asking: What else can we do to make the
organization an enjoyable place to work? At Sun

Microsystems, some members of top management are
asking an even more radical question. Noting that many
of their employees are never in the office because they
are out in the field with clients or working from home,
they ask: Why should we heat, cool, and clean offices
when so few people ever use them? This has led man-
agement to consider reducing office space; if personnel
who never come to the office need to get together for
occasional meetings or face-to-face interactions, they
can rent space at hotels or conference centers. Although
this may not be the route Sun eventually takes, it does
show that the old way of having everyone in their office
from 9 to 5 may become a thing of the past.

An interesting issue that is beginning to emerge con-
cerns “too much of a good thing.” Is it possible that the
new work arrangements such as those at Inhale
Therapeutic Systems or West Bend Insurance will result
in facilitating so much interaction that people become
overstimulated or distracted? Moreover, the changes
that are being made today may soon be outmoded by
changes in tomorrow’s technology, resulting in the need
to reorganize the workplace again. On the positive side,
however, some work design experts note:

The good news . . . is that those involved in forging the
new workplace realize there is no ideal, no cookie-
cutter workplace template they can plop on top of
organizations. And it’s a rare alternative-office space
that doesn’t get adapted as trial runs reveal elements
that don’t work or could work better. “One thing we’ve
realized is that not only must we assess what’s possible
but how far and how fast it can move.” That would
seem to signal an end to the age of the corporate “edi-
fice complex” and a new era of workspaces that work.

1. How does redesign of jobs lead to improved per-
formance and job satisfaction? In your answer
include a discussion of Figure 6.2.

2. How do the examples in this case relate to the job
characteristics model as discussed in this chapter?

3. Are we likely to see more workplace redesign in the
future? Why or why not?
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Organizational Behavior Case: What Do They Want?

Pat Riverer is vice president of manufacturing and oper-
ations of a medium-size pharmaceutical firm in the
Midwest. Pat has a Ph.D. in chemistry but has not been
directly involved in research and new-product develop-
ment for 20 years. From the “school of hard knocks”
when it comes to managing operations, Pat runs a “tight
ship.” The company does not have a turnover problem,
but it is obvious to Pat and other key management per-
sonnel that the hourly people are putting in only their
eight hours a day. They are not working anywhere near
their full potential. Pat is very upset with the situation
because, with rising costs, the only way that the com-
pany can continue to prosper is to increase the produc-
tivity of its hourly people.

Pat called the human resources manager, Carmen
Lopez, and laid it on the line: “What is it with our peo-
ple, anyway? Your wage surveys show that we pay near
the top in this region, our conditions are tremendous,
and our fringes choke a horse. Yet these people still are
not motivated. What in the world do they want?”
Carmen replied: “I have told you and the president
time after time that money, conditions, and benefits are
not enough. Employees also need other things to moti-
vate them. Also, I have been conducting some random

confidential interviews with some of our hourly peo-
ple, and they tell me that they are very discouraged
because, no matter how hard they work, they get the
same pay and opportunities for advancement as their
coworkers who are just scraping by.” Pat then replied:
“Okay, you are the motivation expert; what do we do
about it? We have to increase their performance.”

1. Explain the “motivation problem” in this organiza-
tion in terms of the content models of Maslow and
Herzberg. What are the “other things” that the human
resources manager is referring to in speaking of
things besides money, conditions, and fringe benefits
that are needed to motivate employees?

2. Explain the motivation of the employees in this com-
pany in terms of one or more of the process models.
On the basis of the responses during the confidential
interviews, what would you guess are some of the
expectancies, valences, and inequities of the employ-
ees in this company? How about Pat?

3. How would you respond to Pat’s last question and
statement if you were the human resources manager
in this company?

You are in charge of a small department and have three
subordinates—Tom, Dick, and Harry. The key to the
success of your department is to keep these employees
as motivated as possible. Here is a brief summary pro-
file on each of these subordinates.

Tom is the type of employee who is hard to figure
out. His absenteeism record is much higher than aver-
age. He greatly enjoys his family (a wife and three
small children) and thinks they should be central to his
life. The best way to describe Tom is to say that he is
kind of a throwback to the hippie generation and
believes deeply in the values of that culture. As a
result, the things that the company can offer him really
inspire him very little. He feels that the job is simply a
means of financing his family’s basic needs and little
else. Overall, Tom does an adequate job and is very

conscientious, but all attempts to get him to do more
have failed. He has charm and is friendly, but he is just
not “gung-ho” for the company. He is pretty much
allowed to “do his own thing” as long as he meets the
minimal standards of performance.

Dick is in many respects opposite from Tom. Like
Tom, he is a likable guy, but unlike Tom, Dick responds
well to the company’s rules and compensation schemes
and has a high degree of personal loyalty to the com-
pany. The problem with Dick is that he will not do very
much independently. He does well with what is assigned
to him, but he is not very creative or even dependable
when he is on his own. He also is a relatively shy person
who is not very assertive when dealing with people out-
side the department. This hurts his performance to some
degree because he cannot immediately sell himself or

Organizational Behavior Case: Tom, Dick, and Harry
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Organizational Behavior Case: The Rubber Chicken Award

the department to other departments in the company or
to top management.

Harry, on the other hand, is a very assertive person.
He will work for money and would readily change jobs
for more money. He really works hard for the company
but expects the company also to work for him. In his
present job, he feels no qualms about working a 60-hour
week, if the money is there. Even though he has a fam-
ily and is supporting his elderly father, he once quit a
job cold when his employer didn’t give him a raise on
the premise that he was already making too much. He is
quite a driver. A manager at his last place of employ-

ment indicated that, although Harry did do an excellent
job for the company, his personality was so intense that
they were glad to get rid of him. His former boss noted
that Harry just seemed to be pushing all the time. If it
wasn’t for more money, it was for better fringe benefits;
he never seemed satisfied.

1. Can you explain Tom’s, Dick’s, and Harry’s motiva-
tions by one or more of the work-motivation models
discussed in this chapter?

2. How, if at all, would equity theory apply to the analy-
sis of the motivations of Tom, Dick, and Harry?

Kelly Sellers is really fed up with his department’s per-
formance. He knows that his people have a very boring
job, and the way the technological process is set up
leaves little latitude for what he has learned about verti-
cally loading the job through job enrichment. Yet he is
convinced that there must be some way to make it more
interesting to do a dull job. “At least I want to find out
for my people and improve their performance,” he
thinks.

The employees in Kelly’s department are involved in
the assembly of small hair dryer motors. There are 25 to
30 steps in the assembly process, depending on the
motor that is being assembled. The process is very sim-
ple, and currently each worker completes only one or
two steps of the operation. Each employee has his or her
own assigned workstation and stays at that particular
place for the entire day. Kelly has decided to try a cou-
ple of things to improve performance. First, he has
decided to organize the department into work teams.

The members of each team would be able to move the
workstations around as they desired. He has decided to
allow each team to divide the tasks up as they see fit.
Next, Kelly has decided to post each team’s perfor-
mance on a daily basis and to reward the team with the
highest performance by giving them a “rubber chicken”
award that they can display at their workbenches. The
production manager, after checking with engineering,
has reluctantly agreed to Kelly’s proposal on a trial
basis.

1. Do you think Kelly’s approach to job redesign will
work? Rate the core job dimensions from the
Hackman-Oldham model of Kelly’s employees
before and after he redesigned their jobs. What could
he do to improve these dimensions even more?

2. What will happen if this experiment does not work
out and the production manager forces Kelly to
return to the former task design?

Organizational Behavior Case: Specific Goals for Human Service

Jackie Jordan is the regional manager of a state human
services agency that provides job training and rehabili-
tation programs for the hearing impaired. Her duties
include supervising counselors as well as developing
special programs. One of the difficulties that Jackie has
had was with a project supervisor, Kathleen O’Shean.

Kathleen is the coordinator of a three-year federal grant
for a special project for the hearing impaired. Kathleen
has direct responsibility for the funds and the goals of
the project. The federal agency that made the grant
made continuance of the three-year grant conditional
on some “demonstrated progress” toward fulfilling the
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purpose of the grant. Jackie’s problem with Kathleen
was directly related to this proviso. She repeatedly
requested that Kathleen develop some concrete goals
for the grant project. Jackie wanted these goals written
in a specific, observable, and measurable fashion.
Kathleen continually gave Jackie very vague, nonmea-
surable platitudes. Jackie, in turn, kept requesting
greater clarification, but Kathleen’s response was that
the work that was being done was meaningful enough
and took all her time. To take away from the work itself
by writing these specific goals would only defeat the
purpose of the grant. Jackie finally gave up and didn’t

push the issue further. One year later the grant was not
renewed by the federal government because the pro-
gram lacked “demonstrated progress.”

1. Do you think Jackie was right in requesting more
specific goals from Kathleen? Why or why not?

2. Do you think the federal government would have
been satisfied with the goal-setting approach that
Jackie was pushing as a way to demonstrate
progress?

3. Would you have handled the situation differently if
you were Jackie? How?
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Chapter Seven

Positive Organizational
Behavior and
Psychological Capital
Learning Objectives

• Frame the chapter in terms of the positive psychology movement.

• Discuss the theory, research, and application of self-efficacy/confidence, optimism,
hope, and resiliency as best POB criteria-meeting psychological resources and
when in combination represent psychological capital (PsyCap).

• Feature the theory, research, and development of psychological capital or PsyCap.

• Present the theory, research, and application of happiness/subjective well-being
(SWB) as another positive construct.

• Present emotions, intelligence, and combined emotional intelligence (EI) as other
positive constructs.

Just as the overall field of organizational behavior has become more comprehensive (as
reflected in the social cognitive theoretical framework for this text, given detailed attention
in Chapter 1), there are a few important variables that have more recently emerged to help
in both the better understanding and the effective application of organizational behavior.
This new positive organizational behavior approach draws from the positive psychology
movement. The term positive organizational behavior, or simply POB, was coined and
defined by this author (Luthans) as “the study and application of positive oriented human
resource strengths and psychological capacities that can be measured, developed, and effec-
tively managed for performance improvement in today’s workplace.”1 Besides being posi-
tive2 and a psychological resource capacity, to be included as a POB construct, the
following operational criteria must be met:3

1. Based on theory and research. This criterion separates POB from the atheoretical, no
research back-up popular, positive, self-help literature such as Steven Covey’s Seven
Habits or the best-seller Who Moved My Cheese? by Spencer Johnson. Like the positive
psychology movement in general and the University of Michigan group’s positive orga-
nizational scholarship (known as POS),4 POB is based on constantly building theoreti-
cal grounding and continuing basic and applied research findings.

2. Valid measures. Related to the above criterion of needing a grounding in theory and
research and to further differentiate from the popular self-development literature, to be
included in POB, the construct must have reliable and valid measures.
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3. “Statelike” and thus open to development. This criterion is especially critical to POB
because it differentiates the approach from much of positive psychology. This criterion
says that in order to be included in POB the construct must be statelike (situationally
based, open to learning, change, and development) as opposed to traitlike (dispositional,
relatively fixed across situations and time). Although on a continuum rather than
dichotomous, the statelike criterion says that the psychological capacity can be devel-
oped and trained, whereas most of the positive psychology variables like virtue and
character are more traitlike and thus relatively fixed.5 The same is true of most of the
mainstream organizational behavior constructs that come out of traitlike personality and
motivation theories.

4. Managed for performance improvement. This criterion again separates POB from pos-
itive psychology. POB is concerned with the workplace and how the positive psycho-
logical resource capacity can be applied to improve human performance, that of both
leaders/managers and human resources in general.

The positive psychological capacities that have been determined to best meet these four
criteria and that will be covered in this chapter are efficacy, optimism, hope, and resiliency.
When combined, these four positive psychological resources have been demonstrated
theoretically6 and empirically7 to be a higher-order core factor that Luthans and col-
leagues term as psychological capital or PsyCap.8 In addition, there are a number of
other potential positive constructs that to varying degrees meet the above POB criteria9

and the two featured in this chapter are happiness/subjective well-being (SWB) and emo-
tional intelligence.

All texts to date give only very brief mention, if at all, to positive organizational behav-
ior and psychological capital. However, there is now enough theory and research evidence
on the linkage to desirable employee attitudes and effective performance in the workplace
that they deserve special attention along with the established psychological constructs of
personality, attitudes, and motivation. This chapter is framed in the positive psychology
movement and then gives the theoretical background, research, and development of first
efficacy, optimism, hope, and resiliency and then overall psychological capital. The balance
of the chapter is devoted to the more widely recognized positive capacities of happiness
(SWB) and emotional intelligence.

POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

Mainly under the leadership of well-known psychologist Martin Seligman, the positive
psychology movement emerged from a reaction to the almost exclusive preoccupation that
psychology had given to the negative, pathological aspects of human functioning and
behaving.10 Seligman and a few others11 became concerned several years ago that not
enough attention was being given to the strengths and other positive features of people that
make life worth living. Never claiming that they discovered the value of positivity, which
has a very long and rich history, they simply wanted psychology to shift at least some of
the emphasis away from just the worst things in life toward more of a balance to the study
and understanding of some of the best things in life. The aim of positive psychology is to
use scientific methodology to discover and promote the factors that allow individuals,
groups, organizations, and communities to thrive. It is concerned with optimal human
functioning instead of pathological human functioning.

In identifying the domain, Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi summarize the three levels of
positive psychology as follows:12
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1. Valued subjective experiences. Well-being, contentment, and satisfaction (in the past);
hope and optimism (for the future); and flow and happiness (in the present).

2. Positive individual traits. The capacity for love and vocation, courage, interpersonal
skill, aesthetic sensibility, perseverance, forgiveness, originality, future mindedness,
spirituality, high talent, and wisdom.

3. Civic virtues and the institutions that move individuals toward better citizenship.
Responsibility, nurturance, altruism, civility, moderation, tolerance, and work ethic.

These very “positive” goals have obvious implications not only for therapy, well-being,
education, family life, social relations, and society at large, but, importantly, also for orga-
nizational life and behavior. In fact, there is considerable research evidence13 that there is a
significant (almost .3 average correlations in meta-analysis of numerous studies) correlation
(also some causal evidence) between health (both physical and mental), relationships (both
intimate and social) and work (both performance and satisfaction) or what could be called
simply H-R-W well-being.14 In other words, analogous to Bandura’s triangular social cogni-
tive model depicted in Chapter 1, the H-R-W model shown in Figure 7.1 indicates that
there is an interactive, reciprocal determination between one’s health, relationships, and
work (i.e., individuals’ health affects their relationships and their relationships affect their
health, their health affects their work and their work affects their health, and so forth).

Importantly, evidence has now grown to the point where research positive psychologists
such as Sonja Lyubomirsky confidently conclude that one’s happiness (or level of positiv-
ity or H-R-W well-being) is determined as follows:15

1. About half can be attributed to a genetic, dispositional “hard-wiring” (but not
immutable) set point. This seems like a lot, but as Lyubomirsky points out, “appreciate
the fact that 50 percent is a long way from 100 percent, and that leaves ample room for
improvement.”16

2. Surprisingly, only about 10 percent seems to be the result of life’s circumstances. As
Lyubomirsky notes, “Although you may find it hard to believe, whether you drive to
work in a Lexus hybrid or a battered truck, whether you’re young or old, or have had

FIGURE 7.1
The H-R-W Model
(The Interaction of
Health, Relationship,
and Work)

RELATIONSHIPS
  • Social Networks
  • Friends/Life Partner

HEALTH
  • Physical
  • Mental

Effective Positive
Intentions

Open to One’s Control and
Development

WORK PERFORMANCE from Psychological Capital (PsyCap)
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wrinkle-removing plastic surgery, whether you live in the frigid Midwest or the balmy West
Coast, your chances of being happy and becoming happier are pretty much the same.”17

3. Most importantly, the remaining 40 percent of one’s happiness, positivity, or H-R-W
well-being is determined by intentional activity. Knowing that such a large portion is
under one’s own control “is to appreciate the promise of the great impact that you can
make on your own life through intentional strategies that you can implement to remake
yourself as a happier person.”18

It is from this relatively large 40 percent intentional component that positive organiza-
tional behavior in general and psychological capital in particular can have input and make
an impact. Remembering the POB criterion of being statelike and open to development, the
criteria-meeting POB positive psychological resources of efficacy, hope, optimism, and
resiliency (and when combined into the core construct of psychological capital) can inten-
tionally be used by one’s self or by leading human resources to directly impact work per-
formance, and, in turn, relationships and health. Using this work done in positive
psychology as the foundation and point of departure, the theory, research, and development
of the four major POB constructs and overall PsyCap are now examined in depth.

SELF-EFFICACY/CONFIDENCE

The first and most theoretically developed and researched POB construct is self-efficacy.
It may also be most relevant, at least for this particular text on organizational behavior,
because as was presented in Chapter 1, social cognitive theory serves both as the con-
ceptual framework for this text and the theory from which self-efficacy is derived.
Largely due to the work of well-known psychologist Albert Bandura over the past three
decades, self-efficacy has a widely acclaimed theoretical foundation,19 an extensive body
of knowledge gathered through basic research,20 and proven effectiveness in a number of
application areas, including the workplace.21 Unmatched by any of the constructs cov-
ered in this text, to date nine large-scale meta-analyses consistently demonstrate that effi-
cacy beliefs contribute significantly to the level of motivation and performance.22 In
POB, we tend to use the term self-efficacy interchangeably with confidence. We do this to
recognize the rich theoretical and research foundation associated with self-efficacy, but
also the more common and simplistic term of confidence more often used with applica-
tion in business and sports.23 In this more academic discussion, the term efficacy will
tend to be used. After the meaning, process, and impact are provided, the sources and
development of efficacy are given attention, and, finally, its application to human per-
formance in organizations.

The Theoretical Background and Meaning of Efficacy
Chapter 1 summarized Bandura’s social cognitive theory (SCT). SCT incorporates both
social/environmental and cognitive elements and the behaviors themselves. SCT explains
psychological functioning in terms of environmental events; internal personal factors in the
form of cognitive, affective, and biological variables; and behavioral patterns. These three
(environment, personal cognitions, and behavior) operate as interacting determinants that
influence one another bidirectionally. Embedded within SCT, along with the human’s capa-
bilities of symbolizing, forethought, and observational learning, is a self-theory including
both self-regulation and self-reflection. It is the capability for self-reflection—people
reflect back on their actions/experience with a specific event/task to then cognitively
process how strongly they believe they can successfully accomplish this event/task in the
future—that serves as the theoretical basis for self-efficacy.24
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Bandura strongly emphasizes that this self-efficacy is the most pervading and important
of the psychological mechanisms of self-influence. He declares, “Unless people believe
that they can produce desired effects and forestall undesired ones by their actions, they
have little incentive to act. Whatever other factors may operate as motivators, they are
rooted in the core belief that one has the power to produce desired results.”25

The formal definition of self-efficacy that is usually used is Bandura’s early statement of
personal judgment or belief of “how well one can execute courses of action required to deal
with prospective situations.”26 A somewhat broader, more workable definition for positive
organizational behavior is provided by Stajkovic and Luthans: “Self-efficacy refers to an
individual’s conviction (or confidence) about his or her abilities to mobilize the motivation,
cognitive resources, and courses of action needed to successfully execute a specific task
within a given context.”27 Notice that this definition deals with efficacy on a specific task
and context. To further clarify the exact meaning of self-efficacy as it is used here in meet-
ing the criteria of positive organizational behavior, specific versus general efficacy needs to
be clarified. Earlier the differentiation between the various POB constructs was briefly dis-
cussed, but the difference between self-efficacy and closely related established organiza-
tional behavior constructs such as self-esteem, expectancy motivation, and attribution/
locus of control also needs to be addressed.

Specific versus General Self-Efficacy
Specific self-efficacy follows Bandura’s conceptualization and is widely recognized by
almost all efficacy scholars and the psychology field as a whole.28 In recent years, however,
general self-efficacy has been used as another dimension of self-efficacy by a few efficacy
researchers.29 They suggest that in addition to specific self-efficacy, there is a generalized
efficacy that reflects people’s belief in successfully accomplishing tasks across a wide vari-
ety of achievement situations. It should be recognized that this generalized efficacy is quite
different from Bandura’s portrayal of self-efficacy. In particular, the accepted task-specific
version of self-efficacy is statelike, and thus meets this important criterion for POB.
Specific self-efficacy is highly variable depending on the specific task and is cognitively
processed by the individual before any effort is expended.

Bandura argues that self-efficacy represents a task-and situation-specific cognition.30

On the other hand, general efficacy is conceptually the opposite; it is traitlike. That is, gen-
eral efficacy is relatively stable over time and across situations; in this regard it is like a per-
sonality trait.31 Bandura contends with his years of theory building and basic research that
“an efficacy belief is not a decontextualized trait.”32 However, Bandura and others point out
that even though self-efficacy is not traitlike, this does not mean that specific self-efficacy
evaluations never generalize.33 Instead, although not necessarily stable across situations,
efficacy judgments on one task may generalize to others depending on the situation, the
task, and the person.

In summary, as presented here as a POB construct, self-efficacy is statelike and there-
fore is aimed at specific tasks and open to training and development. For example, a sys-
tems analyst may have high self-efficacy on solving a particular programming problem, but
low self-efficacy on writing up a report for the CIO (chief information officer) on how the
problem was solved. Importantly for POB, this low efficacy can be raised through training
and development, and the enhanced efficacy will result in improved performance.

How Self-Efficacy Differs from Established Organizational Behavior Concepts
At first glance self-efficacy appears very similar and is often confused with widely recog-
nized organizational behavior concepts, in particular, self-esteem (Chapter 5) and expectancy
motivation (Chapter 6). The same confusion also often surfaces with the well-known
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construct of attribution/locus of control (covered in Chapter 6). A brief summary of the
major differences will help clarify the exact meaning of self-efficacy.34

1. Self-efficacy vs. self-esteem. Following from the preceding discussion of specific ver-
sus general self-efficacy, there is no question that general self-efficacy is very similar to
self-esteem, but the widely accepted specific self-efficacy as used here is quite different.
The first difference is that self-esteem is a global construct of one’s evaluation and belief
of overall worthiness, whereas self-efficacy is one’s belief about a task-and context-
specific capability. Second, self-esteem is stable and traitlike, whereas self-efficacy is
changing over time as new information and task experiences are gained and developed
and is statelike. Finally, self-esteem is aimed at any aspect of one’s current self, whereas
self-efficacy is a current assessment of one’s future success at a task. 35 An example of
the differences would be the salesperson who has high self-efficacy of selling a luxury
item to low-income customers, but low self-esteem because he knows his career has
been based on selling unneeded items to his customers and this takes away from their
ability to buy some of the basic necessities for their families.

2. Self-efficacy vs. expectancy concepts. Chapter 6 briefly discussed under expectancy
theories of motivation the effort-performance (sometimes called E1) and behavior-
outcome (sometimes referred to as E2) expectancy relationships. Although E1 and
self-efficacy would both say that effort leads to performance, self-efficacy involves much
more. Self-efficacy beliefs also involve perceptions of ability, skill, knowledge, experi-
ence with the specific task, complexity of the task, and more. In addition, self-efficacy
has psychomotor reactions such as emotions, stress, and physical fatigue. With the E2
(behavior-outcome expectancy) there are even more pronounced differences. The process
is different—efficacy is a judgment of one’s ability to successfully execute a certain
behavior pattern (i.e., “I believe I can successfully execute this task”), whereas the out-
come expectancy is a judgment of the probable consequence such behavior will produce
(i.e., “I believe that what I do will (or will not) lead to desired outcomes”). In other
words, the individual’s self-efficacy evaluation will usually come before any behavior
outcome expectancies are even considered.36

3. Self-efficacy vs. attribution/locus of control. The third close, but different, construct
that is often confused with self-efficacy comes from attribution theory, specifically locus
of control. Those who make internal attributions about their behavior and its conse-
quences (success or failure) believe they are in control of their own fate (e.g., “It is my
effort or ability that makes the difference”) and assume personal responsibility for the
consequences of their behavior. Externals, on the other hand, make attributions to the
circumstances (“The task was too hard”) or to luck and do not take personal responsi-
bility for the consequences of their behavior. Bandura has argued that locus of control
attributions are causal beliefs about action-outcome contingencies, whereas self-efficacy
is an individual’s belief about his or her abilities and cognitive resources that can be
marshaled together to successfully execute a specific task.37

Although the differences outlined above may seem quite technical, they must be pointed
out to make sure that self-efficacy is indeed a valid, independent construct and help clarify
its exact meaning.

The Process and Impact of Self-Efficacy
The self-efficacy process affects human functioning not only directly, but has an indirect
impact on other determinants as well. Directly, the self-efficacy process starts before indi-
viduals select their choices and initiate their effort. First, people tend to weigh, evaluate,
and integrate information about their perceived capabilities.38 Importantly, this initial stage
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of the process has little to do with individuals’ abilities or resources per se, but rather how
they perceive or believe they can use these abilities and resources to accomplish the given
task in this context. This evaluation/perception then leads to the expectations of personal
efficacy which, in turn, determines:39

1. The decision to perform the specific task in this context

2. The amount of effort that will be expended to accomplish the task

3. The level of persistence that will be forthcoming despite problems, disconfirming
evidence, and adversity

In other words, from the preceding it can be seen that self-efficacy can directly affect:

1. Choice behaviors (e.g., decisions will be made based on how efficacious the person
feels toward the options in, say, work assignments or even a career field)

2. Motivational effort (e.g., people will try harder and give more effort on tasks where they
have high self-efficacy than those where the efficacy judgment is low)

3. Perseverance (e.g., those with high self-efficacy will bounce back, be resilient when
meeting problems or even failure, whereas those with low self-efficacy tend to give up
when obstacles appear)

In addition, there is research evidence that self-efficacy can also directly affect:40

4. Facilitative thought patterns (e.g., efficacy judgments influence self-talks such as those
with high self-efficacy might say to themselves, “I know I can figure out how to solve
this problem,” whereas those with low self-efficacy might say to themselves, “I knew
I couldn’t do this, I don’t have this kind of ability”)

5. Vulnerability to stress (e.g., those with low self-efficacy tend to experience stress and
burnout because they expect failure, whereas those with high self-efficacy enter into
potential stressful situations with confidence and assurance and thus are able to resist
stressful reactions)

These examples of the direct impact of efficacy on human functioning are right in line
with high-performing individuals. Perhaps the best profile of a high performer on a given
task would be the highly efficacious individual who really gets into the task (welcomes it
and looks at it as a challenge); gives whatever effort it takes to successfully accomplish the
task; perseveres when meeting obstacles, frustrations, or setbacks; has positive self-
thoughts and talks; and is resistant to stress and burnout.

As if this high-performance profile is not enough, Bandura emphasizes that efficacy also
plays a vital role in other important human performance determinants such as goal aspira-
tions, the incentives in outcome expectations, and the perceived opportunities of a given
project.41 What level of goal is selected, how much effort is expended to reach the selected
goal, and how one reacts/perseveres when problems are encountered in progressing toward
the goal all seem to be greatly affected by self-efficacy.42 So do the outcome incentives
people anticipate. Those with high self-efficacy expect to succeed and gain favorable, pos-
itive outcome incentives, whereas those with low self-efficacy expect to fail and conjure up
negative outcome disincentives (i.e., “I won’t get anything out of this anyway”). Especially
relevant to strategy formulation, entrepreneurial start-ups, and struggling transitionary
economies in developing countries,43 Bandura comments on the perceptions of opportuni-
ties as follows:

People of high efficacy focus on the opportunities worth pursuing, and view obstacles as sur-
mountable. Through ingenuity and perseverance they figure out ways of exercising some
control even in environments of limited opportunities and many constraints. Those beset with
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self-doubts dwell on impediments which they view as obstacles over which they can exert 
little control, and easily convince themselves of the futility of effort. They achieve limited
success even in environments that provide many opportunities.44

Whether direct or indirect through other processes, high efficacy is strongly related and
very predictive of high performance. The extensive research solidly supports this conclu-
sion. Not only does Bandura’s seminal book on self-efficacy cite hundreds and hundreds of
studies, but, as the introductory comments indicated, there are no less than nine meta-
analyses (including ours reported in the section at the end of the chapter, Ending with
Meta-Analytic Research Findings45) that consistently find a positive relationship between
self-efficacy and performance in different spheres of functioning under laboratory and nat-
uralistic conditions.46

Sources of Efficacy
Because Bandura has provided such a comprehensive, rich theoretical understanding,
backed by years of research, there is common agreement on the principal sources of self-
efficacy. Shown in Figure 7.2, it must be remembered from social cognitive theory that
these four sources of efficacy only provide the raw data. The individual must select out,
cognitively process, and self-reflect in order to integrate and use this information to make
self-efficacy perceptual judgments and form beliefs. For example, the major input into self-
efficacy of performance attainments, Bandura notes, “may vary depending on their inter-
pretive biases, the difficulty of the task, how hard they worked at it, how much help they
received, the conditions under which they performed, their emotional and physical state at
the time, their rate of improvement over time, and selective biases in how they monitor and
recall their attainments.”47 In other words, successful performance does not automatically
raise the level of efficacy. Rather, the efficacy depends on how the individual interprets and
cognitively processes the success.

In order of importance, the following briefly summarizes the major sources of informa-
tion for self-efficacy:

FIGURE 7.2
The Major Sources
of Information for
Self-Efficacy

Mastery Experiences or
Performance Attainments

Vicarious Experiences
or Modeling

Social Persuasion

Physiological and
Psychological Arousal

SELF-EFFICACY
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1. Mastery experiences or performance attainments. This is potentially the most power-
ful for forming efficacy beliefs because it is direct information about success. However,
once again, it should be emphasized that performance accomplishments do not directly
equate with self-efficacy. Both situational (e.g., the complexity of the task) and cogni-
tive processing (e.g., the perception of one’s ability) concerning the performance will
affect the efficacy judgment and belief. Bandura also points out that mastery experi-
ences gained through perseverant effort and ability to learn form a strong and resilient
sense of efficacy, but efficacy built from successes that came easily will not be charac-
terized by much perseverance when difficulties arise and will change more quickly.48

2. Vicarious experiences or modeling. Just as individuals do not need to directly experi-
ence reinforced personal behaviors in order to learn (they can vicariously learn by
observing and modeling relevant others who are reinforced), the same is true of acquir-
ing efficacy. As stated by Bandura, “If people see others like themselves succeed by sus-
tained effort, they come to believe that they, too, have the capacity to succeed.
Conversely, observing the failure of others instills doubts about one’s own ability to mas-
ter similar activities.”49 It is important to emphasize that the more similar the model (e.g.,
demographics such as age, sex, physical characteristics, and education, as well as status
and experience) and the more relevant the task being performed, the more effect there
will be on the observer’s efficacy processing. This vicarious source of information is par-
ticularly important for those with little direct experience (e.g., a new assignment) and as
a practical strategy to enhance people’s efficacy through training and development.

3. Social persuasion. Not as powerful a source of information as the previous two, and
sometimes oversimplified as a “can-do” approach, people’s belief in their efficacy can be
strengthened by respected, competent others persuading them that they “have what it
takes” and providing positive feedback on progress being made on this particular task.
On the other side of the coin, there is no question of the powerful impact that unkind
words and negative feedback (e.g., “you can’t do that”) have in disabling and deflating
one’s confidence. Too often, a small negative comment or even nonverbal gesture can
have a big impact on one’s emotions and efficacy. Unfortunately, giving people positive
feedback and pointing out their strengths for successfully accomplishing a task does not
seem to be processed by most people with as much impact as the negative. However, by
being genuine, providing objective information, and then taking follow-up actions to
actually set up the individual for success and not failure, social persuasion can be
selected and processed for building efficacy. Such social persuasion becomes more
useful to fill in gaps when people begin to struggle or doubt themselves while pursuing
a task than it is in trying to build one’s efficacy for a new task.

4. Physiological and psychological arousal. People often rely on how they feel, physi-
cally and emotionally, in order to assess their capabilities. More than the other sources
of information, if these are negative (e.g., the person is very tired and/or not physically
well or is particularly anxious/depressed and/or feels under a lot of pressure) this will
generally greatly detract from efficacy. On the other hand, if these physical and mental
states are well off, they don’t necessarily process as contributing much to the individ-
ual’s efficacy. On balance, however, if the individual is in excellent physical and mental
condition, this can serve as a good point of departure to build efficacy in other ways and
may even in and of itself arouse a person’s efficacy on a physically and/or psychologi-
cally demanding task.

Importantly for organizational behavior and human resource management, each of these
sources of efficacy are highly malleable and changeable. As discussed earlier, specific self-
efficacy is a state, not a trait. In other words, self-efficacy can definitely be enhanced
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through training and development targeted at these four sources. For example, as shown in
Table 7.1, training expert Robert Mager has pinpointed specific training implications for
each of the sources of self-efficacy. In fact, developing self-efficacy in trainees may be a
solution to the long-standing problem of transferring training to the job. As Mager notes,

People need a strong sense of efficacy before they will try to apply what they have learned
and before they will try to learn new things. Belief in their ability to perform makes them
less vulnerable to on-the-job conditions that aren’t always supportive. It helps them to
survive rejection. It helps them to persevere in the face of obstacles and setbacks.50

TABLE 7.1 Implications of Self-Efficacy for Effective Training

Source: Adapted from Robert F. Mager, “No Self-Efficacy, No Performance,” Training, April 1992, pp. 34–36.

Sources of Efficacy:
Key for Successful Training and 
Transfer to the Job Training Recommendations

1. Mastery experience
and performance
attainment

Trainees must learn they are the 
cause of their performance.

1. Plenty of practice so mastery
(as defined by the training
objectives) is reached.

2. Break learning into series of
obtainable endpoints to help-
self-confirmation of skills.

3. Provide feedback on progress
(not shortfalls) and contributions

2. Vicarious experience
and modeling

Model(s) used should have similar 
demographic attributes, and the 
training being done should be 
similar to what the trainees will be 
doing back on the job.

1. Carefully select models used in
the training to have similar
characteristics as the trainees.

2. Set up training so that trainees
perceive performance is due to
the capability of the model and
not other factors.

3. Models should take a task-
diagnostic perspective (i.e.,
focus on task and if mistake is
made, interpret as way to learn
rather than personal
inadequacy).

3. Social persuasion All comments have impact, so 
feedback must be phrased 
positively to build trainee 
confidence.

1. Set trainees up for success so
feedback comments can be
very positive.

2. Trainers must be careful and
sensitive to keep positive things
that are said and done in the
presence of the trainee.

4. Physical and 
psychological arousal

Make sure trainees experiencing 
physical or psychological symptoms 
interpret them as the nature of the 
training task and not some personal 
inadequacy (i.e., lack of ability).

1. Trainees must understand that
the need to exert considerable
physical (or psychological)
effort does not mean a lack of
personal capability.

2. Getting trainees physically and
psychologically fit may help
arouse motivation to learn and
be successful.
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Self-efficacy not only has these important implications for training, but also for many other
areas of today’s workplace as well.

Implications for Efficacy in the Workplace and POB
Self-efficacy theory was first used over 30 years ago as a clinical framework “for analyz-
ing changes achieved in fearful and avoidant behavior.”51 Psychotherapeutic treatments
such as desensitization, symbolic modeling, and firsthand mastery experiences were
clearly found to change behavior of clients through the common pathway of perceived
self-efficacy. However, the scope of efficacy quickly broadened beyond this domain of
clinical behavior change to be successfully applied in areas such as: (1) the promotion of
health and recovery from physical setbacks, (2) the control of eating, (3) resistance to
addictive substances, (4) educational achievement, (5) athletic performance, and, impor-
tantly, (6) for the study and application of organizational behavior and performance in
work settings.52

Whereas the POB constructs discussed next have to date relatively few research studies
in the workplace, efficacy has a very well-established body of knowledge as to its applica-
bility and positive impact on work-related performance. Specifically, our (Stajkovic and
Luthans) meta-analysis included 114 studies and 21,616 subjects.53 The results indicated a
highly significant, .38 weighted average correlation between self-efficacy and work-related
performance. When converted to the effect size estimate commonly used in meta-analysis,
the transformed value represents a 28 percent increase in performance due to self-efficacy.54

By comparison, these results for self-efficacy in the workplace represent a greater average
gain in performance than the results from the meta-analyses of other popular organizational
behavior interventions such as goal setting (10.39%),55 feedback (13.6%),56 or organiza-
tional behavior modification (17%),57 and also seems to be a better predictor of work-
related performance than the personality traits (e.g., the “Big Five”) or relevant attitudes
(e.g., job satisfaction or organizational commitment) commonly used in organizational
behavior research.58 Also, a subanalysis of recent research on PsyCap indicated that the
efficacy component by itself was significantly related to work performance and job satis-
faction across different samples.59

Although the workplace is given considerable attention in Bandura’s widely recognized
book, Self-Efficacy,60 more recently he provided a focused review of the growing research
literature of the direct and indirect impact that self-efficacy has on work-related personal
and organizational effectiveness.61 This research review of the impact of self-efficacy
includes a wide range of organizational behavior topics such as career choice and develop-
ment, new employee training, work design/job enrichment, supportive communication,
teams (i.e., collective efficacy), innovation, entrepreneurship, leadership, and stress. He
then devotes considerable attention to the strategies and principles for developing and
strengthening beliefs of personal efficacy in the workplace.

From this considerable body of theory and research on self-efficacy, the following sec-
tions offer some practical implications and specific guidelines for the more effective prac-
tice of managing human performance in today’s and future organizations.

Selection of Human Resources
In hiring for a particular job, making an assignment to a specific project, or promoting
someone into an identifiable area of responsibility, assessing the person’s present magni-
tude and strength of self-efficacy could be valuable input into the selection decision.
Magnitude measures the level of task difficulty that a person believes he or she is capable
of executing, and strength indicates whether the magnitude is strong and likely to produce
perseverance when difficulties are encountered.62
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Although most applicable to specific tasks within a job assignment or promotion, self-
efficacy scales could be set up for each of the major tasks or for the overall domain of a
given job. This scale would include, in ascending order, items that represent the increasing
levels of difficulty. The respondent would check for each item yes or no (magnitude) and
then next to it 0–100 percent probability of attainment (i.e., strength). Figure 7.3 shows
such a scale. The efficacy scores are derived by getting a total of the probability strengths
for each item with a yes. This so-called Composite I method of scoring has been shown to
be a valid measure of self-efficacy and more reliable than other measures.63

If regular questionnaire item scales are developed, they should be tailor-made for each
specific selection purpose. Bandura advises that the content of such scales “must repre-
sent beliefs about personal abilities to produce specified levels of performance, and must
not include other characteristics.”64 Of course, people should not be selected only on the
basis of their present self-efficacy assessment, but because it has been found to be such a
good predictor of performance, self-efficacy could make a significant contribution to the
selection process. This assessment could also be used as a training and development
needs analysis.

Training and Development
As discussed previously (see Table 7.1), because self-efficacy is a state (rather than a stable
trait) and the sources have been identified (see Figure 7.2 and accompanying discussion),
efficacy training and development can have considerable impact for employee performance
management. Training can be set up around each (and in combination) of the sources of
efficacy listed in Table 7.1.

Bandura recently categorized his approach to training and development into three
areas.65 First is what he calls guided mastery, which includes instructive modeling to
acquire a skill or competency, guided skill perfection, and then transferring the training
back to the job to ensure self-directed success. Second is for the more complex—but increas-
ingly common for all levels in the modern workplace—ways to enhance efficacy for deci-
sion making and problem solving. He calls this cognitive mastery modeling to learn
thinking skills and how to apply them by observing the decision rules and reasoning strate-
gies successful models use as they arrive at solutions to problems and make effective deci-
sions. For example, one study taught managers how to generate ideas to improve the quality
of organizational functioning and customer service by providing them guidelines and prac-
tice in innovative problem solving.66 Finally, he suggests the development of self-regulatory
competencies (i.e., self-motivation or self-management).

FIGURE 7.3
An Example of a 
Self-Efficacy Scale
Developed for an
Auto Sales Position

Yes or No Strength of Certainty
(0–100%)

Number of Car Sales per month

I believe I can sell 2

I believe I can sell 4

I believe I can sell 6

I believe I can sell 8

I believe I can sell 10

I believe I can sell 12

I believe I can sell 14

I believe I can sell 16

Totals
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The development of this increasingly important self-management involves a variety of
interlinked self-referent processes such as self-monitoring, self-efficacy appraisal, personal
goal setting, and use of self-motivating incentives.67 A meta-analysis (117 studies) evaluat-
ing the effects of behavioral modeling training (BMT) found:68

1. The largest effects of BMT were on learning outcomes, but BMT also had an impact on
job behavior and results outcomes.

2. Although the BMT effects on knowledge decayed over time, the effects on skills and job
behavior remained stable or even increased.

3. The greatest impact of BMT was when:
a. both negative and positive models were presented;
b. practice included trainee-generated scenarios;
c. trainers were instructed to set goals;
d. trainees’ supervisors were also trained; and
e. rewards and sanctions were instituted in the trainees’ work environment.

Whether using the more pragmatic training aimed at enhancing the four sources discussed
earlier (Table 7.1 summarizes) or these more sophisticated approaches suggested by Bandura
and others, there is proven effectiveness of this training and development of self-efficacy,69

and the potential for the future seems unlimited. For example, our research has found that
training managers and employees in manufacturing, insurance, and the public sector using
Bandura’s sources was able to significantly increase their efficacy beliefs of successfully
coping with diversity initiatives.70 As part of a larger PsyCap study including efficacy (and
the other positive capacities covered next), we were able to raise the level of efficacy as part
of PsyCap in an experimental, control group study design,71 and also we have demon-
strated the dollar utility impact on participants’ performance improvement.72

Other Applications
Besides selection and training/development, self-efficacy also has implications for stress man-
agement (Chapter 9), self-managed teams (Chapter 11), job design and goal setting (Chapter 6),
and leadership (Chapters 13 and 14). One applications approach backed by research has been
to enhance self-efficacy to better cope with stress73 and facilitate productive teamwork74 and
collective efficacy75 of self-managed teams. Another approach would be to use job designs that
provide more responsibility, challenge, and empowered personal control over the work to
enhance the jobholder’s perception of self-efficacy.76 In setting goals, goal difficulty and com-
mitment will be affected by self-efficacy. By the same token, goal progress and attainment will
in turn affect self-efficacy.77 In addition to these more established applications, a more recent
study has shown that efficacy can be applied to the creative process in organizations. It was
found that creative self-efficacy (employees’ beliefs that they can be creative in their work
roles) predicted creative performance beyond the predictive effects of job self-efficacy.78

Perhaps at least potentially the most significant but still largely overlooked implication
for application lies in leadership efficacy.79 Although the importance of a leader’s confi-
dence has been recognized in the leadership literature over the years,80 to date there have
been very few attempts to measure and research the proposition drawn from self-efficacy
theory and research presented here,81 that leadership efficacy will have a strong positive
impact on followers (e.g., the leader can serve as a model to enhance followers’ self-efficacy)
and performance outcomes. As part of the POB theoretical foundation and the positive,
authentic, approach to leadership, we do include confidence/efficacy,82 and this will be
given attention in the leadership chapters. In addition, self-efficacy has implications for
most of the remaining chapters in both Part Three, Dynamics of Organizational Behavior,
and Part Four, Managing and Leading for High Performance.
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OPTIMISM

Optimism is a major construct in positive psychology and has long been recognized by both
psychologists and people in general. The positive impact of optimism on physical and psy-
chological health and the attendant characteristics of perseverance, achievement, and moti-
vation leading to academic, athletic, political, and occupational success are well
documented. By the same token, pessimism is known to lead to passivity, failure, social
estrangement, and, in its extreme, depression and mortality.

Not as well known, except for the psychological researchers in the area, is that optimism
also can have drawbacks, dysfunctions, and costs. Well people tend to be optimistic about
their future health and therefore often neglect needed nutritional and physical maintenance,
or in an organization optimistic managers may become distracted from making the neces-
sary action plans to attain goals or contingency plans for clearly impending problems. For
example, one expert on the financial crisis at the end of 2008 observed:

The recent recklessness of residential and commercial real-estate lending was in plain view,
and a vocal minority wrote about it. But the financial and business communities dismissed
all the warnings, insisting that any damage—should it ever arrive—would be contained to the
subprime section. The folly was obvious. Even if decision makers had deemed the grim
forecasts to be of low probability, the potential outcomes were so dire that they demanded
contingency plans.83

The problem of unbridled optimism, especially in retrospect when things go wrong, does
seem to be a bigger problem than the downside of the other positive constructs (e.g., over-
confidence or false hope). However, optimism is receiving growing attention in psychol-
ogy, but except for the general knowledge carryover, the field of organizational behavior
has to date largely neglected optimism as an important concept and application in improv-
ing employee performance.

In defining optimism, contemporary positive psychologists go far beyond the old adage
of the “power of positive thinking” popularized by widely read and heard writers a number
of years ago, such as Norman Vincent Peale and Dale Carnegie, in recent times Tony
Robbins and Steven Covey, and political leaders such as Franklin Roosevelt, Ronald
Reagan, and Barack Obama. Psychology treats optimism as a cognitive characteristic in
terms of a generalized positive outcome expectancy (see Chapter 6) and/or a positive causal
attribution. Optimism is also often used in relation to other positive constructs such as hope
(covered next) and emotional intelligence. Emotional intelligence expert Daniel Goleman,
for instance, devotes considerable attention to the role of optimism in his discussions of
emotional intelligence and even at one point refers to optimism as an emotionally intelli-
gent attitude.84 However, as positive psychologist Christopher Peterson points out in a com-
prehensive analysis, “Optimism is not simply cold cognition, and if we forget the emotional
flavor that pervades optimism, we can make little sense of the fact that optimism is both
motivated and motivating.”85

The Dimensions of Optimism
Most psychologists treat optimism as human nature and/or an individual difference.
Unfortunately, like other psychological and organizational behavior concepts, there are still
many unresolved issues surrounding optimism.

Optimism as Human Nature
Both the early philosophers (Sophocles, Nietzsche) and psychologists/psychiatrists (Freud,
Allport, Erikson, Menninger) were generally negative about optimism. They felt that optimism
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was largely an illusion and that a more accurate perception of the hard facts of reality was
more conducive to healthy psychological functioning. However, starting in the 1960s and
1970s, cognitive psychologists began to demonstrate that many people tend to have a more
positive bias of themselves than cold reality, and that psychologically healthy people in par-
ticular have this positive bias. This positivity has gone all the way to being portrayed by
some anthropologists, evolutionary psychologists, and neuropsychologists as inherent in
the makeup of people—part of their basic human nature.86

Optimism as an Individual Difference
More in tune with mainstream modern psychology is to treat optimism (as with other psy-
chological constructs) as an individual difference; people have varying degrees of opti-
mism. Treating optimism as an individual difference focuses on cognitively determined
expectations and causal attributions. Most closely associated with the expectancy theoreti-
cal perspective are Carver and Scheier who simply state, “optimists are people who expect
good things to happen to them; pessimists are people who expect bad things to happen to
them.”87 Seligman, on the other hand, is associated with the attributional approach. He uses
the term explanatory style to depict how an individual habitually attributes the causes of
failure, misfortune, or bad events.88 This explanatory style is an outgrowth of Seligman’s
earlier work on learned helplessness (also covered in Chapter 9 on stress and conflict).
He had found that dogs and then humans, when continually experiencing uncontrollable,
punishing, aversive events, eventually learn to be helpless. This helplessness generalized
to the point that even when the animals or humans could subsequently control and escape
the aversive conditions, they still acted in a helpless manner. Importantly, however, not
all the subjects learned to be helpless. About a third resisted; they persevered and refused
to give in and be helpless. Seligman extended this work on learned helplessness into gen-
eralized causal attributions or explanatory styles of optimism and pessimism.

Here are the causal attributions or explanatory style pessimists and optimists tend to
habitually use in interpreting personal bad events:89

1. Pessimists make internal (their own fault), stable (will last a long time), and global (will
undermine everything they do) attributions.

2. Optimists make external (not their fault), unstable (temporary setback), and specific
(problem only in this situation) attributions.

Research continues on explanatory style, and it has been found that the internality attribu-
tion does not hold up as well as the stability or globality.90 Overall, however, no matter how
optimism is measured, it has been shown to be significantly linked with desirable charac-
teristics such as happiness, perseverance, achievement, and health.91 Again, under positive
psychology, the emphasis shifted in both theory building and research from what can go
wrong with people (e.g., learned helplessness, pessimism, and depression) to what can go
right for people (e.g., optimism, health, and success).92

Some Unresolved Optimism Issues
Even though there is considerably more research and definitive conclusions on optimism
than, say, emotional intelligence, there is still much room for conceptual refinement and
further research. Peterson identifies and summarizes three of the more important optimism
issues as follows:93

1. Little vs. big optimism. The magnitude and level of optimism may function quite differ-
ently. Little optimism involves specific expectations about positive outcomes (e.g., I will
finish my assignment by 5 o’clock so I can watch the ball game tonight), whereas big
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optimism refers to more generic, larger expectations of positive outcomes (e.g., our firm
can become the leader in the industry). Although there may be some relationship
between little and big, there is also the distinct possibility of someone being a little opti-
mist, but a big pessimist, or vice versa. There seems little question that the strategies,
mechanisms, and pathways linking optimism to outcomes may differ (e.g., time man-
agement versus visionary leadership).

2. Optimism vs. pessimism. Although the assumption is often made that optimism and
pessimism are mutually exclusive, they may not be. Some people expect both good out-
comes (optimism) and bad outcomes (pessimism) to be plentiful. Interestingly, explana-
tory style derived from attributions about bad events are usually independent of
explanatory style based on attributions about good events. In other words, attributions
about bad events are identified as optimistic or pessimistic, but attributions about good
events are not. It would seem that attributions about good events would be as, if not
more, important to understanding optimism.

3. Learning and sustaining optimism. Although optimism is sometimes portrayed as a sta-
ble personality trait (e.g., Scheier and Carver’s dispositional optimism),94 Seligman has
led the way in popularizing learned optimism. This says that anyone, including pessimists,
can learn the skills to be an optimist.95 Of course, it is critical that this developable, state-
like nature of optimism be included in POB. The social learning process of modeling (i.e.,
observing positive events and outcomes in one’s relevant, valued environment) can con-
tribute to the learning of optimism. By the same token, as Chapter 9 on stress will indicate,
reducing and coping with bad events and stress can also help sustain optimism.

Overall, the past, present, and future of optimism as an exciting psychological construct for
the better understanding and application of human functioning in general and for organiza-
tional behavior in particular seems very “optimistic.”

Optimism in the Workplace
As discussed, there is no question that optimism is both motivated and motivating; has the
desirable characteristics of perseverance, achievement, and health; makes external, unsta-
ble, and specific attributions of personal bad events; and is linked with positive outcomes
such as occupational success. Obviously by extrapolating this profile, optimism could be a
very positive force in the workplace. For example, optimists may be motivated to work
harder; be more satisfied and have high morale; have high levels of aspiration and set
stretch goals; persevere in the face of obstacles and difficulties; make attributions of per-
sonal failures and setbacks as temporary, not as personal inadequacy, and view them as a
one-time unique circumstance; and tend to feel good and invigorated both physically and
mentally. The accompanying OB in Action: “Half-Empty” or “Half-Full” gives some real-
world scenarios of such optimistic people in the workplace. There are some jobs and career
fields where optimism would be especially valuable (e.g., sales, advertising, public rela-
tions, product design, customer service, and in the health and social services fields).

The Downside of Optimism
Despite the overwhelming anecdotal evidence of the positive power of optimism in the
workplace, it must be remembered that the academic literature does warn that in certain
cases optimism can lead to meaningless or dysfunctional outcomes. For example, Peterson
notes that optimistically driven behavior may be aimed at pointless pursuits (e.g., finish in
the top five of the company golf league) or unrealistic goals (e.g., striving to attain an unat-
tainable sales goal that results in stress, exhaustion, and high blood pressure).96 Moreover,
“realistic optimism” would result in more effective leadership than “false optimism.”97
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There are also certain jobs in which at least mild pessimism would be beneficial (e.g., some
technical jobs such as safety engineering or jobs in financial control and accounting).

Seligman’s Met Life Studies
For studies of optimism in the workplace, Seligman again leads the way with his pioneer-
ing work at Metropolitan Life Insurance. After conferring with the president of this huge
company, he was able to test the obvious hypothesis that optimism and its attendant moti-
vation and perseverance were the keys to sales success. A shortened version of his theory-
based Attributional Style Questionnaire (ASQ) was administered to 200 experienced Met
Life sales agents. This open-ended version of the ASQ was designed to determine the habit-
ual explanatory style by asking the respondents to interpret six good and six bad vignettes
in terms of personalization, permanence, and pervasiveness. Importantly, this test has been

OB in Action: “Half-Empty” or “Half-Full”

Although to date there are not many research studies of
the role of optimism in the workplace, it is nevertheless
happening day to day in the way in which organiza-
tional participants interpret and react to events. Some
people view the “glass” (everyday and important
events) as half-full (optimists) and some as half-empty
(pessimists). Here are some actual examples.

1. Take the case of two executives who were passed
over for promotion because of negative evaluations
from their boss.
A. The “half-empty” exec reacted to the snub in a

rage. He had fantasies of killing his boss, com-
plained to anyone who would listen of his unfair
treatment, and went on a drinking binge. He felt
like his life was over. He avoided his boss and
looked down when passing him in the hall. In an
interview, however, he admitted “Even though I
was angry and felt cheated, deep down I feared
that he was right, that I was sort of worthless, that
I had failed, and there was nothing I could do to
change that.”

B. The “half-full” exec who did not get the promo-
tion was also stunned and upset. But instead of
going into a rage, he reasoned to himself, “I can’t
say I was surprised, really. He and I have such dif-
ferent ideas, and we’ve argued a lot.” Instead of
sulking, he openly discussed the setback with his
wife to determine what went wrong and what he
could do to correct it. He realized that maybe he
was not giving his all at work and resolved to talk
to the boss. Here is how it went: “I had some dis-
cussions with him and things went very well. I
guess he was troubled about what he had done,
and I was troubled about not working up to
potential. Since then, things have been better for
both of us.”

2. Another “half-full” case is Anne Busquet of American
Express. She was relieved of her duties as head of the
Optima Card division when it was discovered that
some of her employees had hidden millions of dollars
in bad debt. Although not involved, she was held
accountable and was devastated by the setback.
However, instead of quitting, she was still confident in
her abilities and took a lower position trying to save
the company’s failing merchandising service division.
She made a self-examination of what went wrong in
the Optima Card division and concluded that maybe
she was too strict and critical of her people. She rea-
soned that this style may have led her people to fear
her to the point where they hid the losses. She
resolved to soften her style and become more open,
patient, and a better listener. Using this approach to
manage the troubled merchandising service division,
she saw it reach profitability within two years.

3. Perhaps the greatest “half-full” case is Arthur Blank,
the founder of Home Depot. In 1978, after personal-
ity clashes with his boss at the hardware chain
Handy Dan’s, he was fired. Instead of getting angry,
he got even. He believed in his abilities and vision
for this type of retailing. He did not give up after
the setback at Handy Dan’s. When an investor
approached him, he jumped at the chance to put his
talents to work and founded Home Depot. The rest
is history.

The half-full optimists interpret bad events in terms of
Seligman’s explanatory style, and, as the preceding three
examples indicate, this can result in future positive out-
comes. Whereas the half-empty pessimists tend to give
up and go into a downward spiral after problems or fail-
ures, the half-fulls view setbacks as a lesson to be
learned for future success.
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found to be very difficult to fake optimism; the right answers vary from test to test, and it
does contain “lie scales” to identify those not telling the truth. Results were that agents who
scored in the most optimistic half of the ASQ had sold 37 percent more insurance on aver-
age in their first two years than agents who scored in the pessimistic half. Agents who
scored in the top 10 percent sold 88 percent more than the most pessimistic 10 percent.98

Despite the impressive findings from the initial study, Seligman was still not sure of the
direction of causality from the correlational results (i.e., if the optimism caused the high
performance or if the high performers became optimistic). He next conducted a pilot study
on 104 new hires that took both the standard insurance industry selection test and the ASQ.
Interestingly, he found that new insurance agents are more optimistic than any other group
tested (e.g., car salespeople, commodity traders, West Point plebes, managers of Arby’s
restaurants, baseball stars, or world-class swimmers). Optimistic scorers were much less
likely to quit (a big problem in the insurance industry where about half turn over the first
year) and did as well as the industry test in predicting performance.

He next launched a full-blown study involving 15,000 applicants to Met Life taking both
the industry test and the ASQ. One thousand were hired and, importantly, 129 more (called
the “Special Force”) that had scored in the top half of those taking the ASQ but had failed the
industry test were also hired. In the first year the optimists (those who scored in the top half
of the ASQ) outsold the pessimists by only 8 percent, but in the second year by 31 percent.
The “Special Force” (those who had flunked the industry test and would not have been
hired except for scoring as optimists on the ASQ) outsold the hired pessimists in the regu-
lar force by 21 percent the first year and 57 percent the second. They sold about the same
as the optimists in the regular force. Met Life, on the basis of Seligman’s studies, then
adopted the ASQ as an important part of their selection process of new agents.99

Other Research and Application in the Workplace
With the exception of the comprehensive Met Life study, to date there has been relatively
little research to directly test the impact of optimism in the workplace. An older study did
examine competent managers and found that they attribute their failures to a correctable
mistake, and then they persevere (i.e., an optimistic explanatory style).100 As with the other
positive resources, optimism has also been part of recent studies in POB. For example, one
POB study found optimism was related to employee performance, job satisfaction and
work happiness.101 This optimism-performance relationship was also found with workers
in Chinese factories.102

Other work on optimism has been applied to leadership. For example, there has been
recognition given in leadership theory to the importance of optimism,103 and a field study
found the measured optimism of military cadets had a significant relationship with their
military science professors’ rating of leadership potential.104 Another study of business
leaders found that on average they were more optimistic than a sample of nonleaders, that
those most effective in initiating change were less pessimistic, and that the more optimistic
the leader, the more optimistic the followers.105 There also have been a few publicized
applications of deliberate attempts to use optimism in human resource management
(HRM) such as in the selection process. One example is the highly successful Men’s
Wearhouse discount retailer, where an HRM executive stated:

We don’t look for people with specific levels of education and experience. We look for one
criterion for hiring: optimism. We look for passion, excitement, energy. We want people who
enjoy life.106

Besides selection, another example is American Express Financial Advisors that reportedly
uses optimism training with their associates.107
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HOPE

In the positive psychology movement, optimism has received relatively more attention than
hope, but in POB hope is a more central concept.108 Most people think of hope in terms of
“hope for the best,” a bit of sunny, optimistic advice offered by friends, relatives, and coun-
selors in times of trouble. In positive psychology, however, hope has taken on a specific
meaning. Previously in clinical psychology, hope was largely portrayed as a unidimen-
sional construct involving an overall perception that one can attain his or her goals.109

However, recently deceased positive psychologist C. Rick Snyder provided the now most
widely recognized bidimensional definition of hope that we use in POB. Through extensive
theory and research, he and colleagues precisely defined hope as: “A positive motivational
state that is based on an interactively derived sense of successful (a) agency (goal-directed
energy), and (b) pathways (planning to meet goals).”110 More simply, this meaning of hope
consists of both the “willpower” (agency) and the “waypower” (pathways). Importantly,
considerable research over the past several years indicates it has a very positive impact on
academic achievement, athletic accomplishment, emotional health, the ability to cope with
illness and other hardships.111 Although not yet part of the mainstream organizational
behavior literature, hope does make a good fit with the POB criteria.

Even though hope draws from each of the positive psychology constructs, there are
some conceptually important differences. From the perspective of emotional intelligence,
Goleman states that “having hope means that one will not give in to overwhelming anxi-
ety, a defeatist attitude, or depression in the face of difficult challenges or setbacks.”112 In
relation to optimism, Seligman states, “Whether or not we have hope depends on two
dimensions of our explanatory style: pervasiveness and performance. Finding temporary
and specific causes for misfortune is the art of hope.”113 Perhaps conceptually the term
closest in meaning to hope is self-efficacy (covered in the last sections). However,
Snyder114 and others115 demonstrated that efficacy (as well as other POB constructs) and
hope are conceptually and psychometrically (measurement) distinct (i.e., hope has con-
struct validity).

Over the past decade, Snyder and his colleagues developed a brief self-report “State
Hope Scale” with items such as “I energetically pursue my goals” and “There are lots of
ways around any problem”116 and conducted a number of studies using this scale. This
research finds a positive link between hope scores and work-related goal expectancies,
perceived control, self-esteem, positive emotions, coping, and achievement.117 Although
the considerable research base showing the positive impact of hope deals with academic,
athletic, and mental and physical health, the carryover implications for the workplace
seem quite clear. For example, there is research evidence that those with hope in stressful
professions such as human services perform better118 and survive with the most satisfac-
tion, are less emotionally exhausted, and are most likely to stay.119 There is also direct
work-related research beginning to emerge. For example, Snyder and colleagues, in an
ongoing survey of U.S. firms, have found that those with higher-hope human resources are
more profitable, have higher retention rates, and have greater levels of employee satisfac-
tion and commitment.120 Moreover, a field study we recently conducted found that man-
agers with higher hope levels had correspondingly higher performing work units, better
retention rates, and more satisfied employees.121 More recent POB studies have found
employees’ level of hope related to their job satisfaction, organizational commitment,
work happiness, and performance 122 and also, like optimism, there was a significant rela-
tionship between Chinese factory workers’ hope and their performance.123 Moreover, a
recent comprehensive study focused on hope across different types of jobs and industries
found more hopeful sales employees, mortgage brokers, and management executives had
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higher job performance, and the management executives also produced more and better
quality solutions to a work-related problem.124 Hope also seems to have a positive impact
on the entrepreneurial process. We found that higher-hope entrepreneurs express greater
satisfaction with business ownership and consider themselves relatively better compen-
sated than their lower-hope peers.125

These initial studies indicate that hope may have as powerful of a positive impact in the
workplace as it has demonstrated outside the workplace. In human resource management,
hope may play an important role in selection, especially for certain types of jobs and
because it is learned and statelike (can change) rather than a stable trait, it can be enhanced
by training and development to improve on-the-job performance and retention of valuable
employees.126

RESILIENCY

Unlike the other criteria-meeting POB psychological resources, resiliency is reactive
rather then proactive in nature. In positive psychology, resiliency is defined as “a class of
phenomena characterized by patterns of positive adaptation in the context of significant
adversity or risk.”127 As a component of positive organizational behavior, resiliency is
viewed “as the capacity to rebound or bounce back from adversity, conflict, failure or even
positive events, progress and increased responsibility.”128 This “bouncing back” capacity
involves flexibility, adjustment, adaptability, and continuous responsiveness to change and
uncertainty that can otherwise represent a source of psychological strain and challenge
one’s well-being over the long term. Traditionally in clinical psychology, resiliency was
portrayed as an exceptional capability that only a select few possess. More recent theory
and research now conclude that resiliency comes “from the everyday magic of ordinary,
normative human resources.”129 Moreover, resiliency is not just an outcome that people
strive to achieve, nor is it only a valuable input that enhances their chances of success. It
is a lifelong journey, an elaborate process in which competence is developed over time as
people interact with their environment most often characterized by continuous change and
uncertainty.130

Although the research on resiliency and adaptation originally focused on at-risk chil-
dren and adolescents (a negative perspective), recent studies have emphasized the positive
aspects of resiliency.131 Moreover, resiliency is increasingly being viewed not only as a
desirable characteristic of humans in general, but also as an essential attribute of today’s
employees,132 managers,133 organizations,134 and even countries,135 especially in light of
recent troubling and tragic events related to economic and geopolitical problems both in the
United States and abroad. Important in meeting the criteria of positive organizational
behavior, resiliency has been shown to be statelike, that is, it is trainable and
developable.136 This statelike conceptualization opens the door for proactive efforts to cre-
ate and develop resilient individuals and organizations.137 Several instruments have been
developed to measure resilience, for example the “Ego-Resiliency Scale (ER89)” includes
items such as “I quickly get over and recover from being startled” and “I enjoy dealing with
new and unusual situations.”138

Based on the established research of positive psychologist Ann Masten and her col-
leagues, resiliency has been found to be influenced and developed by three types of fac-
tors: assets, risks, and adaptational processes.139 Resiliency can be developed through
enhancing the assets that a person possesses, through education, training, and nurturing
social relationships, and in general by improving the quality of resources available for
the person to draw upon. Risk factors can be managed through appropriate physical and
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psychological health care. Adaptational processes can be enhanced through developing
other positive psychological capacities such as self-efficacy, hope, and optimism, as well
as through teaching people how to use effective coping, stress management, problem
solving, and goal-setting strategies and practical techniques. In fact, resiliency may be
more adversely impacted by the process that links risk conditions with specific dysfunc-
tional outcomes than by the presence, number or frequency of risk factors, or lack of nec-
essary assets.140

The overall profile of resilient people is that they are characterized by “a staunch accept-
ance of reality; a deep belief, often buttressed by strongly held values, that life is meaning-
ful; and an uncanny ability to improvise.”141 As today’s employees face the risks and
uncertainties associated with economic turbulence, global sourcing, technological change,
downsizing, work-life balance, extensive customer-service orientation, stress, and burnout,
resiliency is becoming an indispensable factor that can turn such threats into opportunities
for growth, development, and sustainable adaptability to change.142

Resiliency is also a positive strength from which not only individual managers and
employees can benefit, but also overall organizations can no longer afford to be
without.143 Turbulence and instability have become the norm in today’s business environ-
ment, and only organizations that can rejuvenate their adaptational systems and bounce
back to swiftly respond to their ever-changing environments are likely to improve or even
survive. A strong and stable organizational mission, vision, and set of values create a
sense of community, direction, and purpose, enhancing a resilient corporate culture.144

Strategic planning, teamwork, decentralization, employee involvement, and open commu-
nication channels can be used to build a resilient organization that aligns organizational,
unit, and individual goals and objectives, and builds trust, commitment, and effective
organizational learning and adaptational systems.145 Counter to conventional wisdom,
organizational rules and regulations that seemingly introduce rigidity and hinder creativ-
ity may actually help as effective structuring tools that foster an organization’s resilience
in times of turbulence.146

Whether at the individual or organizational level, this resiliency dimension of positive
organizational behavior may have the most potential impact on development and sustain-
able performance in the current difficult times. Although theory-building and research on
resiliency within the domain of positive organizational behavior is just getting started, the
results to date are very encouraging.147

PSYCHOLOGICAL CAPITAL (PSYCAP)

Using positive psychology and POB in general, and the four criteria-meeting psychological
resources of efficacy, optimism, hope, and resiliency, in particular, as the foundation and point
of departure, as indicated in the introductory comments, Luthans and colleagues have theo-
retically148 and empirically149 demonstrated a higher-order core construct called psychologi-
cal capital or PsyCap. This PsyCap goes beyond economic (what you have, physical and
financial assets), social (who you know, network of friends), and human capital (knowledge,
skills, abilities, experience), and is defined as:

An individual’s positive psychological state of development that is characterized by: (1) having
confidence (self-efficacy) to take on and put in the necessary effort to succeed at challenging
tasks; (2) making a positive attribution (optimism) about succeeding now and in the future; 
(3) persevering toward goals and, when necessary, redirecting paths to goals (hope) in order to
succeed; and (4) when beset by problems and adversity, sustaining and bouncing back and even
beyond (resiliency) to attain success.150
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Background and Research on PsyCap
Each of the four psychological constructs or resources that currently make up PsyCap are
commonly found in the positive psychology literature, but, perhaps with the exception of
efficacy, have received relatively little, if any, attention in the organization behavior field.
Luthans and colleagues’ intent in the 2004 published articles151 was to label these four
resources that best met the established criteria (theory, research, valid measurement, state-
like, and performance impact) when combined as “psychological capital” because to their
knowledge the term had not been used before. We subsequently found that Csikszentmihalyi
had mentioned the term a couple of times in a book152 that was not yet published when the
first PsyCap articles were written and then came out a bit later in the journals. Also, a recent
Google search found the term in an economics article on wages in 1997. As noted by
Luthans and colleagues, “Our aim in labeling this as a type of ‘capital’ was also related to
the idea that there is considerable attention in workplace research being given to economic,
social, human and even intellectual capital, but to our knowledge the positive resources we
associate with psychological capital had not yet received interest or inquiry. In using the
term PsyCap, we suggested that there was a common conceptual thread running through the
four components characterized as “a positive appraisal of circumstances and probability for
success based on motivated effort and perseverance.”153

We firmly believed from the beginning and reiterated in a recent point/counterpoint arti-
cle154 that the most important “Point” we would like to make about positive organizational
behavior in general and PsyCap in particular was the important role that research (i.e., an
evidenced-based approach) must play. We noted at the outset that the value of positivity has
been recognized through the years in psychology and even more so in the field of organi-
zational behavior, but in this new focus on POB and now PsyCap we wanted to make sure
we were not associated with the nonresearched positive, Pollyannaish approach too often
found in the popular leadership and management literature. Thus, our first major research
project was to validate a measure called the PsyCap Questionnaire or PCQ, and provide
beginning empirical evidence that PsyCap was a second-order core construct accounting
for more variance in employee performance and satisfaction than each of the four individ-
ual positive constructs that make it up.155 Also, in this comprehensive basic research study
we found that PsyCap was relatively less stable over time than were recognized personality
traits, but not as unstable as positive emotions, thus providing empirical evidence for
PsyCap meeting the state-like criterion.156

After the background and theory-building presented in our book (Luthans, Youssef,
and Avolio, Psychological Capital, Oxford, 2007) and the first major research project
outlined above, we (especially along with James Avey) have a stream of research to refine
and expand PsyCap. The following is representative of the evidence-based facets of
PsyCap to date.

1. PsyCap was found to be positively related to desired organizational citizenship behav-
iors (covered in Chapter 6) and negatively to undesired organization cynicism, inten-
tions to quit, and counterproductive workplace behaviors. Importantly, PsyCap
predicted unique variance in these attitudes and behaviors over and above their demo-
graphics (age, education, experience, etc.), core self-evaluation traits, personality traits,
and person-organization and person-job fit.157

2. To determine if PsyCap held across cultures, an early preliminary study found that a
sample of workers in Chinese factories (metallurgical products and shoe manufacturers)
partially tested PsyCap related to their performance.158 A recent follow-up study with
different samples of Chinese factory workers using the full PsyCap model and PCQ mea-
sure replicated these findings.159 Such evidence becomes very important to developing
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countries such as China who need to leverage their still largely untapped wealth (in this
case psychological capital) of their human (not just natural) resources for sustained
growth and competitive advantage in the global economy.

3. Besides these studies relating PsyCap directly to attitudinal and performance outcomes,
recent research indicates that PsyCap may also have implications for combating stress
(there is a negative relationship);160 help facilitate positive organizational change
(PsyCap is related to positive emotions that are in turn related to their attitudes and
behaviors161 relevant to organization change); mediate the relationship between sup-
portive organizational climate and employee performance;162 and be related to both
employee creativity163 and employee well-being over time.164

4. Finally, PsyCap is also playing a role in our research on authentic leadership (covered in
Chapter 13).165 For example, one recent study found that a leader’s level of PsyCap
impacted followers’ perceived trust and evaluations of leader effectiveness166 and
another found a positive relationship between a leaders’ level of PsyCap and followers’
level of PsyCap and performance.167 Other such research is at various stages and
PsyCap also has an input into the theory building of positive leadership in general.168

PsyCap Development
Besides theory/research, valid measurement, and performance impact, a key distinguish-
ing feature is that PsyCap is statelike and open to development. As indicated, the first
major research project provided empirical evidence of this statelike nature of PsyCap,169

and subsequent experimental research has indicated that PsyCap can indeed be devel-
oped in short (2 or 3 hours) training interventions.170 Importantly, since these were
experimental designs, the randomly assigned control groups, who had the same charac-
teristics but received a group dynamics training intervention instead of the PsyCap inter-
vention, did not increase their level of PsyCap. In other words, armed with this evidence,
we can be more confident that PsyCap can be developed in a short training intervention.
There is also preliminary experimental evidence that such PsyCap training causes per-
formance to improve.171

The PsyCap intervention (PCI) model is drawn from the positive (and clinical) psychol-
ogy field for each of the four components and is shown in Figure 7.4 and a brief verbal sum-
mary description in Figure 7.5. As indicated, this training intervention has been conducted
in one- to three-hour highly interactive, large and small face-to-face sessions and even
online (downloading exercises, use of movie clips, etc.). Using widely recognized human
resource management utility analysis techniques,172 on both publicly available corporate
data and actual results from our studies, has yielded impressive results.173 For example, one
such analysis indicated a 270 percent return on investment in developing the PsyCap of a
sample of high-tech engineers (the dollar return minus the cost of the PsyCap training
divided by the cost of the PsyCap training).174

The results of the research on PsyCap so far seems to indicate a bright future for its role
not only in positive organizational behavior, but also as an effective evidenced-based
approach to leadership and employee development and performance management.
Research to meet the call for longitudinal studies175 has recently provided needed further
evidence of the statelike nature of PsyCap and its causal impact on objective perfor-
mance.176 There is also just completed group-level research indicating that a work team’s
“collective PsyCap” is related to their citizenship behavior and performance.177 Finally,
there is a need to recognize other positive constructs besides those reviewed so far. Two of
the more established are happiness/subjective well-being and emotional intelligence to
which the rest of this chapter is devoted.
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OTHER POSITIVE CONSTRUCTS

Although self-efficacy/confidence, optimism, hope, and resiliency have been determined to
best meet the criteria established for inclusion in POB and PsyCap, as indicated, there are
a number of other positive capacities that have potential for also being included.178

Examples would include constructs such as wisdom, gratitude, forgiveness, courage, and
even spirituality. However, the two positive constructs that have received the most attention
over the years that are especially applicable to the workplace, would be happiness/subjective
well-being (SWB) and emotional intelligence (EI).

Happiness or Subjective Well-Being (SWB)
Both with the general public and academic psychology, the importance of happiness has
been widely recognized. However, similar to the distinction that positive psychology makes
with the common usage of the term hope, positive psychological theory and research
prefers to use the more precise and operationally defined term subjective well-being, or
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Note: The PCI is intended to affect each state as well as the overall level of PsyCap for performance impact.
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simply SWB, instead of happiness. As Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi recently noted: “In
practice, subjective well-being is a more scientific-sounding term for what people usually
mean by happiness.”179 Sometimes the terms are used interchangeably, but SWB is usually
considered broader and is defined as people’s affective (moods and emotions) and cognitive
evaluations of their lives.180 Under this psychological meaning, it is not necessarily what in
reality happens to people that determines their happiness or subjective well-being; but
instead how they emotionally interpret and cognitively process what happens to them is the
key. Like hope, SWB has not been in the mainstream of the organizational behavior litera-
ture, and although it does not meet the POB criteria quite as directly as self-efficacy, opti-
mism, hope, and resiliency, it is included here as part of POB and there have been some
work-related studies in the SWB research literature.

FIGURE 7.5 Summary Descriptions of the Psychological Capital Intervention (PCI) Model

Source: Adapted from F. Luthans, J. B. Avey, B. J. Avolio, S. M. Norman, and G. Combs “Psychological Capital Development: Toward a Micro-intervention,” Journal of
Organizational Behavior, Vol. 27, 2006, pp. 387–393.

Hope Development

Hope was shown to be impacted and influenced by goals, pathways, and agency. Specifically, participants practiced
generating work-related goals that were personally valuable and reasonably challenging and that included a clear
beginning and end point. These goal characteristics generated sustained motivation, thus using goal components to
increase agency. In addition, participants practiced generating multiple pathways to their work-related goals, and they
identified obstacles that they should plan to encounter. After completing the exercise individually, each participant
received feedback from the group on additional or alternative pathways that could be utilized and obstacles that could
be expected. This practice increased each participant’s pathway-generating skill and ability to identify and plan for
obstacles, thus reducing the negative impact of obstacles on agency.

Optimism Development

Building efficacy in pathway generation and obstacle planning provided a foundation for the development of generally
positive expectations. When participants were confident that they could identify and plan to overcome obstacles, their
expectations of achieving their goals increased. Negative expectations that goals would not be accomplished were
challenged as individuals began to see pathways to success and options on how to overcome obstacles. Group
feedback increased positive expectations as individuals saw other group members also expect and plan for success. 
As participants’ expectations of success increased, optimism both individually and within the group increased.

Efficacy Development

Participants practiced setting up stepwise techniques to accomplish goals. Then they explained each subgoal (each
step) to the group, and they answered questions about how each was to be accomplished. Task mastery for designing
and pursuing goals was thus attained. Vicarious learning took place as each participant saw peers work toward their
goals and heard success stories about how goals were attained. This stage included emotional arousal, which was
influenced by positive expectations of achieving goals as well as the social persuasion by the facilitator and group
members by validating schedules and timelines, goals would be accomplished.

Resiliency Development

Resiliency was increased by building awareness of personal assets in the form of talents, skills, and social networks.
Participants were asked what resources they could leverage to accomplish a given goal. After creating the list of
resources, the facilitator and peer group members identified additional resources participants did not include on their
list. Participants were then encouraged to leverage these resources as necessary. Similar to planning for obstacles, 
participants were encouraged to identify in advance obstacles that could impede their progress. Whereas in the hope
exercise the focus was on making plans to overcome these obstacles, in this exercise, the focus was on making plans
to avoid the obstacles or to prevent them from becoming legitimate concerns. Finally, the influence process was
impacted by each participant becoming aware of his or her initial thoughts and feelings when faced with adversity
(i.e., confidence or despair, etc.) and choosing to focus on resilient thoughts based on their assessment of their
resources and options to overcome adversity.
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The Background on SWB
Positive psychologist Ed Diener’s work over the past three decades is most closely asso-
ciated with SWB.181 As an important part of the positive psychology movement, SWB’s
popularity and importance reflect societal trends valuing the good life and what makes
people happy. Almost everyone seems to rate happiness over money (e.g., in a survey of
7,204 college students in 42 countries, only 6 percent rated money more important than
happiness).182 Academically, Diener and his research group made a break from simple
feelings of happiness and just the demographic characteristics that correlate with it. Most
recently, the interest is more on the processes that underlie life satisfaction. Specifically,
there has been a shift away from who is happy (i.e., the demographics) to when and why
people are happy and on what the processes are that influence SWB.183 Specifically, in
their recent book Diener and Biswas-Diener provide the following evidence- based conclu-
sions:184

1. Happiness is a process, not a place. “Happiness is an ongoing process that requires a
way of experienced life and the world that includes positive attitudes, meaning, and spir-
ituality. Being truly rich is as much about the attitudes within us as the circumstances
surrounding us.”185

2. There is actually an optimal level of happiness. Those “too happy” may perform less
well at school and work, and even be less healthy (e.g., may ignore symptoms or
required regiments).

3. Though not linear, happiness is clearly related to health and longevity, relationships, and
effectiveness at work.

As to the last point on happiness leading to a longer life, a now famous study on the
order of nuns who entered convents as young adults between 1931 and 1943 is very inter-
esting and revealing about the power of happiness.186 The researchers analyzed the autobi-
ographies of the entering nuns as to their level of positivity and happiness. Since these nuns
had almost identical food, activities, and circumstances (i.e., the environment was basically
held constant or under control over their lifetime), the researchers could draw conclusions
about the impact the nuns’ level of happiness/positivity had on their length of life.
Amazingly, the most happy nuns (the top 25% in the ratings) lived on average ten years
longer than the least (25%) happy nuns. To put these results in perspective, smoking a pack
of cigarettes a day is estimated on average to take three plus years off of one’s life, regular
exercise accounts for three to five extra years, statin drug therapy used to lower cholesterol
levels 2.5 to 3.5 years, and even regular church attendance may add two to three additional
years,187 but being happy and positive may on average have three times as much impact on
longevity.

Besides the relationship with health/longevity and relationships (e.g., Diener and
Biswas-Diener note that “many studies show that happy people are more blessed with good
families, friends, and supportive relationships”188) of interest here is the impact that SWB
has on work outcomes.

SWB in Work
Although not included in organizational behavior or HRM textbooks, SWB researchers do
give attention to work and the workplace as one of its domains, and there are a growing
number of studies. In particular, SWB has demonstrated a direct correlation to job satis-
faction (covered in Chapter 5). A meta-analysis of 34 studies found an average correlation
of .44 between job satisfaction and life satisfaction.189 To determine whether job satisfac-
tion leads to SWB or vice versa (i.e., the correlation studies do not yield the direction of
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causality), Judge and colleagues used sophisticated statistical designs. It was found that
SWB was a significant predictor of job satisfaction five years later, but not vice versa.190

Thus, it appears that people who are satisfied with their lives tend to find more satisfaction
in their work.191

There is accumulating research evidence that happiness or SWB leads to desired out-
comes beyond just job satisfaction in the workplace. Not only have happy employees been
found to be more effective and productive,192 but after a search of the research literature it
was also concluded that “on average, happy workers make more money, receive more pro-
motions and better supervisor ratings, and are better citizens at work.”193 An increasing
number of organizations are recognizing and using this value of happiness with their
employees and customers. Organizations such as Toyota, the American Red Cross, Sprint
Nextel, and David’s Bridal have launched training programs for their employees based on
happiness principles. For example, at David’s, the largest chain of bridal stores, salespeo-
ple have been taught techniques such as focusing on things that bring them joy when deal-
ing with stressed-out, anxious brides-to-be. Also, increasingly market research in general is
focusing on how products and services can appeal to customers’ happiness.

Similar to PsyCap, happiness (SWB) is open to change and development. Although
there is definitely a set point (i.e., approximately the 50 percent “hard-wiring” noted at the
beginning of the chapter), the role of intentional control and effective developmental guide-
lines are becoming recognized. As Lyubomirsky points out, “intentional, effortful activities
have a powerful effect on how happy we are, over and above the effects of our set points and
the circumstances in which we find ourselves.”194 She then prescribes the following guide-
lines and specific activities for developing and sustaining happiness:195

1. Practicing gratitude and positive thinking (expressing gratitude, cultivating optimism,
and avoiding overthinking and social comparison);

2. Investing in social connections (practicing acts of kindness and nurturing social
relationships);

3. Managing stress, hardship, and trauma (developing strategies for coping, learning to
forgive);

4. Living in the present (increasing flow experiences, savoring life’s joys);

5. Committing to your goals;

6. Taking care of your body and soul (practicing religion and spirituality, meditation, phys-
ical exercise, and acting like a happy person).

Although these are all very general, Lyubomirsky provides details on how to do each, and
importantly, supporting research evidence that they work. For example, on the last point of
“acting like a happy person,” citing published research196 she notes, “Remarkably, pre-
tending that you’re happy—smiling, engaged, mimicking energy and enthusiasm—not only
can earn you some of the benefits of happiness (returned smiles, strengthened friendships,
successes at work and school) but can actually make you happier.”197 The future of the role
that happiness may play in the workplace seems very bright.

Emotional Intelligence (EI)
Emotional intelligence (EI) predates the emergence of POB and is more widely known in pop-
ular management circles. However, EI has to date not been featured as a major part of POB
because it has not yet met the criteria of POB.198 In particular, the major shortcoming in meet-
ing the POB criteria has been the limited research support for a valid measure of EI and its rela-
tionship with performance outcomes. However, this is beginning to change somewhat199 and
is why it is included here. This concluding section of the chapter first examines its two
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conceptual components: emotion and intelligence. After these two important psychological
constructs are examined separately, the synergy created by combining them into emotional
intelligence becomes a potentially powerful positively oriented construct for the understanding
and application approach to the study and application of organizational behavior.

The Role of Emotion
Over the years, emotion has been a major variable in psychology, and, compared to the
other POB constructs, has received relatively more attention in the organizational behavior
field.200 Similar to other psychological constructs, the exact definition and meaning of
emotion are not totally agreed upon. However, most psychologists would agree that the best
one word to describe emotion would be how a person feels about something. These emo-
tional feelings are directed at someone or something, are not as broad as the meanings of
the term affect (as used in the discussion of positive and negative affect in Chapter 5 on per-
sonality), and are more intense and specific than the definitions of the term mood. The spe-
cific differences between emotion, affect, and mood are summarized as follows:

Emotions are reactions to an object, not a trait. They’re object specific. You show your emo-
tions when you’re “happy about something, angry at someone, afraid of something.” Moods,
on the other hand, aren’t directed at an object. Emotions can turn into moods when you lose
focus on the contextual object. So when a work colleague criticizes you for the way you
spoke to a client, you might become angry at him [emotion]. But later in the day, you might
find yourself just generally dispirited. This affective state describes a mood.201

Emotional Processing
How do emotional reactions come about, and what are the inputs into emotional process-
ing? A very simple, layperson’s explanation of the process is that emotional feelings are in
contrast with rational thinking. Put into popular terms, emotions come from the “heart”
whereas rational thinking comes from the “head.” For example, a young manager given a
choice between two assignments may undergo the following cognitive processing: “my
‘head’ tells me to get involved with Project A because it has the best chance of succeeding
and helping my career, but my ‘heart’ says that Project B will be more fun, I like the people
better, and I can take more pride in any results we achieve.” Obviously, such emotions often
win out over rational thinking in what people decide, do, or how they behave.

Traditionally in psychology, both personality traits (e.g., extraversion/neuroticism or con-
scientiousness) and mood states (either positive or negative) have separate influences or
emotional processing. More recently, however, to represent the more realistic complexity
involved, it is suggested that: (1) mood states interact with individual differences in emotion-
relevant personality traits to influence emotional processing, and/or (2) personality traits
predispose individuals to certain mood states, which then influence emotional processing.202

In other words, for (1) above, someone in a positive mood may have to have (or will be
enhanced by) a personality trait such as conscientiousness in order to experience emotional
happiness. For (2) above, the individual may have to have the personality trait such as extra-
version in order to get into a positive mood state. This positive mood in turn will lead the
person to experience emotional happiness. These moderation and meditation models of
emotional processing help resolve some of the inconsistencies that have been found in the
research using the separate influences of moods and personality traits for emotions.203

Types of Emotions
Like the meaning of emotion, there is also not total agreement on the primary types of
emotions. Table 7.2 summarizes the primary emotions and their descriptors most often
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mentioned in the psychology literature. Importantly, each of these emotions are very com-
mon in the workplace. For example:

• Juan has grown to love his paramedic emergency team as they solve one life-threatening
crisis after another.

• Mary feels happy when her boss comments in front of the sales team that she just landed
the biggest contract of the quarter.

• Jami is surprised to hear that the firm’s stock price dropped two and one-half points
today.

• George fears the new technological process that he believes may replace him.

• Trent feels sad for Alison because she does more than her share of the work, but gets no
recognition from the supervisor.

• Lane is angry because he was passed over for promotion for the second time.

• Mark is disgusted with the favoritism shown to his colleague Steve when the regional
sales manager assigns territories.

• Kent has a sense of shame for claiming expense reimbursement for a trip he did not take.

As shown by the preceding representative examples, the whole range of emotions are
found in the workplace. In addition, it is probably not an exaggeration to state that most
personal and many managerial/organizational decisions are based on emotional processes
rather than rational thought processes. For example, career decisions are often based on
emotions of happiness and affection or even fear, rather than on what is rationally best for
one’s career.204 In fact, management decisions are often driven by negative emotions such
as fear or anger rather than marginal costs, return on investment, or other criteria that the
traditional rational economic/finance models would suggest.205 By the same token, there is
important basic research coming from the positive psychology movement that the capacity
to experience positive emotions may be a fundamental human strength central to the study
of human flourishing,206 and positive emotions can also be applied to upward spirals in
today’s organizations.207 For example, one of the most recognized breakthroughs in posi-
tive psychology that has particular relevance and understanding for POB and PsyCap is
Barbara Fredrickson’s “Broaden and Build” theory.208 Supported by considerable research
evidence,209 this theory says that experiencing positive emotions broadens (i.e., opens

TABLE 7.2
Types of Emotions

Source: Adapted from H. M.
Weiss and R. Cropanzano,
“Affective Events Theory,” 
in B. M. Staw and L. L.
Cummings (Eds.), Research in
Organizational Behavior, Vol.
18, JAI Press, Greenwich,
Conn., 1996, pp. 20–22 and
Daniel Goleman, Emotional
Intelligence, Bantam Books,
New York, 1995, pp. 289–290.

Positive Primary 
Emotions: Other Descriptors

Love/affection Acceptance, adoration, longing, devotion, infatuation
Happiness/joy Cheerfulness, contentment, bliss, delight, amusement, 

enjoyment, enthrallment, thrill, euphoria, zest
Surprise Amazement, wonder, astonishment, shock

Negative Primary 
Emotions: Other Descriptors

Fear Anxiety, alarm, apprehension, concern, qualm, dread, 
fright, terror

Sadness Grief, disappointment, sorrow, gloom, despair, suffering, 
dejection

Anger Outrage, exasperation, wrath, indignation, hostility, irritability
Disgust Contempt, disdain, abhorrence, revulsion, distaste
Shame Guilt, remorse, regret, embarrassment, humiliation
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people’s hearts and minds) and builds (i.e., allows people to develop new skills, relation-
ships, knowledge and to become more effective overall).

Emotional Categories and Continuum
Besides identifying the different types of emotions, as shown in Table 7.2, they can be put
into positive and negative categories. Whether a person feels a positive or negative emo-
tion in the workplace has a lot to do with goal congruence (positive) or goal incongruence
(negative).210 For example, if salespeople meet or exceed their quota, they feel happy, are
relieved, and like their customers, but if they fall short they may feel sad, disgusted, guilty,
anxious and may blame or be angry with their boss and/or customers.

Emotions can also be conceptualized along a continuum. One classic emotional contin-
uum is the following:211

Happiness—Surprise—Fear—Sadness—Anger—Disgust

Table 7.2 is arranged in the same order except with the positive extreme of love/affection
on the front end and the negative extreme of shame on the back end.

The key is that the closer the primary emotions are related to one another, the more dif-
ficult it is for others to distinguish between them when expressed. For example, almost
everyone can readily distinguish the facial expressions of positive versus negative cate-
gories of emotion, but may not readily interpret the differences within categories (e.g.,
between happiness and surprise or anger and disgust). Yet, based on the concept of
emotional labor212 which refers to service personnel required to express false, not natural
expression, positive emotions such as smiling, most seasoned customers can easily pick
up the difference. For example most “Frequent Flyers” can tell the difference between a
genuine, natural smile and “Have a nice day!” and a forced, false smile and insincere
happy comment from an angry or disgusted reservationist or flight attendant. The nonverbal
facial cues and tone of voice are usually a loud and clear indication of what real emotions
are being expressed. Recent organizational communication research indicates that positive
emotions, not just negative emotions, need to be displayed in prevailing socially acceptable
ways, and the appropriate display of negative emotions typically means masking those emo-
tions,213 that is, experience emotional labor.

Emotional labor not only has dysfunctional consequences for the employees doing it
(e.g., stress and burnout),214 but also detracts from effective customer service. World-class
customer service firms such as Southwest Airlines recognize this by hiring only those with
very positive personalities. As Herb Kelleher, the founder of Southwest, declared: “We
want people who can do things well with laughter and grace.”215 By putting humor and
happiness at the top of its hiring criteria, Southwest knows, and the academic literature
would support,216 that its people will tend to express positive, genuine emotions (not emo-
tional labor) in all their encounters with customers and coworkers.

Most academics and practicing managers would agree with the systematic assessment
that emotions permeate all of organizational life,217 but the reason emotions are singled out
for special attention in this chapter is the popularity of emotional intelligence and its poten-
tial relevance to the study and application to positive organizational behavior. Emotionally
intelligent people not only can read the expressed emotions of other people, but also have
the maturity to hold their felt emotions in check and not display undesirable, immature neg-
ative emotions such as anger or disgust. This distinction between felt and displayed emo-
tions,218 as well as the rest of the above discussion on the meaning, cognitive processing,
and types/categories/continuum of emotions, when combined with the next section on
intelligence, serve as the foundation and point of departure for the role that emotional intel-
ligence may be able to play in positive organizational behavior.
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The Role of Intelligence
Intelligence has played a major role in psychology but a very minor role in organizational
behavior. About a hundred years ago, Alfred Binet created a written test to measure the
“intelligence quotient” or IQ of grade school children in Paris. Eventually the U.S. Army
used the test with recruits in World War I, and then it was widely used in schools and busi-
nesses. IQ was assumed to be fixed at birth and went largely unchallenged as a predictor of
school, job, and life success. However, just as in personality (covered in Chapter 5), in
recent years there has been a renewed nurture versus nature debate on intelligence and the
recognition of multiple intelligences.

Nature versus Nurture Intelligence
Again, similar to personality (see Chapter 5), recent breakthroughs in genetic and neuro-
science research seem to provide added support for the nature (biological) argument of
intelligence. For example, one study suggested that a variation in the gene for IGF2R, a
receptor for a human growth factor, was associated with extremely high SAT scores, and
other studies have shown that IQ scores are correlated with the amount of gray matter in
certain brain regions.219 These types of findings receive a lot of popular press coverage, but
often ignored are other facts such as the identified gene accounted for only about 2 percent
of the variance in the SAT scores and that a follow-up study failed to even replicate the
initial findings.220

On the nurture, developmental side of intelligence, there are also some recent interest-
ing findings of support. For example, there is some theory and research suggesting that a
“stereotype threat” may help explain the difference in average IQ scores between groups
generalized on the basis of race, gender, age, and other social distinctions.221 One study, for
instance, found that television commercials that depict stereotypical female behavior
impair women’s performance on math tests and reduce their interest in pursuing quantita-
tive careers.222 Also, cross-cultural research is clearly indicating that how intelligence is
conceptualized and measured depends on learned cultural values and ways of thinking. For
example, it has been found that people in Western cultures view intelligence as a means for
individuals to devise categories and to engage in rational debate, while those in Eastern
cultures see it as a way for members of a community to recognize contradiction and
complexity.223 Moreover, “Many psychologists believe that the idea that a test can be
completely absent of cultural bias—a recurrent hope of test developers in the twentieth
century—is contradicted by the weight of the evidence.”224

Recognition of Multiple Intelligences
The impetus for an expanded and positive perspective of intelligence in psychology and
education is mostly attributed to Howard Gardner. Over 25 years ago he published his
breakthrough book, Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences.225 Binet’s IQ
basically measured two relatively narrow dimensions: mathematical/logical and verbal/
linguistic. As shown in Table 7.3, Gardner recognized these two plus five others. In devel-
oping these seven multiple intelligences or MIs, he found that intelligence was not entirely
genetic and fixed at birth, but instead it could be nurtured and grown.

To be considered an intelligence under Gardner’s well-known multiple approach, the
following three criteria must be met: (1) measurable, (2) valued by the person’s culture, and
(3) a strength that the person defaulted to when challenged to be creative or solve a prob-
lem. Gardner is careful to point out that his identified intelligences are: (1) a new kind of
construct and should not be confused with a domain or discipline; (2) a capacity with com-
ponent processes and should not be equated with a learning style, cognitive style, or work-
ing style; and (3) based wholly on empirical evidence that could be revised or added to on
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the basis of new empirical findings.226 Importantly, the MIs are equal in importance and
most people are strong in three or four but, because they are not fixed, there is always room
for improvement in the others.

This expanded view of intelligence has had a dramatic impact on psychology, and
many educators have used MI as a new paradigm for schools and classrooms.227 However,
there have to date only been a very few applications of MI in the business world, mainly
in training workshops such as at 3M, Coseco Insurance, and Northeast Utilities Service.
MI has only recently been acknowledged in the organizational behavior literature.
However, with the recent addition of emotional intelligence or EI to Gardner’s original
seven (see Table 7.3), the recognition and theoretical foundation provided by Gardner’s
work becomes relevant and necessary to the understanding and application of EI in the
workplace.

Intelligence as Cognitive Mental Ability
Although the field of organizational behavior and human resource management has gen-
erally ignored multiple intelligences, there has been recognition and attention given
over the years to the narrower concept of cognitive mental abilities. Applied to the work-
place, ability refers to the aptitudes and learned capabilities needed to successfully
accomplish a task. Both physical (e.g., manual dexterity, hand-eye coordination and
body strength, stamina, and flexibility) and mental, intellectual, or cognitive abilities are
recognized for jobs. However, with some obvious exceptions of jobs requiring considerable

TABLE 7.3 Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences

Source: Adapted from Lou Russell, The Accelerated Learning Fieldbook, Jossey-Bass/Pfeiffer, San Francisco, 1999, pp. 60–70. For the original work see: Howard Gardner,
Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences, Basic Books, New York, 1983 and Howard Gardner, “Are There Additional Intelligences? The Case for Naturalist,
Spiritual and Existential Intelligences,” Unpublished White Paper, 1996. It should be noted that emotional intelligence is not necessarily recognized as an MI by Gardner.

Original Intelligences: Characteristics Famous Examples

1. Logical/mathematical Processes analytically, calculates, quantifies Scientist Albert Einstein
2. Verbal/linguistic Thoughts through words, uses words to Consultant Tom Peters

nurture
3. Interpersonal Understands others, processes through Entertainer Oprah Winfrey

interaction, empathizes, humor
4. Intrapersonal Thinks in quiet, likes to be alone, goal Business Tycoon Howard Hughes

oriented, independent, perseveres
5. Visual/spatial Uses mental models, thinks three Architect Frank Lloyd Wright

dimensionally, pictures how to get 
places or solve problems

6. Musical Sensitivity to pitch, melody, rhythm, found Composer Wolfgang Mozart
in both performers and listeners

7. Bodily/kinesthetic Physical movement, involves whole body, Basketball Player Michael Jordan
processes by jumping or dancing

”New” Intelligences: Characteristics Famous Examples

8. Naturalist Needs to be with/survive in nature, Singer John Denver
strength in categorization in nature 
or urban world

9. Existential Not religion per se, knows why he or she Civil Rights Leader Martin Luther 
is here, personal mission King

10. Emotional Emotionally mature, recognizes own anger, Pacifist Leader Mohandas Gandhi
reacts to emotions of self and others
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physical activity (e.g., in construction, manufacturing, repair services, sports or health
clubs), the vast majority of jobs in today’s workplace are concerned more with cognitive
abilities.

Although some unique tasks require specific mental abilities (e.g., accounting tasks
require numerical mental ability), most jobs, including those of an accountant or interior
designer, require general mental ability (GMA). Over the years, psychologists have pro-
posed numerous mental abilities, but those most widely recognized as underlying effective
performance in jobs are summarized in Table 7.4

Importantly, there is considerable research evidence that GMA tests are a good per-
sonnel selection and job training program predictor of overall job performance.
Specifically, Schmidt and Hunter summarized 85 years of research and based on meta-
analytic findings concluded that the highest validities for predicting job performance
were: (1) GMA plus a work sample test; (2) GMA plus an integrity test; and (3) GMA
plus a structured interview.228 An additional advantage of (2) and (3) is that they can be
highly predicative for both entry-level selection and selection of experienced employees.
One further refinement is that GMA predictive validity is higher for more-complex jobs
and lower for less-complex jobs.

Emotional Intelligence
As a point of departure for the important role that emotions have played in psychology
over the years and Gardner’s recognition of multiple intelligences has been the recent aca-
demic interest and popular appeal of emotional intelligence. Although its roots are usually
considered to go back many years to what was called social intelligence,229 at the begin-
ning of the ’90s psychologists Peter Salovey and John Mayer are usually given credit for
having the first comprehensive theory and definition of emotional intelligence. Taking off

TABLE 7.4 Cognitive Abilities Related to Job Performance

Source: Adapted from M. D. Dunnette, “Aptitudes, Abilities, and Skills,” in M. D. Dunnette (Ed.), Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Rand McNally,
Skokie Ill., 1976, pp. 478–483.

Mental Ability: Characteristics of Ability Examples of Job Task

Verbal comprehension Comprehend what is read or heard, Supervisors following organization 
understand what words mean and policy on sexual harassment
the relationships to one another

Numerical Make fast and accurate arithmetic Auto salespeople calculating the 
computations sales tax and their commission

Spatial visualization Perceive spatial patterns, imagine how A builder describing a change to a 
an object would look if position in customer
space were changed

Perceptual speed Quickly identify visual similarities and A quality control engineer noting a 
differences, carry out tasks needing product defect
visual perception

Memory Rote memory, retain and recall past A knowledge manager drawing 
incidents/experiences from past experiences in the firm 

to advise a newly formed project 
team

Inductive reasoning Identify logical sequence from specific A scientist in the research department 
to general drawing from several independent 

studies to design an innovative 
product
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from a foundation in the theory of emotion and multiple intelligence, Salovey and Mayer
defined emotional intelligence as “the subset of social intelligence that involves the abil-
ity to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them,
and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and actions.”230 However, it was the
publication of the 1995 best-selling book Emotional Intelligence by psychologist/journalist
Daniel Goleman that greatly popularized the construct. He defines emotional intelligence
or EI as

The capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves,
and for managing emotions well in ourselves and in our relationships.231

Table 7.5 summarizes the major EI dimensions that Goleman has determined to have the
most relevant and biggest impact on understanding behavior in the workplace.

As previously indicated, the major problem of EI not being considered to be a major
construct of POB is that two streams have seemed to develop for EI. One is a very popular,
applications-only approach stimulated and largely taken from Goleman’s best-selling book.
Unfortunately, this applications approach has been judged to have questionable theory,
research, and carefully developed measures applied to it232 as is being done more in the
other stream in EI by theory- and research-oriented social psychologists such as Salovey
and Mayer,233 and more recently in the organizational behavior field.234 As Mayer
observed, “If you’re going to take the term ‘emotional intelligence’ seriously as an intelli-
gence, it’s got to be about how one reasons about emotions and also about how emotions

TABLE 7.5 Goleman’s Dimensions of Emotional Intelligence in the Workplace

Source: Adapted from Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence, Bantam Books, New York, 1995, pp. 43–44, and Daniel Goleman, Working with Emotional Intelligence,
Bantam Books, New York, 1998, p. 318.

EI Dimensions: Characteristics Workplace Example

Self-awareness Self-understanding; knowledge of true John recognizes that he is angry so he 
feelings at the moment will wait to cool down and gather 

more information before making an 
important personnel decision.

Self-management Handle one’s emotions to facilitate rather Amber holds back her impulse to become
than hinder the task at hand; shake off visibly upset and raise her voice at the 
negative emotions and get back on customer’s unfair complaint and tries 
constructive track for problem solution to get more facts of what happened.

Self-motivation Stay the course toward desired goal; Pat persisted to successful project comple-
overcome negative emotional impulses tion in spite of the many frustrations 
and delay gratification to attain the from the lack of resources and top 
desired outcome management support.

Empathy Understand and be sensitive to the feelings Because the head of the team knew her 
of others; being able to sense what members were mentally if not physically 
others feel and want exhausted, she took everyone bowling 

during an afternoon break and bought 
refreshments.

Social skills The ability to read social situations; smooth Jeremy could tell from the nonverbal cues 
in interacting with others and forming from his staff members that they were 
networks; able to guide others’ emotions not buying into the new policy being 
and the way they act presented, so after the meeting he 

visited with each of them to explain 
how they will all benefit.
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help reasoning, and most of the field does not do that.”235 However, even though the qual-
ity of theory, research, and measures to date is mixed, since Goleman did base his popular
book on some theory and research and progress seems being made to refine the construct
and its measures,236 and its application in the field of organizational behavior (e.g., a recent
study found that employees’ EI was related to performance and satisfaction237), it is
included here in the discussion of other positive constructs.

Importantly, Goleman, like Howard Gardner’s recognition of multiple intelligences
before him, makes a clear distinction between IQ and EI. The EI (or sometimes called EQ
as a takeoff from IQ) literature carefully points out that the two constructs are certainly not
the same but also not necessarily opposite from one another. As one summary of the analy-
sis of IQ and EQ notes,

Some people are blessed with a lot of both, some with little of either. What researchers have
been trying to understand is how they complement each other; how one’s ability to handle
stress for instance, affects the ability to concentrate and put intelligence to use.238

Similar to the influence that neural activity and the brain play in IQ, Goleman also
believes the brain pathways may help process EI. However, whereas IQ mostly is associated
with the more recent (on the thousands-of-years-old evolutionary chain) neocortex (the
thinking brain) located near the top of the brain, EI draws from the very early (in the evo-
lution of the brain) inner subcortex more associated with emotional impulses. Importantly,
however, unlike IQ, which has traditionally been considered largely inherited and fixed,
Goleman also recognizes the role that personality and behavioral theories play in EI.
Goleman provides a very comprehensive explanatory foundation for EI that includes the
brain, but also suggests that learning seems to play an important role in EI. He states in his
original book that

Our genetic heritage endows each of us with a series of emotional set points that determines
our temperament. But the brain circuitry involved is extraordinarily malleable; temperament
is not destiny. The emotional lessons we learn as children at home and at school shape the
emotional circuits, making us more adept—or inept—at the basics of emotional
intelligence.239

In the second book, Working with Emotional Intelligence, he goes much further on the role
of learning and the development of EI in maturing adults:

Our level of emotional intelligence is not fixed genetically, nor does it develop only in early
childhood. Unlike IQ, which changes little after our teen years, emotional intelligence seems
to be largely learned, and it continues to develop as we go through life and learn from our
experiences—our competence in it can keep growing. . . . There is an old-fashioned word for
this growth in emotional intelligence: maturity.240

These seeming contradictions between the roles of genetic endowment, the brain, per-
sonality traits (that are pretty well set, see Chapter 5), and learning/development have
drawn some criticism of Goleman’s approach to EI.241 However, there is recent research
evidence that EI competencies can be developed in students working toward their masters
of business administration.242 Goleman also cites “studies that have tracked people’s level
of emotional intelligence through the years show that people get better and better in these
capabilities as they grow more adept at handling their empathy and social adroitness.”243

In total, even though there remains some controversy and potential problems with the con-
cept and operationalization of EI, it has such intuitive appeal and growing evidence for
successful application to the workplace that it deserves further attention and research in
the future of POB.
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Summary This chapter presents the recent focus on positive organizational behavior (POB) and psycho-
logical capital (PsyCap). It is based on the recent positive psychology movement—looking
for strengths and what is right with people instead of concentrating on dysfunctions and
what is wrong with people. Besides the positivity, specific criteria must be met to be
included in POB: (1) based on theory and research, (2) valid measures, (3) statelike and
open to development, and (4) managed for performance improvement. The psychological
capacities (or capital) that to date best meet these POB criteria and are covered in this
chapter are efficacy, optimism, hope, resiliency, and, when combined, form the core con-
struct of psychological capital or PsyCap. The other positive constructs covered include
happiness/SWB, emotions, intelligence, and emotional intelligence (EI).

Relatively most of the attention in the chapter is devoted to the theory, research, and
application of the positive resource self-efficacy or confidence and overall psychological
capital (PsyCap). Having the best fit with the POB criteria, social cognitive theory posits
that environmental, behavioral, and personal cognitive dimensions are in interaction, and the
self-reflective human capacity serves as the major theoretical underpinning of self-efficacy.
Defined as the belief one has in his or her abilities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive
resources, and courses of action necessary to successfully execute a specific task within a
given context, self-efficacy is a state, not a trait. Through this theory building and extensive
research of Bandura, four major sources of information to cognitively determine self-efficacy
have been identified. These are, in order of importance, mastery experiences or performance
attainments, vicarious experience or modeling, social persuasion, and physiological or psy-
chological (emotional) arousal. Each of these can be used in training and development to
enhance self-efficacy.

Self-efficacy started off as a clinical technique to change client behavior, but soon was
successfully applied to many other health, educational, and athletic pursuits. Unlike the
other POB constructs, there is also a considerable research-derived body of knowledge on
the strong positive relationship between self-efficacy and work-related performance. The
Stajkovic and Luthans meta-analysis (114 studies, 21,616 subjects) found a highly signifi-
cant .38 weighted average correlation that transforms to an impressive 28 percent gain in
performance (higher than the results of meta-analyses of other popular organizational
behavior constructs and techniques). With such substantial theory and research backup,
there are important implications for effective practical applications of self-efficacy. Besides
training and development to enhance self-efficacy and thus help the transfer of training to
the job and increase performance, the measurement of self-efficacy could be used in the
selection process. Self-efficacy can also be used to make job design, goal setting, teams,
and stress management more effective.

Besides efficacy/confidence, the other positive capacities that have been determined to
best meet the POB criteria are optimism, hope, and resiliency. Although optimism has been
around for a long time and is associated with many positive things in life, its use in a psy-
chological and POB capacity applicable to the workplace is relatively recent. Both moti-
vated and motivating, optimism has some evidence not only of being part of human nature,
but also more support for contributing to individual differences. The pioneering work of
Seligman treats optimism in terms of cognitively determined expectancies and causal attri-
butions (i.e., explanatory style). Specifically, pessimists make internal, stable, and global
attributions of bad events, whereas optimists make external, unstable, and specific attribu-
tions. Although there can be some dysfunctional consequences such as stress from pursu-
ing unattainable goals and there are some cases where a mild pessimist may be needed in
organizations (e.g., safety engineer or accountant), in general, realistic optimism is very
beneficial in life and in the workplace. Research is just starting, but evidence from
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Seligman’s widely recognized extensive work with sales agents at Metropolitan Life and
more recent studies in POB indicate the very positive impact that optimism can have on
human performance in organizations.

Besides optimism, the closely related but conceptually and empirically distinct con-
struct of hope also meets the POB criteria. As used in psychology and its potential applica-
bility to organizational behavior, hope is more than the sunny advice of “hope for the best.”
Although both Goleman and Seligman talk about hope in relation to EI and optimism
respectively, the work of Snyder on hope is most recognized in positive psychology. He
defines hope not only in terms of the person’s determination that goals can be achieved, but
also as the beliefs that successful plans can be formulated, pathways identified, and self-
motivation exhibited in order to attain the goals. In simple terms, this meaning of hope
includes both the willpower (agency) and the “waypower” (the alternate pathways). There
has been such strong evidence of the relationship between hope and academic, athletic, and
mental/physical health positive outcomes that the carryover to the workplace is also being
demonstrated by initial research in POB and seems very promising for the future.

The fourth major recognized positive capacity in POB is resiliency. Considerably dif-
ferent from the other POB variables, resiliency tends to be more reactive than proactive.
Also with roots in clinical psychology, especially focused on at-risk children and adoles-
cents, it has been characterized by positive adaptation to significant adversity or risk. In
POB it is presented as the positive capacity to rebound or bounce back from adverse or
even very good events. In recent years, such a resilient capacity is very relevant and desir-
able at the employee, manager, and organizational levels. Although studies in POB are just
beginning, there appears to be unlimited potential for developing and managing resiliency
as the environment becomes ever more uncertain and turbulent.

When the four resources are combined into PsyCap, there is both theory and research
evidence that it is a higher-order, core construct. A valid measure of PsyCap (the PCQ) has
been developed and there is growing evidence that it is related to not only performance and
job satisfaction, but to other desirable outcomes such as combating stress, facilitating pos-
itive organizational change, mediating the relationship between supportive organizational
climate and employee performance, and both employee creativity and well-being. There is
initial evidence that PsyCap is also related to effective leadership. Finally, being statelike,
beginning research is demonstrating that PsyCap can be developed in relatively short train-
ing interventions with causal impact on performance and yields a very high return on the
investment in PsyCap development.

Because of meeting the established criteria, the lion’s share of attention in this chapter
has been devoted to the four positive resource states of efficacy, optimism, hope, resiliency
and overall PsyCap. Obviously, there are other positive constructs that have been and will
be important to POB. The other positive constructs covered in this chapter are happiness or
what some academics prefer to call subjective well-being or SWB and then emotions, intel-
ligence, and when combined, emotional intelligence (EI). In particular, there have been
considerable work-related studies in the SWB research literature. For example, the work of
Diener is very relevant to POB. As with the other positive constructs in this chapter, he is
concerned with the underlying processes that influence life satisfaction, satisfaction with
important domains (including work satisfaction). In particular, Diener and Biswas-Diener
point out that happiness is a process (not a place), has an optimal (not linear) level, and is
related to health and longevity (the famous nun’s study results), relationships and work.
Like PsyCap, there is evidence that happiness is related to desired outcomes in the work-
place (and in life) and can be developed.

Emotional intelligence or simply EI is first discussed in terms of its major components
of emotion (feelings) and intelligence. Intelligence in particular has played a relatively
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minor role in organizational behavior. In particular, the multiple intelligences, and specifi-
cally emotional intelligence, have only recently received attention. Broadly popularized by
Goleman, EI is the capacity for understanding and managing one’s own and others’ emo-
tions. Although there is still some controversy surrounding EI, the popularity, intuitive
appeal, and growing supportive research on EI cannot be denied. There is increasing evi-
dence that the characteristics of EI (e.g., self-awareness, self-motivation, empathy, and
social skills) may be better than traditional IQ in predicting future life success, and in the
future with continued theory-building and research may become a more accepted evidence-
based positive construct in POB.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
The higher employees’ self-efficacy on a specific task, the better they will perform.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[114 studies; 21,616 participants; d = .82] On average, there is a 72 percent probability
that employees with high self-efficacy on a specific task will have better performance than
those with low self-efficacy. The moderators found in the meta-analysis were task com-
plexity and the setting for the study. Specifically, it was found that the more complex the
task, the less, but still highly significant, impact self-efficacy will have on performance.
Also, self-efficacy had a bigger impact in the studies conducted in laboratory settings than
those in the field.

Conclusion:
Although the POB constructs are becoming increasingly popular and important in the
study and application of organizational behavior, to date, only self-efficacy has enough
research to conduct a meta-analysis applicable to the workplace. There seems little question
that self-efficacy has become one of the very best predictors of human performance. In
today’s work environment characterized by uncertainty, change, and complex undertakings,
organizations will be challenged to do their part in increasing employees’ beliefs in their
personal competence so that organizational performance goals can be realized. In addition
to self-efficacy, each of the other major POB constructs of optimism, hope, resilency, and
when combined into psychological capital (PsyCap), show considerable promise for the
understanding and effective application of organizational behavior.

Source: Adapted from Alexander D. Stajkovic and Fred Luthans, “The Relationship between Self-
Efficacy and Work-Related Performance: A Meta-Analysis,” Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 124, No. 2,
1998, pp. 240–261.

1. How does positive psychology differ from regular psychology?

2. What are the four criteria for positive organizational behavior? How do the various
POB constructs measure up to these criteria?

3. What is self-efficacy? Why is it important to make the distinction that self-efficacy is a
state rather than a trait? What implications does this have for the workplace?

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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4. Defend or argue against the statement that the characteristics of a highly efficacious
employee may be “the best profile of a high performer.” Describe this profile and give
an example of this in the workplace.

5. What are the four widely recognized sources of self-efficacy? How could each be used
to enhance employee efficacy to increase performance?

6. How does optimism in positive psychology go beyond the old “power of positive think-
ing”? Give an example of where “little optimism” may be different from “big optimism.”
Besides sales, give an example of where optimism may be very beneficial to work
performance.

7. In positive psychology, how does the concept of hope go beyond “sunny advice”? Why
may hope be particularly relevant to entrepreneurship and international human
resource management?

8. Why is resiliency so important in recent times? Give a real example.

9. What is psychological capital (PsyCap)? Briefly summarize the research to date on
PsyCap and why might this provide competitive advantage to an organization?

10. What is subjective well-being (SWB)? What were some of the defining characteristics
about happiness and how can it be developed and attained?

11. What is an emotion? How do emotions differ from moods? Identify some primary
emotions, and give examples of how they may be expressed in the workplace.

12. What are Gardner’s original seven intelligences? Which two are the most closely asso-
ciated with traditional IQ? What are the three “new” intelligences? Which of the 10 do
you feel are most relevant and important to an effective manager?

13. Very simply, what is emotional intelligence (EI)? What are the major dimensions of EI
that are particularly relevant to the workplace? Why do you think EI may be more
important than IQ for an effective manager?

14. Of the POB constructs that are covered in the chapter, which one do you think has the
most potential for impacting employee performance? Why?

A good way to understand the value and the power of positive organizational behavior vari-
ables is to first understand yourself. By first understanding yourself, you can better under-
stand others. For example, to compare and contrast your IQ with your EQ, there are a few
such tests on the Web. Remembering that these are not scientifically valid and that you
should only take them as interesting information and not too seriously, go to
http://www.queendom.com for some cognitive exercises including an IQ test. To
assess your happiness, visit http://www.authentichappiness.com. Also visit
http://www.positivepsychology.org for a comprehensive site on positive psychology
and http://www.bus.umich.edu/Positive for background and updates on positive
organizational scholarship and http://www.gli.unl.edu for updates on positive organi-
zational behavior.

1. Did the results of your IQ test surprise you? Considering that EQ can be learned, are
there any areas you should try to improve on?

2. How do you think your close coworkers and/or friends would respond to these tests?
Does that help you understand their behaviors better?

3. Do you agree that EQ (EI) may be more important than IQ and may be applicable to
effective interpersonal relations and performance in the workplace? Why?

4. What impact does authentic happiness and/or positive organizational scholarship and
behavior have on applications to the workplace?

Internet
Exercise: What
Is Your IQ and
EQ?
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Real Case: High Tech—High Fear

Both the popular and academic press proclaim how
wonderful advanced technology is for today’s organi-
zations. For example, B2B (business to business)
processes can dramatically cut a firm’s costs. The other
side, the dark side of this high-tech revolution, however,
is seldom mentioned. Although young employees who
grew up with computers in their schools and homes may
be adaptable and open to IT changes in the workplace,
and certainly some middle-age and older employees at
all levels welcome and are excited by the IT challenges,
a significant number of today’s employees of all ages are
not only resistant, but downright terrified.

With the dramatic changes brought on by the new
technological environment, today’s employees have
been thrust into a whole range of emotional reactions,
from surprise to fear to anger to even shame. Competent,
secure employees who were very optimistic and effica-
cious about their job duties in the old economy have
become pessimistic and questioning of their abilities
and cognitive resources necessary to be successful in
this new high-tech environment.

Here is a recent list of human problems associated
with the advent of advanced technology in today’s
organizations:

1. Feelings of being overwhelmed, intimidated, and
ashamed of not being able to keep up with job
demands.

2. Some employees’ belief that they are actually being
enslaved, not empowered, by new technology.

3. Fears of appearing inept, unintelligent, or resistant to
change.

4. A diminished ability to solve problems, fostering a
sense of hopelessness and worry.

5. Loss of respect by the boss, peers, and subordinates.

6. Physiological disturbances brought on by longer
hours, time pressures, and even hormone shifts
brought on by being physically isolated.

7. Mood swings, depression, exhaustion, and attention
deficits.

Obviously, these feelings, beliefs, fears, and physical/
mental dysfunctions are taking their toll on the people
affected, but there also may be an impact on quality, pro-
ductivity, and retention.

1. What are the trade-offs in today’s organizations
between the positives and negatives of advanced
technology? Does it really matter if some of the older
employees are having a hard time adjusting; aren’t
they on their way out anyway and they can be
replaced by the technology? On balance, what do you
feel about the impact of technology?

2. In the “dark side” of IT presented in this case, there
are many implications for self-efficacy, optimism,
hope, resilency, and psychological capital. Describe
a specific example of each of these POB constructs.

3. In general, how can the understanding of the POB
constructs help overcome the list of problems pre-
sented in the case? How can the manager of a unit
consisting of mostly older, computer anxious, if not
illiterate, employees who were very effective under
the old system use positive resources to make a more
successful transition to a new, technologically
sophisticated operating system?

Organizational Behavior Case: People Problems at HEI

After graduating with honors with a management major
from State University, Ashley James accepted an entry-
level position in the Human Resources Department of
Hospital Equipment Inc. (HEI), a medium-sized manu-
facturer of hospital beds and metal furniture (bedstands,
tables, cabinets, etc.). This hospital room product line
has been a “cash cow” for HEI since the founding of the

firm 35 years ago by James Robinson, Sr. In recent
years, however, HEI’s market share has become eroded
by some of the big office furniture firms, both in the
United States and abroad, who are starting to diversify
into the health institution market.

Mr. Robinson has been easing into retirement the last
couple of years. His only child, Rob, was made CEO
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three months ago. Rob came up through product engi-
neering for two years and then headed up operations for
the past four years. Rob had been a three-sport star ath-
lete and student body president in high school. He then
went on to State University where he graduated near the
top of his class in mechanical engineering.

In his new leadership role at HEI, Rob’s vision is to
take the firm from being a low-tech bed and metal fur-
niture manufacturer that is going downhill to become a
high-tech medical equipment manufacturer. Rob is con-
vinced that even though this would be a dramatic
change for HEI, there is enough of a foundation and cul-
ture in place to at least start a new division focused ini-
tially on operating room equipment.

Rob’s marketing manager had commissioned a study
with a marketing research firm that concluded operating
room equipment supply was not keeping up with
demand and was way behind the rest of the health care
supply industry in terms of innovative technology for
patient comfort and care. The marketing manager,
armed with this information, enthusiastically supported
Rob’s vision for the future of HEI.

The finance and operations people are another story.
The finance manager is very pessimistic. HEI is already
under a cash flow strain because of decreasing revenues
from their existing product line and, although they cur-
rently have very little long-term debt, with Robinson
Senior retiring, his contacts and long-term friends in the
local lending community were gone. Only the big cor-
porate banks with decision makers in other cities are
left. The new head of operations, who has been very
close to Robinson Senior over the years and had basi-
cally run the show for Rob the past four years, is also
very pessimistic. In a recent executive committee meet-
ing where Rob had asked for input on his vision for HEI,
this operations head angrily blurted out, “I know we
have to do something! But medical equipment? I have
absolutely no hope that our engineers or operating peo-
ple have the capacity to move in this direction. As you
know, almost all of our people have been with us at least
15 to 20 years. They are too set in their ways, and the
only way we could start a new medical equipment divi-
sion would be from scratch, and I certainly don’t see the
funding for that!”

After weighing his senior management team’s
advice, consulting with his dad, doing some research on
his own, and tapping his network of friends in and out-
side the industry, Rob decided to go ahead with the
planning of a new medical equipment division. He also
decided that this new division would have to be run by
present people and he would seek no outside funding. At
this point, he called in the young Ashley James from the
HR department and gave her the following assignment:

Ashley, I know you haven’t been around here very
long, but I think you can handle the challenge that I am
going to give you. As you probably know by now, HEI
is having some difficulties, and I have decided we need
to move in a new direction with a medical equipment
division. As I see it, we have some real people
problems to overcome before this will be a success.
Having worked in operations the past several years, I
am convinced we have enough raw talent in both engi-
neering and at the operating level to make the transition
and pull this off successfully. But I need your help. Did
you come across anything in your program at State U.
that had to do with getting people to be more positive,
more optimistic, and confident? I really think this is the
problem, starting with management and going right
down the line. I want you to take a week to think about
this, talk to everyone involved, do some research, and
come back with a specific proposal of what HR can do
to help me out on this. The very survival of HEI may
depend on what you come up with.

1. On the basis of the limited information in this case,
how would you assess the efficacy, optimism, hope,
resilency, and overall psychological capital of Rob?
Of the operations manager? Give some specifics to
back your assessment. What implications do these
assessments have for the future of HEI?

2. What’s your reaction to the finance manager’s pes-
simism? What about the market manager’s opti-
mism? What implications does this have for Rob and
the company?

3. Do you agree with Rob’s decision? Would you like to
work for him? Why or why not?

4. If you were Ashley, what specific proposal would
you make to Rob? How would you implement such
a proposal?
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Experiential Exercises
for Part Two
EXERCISE:
Self-Perception and Development of the Self-Concept*

Goals:
1. To enable the students to consider their own self-concepts and to compare this with how

they feel they are perceived by others.

2. To explore how the self-concept in personality is formed largely on the basis of feedback
received from others (the reality that we “mirror ourselves in others”).

3. To stimulate student thinking about how management of human resources may involve
perception and personality.

Implementation:
1. The students take out a sheet of paper and fold it in half from top to bottom.

2. The students write “How I See Myself ” and “How I Think Others See Me.”

3. The students write down 5 one-word descriptions (adjectives) under each designation
that, in their opinion, best describe how they perceive themselves and how others per-
ceive them.

4. The students then share their two lists with their classmates (in dyads, triads, or the
whole class) and discuss briefly. Each person may communicate what he or she is most
proud of.

5. The instructor may participate in the exercise by sharing his or her list of adjectives.

*The exercise “Self-Perception and Development of the Self-Concept” was suggested by Philip Van
Auken and is used with his permission.

EXERCISE:
Job Design Survey*

Goals:
1. To experience firsthand the job characteristics approach to job design, in this case

through the Hackman-Oldham Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS).

2. To get personal feedback on the motivating potential of your present or past job and to
identify and compare its critical characteristics.

Implementation:
1. Please describe your present job (or a job you have held in the past) as objectively as you

can. Circle the number that best reflects the job.

*Source: The “Job Design Survey” is drawn from J. R. Hackman and G. R. Oldham, “Development of the
Job Diagnostic Survey,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 60, 1975, pp. 159–170.
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a. How much variety is there in your job? That is, to what extent does the job require
you to do many things at work, using a variety of your skills and talents?

1- - - - - - - - -2- - - - - - - - -3- - - - - - - - - -4- - - - - - - - - -5- - - - - - - - - -6- - - - - - - - -7

Very little; the job Moderate variety. Very much; the job 
requires me to do the requires me to do many 
same routine things over different things, using a  
and over again. number of different skills 

and talents.

b. To what extent does your job involve doing a “whole” and identifiable piece of work?
That is, is the job a complete piece of work that has an obvious beginning and end, or
is it only a small part of the overall piece of work, which is finished by other people
or by machines?

1- - - - - - - - -2- - - - - - - - -3- - - - - - - - - -4- - - - - - - - - -5- - - - - - - - - -6- - - - - - - - -7

My job is only a tiny part My job is a moderate- My job involves doing the
of the overall piece of sized “chunk” of the whole piece of work, 
work; the results of my overall piece of work; from start to finish; the 
activities cannot be seen my own contribution results of my activities are 
in the final product or can be seen in the easily seen in the final  
service. final outcome. product or service.

c. In general, how significant or important is your job? That is, are the results of your
work likely to significantly affect the lives or well-being of other people?

1- - - - - - - - -2- - - - - - - - -3- - - - - - - - - -4- - - - - - - - - -5- - - - - - - - - -6- - - - - - - - -7

Not very significant; the Moderately significant. Highly significant; the 
outcomes of my work are outcomes of my work can 
not likely to have important affect other people in very 
effects on other people. important ways.

d. How much autonomy is there in your job? That is, to what extent does your job
permit you to decide on your own how to go about doing the work?

1- - - - - - - - -2- - - - - - - - -3- - - - - - - - - -4- - - - - - - - - -5- - - - - - - - - -6- - - - - - - - -7

Very little; the job gives Moderate autonomy; Very much; the job gives 
me almost no personal many things are stan- me almost complete 
“say” about how and dardized and not under responsibility for deciding 
when the work is done. my control, but I can how and when the work 

make some decisions. is done.

e. To what extent does doing the job itself provide you with information about
your work performance? That is, does the actual work itself provide clues about
how well you are doing—aside from any feedback coworkers or supervisors may
provide?

1- - - - - - - - -2- - - - - - - - -3- - - - - - - - - -4- - - - - - - - - -5- - - - - - - - - -6- - - - - - - - -7

Very little; the job itself Moderately; sometimes Very much; the job is set 
is set up so that I could doing the job provides up so that I get almost 
work here forever without feedback to me; constant feedback as I 
finding out how well I sometimes it does not. work about how well 
am doing. I am doing.

2. The five questions above measure your perceived skill variety, task identity, task signif-
icance, autonomy, and feedback in your job. The complete JDS uses several questions to
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measure these dimensions. But to get some idea of the motivating potential, use your
scores (1 to 7) for each job dimension and calculate as follows:

Next, plot your job design profile and mps score on the following graphs. These show the
national averages for all jobs. Analyze how you compare and suggest ways to redesign
your job.

MPS = 
skill variety + task identity + task significance

+ autonomy + feedback
3

National
average
for all
jobs

Motivating
potential
scores

320
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e

National average
for all jobs

EXERCISE:
Motivation Questionnaire*

Goals:
1. To experience firsthand the concepts of one of the work-motivation theories—in this

case, the popular Maslow hierarchy of needs.

2. To get personal feedback on your opinions of the use of motivational techniques in
human resource management.

Implementation:
The following questions for the Motivation Questionnaire on the next page have seven pos-
sible responses:

1. Please mark one of the seven responses by circling the number that corresponds to
the response that fits your opinion. For example, if you “strongly agree,” circle the
number “+3.”

2. Complete every item. You have about 10 minutes to do so.

*The “Motivation Questionnaire” is reprinted from “Motivation: A Feedback Exercise,” in John E. Jones
and J. William Pfeiffer (Eds.), The Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators, University Associates, San
Diego, Calif., 1973, pp. 43–45, and is used with permission.
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Scoring:
1. Transfer the numbers you circled in the questionnaire to the appropriate places in the

following chart.

Statement No. Score Statement No. Score

10 ________ 2 ________
11 ________ 3 ________
13 ________ 9 ________
18 ________ 19 ________
Total ________ Total ________
(Self-actualization needs) (Safety needs)
6 ________ 1 ________
8 ________ 4 ________

14 ________ 16 ________
17 ________ 20 ________
Total ________ Total ________
(Esteem needs) (Basic needs)
5 ________
7 ________

12 ________
15 ________
Total ________
(Belongingness needs)

2. Record your total scores in the following chart by marking an X in each row below the
number of your total score for that area of needs motivation.

�12 �10 �8 �6 �4 �2 0 �2 �4 �6 �8 �10 �12

Self-actualization

Esteem

Belongingness

Safety

Basic

Low High
use use

By examining the chart, you can see the relative strength you attach to each of the needs in
Maslow’s hierarchy. There are no right answers here, but most work-motivation theorists
imply that most people are concerned mainly with the upper-level needs (that is, belong-
ingness, esteem, and self-actualization).
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Evidence-Based Consulting Practices
GALLUP’S APPROACH TO THE DYNAMICS OF ORGANIZATIONAL
BEHAVIOR: THE USE OF TALENT OF TEAM

For Gallup, the first issue for the dynamics of organizational behavior is that the
team be led by an individual who has the right talent for the role. Certain individuals
have this knack, or talent, to put people together so that the whole is greater than
the sum of the parts. There is an essential leadership talent issue at the center of a
truly successful team practice.

The best teams are created when the unique talents of each individual are
brought together for the desired outcome. Teams are not always more productive
than individuals working separately. In Gallup’s approach, the best teams are
paradoxically related to the right way to handle individuals. To have a great team,
each member of the team needs to have a self-awareness of their own best contri-
bution to the team and an assurance that others know that their primary contribu-
tions are related to these talents. In this way, each member is attentive to his or her
best contribution to and for the team. It is also true that team members do not
labor under inappropriate expectations derived from the leader, teammates, or self.
Put another way, people expect the best from me and the best for me, and in this
way one is best positioned to respond in a successful manner.
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246 Part Three Dynamics of Organizational Behavior

Gallup has found that great team leaders encourage employees to spend most of
their time building their top talents into strengths by adding knowledge, skills, and
experience. The remainder of their time is spent managing their weaknesses
through building complimentary partnerships with other team members, developing
support systems, or using their strengths to make their weaknesses irrelevant. Great
team leaders pay attention to the difference in the talents that individuals bring to
the table. Some people love to get things started. These same people frequently are
bored with things long before they are finished. Their joy in life is “making things
happen.” Often these individuals are less interested in “permission” than “action.”
Often seen as “fire starters,” they can be used well by moving them from team to
team, timing their arrival at the point where the “analytical types” have things well
in hand and are about to pass over into the paralysis of reanalyzing the analysis. Let
the high-focus, detail people do cleanup operations. Such organizational behavior
dynamics are talent based and create the greatest positive effect when people are
encouraged to utilize their impact, rather than ignoring or actually seeking to thwart
such inclinations.

Great team leaders will ask questions such as: “What are the talents of each of
the members of my team? What experience, skills, and knowledge could I provide
my team members to help them develop their themes of talent into strengths? Are
my team’s performance problems caused by a lack of skills and knowledge, which
can be developed through training and experience? Are the performance problems
caused by a lack of talent, in which case training will have a minimal impact? Is my
team missing any talents that could make it more balanced? Likewise, when they
follow the strengths-based approach, team members will start to ask themselves
questions such as: “How does this role draw out my greatest talents? What can I
do to further develop my talents into strengths? How can working from my areas
of greatest strength impact my performance and the performance of our team?
Who on my team has a talent that would make them a great complementary 
partner for me?”

In summary, Gallup’s position is that great teams are those where individuals are
set up for success according to their strengths.
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Chapter Eight

Communication 
and Decision Making
Learning Objectives

• Relate the perspective, historical background, and meaning of the communication
process in organizations.

• Identify the dimensions of nonverbal communication.

• Discuss the specific dimensions of interpersonal and interactive communication
processes.

• Describe the decision-making process and behavioral decision making.

• Present the styles and techniques of decision making.

• Explore the creative process.

Communication and decision making are frequently discussed dynamics in organiza-
tional behavior, but they are seldom clearly understood. Both are basic prerequisites for
the attainment of organizational strategies and effective human resource management,
but they remain big problems facing modern management. Both are extremely broad
topics and of course are not restricted to the organizational behavior field. Both take up
a lot of an active human being’s life, and even higher proportions of a typical manager’s
time. The comprehensive study reported in Chapter 14, that directly observed a wide
cross section of what were called “Real Managers” in their day-to-day behaviors, found
that they devote about a third of their activities to routine communication—exchanging
and processing routine information and over 10 percent in decision making.1 More
important, however, is the finding that the communication activity made the biggest rel-
ative contribution to effective managers and decision making accounts for a smaller but
still critical input. Figure 8.1 summarizes these findings. In other words, there seems lit-
tle doubt that communication and decision making play an important role in managerial
and organizational effectiveness.

First, the background of the role of communication in management and organizational
behavior is briefly discussed. This discussion is followed by a precise definition of com-
munication and presentation of nonverbal communication. Next, the heart of the chapter is
concerned with interpersonal and interactive communication. An interpersonal process, as
opposed to a linear information flow perspective of communication, is taken throughout.
The balance of the chapter is concerned with the decision-making process with particular
attention given to behaviorally oriented styles and techniques.
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248 Part Three Dynamics of Organizational Behavior

BACKGROUND OF THE ROLE OF COMMUNICATION

Early discussions of management gave very little emphasis to communication. Although
communication was implicit in the managerial function of command and the structural
principle of hierarchy, the early theorists never fully developed or integrated it into man-
agement theory. At the same time, they did generally recognize the role of informal com-
munication in relation to the problem of supplementing the formal, hierarchical channels.
But the pioneering theorist Chester Barnard, in his classic Functions of the Executive, was
the first to develop the idea of the central, important role communication plays in the
organization.

Since the original contributions by Barnard before WWII, the dynamics of communica-
tion have been one of the central concerns of organizational behavior and management the-
orists and especially practitioners. There has been a deluge of books and articles that deal
specifically with interpersonal and organizational communication. Unfortunately, practi-
cally all this vast literature gives only a surface treatment of the subject and is seldom an
evidence-based approach. For example, there have been complaints about an uncritical
acceptance of the effectiveness of open communication, when a contingency perspective
would be more in line with the evidence.2

One exception was the “Real Managers Study,” reported in Chapter 14 and mentioned
in the introductory comments of this chapter. One part of this study combined direct obser-
vation of managers in their natural setting with self-report measures to try to determine
how they communicated.3 The model shown in Figure 8.2 gives the results. The first dimen-
sion of the managerial communication model represents a continuum ranging from the
humanistic interactor (who frequently interacts both up and down the organization system
and exhibits human-oriented activities) to the mechanistic isolate (who communicates very
little, except on a formal basis). The other dimension describes a continuum from the infor-
mal developer (who communicates spontaneously in all directions and exhibits activities
related to developing his or her people) to the formal controller (who uses formally sched-
uled communication interaction and exhibits monitoring/controlling activities).4 This
empirically derived model describes two major dimensions of managerial communication.
It provides a framework for how managers communicate on a day-to-day basis and can be

Routine
communication

(44%)

Human
resources

management
(26%)

Networking (11%)

 LUTHANS ET AL. STUDY OF REAL MANAGERS' EFFECTIVENESS
(N = 178, drawn from participant observation data related to combined
effectiveness measure of unit performance and subordinate
satisfaction and commitment)

Traditional
management

(planning, decision
making, and 
controlling)

(19%)

FIGURE 8.1 
Activities of Real
Managers’
Effectiveness

Source: Fred Luthans, 
Richard M. Hodgetts, and
Stuart A. Rosenkrantz, Real
Managers, Ballinger,
Cambridge, Mass., 1988, 
p. 68. (Used with permission.)
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Chapter 8 Communication and Decision Making 249

used as a point of departure for formally defining communication and the interpersonal
processes of communication in today’s organizations.

The Definition of Communication
The term communication is freely used by everyone in modern society, including members
of the general public, organizational behavior scholars, and management practitioners. In
addition, the term is employed to explain a multitude of sins both in the society as a whole
and in work organizations. Despite this widespread usage, very few members of the gen-
eral public—and not a great many more management people—can precisely define the
term. Part of the problem is that communication experts have not agreed on a definition
themselves.

Most definitions of communication used in organizational behavior literature stress the
use of symbols to transfer the meaning of information. For example, one analysis stresses
that communication is the understanding not of the visible but of the invisible and hidden.
These hidden and symbolic elements embedded in the culture give meaning to the visible
communication process.5 Of equal, if not more, importance, however, is the fact that com-
munication is a personal process that involves the exchange of behaviors and information.
Today, of course, this personal process is not just face-to-face, but is increasingly carried
out electronically through Facebook, MySpace, blogs, wikis, texting, mobile phones, and
e-mail.6 Although associated with emerging Web 2.0 technologies, the still personal
aspects have been noted in no uncertain terms by most organizational behavior scholars.
For example, Ivancevich and Matteson noted that “communication among people does not
depend on technology but rather on forces in people and their surroundings. It is a process
that occurs within people.”7 This personal perspective of communication has been made
particularly clear by Nickerson, who has found that many people tend to assume that the
other person has the same knowledge that they do, and they communicate on this basis.8

The result is often communication breakdown.
In addition to being a personal process, communication has other implications. A com-

munication expert emphasizes the behavioral implications of communication by pointing
out that “the only means by which one person can influence another is by the behaviors he
performs—that is, the communicative exchanges between people provide the sole method
by which influence or effects can be achieved.”9 In other words, the behaviors that occur in
an organization are vital to the communication process. This personal and behavioral
exchange view of communication takes many forms.

Informal
developer

Formal
controller

Humanistic
interactor

Mechanistic
isolate

FIGURE 8.2 
Managerial
Communication
Model: How
Managers
Communicate

Source: Fred Luthans and Janet
K. Larsen, “How Managers
Really Communicate,” Human
Relations, Vol. 39, No. 2, 1986,
p. 175.
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The continuum in Figure 8.3 can be used to identify the major categories of communi-
cation that are especially relevant to the study of organizational behavior. On the one
extreme is the increasingly important electronic (i.e., Internet) communication media and
information technology, and on the other extreme is relatively simple nonverbal communi-
cation. The middle ground is occupied by interpersonal approaches (both electronically
mediated and face-to-face), which represent the personal perspective taken in this chapter.
The growing importance of the role that electronic media and information technology10

plays in communication is certainly recognized by organizational behavior research and
application. For example, the accompanying OB in Action: Go Ahead, Use Facebook points
out the importance of social networking via the Internet to today’s especially younger
employees. There is also considerable research interest in areas such as virtual teams.11

However, more directly relevant to the personal perspective taken here are the areas of non-
verbal and interpersonal communication.

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

The opposite end of the continuum from the tangible, often sophisticated electronic media
and information technology is nonverbal communication. Although verbal communication
has long been recognized as being important, nonverbal communication is particularly rel-
evant to the study of organizational behavior. Sometimes called the “silent language,”
nonverbal communication can be defined as “nonword human responses (such as gestures,
facial expressions) and the perceived characteristics of the environment through which the
human verbal and nonverbal messages are transmitted.”12 Thus, whether a person says
something or, equally important, does not say anything, communication still can take place.

Body Language and Paralanguage
There are many forms of nonverbal communication. Probably the most widely recognized
is body language. Body movements convey meanings and messages. This form of commu-
nication includes facial expressions and what people do with their eyes, feet, hands, and
posture. For example, good salespeople, advertisers, and even poker players capitalize on
their knowledge of people’s eyes. As explained by Preston:

when an individual is excited or aroused, the pupils of the eyes will dilate. When haggling
over a price, the buyer will unconsciously signal an alert seller that a particular price is
acceptable. . . . Some colors or shapes cause more excitement than others, and the reaction
registers in the shopper’s eyes. With this research information, marketing people redesign
their products to better appeal to buyers in a competitive environment. Good poker players
watch the eyes of their fellow players as new cards are dealt. The pupil dilation very often
will show if the card being dealt improves the player’s hand.13

Besides the obvious meanings attached to things such as a firm handshake or touching the
other person when making an important point, at least one communication expert believes
that what the person does with the lower limbs is the key to body language. He explains:

That is where the tension and anxiety show. The person may claim to be relaxed, yet the legs
are crossed tightly, and one foot thrusts so rigidly in the air that it appears to be on the verge

FIGURE 8.3 
The Continuum 
of Communication 
in Organizational 
Behavior

Interpersonal
communication
(electronic and
face-to-face)

Electronic media and
information technology

Nonverbal
communication
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of breaking off. Insight: People concentrate on hiding their tension from the waist up. Their
real state is revealed in their legs and feet.14

Even a person’s clothing can become important in body language. In addition to dressing
for success, physical appearance in general seems important. From her research with clients,
one consultant concluded that physical attractiveness is “the single most important quality in
determining your success at every stage in your life. People who are attractive are judged to be
nicer people, more intelligent, more capable, more desirable mates and better employees.”15

Besides the truly silent dimensions of nonverbal communication such as body language,
time (for example, being late or early), or space (for example, how close one gets during a
conversation or seating arrangements in a committee meeting), there are also ways in which
people verbalize what are an important dimension of nonverbal communication. Sometimes

OB in Action: Go Ahead, Use Facebook

Unilever Tries Bridging the Tech Divide
Wendy Wilkes was giving a presentation about
Unilever’s information technology to 30 new hires—
most of them barely out of school—and they were not
happy. They didn’t like the company-issued mobile
phones and laptops (or lack thereof). The employee Web
site was so 1990s it didn’t have interactive features, such
as Facebook. And they couldn’t download iTunes or
instant-messaging software to communicate with peo-
ple outside the company.

Wilkes can certainly identify with their gripes. The
27-year-old manager also joined the maker of such con-
sumer staples as Lipton, Slim-Fast, and Vaseline right out
of college. In school, she was accustomed to using her
Hotmail account from any computer. But from her desk-
top at work she had access to corporate e-mail only. Not
to mention that instant messaging—the foundation of
her social life in college—was forbidden with anyone
outside the company. “It was the amount of lockdown
that surprised me the most,” she says.

For anyone born after 1985, entering the workforce
is a technological shock. Raised on MySpace.com and
Wikipedia, these workers can’t comprehend why they
should have to wait 18 months for a company to build
corporate software when they can download what they
need instantly. “Technology is an important thing in my
personal and work life, and I think the two of them
should be connected,” says Amy Johannigman, a 22-year-
old college senior who worked at a company one summer
where the use of social-networking sites was discour-
aged, camera phones verboten, and the interns were
told to limit personal e-mails.

REVOLT IN THE RANKS
Corporate policy isn’t stopping Johannigman’s contem-
poraries. Sure, there are official policies against using
gear the tech department hasn’t sanctioned, but the

sheer number of workers who are flouting the rules
makes enforcement nearly impossible. Consulting firm
Forrester Research even coined a term for workers ignor-
ing corporate policy and taking technology into their
own hands: Technology Populism.

At Unilever, half of the desktop software and services
used by employees comes from outside the company,
and a lot of it shouldn’t be there—Skype and iTunes, to
name just a couple. ”We can’t stop them,” says Chris
Turner, Unilever’s chief technology officer. ‘’They’re not
accepting no as an answer.”

Neither did Wilkes. She joined Unilever with a degree
in information management and soon became a mem-
ber of the marketing department’s support team, where
she experienced Unilever’s rigid rules firsthand. So
Wilkes put together some ideas about how employees
could be more productive using consumer technology
and sent her thoughts to Turner.

About six months ago, Turner offered Wilkes a new
job, basically, in her words, to “get involved in trying to
make a difference.” Now Wilkes is one of 13 so-called
consumerization architects whose job is to spread the
use of popular—and in many cases free—technology.
For example, Wilkes is looking into letting employees
install Webcams so they can confer by videoconference
and cut down on travel time.

Unilever is still testing how to give employees more
digital freedom. It may move users outside the corporate
firewall and allow them to connect via their own com-
puters, provided they’re using certain security technolo-
gies. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the savings could
be millions of dollars. “We see this as a real opportunity
to start altering the cost model to deliver IT,” says
Turner.

Turner’s ideas are unpopular with some people in his
own department. But, as he points out, the social and
economic forces are overwhelming.
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called paralanguage, these include things such as voice quality, tone, volume, speech rate,
pitch, nonfluencies (saying “ah,” “um,” or “uh”), laughing, and yawning. For example, tone
of voice (genuine or fake) is important in customer service. Also, who says a word (for exam-
ple, whether the boss or a coworker asks for “volunteers”) and in what environmental context
it is said (for example, in the boss’s office or out on the golf course) make a difference.

Improving Nonverbal Effectiveness
The study of those with high emotional intelligence, or EI (discussed in Chapter 7), reveals
that one of the key characteristics of these successful, effective people is their ability to
read the nonverbal cues and react accordingly in a social situation.16 Although EI is devel-
oped over time, as with other forms of communication, there are specific guidelines that
can be used to increase the accuracy of interpreting others’ nonverbal behavior. Here are
some specific suggestions to improve nonverbal communication:

1. Look at what is happening in the situation. When nonverbal behavior is an emotional
response, it reflects what is going on at the moment and can be used to better understand
the person’s nonverbal behavior.

2. Consider the discrepancies between the nonverbal behavior and the verbal statements.
If there is a mismatch, then this should be a signal for closer examination of what is
going on. Sometimes the nonverbal signals are more accurate than the verbal ones.

3. Watch for subtleties in the nonverbal behavior. For example, the difference between a
real smile and a fake one can usually be detected.17

Cultural differences must also be recognized in nonverbal communication. For example,
in the first of the author’s numerous trips to Albania starting almost 20 years ago to assist
this small Eastern European country in the transformation to a market economy,18 the audi-
ence responded to talks on the importance of human resource management by shaking their
heads from side to side. I interpreted this as: “Oh, wow, they don’t agree with me. I have a
problem here.” However, at the end of my talk, the Albanians enthusiastically cheered and
gave one of the warmest and most heartfelt receptions I have ever received. Later, when I
expressed my puzzlement to some of them, saying that they didn’t seem to be agreeing with
me during the talk, I learned that in Albania shaking the head from side to side means “yes,
I agree” and shaking it up and down means “no, I don’t agree.” This one nonverbal gesture,
with a completely opposite meaning in this culture, had a huge impact on my reading the
other person—especially when they then became inconsistent because they sometimes
remembered that Americans had a different meaning for the direction of head shakes.

The following are a few guidelines affecting communication in various cultures: expect
more physical closeness in Latin America; the use of “thumbs up” is fine almost anywhere
except Australia; and take your hands out of your pockets when meeting a Japanese person.
The accompanying OB in Action: Nonverbal and Verbal Communication gives some fur-
ther guidelines for both nonverbal and verbal communication in European cultures.
Overall, nonverbal dimensions are extremely important to interpersonal communication
and must be given as much recognition as the mounting attention given to electronic media
and information technology.

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

As was shown in the continuum in Figure 8.3, interpersonal communication represents the
middle ground between electronic media and information technology on the one extreme
and nonverbal communication on the other. At the heart of the study of organizational
behavior is interpersonal communication.
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In interpersonal communication, the major emphasis is on transferring information
from one person to another. Communication is looked on as a basic method of effecting
behavioral change, and it incorporates the psychological processes (perception, learning,
and motivation) on the one hand and language on the other. However, it must be noted that
the explosion of advanced information technology is also having an impact on this human
interaction process. For example, in a University of Southern California commencement
address by Disney’s Michael Eisner, he noted:

As any drama coach can tell you, when accompanied by varied intonation and facial expres-
sions, identical words can come across completely differently. If a person says “you dope”
with a smile over the dinner table, it can be endearing. But, in the hard, cold cathode-ray light
of e-mail, the same two words stand there starkly and accusingly. I’m afraid that spell check
does not check for anger, emotion, inflection or subtext.

As an academic analysis noted: “Human communication has always been central to
organizational action. Today, the introduction of various sophisticated electronic communi-
cation technologies and the demand for faster and better forms of interaction are visibly
influencing the nature of [interpersonal] communication.”19 Thus, listening sensitivity and
nonverbal communications are also closely associated with interpersonal communication.
For example, Bill Marriott, Jr., of the highly successful hotel chain, spent nearly half his
time listening and talking to frontline employees. It is important to note that he listened and
then talked to his people.

OB in Action: Nonverbal and Verbal Communication

One of the best ways of coping with different cultures
and customs is to be careful in the use of both verbal and
nonverbal communication. This means saying and doing
the right things and, perhaps even more important, not
saying or doing the wrong things. Here are some guide-
lines that U.S. managers are finding useful in treading
their way through the intercultural maze of foreign
countries:

1. In Europe, act as if you are calling on a rich old aunt.
Dress well, do not chew gum, do not smoke without
first seeking permission, do not use first names unless
invited to do so by the other party, be punctual to
meetings, and, if you are unsure of the proper dress,
err on the side of conservatism.

2. When in France, speak English to your hosts. They
know how to speak English and typically are appalled
at the performance of foreigners trying to communi-
cate in their tongue. Stick to the language you know
best. Also, be on time for all engagements. The
French are sticklers for promptness.

3. Remember that Germans differ from the French in a
number of ways. One of these is that they are even
bigger sticklers for promptness. Also, remember that
gentlemen walk and sit to the left of all women and
men of senior business rank. Do not get on the
wrong side.

4. In Britain, social events are not used for discussing busi-
ness. This is left at the office. Also, remember that the

British religiously keep engagement calendars, so if
you are inviting some people to lunch or dinner, send
your invitation well in advance or you are likely to find
that date already filled in your prospective guest’s cal-
endar. If you are attending a formal dinner, it is com-
mon to toast Her Majesty’s health after the main
course. This is the signal that you may now smoke. Do
not light up prior to this time. Also, remember that al-
though promptness is valued, if you are invited to din-
ner at 8 P.M., you may show up five or ten minutes late,
but it is not good manners to show up early.

5. In Italy, it is common to shake hands with everyone.
However, do not expect them to remember your
name. No one does on the first introduction. Also, get
in the habit of calling people by their title. For exam-
ple, university graduates often prefer to be addressed
as such, and there are different titles depending on
the individual’s field of study.

6. In Spain, punctuality is taken seriously only when at-
tending a bullfight. Most offices and shops close for
siesta from 1:30 P.M. to 4:30 P.M., and restaurants do
not usually reopen until after 9 P.M. or get into full
swing before 11 P.M. An early dinner in Spain often
ends around midnight; a late dinner goes into the
wee hours of the morning. If you are invited to din-
ner and are unaccustomed to late hours, take an
afternoon nap. You are going to need it if you hope
to last through dessert.
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Importance of How to Talk to Others
In interpersonal communication, knowing how to talk to others can be very useful. One
communication expert noted that when communicating with the boss, it is important to
understand his or her preferred communication style. Here are some examples:20

1. The Director. This person has a short attention span, processes information very
quickly, and is interested only in the bottom line. So it is best to present this type of man-
ager with a bulleted list of conclusions and forget all of the background information.

2. The Free Spirit. This manager is a creative, big-picture type of person who likes to
consider alternative approaches to doing things, but is not very good on follow-through.
In communicating with this type of manager it is important to be patient and to be pre-
pared for changes in direction. The manager often likes to assimilate what he or she is
being told and to consider several alternatives before making a decision.

3. The Humanist. This manager likes everyone to be happy and is very concerned with
the feelings of others. So any suggestions or recommendations that are given to him or
her will be passed around the entire department for full consensus before any action is
taken. In dealing with this type of manager, patience and tact are very important.

4. The Historian. This manager likes to know the whole picture and thrives on details.
This individual wants to be given a thorough analysis and background information,
especially if it is presented in linear fashion. This type of manager does not jump from
subject to subject, but instead remains focused on the topic under consideration until it
has been exhaustively reviewed and a decision is made.

In addition to these hints on how to talk with one’s boss is the whole upward communication
process, which is generally inhibited in traditional hierarchically structured organizations.

The Importance of Feedback
The often posed philosophical question—Is there a noise in the forest if a tree crashes to
the ground but no one is there to hear it?—demonstrates some of the important aspects of
interpersonal communication. From a communications perspective, the answer is no. There
are sound waves but no noise because no one perceives it. There must be both a sender and
a receiver in order for interpersonal communication to take place. The sender is obviously
important to communication, but so is the neglected receiver who gives feedback to the
sender and becomes an important component of the upward process.

The importance of feedback cannot be overemphasized because effective interpersonal
communication is highly dependent on it. Proper follow-up and feedback require estab-
lishing an informal and formal mechanism by which the sender can check on how the mes-
sage was actually interpreted. There is even research evidence that a graphical feedback
format has a more positive impact on performance than does a strictly tabular, numerical
feedback format.21

In general, feedback makes communication a two-way process and is a big problem
with much of e-mail that turns out to be only one-way. As electronic communication
becomes more interactive, such problems can be overcome. There is continuing research
evidence that feedback not only improves communication but also, in turn, leads to more
effective manager and organizational performance.22 For example, when businesses have
secret salaries so that no one knows what anyone else is earning, or family-owned enter-
prises do not tell the employees how well the company is doing, many people believe that
they are being paid less than they should.23 On the other hand, when information is
shared, even though this means giving up some control, the results are often well worth
the effort.24
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Table 8.1 summarizes some characteristics of effective and ineffective feedback for
employee performance. The following list explains these characteristics in more detail:

1. Intention. Effective feedback is directed toward improving job performance and mak-
ing the employee a more valuable asset. It is not a personal attack and should not com-
promise the individual’s feeling of self-worth or image. Rather, effective feedback is
directed toward aspects of the job.

2. Specificity. Effective feedback is designed to provide recipients with specific informa-
tion so that they know what must be done to correct the situation. Ineffective feedback
is general and leaves questions in the recipients’ minds. For example, telling an
employee that he or she is doing a poor job is too general and will leave the recipient
frustrated in seeking ways to correct the problem.

3. Description. Effective feedback can also be characterized as descriptive rather than
evaluative. It tells the employee what he or she has done in objective terms, rather than
presenting a value judgment.

4. Usefulness. Effective feedback is information that an employee can use to improve
performance. It serves no purpose to berate employees for their lack of skill if they do
not have the ability or training to perform properly. Thus, the guideline is that if it is not
something the employee can correct, it is not worth mentioning.

5. Timeliness. There are also considerations in timing feedback properly. As a rule, the
more immediate the feedback, the better. This way the employee has a better chance of
knowing what the supervisor is talking about and can take corrective action.

6. Readiness. In order for feedback to be effective, employees must be ready to receive
it. When feedback is imposed or forced on employees, it is much less effective.

7. Clarity. Effective feedback must be clearly understood by the recipient. A good way
of checking this is to ask the recipient to restate the major points of the discussion.
Also, supervisors can observe facial expressions as indicators of understanding and
acceptance.

8. Validity. In order for feedback to be effective, it must be reliable and valid. Of course,
when the information is incorrect, the employee will feel that the supervisor is unneces-
sarily biased or the employee may take corrective action that is inappropriate and only
compounds the problem.

In recent years, multisource 360-degree feedback has received increasing attention as a
process to communicate to a target manager about strengths and weaknesses. The multiple
sources include peers (coworkers), managers, direct reports, and sometimes even cus-
tomers (thus the term 360 degrees). This 360-degree feedback approach draws its concep-
tual roots from several different areas. One is the traditional organizational development

TABLE 8.1
Luthans and
Martinko’s
Characteristics of
Feedback for Effective
and Ineffective
Interpersonal
Communication in
Human Resource
Management

Effective Feedback Ineffective Feedback

1. Intended to help the employee 1. Intended to belittle the employee
2. Specific 2. General
3. Descriptive 3. Evaluative
4. Useful 4. Inappropriate
5. Timely 5. Untimely
6. Considers employee readiness for feedback 6. Makes the employee defensive
7. Clear 7. Not understandable
8. Valid 8. Inaccurate
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technique of using surveys to assess employees’ perceptions. These surveys measure items
such as satisfaction with management, supervisors, pay, work procedures, or formal poli-
cies of the organization. The survey information is then fed back to those that generated it,
with the goal of developing an action plan to improve the organization.

Another area in which 360-degree feedback has strong conceptual roots is the per-
formance appraisal literature. Today’s environment has forced organizations to provide
much more information than the traditional performance review, thus spawning such cre-
ative efforts as 360-degree feedback.25 It is now recognized that managers can improve
their performance through increased multisource information.26 Social cognitive theory
(see Chapter 1), in particular the dimension of self-awareness, can also be used as an
explanation.27 Specifically, social cognitive theory posits that humans have the ability to
assess their own capabilities and skills, and they often evaluate themselves quite differ-
ently than others do. Therefore, the 360-degree feedback provides managers with an exter-
nal source of information designed to increase their self-awareness.28 This enhanced
self-awareness may improve managerial effectiveness by providing individuals with
another source of outside information regarding what others expect of him or her. A recent
study found that self-awareness from 360-degree feedback (closing the discrepancy
between self and others’ ratings) can be improved through combining the feedback with
systematic coaching.29

Other Important Variables in Interpersonal Communication
Besides feedback, other variables, such as trust, expectations, values, status, and compati-
bility, greatly influence the interpersonal aspects of communication. If the subordinate does
not trust the boss, there will be ineffective communication.30 The same is true of the other
variables mentioned. People perceive only what they expect to perceive; the unexpected
may not be perceived at all. The growing generation gap can play havoc with interpersonal
communication. For example, here are some guidelines to communicate better with
Generation X (those born between 1965 and 1980) and Generation Y (those born between
1981 and 1994):31

1. In terms of technology, for Gen X keep it up-to-date and motivating (music at work,
BlackBerrys, and fast computers) and Gen Y (learn from them).

2. In terms of collaboration, for Gen X limit face-to-face meetings and offer alternatives
such as conference calls, video, and Web conferencing and for Gen Y try to leverage
social networks to encourage team collaboration and knowledge sharing.

3. In terms of the work ethic, for Gen X trust them and offer flexibility to telecommute
and for Gen Y accept their expectations of new rules (e.g., productivity not hours at
their desk).

4. In terms of socializing, for Gen X invite but do not push them to participate and for Gen
Y appeal to their career goals to attend a networking event.

Giving attention to, and doing something about, these interpersonal variables such as trust
and recognizing age differences can spell the difference between effective and ineffective
communication.

INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS

Although closely related, interpersonal communication discussed above is more at the
micro, individual level, whereas interactive communication is more at the macro, orga-
nizational level. The classical hierarchical organizational structure discussed in
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Chapter 3 gave formal recognition only to vertical communication. Nevertheless, most
of the classical theorists saw the need to supplement the vertical with some form of
horizontal system. Horizontal communication is required to make a coordinated, cross-
functional effort in achieving organizational goals. The horizontal requirement
becomes more apparent as the organization becomes larger, more complex, and more
subject to the flattening and networking of structures, covered in Chapter 3. Well-
known companies such as General Electric, DuPont, Motorola, and Xerox have moved
to such a horizontal model of organization. These and other modern network and team
designs, formally incorporate horizontal flows into the structure. However, as is the
case with vertical (downward and upward) flows in the organization structure, the real
key to horizontal communication is still found in people and behaviors. Because of the
dynamic, interpersonal aspects of communication, the interactive form seems more
appropriate than just the horizontal form. The horizontal flows of information (even in
a horizontal structure) are only part of the communication process that takes place
across an organization.

The Extent and Implications of Interactive Communication
Most management experts today stress the important but often overlooked role that inter-
active communication plays in today’s organizations. In most cases the vertical communi-
cation process still overshadows the horizontal. For example, the study of “Real Managers”
reported at the beginning of the chapter found that approximately 100 interactions per week
reportedly occurred between managers and their employees (both to them and from them).
“While there was far more communication downward (between managers and their
employees) than upward (between managers and top managers above them in the organiza-
tion), there were no specific differences determined by initiation of interaction.”32 The hor-
izontal communication in this study was mainly represented by the networking activity
(socializing/politicking and interacting with outsiders) that was shown to be related to suc-
cessful managers (those promoted relatively fast) more than any other activity.33 Other
studies have also found a relationship, although complex, between communication activi-
ties and leadership.34

Just as in other aspects of organizational communication, there are many behavioral
implications contained in the interactive process.35 Communication with peers, that is, with
persons of relatively equal status on the same level of an organization, provides needed
social support for an individual. People can more comfortably turn to a peer for social sup-
port than they can to those above or below them. The result can be good or bad for the
organization. If the support is couched in terms of task coordination to achieve overall
goals, interactive communication can be good for the organization. On the other hand, “if
there are no problems of task coordination left to a group of peers, the content of their com-
munication can take forms which are irrelevant to or destructive of organizational func-
tioning.”36 In addition, interactive communication among peers may be at the sacrifice of
vertical communication. Persons at each level, giving social support to one another, may
freely communicate among themselves but fail to communicate upward or downward. In fact,
in the study of “Real Managers,” Figure 8.1 showed that networking had the least-relative
relationship with effective managers (those with satisfied and committed employees and
high-performing units), but routine communication activities (exchanging and processing
information) had the highest.37

The Purposes and Methods of Interactive Communication
Just as there are several purposes of vertical communication in an organization, there are
also various reasons for the need for interactive communication. Basing his inquiry on
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several research studies, a communications scholar has summarized four of the most
important purposes of interactive communication:

1. Task coordination. The department heads may meet monthly to discuss how each
department is contributing to the system’s goals.

2. Problem solving. The members of a department may assemble to discuss how they
will handle a threatened budget cut; they may employ brainstorming techniques.

3. Information sharing. The members of one department may meet with the members of
another department to give them some new data.

4. Conflict resolution. The members of one department may meet to discuss a conflict
inherent in the department or between departments.38

The examples for each of the major purposes of interactive communication traditionally
have been departmental or interdepartmental meetings, but in recent years they include
teams and videoconferencing. Such meetings and teams that exist in most organizations
have been the major methods of interactive communication. In addition, most organiza-
tions’ procedures require written reports to be distributed across departments and to teams.
The quantity, quality, and human implications discussed in relation to the vertical commu-
nication process are also inherent in interactive communication.

The Role of the Informal Organization
Because of the failure of the classical structures to meet the needs of interactive communi-
cation, not only have new organizational forms emerged, but the informal organization and
groups have also been used to fill the void. Informal contacts with others on the same level
are a primary means of interactive communication. The informal system of communication
can be used to spread false rumors and destructive information, or it can effectively sup-
plement the formal channels of communication. For example, communication experts rec-
ognize that the hallways of an organization encourage creative, open-ended interactions
because of two reasons: (1) the hallway takes away some of the sense of hierarchy, making
the participants seem more equal and (2) the hallway invites multiple perspectives—anyone
who wanders by can join in, adding their ideas to the mix.39 In today’s digital world, with
increasing numbers of employees at all levels having less face-to-face interaction in “hall-
ways,” the same advantages apply to those who now commonly interact on chat rooms,
blogs, PDAs, and e-mail. Face-to-face or electronically, the informal system can quickly
disseminate pertinent information that assists the formal systems to attain goals. However,
whether the informal system has negative or positive functions for the organization
depends largely on the goals of the person doing the communicating. As in any communi-
cation system, the entire informal system has a highly personal orientation, and, as has been
pointed out earlier, personal goals may or may not be compatible with organizational goals.
The degree of compatibility that does exist will have a major impact on the effect that the
grapevine or rumor mill has on organizational goal attainment.

Some organizational theorists are critical of the grapevine because its speed makes con-
trol of false rumors and information difficult to manage. By the same token, however, this
speed factor may work to the advantage of the organization. Because the informal system
is so personally based and directed, it tends to be much faster than the formal downward
system of information flow. Important relevant information that requires quick responsive
action by lower-level personnel may be more effectively handled by the informal system
than by the formal system. Thus, the informal system is a major way that interactive com-
munication is accomplished. The formal horizontal and upward systems are often either
inadequate or completely ineffective. The informal system is generally relied on to coordi-
nate the units horizontally on a given level.
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THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

Both communication and decision making are important dynamic, personal processes rele-
vant to the social cognitive framework for this text (see Chapter 1) and the study of organi-
zational behavior. After defining decision making, particular attention is given to behavioral
(as opposed to economic or financial) decision making and then the styles and techniques of
decision making most relevant to organizational behavior understanding and application.

Decision making is almost universally defined as choosing between alternatives. It is
closely related to all the traditional management functions. For example, when a manager
plans, organizes, and controls, he or she is making decisions. The classical theorists, however,
did not generally present decision making this way. Pioneering management theorists such as
Fayol and Urwick were concerned with the decision-making process only to the extent that it
affects delegation and authority, whereas the father of scientific management, Frederick W.
Taylor, alluded to the scientific method only as an ideal approach to making decisions. Like
most other aspects of modern organization theory, the beginning of a meaningful analysis of
the decision-making process can be traced to Chester Barnard. In The Functions of the
Executive, Barnard gave a comprehensive analytical treatment of decision making and noted:
“The processes of decision . . . are largely techniques for narrowing choice.”40

Most discussions of the decision-making process break it down into a series of steps. For
the most part, the logic can be traced to the ideas developed by Herbert A. Simon, the well-
known Nobel Prize–winning organization and decision theorist, who conceptualized three
major phases in the decision-making process:

1. Intelligence activity. Borrowing from the military meaning of “intelligence,” Simon
described this initial phase as consisting of searching the environment for conditions
calling for decision making.

2. Design activity. During the second phase, inventing, developing, and analyzing possi-
ble courses of action take place.

3. Choice activity. The third and final phase is the actual choice—selecting a particular
course of action from among those available.41

Closely related to these phases, but with a more empirical basis (that is, tracing actual deci-
sions in organizations), are the stages of decision making of Mintzberg and his colleagues:

1. The identification phase, during which recognition of a problem or opportunity arises
and a diagnosis is made. It was found that severe, immediate problems did not receive a
very systematic, extensive diagnosis but that mild problems did.

2. The development phase, during which there may be a search for existing standard pro-
cedures or solutions already in place or the design of a new, tailor-made solution. It was
found that the design process was a groping, trial-and-error process in which the deci-
sion makers had only a vague idea of the ideal solution.

3. The selection phase, during which the choice of a solution is made. There are three ways
of making this selection: by the judgment of the decision maker, on the basis of experi-
ence or intuition rather than logical analysis; by analysis of the alternatives on a logical,
systematic basis; and by bargaining when the selection involves a group of decision
makers and all the political maneuvering that this entails. Once the decision is formally
accepted, an authorization is made.42

Figure 8.4 summarizes these phases of decision making based on Mintzberg’s research.
Whether they are expressed in Simon’s or Mintzberg’s phases, there seem to be identifi-

able, preliminary steps leading to the choice activity in decision making. Also, it should be
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again emphasized, like communication, decision making is a dynamic, personal process,
and there are many feedback loops in each of the phases. “Feedback loops can be caused
by problems of timing, politics, disagreement among managers, inability to identify an
appropriate alternative or to implement the solution, turnover of managers, or the sudden
appearance of a new alternative.”43 The essential point is that decision making is a
dynamic, personal process. This process has both strategic44 and behavioral implications
for organizations. Empirical evidence indicates that the decision process that involves mak-
ing the right strategic choices does lead to successful decisions,45 but there are still many
problems of making the wrong decisions.46 For example, casual observation and detailed
analysis indicate many very wrong decisions were made in Katrina, Iraq, and the meltdown
in the financial industry at the end of 2008.47 To go beyond the recent dominance of the role
that electronic media and information technology play in the analysis and practice of effec-
tive decision making, most relevant to the study and application of organizational behavior
is what has become known as behavioral decision making.

BEHAVIORAL DECISION MAKING

Why does a decision maker choose one alternative over another? Recently put another way,
how do managers make the right decisions and learn from the wrong ones?48 The answer to
this question has been a concern of organizational behavior theorists as far back as March
and Simon’s classic book, Organizations, in 1958. Subsequently, however, the field became
more interested in such topics as motivation and goal setting, and emphasis on decision
making waned. The field of behavioral decision making was mainly developed outside the
mainstream of organizational behavior theory and research by cognitive psychologists and
decision theorists in economics and information science. Recently, however, there has been
a resurgence of interest in behavioral decision making, and it has moved back into the
mainstream of the field of organizational behavior.49

Whereas classical decision theory operated under the assumption of rationality and cer-
tainty, the new behavioral decision theory does not. Behavioral decision-making theorists
argue that individuals have cognitive limitations and, because of the complexity of organi-
zations and the world in general, they must act in situations where uncertainty prevails and
in which information is often ambiguous and incomplete.50 Sometimes this risk and uncer-
tainty leads organizational decision makers to make questionable, if not unethical, deci-
sions. Because of this real-world uncertainty and ambiguity, a number of models of
decision making have emerged over the years. The foundation and point of departure for
developing and analyzing the various models of behavioral decision making remain the
degree and meaning of rationality.

Decision Rationality
The most often used definition of rationality in decision making is that it is a means to an
end. If appropriate means are chosen to reach desired ends, the decision is said to be
rational. However, there are many complications to this simple test of rationality. To begin

Phase 1
IDENTIFICATION
  1. Recognition
  2. Diagnosis

Phase 2
DEVELOPMENT
  1. Search
  2. Design

Phase 3
SELECTION

1. Judgment
2. Analysis
3. Bargaining

Authorization

FIGURE 8.4 
Mintzberg’s
Empirically Based
Phases of Decision
Making in
Organizations
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with, it is very difficult to separate means from ends because an apparent end may be only
a means for some future end. This idea is commonly referred to as the means-ends chain or
hierarchy. Simon pointed out that “the means-end hierarchy is seldom an integrated, com-
pletely connected chain. Often the connection between organization activities and ultimate
objectives is obscure, or these ultimate objectives are incompletely formulated, or there are
internal conflicts and contradictions among the ultimate objectives, or among the means
selected to attain them.”51

Besides the complications associated with the means-ends chain, it may even be that the
concept is obsolete. Decision making relevant to the national economy supports this posi-
tion. Decision makers who seek to make seemingly rational adjustments in the economic
system may in fact produce undesirable, or at least unanticipated, end results. Simon also
warned that a simple means-ends analysis may have inaccurate conclusions.

One way to clarify means-ends rationality is to attach appropriate qualifying adverbs to
the various types of rationality. Thus, objective rationality can be applied to decisions that
maximize given values in a given situation. Subjective rationality might be used if the deci-
sion maximizes attainment relative to knowledge of the given subject. Conscious rational-
ity might be applied to decisions in which adjustment of means to ends is a conscious
process. A decision is deliberately rational to the degree that the adjustment of means to
ends has been deliberately sought by the individual or the organization; a decision is
organizationally rational to the extent that it is aimed at the organization’s goals; and a deci-
sion is personally rational if it is directed toward the individual’s goals.52

At the opposite extreme from the classical economic rationality model, in which the deci-
sion maker is completely rational, is the social model drawn from psychology. Sigmund
Freud viewed humans as bundles of feelings, emotions, and instincts, with their behavior
being guided largely by their unconscious desires. Obviously, if this were the complete
description, people would not be capable of making effective decisions.

Although almost all contemporary psychologists would take issue with the Freudian
description of humans,53 they would agree that psychological influences have a significant
impact on decision-making behavior.54 Furthermore, social pressures and influences may
cause managers to make irrational decisions. The well-known conformity experiment con-
ducted by Solomon Asch demonstrates human irrationality.55 His study used several
groups of seven to nine subjects each. They were told that their task was to compare the
lengths of lines. All except one of the “subjects” in each group had prearranged with the
experimenter to give clearly wrong answers on 12 of the 18 line-judgment trials. About
37 percent of the 123 naive subjects yielded to the group pressures and gave incorrect
answers to the 12 test situations. In other words, more than one-third of the experimental
subjects conformed to a decision they knew was wrong.

If more than one-third of Asch’s subjects conformed under “right and wrong,” “black
and white” conditions of comparing the lengths of lines, a logical conclusion would be that
the real, “gray” world is full of irrational conformists. It takes little imagination to equate
Asch’s lines with the alternatives of a management decision. There seems to be little doubt
of the importance of social influences in decision-making behavior. In addition, there are
many other psychological dynamics. For example, there seems to be a tendency on the part
of many decision makers to stick with a bad decision alternative, even when it is unlikely
that things can be turned around. Staw and Ross have identified four major reasons why this
phenomenon, called escalation of commitment, might happen:56

1. Project characteristics. This is probably the primary reason for escalation decisions.
Task or project characteristics such as delayed return on investment or obvious tempo-
rary problems may lead the decision maker to stick with or increase the commitment to
a wrong course of action.
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2. Psychological determinants. Once the decision goes bad, the manager may have infor-
mation-processing errors (use biased factors or take more risks than are justified). Also,
because the decision maker is now ego-involved, negative information is ignored and
defensive shields are set up.

3. Social forces. There may be considerable peer pressure put on decision makers and/or
they may need to save face, so they continue or escalate their commitment to a wrong
course of action.

4. Organizational determinants. Not only may the project or task characteristics lend
themselves to the escalation of bad decisions—so may a breakdown in communication,
dysfunctional politics, and resistance to change.

Recent research supports escalation of commitment as an interactive, complementary rela-
tionship between predictors of sunk costs (e.g., because of the amount of time and money
previously spent, decision makers become psychologically “stuck” to continue) and project
completion (e.g., deciding to continue to spend time and money will increase the probabil-
ity of successful completion).57

Certainly, the completely irrational person depicted by Freud is too extreme to be use-
ful. However, escalation of commitment and other human dynamics covered throughout
this text point out that there is little question of the important role that human complexity
can and does play in management decision making.58 Some management behavior is irra-
tional but still very realistic. For example, the author and a colleague conducted two stud-
ies that showed that subjects in both laboratory and field settings who did not have much
computer experience were more influenced in their decision activities by information pre-
sented by the computer than they were by information presented by noncomputer reporting
procedures.59 On the other hand, for those subjects with considerable computer experience,
the reverse was true. In other words, decision makers are influenced in their choice activi-
ties even by the type of format in which information is presented to them. Managers with-
out much computer experience may still be intimidated by information technology and
place more value on it than is justified, while those with considerable IT experience may be
highly skeptical and may underrate its importance.

Decision-Making Styles
Besides the attention given to decision rationality, another approach to behavioral decision
making focuses on the styles that managers use in choosing among alternatives. For
instance, one decision-style typology using well-known managers as representative exam-
ples identified the following: (1) Charismatics (enthusiastic, captivating, talkative, domi-
nant): Virgin Atlantic’s Richard Branson or Southwest Airlines’ founder Herb Kelleher;
(2) Thinkers (cerebral, intelligent, logical, academic): Dell Computer’s Michael Dell or
Microsoft’s Bill Gates; (3) Skeptics (demanding, disruptive, disagreeable, rebellious):
Steve Case of AOL-Time Warner or Tom Siebel of the software developer Siebel Systems;
(4) Followers (responsible, cautious, brand-driven, bargain-conscious): Peter Coors of
Coors Brewery or former Hewlett-Packard head Carly Fiorina; and (5) Controllers (logical,
unemotional, sensible, detail oriented, accurate, analytical): Ford’s former CEO Jacques
Nasser or Martha Stewart, Omnimedia).60 These and other styles reflect a number of psy-
chological dimensions including how decision makers perceive what is happening around
them and how they process information.61

A simple 2 � 2 behavioral decision-making style matrix can be categorized into two
dimensions: value orientation and tolerance for ambiguity. The value orientation focuses on
the decision maker’s concern for task and technical matters as opposed to people and social
concerns. The tolerance for ambiguity orientation measures how much the decision maker
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needs structure and control (a desire for low ambiguity) as opposed to being able to thrive
in uncertain situations (a desire for high ambiguity). These two orientations with their low
and high dimensions are portrayed in the matrix shown in Figure 8.5, with four styles of
decision making: directive, analytical, conceptual, and behavioral.

Directive Style
Decision makers with a directive style have a low tolerance for ambiguity and are oriented
toward task and the technical concerns. These decision makers tend to be efficient, logical,
pragmatic, and systematic in their approach to problem solving. Directive decision makers
also like to focus on facts and get things done quickly. They also are action oriented, tend
to have a very short-run focus, like to exercise power, want to be in control, and, in general,
display an autocratic leadership style.

Analytical Style
Analytical decision makers have a high tolerance for ambiguity and a strong task and tech-
nical orientation. These types like to analyze situations; in fact, they often tend to overana-
lyze things. They evaluate more information and alternatives than do directive decision
makers. They also take a long time to make decisions, but they do respond well to new or
uncertain situations. They also tend to have an autocratic leadership style.

Conceptual Style
Decision makers with a conceptual style have a high tolerance for ambiguity and strong
people and social concerns. They take a broad perspective in solving problems and like to
consider many options and future possibilities. These decision makers discuss things with
as many people as possible in order to gather a great deal of information and then rely on
intuition in making their decisions. Conceptual decision makers are also willing to take
risks and tend to be good at discovering creative solutions to problems. At the same time,
however, they can foster an idealistic and indecisive approach to decision making.

Behavioral Style
The behavioral style decision maker is characterized by a low tolerance for ambiguity and
strong people and social concerns. These decision makers tend to work well with others
and like situations in which opinions are openly exchanged. They tend to be receptive to
suggestions, are supportive and warm, and prefer verbal to written information. They also
tend to avoid conflict and be overly concerned with keeping everyone happy. As a result,
these decision makers often have a difficult time saying no to people, and they do not like
making tough decisions, especially when it will result in someone being upset with the
outcome.

Analytical

High

Tolerance
for

Ambiguity

Low

Conceptual

Behavioral

People and
social

concerns

Directive

Task and
technical
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Value Orientation

FIGURE 8.5 
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Style Implications
Research reveals that decision makers tend to have more than one dominant style.62

Typically managers rely on two or three decision styles, and these will vary by occupation,
job level, and culture. These styles can be used to note the strong and weak points of deci-
sion makers. For example, analytical decision makers make fast decisions, but they also
tend to be autocratic in their approach to doing things. Similarly, conceptual decision mak-
ers are innovative and willing to take risks, but they are often indecisive. These styles also
help explain why different managers will arrive at different decisions after evaluating the
same information. Overall, the analysis of decision-making styles is useful in providing
insights regarding how and why managers make decisions, as well as offering practical
guidelines regarding how to deal with various decision-making styles.

PARTICIPATIVE DECISION-MAKING TECHNIQUES

Most of the behaviorally oriented techniques, at least traditionally, have revolved around
participation. Used as a decision-making technique, participation involves individuals or
groups in the process.63 It can be formal or informal, and it entails intellectual and emo-
tional as well as physical involvement. The actual amount of participation in making deci-
sions ranges from one extreme of no participation, wherein the manager makes the decision
and asks for no help or ideas from anyone, to the other extreme of full participation, where
everyone connected with, or affected by, the decision is completely involved. In practice,
the degree of participation will be determined by factors such as the experience of the per-
son or group and the nature of the task. The more experience and the more open and
unstructured the task, the more participation there will tend to be.64

In today’s organizations there is an awakened interest in participation. Participative tech-
niques have been talked about ever since the early human relations movement, and now,
because of competitive pressures, the elimination of old hierarchical superior-subordinate
relationships and the emergence of teams, horizontal structures, and boundary-spanning
information technologies, organizations, teams, and individual managers are effectively using
them.65 For example, through the use of information technology, a Dallas-based engineer
with Raytheon was faced with a technical decision. After searching for related problems in
their online project library, he e-mails a colleague in the firm’s West Coast office who is try-
ing to answer the same question—and they participate with each other to solve the problem.66

Participation techniques are being applied informally on an individual or a team basis or
formally on a program basis. Individual participation techniques are those in which an
employee somehow affects the decision making of a manager. Group participation utilizes
consultative and democratic techniques. In consultative participation, managers ask for and
receive involvement from their employees, but the managers maintain the right to make the
decision. In the democratic form, there is total participation, and the group, not the indi-
vidual head, makes the final decision by consensus or majority vote.

There are many positive and negative attributes of participative decision making.
Balancing these attributes in evaluating the effectiveness of participative decision making
is difficult because of moderating factors such as leadership style or personality of the par-
ties involved;67 situational, environmental, and contextual factors;68 and ideology.69 Also,
even though there is general research support,70 the different forms of participative tech-
niques can have markedly different outcomes. For example, informal participation was
found to have a positive effect on employee productivity and satisfaction; representative
participation had a positive impact on satisfaction, but not on productivity; and short-term
participation was ineffective by both criteria.71
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One problem is the tendency toward pseudoparticipation. Many managers ask for par-
ticipation, but whenever subordinates take them up on it by making a suggestion or trying
to make some input into a decision, they are put down or never receive any feedback. In
some cases managers try to get their people involved in the task but not in the decision-
making process. This can lead to a boomerang effect regarding employee satisfaction. If
managers claim to want participation from their people but never let them become intel-
lectually and emotionally involved and never use their suggestions, the results may be neg-
ative. Also, participation can be very time consuming, and it has the same general
disadvantages of committees such as pinpointing responsibility. From a behavioral stand-
point, however, the advantages of participative decision making far outweigh the disadvan-
tages. Most of the benefits are touched on throughout this text. Perhaps the biggest
advantage is that the participative approach to decision making recognizes that each person
can make a meaningful contribution to the attainment of organizational objectives.

CREATIVITY AND GROUP DECISION MAKING

Despite the increasing impact of advanced information technology on decision making,
there is still a critical need for behaviorally oriented decision-making techniques.
Unfortunately, generally only the participative behavioral techniques discussed so far have
been available to managers, and there have been only a few scattered attempts to develop
new techniques for helping make more creative and problem-solving types of decisions. Yet
as knowledge management recognizes, it is these creative decisions that are still a major
challenge facing today’s management.

The Process of Creativity
A key challenge facing organizations in today’s highly competitive environment is to be
more creative and innovative.72 This is particularly true given the fact that many firms con-
tinue to downsize in an effort to become more efficient, but such a dramatic change on
employees has been found to have a negative effect on the company’s creativity.73

Ironically, as the accompanying OB in Action box indicates, some firms have used creativ-
ity to eliminate the need to downsize at all.

Noted creativity researcher Teresa Amabile proposes that creativity is a function of three
major components: expertise, creative-thinking skills, and motivation.74 Expertise consists
of knowledge: technical, procedural, and intellectual. Creative-thinking skills determine
how flexibly and imaginatively people can deal with problems and make effective deci-
sions. Motivation is the inner passion to solve the problem at hand, and this often results in
decisions that are far more creative than expected. Her most recent research also indicates
that this creative process is generally better off when given plenty of time, for example,
AT&T’s legendary Bell Labs, operating under its corporate philosophy that big ideas take
time, produced world-changing innovations such as the transistor and the laser beam.75

Very simply, creativity results in people looking at things differently.76 Research shows
that, in contrast to the average person, creative people seem better able to do things such as
abstracting, imaging, synthesizing, recognizing patterns, and empathizing.77 They also
seem to be good intuitive decision makers,78 know how to take advantage of good ideas,79

and are able to break old paradigms or ways of thinking and make decisions that sometimes
seem to fly in the face of rationality. For example,

former Chrysler president Robert Lutz was out for a drive several years ago, wondering how
he could revive the flagging automotive company, when he got an idea for a new high-priced
sports car. Lutz’s subconscious, visceral feeling defied what everyone told him about what
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U.S. car buyers were looking for in the 1990s, yet he pushed ahead with this strong sense of
being right. The result—the Dodge Viper—became a massive hit.80

Such intuitive decision makers draw from their tacit knowledge. This type of knowledge is
not readily explainable, is acquired through observation and experience, and seems to be in
the unconscious.81 Often, this tacit knowledge is important to effective decisions that
rationality would discount.

How can today’s decision makers increase their own creativity and generate more
interesting and profitable solutions to difficult problems?82 A number of useful ideas
have been offered by both successful professional managers and creativity researchers.83

Michael Eisner, CEO and chairman of the Walt Disney Company, has long contended
creativity is not a “bolt out of the blue,” but rather the result of careful thought and exami-
nation. In fact, early in his career one of his bosses wanted to have him fired because every

Over the last decade, millions of workers have been laid
off. One of the major reasons for these layoffs has been
downsizing. Unfortunately, growing research evidence
questions whether layoffs due to downsizing really do
produce long-run benefits for an organization. After all,
the personnel can be let go only once, and even if the
enterprise has some short-run cost savings from this one-
time act, the long-run cost is being found to be greater
than the short-term gain. In addition, the more indirect
costs of loss of experience/knowledge and commitment
of those remaining is much greater. Most organizations
now agree with this argument and have begun looking
for creative ways to eliminate the need for downsizing.

At Lincoln Electric, the Cleveland-based manufac-
turer of arc-welding products, for example, the com-
pany expanded internationally and suffered severe
financial losses as a result. Rather than laying off any-
one, however, the firm redeployed people from manu-
facturing operations into the sales department. Result:
In their first year these new salespeople generated
$10 million in revenue. Commenting on its creative
approach to dealing with business setbacks, Lincoln’s
director of corporate relations said, “Our people are too
valuable. The loss of one person costs us $100,000 to
replace them. We don’t do business that way.” As a
result, the company pulled out of its tailspin, returning
a bonus to all employees and top management that has
now averaged between 52 and 56 percent of salary for
65 straight years!

Rhino Products of Burlington, Vermont, is another
example of a firm that has used creative decision making
to deal with an economic downturn. When this specialty
dessert maker realized that it could not keep its work-
force intact, the management turned to Ben & Jerry’s Ice
Cream, a firm located nearby, and asked them if they
would hire some of the Rhino personnel. For the next

two years these workers learned new skills and gained a
better understanding of customer needs and best prac-
tices, while still being able to keep their Rhino benefits
and seniority. Then, as things improved for Rhino, they
were brought back. Today Rhino is going strong and is
introducing new products as well as increasing the size
of its workforce.

Other firms are using similar types of creative
approaches to prevent downsizing decisions from nega-
tively affecting the personnel. Some of these include: (1)
finding personnel who are interested in reduced hours,
part-time work, job sharing, leaves of absence, or sab-
baticals to work in the community; (2) networking with
local employers regarding temporary or permanent
redeployment; (3) using attrition effectively by examin-
ing whether a job needs to be filled or can be eliminated;
(4) developing multistep, voluntary early retirement
packages; and (5) cross training so trained people are
ready to step into new job openings within the firm.
Commenting on the use of these creative approaches,
one expert in the field has recently noted that:

Since all downsizing alternatives are grounded in a
knowledge of each employee and his or her skills, a
company must start with comprehensive employee
assessment tools. A skills database that helps match
people with business needs is the basis of effective
redeployments. A tuned-in employer community—
wider than just the downsizing firm—can retrain and
reabsorb workers who have been downsized, thereby
keeping downsizing to a minimum and addressing 
personnel shortages.

Drawing on these types of strategies, companies are
finding that downsizing can be done efficiently and with
minimum negative effects on the personnel. It is all a
matter of learning how to use creative decision making.

OB in Action: Creative Decision Making to Eliminate Downsizing
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time the boss suggested a new idea, Eisner would ask the manager if he could “think about
it and get back to you.” The boss was convinced that creativity was based on rapid
responses, whereas Eisner believes that creativity is typically a result of careful, deliberate
thought, an idea that is often echoed by many successful managers.84 In fact, Eisner has
often said, in contrast to stereotypical views of the creative process, that creativity is a dis-
ciplined process. In a recent interview, he explained his thinking this way:

Discipline is good for the creative process, and time limits are good. An infinite amount of
time to do a project does not always make it creatively better. The image of an artist being
temperamental and acting like a 16-month-old child is usually false. It’s a cliché that we’ve
helped perpetrate in the movie business. Artists are always depicted as crazies. But in reality,
insane artists are rare. In fact, some of the most creative people I’ve ever met—Steven
Spielberg, George Lucas, I. M. Pei, Frank Stella, and Frank Gehry, just to name a few—are
the most organized, mature individuals you’ll ever meet. Not many creative people have the
urge to cut off an ear.85

Creative ideas from both individuals and groups are scarce. One of the problems may be
that students educated in business schools know how to crunch numbers, read a balance
sheet, and develop a Web page, but they have no knowledge of the creative process or how
to develop creative solutions to problems. For example, General Foods held a competition
in which student teams from prestigious business schools were given the charge to develop
a new marketing plan that would stem the plunging sales of Sugar-Free Kool-Aid.
Although they used quantitative analysis and the right terminology, they offered very few
original ideas that the company could or would be able to use. The marketing manager con-
cluded, “There were a couple of ideas that were of interest, but nothing we haven’t looked
at before.”86 A starting point for getting around this problem would be to understand the
meaning and dimensions of creativity.

Psychological Definition and Analysis of Creativity
A simple, but generally recognized, psychological definition of creativity is that it involves
combining responses or ideas of individuals or groups in novel ways.87 Creative thinking
reaches out beyond what is now known into what could be. It draws on observation, expe-
rience, knowledge, and the indefinable ability each person has to arrange common ele-
ments into new patterns. For instance, how would you respond to the problem of coming up
with as many uses for a newspaper as possible? Compare your solution with the following
proposal from a 10-year-old boy:

You can read it, write on it, lay it down and paint a picture on it. . . . You could put it in your
door for decoration, put it in the garbage can, put it on a chair if the chair is messy. If you
have a puppy, you put newspaper in its box or put it in your backyard for the dog to play
with. When you build something and you don’t want anyone to see it, put newspaper around
it. Put newspaper on the floor if you have no mattress, use it to pick up something hot, use it
to stop bleeding, or to catch the drips from drying clothes. You can use a newspaper for cur-
tains, put it in your shoe to cover what is hurting your foot, make a kite out of it, shade a light
that is too bright. You can wrap fish in it, wipe windows, or wrap money in it. . . . You put
washed shoes in newspaper, wipe eyeglasses with it, put it under a dripping sink, put a plant
on it, make a paper bowl out of it, use it for a hat if it is raining, tie it on your feet for
slippers. You can put it on the sand if you have no towel, use it for bases in baseball, make
paper airplanes with it, use it as a dustpan when you sweep, ball it up for the cat to play with,
wrap your hands in it if it is cold.88

Obviously, this boy describing the uses of a newspaper was very creative, but what caused
his creativity?
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Psychologists point out that it is much easier to provide examples of creativity than it is
to identify causes. However, two widely recognized dimensions have been identified that
can help explain the creative process:

1. Divergent thinking. This refers to a person’s ability to generate novel, but still appro-
priate, responses to questions and problems. This is in contrast to convergent thinking,
which leads to responses that are based mainly on knowledge and rational logic. In the
preceding newspaper problem, convergent thinking would answer, “you read it,” but
divergent thinking would say, “make a kite out of it.” The latter—divergent thinking—is
considered more creative.

2. Cognitive complexity. This refers to a person’s use of and preference for elaborate,
intricate, and complex stimuli and thinking patterns. Creative people tend to have such
cognitive complexity and display a wide range of interests, are independent, and are
interested in philosophical or abstract problems. It is important to note, however, that
creative people are not necessarily more intelligent (if intelligence is defined by standard
tests of intelligence or grades in school, which tend to focus more on convergent think-
ing skills).89

Creativity Techniques for Management Decision Making
There are some techniques that managers can use to help them make more creative deci-
sions. For example, a national survey of highly creative top managers found that they use
techniques such as guided imagery, self-hypnosis, journal keeping, and lateral styles of
thinking.90 Not only does encouraging creativity help the organization; it may also help the
employees. On the basis of interviews in several major Japanese companies, it was found
that employee creativity is managed through deliberate structural means, not to effect direct
economic outcomes to the organization, but to develop the employees’ motivation, job sat-
isfaction, and teamwork.91 In other words, even though the Japanese are not known for
their creative breakthroughs in product development or technology, they effectively struc-
ture their organizations to allow their people to creatively apply their ideas. A specific
example of an organization structuring for creativity would be Toyota. This Japanese firm’s
designers think and work with sets of design alternatives rather than pursuing one alterna-
tive over and over. Toyota engineers gradually narrow the design sets until they come to a
final solution. Analysis of the results of this seemingly slow and inefficient system con-
cludes that the “set-based concurrent engineering” used by Toyota has made them quite
effective auto developers.92

Other world-class auto manufacturers use similar creative approaches. A recent one is
called empathic design, which relies heavily on visual information.93 This creative tech-
nique is particularly useful when creating new products because it sidesteps the built-in
problem associated with customer feedback. Most customers, when asked what new prod-
ucts they would like, typically respond in terms of the company’s current products and sug-
gest that they be made smaller or lighter or less expensive. Customers are notoriously poor
in providing useful ideas for new products because their thinking is too closely linked to
current products and their everyday uses.94 Empathic design focuses on observing how
people respond to products and services and drawing creative conclusions from the results.
For example, when Nissan developed the Infinity J-30, it tested more than 90 samples of
leather before selecting three that U.S. car buyers preferred. When Harley-Davidson builds
a motorcyle it adjusts the motor so that it is pleasing to the customer’s ears, that is, it sounds
like a Harley (and it has sued competitors that have tried to imitate this sound).

By watching how people respond in the empathic approach, companies can generate
more creative and consumer-pleasing offerings. This can be done in a number of ways. One
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is by taking pictures of people using the products. For example, when the Thermos
Company had pictures taken of people using their charcoal grills, they saw that their units
were much easier to use by men than by women, although women were often the ones
doing the cooking. They then proceeded to redesign their grills so that they were equally
appealing to women.

Envirosell, an international marketing research group, takes millions of photos every
year of shoppers in retail stores to help answer the question: Who shops here and what do
they like? Among other things, the research group has found that shoppers want wide aisles
(they do not like to be bumped), good lighting (they like to see the merchandise clearly),
and good signage (they want to know where things are located). Retail companies pay
Envirosell large annual fees to provide them with marketing information regarding how to
improve their sales. Where does Envirosell get these ideas? From analyzing the pictures of
shoppers in their stores.95 Instead of asking people questions about their shopping habits,
the empathic design approach relies on observation to generate creative ideas and solutions.
Table 8.2 provides some contrasts between the traditional method of asking customers
questions and actually observing their behavior. Other creative approaches to decision
making involve groups.

Group Decision Making
Creativity in decision making can apply to individuals or groups. Because individual deci-
sion making has largely given way to group decision making in today’s organizations, an
understanding of group dynamics and teams, as discussed in Chapter 11, becomes relevant
to decision making. For example, that chapter’s discussion of groupthink problems and
phenomena such as the risky shift (that a group may make more risky decisions than indi-
vidual members on their own) helps one better understand the complexity of group deci-
sion making.96 In fact, a number of social decision schemes have emerged from social
psychology research in recent years.97

TABLE 8.2 
Inquiry versus
Innovative
Observation

Source: Adapted from Dorothy
Leonard and Jeffrey F. Rayport,
“Spark Innovation through
Empathic Design,” Harvard
Business Review,
November–December 1997, 
p. 111.

Traditional Inquiry Innovative Observation

People are often unreliable when it Observers can rely on how people act in 
comes to explaining the types of drawing conclusions regarding what 
goods and services they would be types of products and services they 
interested in purchasing. would be willing to buy in the future.

People often give answers that they People give nonverbal clues through 
feel are acceptable to the body language and spontaneous, 
questioner. unsolicited comments.

People are often unable to recall how Observers can see how well people like 
they felt about a particular product a product or service on the basis of 
or service that they received. their reactions.

The questions that are asked can bias There are no questions asked; all data 
the responses. are based on open-ended observation.

Peoples’ routines are often interrupted People continue doing whatever they 
by someone stopping them to ask are doing, oblivious to the fact that 
questions. they are being observed.

When comparing two similar products, By giving people an opportunity to use 
respondents often have difficulty two similar products, observers can 
explaining why they like one better determine which is better liked or 
than the other. easier to use by simply watching how 

they behave.
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These schemes or rules can predict the final outcome of group decision making on the
basis of the individual members’ initial positions. These have been summarized as follows:98

1. The majority-wins scheme. In this commonly used scheme, the group arrives at the
decision that was initially supported by the majority. This scheme appears to guide deci-
sion making most often when there is no objectively correct decision. An example
would be a decision about what car model to build when the popularity of various mod-
els has not been tested in the “court” of public opinion.

2. The truth-wins scheme. In this scheme, as more information is provided and opin-
ions are discussed, the group comes to recognize that one approach is objectively
correct. For example, a group deciding whether to use test scores in selecting
employees would profit from information about whether these scores actually predict
job performance.

3. The two-thirds majority scheme. This scheme is frequently adopted by juries, who
tend to convict defendants when two-thirds of the jury initially favors conviction.

4. The first-shift rule. In this scheme, the group tends to adopt the decision that reflects
the first shift in opinion expressed by any group member. If a car-manufacturing group
is equally divided on whether or not to produce a convertible, it may opt to do so after
one group member initially opposed to the idea changes her mind. If a jury is dead-
locked, the members may eventually follow the lead of the first juror to change position.

Besides the listed schemes, there are also other phenomena, such as the status quo ten-
dency (when individuals or groups are faced with decisions, they resist change and will
tend to stick with existing goals or plans), that affect group decision making. Suggestions
such as the following can be used to help reduce and combat the status quo tendency and
thus make more effective group decisions:99

• When things are going well, decision makers should still be vigilant in examining
alternatives.

• It can help to have separate groups monitor the environment, develop new technologies,
and generate new ideas.

• To reduce the tendency to neglect gathering negative long-term information, managers
should solicit worst-case scenarios as well as forecasts that include long-term costs.

• Build checkpoints and limits into any plan.

• When limits are reached, it may be necessary to have an outside, independent, or sepa-
rate review of the current plan.

• Judge people on the way they make decisions and not only on outcomes, especially
when the outcomes may not be under their control.

• Shifting emphasis to the quality of the decision process should reduce the need of the
decision maker to appear consistent or successful when things are not going well.

• Organizations can establish goals, incentives, and support systems that encourage
experimenting and taking risks.

Although just simple guidelines, proactively following them can make group decisions
more effective by helping overcome the many problems that still plague most groups.

Summary At every level of modern society, communication is a problem. One of the problems when
applied to organizations has been the failure to recognize that communication involves
more than just linear information flows; it is a dynamic, interpersonal process that involves
behavior exchanges. Various electronic media, information technology, and nonverbal
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approaches are also important to communication in today’s organizations. The explosion of
electronic media and information technology is having a huge impact on communication in
organizations; e-mail alone has revolutionized the way people communicate, let alone
social networking, “groupware,” and “chat rooms” on the Internet. Yet, communication is
still a dynamic, interpersonal and interactive process.

Besides communication, this chapter was also devoted to the process and techniques of
decision making. Decision making is defined as choosing between two or more alterna-
tives. However, viewed as a process, the actual choice activity is preceded by gathering
information and developing alternatives. Most relevant to the study of organizational
behavior is behavioral decision making, which includes the completely economic rational-
ity model on one extreme, and the irrationally based social model on the other extreme.
Each of these models gives insights into decision-making rationality. Understanding
human dynamics, such as irrational conformity or escalation of commitment, gives more
credibility to the social model of decision making. However, the various management
decision styles have emerged as having the biggest practical impact on behavioral deci-
sion-making theory and practice. The techniques for decision making are currently being
dominated by information technology, but it is the creative, problem-solving management
decisions that may be crucial for organizational success. Understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of participative techniques and the creative individual and group decision-
making process and techniques can lead to more-effective decision making now and for
the future.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Communicating feedback about performance to employees can improve their subsequent
performance.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[131 studies; 12,652 participants; d = .41] On average, there is a 61 percent probability
that providing feedback (even negative) to employees about their performance will lead to
better subsequent performance than those who do not receive performance feedback. Cases
in which providing feedback was not as effective can be explained by various cognitive
processes. Specifically, when feedback is targeted at the task itself, it produces the strongest
results. However, if feedback becomes more personal in nature, individuals may not
respond as positively due to the self-evaluative mechanisms it activates.

Conclusion:
Feedback is one form of interpersonal communication that can be used to effectively man-
age behavior and improve performance. In fact, feedback may be more valued by some
employees than money. This is because people have a strong need to know how they are
doing. If managers communicate performance standards to their employees and provide
feedback about the progress being made, then there will be a positive impact on perfor-
mance. If employees are doing well compared to the performance standard, they are likely
to maintain current efforts or set new performance goals. In contrast, if they are currently
not performing well, feedback can provide employees with the necessary information to
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reevaluate current strategies and try new ones. Similar to other forms of communication,
feedback is most effective when it is positive, immediate, clear, and to the point.

Source: Adapted from Avraham N. Kluger and Angelo DeNisi, “The Effects of Feedback Interventions on
Performance: A Historical Review, a Meta-Analysis, and a Preliminary Feedback Intervention Theory,”
Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 119, No. 2, 1996, pp. 254–284.

OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Using decision techniques such as devil’s advocacy and dialectical inquiry can lead to
better problem-solving decisions.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[432 participants; d = .22] On average, there is a 56 percent probability that those who use
the devil’s advocacy and/or dialectical inquiry approach to solve problems will make
higher-quality decisions than those who do not use these techniques.

Conclusion:
As this chapter points out, there are many different processes and techniques associated with
decision making. Some are highly rational whereas others are irrationally based. Recently,
behavioral decision-making techniques aimed at making creative, problem-solving deci-
sions have gained increased attention. The devil’s advocacy (DA) and dialectical inquiry
(DI) approaches are two of the most commonly studied techniques for helping individuals to
make more effective decisions. DA is a decision-making method in which an individual or
group is assigned a role of critic who is supposed to criticize the proposed solution to prob-
lems. DI on the other hand, is a method whereby alternative solutions are generated that are
purposely opposite to the proposed solution. Both approaches help to improve decision
making because they force decision makers to identify and criticize assumptions of deci-
sions. This increases the likelihood that the “best” decision will be made.

Source: Adapted from C. R. Schwenk, “Effects of Devil’s Advocacy and Dialectical Inquiry on Decision Making:
A Meta-Analysis,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Performance, Vol. 47, 1990, pp. 161–176.

1. Why is feedback so important to communication? What are some guidelines for the
effective use of feedback? How can 360-degree feedback help?

2. What are the major purposes and methods of interactive communication?

3. What are the three steps in Simon’s decision-making process? Relate these steps to an
actual decision.

4. Identify and describe the four major management decision-making styles. What are
some strengths and weaknesses of these styles?

5. What is the difference between divergent and convergent thinking, and what is their rela-
tionship to the process of creativity?

Questions for
Discussion and
Review

Visit the Web site http://www.employer-employee.com/comm101.htm and/or
http://www. meguffey.com where you will find current articles about various com-
munication topics such as how to get a raise or how to get your idea across. Read a few of
the articles, and see if you can develop some insights into the topics discussed in the chap-
ter, and specifically address these questions:

1. How is advanced information technology affecting interpersonal communication in
organizations?

Internet
Exercise:
Communication
in the
Workplace
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2. Suppose you are employed in an entry-level management position in a large bank. What
specific considerations (contingencies) would you identify of sending an e-mail versus
talking in person to someone else in the bank?

3. From your reading, what advice would you give to the training department to help
improve communication effectiveness in your organization?

Although decisions are made in organizations every day, it is oftentimes either the large
decisions, such as laying off many workers, or bad decisions, such as evidenced in the cor-
porate scandals involving Enron, Arthur Andersen, or WorldCom, that receive all the atten-
tion. Using your search engine, come up with several organizations that have recently had
a decision with negative or positive outcomes in the national news. Then, take these deci-
sions, and consider the following:

1. What were the reasons behind the poor decisions? Which framework did the poor deci-
sions fall under (rational or social)? Were the poor decisions the result of using an
incorrect decision-making model? Analyze the same issues for the good decisions that
you found.

2. Could the decisions be improved by using one of the group decision-making techniques
discussed in your text? Don’t forget to consider the downside to this, such as increased
time to make the decision.

3. Did you find any specific organizations that had a pattern of wrong decisions? If so,
discuss the possible reasons for this.

Internet
Exercise:
Decision
Making in
Organizations

Real Case: Online Communication to Share Knowledge

At the heart of Buckman Laboratory’s knowledge-
sharing system is an online discussion forum called
K’Netix. It has 54 discussion groups that focus on
Buckman’s main products—chemicals for papermak-
ing, leather-tanning, and water treatment. A salesperson
might survey colleagues around the world for the inside
skinny on a particular client, say, or get ideas on how to
solve a customer problem. Typically, employees post 50
to 100 messages a day. That has helped the company
amass an easily searchable database of in-house exper-
tise and past lessons learned that now contains more
than 15,000 documents—all accessible by employees or
customers via a Web browser. Before the online system
was in place, “you would always be reinventing the
wheel,” says Cheryl Lamb, manager of Buckman’s
Knowledge Center.

Robert Buckman began experimenting with what he
dubbed “knowledge sharing” in the mid-1980s, when he
took charge of the company his father, Stanley, founded
in 1945 and led until his death in 1978. Buckman’s old
way of distributing technical information—hiring PhDs
and putting them on airplanes, Robert Buckman says—
was getting too expensive as the company expanded

globally. So Buckman began stationing people overseas.
Today, 86 percent of its 1,300 employees work outside
the home office.

With its staff scattered so far and wide, the company
needed a way to keep people in touch. But getting the
right information to the right people—fast—is easier
said than done. For starters, in 1985, Robert Buckman
told senior managers in Memphis to swap examples of
innovative ideas through the company’s e-mail system.
But soon, the system became a network for chit-chat
and gossip, and little else. “I realized the managers
weren’t going to share,” he says. “They had information,
but feared giving it up,” because they felt they wouldn’t
get credit for their ideas.

So the CEO decided to adopt a more revolutionary
strategy: empower the field staff to communicate with
each other, rather than routing all information through
managers in Memphis. He wanted his employees to
share not just written reports but also the knowledge
inside their heads gleaned from years of working in
paper mills, tanneries, and treatment plants. “That’s the
real gold inside companies,” he says. To pull that off, he
set up a new computer system that linked the senior
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managers in Memphis plus Buckman1,300 employees
around the world.

Once again, Buckman’s efforts met resistance. Many
managers resented having to yield their control over the
flow of information—and refused to participate. “They
didn’t want to open their cabinets to people,” says Dean
Didato, vice president for leather chemicals. So the
CEO decided to get tough. First, he ordered marketing
manager Alison Tucker to start compiling weekly statis-
tics detailing each employee’s use of the knowledge-
sharing network.

Finally, Robert Buckman set up a system to promote
those who shared information—and to punish those who
did not. The clincher: A few years ago, he took the sys-
tem’s 150 most frequent users to a Scottsdale, Arizona,

resort for a week. Only then, he recalls, did the holdouts
start getting the message.

1. Obviously, the “Information Age” has arrived. What
impact do you think it has on interpersonal commu-
nication? What are some of the positives and the
negatives?

2. Specifically cite examples from the case where the
human dimension is dysfunctional for advanced
communication technologies. How can these prob-
lems be overcome?

3. With such communication systems in place, what
impact does interactive communication now play? Is
this good or bad for organizational outcomes?

Organizational Behavior Case: Doing My Own Thing

Rita Lowe has worked for the same boss for 11 years.
Over coffee one day, her friend Sara asked her, “What
is it like to work for old Charlie?” Rita replied, “Oh, I
guess it’s okay. He pretty much leaves me alone. I more
or less do my own thing.” Then Sara said, “Well, you’ve
been at that same job for 11 years. How are you doing
in it? Does it look like you will ever be promoted? If
you don’t mind me saying so, I can’t for the life of me
see that what you do has anything to do with the opera-
tion.” Rita replied, “Well, first of all, I really don’t have
any idea of how I am doing. Charlie never tells me, but
I’ve always taken the attitude that no news is good
news. As for what I do and how it contributes to the
operation around here, Charlie mumbled something

when I started the job about being important to the
operation, but that was it. We really don’t communicate
very well.”

1. Analyze Rita’s last statement: “We really don’t com-
municate very well.” What is the status of manager-
subordinate communication in this work relationship?

2. It was said in this chapter that communication is a
dynamic, personal process. Does the situation
described verify this contention? Be specific in your
answer.

3. Are there any implications in this situation for inter-
active communication? How could feedback be used
more effectively?

Organizational Behavior Case: Bad Brakes

Michelle Adams is the maintenance supervisor of a
large taxicab company. She had been very concerned
because the cabdrivers were not reporting potential
mechanical problems. Several months ago she imple-
mented a preventive maintenance program. This pro-
gram depended on the drivers’ filling out a detailed
report in writing or into the office computer system
when they suspected any problem. But this was not
happening. On a number of occasions a cab left the
garage with major problems that the previous driver

was aware of but had not reported. Calling out the field
repair teams to fix the breakdowns not only was cost-
ing the company much time and trouble but also was
very unsafe in some cases and created a high degree of
customer ill will. The drivers themselves suffered from
a loss of fares and tips, and in some cases their lives
were endangered by these mechanical failures. After
many oral and written threats and admonishments,
Michelle decided to try a new approach. She would
respond directly to each report of a potential mechanical
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problem sent in by a driver with a return memo indi-
cating what the maintenance crew had found wrong
with the cab and what had been done to take care of the
problem. In addition, the personal memo thanked the
driver for reporting the problem and encouraged
reporting any further problems with the cabs. In less
than a month the number of field repair calls had

decreased by half, and the number of turned-in poten-
tial problem reports had tripled.

1. In communication terms, how do you explain the
success of Michelle’s follow-up memos to the drivers?

2. Explain and give examples of the interactive commu-
nication process in this company.

Real Case: Putting a Human Face on Rational Decisions

For more than two decades, behavioral economists such
as Richard Thaler, Andrei Shleifer, Nobel Prize–winner
Daniel Kahneman, and the late Amos Tversky have
been pointing out all the ways in which people diverge
from the hyperrational behavior that is assumed by con-
ventional economics. They procrastinate on saving for
retirement. They shop for hours to save pennies, then
make snap decisions on big-ticket items. They run up
huge credit-card debts even when they have ample sav-
ings to pay them off.

Behavioral economics says real people act like this
because most of us lack the farsightedness or the
willpower to do what the textbooks say we should. Makes
sense, right? But even though it does a better job of
describing reality, behavioral economics isn’t part of the
average economist’s toolbox. One reason: Its psychologi-
cal insights were never put into a formal language that
economists could understand and work with. “The math
was too complicated,” says Colin F. Camerer, a business
economist at the California Institute of Technology.

Now, behavioral economics is getting the mathemat-
ical rigor it needs to enter the mainstream of economics,
where it can influence forecasting and policy decisions.
That’s thanks in large part to the formulations of
Matthew Rabin, a 36-year-old economist at the
University of California at Berkeley. Rabin, who wears
tie-dyed T-shirts every day and does some of his best
work at the counter of a San Francisco coffee shop, is
considered a mathematical wizard by his colleagues.
Rabin won a $500,000 John D. & Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation “genius” fellowship in recogni-
tion of his work on formalizing behavioral economics.

A bedrock assumption of standard economics is that
people attempt to maximize their well-being, using all
available information and always acting with their long-
term self-interest in mind. From this starting point,
economists build models of all economic activity, from
how people respond to price changes to what careers

they pursue. In general, the assumption works pretty
well. But not always. Rabin’s goal is to improve the pre-
dictiveness of conventional economic models by plug-
ging into them more realistic formulas for how people
actually behave.

Take, for example, the exploding field of behavioral
finance. Thaler, author of The Winner’s Curse: Paradoxes
and Anomalies of Economic Life, uses behavioral theo-
ries to explain what economists call the “equity premium
puzzle”: the odd fact that the long-term returns on equi-
ties are much higher than those on bonds—even more
than their higher volatility would seemingly call for.
Thaler says the answer to the puzzle is that people hate
losses much more than they enjoy gains. So investors
demand higher returns from stocks to compensate for
their dread of losses. Likewise, sports fans who would
not pay more than $200 for a Super Bowl ticket wouldn’t
sell one they own—i.e., “lose” it—for less than $400.

Rabin has made big contributions in the study of fair-
ness. Imagine there’s a drought. The more others con-
serve water, the more water a self-interested person
could use without causing the reservoir to run dry. In
fact, though, people are fair; they tend to conserve more
when they see others conserving. That’s what Rabin
built into his formal model. Says Rabin: “People recip-
rocate public-spiritedness in others rather than counter-
act it.” His model also takes into account that
perceptions of unfairness breed retaliation, even when
the cost of retaliating is very high.

Rabin’s work on self-control problems such as pro-
crastination is catching on most quickly. Cornell
University economist Ted O’Donoghue and Rabin
demonstrate that there’s a good reason why many people
put off the chore of financial planning—it takes a lot of
work, and there’s an insignificant cost of delaying the
work until tomorrow. The difficulty comes from the fact
that the same is true every day—and those small daily
losses eventually add up to a tremendous sum. Rabin
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should know: He admits to having his own “severe pro-
crastination problem.” Rabin adds that people procrasti-
nate longer on the most important things because the
up-front effort is usually greatest.

O’Donoghue and Rabin recommend policies to fight
procrastination, such as automatic enrollment in employee
retirement plans, transaction deadlines, and on-the-job
seminars on retirement planning. Economists once
assumed such measures were unnecessary. But Thaler,
who offers similar recommendations, says the steps “are
designed to take into account people’s humanness.”

1. What is the “equity premium puzzle”? Can you give
a personal example?

2. Why do you suppose that “work on self-control prob-
lems such as procrastination is catching on most
quickly”? Can you provide an example and explana-
tion of why people do this?

3. Why do you think it has taken so long for the “human
face” to be widely recognized in decision-making
analysis and practice?

Organizational Behavior Case: Harry Smart—Or Is He?

Harry Smart, a very bright and ambitious young execu-
tive, was born and raised in Boston and graduated from
a small New England college. He met his future wife,
Barbra, who was also from Boston, in college. They
were married the day after they both graduated cum
laude. Harry then went on to Harvard, where he received
an MBA, and Barbra earned a law degree from Harvard.
Harry is now in his seventh year with Brand Corporation,
which is located in Boston, and Barbra has a position in a
Boston law firm.

As part of an expansion program, the board of direc-
tors of Brand has decided to build a new branch plant.
The president personally selected Harry to be the man-
ager of the new plant and informed him that a job well
done would guarantee him a vice presidency in the cor-
poration. Harry was appointed chairperson, with final
decision-making privileges, of an ad hoc committee to
determine the location of the new plant. At the initial
meeting, Harry explained the ideal requirements for the
new plant. The members of the committee were experts
in transportation, marketing, distribution, labor econom-
ics, and public relations. He gave them one month to
come up with three choice locations for the new plant.

A month passed and the committee reconvened.
After weighing all the variables, the experts recom-
mended the following cities in order of preference:
Kansas City, Los Angeles, and New York. Harry could
easily see that the committee members had put a great
deal of time and effort into their report and recommen-
dations. A spokesperson for the group emphasized that
there was a definite consensus that Kansas City was the

best location for the new plant. Harry thanked them for
their fine job and told them he would like to study the
report in more depth before he made his final decision.

After dinner that evening he asked his wife, “Honey,
how would you like to move to Kansas City?” Her
answer was quick and sharp. “Heavens, no!” she said,
“I’ve lived in the East all my life, and I’m not about to
move out into the hinterlands. I’ve heard the biggest
attraction in Kansas City is the stockyards. That kind of
life is not for me.” Harry weakly protested, “But, honey,
my committee strongly recommends Kansas City as the
best location for my plant. Their second choice was Los
Angeles and the third was New York. What am I going
to do?” His wife thought a moment and then replied,
“Well, I would consider relocating to or commuting
from New York, but if you insist on Kansas City, you’ll
have to go by yourself!”

The next day Harry called his committee together and
said, “You should all be commended for doing an excel-
lent job on this report. However, after detailed study, I
am convinced that New York will meet the needs of our
plant better than Kansas City or Los Angeles. Therefore,
the decision will be to locate the new plant in New York.
Thank you all once again for a job well done.”

1. Did Harry make a rational decision?

2. What model of behavioral decision making does this
case support?

3. What decision techniques that were discussed in the
chapter could be used by the committee to select the
new plant site?
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Chapter Nine

Stress and Conflict
Learning Objectives

• Define the meaning of stress.

• Identify the extraorganizational, organizational, and group stressors.

• Examine individual dispositions of stress.

• Describe intraindividual and interactive conflict.

• Discuss the effects of stress and conflict.

• Present strategies for coping/managing stress and negotiation skills for conflict
resolution.

Traditionally, the field of organizational behavior has treated stress and conflict separately.
Even though they are conceptually similar, and individuals, groups, and organizations in
interaction are more associated with conflict, at the individual (intraindividual) level, they
can be treated together. Therefore, this chapter combines stress and conflict. Conceptually,
going from micro to macro, the discussion starts off with the meaning of stress and then
examines the causes of stress. This is followed by both the intraindividual and the interac-
tive levels of conflict. Next, the effects of stress and conflict are examined, and the final part
presents the ways of coping/managing stress and conflict with particular emphasis given to
effective negotiation skills for resolving conflict.

THE EMERGENCE OF STRESS

A leading expert on stress, cardiologist Robert Eliot gives the following prescription for
dealing with stress: “Rule No. 1 is, don’t sweat the small stuff. Rule No. 2 is, it’s all small
stuff. And if you can’t fight and you can’t flee, flow.” What is happening in today’s organi-
zations, however, is that the “small stuff ” is getting to employees, and they are not going
with the “flow.” Stress has become a major buzzword and legitimate concern of the times.

Contemporary Environment Demands
There is considerable evidence that most managers and employees report feeling work-
related stress,1 and the recent environment is making things worse. For example, global-
ization and strategic alliances have led to a dramatic increase in executive travel stress2

and relocation,3 then there is 24/7 technology (i.e., BlackBerrys, laptops, and cell phones)
keeping people constantly leashed to their job, and of course the specter of massive job
losses in the wake of the worst economic crisis since the Great Depression. For example, on
stress scales, people rank losing their job the eighth most stressful life experience, behind
the death of a spouse (No. 1), or going to jail (No. 4), but ahead of the death of a close
friend (No. 17), foreclosure on a mortgage or loan (No. 21) or in-law troubles (No. 24).4

Besides these external pressures, much of the stress comes from within. As one expert
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notes, “Too much stress from heavy demands, poorly defined priorities, and little on-the-
job flexibility can add to health issues. By leaving stress unaddressed, employers invite an
increase in unscheduled time off, absence rates, and health care costs.”5

Increased work hours resulting from 24/7 technology and competitive pressures are also
taking a toll on today’s employees. Recent surveys indicate that a vast majority of employees
work frequently after regular hours and reported their employer does not allow them to balance
their work and personal life.6 A growing number meet the definition of a “workaholic”—a
compulsive need to work at the expense of everything else in one’s life.7 The estimated
costs of such workaholism, in terms of lost productivity, increased health care costs, and
potential legal ramifications (disabilities and wage-and-hour claims) is $150 billion a year,
and the warning signs of such problems have been identified as follows:8

• Sending e-mails from home in the evenings or later;

• Being the last one in the office;

• Having difficulty delegating;

• Exhibiting excessive perfectionism;

• Skipping lunch;

• Looking tired; and

• Having an attitude consistent with depression or exhaustion.

This stressful workplace is highly variable around the world, with some countries better
and some worse than the United States. For example, a recent Gallup world poll found about
half of those in the United States described themselves as “thriving” compared to 83 percent
in Denmark and only 2 percent in Cambodia.9 In the competitive global economy workplace
stress is common in the major economic powers, but may take different forms. For example,
a recent cross-cultural study comparing U.S. and Chinese employees found the Americans
reported significantly more lack of job control, direct interpersonal conflict, anger, frustration,
feeling overwhelmed, and stomach problems, but their Chinese counterparts had relatively
more stress from job evaluations, work mistakes, indirect conflict, employment conditions,
and lack of training.10 Even the French are feeling the pressure. At the big automaker Renault
outside of Paris, in a recent five-month period three of its engineers killed themselves. “In the
suicide notes and conversations with their families before taking their lives, the three men
voiced anxiety about unreasonable workloads, high pressure management tactics, exhaustion,
and humiliating criticism in front of colleagues during performance reviews.”11 In other
words, there seems to be a worldwide stress epidemic and seems to be getting worse.

What Stress Is, and Is Not
Stress is usually thought of in negative terms. It is thought to be caused by something bad
(for example, a college student is placed on scholastic probation, a loved one is seriously
ill, or the boss gives a formal reprimand for poor performance). This is a form of distress.
But there is also a positive, pleasant side of stress caused by good things (for example, a
college student makes the dean’s list; an attractive, respected acquaintance asks for a date;
an employee is offered a job promotion at another location). This is a form of eustress. This
latter term was coined by the pioneers of stress research from the Greek eu, which means
“good.” Applied to the workplace, a large study by researchers at Cornell University of
1,800 managers identified examples of “bad” stress as office politics, red tape, and a stalled
career and “good” stress as challenges that come with increased job responsibility, time
pressure, and high-quality assignments.12 A recent meta-analysis found that hindrance
stressors (organizational politics, red tape, role ambiguity, and in general those demands
unnecessarily thwarting personal growth and goal attainment) had a negative effect on
motivation and performance. On the other hand, so-called challenge stressors (high workload,
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time pressure, high responsibility, and in general those demands that are viewed as obsta-
cles to be overcome in order to learn and achieve) were found to have a positive effect on
motivation and performance.13

Another interesting delineation involves two types of energy—“tense energy,” which is a
stress-driven state characterized by a constant sense of pressure and anxiety, and “calm
energy,” which is a stress-free “flow” state characterized by low muscle tension, an alert
presence of mind, peaceful body feelings, increased creative intelligence, physical vitality,
and a deep sense of well-being.14 On-the-job stress may enhance such energy levels. For
example, a recent survey found over two-thirds of U.S. and international employees reported
being either neutral or energized. Based on this evidence, one stress expert observed, “The
number of employees who indicated a level of comfort and even positive energy in response
to work-related stress confirms that challenging work helps employees remain focused and
interested throughout their daily routines and more eager to contribute.”15

In other words, a completely stress-free workplace is not the ideal. Stress can be viewed
in a number of different ways and has been described as the most imprecise word in the sci-
entific dictionary. The word stress has also been compared with the word sin: “Both are
short, emotionally charged words used to refer to something that otherwise would take
many words to say.”16 Although there are numerous definitions and much debate about the
meaning of job stress,17 Ivancevich and Matteson define stress simply as “the interaction of
the individual with the environment,” but then they go on to give a more detailed working
definition, as follows: “an adaptive response, mediated by individual differences and/or
psychological processes, that is a consequence of any external (environmental) action, sit-
uation, or event that places excessive psychological and/or physical demands on a per-
son.”18 Note the three critical components of this definition: (1) it refers to a reaction to a
situation or event, not the situation or event itself; (2) it emphasizes that stress can be
impacted by individual differences; and (3) it highlights the phrase “excessive psychologi-
cal and/or physical demands,” because only special or unusual situations (as opposed to
minor life adjustments) can really be said to produce stress.19

In another definition, Beehr and Newman define job stress as “a condition arising from
the interaction of people and their jobs and characterized by changes within people that
force them to deviate from their normal functioning.”20 Taking these two definitions and
simplifying them for the purpose of this chapter, stress is defined as an adaptive response
to an external situation that results in physical, psychological, and/or behavioral deviations
for organizational participants.

It is also important to point out what stress is not:

1. Stress is not simply anxiety. Anxiety operates solely in the emotional and psychologi-
cal sphere, whereas stress operates there and also in the physiological sphere. Thus,
stress may be accompanied by anxiety, but the two should not be equated.

2. Stress is not simply nervous tension. Like anxiety, nervous tension may result from
stress, but the two are not the same. Unconscious people have exhibited stress, and some
people may keep it “bottled up” and not reveal it through nervous tension.

3. Stress is not necessarily something damaging, bad, or to be avoided. Eustress is not
damaging or bad and is something people should seek out rather than avoid. The key, of
course, is how the person handles the stress. Stress is inevitable; distress may be pre-
vented or can be effectively controlled.21

What about Burnout?
As far as the increasingly popular term “burnout” is concerned, some stress researchers
contend that burnout is a type of stress22 and others treat it as having a number of compo-
nents.23 One stress and trauma support coordinator makes the distinction between stress
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and burnout as follows, “Stress is normal and often quite healthy. However, when the abil-
ity to cope with stress begins to let us down, then we may be on the road to burnout.”24 John
Izzo, a former HR professional in the occupational development area, suggests that
burnout may be the consequence of “losing a sense of the basic purpose and fulfillment of
your work.” He goes on to say that “Getting more balance or getting more personal time
will help you with stress—but it will often not help you with burnout.”25 Research in this
area shows that burnout is not necessarily the result of individual problems such as charac-
ter or behavior flaws in which organizations can simply change people or get rid of them.
In fact, Christina Maslach, a well-known stress researcher, says the opposite is probably
true. She concludes that “as a result of extensive study, it is believed that burnout is not a
problem of the people themselves but of the social environment in which people work.”26

She believes that burnout creates a sense of isolation and a feeling of lost control, causing
the burned-out employee to relate differently to others and to their work.27 Burnout is also
most closely associated with the so-called helping professions such as nursing, education,
and social work. So, even though technically burnout may be somewhat different from
stress, the two terms will be treated the same here and used interchangeably.

Finally, conceptually similar to stress is conflict. Although there is some overlap in ana-
lyzing the causes and effects and managing stress and conflict, they are both covered in
this chapter. The major difference, except for intraindividual conflict, is that conflict in the
field of organizational behavior is more associated with disagreement or opposition at the
interpersonal or intergroup level. After examining stressors, these levels of conflict are
given attention.

THE CAUSES OF STRESS

The antecedents of stress, or the so-called stressors, affecting today’s employees are summa-
rized in Figure 9.1. As shown, these causes come from both outside and inside the organiza-
tion, from the groups that employees are influenced by and from employees themselves.

Extraorganizational
Stressors 

Organizational Stressors 

Group Stressors 

Individual
Stressors 

JOB
STRESS

FIGURE 9.1
Categories of
Stressors Affecting
Occupational Stress
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Extraorganizational Stressors
Although most analyses of job stress ignore the importance of outside forces and events,
it is becoming increasingly clear that these have a tremendous impact. Taking an open-
systems perspective of an organization (that is, the organization is greatly affected by the
external environment), it is clear that job stress is not limited just to things that happen
inside the organization, during working hours. In fact, one research study found that stres-
sors outside the workplace were related to negative affect and feelings on the job.28

Extraorganizational stressors include things such as societal/technological change, global-
ization, the family, relocation, economic and financial conditions, race and gender, and res-
idential or community conditions.

The phenomenal rate of change and economic turbulence, which is given detailed
attention in the introductory chapters, has had a great effect on people’s lifestyles, and
this of course is carried over into their jobs. Although medical science has increased the
life spans of people and has eradicated or reduced the threat of many diseases, the pace
of modern living has increased stress and decreased personal wellness. The concept of
wellness has been defined as “a harmonious and productive balance of physical, mental,
and social well-being brought about by the acceptance of one’s personal responsibility
for developing and adhering to a health promotion program.”29 Because people tend to
get caught up in the rush-rush, mobile, urbanized, crowded, on-the-go lifestyle of today,
their anxiety30 and wellness in general has deteriorated; the potential for stress on the job
has increased. There is considerable evidence that “Balancing concern for one’s health
with effortful striving is essential to sustained, long-term achievement. Conversely, the
failure to attend to one’s health places an executive at risk of failure, and in the extreme,
of death.”31

It is generally recognized that a person’s family has a big impact on one’s stress level. A
family situation—either a brief crisis, such as a squabble or the illness of a family member,
or long-term strained relations with parents, spouse, or children—can act as a significant
stressor for employees. Also, recent trends have made it increasingly difficult for employ-
ees to adequately balance the responsibilities of their jobs and their families. As employees
are working longer hours and bringing more work home at night,32 more and more pressure
is being placed on work-family relationships33 and more emphasis on the coordination of
work and vacation schedules, and the search for elder and child care options has become
prominent and very stressful.34

Relocating the family because of a transfer or a promotion can also lead to stress. For
example, under globalization, expatriate managers (those with an assignment outside their
home country) may undergo cultural shock and then when repatriated (relocated to the
home country) may experience isolation; both are significant stressors.35 For most people
in recent years, their financial situation has also proved to be a stressor. Many people have
been forced to take a second job (“moonlight”), or the spouse has had to enter the work-
force in order to make ends meet. This situation reduces time for recreational and family
activities. The overall effect on employees is more stress on their primary jobs.

Life’s changes may be slow (getting older) or sudden (the death of a spouse). These sud-
den changes have been portrayed in novels and movies as having a dramatic effect on peo-
ple, and medical researchers have verified that especially sudden life changes do in fact
have a very stressful impact on people.36 They found a definite relationship between the
degree of life changes and the subsequent health of the person. The more change, the
poorer the subsequent health. These life changes can also directly influence job perfor-
mance. One psychologist, Faye Crosby, reports that divorce greatly interferes with work.
She says, “During the first three months after a spouse walks out, the other spouse—male
or female—usually is incapable of focusing on work.”37
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Sociological-demographic variables such as race and gender can also become stressors.
As the workforce becomes increasingly diverse (see Chapter 2), potential stress-related
issues include differences in beliefs and values, differences in opportunities for rewards or
promotions, and perceptions by minority employees of either discrimination or lack of fit
between themselves and the organization.38 Researchers have noted over the years that
minorities may have more stressors than whites.39 Although a review of up-to-date evi-
dence concludes that women experience more stress than men,40 an earlier meta-analysis
performed on 15 studies found no significant sex differences in experienced and perceived
work stress.41 There continues to be evidence that women perceive more job demands than
men in both the male-dominated and female-dominated occupations.42 Also, people in the
middle and upper classes may have particular or common stressors. The same is true of the
local community or region that one comes from. For example, one researcher identified
the condition of housing, convenience of services and shopping, neighborliness, and
degree of noise and air pollution as likely stressors.43 With globalization adding to the
cultural diversity of recent times, there is also recent research evidence suggesting that
identical conflict episodes are perceived differently across cultures (in this case the United
States and Japan).44 Thus, not only must race and gender be considered in analyzing extra-
organizational stressors, but also the country culture and economic system.45

Organizational Stressors
Besides the potential stressors that occur outside the organization, there are also those
associated with the organization itself. Although the organization is made up of groups
of individuals, there are also more macrolevel dimensions, unique to the organization,
that contain potential stressors.46 Figure 9.2 shows that these macrolevel stressors can be
categorized into administrative policies and strategies, organizational structure and
design, organizational processes, and working conditions. Some specific examples of
more specific job stressors especially related to performance includes role ambiguity,
conflict and overload, job insecurity, work-family conflict, environmental uncertainty,
and situational constraints. A recent meta-analysis found each of these to be negatively
related to job performance.47

As organizations dramatically change to meet the environmental challenges outlined in
the introductory chapters (globalization, economic turbulence, and diversity), there are more
and more accompanying stressors for individual employees in their jobs. As recently
described, organizations today must be fast, agile, and responsive; they must quickly
respond to an ever-changing environment, constantly reinventing themselves.48 For exam-
ple, a study by Deloitte and Touche found that 84 percent of U.S. companies were undergo-
ing at least one major change intervention in their business strategy in order to compete in
today’s environment. Programs such as reengineering, restructuring, and downsizing have
become commonplace as the result of intense pressures to outperform the competition.
Downsizing, in particular, has taken and continues to take its toll on employees.49 The actual
loss of jobs, or even the mere threat of being laid off, can be extremely stressful for employ-
ees. Additionally, the “survivors” of downsizing “often experience tremendous pressure
from the fear of future cuts, the loss of friends and colleagues, and an increase in work-
load.”50 In other words, downsizing often translates to longer hours and more stress for the
surviors.51 Research indicates that such chronic occupational demands can lead to stress.52

Group Stressors
Chapter 10 indicates the tremendous influence that the group has on behavior. The group or
team can also be a potential source of stress. Here is how one member recently described
her team’s typical meeting:
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The people are loyal and competent but very slow to make proactive changes. They also have
a hard time with conflict so that issues go unaddressed for years. When I sit in staff meetings,
we may be talking about a budget issue or a marketing topic but the real underlying issue
seems to be two warring managers or an old conflict being rehashed.53

Unfortunately, sometimes these interpersonal conflicts in a group end up in a “bullying”
problem. This is only a recently recognized problem. Different from sexual harassment or
incivility, bullying is defined as “repeated, health-harming mistreatment that could involve
verbal abuse, threatening, humiliating, or offensive behavior or actions; or work interfer-
ence.”54 Obviously, bullying leads to tremendous stress for a victim and even those who
witness this problem. More generally, group stressors can be categorized into two areas:

1. Lack of group cohesiveness. Since the historically famous Hawthorne studies, dis-
cussed in Chapter 1, it has become very clear that cohesiveness, or “togetherness,” is
very important to employees, especially at the lower levels of organizations. If an
employee is denied the opportunity for this cohesiveness because of the task design,
because the supervisor does things to prohibit or limit it, or because the other members
of the group shut the person out, the resulting lack of cohesiveness can be very stress
producing.

Downsizing
Competitive pressures
Merit pay plans
Rotating work shifts
Bureaucratic rules
Advanced technology

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

Centralization and formalization
Line-staff conflicts
Specialization
Role ambiguity and conflict
No opportunity for advancement
Restrictive, untrusting culture 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

Tight controls
Only downward communication
Little performance feedback
Centralized decision making 
Lack of participation in decisions
Punitive appraisal systems

ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES

Crowded work area
Noise, heat, or cold
Polluted air
Strong odor
Unsafe, dangerous conditions
Poor lighting
Physical or mental strain
Toxic chemicals or radiation

WORKING CONDITIONS

JOB
STRESS

FIGURE 9.2
Macrolevel
Organizational
Stressors
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2. Lack of social support. Employees are greatly affected by the support of one or more
members of a cohesive group. By sharing their problems and joys with others, they are
much better off. If this type of social support is lacking for an individual, the situation
can be very stressful. There is even research evidence indicating that the lack of social
support is so stressful that it accounts for some health care costs.55

In addition to the group per se, group-level dynamics may become stressors. For example,
one study found that organizational politics was a potential source of stress in the work
environment56 and another study found social stressors such as conflicts with coworkers
and supervisors and social dislikes or ill will of all kinds, over time, can lead to depressive
symptoms for the employees involved.57

Individual Stressors: The Role of Dispositions
In a sense, the stressors discussed so far (extraorganizational, organizational, and group) all
eventually get down to the individual level. There is also more research and agreement on pos-
sible situational dimensions and individual dispositions that may affect stress outcomes. For
example, individual dispositions such as Type A personality patterns, personal control, learned
helplessness, and psychological hardiness may all affect the level of stress someone experi-
ences. In addition, the intraindividual level of conflict stemming from frustration, goals, and
roles, covered next under conflict, definitely has implications as individual stressors.

Type A Characteristics
The discussion of personality in Chapter 5 points out the complexity of, and individual dif-
ferences in, personality dispositions and traits. Personality traits such as authoritarianism,
rigidity, extroversion, supportiveness, spontaneity, emotionality, tolerance for ambiguity,
anxiety, and the need for achievement have been uncovered by research as being particu-
larly relevant to individual stress.58 Most attention over the years, however, has centered on
the so-called Type A personality.

Although heart researchers have been working on the use of personality types and the
resulting behavior patterns in order to predict heart attacks since the 1950s, in the late
1960s Friedman and Rosenman popularized the use of Type A and opposing Type B per-
sonalities in the study of stress. These types were portrayed as relatively stable characteris-
tics, and initially Friedman and Rosenman’s extensive studies found the Type A profile
correlated highly with experienced stress and dangerous physical consequences.59 In more
recent years, however, there is increasing evidence that Type As face no higher risk of heart
disease than anyone else.

Table 9.1 gives the reader a chance to see whether he or she tends to be a Type A or a
Type B personality. A majority of Americans are Type A, and an even higher percentage of
managers are Type A; one study found that 60 percent of the managers sampled were
clearly Type A and that only 12 percent were Type B.60

Friedman and Rosenman define the Type A personality as “an action-emotion complex
that can be observed in any person who is aggressively involved in a chronic, incessant
struggle to achieve more and more in less and less time, and if required to do so, against the
opposing efforts of other things or other persons.”61 Table 9.2 briefly summarizes the Type
A and Type B profiles. Obviously Type A employees (managers, salespersons, staff spe-
cialists, secretaries, or rank-and-file operating employees) experience considerable stress.
They are the ones who:

1. Work long, hard hours under constant deadline pressures and conditions for overload.

2. Often take work home at night or on weekends and are unable to relax.

3. Constantly compete with themselves, setting high standards of productivity that they
seem driven to maintain.
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4. Tend to become frustrated by the work situation, to be irritated with the work efforts of
others, and to be misunderstood by supervisors.62

Here is how one obviously Type A manager recently described her activities:

350 e-mails a day in my inbox. BlackBerry, cell phone, and laptop constantly in tow. Check
my Outlook calendar and see that I’m double- or triple-booked in meetings every hour, plus a
7 A.M. global conference call. Being told by management that we cannot hire additional head
count because of a hiring freeze, despite the hefty increase in responsibility for my team.63

By contrast, as shown in Table 9.2, Type B personalities are very laid back, are patient, and
take a very relaxed, low-key approach to life and their job.

TABLE 9.1
Type A and Type B
Self-Test

Source: Adapted from R. W.
Bortner, “A Short Rating Scale
as a Potential Measure of
Pattern A Behavior,” Journal of
Chronic Diseases, Vol. 22,
1966, pp. 87–91.

To determine your Type A or Type B profile, circle the number on the continuum (the verbal
descriptions represent endpoints) that best represents your behavior for each dimension.

Am casual about appointments 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Am never late
Am not competitive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Am very competitive
Never feel rushed, even under 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Always feel rushed

pressure
Take things one at a time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Try to do many things at once; 

think about what I am going 
to do next

Do things slowly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Do things fast (eating, 
walking, etc.)

Express feelings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 “Sit” on feelings
Have many interests 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Have few interests outside 

work
Total your score: _____________ Multiply it by 3: _____________. The interpretation of 

your score is as follows:

Type of 
Number of points personality

Less than 90 B
90 to 99 B�

100 to 105 A�
106 to 119 A
120 or more A�

TABLE 9.2
Profiles of Type A and
Type B Personalities

Type A Profile Type B Profile

Is always moving Is not concerned about time
Walks rapidly Is patient
Eats rapidly Doesn’t brag
Talks rapidly Plays for fun, not to win
Is impatient Relaxes without guilt
Does two things at once Has no pressing deadlines
Can’t cope with leisure time Is mild-mannered
Is obsessed with numbers It never in a hurry
Measures success by quantity
Is aggressive
Is competitive
Constantly feels under time pressure
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It is now accepted that Type As per se do not predict heart problems, and in fact Type
As may release and better cope with their stress than do Type Bs. The more recent stud-
ies indicate that it is not so much the impatience that is closely associated with Type As
that leads to heart problems, but rather anger and hostility.64 A leading medical
researcher noted that the term “Type A” probably has outlived its usefulness. He stated:
“Being a workaholic, being in a hurry, interrupting people, are not necessarily bad for
your heart. What is bad is if you have high levels of hostility and anger, and you don’t
bother to hide it when dealing with other people.”65 This conclusion was supported by an
organizational psychiatrist who, after extensive study of the causes of stress in Japanese,
German, and American workers, concluded that “how workers handle their own aggres-
sion is the key factor in determining whether they will experience the kind of stress that
can lead to heart attacks, high blood pressure and other health problems.”66 However,
before the relationship of Type A to severe physical outcomes is completely dismissed, it
should be noted that anger, hostility, and aggression sometimes go along with a Type A
personality.

Besides the debate surrounding the impact of Type A personality on health is the ques-
tion of the performance and success of Type As versus Type Bs. It is pretty clear that Type
As perform better67 and are typically on a “fast track” to the top. They are more successful
than Type Bs. However, at the very top they do not tend to be as successful as Type Bs, who
are not overly ambitious, are more patient, and take a broader view of things.68 The key
may be to shift from Type A to Type B behavior, but, of course, most Type As are unable and
unwilling to make the shift and/or to cope with their Type A characteristics.

Personal Control
Besides Type A personality patterns, another important disposition is an individual’s
perception of control. As mentioned in Chapter 5’s discussion on job satisfaction, peo-
ple’s feelings about their ability to control a situation are important in determining their
level of stress. In particular, if employees feel that they have little control over the work
environment and over their own job, they will experience stress.69 Studies have shown
that if employees are given a sense of control over their work environment, such as being
given a chance to be involved in the decision-making process that affects them, this will
reduce their work stress.70 A large study by Cornell University medical researchers
found that those workers who experience a loss of control, especially in relatively low-
level jobs, have triple the risk of developing high blood pressure. The researchers con-
cluded that lack of control turns stress into physical problems. They also found that if a
high-stress job included latitude to control the situation, there was no increase in blood
pressure.71 A study in a hospital setting also found that employee perceptions of the
amount of control they experience at work relate to stress, which in turn affects physio-
logical outcomes such as blood pressure as well as psychological outcomes such as job
satisfaction.72 A recent study also found that job control has an impact on stress and
strain if the employee perceives organizational justice.73 In other words, it may not be
job control per se, but the employee’s perception of fairness that has the resulting impact
on stress.

Learned Helplessness
The feeling of loss of control goes back to some of the classic research on learned help-
lessness conducted by Seligman.74 Chapter 7 introduced this concept in relation to opti-
mism. In conducting experiments on dogs who could not escape shock, Seligman found
that they eventually accepted it and did not even try to escape. Later, when the dogs could
learn to escape easily, they did not—they had learned to be helpless. Other studies found
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that people, too, can learn to be helpless,75 which helps explain why some employees just
seem to have given up and seem to accept stressors in their work environment, even when
a change for the better is possible.

More recently, Seligman and his colleagues have concentrated on people’s attributions
for their lack of control. Specifically, they suggest that people are most apt to experience
helplessness when they perceive the causes of the lack of control:

1. To be related to something about their own personal characteristics (as opposed to out-
side, environmental forces)

2. As stable and enduring (rather than just temporary)

3. To be global and universal (cutting across many situations, rather than in just one sphere
of life)76

Further study and research on the sense of control in general and learned helplessness in
particular will provide much insight into stress and how to cope with it.

Psychological Hardiness
Everyone has observed individual differences of people faced with stressors. Some people
seem to go to pieces at the slightest provocation, whereas others seem unflappable in the
face of extremely stressful situations. Those able to cope successfully with extreme stres-
sors seem to have a “hardiness” disposition.

Kobasa and her colleagues studied executives under considerable stress who were
both measurably hardy and nonhardy. She found that the hardy executives had a lower
rate of stress-related illness and were characterized as having commitment (they became
very involved in what they were doing); welcoming challenge (they believed that
change rather than stability was normal); and feeling in control (they felt they could
influence the events around them).77 She suggests that the predisposition of psycholog-
ical hardiness helps those with it to resist stress by providing buffers between them-
selves and stressors.

Such buffering drawn from hardiness may be an important quality as organizations
now and in the future demand more and more from their employees at all levels. As has
been noted:

Why does the job seem so demanding? It isn’t just long hours or clumsy direction from
above, though there’s plenty of that. All sorts of pressure, from the stress of participatory
management techniques to the hyperkinesia of two-career marriages to the dismay of find-
ing your workload increasing as you near 50, just when you thought you could adopt a more
dignified pace, are working together to squeeze the oomph from heretofore steely-eyed
achievers.78

Kobasa’s research would say that those with hardiness will be able to survive and even
thrive in such an environment, but those who do not possess hardiness may suffer the harm-
ful outcomes of stress and conflict. As concluded by the closely related “toughness”
researchers in positive psychology, “once an individual becomes tough and thereby experi-
ences the sustained energy (with minimal tension) necessary for successful coping, that
person is likely to experience a greater variety of situations as challenging rather than
threatening.”79 Also from the positive organizational behavior literature, in Chapter 7 it was
mentioned that Avey, Luthans, and Jensen recently found that there was a significant nega-
tive relationship between employees’ psychological capital and their reported levels of
stress.80 In other words, employees may be able to draw from their positive psychological
resources (i.e., efficacy, hope, optimism, resiliency, and overall psychological capital) in
order to combat the stressors that they face at work.
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INTRAINDIVIDUAL CONFLICT

Although stress and conflict are treated differently, they are combined in this one chapter
mainly because of the conceptual similarity between individual dispositional stressors and
intraindividual conflict. After presenting the intraindividual forms of conflict in terms of
frustration, goals, and roles, some more macro interactive conflict models are briefly
reviewed as shown in Figure 9.3.

Conflict Due to Frustration
Frustration occurs when a motivated drive is blocked before a person reaches a desired
goal. Figure 9.4 illustrates what happens. The barrier may be either overt (outward, or phys-
ical) or covert (inward, or mental-sociopsychological). The frustration model can be useful
in the analysis of not only behavior in general but also specific aspects of on-the-job behav-
ior. Theft of company property and even violence on the job may be a form of an aggres-
sive outcome to job frustration. For example, a summary article on violence in the
workplace noted that even though on-the-job killings have dropped over the last 15 years,
this is because of fewer homicides in places like taxis and convenience stores. Workplace
homicides by “associates”—current and former coworkers, customers, and clients—are

Organizational

Intergroup

Interpersonal

Intra-
individual

CONFLICT
Micro

MacroFIGURE 9.3
Level of Conflict in
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Drive
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with direction)
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Need
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actually on the upswing since 1997.81 In addition, employee crimes, as a form of displaced
aggression (e.g., fictitious sales transactions, illegal kickbacks, and theft of office equip-
ment and retail items meant for sales to customers), is also on the rise.82

There is increasing concern and research on aggression and violence in the workplace.
Although self-reported incidences of workplace aggression are a reaction to frustration,
there is research evidence that individual differences (e.g., trait anger, attribution style,
negative affectivity, attitudes toward revenge, self-control, and previous exposure to
aggressive cultures) account for this aggression,83 but so do situational factors such as
interactional justice and/or abusive supervision.84 Another study also found personality
variables such as stress reaction and control correlated with workplace aggression, and the
incidence of aggression depended on the perception of being victimized by others.85 The
form of aggression may depend on the perception of organizational justice (i.e., the judged
fairness),86 and there is a recent study that violent crime rates in the community of the
workplace predicted the amount of reported aggression at that workplace.87 Implementing
a violence-prevention policy and providing training to supervisors and employees in
workplace-violence awareness seems to decrease the incidence rate for employee-on-
employee violence.88

In addition to aggression and violence, the withdrawal reaction to frustration may be a
major explanation for the “motivational problem” of employees. They may be apathetic or
have “retired on the job” because they are frustrated, not because they have no motivation.
Many employees’ motives have been blocked by dead-end jobs, high degrees of job spe-
cialization, or supervisors who put up barriers. Similar to aggression there is research evi-
dence that both perceived organizational support89 and personality variables90 affect what
manner and what type of withdrawal behaviors employees exhibit. The fixation reaction to
frustration may be used to explain irrational bureaucratic behavior. (The rules become the
ends in themselves, and the frustrated employee pathetically adapts to the barriers.)
Compromise can help explain midcareer changes (frustrated employees go around the bar-
riers) or “living outside the job” (frustrated employees cannot achieve motivated goals on
the job, so they seek fulfillment outside the job). These reactions to frustration often cost
organizations a great deal because of the dysfunctions associated with aggression, with-
drawal, and fixation. In the case of compromise, the employee’s motivation is forced out-
side the organization. Although the discussion so far indicates the dysfunctional nature of
frustration, such negativity should not be automatically assumed.

In some cases frustration may actually result in a positive impact on individual per-
formance and organizational goals. An example is the worker or manager who has high
needs for competence and achievement and/or who has high self-efficacy (see Chapter 7’s
discussion) in being able to do a job well. A person of this type who is frustrated on the job
may react in a traditional defensive manner, but the frustration may result in improved per-
formance. The person may try harder to overcome the barrier or may overcompensate, or
the new direction or goal sought may be more compatible with the organization’s goals. In
addition, one research study found stress and strain levels were lower for participants with
high self-efficacy than for those with lower self-efficacy.91

Once again, it should be remembered that defense mechanisms per se are not bad for the
individual. They play an important role in the psychological adjustment process and are
unhealthy only when they dominate the individual’s personality. Also, those who have suc-
cessfully overcome frustration in the past by learning that it is possible to surmount barriers
or find substitute goals are more tolerant of frustration than those who have never experi-
enced it, or than those who have experienced excesses in frustration. There is also evidence
that “venting” (an emotional reaction of expressing one’s negative feelings to others) has
an adverse affect on performance and amplified the negativity.92 However, in general,
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a major goal of management should be to eliminate the barriers (imagined, real, or poten-
tial) that are or will be frustrating to employees. This goal may be accomplished through
job redesign efforts (see Chapter 6) that are more compatible with employee motivation or
leadership skills that get the frustrating barriers out of people’s way.

Goal Conflict
Another common source of conflict for an individual is a goal that has both positive and
negative features, or two or more competing goals. Whereas in frustration motives are
blocked before the goal is reached, in goal conflict two or more motives block one another.
For ease of analysis, three separate types of goal conflict are generally identified:

1. Approach-approach conflict, where the individual is motivated to approach two or more
positive but mutually exclusive goals.

2. Approach-avoidance conflict, where the individual is motivated to approach a goal and
at the same time is motivated to avoid it. The single goal contains both positive and neg-
ative characteristics for the individual.

3. Avoidance-avoidance conflict, where the individual is motivated to avoid two or more
negative but mutually exclusive goals.

To varying degrees, each of these forms of goal conflict exists in the modern organization,
but approach-avoidance is most relevant to the analysis of conflict.

Approach-avoidance conflict results from organizational goals having both positive and
negative aspects for organizational participants. Basic research in psychology suggests that
the positive aspects of a given organizational goal are stronger and more salient at a dis-
tance (in time and/or space) than the negative aspects. On the other hand, as a person gets
nearer to the goal, the negative aspects become more pronounced, and at some point the
individual may hesitate or fail to progress any further at the point where approach equals
avoidance. For example, managers engaged in long-range planning typically are very con-
fident of a goal (a strategic plan) they have developed for the future. Yet, as the time gets
near to commit resources and implement the plan, the negative consequences seem to
appear much greater than they did in the developing stage. Managers in such a situation
may reach the point where approach equals avoidance. The result is a great deal of internal
conflict and stress, which may cause indecision, physical reactions, or even depression.

Such approach-avoidance conflict and its aftermath are very common among decision
makers and people in responsible positions in today’s organizations described in the intro-
ductory comments. As noted in a cover story of Fortune, “To the survivors, the revolution
feels something like this: scary, guilty, painful, liberating, disorienting, exhilarating,
empowering, frustrating, fulfilling, confusing, challenging.”93 In other words, as these
terms indicate, many managers in recent years have been experiencing very mixed feelings,
or approach-avoidance reactions. The accompanying OB in Action: Dealing with
Conflicting Goals gives some real-world examples.

Role Conflict and Ambiguity
Closely related to the concept of norms (the “oughts” of behavior), role is defined as a posi-
tion that has expectations evolving from established norms. People living in contemporary
society assume a succession of roles throughout life. A typical sequence of social roles
would be that of child, son or daughter, teenager, college student, boyfriend or girlfriend,
spouse, parent, and grandparent. Each of these roles has recognized expectations that are
acted out like a role in a play.

Besides progressing through a succession of roles such as those just mentioned, the
adult in modern society fills numerous other roles at the same time. It is not uncommon for
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the adult middle-class male to be simultaneously playing the roles of husband, father,
provider, son (to elderly parents), worker or manager, student (in a night program), coach
of a Little League baseball team, church member, member of a social club, bridge partner,
poker club member, officer of a community group, and weekend golfer. Women, of course,
also have numerous, often conflicting, roles.94 Although all the roles that men and women
bring into the organization are relevant to their behavior, in the study of organizational
behavior the organizational role is the most important. Roles such as software developer,
clerk, team leader, salesperson, engineer, systems analyst, department head, vice president,
and chairperson of the board often carry conflicting demands and expectations. There is
recent research evidence that such conflict can have a negative impact on well-being95 and
performance and may be affected by cultural differences.96 For example, in a study of
CEOs in international joint ventures, it was found that role conflict was lower when the for-
eign partner was dominant in the venture, but higher when the local parent was dominant.
Role conflict was inversely related to cultural distance.97

There are three major types of role conflict. One type is the conflict between the person
and the role. There may be conflict between the person’s personality and the expectations
of the role. For example, a production worker and member of the union is appointed to head
up a new production team. This new team leader may not really believe in keeping close
control over the workers, and it goes against this individual’s personality to be hard-nosed,
but that is what the head of production expects. A second type is intrarole conflict created
by contradictory expectations about how a given role should be played. Should the new
team leader be autocratic or democratic in dealing with the team members? Finally,
interrole conflict results from the differing requirements of two or more roles that must be

OB in Action: Dealing with Conflicting Goals

How can managers deal with conflicting goals? One way
is by recognizing that conflict exists in every organiza-
tion and cannot be avoided. For example, many man-
agement experts argue that in order to bring about
change, top executives have to be out front rallying the
personnel and showing that they support the change.
On the other hand, these same experts point out that
change has to have a broad cadre of leaders at the mid-
dle and lower levels who are willing to carry the banner
of change. So what is a leader to do: Get out front or
encourage the personnel to assume this responsibility?
The two approaches seem to be in conflict.

Or consider the independence versus interdepen-
dence conflict. Organizations demand that their man-
agers act independently and assume personal initiative
and responsibility for their units. However, when a man-
ager initiates an action that steps on another unit’s toes,
the first manager often is called on the carpet and
encouraged to “be more of a team player.”

Another conflict is that of revenue growth versus cost
containment. If managers spend all their time trying to
grow the business, they face the criticism of not control-
ling their costs. If they put the primary focus on keeping
expenses under control, they are asked why they are not
increasing their revenue base.

What can managers do to deal with these conflicts?
One way is to realize that conflict often forms into a
central dilemma: empowerment versus alignment.
Successful managers explore both approaches and bal-
ance their emphasis accordingly. For example, at
General Motors there long has been a conflict between
achieving low cost per unit through economies of scale
(large-size enterprise) and responding to customer
demands by reducing time to market. At IBM there has
been an ongoing conflict between growing the busi-
ness (raising revenues) and increasing profit (lowering
costs). At Mercedes there has been a continual clash
between factions in the firm who want to design and
build quality cars (engineering emphasis) and those
who argue that many people are unwilling to pay a
premium for the car because they neither want nor
appreciate such innovation (marketing emphasis). The
successful manager often is the one who best can bal-
ance the conflicting demands while not losing sight of
the organization’s overall objectives. Through effective
conflict management, the efforts of all concerned can
be directed toward common goals that hopefully will
be beneficial to both the people involved and the over-
all organization.
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played at the same time. Work roles and nonwork roles are often in such conflict. For exam-
ple, a successful executive working for a computer company said that she often worked
from 7:30 A.M. to 11:30 P.M. Her long hours led to the breakup of a relationship. When she
got word that her mother was seriously ill, she remembered: “I had about five minutes to be
upset before the phone started ringing again. You get so far into it, you don’t even realize
your life has gotten away from you completely.”98

The production team leader and the fast-climbing executive obviously represent the
extreme cases of organizational role conflict. Yet to varying degrees, depending on the indi-
vidual and the situation, people in every other position in the modern organization also
experience one or all three types of role conflict. Staff engineers are not sure of their real
authority. The clerk in the front office does not know whether to respond to a union-organizing
drive. The examples are endless. The question is not whether role conflict and ambiguity
exist—they do, and they seem inevitable.99 Rather, the key becomes a matter of determining
how role conflict can be resolved or managed.100

INTERACTIVE CONFLICT

Besides the intraindividual aspects of conflict that are closely related to stress, the interac-
tive aspects of conflict are also an important dynamic of organizational behavior. This sec-
tion is specifically concerned with analyzing the interactive conflict that can result at the
interpersonal and intergroup levels in today’s organizations.

Interpersonal Conflict
Those who have interpersonal conflict most often attribute the cause to a personality prob-
lem or defect in the other party. For example, as discussed in Chapter 6, research from attri-
bution theory on the so-called fundamental attribution error suggests that people attribute
others’ behavior to personal factors such as intelligence, ability, motivation, attitudes, or
personality. Whetten and Cameron, however, go beyond this surface explanation and pro-
pose that there are four major sources of interpersonal conflict.101 These can be summa-
rized as follows:

1. Personal differences. Everyone has a unique background because of his or her
upbringing, cultural and family traditions, and socialization processes. Because no one
has the same family background, education, and values, the differences can be a major
source of conflict. Disagreements stemming from the differences “often become highly
emotional and take on moral overtones. A disagreement about who is factually correct
easily turns into a bitter argument over who is morally right.”102

2. Information deficiency. This source of conflict results from communication breakdown
in the organization. It may be that the two people in conflict are using different informa-
tion or that one or both have misinformation. Unlike personal differences, this source of
conflict is not emotionally charged and once corrected, there is little resentment.

3. Role incompatibility. This type of interpersonal conflict draws from both intraindivid-
ual role conflict (discussed in the previous section) and intergroup conflict (discussed in
the next section). Specifically, in today’s horizontal organizations, managers have func-
tions and tasks that are highly interdependent. However, the individual roles of these
managers may be incompatible. For example, the production manager and the sales
manager have interdependent functions: one supports the other. However, a major role
of the production manager is to cut costs, and one way to do this is to keep inventories
low. The sales manager, on the other hand, has a dominant role of increasing revenues
through increased sales. The sales manager may make delivery promises to customers
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that are incompatible with the low inventory levels maintained by production. The
resulting conflict from role incompatibility may have to be resolved by higher-level
management or systems development through advanced information technology.

4. Environmental stress. These types of conflict can be amplified by a stressful environ-
ment. In environments characterized by scarce or shrinking resources, downsizing, com-
petitive pressures, or high degrees of uncertainty, conflict of all kinds will be more
probable. “For example, when a major pet-food manufacturing facility announced that
one-third of its managers would have to support a new third shift, the feared disruption
of personal and family routines prompted many managers to think about sending out
their résumés. In addition, the uncertainty of who was going to be required to work at
night was so great that even routine management work was disrupted by posturing and
infighting.”103

In addition to identifying some of the major sources of interpersonal conflict as in the
preceding, it is useful to analyze the dynamics of individuals interacting with one another.
One way to analyze their confronting others is through the response categories of (1) forc-
ing (assertive, uncooperative); (2) accommodating (unassertive, cooperative); (3) avoiding
(uncooperative, unassertive); (4) compromising (between assertiveness and cooperative-
ness); and (5) collaborating (cooperative, assertive).104 Like role conflict, there is research
indicating the complexity of interindividual and intragroup conflict,105 and it is not always
bad. For example, one study found the following profile of high-performing teams: (1) low
but increasing levels of process conflict; (2) low levels of relationship conflict, with a rise
near project deadlines; and (3) moderate levels of task conflict at the midpoint of group
interaction.106

Intergroup Behavior and Conflict
In addition to interpersonal (which includes intragroup) conflict, social psychologists have
been concerned about intergroup conflict for a number of years. Intergroup behavior is
even specifically identified as follows: “Intergroup behavior occurs whenever individuals
belonging to one group interact, collectively or individually, with another group or its
members in terms of their reference group identification.”107

Several antecedent conditions have been identified for explaining intergroup conflict.
These can be summarized as follows:108

1. Competition for resources. Most organizations today have very limited resources.
Groups within the organization vie for budget funds, space, supplies, personnel, and
support services.

2. Task interdependence. If two groups in the organization depend on one another in a
mutual way or even a one-way direction (as in a sequential technological process), there
tends to be more conflict than if groups are independent of one another. The more
diverse the objectives, priorities, and personnel of the interdependent groups (for exam-
ple, research and operations), the more conflict there tends to be.

3. Jurisdictional ambiguity. This may involve “turf ” problems or overlapping respon
sibilities. For example, conflict might occur when one group attempts to assume more
control or take credit for desirable activities, or give up its part and any responsibility for
undesirable activities.

4. Status struggles. This conflict occurs when one group attempts to improve its status and
another group views this as a threat to its place in the status hierarchy. One group may
also feel it is being inequitably treated in comparison with another group of equal status
in terms of rewards, job assignments, working conditions, privileges, or status symbols.
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Human resources departments justifiably often feel they are treated inequitably in rela-
tion to marketing, finance, and operations departments.

Groups in conflict behave differently from smoothly cooperating groups. Here is a real-
world example:

A division of Litton Industries needed to integrate West and East Coast operations in order to
provide customers a full spectrum of services. The West Coast group had been running call
centers for 30-some years, were hard working, but resistant to change. The East Coast opera-
tion was cobbled together through recent acquisitions and specialized in enterprise-wide
process consulting. This East Coast group was freewheeling, risk-taking and could care less
about Litton culture and tradition. The resulting conflict left virtually no communication or
unified sense of direction between the two groups. Covert sabotage was routinely waged by
both sides to dilute one another’s effectiveness.109

There is recent research evidence that such groups in conflict change both internally and in
their intergroup perceptions. For example, one study of 70 top management teams found
internally that the degree of trust moderated the relationship between task conflict (the per-
ception of disagreements about decisions made by the group) and relationship conflict (an
emotional perception of interpersonal incompatibility).110 Another study found that low
intragroup cohesiveness and negative relationships across groups were significantly related
to higher perceptions of intergroup conflict.111 Overall, most experts today emphasize the
importance of making a cost-benefit analysis of the conflict situation at any level and then
setting up dispute resolution systems112 and, most recently, setting up systems through
advanced information technology that eliminate conflict inherent in traditional (i.e., hierar-
chical and functional specializations) organization designs.

THE EFFECTS OF STRESS AND INTRAINDIVIDUAL CONFLICT

As has been pointed out, stress and conflict are not automatically bad for individual
employees or their organizational performance. In fact, it is generally recognized that low
levels of stress and conflict can even enhance job performance. For example, one study
found that mild stress, such as getting a new supervisor or being involuntarily transferred,
may have the positive result of an increased search for information in the job.113 This may
lead employees to new and better ways of doing their jobs. Also, mild stress may get
employees’ “juices” flowing and lead to increased activity, change, and overall better per-
formance. People in certain jobs, such as in sales or creative fields (for example, newspa-
per journalists and television announcers who work under time pressures), would seem to
benefit from a mild level of stress. People in other jobs, such as police officers or physi-
cians, may not benefit from constant mild stress.

Research is also emerging that indicates that the level of difficulty, the nature of the
task being performed, personal dispositions (such as Type A, personal control and learned
helplessness, and psychological hardiness, and psychological capital, discussed in previ-
ous sections), other psychological dispositions (such as negative affectivity114), and neu-
roticism115 may affect the relationship between stress and performance. However, it is still
safe to conclude that:

1. The performance of many tasks is in fact strongly affected by stress.

2. Performance usually drops off sharply when stress rises to very high levels.116

It is the dysfunctional effects of high levels of stress and conflict that should be and are
a major concern for contemporary society in general and for effective human resource
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management in particular. The problems due to high levels of stress and conflict can be
exhibited physically, psychologically, or behaviorally by the individual.

Physical Problems Due to Stress and Conflict
Most of the attention and basic research over the years have been devoted to the impact that
stress has on physical health. Specific physical health concerns that have been linked to
stress include the following: (1) immune system problems, where there is a lessened abil-
ity to fight off illness and infection; (2) cardiovascular system problems, such as high blood
pressure and heart disease; (3) musculoskeletal system problems, such as tension
headaches and back pain; and (4) gastrointestinal system problems, such as diarrhea and
constipation.117 For example, heart attacks are a way of life (or death in this case) on stress-
packed Wall Street. For the 5,000 people who work at the stock exchange, the heart attack
death rate is 60 percent higher than the national rate for men between 18 and 65, and it was
one of the first employers to install a defibrillator (used to restart the heart by electric
shock).118 The situation on Wall Street has even worsened in recent years because of the
threat of terrorism, the corporate scandals, and the extreme volatility of the market.

Obviously, serious physical ailments from stress have a drastic effect on the individual;
not always so obvious, but just as serious, are the effects that physical problems such as
heart disease can have on the organization. Ivancevich and Matteson have provided the fol-
lowing worksheet for computing the costs of replacing employees lost to heart disease in a
company employing 4,000 people.119

1. Number of employees 4,000
2. Men in age range 45 to 65 (0.25 � line 1) 1,000
3. Estimated deaths due to heart disease per year (0.006 � line 2) 6
4. Estimated premature retirement due to heart problems per year 

(0.003 � line 2) 3
5. Company’s annual personnel losses due to heart disorders 

(sum of lines 3 and 4) 9
6. Annual replacement cost: the average cost of hiring and training 

replacements for experienced employees (line 5 � $50,000) $450,000
7. Number of employees who will eventually die of heart disease if 

present rate continues (0.5 � line 1) 2,000

These figures are just estimates, but they dramatically illustrate how heart disease alone
can affect costs and sheer numbers of employees in a typical organization. Obviously, not
all heart disease can be directly linked to stress; environmental conditions and the person’s
general state of health, heredity, and medical history also certainly contribute. However,
there seems to be enough evidence that stress can and does contribute to this dreaded dis-
ease and to other physical problems as well.

Psychological Problems Due to Stress and Conflict
Although considerable attention has been given to the relationship between stress and phys-
ical health, especially within the medical community, not as much has been given to the
impact of stress on mental health. Yet, at least indirectly if not directly, the psychological
problems resulting from stress may be just as important, if not more important, to day-to-
day job performance as the physical problems.

High levels of stress may be accompanied by anger, anxiety, depression, nervousness,
irritability, tension, and boredom. One study found that stress had the strongest impact on
aggressive actions, such as sabotage, interpersonal aggression, hostility, and complaints.120
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These types of psychological problems from stress, in turn, are especially relevant to poor
job performance, lowered self-esteem,121 resentment of supervision, inability to concen-
trate and make decisions, and job dissatisfaction.122 These outcomes of stress can have a
direct cost effect on the organization. For example, the National Centers for Disease
Control reported that psychological stress is the source of numerous job-related insurance
claims.123 Court cases have also brought stress-related problems stemming from employ-
ment under the employer’s workers’ compensation insurance.124 Experts are predicting that
if the number of stress-related workers’ compensation claims continues to grow at current
rates, these claims will lead all other claims,125 in an era when health care benefits for psy-
chological problems have plummeted.126

Of even greater significance, the outcomes of stress can have a subtle, but very real,
effect on the styles and effectiveness of managers in key positions. For example, managers
who are under constant stress may become very moody, and their subordinates soon learn
not to disturb them, even with important information, because they will just “bite your
head off.” Such managers may also realize, at times, that they are acting this way; they
may feel that they are not living up to the expectations of their important position and suf-
fer a loss of self-esteem. In this state they may also procrastinate and continue to put
things off and not make needed decisions. And, finally, they may resent their boss for try-
ing to get them back on track and begin to hate the job in general. Coworkers, subordi-
nates, and bosses may become very disgusted with such a manager and explain the
behavior away as being the result of a “rotten personality,” when in fact the problems are
the result of stress and conflict. If the manager had a heart attack, everyone would feel
sorry and say that he or she was under too much stress, but a manager’s moodiness, low
self-esteem, inability to make a decision, and dissatisfaction with the boss and the job
cause people to get angry and say that the manager is “no darned good” or “can’t get along
with anyone.” Both a heart attack and a psychological problem may have the same cause
(too much stress and conflict), and although people may react to them differently, the neg-
ative effect on performance is the same in the case of a psychological problem, or perhaps
even worse.

Behavioral Problems Due to Stress and Conflict
As has been the case with other topics covered in this text, the behavioral unit of analysis
may be most helpful—in this case, in analyzing the effects of job stress and conflict. Direct
behaviors that may accompany high levels of stress include undereating or overeating,
sleeplessness, increased smoking and drinking, and drug abuse. When it is realized that
6 percent of the population are alcoholics, that another estimated 10 percent are problem
drinkers, and that several billion doses of amphetamines and barbiturates are consumed
annually,127the potential problems for employee behavior caused by alcohol and drug abuse
become dramatically clear. For example, one company had such a problem with on-the-job
drinking that it bought a breath-alcohol meter to test its employees. The president of the
union in this firm stated: “There were a couple of people who came to work drunk every
day.”128 Although the meter has not been used yet, one worker was overheard to say, “I
guess I’ll have to stop going to the bar at unchtime.”129 Besides being dangerous, as in this
company, which used a lot of dangerous equipment, these problems may be manifested in
tardiness, absenteeism, and turnover.

There is research evidence over the years indicating a relationship between stress and
especially absenteeism and turnover.130 For example, workers may experience stress and
react by getting drunk and staying home from work the next day with a hangover. They then
feel bad about this drinking. They may feel that they are letting everyone down “the morn-
ing after” and eventually quit or are fired from the job. In the meantime the absenteeism rate
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climbs, and subsequently the turnover rate increases, both of which are very costly to the
organization in terms of filling in for absent workers and replacing those who have left.
Staying away from a job that is causing stress or quitting the job is a “flight” reaction to the
situation. Actually, this may be a healthier reaction than a “fight” reaction, in which the per-
son may stay on the stress-producing job and become angry and/or aggressive.

Like the psychological problems resulting from stress and conflict, the behavioral prob-
lems are often not attributed to stress by coworkers or supervisors and generate little sym-
pathy. But, also like the psychological and the physical symptoms of stress, the behavioral
problems can be controlled, more effectively managed, and even prevented by the individ-
ual and the organization. These coping strategies are discussed next.

COPING STRATEGIES FOR STRESS AND CONFLICT

Much of the discussion so far in this chapter and, at least indirectly, a lot of the material in
previous and subsequent chapters (for example, discussions of job design, goal setting,
organizational behavior modification, group dynamics, political strategies, leadership
styles, organization processes and design, control techniques, management of change, and
organization development techniques) suggest ways to manage and cope more effectively
with stress and conflict. There are even overall theories being developed on coping with
stress,131 basic research on the role that personality132 and trust133 can play in coping with
stress and conflict in organizations, and practical guidelines for converting stress into suc-
cess.134 The accompanying OB in Action: Taking Time to Manage Time suggests some
simple techniques, such as time management, that can be used to cope with stress, and
there are many lists of steps to take in order to avoid stress and burnout found in the prac-
titioner literature.135

OB in Action: Taking Time to Manage Time

One of the major causes of stress for managers comes
from time pressures. No matter how fast some managers
work and how much time they put in, they are still
unable to get all their work done. One of the most effec-
tive ways of dealing with this problem is the use of time
management techniques. Today many organizations
from Chase Manhattan to Exxon to Xerox are training
their managers in how to get more done in less time.
Some of the most helpful guidelines for effective time
management are the following:

1. Make out a “to-do” list that identifies everything
that must be done during the day. This helps keep
track of work progress.

2. Delegate as much minor work as possible to subor-
dinates.

3. Determine when you do the best work—morning or
afternoon—and schedule the most difficult assign-
ments for this time period.

4. Set time aside during the day, preferably at least one
hour, when visitors or other interruptions are not
permitted.

5. Have the secretary screen all incoming calls in order
to turn away those that are minor or do not require
your personal attention.

6. Eat lunch in the office one or two days a week in
order to save time and give yourself the opportunity
to catch up on paperwork.

7. Discourage drop-in visitors by turning your desk so
that you do not have eye contact with the door or
hallway.

8. Read standing up. The average person reads faster
and more accurately when in a slightly uncomfort-
able position.

9. Make telephone calls between 4:30 and 5:00 P.M.
People tend to keep these conversations brief so
that they can go home.

10. Do not feel guilty about those things that have not
been accomplished today. Put them on the top of
the “to-do” list for tomorrow.
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Interactive behavior at both the interpersonal and intergroup levels resulting in conflict
rather than stress per se has its own solutions for coping and managing. For example, a win-
win strategy of conflict resolution or types of strategies such as avoidance, defusion, con-
tainment, or confrontation136 are well known in conflict management and there is emerging
basic research indicating how conflict management can influence the success of global vir-
tual teams in today’s organizations.137 There continue to be many practitioner-oriented
books138 on resolving conflict in the workplace, but the more academic, research-based
approach has concentrated on negotiation skills. After a summary of both the individual
and organizational coping strategies for stress, the negotiation skills of conflict resolution
conclude the chapter.

Individual Coping Strategies
Today, self-help remedies, do-it-yourself approaches, weight-loss clinics and diets, health
foods, and physical exercise are being given much attention in the mass media. People are
actually taking responsibility, or know they should be taking responsibility, for their own
wellness. Individual coping strategies for dealing with stress make sense. In other words, as
described in the accompanying OB in Action: Making it Work by Not Doing it All, most
people don’t have to be convinced of the value of taking charge and actually making a
change in their lives. Today, this coping responsibility goes beyond physical well-being to
also include psychological well-being, spiritual vitality, and ethics.139

Some specific techniques that individuals can use to eliminate or more effectively man-
age inevitable, prolonged stress are the following:

1. Exercise. Today, it is not whether you win or lose, but whether you get some good
exercise that counts. People of all ages are walking, jogging, swimming, riding bicycles,
or playing softball, tennis, or racquetball in order to get some exercise to combat stress.
Although this seems to make a great deal of sense and many laypeople and physicians
swear by it, there still is no conclusive evidence that exercise will always reduce the
chances of heart disease or stroke. But there seems little doubt that it can help people
better cope with stress, even if only as a result of the side effects, such as relaxation,
enhanced self-esteem, and simply getting one’s mind off work for a while, and thus per-
form better in their daily tasks in the workplace.140

2. Relaxation. Whether a person simply takes it easy once in a while or uses specific
relaxation techniques such as biofeedback or meditation, the intent is to eliminate the
immediately stressful situation or manage a prolonged stressful situation more effec-
tively. Taking it easy may mean curling up with a good book in front of a fireplace or
watching something “light” (not a violent program or a sports program) on television.
There is even some recent research evidence that those who do expressive writing about
stressful events in their lives experience health benefits.141 Meditation involves muscle
and mental relaxation; the person slowly repeats a peaceful phrase or word or concen-
trates on a mental picture in a quiet location. There is growing research evidence that
such meditation can have a desirable physical142 and mental143 impact on people.
Lyubomirsky notes, “An avalanche of studies have shown that meditation has multiple
positive effects on a person’s happiness and positive emotions, on physiology, stress,
cognitive abilities, and physical health, as well as other harder-to-assess attributes, like
‘self-actualization’ and moral maturity.”144 However, whether it can have a practical
impact on job stress is yet to be determined. Nevertheless, a number of firms are using
it. For example, a stockbroker who regularly uses meditation stated: “It’s widely known
that this industry has a lot of stress. So where a lot of people drink alcohol, we meditate.
It’s not that we don’t feel stress. It just doesn’t hit us as much.”
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3. Behavioral self-control. Chapter 12 gives specific attention to behavior management.
By deliberately managing the antecedents and the consequences of their own behavior,
people can achieve self-control. For example, sales managers who have a steady stream
of customer complaints all day could change the antecedent by having an assistant
screen all complaints and allow only exceptions to reach them. They could also manage
the consequences by rewarding themselves with an extra break when they remain calm
and collected after interacting with a particularly angry customer. Besides managing

OB in Action: Making it Work by Not Doing it All

When Sophie Vandebroek was appointed head of Xerox
Corp.’s Canadian research and development operations
several years ago, she didn’t move to its headquarters in
Mississauga, Ontario. Instead, for a year and a half she
would get in her car Monday morning at her Penfield
(N.Y.) home, drive the 2 hours and 42 minutes it took to
get there, and work until 11:00 at night. After a que-
sadilla dinner and a night’s rest at the nearby Holiday
Inn, she would work until 4 on Tuesday afternoon, then
head home. Wednesdays were spent in Xerox research
facilities in Webster, N.Y., near her home. Thursday and
Friday was another round trip to Mississauga.

This was no one-time exercise in extreme commuting
for Vandebroek, who has lived in the same home for the
past 14 years. She has traveled by plane to jobs in
Stamford and Hartford, Conn. When she was pregnant
with her second child, she worked seven hours away, liv-
ing in an apartment during the week while her toddler
daughter, Elena, was home with her husband, Bart, an
engineer.

But Vandebroek would be the first to disabuse any-
one of the idea that she’s a kind of superwoman. To
some degree, she’s simply done what she had to do. Ten
years ago her husband died of a severe asthma attack
while they were camping in the Adirondack Mountains,
leaving Vandebroek to raise their three children an
ocean away from family in Europe. Since then, she’s
made her life work not by trying to do it all, but by
focusing on what’s most important.

An ability to prioritize is part of why Vandebroek, 44,
is such a successful executive. On Jan.1 the 14-year Xerox
veteran became chief technology officer, overseeing its
600 researchers and engineers and directing the $760
million plus the copier maker spends each year on R&D.
“Sophie is one in a million on a level of skill, knowledge,
and intellect,” says Bernard S. Meyerson, CTO for IBM
Systems and Technology Group and a friend of
Vandebroek’s since the early 1990s, when they worked
together in IBM’s Thomas J. Watson Research Center.
“But she maintains her modesty.”

These days, the commute is a relaxing 12 minutes from
her door to Xerox’ Webster campus, but Vandebroek’s
latest job will be a big challenge.

Optimism seems a prerequisite for a job where tak-
ing the wrong path can easily cost millions. So is a lot of
hard work. Vandebroek’s typical workday, when she’s in
Webster, starts at 6:40 A.M., making breakfast for Elena,
17, Arno, 15, and Jonas, 13. At 7:15 they’re on the school
bus, and she’s working out on her rowing machine while
listening to the BBC news on satellite radio. At the
office, the day is usually packed with meetings, many
with participants piped in from one of the four other
research centers she oversees around the world. On a
January day, Vandebroek, dressed in a stylish pants suit
with a silk scarf and high-heeled suede boots, rushed
from one meeting to the next, often stepping aside to
clear the e-mail from her BlackBerry or sip from her ever-
present 1-liter bottle of lime seltzer. She tries to be home
by 6:30 to dine with her kids. Then she spends most
nights reading printouts of e-mails she couldn’t get to
earlier in the day.

A master of efficiency, Vandebroek had to teach her-
self not to be all business at work. In her early days as a
manager she was so focused on getting the job done
that she assumed everyone would buy her arguments on
logic alone. An executive coach assigned to her as part
of Xerox’ talent-development program advised her to
open up, talk about herself. Vandebroek laughs remem-
bering the surprise of her staff when she opened a
Monday morning meeting with a discussion of her
weekend ski trip. Soon she was coordinating Thursday
evening team outings for chicken wings and beer. The
only rule: No talk about work. “It’s about the human
fabric of the organization,” she says, “taking the time to
listen to [employees’] concerns.”

Still, for years many at Xerox didn’t even know she
was a widow. After her husband’s death, Vandebroek
plowed herself into work. In speeches, she often quotes
a Chinese proverb that has guided her: “In crisis there is
opportunity.” Beyond the good that her focus on work
has done for her career, Vandebroek sees ways in which
her family has grown stronger since the tragedy. They
are a close bunch, and she describes her children as
“compassionate,” a rare trait in any teenager.
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their own behavior to reduce stress, people can also become more aware of their limits
and of “red flags” that signal trouble ahead. They can avoid people or situations that they
know will put them under stress. In other words, this strategy involves individuals’ con-
trolling the situation instead of letting the situation control them.

4. Cognitive therapy. Besides behavioral self-control techniques, a number of clinical
psychologists have entered the stress field with cognitive therapy techniques. Techniques
such as Ellis’s rational emotive model and cognitive behavior modification have been
used as an individual strategy for reducing job stress. Building self-efficacy (confidence,
see Chapter 7) through Bandura’s social cognitive theory has also been used.145 Research
has shown that those of low self-efficacy are stressed both emotionally and physiologi-
cally, but those with high self-efficacy are unfazed by heavy workloads.146 Thus, the goal
is to gain or enhance one’s sense of efficacy over stressful situations, as an individual cop-
ing strategy for stress reduction, through successful performance experience, vicarious
experience, social persuasion, and/or controlling physiological and emotional states.147

5. Networking. One clear finding that has come out of social psychology research over
the years is that people need and will benefit from social support.148 Applied as a strat-
egy to reduce job stress, this would entail forming close associations with trusted empa-
thetic coworkers and colleagues who are good listeners and confidence builders. These
friends are there when needed and provide support to get the person through stressful
situations. Today, such alliances, especially if deliberately sought out and developed, are
called networks and now social capital.149 Although the specific relationship between
social support and stress reduction appears complicated,150 there is some research evi-
dence that a networking strategy may be able to help people cope better with job
stress151 and be more effective152 and successful managers.153

Organizational Coping Strategies
Organizational coping strategies are designed by management to eliminate or control
organizational-level stressors in order to prevent or reduce job stress for individual employees.
Earlier in the chapter, the organizational stressors were categorized in terms of overall poli-
cies and strategies, structure and design processes/functions, and working conditions (see
Figure 9.2). A major challenge facing the management of conflict at this organization level
is to answer questions such as: “How do you ensure that relevant information gets trans-
ferred between two parts of an organization that have different cultures? How do you
encourage people from units competing for scare corporate resources to work together?”154

It logically follows that each of these areas would be the focus of attention in developing
organizational coping strategies. In other words, each of the specific stressors would be
worked on in order to eliminate or reduce job stress. For example, in the policy area, atten-
tion would be given to making performance reviews and pay plans as equitable and as fair
as possible. In the structural area, steps would be taken to back away from high degrees of
formalization and specialization. The same would be done in the areas of physical condi-
tions (for example, safety hazards would be removed, and lighting, noise, and temperature
would be improved) and processes/functions (for example, communication and informa-
tion sharing would be improved, and ambiguous or conflicting goals would be clarified or
resolved). With increased globalization, the coping strategies to manage the stress of expa-
triates has received increased attention. For example, one study found that the effectiveness
of problem-focused coping strategies of expatriate adjustment is moderated by cultural dis-
tance and position level but not by time on the assignment.155

Today, firms such as Hewlett-Packard and the large software firm SAS realize they are
putting tremendous pressure on employees in competitive battles and are giving considerable
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effort to de-stressing the organization. For example, H-P requires employees to have personal/
leisure goals (e.g., weight loss, exercise, take time off for the family) as well as job goals.
If employees fall short of their personal/leisure goals, supervisors are held responsible.
When a milestone is reached, for example, leaving at 2:00 P.M. to take a daughter in-line
skating, coworkers are encouraged to applaud with the same gusto as landing a big sales
order. At SAS they not only have all the usual benefits but also nutrition counseling, youth
day camps, and medical facilities on-site. The firm’s 4,000 employees bring 700 children
to the day care facility and will soon enroll them in SAS kindergarten.

The Association for Fitness in Business estimates that thousands of companies today offer
stress-coping programs ranging from counseling services, lunchtime stress-management
seminars, and wellness publications to elaborate company-run fitness centers where employ-
ees can sweat out the tension. There is evidence that these stress management programs are
increasing and are being evaluated more rigorously.156 Some are getting quite creative. For
example, Pixar (the movie maker) created Pixar University (PU), an in-house operation with
free classes for employees in data programming, tai chi, gesture drawing, improvisational
acting, and juggling.

In general, most firms today are trying to reduce stress and conflict through work-family
initiatives. These involve both reorganization initiatives (e.g., restructuring of jobs and job
duties, telecommuting, part-time work and job sharing, and flexible scheduling) and work
and life benefit policies and programs (e.g., on-site child care and/or elder care, paid family
and medical leave, release time for personal/family events, and limits on frequency and
distance of business travel).

Employee assistance programs (EAPs) have also become a very valuable organizational
response to help employees cope with stress. EAPs are currently implemented in over half
of U.S. organizations with 50 or more employees and have been found to consistently
reduce absenteeism, health care costs, and disciplinary action.157 EAPs typically provide
employees with services such as confidential counseling and/or follow-up on issues of per-
sonal or work-related concerns. They also provide family workshops and consultations
(related to marriage, single parenting, working parents), stress management workshops,
relaxation seminars, and other kinds of support. Often, the mere presence of mind that
EAPs provide—knowing that there is support available—can help ease some of the stress
that employees face in today’s environment.158

Besides work-family programs and EAPs, because of the stress resulting from downsiz-
ing in recent years, growing concern is also being given to both those who are let go and
those who survive. For example, theoretical models159 are being created and basic
research160 is being done on coping with job loss. One stream of research has examined the
role that procedural justice (perceptions of fairness) plays on those affected by downsizing.
In three studies (of those already laid off, survivors of a firm that had downsized, and those
scheduled to be laid off), it was found that fair procedural justice had a positive impact.161

A summary of these studies noted:

All three studies showed that the negative effects of layoffs can be blunted by the way com-
pany managers deal with the downsizing. Employees were more hostile when they thought
procedures leading to the layoffs were not handled fairly, with sufficient notice and fair treat-
ment of employees during downsizing. When procedures were seen as fair, employees still
supported and trusted their firms even after the layoffs had occurred.162

Organizations experiencing downsizing need to be sure that those let go are as positive
as possible so that there are not negative repercussions (e.g., in the community or even with
customers). However, of even more concern are those suffering from what was described
earlier as “survivor syndrome.” As one survivor from a downsized firm describes this
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modern-day malady: “Just when we begin to think our jobs are safe, they change the rules
on us. We don’t know who’s in charge, who we can trust or what we’re supposed to be
doing. The more unsettling it gets around here, the less productive we are.”163 The key issue
is not only whether these survivors are stressed-out, but also whether stress is affecting
their performance.

Some guidelines to help downsized organizations combat the problems of survivor syn-
drome include the following:164

1. Be proactive. Before Compaq Computer in Houston laid off 2,000 employees, the cor-
porate human resources department developed a comprehensive communication cam-
paign and trained all managers not only in how to outplace people but also in how to
help survivors.

2. Acknowledge survivors’ emotions. The state of Oregon, which had cut back 1,000
employees, held workshops for survivors that allowed them to vent their frustrations
and develop skills that would allow them to think of change as an opportunity for
growth.

3. Communicate after the downsizing. After laying off 20 percent of its workforce,
Patagonia Inc., an outdoor apparel manufacturer in California, implemented a monthly
(then twice-monthly) open forum during which employees can meet with the CEO dur-
ing work hours to have their questions answered and hear about the firm’s progress. In
the jobholders’ meetings at Pitney Bowes Inc., management gives an employee $50 for
the toughest question asked.

4. Clarify new roles. Not only is there a need for communication of the big picture; it
also is important to explain how each employee’s job has changed, if at all, and relate
how each individual contributes to the new big picture in the downsized organization.

NEGOTIATION SKILLS: GOING BEYOND 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

In recent years negotiation has moved from the industrial relations field to the forefront of
necessary managerial skills. As Neale and Bazerman noted: “Everyone negotiates. In its
various forms, negotiation is a common mechanism for resolving differences and allocat-
ing resources.” They then define negotiation as “a decision-making process among interde-
pendent parties who do not share identical preferences. It is through negotiation that the
parties decide what each will give and take in their relationship.”165

Although some organizational behavior scholars note that there are similarities between
negotiation strategies and conflict management,166 negotiation can go beyond just resolv-
ing conflict and become a managerial skill for personal and organizational success. For
example, a manager can successfully negotiate a salary raise or a good price for supplies.
After note is taken of some of the biases or errors that negotiators commonly make and the
traditional negotiation techniques that have been used, the remainder of the chapter is
devoted to the newly emerging skills needed for effective negotiation for conflict resolution
and successful careers.

Traditional Negotiation Approaches
When negotiating, people in general and managers in particular tend to have certain biases
and make certain errors, which prevents them from negotiating rationally and getting the
most they can out of a situation. To compound the problem, there is recent research indicating
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that negotiators tend to repeat their mistakes.167 The research on these common mistakes
can be summarized as follows:

1. Negotiators tend to be overly affected by the frame, or form of presentation, of infor-
mation in a negotiation.

2. Negotiators tend to nonrationally escalate commitment to a previously selected course
of action when it is no longer the most reasonable alternative.

3. Negotiators tend to assume that their gain must come at the expense of the other party
and thereby miss opportunities for mutually beneficial trade-offs between the parties.

4. Negotiator judgments tend to be anchored on irrelevant information, such as an initial
offer.

5. Negotiators tend to rely on readily available information.

6. Negotiators tend to fail to consider information that is available by focusing on the
opponent’s perspective.

7. Negotiators tend to be overconfident concerning the likelihood of attaining outcomes
that favor the individual(s) involved.168

Besides these common bias problems, negotiators traditionally have taken either a dis-
tributive or a positional bargaining approach. Distributive bargaining assumes a “fixed pie”
and focuses on how to get the biggest share, or “slice of the pie.” With teams so popular in
today’s organizations, there is growing research on the effectiveness of teams in distributive
bargaining. One study found that teams, more than individuals, developed mutually bene-
ficial trade-offs among issues in the negotiation and discovered compatible interests.
However, the common belief that teams have a relative advantage over individual opponents
in negotiations was not supported by actual outcomes.169 The conflict management strate-
gies of compromising, forcing, accommodating, and avoiding, mentioned earlier, all tend to
be associated with a distributive negotiation strategy. As noted by Whetten and Cameron:

Compromise occurs when both parties make sacrifices in order to find a common ground.
Compromisers are generally more interested in finding an expedient solution. . . . Forcing
and accommodating demand that one party give up its position in order for the conflict to be
resolved. When parties to a conflict avoid resolution, they do so because they assume that
the costs of resolving the conflict are so high that they are better off not even attempting
resolution.170

Closely related to distributed bargaining is the commonly used positional bargaining
approach. This approach to negotiation involves successively taking, and then giving up, a
sequence of positions. In its simplest form, this is what happens when one haggles in an
open market. However, positional bargaining also happens in international diplomacy.
Fisher and Ury note that such positional bargaining can serve a useful purpose: “It tells the
other side what you want; it provides an anchor in an uncertain and pressured situation; and
it can eventually produce the terms of an acceptable agreement.”171

Both distributed and positional bargaining have simplistic strategies such as “tough per-
son,” or “hard”; “easy touch,” or “soft”; or even “split the difference.” Characteristics of the
“hard” strategy include the following: the goal is victory, distrust others, dig in to your
position, make threats, try to win a contest of will, and apply pressure. By contrast, the
“soft” strategy includes these characteristics: the goal is agreement, trust others, change
your position easily, make offers, try to avoid a contest of will, and yield to pressure.172 The
hard bargainer typically dominates and has intuitive appeal. However, both research173 and
everyday practice are beginning to reveal that more effective negotiation approaches than
these traditional strategies are possible.
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Contemporary Negotiation Skills
There are now recognized alternative approaches to traditionally recognized distributed
and positional bargaining and the hard versus soft strategies in negotiation. Whetten and
Cameron suggest an integrative approach that takes an “expanding the pie” perspective
that uses problem-solving techniques to find win-win outcomes.174 Based on a collabo-
rating (rather than a compromising, forcing, accommodating, or avoiding) strategy, the
integrative approach requires the effective negotiator to use skills such as (1) establish-
ing superordinate goals; (2) separating the people from the problem; (3) focusing on
interests, not on positions; (4) inventing options for mutual gain; and (5) using objective
criteria.175

Recent practical guidelines for effective negotiations have grouped the techniques into
degrees of risk to the user as follows:

1. Low-risk negotiation techniques
a. Flattery—subtle flattery usually works best, but the standards may differ by age, sex,

and cultural factors.
b. Addressing the easy point first—this helps build trust and momentum for the tougher

issues.
c. Silence—this can be effective in gaining concessions, but one must be careful not to

provoke anger or frustration in opponents.
d. Inflated opening position—this may elicit a counteroffer that shows the opponent’s

position or may shift the point of compromise.
e. “Oh, poor me”—this may lead to sympathy but could also bring out the killer instinct

in opponents.
2. High-risk negotiation techniques

a. Unexpected temper losses—erupting in anger can break an impasse and get one’s
point across, but it can also be viewed as immature or manipulative and lead oppo-
nents to harden their position.

b. High-balling—this is used to gain trust by appearing to give in to the opponent’s
position, but when overturned by a higher authority, concessions are gained based on
the trust.

c. Boulwarism (“take it or leave it”)—named after a former vice president of GE who
would make only one offer in labor negotiations, this is a highly aggressive strategy
that may also produce anger and frustration in opponents.

d. Waiting until the last moment—after using stall tactics and knowing that a deadline
is near, a reasonable but favorable offer is made, leaving the opponent with little
choice but to accept.176

Besides these low- and high-risk strategies, there are also a number of other negotiation
techniques, such as a two-person team using “good cop–bad cop” (one is tough, followed
by one who is kind), and various psychological ploys, such as insisting that meetings be
held on one’s home turf, scheduling meetings at inconvenient times, or interrupting meet-
ings with phone calls or side meetings.177 There are even guidelines of if, when, and how
to use alcohol in negotiations. As the president of Saber Enterprises notes, when the
Japanese come over to negotiate, it is assumed that you go out to dinner and have several
drinks and toast with sake.178 Because of globalization and the resulting increase of nego-
tiations between parties of different countries, there is emerging research on the dynamics
and strategies of negotiations across cultures.179

In addition to the preceding guidelines for effective negotiation skills, there is an alter-
native to positional bargaining and soft versus hard strategies that has been developed by
the Harvard Negotiation Project. This alternative to traditional negotiation is called the
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principled negotiation, or negotiation on the merits, approach. There are four basic ele-
ments in this alternative approach to negotiation. Very simply, they are:

1. People. Separate the people from the problem.

2. Interests. Focus on interests, not positions.

3. Options. Generate a variety of possibilities before deciding what to do.

4. Criteria. Insist that the result be based on some objective standard.180

The principled skills go beyond hard versus soft and change the game to negotiation on
the basis of merits. For example, in soft bargaining the participants are friends, in hard bar-
gaining they are adversaries, but in the principled approach they are problem solvers; in
soft bargaining the approach is to trust others, in hard bargaining there is distrust of others,
but in the principled approach the negotiator proceeds independent of trust; and in the soft
approach negotiators make offers, in the hard approach they make threats, but in the prin-
cipled approach they explore common interests.181 These principled negotiation skills can
result in a wise agreement. As noted by Fisher and Ury:

The method permits you to reach a gradual consensus on a joint decision efficiently without
all the transactional costs of digging in to positions only to have to dig yourself out of them.
And separating the people from the problem allows you to deal directly and empathetically
with the other negotiator as a human being, thus making possible an amicable agreement.182

Along with social, emotional, behavioral, leadership, team, and communication skills,
these negotiation skills are becoming increasingly recognized as important to management
of not only conflict but also effective management in general.

Summary This chapter examines both stress and conflict. Although not always bad for the person (for
example, the father of stress studies, Hans Selye, feels that complete freedom from stress is
death) or the organization (low levels of stress may lead to performance improvement),
stress is still one of the most important and serious problems facing the field of organiza-
tional behavior. Stress can be comprehensively defined as an adaptive response to an exter-
nal situation that results in physical, psychological, and/or behavioral deviations for
organizational participants. The causes of stress can be categorized into extraorganiza-
tional, organizational, and group stressors, as well as individual stressors and dispositions.
In combination or singly, they represent a tremendous amount of potential stress impinging
on today’s jobholder—at every level and in every type of organization.

In addition to stress, the dynamics of interactive behavior at interpersonal and group lev-
els, and the resulting conflict, play an increasingly important role in the analysis and study
of organizational behavior. Conflict and stress are conceptually and practically similar,
especially at the individual level. Conflict at the intraindividual level involves frustration,
goal conflict, and role conflict and ambiguity. Frustration occurs when goal-directed behav-
ior is blocked. Goal conflict can come about from approach-approach, approach-avoidance,
or avoidance-avoidance situations. Role conflict and ambiguity result from a clash in the
expectations of the various roles possessed by an individual and can take the forms of role
conflict, intrarole conflict, or interrole conflict.

Interpersonal conflict is first examined in terms of its sources (personal differences,
information deficiency, role incompatibility, and environmental stress). Then the analysis
of interpersonal conflict is made through the response categories of forcing, accommodat-
ing, avoiding, compromising, and collaborating. Intergroup conflict has also become
important. The antecedents to intergroup conflict are identified as competition for
resources, task interdependence, jurisdictional ambiguity, and status struggles.
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The effects of stress and intraindividual conflict can create physical problems (heart dis-
ease, ulcers, arthritis), psychological problems (mood changes, lowered self-esteem,
resentment of supervision, inability to make decisions, and job dissatisfaction), and/or
behavioral problems (tardiness, absenteeism, turnover, and accidents). A number of indi-
vidual and organizational strategies have been developed to cope with these stress-induced
problems. Exercise, relaxation, behavioral self-control techniques, cognitive therapy tech-
niques, and networking are some potentially useful coping strategies that individuals can
apply to help combat existing stress. Taking a more proactive approach, management of
organizations tries to eliminate stressors, reduce work-family conflict, and implement
employee assistance programs (EAPs). A special concern for organizations today is to deal
with the stress resulting from downsizing that affects both those laid off and the survivors.
To manage this stress, downsizing organizations must fully communicate and display fair
procedural justice for those let go. To counter survivor syndrome, downsized organizations
can follow such guidelines as being proactive, acknowledging survivors’ emotions, com-
municating after the cuts, and clarifying new roles. In any case, whether on an individual or
an organizational level, steps need to be taken to prevent or reduce the increasing job stress
facing today’s employees.

The last part of the chapter is concerned with negotiation skills. Going beyond industrial
relations and conflict management, negotiation skills are becoming increasingly recog-
nized as important to effective management and personal success. Traditionally, negotia-
tors have depended on distributed and positional bargaining. Relying on simplistic hard or
soft strategies, this traditional approach is now being challenged by more effective alterna-
tive negotiation skills. Practical low-risk strategies include flattery, addressing the easy
points first, silence, inflated opening position, and “oh, poor me.” High-risk strategies
include unexpected temper losses, high-balling, Boulwarism, and waiting until the last
moment. In addition, alternatives to traditional distributed and positional bargaining are the
integrative approach, which uses a problem-solving, collaborative strategy, and the princi-
pled, or negotiation on the merits, approach, which emphasizes people, interests, options,
and criteria. These negotiation skills go beyond hard versus soft strategies and change the
game, leading to a win-win, wise agreement.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
Employees who work abnormally long hours per week will experience more health problems.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[21 studies; 37,623 participants; d = .26] On average, there is a 57 percent probability that
employees who work over 48 hours per week will experience more health problems than
those who work fewer hours. Further analysis also points out that longer working hours are
often associated with poor lifestyle behaviors such as heavy smoking, inadequate diet, and
lack of exercise, which further leads to health problems.

Conclusion:
Due to increasing workloads, job insecurity, and pressures to perform, many individuals are
working longer hours. As a result, there is much concern that stress and fatigue levels are
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on the rise, which leads to negative organizational outcomes such as absenteeism,
decreased performance, and escalating medical expenses. Employees who become dis-
tressed mentally and physically due to working long hours experience work overload.
Overload combined with prolonged exposure to other workplace stressors may result in
health problems such as work-related injuries, accidents, and cardiovascular disease, along
with mental disorders such as depression and anxiety. However, as this chapter on stress
shows, individuals and organizations can buffer the ill effects of stress by enhancing cop-
ing strategies. Exercising regularly, eating a healthy diet, and taking time to relax are some
ways individuals can reduce stress. Organizations, too, can help by establishing a support-
ive climate, having well-designed jobs, and reducing role conflict and role ambiguity.

Source: Adapted from Kate Sparks, Cary Cooper, Yitzhak Fried, and Arie Shirom, “The Effects of Hours
of Work on Health: A Meta-Analytic Review,” Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology,
Vol. 70, 1997, pp. 391–408.

OB PRINCIPLE: FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Type A personalities experience greater heart rate reactivity than Type Bs.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[78 studies; 3,008 participants; d = .22] On average, there is a 56 percent probability that
Type A personalities will experience greater heart rate reactivity (heart rate and blood
pressure) than Type Bs. Moderator analyses indicated that Type As showed especially
greater cardiovascular reactivity in situations characterized as having positive or negative
feedback and verbal harassment or criticism. Importantly, this study does not indicate that
Type As necessarily have more heart attacks, just greater heart reactivity.

Conclusion:
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death among adults in Western industrialized
countries. The role that stress and personality/behavior types such as A and B have with
heart problems has received much attention. Because Type A behavior has the most obvi-
ous link with cardiovascular disease, identifying Type A characteristics and impact has
been closely studied. As this chapter indicates, Type A personalities are hurried and com-
petitive whereas Type Bs are more relaxed and related. Type A behavior would seem to be
desired by organizations, and research has revealed that most managers are in fact Type As,
except at the very top where Type Bs dominate, and in general perform better. However as
this chapter on conflict and stress indicates, Type As may not necessarily need to change
their personalities, which is likely an impossibility, but will need to learn to better cope
with stressful situations that lead to emotional reactions such as anger in order to prevent
physical problems such as heart disease. The key problem is anger, not just hyperactivity.

Source: Adapted from Scott A. Lyness, “Predictors of Differences between Type A and B Individuals in
Heart Rate and Blood Pressure Reactivity,” Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 114, No 2, 1988, pp. 266–295.

1. How is stress defined? Is it always bad for the individual? Explain.

2. What are the general categories of stressors that can affect job stress? Give some exam-
ples of each.

3. What are some of the dispositions that may influence an individual’s reaction to stress?
Give an example of each.

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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4. What is frustration? What are some of its manifestations? How can the frustration
model be used to analyze organizational behavior?

5. Explain approach-avoidance conflict. Give a realistic organizational example of where
it may occur.

6. What are some of the major sources of interpersonal conflict? Which do you think is
most relevant in today’s organizations?

7. How do groups or teams in conflict behave? What are some antecedent conditions of
intergroup conflict?

8. Job stress can have physiological, psychological, and behavioral effects. Give an exam-
ple of each and cite some research findings on the relationship between job stress and
these outcomes.

9. Coping strategies for job stress exist for both the individual and the organizational lev-
els. Summarize and evaluate these various strategies for preventing and/or more effec-
tively managing stress.

10. A modern-day malady is survivor syndrome. What does this refer to, and how can
organizations help combat it?

11. Compare and contrast the traditional versus the new negotiation skills. Why do you
think the new skills lead to better agreements?

Visit the Web sites http://www.mhhe.com/business/management/buildyour 
managementskills/typesStress/exercise.html, http://www.stress.org, and http://
www.stresstips.com. These sites provide information on the negative effects of stress in
the workplace. They also have useful tips on how to manage stress in your personal life.
While browsing through, consider the following:

1. What events in the workplace do you think cause the most stress? Does this match up
with what is contained on the Web sites? Give some specific examples.

2. What things can an organization do to help manage stress? Which approach do you feel
would be most effective? Are there any problems or a downside to any of these?

Internet
Exercise:
Managing
Stress in
Organizations

Real Case: When Workers Just Can’t Cope

Until Congress passed the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) in 1990, most companies decided how to
handle such problems on a case-by-case basis, often
depending on such factors as just how challenged the
employee was and how sympathetically the supervisor
responded. And even the ADA didn’t help employers
much with deciding how far to go to accommodate peo-
ple challenged with a disability. The law requires
employers to make all “reasonable” accommodations
for people with disabilities, including mental ones. But
given how subjective and personal psychiatric issues
can be, employers have struggled to develop clear poli-
cies about what to do in such cases.

In the past few years, the courts have begun to delin-
eate how companies must act. The good news for

employers is that the guidelines are surprisingly sym-
pathetic to the dilemmas they face when someone
shows signs of mental illness. If a worker becomes
depressed or suicidal, the employer must try to find a
way to help, by, for example, granting a short leave of
absence or changing his or her work schedule. But
companies don’t have to lower work standards, tolerate
misconduct, or give someone a make-work job—steps
some employers have taken out of fear of a lawsuit,
experts say. A key U.S. Supreme Court case further
clarified the law by specifying that an employee suffer-
ing from mental illness isn’t disabled if medication
allows the person to function like anyone else. “Most
courts are taking a narrow view of who is covered
under the ADA,” says Peggy Mastroianni, an associate
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Real Case: Round-the-Clock Stress

Many employees feel that on-the-job stress is difficult
to control, but at least when they get home they can
relax. However, as the nature of work changes, the
home is no longer the sanctuary it once was. With
advanced information technology and customer
demands for 24-hour service, an increasing number of
employees are on call at all times or working the
“graveyard” shift that used to exist only for factory
workers. For example, today there are numerous Wal-
Mart stores, Walgreens drugstores, and supermarkets
that never close. And consider the Heartland Golf Park
in Deer Park, Long Island. A golfer who wants a late
evening tee-off time can get one up to 3:00 A.M. The
strategy has proven so popular that within 90 days of
the time it was introduced, the wait time at midnight
had grown to two and a half hours. Avid golfers do not
mind, however, as the course is well lit and they can
play as if it were high noon.

All around the country, businesses are realizing that
there is a great deal of profit that can be added to the
bottom line if they remain open outside of “normal”

hours. One research firm estimates that this strategy can
add 5 percent to overall profits, a hefty sum given that
more and more businesses are finding their profit mar-
gins being narrowed by the competition.

In some cases, the decision to expand working
hours has been a result of customer needs. Kinko’s
Inc. moved to a 24-hour schedule when people liter-
ally started banging on their doors after regular busi-
ness hours and asking them to let them come in for
desperately needed photocopies. As a news article
recently put it, “The company’s . . . stores are magnets
for ambassadors of the night: everyone from dreamers
pursuing secret schemes and second careers to execu-
tives putting the final touches on tomorrow’s presenta-
tion.” In Chicago, Kinko’s set up an office in the lobby
of the Stouffer Renaissance Hotel, a favorite spot of
international executives. Customers from different
time zones had been coming down at odd hours to ask
the hotel to fax materials abroad and to help them
with their desktop publishing. The hotel was not
equipped to provide these services, so it asked Kinko’s

legal counsel for the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC).

Any signposts are welcome, because mental illness
has posed one of the most difficult challenges to
employers—and the courts—since the ADA took
effect in mid-1992. Each year, clinical depression
alone causes a loss of some 200 million working days
in the United States, according to a report released by
the International Labor Organization. Psychiatric
claims filed with the EEOC doubled in a recent five-
year period. This made them the single largest type of
ADA claim.

A Supreme Court decision went even further. The
case involved two sisters who didn’t qualify to be
pilots at United Airlines Inc. because of poor vision.
The Court ruled that the sisters couldn’t sue for dis-
crimination under the ADA because their disability
was correctable (with glasses or contacts). Since then,
lower courts have applied the ruling to say that
employers can consider the mitigating effects of inter-
ventions such as medication. In other words, if an anti-
depressant drug enables a depressed person to function

normally, he or she isn’t considered disabled and can’t
claim discrimination.

The new guidelines should help employers avoid
being pushed into unreasonable actions. It’s now clear
that companies don’t need to lower their standards to
help a troubled employee, says K. Tia Burke, a
Philadelphia management attorney who had one client
company that did just that. Nor do employers have to
invent light-duty jobs, as other clients have done, says
Burke. “Many employers are so loath to get involved in
these cases that they bend over backwards and provide
more than what is reasonable,” she says.

1. What responsibility do you think an employer has
when an employee has mental illness? Do you agree
with the current legal climate described in the case?

2. How can an employer manage to accommodate those
with mental illness?

3. Can anything be learned from the study and manage-
ment of stress and conflict that can be effectively
applied to mental illness in the workplace?
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Organizational Behavior Case: Sorry, No Seats Are Left; 
Have a Nice Flight

Jim Miller has been a ticket agent for Friendly Airlines
for the past three years. This job is really getting to be
a hassle. In order to try to reduce the mounting losses
that Friendly has suffered in recent months, manage-
ment have decided to do two things: (1) overbook their
flights so that every seat possible will be filled and (2)
increase their service to their customers and live up to
their name. Jim, of course, is at the point of applica-
tion of this new policy. When checking in passengers,
he is supposed to be very courteous and friendly, and
he has been instructed to end every transaction with
the statement, “Have a nice flight.” The problem, of
course, is that sometimes there are more passengers
holding confirmed reservations checking in than there
are seats on the plane. Rightfully, these people become
extremely upset with Jim and sometimes scream at

him and even threaten him. During these confronta-
tions Jim becomes “unglued.” He breaks into a sweat,
and his face turns bright red. The company guidelines
on what to do in these situations are very vague. When
Jim called his supervisor for advice, he was simply
told to try to book passengers on another flight, but be
friendly.

1. Is Jim headed for trouble? What would be some
physical, psychological, and behavioral outcomes of
this type of job stress?

2. What could the company do to help reduce the stress
in Jim’s job?

3. What individual coping strategies could Jim try in
this situation?

to help out. The guests are delighted with the new
service, and the hotel is happy to be able to accommo-
date them thanks to their profitable arrangement with
Kinko’s.

Banks have also begun to offer 24-hour service. In
addition to their ATM machines, which can be found
just about everywhere, some banks now offer round-
the-clock service: customers can call in and find out
within 10 minutes whether they qualify for a new-car
loan. A growing number of banks also offer after-hours
customer services ranging from safe deposit boxes to
$1,000 credit lines to overdraft protection. All the cus-
tomer has to do is call in at any hour and provide the
necessary information.

Some critics are concerned that this development
will result in increasing costs to business and added
stress to employees. After all, when people work late at
night or put in a 15-hour day, they are likely not only to
make far more mistakes than if they were on a 9-to-5
schedule but also to become fatigued and burned out.
Nevertheless, at the present time approximately two-
thirds of all U.S. workers, around 75 million people, do
not work traditional 9-to-5 hours—and the number is

definitely growing. Additionally, organizations that are
engaged in international business, such as brokerage
firms, are finding that their operations in Europe and
Asia require them to keep odd hours. A U.S.-based bro-
ker must be up or on call in the wee hours of the morn-
ing because Europe’s stock exchanges are doing
business. By the time the broker wraps up trading on the
Pacific Stock Exchange in the early evening (Eastern
Standard Time), there are only a few hours before the
Asian stock exchanges open. Simply put, in an increas-
ing number of businesses, it is possible to work round-
the-clock—and, of course, to pick up the stress that goes
along with this lifestyle.

1. How would a Type A personality feel if his or her
organization suddenly announced that everyone was
to be on call 24 hours a day because the company was
moving to round-the-clock customer service?

2. How would psychological hardiness help people deal
with these emerging round-the-clock operations?

3. What are some ways employees and their organiza-
tions could cope with the stress caused by these new
round-the-clock developments?
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Organizational Behavior Case: A Gnawing Stomachache

Sandy Celeste was 40 years old when her divorce
became final. She was forced to go to work to support
her two children. Sandy got married right after graduat-
ing from college and had never really held a full-time
job outside the home. Nevertheless, because of her
enthusiasm, education, and maturity, she impressed the
human resources manager at Devon’s Department Store
and was immediately hired. The position involves super-
vising three departments of men’s and women’s cloth-
ing. Sandy’s training consisted of approximately two
months at another store in the Devon chain. She spent
this training period both selling merchandise and learn-
ing the supervisor’s responsibilities. On the first day of
her supervisory job, Sandy learned that, because of size
constraints at the store, six clothing departments are all
located in the same area. In addition to Sandy, there are
two other supervisors in the other departments. These
three supervisors share the service of 28 full- and part-
time salespeople. Because the various departments are
so jammed together, all the salespeople are expected to
know each department’s merchandise. Devon’s mer-
chandising philosophy is that it will not finish one

department or storewide sale without starting another.
Both the clerks and the supervisors, who work on a
commission and salary basis, are kept busy marking and
remarking the merchandise as one sale stops and
another starts. To make matters worse, Devon’s expects
the employees to re-mark each item just prior to closing
time the night after a big sale. The pressure is intense,
and customers are often neglected and irritated.
However, all the salespeople realize that when the cus-
tomer suffers, so do their commissions. As a supervisor,
Sandy is expected to enforce the company’s policy
rigidly. Soon after taking the position as supervisor,
Sandy began to experience severe headaches and a
gnawing stomachache. She would like to quit her job,
but realistically she can’t because the pay is good and
she needs to support her children.

1. To what do you attribute Sandy’s health problems?
What are some possible extraorganizational, organi-
zational, group, and individual stressors?

2. Is there anything that this company could do to alle-
viate stress for its supervisors? What individual cop-
ing strategies could Sandy try?

Organizational Behavior Case: Drinking Up the Paycheck

James Emery is the father of four children. He was
raised in a hardworking immigrant family. His needs for
achievement and power were developed while he was
growing up. Now he finds himself in a low-paying,
dead-end assembly line job with a large manufacturing
firm. It is all he can do to get through the day, so he has
started daydreaming on the job. On payday he often
goes to the tavern across the street and generally spends
a lot of money. The next day he is not only hungover but
also very depressed because he knows that his wife can-
not make ends meet and his children often go without
the essentials.

Now he cannot take it any longer. At first he thought
of going to his boss for some help and advice, but he
really does not understand himself well enough, and he
certainly does not know or trust his boss enough to dis-
cuss his problems openly with him. Instead, he went to his
union steward and told him about his financial problems

and how much he hated his job. The steward told James
exactly what he wanted to hear. “This darn company is
the source of all your problems. The working conditions
are not suited for a slave, let alone us. The pay also
stinks. We are all going to have to stick together when
our present contract runs out and get what we deserve—
better working conditions and more money.”

1. Explain James’s behavior in terms of the frustration
model.

2. Cite a specific example of role conflict in this case.

3. What type of conflict resolution strategy is the union
steward suggesting? Do you think the real problems
facing James are working conditions and pay? Why
or why not?

4. What, if anything, can be done to help the James
Emerys of the world? Keep your answer related to
human resources management
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Chapter Ten

Power and Politics
Learning Objectives

• Define power and its relationship to authority and influence.

• Identify the various classifications of power.

• Discuss the contingency approach to power.

• Describe the empowerment of employees.

• Relate the political implications of power.

• Present some political strategies for power acquisition in modern organizations.

Over the years, groups, informal organization, interactive behavior, conflict, and stress
have received considerable attention as important dynamics of organizational behavior;
power and politics, however, have not. As Rosabeth Kanter observed a number of years ago,
“Power is America’s last dirty word. It is easier to talk about money—and much easier to
talk about sex—than it is to talk about power.”1 Yet it is becoming clear, and anyone who
has spent any time in a formal organization can readily verify, that organizations are highly
political, and power is the name of the game. For example, a major problem for most firms
today is not necessarily formulating effective strategies, but implementing and executing
them.2 A recent large survey of executives identified “trying to execute a strategy that con-
flicts with the existing power structure” as a major obstacle to strategy execution.3

However, from a political perspective of power, this same survey suggests that “an ability
to form coalitions and gain the support of influential people in the organization will help
immensely with the execution of formulated plans.”4

Power and politics must be brought out from behind closed doors and recognized as an
important dynamic in organizational behavior. For example, the dynamics of power—how
to use it and how to abuse it—were discovered by Joseph O’Donnell, who was abruptly
fired from his high-level executive position with JWT Group Inc. when he proposed strip-
ping the CEO and chairman Don Johnston of his day-to-day operating duties. In other
cases, however, such a grab for power has worked. One thing is certain, power takes many
forms and there are many suggestions on the effective use of power in all types of situa-
tions. As Wesley Clark, a leader in many different venues (e.g., he was a career Army officer,
a commander in Vietnam, NATO commander during the Kosovo campaign, one-time pres-
idential candidate, and now chairman of an investment bank) recently observed:

I have seen many kinds of power: the power of threats and of praise, of shock and surprise,
and of a shared vision. Sometimes threatening works, but it usually brings with it adverse
consequences—like resentment and a desire to get even in some way. People don’t like to be
reminded that they are inferior in power or status. And so, in business, it is important to moti-
vate through the power of shared goals, shared objectives, and shared standards.5
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The first part of the chapter defines what is meant by power and describes how power is
related to authority and influence. The next part concentrates on the various classifications
of power. Particular attention is given to the classic French and Raven identified sources of
power. After an examination of some of the research results on power types, attention is
given to some contingency approaches (for example, the influenceability of the target and
an overall contingency model of power). Next, the popular approach of empowering
employees is presented. The last part is concerned with organizational politics. Particular
attention is given to a political perspective of power in today’s organizations and to specific
political strategies used in the acquisition of power.

THE MEANING OF POWER

Although the concepts in the field of organizational behavior seldom have universally
agreed-upon definitions, power may have even more diverse definitions than most. Almost
every author who writes about power defines it differently. Going way back, for example, the
famous pioneering sociologist Max Weber defined power as “the probability that one actor
within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resis-
tance.”6 More recently, a search of the literature on power found it referred to as the ability
to get things done despite the will and resistance of others or the ability to “win” political
fights and outmaneuver the opposition. The power theorists stress the positive sum of power,
suggesting it is the raw ability to mobilize resources to accomplish some end without refer-
ence to any organized opposition.7 Pfeffer, the organizational behavior theorist perhaps most
closely associated with the study of power, simply defined power as a potential force and in
more detail “as the potential ability to influence behavior, to change the course of events, to
overcome resistance, and to get people to do things that they would not otherwise do.”8

Usually definitions of power are intertwined with the concepts of authority and influence.
For example, the preceding definition uses the word influence in describing power, the pio-
neering management theorist Chester Barnard defined power in terms of “informal author-
ity,” and many organizational sociologists define authority as “legitimate power.”9 These
distinctions among concepts need to be cleared up in order to better understand power.

The Distinctions among Power, Authority, and Influence
In Chapter 6 the power motive is defined as the need to manipulate others and have superi-
ority over them. Extrapolating from this definition of the need for power, power itself can
be defined as the ability to get an individual or group to do something—to get the person
or group to change in some way. The individual who possesses power has the ability to
manipulate or change others. Such a definition of power distinguishes it from authority and
influence.

One of the primary sources of definitional controversy revolves around the question: Is
power the observed influence over others, or is it merely the potential to influence? An argu-
ment can be made that those individuals who have the most power are the least likely to
need to demonstrate outward evidence that they hold it. Their mere presence is enough to
change the behaviors of others without lifting a finger or saying a word. This makes the
study of power much more difficult, but at the same time conceptually should not be
ignored.10 An employee who takes the back stairs to avoid confronting an intimidating
coworker is being influenced without the coworker even knowing of the power held over the
frightened coworker.

Authority legitimatizes and is a source of power. Authority is the right to manipulate
or change others. Power need not be legitimate. In addition, the distinction must be made
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between top-down classical, bureaucratic authority and Barnard’s concept of bottom-up
authority based on acceptance. In particular, Barnard defined authority as “the character of
a communication (order) in a formal organization by virtue of which it is accepted by a
contributor to or ‘member’ of the organization as governing the action he contributes.”11

Such an acceptance theory of authority is easily differentiated from power. Grimes
notes: “What legitimizes authority is the promotion or pursuit of collective goals that are
associated with group consensus. The polar opposite, power, is the pursuit of individual or
particularistic goals associated with group compliance.”12

Influence is usually conceived of as being broader in scope than power. It involves the
ability to alter other people in general ways, such as by changing their satisfaction and per-
formance. Influence is more closely associated with leadership than power is, but both
obviously are involved in the leadership process. Thus, authority is different from power
because of its legitimacy and acceptance, and influence is broader than power, but it is so
conceptually close that the two terms can be used interchangeably.

The preceding discussion points out that an operational definition of power is lacking,
and this vagueness is a major reason power has traditionally received relatively little atten-
tion in the study of organizational behavior. Yet, especially when it is linked to the emerg-
ing concern for the informal organization and organizational politics, the study of power
can greatly enhance the understanding of the ways in which organizations function and the
dynamics of organizational behavior. As one observer of the dynamics of the informal
power network of organizations keenly noted:

Anyone who has ever worked knows that the org chart, no matter how meticulously rendered,
doesn’t come close to describing the facts of office life. All those lines and boxes don’t tell
you, for example, that smokers tend to have the best information, since they bond with peo-
ple from every level and department when they head outside for a puff. The org chart doesn’t
tell you that people go to Janice, a long-time middle manager, rather than their bosses to get
projects through. It doesn’t tell you that the Canadian and Japanese sales forces don’t interact
because the two points of contact can’t stand each other.13

The Classifications of Power
Most discussions of power often begin and sometimes even end with a review of the widely
recognized five categories of the sources of social power identified many years ago by social
psychologists John French and Bertram Raven.14 Describing and analyzing these five clas-
sic types of power (reward, coercive, legitimate, referent, and expert) serve as a necessary
foundation and point of departure for the entire chapter. Most of the examples and applica-
tions to organizational behavior derive from the following five types of power.

Reward Power
This source of power is based on a person’s ability to control resources and reward others.
In addition, the target of this power must value these rewards. In an organizational context,
managers have many potential rewards, such as pay increases, promotions, valuable infor-
mation, favorable work assignments, more responsibility, new equipment, praise, feedback,
and recognition available to them. In operant learning terms (covered in Chapter 12), this
means that the manager has the power to administer positive reinforcers. In expectancy
motivation terms (covered in Chapter 6), this means that the person has the power to pro-
vide positive valences and that the other person perceives this ability.

To understand this source of power more completely, one must remember that the
recipient holds the key. If managers offer their people what they think are rewards (for
example, a promotion with increased responsibility), but the people do not value them (for
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example, they are insecure or have family obligations that are more important to them than
a promotion), then managers do not really have reward power. By the same token, man-
agers may not think they are giving rewards to their people (they calmly listen to chronic
complainers), but if they perceive this to be rewarding (the managers are giving them
attention by intently listening to their complaining), the managers nevertheless have
reward power. Also, managers may not really have the rewards to dispense (they may say
that they have considerable influence with top management to get their people promoted,
but actually they don’t), but as long as their people think they have it, they do indeed have
reward power.

Coercive Power
This source of power depends on fear. The person with coercive power has the ability to inflict
punishment or aversive consequences on another person or, at least, to make threats that the
other person believes will result in punishment or undesirable outcomes. This form of power
has contributed greatly to the negative connotation that power has for most people. In an orga-
nizational context, managers frequently have coercive power in that they can fire or demote
people who work for them, or dock their pay, although the legal climate and unions have
stripped away some of this power. A manager can also directly or indirectly threaten an
employee with these punishing consequences. In operant learning terms, this means that the
person has the power to administer punishment or negatively reinforce (terminate punishing
consequences, which is a form of negative control). In expectancy motivation terms, this
means that power comes from the expectation on the part of the other person that they will be
punished for not conforming to the powerful person’s desires. For example, there is fear of
punishment when the rules, directives, or policies of the organization are not carefully fol-
lowed. It is probably this fear that gets most people to arrive at work on time and to look busy
when the boss walks through the area. In other words, much of organizational behavior may
be explained in terms of coercive power rather than reward power.

Legitimate Power
This power source, identified by French and Raven, stems from the internalized values of
the other persons that give the legitimate right to the agent to influence them. The others
feel they have the obligation to accept this power. It is almost identical to what is usually
called authority and is closely aligned with both reward and coercive power because the
person with legitimacy is also in a position to reward and punish. However, legitimate
power is unlike reward and coercive power in that it does not depend on the relationships
with others but rather on the position or role that the person holds. For example, people
obtain legitimacy because of their titles (captain or executive vice president) or position
(oldest in the family or officer of a corporation) rather than their personalities or how they
affect others. A recent study found that CEOs are perceived to have more power when they
also chair the board.15

Legitimate power comes from three major sources. First, the prevailing cultural values
of a society, organization, or group determine what is legitimate. For example, in some
societies, the older people become, the more legitimate power they possess. The same may
be true for a certain physical attribute, gender, or job. In an organizational context, man-
agers generally have legitimate power because employees believe in the value of private
property laws and in the hierarchy where higher positions have been designated to have
power over lower positions. The same holds true for certain functional positions in an
organization. An example of the latter would be engineers who have legitimacy in the oper-
ations or information systems areas of a company, whereas accountants have legitimacy in
financial matters. The prevailing values within a group also determine legitimacy. For
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example, in a street gang the toughest member may attain legitimacy, whereas in a work
group the union steward may have legitimacy.

Second, people can obtain legitimate power from the accepted social structure. In some
societies there is an accepted ruling class. But an organization or a family may also have an
accepted social structure that gives legitimate power. For example, when blue-collar work-
ers accept employment from a company, they are in effect accepting the hierarchical struc-
ture and granting legitimate power to their supervisors.

A third source of legitimate power can come from being designated as the agent or rep-
resentative of a powerful person or group. Elected officials, a chairperson of a committee,
and members of the board of directors of a corporation or a union or management commit-
tee would be examples of this form of legitimate power.

Each of these forms of legitimate power creates an obligation to accept and be influ-
enced. But, in actual practice, there are often problems, confusion, or disagreement about
the range or scope of this power. Consider the following:

An executive can rightfully expect a supervisor to work hard and diligently; may he also
influence the supervisor to spy on rivals, spend weekends away from home, join an encounter
group? A coach can rightfully expect [her] players to execute specific plays; may [she] also
direct their life styles outside the sport? A combat officer can rightfully expect his men to
attack on order; may he also direct them to execute civilians whom he claims are spies? A
doctor can rightfully order a nurse to attend a patient or observe an autopsy; may he [or she]
order [him or] her to assist in an abortion against [his or] her own will?16

These gray areas point to the real concern that many people in contemporary society have
regarding the erosion of traditional legitimacy. These uncertainties also point to the com-
plex nature of power.

Referent Power
This type of power comes from the desire on the part of the other persons to identify with
the agent wielding power. They want to identify with the powerful person, regardless of the
outcomes. The others grant the person power because he or she is attractive and has desir-
able resources or personal characteristics.

Advertisers take advantage of this type of power when they use celebrities, such as
movie stars or sports figures, to provide testimonial advertising. The buying public identi-
fies with (finds attractive) certain famous people and grants them power to tell them what
product to buy. For example, a review of research has found that arguments, especially
emotional ones, are more influential when they come from beautiful people.17

Timing is an interesting aspect of the testimonial advertising type of referent power.
Only professional athletes who are in season (for example, baseball players in the summer
and early fall, football players in the fall and early winter, and basketball players in the win-
ter and early spring) are used in the advertisements, because then they are very visible, they
are in the forefront of the public’s awareness, and consequently they have referent power.
Out of season the athlete is forgotten and has little referent power. Exceptions, of course,
are the handful of superstars (for example, Shaquille O’Neal, Michael Jordan, Wayne
Gretzky, and Tiger Woods) who transcend seasons and have referent power all year long
and even after they have long ago retired.

In an organizational setting, referent power is much different from the other types of
power discussed so far. For example, managers with referent power must be attractive to
their people so that they will want to identify with them, regardless of whether the managers
later have the ability to reward or punish or whether they have legitimacy. In other words, the
manager who depends on referent power must be personally attractive to subordinates.
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Expert Power
The last source of power identified by French and Raven is based on the extent to which
others attribute knowledge and expertise to the power holder. Experts are perceived to have
knowledge or understanding only in certain well-defined areas. All the sources of power
depend on an individual’s perceptions, but expert power may be even more dependent on
this than the others. In particular, the target must perceive the agent to be credible, trust-
worthy, and relevant before expert power is granted.

Credibility comes from having the right credentials; that is, the person must really know
what he or she is talking about and be able to show tangible evidence of this knowledge.
There is basic research indicating the significant positive impact that credibility has on per-
ceived power18 and there is much evidence from everyday experience. For example, if a
highly successful football coach gives an aspiring young player some advice on how to do
a new block, he will be closely listened to—he will be granted expert power. The coach has
expert power in this case because he is so knowledgeable about football. His evidence for
this credibility is the fact that he is a former star player and has coached championship
teams. If this coach tried to give advice on how to play basketball or how to manage a cor-
poration, he would have questionable credibility and thus would have little or no expert
power. For avid sports fans or players, however, a coach might have general referent power
(that is, he is very attractive to them), and they would be influenced by what he has to say
on any subject—basketball or corporate management. For example, successful coaches
such as basketball’s Pat Riley and Rick Pitino have written best-selling books aimed at
effective business management.

In organizations, staff specialists have expert power in their functional areas but not out-
side them. For example, engineers are granted expert power in technical matters but not in
personnel or public relations problems. The same holds true for other staff experts, such as
computer experts or accountants. For example, the computer person in a small office may
be the only one who really understands the newest software and how to use it, and this
knowledge gives him or her considerable power.

As already implied, however, expert power is highly selective, and, besides credibility,
the agent must also have trustworthiness and relevance. By trustworthiness, it is meant that
the person seeking expert power must have a reputation for being honest and straightfor-
ward. In the case of political figures, scandals could undermine their expert power in the
eyes of the voting public. The same could be said of recent years of the world of business.
As noted by one devil’s advocate for the blind belief in the value of trust in our business
leaders:

As September 11 and the collapse of Enron have reminded us, we have long operated under
the illusion that we live and work over safety nets, not realizing—or even questioning—how
flimsy those nets really are. Such high levels of trust have made us less vigilant and thus less
able to protect ourselves.19

The same could be said of course of the more recent fallout of the financial crisis. Wall
Street bankers have lost a lot of expert power for the foreseeable future. In addition to cred-
ibility and trustworthiness, a person must have relevance and usefulness to have expert
power. Going back to the earlier example, if the football coach gave advice on world affairs,
it would be neither relevant nor useful, and therefore the coach would not have expert
power in this domain.

It is evident that expertise is the most tenuous type of power, but managers and espe-
cially staff specialists, who seldom have the other sources of power available to them, often
have to depend on their expertise as their only source of power. As organizations become
increasingly technologically complex and specialized, the expert power of the organization
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members at all levels may become more and more important. This is formally recognized
by some companies that deliberately include lower-level staff members with expert power
in top-level decision making. For example, Andy Grove, the former CEO of Intel, has
stated: “In general, the faster the change in the know-how on which a business depends, the
greater the divergence between knowledge and position power is likely to be. Since our
business depends on what it knows to survive, we mix ‘knowledge-power people’ with
‘position-power people’ daily, so that together they make the decisions that will affect us for
years to come.”20

It must also be remembered that French and Raven did recognize that there may be other
sources of power. For instance, some organizational sociologists recognize the source of
power of task interdependence (where two or more organizational participants must depend
on one another). An example would be an executive who has legitimate power over a
supervisor, but because the executive must depend on the supervisor to get the job done
correctly and on time, the supervisor also has power over the executive. There is research
evidence that those in such an interdependent relationship with their boss receive better
pay raises21 and even that such interdependence can enhance the quality of the professor-
student relationship.22

Closely related to interdependence is the use of information as a source of power. A per-
son who controls the flow of information and/or interprets data before it is presented to oth-
ers has such information power. Information power is distinguished from expert power
because the individual merely needs to be in the “right place” to affect the flow and/or dis-
tribution of information, rather than having some form of expertise over the generation or
interpretation of the information.23

Besides recognizing that there may be additional sources of power, French and Raven
also point out that the sources are interrelated (for example, the use of coercive power by
managers may reduce their referent power, and there is research evidence that high coercive
and reward power may lead to reduced expert power),24 and the same person may exercise
different types of power under different circumstances and at different times.

Research indicates that French and Raven’s five bases of power may be summed to
develop a measure of global power.25 This more global measure was found to be internally
consistent and significantly related to each of the five individual power bases. It also
accounted for additional variance in studies of the relationship between power and other
variables such as resistance, compliance, and control. Additional research has found the
role that procedural justice may play in the bases of power. One study indicates that
although the bases of power are related to effective work reactions, they are also mediated
by perceptions of procedure justice.26 This means employees are inclined to form evaluative
perceptions regarding the fairness of actions exhibited by power holders and respond
accordingly. Specifically, when the actions seem fair or justifiable, employees respond more
favorably to the power influences being used by their supervisors. These findings and the
previous discussion of the impact of the situation and time lead to the contingency models
of power in organizations.

Contingency Approaches to Power
As in other areas of organizational behavior and management, contingency approaches to
power have emerged. For example, Pfeffer simply says that power comes from being in the
“right” place. He describes the right place or position in the organization as one where the
manager has:

1. Control over resources such as budgets, physical facilities, and positions that can be
used to cultivate allies and supporters
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2. Control over or extensive access to information—about the organization’s activities,
about the preferences and judgments of others, about what is going on, and about who
is doing it

3. Formal authority27

There is some research support28 for such insightful observations, and there are also
research findings that lead to contingency conclusions such as the following:

1. The greater the professional orientation of group members, the greater relative strength
referent power has in influencing them.

2. The less effort and interest high-ranking participants are willing to allocate to a task, the
more likely lower-ranking participants are to obtain power relevant to this task.29

Besides these overall contingency observations, there is increasing recognition of the
moderating impact of the control of strategic contingencies such as organizational interde-
pendence and the extent to which a department controls critical operations of other depart-
ments30 or the role of influence behaviors in the perception of power.31 Also, the
characteristics of influence targets (that is, their influenceability) have an important moder-
ating impact on the types of power that can be successfully used. An examination of these
characteristics of the target and an overall contingency model are presented next.

Influenceability of the Targets of Power
Most discussions of power imply a unilateral process of influence from the agent to the tar-
get. It is becoming increasingly clear, however, that power involves a reciprocal relation-
ship between the agent and the target, which is in accordance with the overall social
cognitive perspective taken in this text. The power relationship can be better understood by
examining some of the characteristics of the target. The following characteristics have been
identified as being especially important to the influenceability of targets:32

1. Dependency. The greater the targets’ dependency on their relationship to agents (for
example, when a target cannot escape a relationship, perceives no alternatives, or values
the agent’s rewards as unique), the more targets are influenced.

2. Uncertainty. Experiments have shown that the more uncertain people are about the
appropriateness or correctness of a behavior, the more likely they are to be influenced to
change that behavior.

3. Personality. There have been a number of research studies showing the relationship
between personality characteristics and influenceability. Some of these findings are
obvious (for example, people who cannot tolerate ambiguity or who are highly anxious
are more susceptible to influence, and those with high needs for affiliation are more sus-
ceptible to group influence), but some are not (for example, both positive and negative
relationships have been found between self-esteem and influenceability).

4. Intelligence. There is no simple relationship between intelligence and influenceability.
For example, highly intelligent people may be more willing to listen, but, because they
also tend to be held in high esteem, they also may be more resistant to influence.

5. Gender. Although traditionally it was generally thought that women were more likely
to conform to influence attempts than men because of the way they were raised, there is
now evidence that this is changing.33 As women’s and society’s views of the role of
women are changing, there is less of a distinction of influenceability by gender.

6. Age. Social psychologists have generally concluded that susceptibility to influence
increases in young children up to about the age of eight or nine and then decreases with
age until adolescence, when it levels off.
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7. Culture. Obviously, the cultural values of a society have a tremendous impact on the
influenceability of its people. For example, some cultures, such as Western cultures,
emphasize individuality, dissent, and diversity, which would tend to decrease influence-
ability, whereas others, such as many in Asia, emphasize cohesiveness, agreement, and
uniformity, which would tend to promote influenceability. As the accompanying OB in
Action: Taking as Long as It Takes indicates, controlling the agenda and time in foreign
cultures may be used to gain power and influenceability.

These individual differences in targets greatly complicate the effective use of power and
point up the need for contingency models.

An Overall Contingency Model for Power
Many other contingency variables in the power relationship besides the target could be
inferred from the discussion of the various types of power, for example, credibility and sur-
veillance. All these variables can be tied together and related to one another in an overall
contingency model.

The classic work on influence process, by noted social psychologist Herbert Kelman,34

can be used to structure an overall contingency model of power. The model in Figure 10.1
incorporates the French and Raven sources of power with Kelman’s sources of power,
which in turn support three major processes of power.

According to the model, the target will comply in order to gain a favorable reaction or
avoid a punishing one from the agent. This is the process that most supervisors in work
organizations must rely on. But in order for compliance to work, supervisors must be able
to reward and punish (that is, have control over the means to their people’s ends) and keep
an eye on them (that is, have surveillance over them).

OB in Action: Taking as Long as It Takes

In recent years many American firms doing business
internationally have found, to their chagrin, that their
overseas hosts have been using the agenda to gain
power over visiting dignitaries. Here is a story related by
a business lawyer who recently returned from Japan.

“I went to Japan to negotiate a licensing agreement
with a large company there. We had been in contact
with these people for three months and during that
time had hammered out a rough agreement regarding
the specific terms of the contract. The president of the
firm thought that it would be a good idea if I, the cor-
porate attorney, went to Tokyo and negotiated some of
the final points of the agreement before we signed. I
arrived in Japan on a Sunday with the intention of leav-
ing late Friday evening. When I got off the plane, my
hosts were waiting for me. I was whisked through cus-
toms and comfortably ensconced in a plush limousine
within 30 minutes.

“The next day began with my host asking me for my
return air ticket so his secretary could take care of con-
firming the flight. I was delighted to comply. We then
spent the next four days doing all sorts of things—sight-
seeing, playing golf, fishing, dining at some of the finest

restaurants in the city. You name it, we did it. By Thursday
I was getting worried. We had not yet gotten around to
talking about the licensing agreement. Then on Friday
morning we had a big meeting. Most of the time was
spent discussing the changes my hosts would like to see
made in the agreement. Before I had a chance to talk, it
was time for lunch. We finished eating around 4 P.M. This
left me only four hours before I had to leave for the air-
port. During this time I worked to get them to understand
the changes we wanted made in the agreement. Before I
knew it, it was time to head for the airport. Halfway there
my host pulled out a new contract. ‘Here are the changes
we talked about,’ he said. ‘I have already signed for my
company. All you have to do is sign for yours.’ Not want-
ing to come home empty-handed, I signed. It turned out
that the contract was much more favorable to them than
to us. In the process, I learned a lesson. Time is an impor-
tant source of power. When you know the other person’s
agenda, you have an idea of what the individual’s game
plan must be and can work it to your advantage. Since
this time, I have all my reservations and confirmations
handled stateside. When my host asks me how long I will
be staying, I have a stock answer, ‘As long as it takes.’
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People will identify not in order to obtain a favorable reaction from the agent, as in com-
pliance, but because it is self-satisfying to do so.35 But in order for the identification
process to work, the agent must have referent power—be very attractive to the target—and
be salient (prominent). For example, a research study by Kelman found that students were
initially greatly influenced by a speech given by a very handsome star athlete; that is, they
identified with him. However, when the students were checked several months after the
speech, they were not influenced. The handsome athlete was no longer salient; that is, he was
no longer in the forefront of their awareness, and his previous words at the later time had
no influence. As discussed earlier, except for the handful of superstars, athletes are soon
forgotten and have no power over even their most avid fans. Once they have graduated or
are out of season, they lose their salience and, thus, their power.

Finally, people will internalize because of compatibility with their own value structure.
But, as Figure 10.1 shows, in order for people to internalize, the agent must have expert or
legitimate power (credibility) and, in addition, be relevant. Obviously, this process of power
is most effective. Kelman, for example, found that internalized power had a lasting impact
on the subjects in his studies.

Researchers have had problems constructing ways to measure compliance, identifica-
tion, and internalization.36 However, this model of power does have considerable relevance
as to how and under what conditions supervisors and managers influence their people.
Many must depend on compliance because they are not attractive or do not possess refer-
ent power for identification to work. Or they lack credibility or do not have expert or legit-
imate power for internalization to occur. Kelman’s research showed that internalization had
the longest-lasting impact and, as shown in the model, does not need surveillance or
salience. In other words, what is generally considered to be leadership (covered in the last
two chapters) is more associated with getting people not just to comply but also to identify
with the leader and, even better, to internalize what the leader is trying to accomplish in the
influence attempt. This internalization would be especially desirable in today’s highly
autonomous, flat organizations with cultures of openness, empowerment, and trust.

The Two Faces of Power
Besides the sources and situational, or contingency, nature of power, there are also different
types of power that can be identified. Well-known social psychologist David McClelland
did, as Chapter 6 points out, considerable work on the impact of the motivational need for
power (what he called n Pow). His studies indicated that there are two major types of power,
one negative and one positive.

FIGURE 10.1
An Overall
Contingency Model
of Power Based on
the French-Raven
and Kelman Theories

Required Sources of Power    Process of Power   Target’s Influenceability           Required Conditions

Reward 
Coercive
Means-ends-control

Compliance

Wants to gain a favorable
reaction; wants to avoid 
a punishing one from 
the agent

The agent must have
surveillance over
the target

Finds a self-satisfying
relationship with the agent;
wants to establish and 
maintain a relationship 
with the agent

The agent must have
salience; the agent 
must be in the 
forefront of the 
target’s awareness

Referent 
Attractiveness

Expert 
Legitimate
Credibility

Identification

Goes along with the agent
because of consistency
with internal values

The agent must have
relevanceInternalization
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As the introductory comments point out, over the years power has often had a negative
connotation. The commonly used term “power-hungry” reflects this negative feeling about
power. According to McClelland, power

is associated with heavy drinking, gambling, having more aggressive impulses, and collect-
ing “prestige supplies” like a convertible. . . . People with this personalized power concern
are more apt to speed, have accidents, and get into physical fights. If . . . possessed by politi-
cal officeholders, especially in the sphere of international relations, the consequences would
be ominous.37

McClelland felt that this negative use of power is associated with personal power.
People with this “face” of power are primarily looking out for themselves and how they can
get ahead; they are very “I” oriented, as in “I should look good if this project is completed
so I can get a raise and promotion out of it.” McClelland felt that this personal power is
primitive and does indeed have negative consequences.

The contrasting “other face” of power identified by McClelland is social power. It is
characterized by a “concern for group goals, for finding those goals that will move people,
for helping the group to formulate them, for taking some initiative in providing members
of the group with the means of achieving such goals, and for giving group members the
feeling of strength and competence they need to work hard for such goals.”38 In other
words, social power types are very “we” oriented, as in “We are going to have the best unit
in the company, and we will all reap the rewards.” Under this definition of social power, the
manager may often be in a precarious position of walking a fine line between an exhibition
of personal dominance and the more socializing use of power. McClelland accumulated
some empirical evidence that social power managers are quite effective. In some ways this
role power may play in organizational effectiveness is in opposition to the more humanis-
tic positions, which emphasize the importance of democratic values and participative deci-
sion making. There is also more recent empirical evidence that would counter McClelland’s
view. One study found that those with a high need for power may suppress the flow of infor-
mation, especially information that contradicts their preferred course of action, and thus
have a negative impact on effective managerial decision making.39

The negative use of power can also show up in situations such as sexual harassment.
Unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature takes place when someone uses coercive power to
threaten another with negative consequences if they do not submit to sexual advances. This
is known as quid pro quo harassment. A hostile work environment (sexual jokes, leering,
posters) is another inappropriate use of one’s power over another. In all such inappropriate
circumstances, harassment is based on power being used to intimidate another, especially
those in a subordinate formal position. However, regardless of some of the controversy sur-
rounding power, it is clear that power is inevitable in today’s organizations. How the
dynamics of power are used and what type of power is used can vitally affect human per-
formance and organizational goals.

THE SPECIAL CASE OF EMPOWERMENT

Closely related to social power is the popular technique of employee empowerment.
Empowerment may be defined as “recognizing and releasing into the organization the
power that people have in their wealth of useful knowledge and internal motivation.”40

Empowerment is the authority to make decisions within one’s area of responsibility with-
out first having to get approval from someone else. For example, the head of a large Indian
outsourcer, HCL Technologies, says he wants to “destroy the office of CEO” in order to
remind employees that they are empowered to make the decisions and should not look to
him for answers.41 Although this type of empowerment is similar to traditional delegated
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authority, there are two characteristics that make it unique. One is that employees are
encouraged to use their own initiative, and, as they say at Cummins Engine, “Just do it.”
The second is that empowered employees are given not only the authority but also the
resources, so they are able to make decisions and have the power to get them implemented.

Empowerment programs can transform a stagnant organization into a vital one by creat-
ing a “shared purpose among employees, encouraging greater collaboration, and, most
importantly, delivering enhanced value to customers.”42 To do so, the organization must
overcome certain obstacles, such as becoming impatient, assuming employees have all the
needed skills without first checking to make sure they are qualified, and creating confusion
through contradictory rewards and the model’s behaviors. This means there must be a link-
age of the power with self-reliance, managerial authority, and expecting individual contrib-
utor commitment.43 In order for this to occur, empowerment must become embedded in an
organization’s cultural values operationalized through participation, innovation, access to
information, and accountability.

The Complexity of Empowerment
Empowerment assumes that employees are willing to accept responsibility and improve
their daily work processes and relationships. A recent survey revealed that almost all U.S.
workers do feel personally responsible and want to improve quality and performance.
Many companies are now discovering that empowerment training can be extremely useful
in showing employees how to participate more actively and make things happen. There is
also empirical research evidence that where participation is part of an empowerment pro-
gram, manufacturing performance improves,44 and managers perceive that they are indeed
empowered.45

A good example comes from the chemical division of Georgia-Pacific, where a quality
and environmental assurance supervisor and a plant operator who had received empower-
ment training began participating through sharing ideas for more effectively preparing test
samples of a certain chemical. Once they finalized their ideas, they used their empower-
ment status to produce a demonstration video. After seeing the video, management asked
the two employees to share the tape with quality assurance supervisors in other plants. In
turn, the supervisor and operator encouraged these other employees to provide feedback on
the video and to share their own ideas. As a result, a more efficient system of preparing test
samples was developed companywide.

At the same time, care must be given to the effects on other managers. For example,
many middle managers find themselves in a dilemma of dealing with two cultures when
empowerment strategies are enacted. The first tells them to “relinquish control” whereas
another demands that they “maintain control.” These contrasting values create role conflicts
that must be resolved in order for the program to succeed.46 Empowerment and participa-
tion have been found to work best when they open new avenues for action among all mem-
bers of the organization and strengthen their resolve to go along with the new ideas.47 Some
critics argue that power and empowerment are only evoked when there is consonance
between the “poetic” and the “rhetoric” of an organization, which means that a person’s
interpretative framework must account for every aspect of the program. Because there is a
conflict between relinquishing and maintaining control, and the two demands must be
resolved for the employee to feel empowered, care must be taken not to neutralize empow-
erment and render it impotent.48

Innovation Implications
Empowerment encourages innovation because employees have the authority to try out new
ideas and make decisions that result in new ways of doing things. For example, in one
major consumer goods company, two engineers used their empowered status to design and
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test a new household product. After spending over $25,000 on the project, they realized that
the product did not perform up to expectations. The design was faulty and performance was
poor. The next day the president of the company sent for both of them. When they entered
the executive office, they found they were guests of honor at a party. The president quickly
explained that he appreciated all their efforts and even though they were not successful, he
was sure they would be in the future. By encouraging their innovative efforts through
empowerment, the president helped ensure that these two employees would continue to
bring new ideas to the market. This climate for innovation is greatly facilitated by empow-
ering employees.

Access to Information
When employees are given access to information as a vital part of their empowerment, their
willingness to cooperate is enhanced. At firms such as General Mills, self-managed work
teams are given any information they need to do their jobs and improve productivity. This
includes information as far ranging as profit and loss statements, manufacturing processes,
and purchasing procedures. In addition, if employees desire additional training, even if the
training is peripheral to their main jobs, it is provided. As a result of this accessibility to
information, work teams are able to manage and control operations more effectively than
under the old hierarchical bureaucratic and secretive, only on a need-to-know basis, infor-
mation. With “open-book” cultural values and Intranet technology, empowered employees
have all the organization’s information (and knowledge) available to do their jobs as effec-
tively as possible.

Accountability and Responsibility
Although employees are empowered to make decisions they believe will benefit the orga-
nization, they must also be held accountable and responsible for results. This accountability
is not intended to punish mistakes or to generate immediate, short-term results. Instead, the
intent is to ensure that the associates are giving their best efforts, working toward agreed-
upon goals, and behaving responsibly toward each other. When these behaviors are exhib-
ited, management is able to continue empowering employees to proceed at their own pace
and in their own ways. Empowering employees should raise the level of trust in the orga-
nization. Empowered employees feel that “we are in this thing together” and are almost
compelled to act responsibly.49 Trust is a must in today’s open, empowered organizations
that are in very competitive markets.

Putting Empowerment into Action
There are a number of ways that managers can implement empowerment. Two common
approaches are: (1) kaizen and “just do it” principles (JDIT), and (2) trust building.
The goal is to tie empowerment with an action-driven results approach. This approach
is found at Cummins Engine. The company provides a five-day training program in
which kaizen (a Japanese term that means “continuous improvement”) is combined with
JDIT. The principles or operational guidelines used include: (1) discard conventional,
fixed ideas about doing work; (2) think about how to do it rather than why it cannot be
done; (3) start by questioning current practices; (4) begin to make improvements imme-
diately, even if only 50 percent of them can be completed; and (5) correct mistakes
immediately.50

The first day of the Cummins empowerment training program begins with a discussion
about what kaizen and JDIT principles mean. Participants learn about the need for team-
work and the use of group problem solving. The second day is spent applying these ideas
to a work area where improvement is needed. Cross-functional JDIT teams of three to five
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people are sent to the work floor to observe, document, and evaluate work practices. The
third day is used to implement ideas that were identified and evaluated on the work floor.
The next day is spent evaluating the improvements that have been initiated and making any
final changes so that the new way of doing the work is more efficient than the previous
method. The final day of the program is devoted to making presentations of the results to an
audience of managers, explaining the changes that were made, and showing the results that
were obtained.

Trust building is also vital. Violations of trust between employers and employees (some-
times called “organizational infidelity”) means the terms of the psychological contract that
has been built have been ignored or have been broken. Once this occurs, perceptions of
rewards and contributions are reevaluated, usually resulting in reduced effort and lower
commitment to the company.51

“Optimal trust” occurs when managers and employees reach an agreement where trust
is counterbalanced with distrust, as there is always at least a degree of suspicion in organi-
zational relationships. Reaching optimal levels of trust involves finding the point where
distrust is low enough to not be disruptive and trust is strong enough to move forward with
confidence.52 Distrust is a major disruption to any change, including empowerment. Even
at the highest levels of the organization, distrust can negatively affect operations. Unless
trust is restored, the effects linger for a long time.53

Trust building matches the principles of empowerment. Professional and collaborative
relationships can be built across functional and hierarchical lines when trust is present. This
grants the ability to disseminate ideas and information quickly throughout the organization.
A shared mind-set develops that encourages people to continually challenge old processes
and take prudent risks in creating something new. This fosters the ability to form quality ad
hoc teams that share knowledge and tackle problems.54

At the extreme, some organizations encourage silliness and fun to build trust. Matt
Weinstein and Luke Barber are management consultants who help companies build better
environments for empowerment using such unusual tactics as bringing champagne to work
to celebrate an employee’s greatest failure, to get rid of the negative stigma. They have set
up dance-in-the-hallway sessions, candy prizes, and dress-up days, where workers showed
up in Elvis costumes, biker togs, and nun outfits to release stress. When work is fun,
employees feel more relaxed and truly empowered.55

Although empowerment implementation programs widely vary, they are all based on
careful evaluations of the benefits and drawbacks of the process and the degree to which the
organization’s members are prepared to accept the ideas. The accompanying OB in Action:
Empowerment and Trust indicates that today’s employees seem ready for, and even
demand, a high degree of empowerment and trust. However, some organizations have
found that high degrees of empowerment work extremely well whereas others have discov-
ered that the organization operates most efficiently with less empowerment. To account for
these differences, Bowen and Lawler have suggested that organizations first identify at
which of four levels of empowerment they should operate: (1) very little involvement, as
reflected by traditional production-line firms; (2) moderate involvement, as reflected by
organizations that employ suggestion programs and quality circles; (3) fairly substantial
involvement, as reflected in organizations where jobs are designed so that employees can
employ a variety of skills and have a great deal of autonomy in carrying out those jobs; and
(4) high involvement, as reflected by organizations in which personnel share information
and work together to solve problems and complete tasks.56

In general, empowerment can be viewed as the sharing of social power in an organiza-
tion. Individual employees share goals and combine efforts to reach those goals. This fos-
ters creativity and a stronger stake in the organization’s outcomes and future.
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POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF POWER

Power and politics are very closely related concepts. A popular view of organizational pol-
itics is how one can pragmatically get ahead in an organization. Alvin Toffler, the noted
author of Future Shock, The Third Wave, and Powershift, observed that “companies are
always engaged in internal political struggles, power struggles, infighting, and so on.
That’s normal life.”57 There is even the view that there may be an inverse relationship
between power and politics. For example, a recent publication aimed at practicing human
resources (HR) managers noted that in this era of competing for limited resources, HR

If an organization wants to tap the full potential of
their human resources and maintain their loyalty, how
should people be managed? There are many answers to
this question. For example, some researchers have
noted that an ideal leader does things such as: develops
and empowers people, shares authority, and encour-
ages constructive challenge. Others, such as the well-
known leadership guru Warren Bennis, contend that
leaders have to build trust, and this is a two-way street.
Managers have to believe in their employees and
employees have to feel that the boss will never let them
down.

Some insight into the question of how people should
be managed may be found in a recent large interview
study involving several hundred firms. Employees
responded that their productivity and tenure with their
employer was determined by how well they are treated
by their boss. Forty percent of those who said they had
poor bosses also reported that they would be willing to
leave their company and take a job elsewhere if the
opportunity arose. In contrast, of those who said their
bosses were excellent, only 11 percent said they would
be willing to leave.

The lesson from these findings is clear. Being a tough
manager may have worked well a decade ago when cor-
porate America was being “lean and mean.” However,
that era is now over. As one analyst put it, “The
American workplace has evolved to a kinder, gentler
state.” Additionally, recent survey data show that most
workers rate having a caring boss as more important
than either money or fringe benefits.

In particular, employees report that they have strong
loyalty to companies that help them develop their skills,
provide them mentors, and adjust work schedules to
meet their personal needs. Consider the case of Mary
Morse, a software engineer at Autodesk, a computer-
aided design company in San Rafael, California. Her first
manager guided her through a six-month internship,
accommodating her college schedule, and providing

time off during finals week. Her next boss asked her
how much she wanted as a starting salary and paid her
$5,000 above this amount. Then this boss’s supervisor
approached Mary and asked if she could be her mentor.
When Mary agreed, the supervisor had her write out a
list of short-term and long-term objectives and then
began working with her to ensure that these goals were
met. Mary’s third boss spent time talking to her about
her career ambitions, and when she indicated that she
wanted to move from designing and writing computer
code to becoming a software engineer, he recom-
mended classes and gave her the time off to attend
them. So when Mary was wooed by a competitive firm
that, among other things, offered her options for 7,000
shares of stock at less than $1 a share, she turned them
down. Looking back at her decision and the options that
became worth over $1 million, Mary still feels she made
the right decision to stay with her current employer. She
is not alone.

Recent research shows that people with poor bosses
are four times more likely to leave their companies than
are those with caring bosses. And that is why so many
firms are now getting on the bandwagon. For example,
Macy’s West, a division of Federated Department Stores
in San Francisco, began a program of assigning mentors
to new managers and telling all managers that up to
35 percent of their compensation would now be linked
to how well they retained the people under them. And
at the International Paper plant in Moss Point, Mississippi,
there are morning training sessions on positive rein-
forcement that are designed to change the way many
supervisors manage by making these individuals friend-
lier and more approachable. The reason for these devel-
opments was best summed up by one of Mary Morse’s
managers at Autodesk, who said, “Job satisfaction and
being challenged means as much to me as the money
part of it—just so long as I feel rewarded.” Simply put, a
kind, caring approach can go a long way in motivating
people.

OB in Action: Empowerment and Trust
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managers who lack power must use more politics. “Those who lack political skills will
gain a reputation for folding under pressure and having no convictions.”58 Such political
skills largely deal with the acquisition of power. In this latter view, power and politics
become especially closely intertwined.59 A recognition of the political realities of power
acquisition in today’s organizations and an examination of some specific political strate-
gies for acquiring power are of particular interest for understanding the dynamics of orga-
nizational behavior.

A Political Perspective of Power in Organizations
The classical organization theorists portrayed organizations as highly rational structures in
which authority meticulously followed the chain of command and in which managers had
legitimatized power. The discussion in the next chapter on informal managerial roles and
organization portrays another, more realistic view of organizations. It is in this more realis-
tic view of organizations that the importance of the political aspects of power and strategic
advantage comes to the forefront.60 As Pfeffer notes: “Organizations, particularly large
ones, are like governments in that they are fundamentally political entities. To understand
them, one needs to understand organizational politics, just as to understand governments,
one needs to understand governmental politics.”61

The political perspective of organizations departs from the rational, idealistic model.
For example, Walter Nord dispels some of the dreams of ideal, rationally structured, and
humanistic organizations by pointing out some of the stark realities of political power. He
suggests four postulates of power in organizations that help focus on the political realities:

1. Organizations are composed of coalitions that compete with one another for resources,
energy, and influence.

2. Various coalitions will seek to protect their interests and positions of influence.

3. The unequal distribution of power itself has dehumanizing effects.

4. The exercise of power within organizations is one very crucial aspect of the exercise of
power within the larger social system.62

In other words, the political power game is changing, but is still very real in today’s
organizations.63 Researchers on organizational politics conclude that

politics in organizations is simply a fact of life. Personal experience, hunches, and anecdotal
evidence for years have supported a general belief that behavior in and of organizations is
often political in nature. More recently, some conceptual and empirical research has added
further support to these notions.64

Even though the organizational politics has and will continue to flourish, its nature and how
it is expressed changes over time. For example, younger workers often disdain the “Boomer”
form of politics as “so last century.” However, as an expert on organizational politics warns
the young generation:

By shunning the conventions of office politics, they risk burning bridges. So because you
never know how long you’ll be at a firm, I’d still advise sticking to the same old directives.
They’re the same today as they were two decades ago.65

Like other aspects of organizational behavior dynamics, politics is not a simple process.
Besides the age of the participants, politics can vary from organization to organization and
even from one subunit of an organization to another. A comprehensive definition drawing
from the literature is that “organizational politics consists of intentional acts of influence
undertaken by individuals or groups to enhance or protect their self-interest when conflict-
ing courses of action are possible.”66 There is also a more recent view that different forms
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of power in organizations are connected to specific learning processes that help explain
why some political insights become institutionalized and others do not.67 The political
behavior of organizational participants tends to be traditionally viewed as opportunistic for
the purpose of maximizing self-interest,68 but a counterargument is that organizational pol-
itics is actually the cornerstone of organizational democracy. As one theoretical analysis
noted:

politics is central to the development of real organizational democracy. It provides practical
advice on how to work with a constructive political “mindset” and highlights how such
behavior underpins, rather than undermines, the process of redistributing organizational
influence.69

Thus, like other dynamics of today’s organizations, the nature of politics is quite complex
and still being studied for better understanding.

Research on organizational politics has identified several areas that are particularly rel-
evant to the degree to which organizations are political rather than rational. These areas can
be summarized as follows:70

1. Resources. There is a direct relationship between the amount of politics and how crit-
ical and scarce the resources are. Also, politics will be encouraged when there is an infu-
sion of new, “unclaimed” resources.

2. Decisions. Ambiguous decisions, decisions on which there is lack of agreement, and
uncertain, long-range strategic decisions lead to more politics than routine decisions.

3. Goals. The more ambiguous and complex the goals become, the more politics there
will be.

4. Technology and external environment. In general, the more complex the internal tech-
nology of the organization, the more politics there will be. The same is true of organi-
zations operating in turbulent external environments.

5. Change. A reorganization or a planned organization development (OD) effort or
even an unplanned change brought about by external forces will encourage political
maneuvering.

The preceding implies that some organizations and subunits within the organization will
be more political than others. By the same token, however, it is clear that most of today’s
organizations meet these requirements for being highly political. That is, they have limited
resources; make ambiguous, uncertain decisions; have unclear yet complex goals; have
increasingly complex technology; and are undergoing drastic change. This existing situa-
tion facing organizations makes them more political, and the power game becomes increas-
ingly important. Miles states: “In short, conditions that threaten the status of the powerful
or encourage the efforts of those wishing to increase their power base will stimulate the
intensity of organizational politics and increase the proportion of decision-making behav-
iors that can be classified as political as opposed to rational.”71 For example, with the polit-
ical situation of today’s high-tech, radically innovative firms, it has been suggested that
medieval structures of palace favorites, liege lordship, and fiefdoms may be more relevant
than the more familiar rational structures.72 Recent theory-building does recognize the
reality of territoriality in organizations. “Organization members can and do become terri-
torial over physical space, ideas, roles, relationships, and other potential possessions in
organizations.”73 As the accompanying OB in Action: You Are Where You Sit indicates,
even where one sits at the table of a meeting indicates power and political maneuvering.
The next section presents such practical political strategies for power acquisition in today’s
organizations.
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OB in Action: You Are Where You Sit

How to Decode the Psychology of the Morning
Meeting
The client was a senior female executive at a major
global company. She was hardworking, bright, and well-
liked, but she had one big frustration: People often
ignored her ideas at meetings.

After watching the woman interact with colleagues,
executive consultant Constance Dierickx offered several
suggestions. One of the most important: “I told her to
stop sitting against the wall and sit around the table
instead.” Within six months, coworkers were comment-
ing that she had more “executive presence and spoke
with greater conviction,” says Dierickx.

The moral of the story: Where you sit influences
where you stand. If you take away their Brooks Brothers
suits, Manolo Blahnik shoes, and BlackBerrys, managers
are little more than naked apes—social mammals with
primal methods of expressing group power hierarchies.
Over the past few years, psychologists and consultants
have begun to decode the secret meaning of office
behavior and to understand one of the business world’s
deepest mysteries: Why do people tend to sit in the same
place at routine meetings?

Blame it on the boss. The person with the most power
determines how everybody else positions themselves
around the typical rectangular or oblong office table. As
a rule, leaders like to sit at the end of the table facing
the exit so no one can sneak up on them.

From there on, things get quite complicated, accord-
ing to Sharon Livingston, a clinical psychologist and
founder of the Livingston Group, a marketing consul-
tancy. Livingston has met with more than 40,000 peo-
ple in her career at dozens of large companies and has
found that people fit into one of seven personality
types based on where they sit, which she explains using
the nomenclature borrowed from Snow White’s seven
dwarves. Those sitting opposite the person leading the
meeting tend to be Grumpy or Doc, or a combination
of the two, says Livingston. Grumpy is openly argumen-
tative and may be hard to control. Doc is the person
who faces off against the leader to show off his or her
intelligence.

The person who sits on the leader’s right is Happy—
a yes-man. In her Web-based questionnaire that
quickly determines one’s dwarf personality, 59% of the
20,000 people who have taken the test fall in the
Happy category. “We’ve been trained in American
society to be helpful and support the leader,” says
Livingston.

KEEPING MUM
With an understanding of the psychology of office
seating, managers can move people around to improve
their chances of influencing them. Managers should, for
instance, place potential foes on their right. Suspected
brownnosers may offer more frank opinions if they are
on the opposite sides of a table.

On the other hand, there’s something to be said for
ignoring the issue entirely. Some experts, such as leader-
ship consultant Patrick Lencioni, believe that if too many
people are worried about where they’re sitting it signals
a dysfunctional group. “If there’s a strong insecurity,
people are more aware of all the trappings like, What
am I wearing? Where do I sit? When a team is functional
and has a high amount of trust, you worry less about
those details.”

The Boss Leaders usually position themselves at the
head of a table with their backs to a wall or corner.
They like to face the door so they can see newcomers
a few seconds ahead of everyone else.

Left-Hand Manager A complex position. This per-
son’s proximity to power signals support but he or she
is likely to be a “yes, but” character. This player agrees
in broad principle, then slips in an opposing view.

Right-Hand Manager The person who sits to the
right of the boss tends to say yes to nearly everything
the leader suggests. This manager tends to be
focused on the boss instead of materials and others in
the room.

The Middleman People who sit in the middle of
long tables can easily maintain eye contact with most
of the others at the table. They are often extroverts
and may mediate between those at either side.

The Sideliner The person who sits at the corner of
the table is often trying to hide in the crowd. He fre-
quently leans back in his chair. He waits to hear oth-
ers’ views before expressing his own.

The Opponent Someone who sits directly opposite
the leader is typically argumentative, often sitting
with arms crossed. This type frequently asks rhetori-
cal questions or finds other ways to announce his or
her expertise.

The Outsider This person sits away from the group
sitting at the table. This can signal that she maintains
a “bigger-picture” perspective. Or perhaps she was
just too late to get a seat.
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Specific Political Strategies for Power Acquisition
Once it is understood and accepted that contemporary organizations are in reality largely
political systems, some very specific strategies can be identified to help organization members
more effectively acquire power. For example, one research study found that a supervisor-
focused political strategy resulted in higher levels of career success, whereas a job-focused
political strategy resulted in lower levels of success.74 Another taxonomy of political strate-
gies included the following:75

1. Information strategy—targets political decision makers by providing information
through lobbying or supplying position papers or technical reports

2. Financial incentive strategy—targets political decision makers by providing financial
incentives such as honoraria for speaking or paid travel

3. Constituency building strategy76—targets political decision makers indirectly through
constituent support such as grassroots mobilization of employees, suppliers, customers,
or public relations/press conferences

Over the years, various political strategies for gaining power in organizations have been
suggested.77 Table 10.1 gives a representative summary of these strategies. Research is also
being done on political tactics. For example, Yukl and Falbe derived eight political, or influ-
ence, tactics that are commonly found in today’s organizations. These tactics are identified
in Table 10.2. Yukl and his colleagues found that the consultation and rational persuasion
tactics were used most frequently78 and along with inspirational appeal were most effec-
tive.79 Some modern organization theorists take more analytical approaches than most of
the strategies suggested in Table 10.1 and Table 10.2, and they depend more on concepts
such as uncertainty in their political strategies for power. For example, Pfeffer’s strategies
include managing uncertainty, controlling resources, and building alliances.80 Others take
a more pragmatic approach, such as the analysis that suggests that successful political
behavior involves keeping people happy, cultivating contacts, and wheeling and dealing.81

Law Professor Theresa Beiner coined the term “reindeer games” (from the song “Rudolf

TABLE 10.1
Political Strategies
for Attaining Power
in Organizations

Taking counsel
Maintaining maneuverability
Promoting limited communication
Exhibiting confidence
Controlling access to information and persons
Making activities central and nonsubstitutable
Creating a sponsor-protégé relationship
Stimulating competition among ambitious subordinates
Seek out and befriend the most influential individual in a situation
Neutralizing potential opposition
Making strategic replacements
Committing the uncommitted
Forming a winning coalition
Developing expertise
Building personal stature
Employing trade-offs
Interact with others with the goal of building a positive relationship
Using research data to support one’s own point of view
Restricting communication about real intentions
Withdrawing from petty disputes
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the Red-Nosed Reindeer”) to describe, like in the song, social activities that provide some,
but not all, employees with opportunities to interact with other organization members,
which helps build an individual’s power base. For example, a boss who invites three male
subordinates to play a round of golf and does not include a female subordinate is engaged
in a reindeer game that could be considered discriminatory in terms of gaining access to the
inner circle of power and influence.82

One of the more comprehensive and relevant lists of strategies for modern managers
comes from DuBrin.83 A closer look at a sampling of his and other suggested strategies
provides important insights into power and politics in modern organizations.

Maintain Alliances with Powerful People
As has already been pointed out, the formation of coalitions (alliances) is critical to the
acquisition of power in an organization. An obvious coalition would be with members of
other important departments or with members of upper-level management. Not so obvious
but equally important would be the formation of an alliance with the boss’s secretary or
staff assistant, that is, someone who is close to the powerful person. An ethnographic study
of a city bus company found that a series of dyadic alliances went beyond the formal sys-
tem and played an important role in getting the work done both within and between depart-
ments.84 For example, alliances between supervisors and certain drivers got the buses out
on the worst winter snow days and kept them running during summer vacation periods
when drivers were sparse.

Embrace or Demolish
Machiavellian principles can be applied as strategies in the power game in modern
organizations. One management writer has applied these principles to modern corporate

TABLE 10.2
Political Tactics
Derived from
Research

Source: Adapted from Gary
Yukl and Cecilia M. Falbe,
“Influence Tactics and
Objectives in Upward,
Downward, and Lateral
Influence Attempts,” Journal 
of Applied Psychology,
Vol. 75, 1990, p. 133. Used
with permission.

Tactics Description

Pressure tactics Using demands, threats, or intimidation to convince you to 
comply with a request or to support a proposal.

Upward appeals Persuading you that the request is approved by higher 
management, or appealing to higher management for 
assistance in gaining your compliance with the request.

Exchange tactics Making explicit or implicit promises that you will receive 
rewards or tangible benefits if you comply with a request or 
support a proposal, or reminding you of a prior favor to be 
reciprocated.

Coalition tactics Seeking the aid of others to persuade you to do something, 
or using the support of others as an argument for you to 
agree also.

Ingratiating tactics Seeking to get you in a good mood or to think favorably of the 
influence agent before asking you to do something.

Rational persuasion Using logical arguments and factual evidence to persuade you 
that a proposal or request is viable and likely to result in the 
attainment of task objectives.

Inspirational appeals Making an emotional request or proposal that arouses 
enthusiasm by appealing to your values and ideals or by 
increasing your confidence that you can do it.

Consultation tactics Seeking your participation in making a decision or planning 
how to implement a proposed policy, strategy, or change.
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life. For example, for corporate takeovers, he draws on Machiavelli to give the follow-
ing advice:

The guiding principle is that senior managers in taken-over firms should either be warmly
welcomed and encouraged or sacked; because if they are sacked they are powerless, whereas
if they are simply downgraded they will remain united and resentful and determined to get
their own back.85

Divide and Rule
This widely known political and military strategy can also apply to the acquisition of power
in a modern organization. The assumption, sometimes unwarranted, is that those who are
divided will not form coalitions themselves. For example, in a business firm the head of
finance may generate conflict between marketing and operations in hopes of getting a big-
ger share of the limited budget from the president of the company.

Manipulate Classified Information
The observational studies of managerial work have clearly demonstrated the importance of
obtaining and disseminating information.86 The politically astute organization member
carefully controls this information in order to gain power. For example, the CIO (chief
information officer) may reveal some new pricing information to the design engineer
before an important meeting. Now the CIO has gained some power because the engineer
owes the CIO a favor. In the Information Age, the amount of information being generated
is growing rapidly; how it is managed can provide power. Specifically, knowledge man-
agers such as this CIO can become powerful in today’s firms.

Make a Quick Showing
This strategy involves looking good on some project or task right away in order to get the right
people’s attention. Once this positive attention is gained, power is acquired to do other, usu-
ally more difficult and long-range, projects. For example, an important but often overlooked
strategy of a manager trying to get acceptance of a knowledge management program is to
show some quick, objective improvements in the quality of a product, service, or process.

Collect and Use IOUs
This strategy says that the power seeker should do other people favors but should make it
clear that they owe something in return and will be expected to pay up when asked. The
“Godfather” in the famous book and movie of that name and Tony Soprano of the recent
HBO TV series very effectively used this strategy to gain power.

Avoid Decisive Engagement (Fabianism)
This is a strategy of going slow and easy—an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary
approach to change. By not “ruffling feathers,” the power seeker can slowly but surely
become entrenched and gain the cooperation and trust of others.

Attacking and Blaming Others
A political tactic some people try is to make others “look bad” in order to make themselves
“look good.” Blaming and attacking deflects responsibility onto others. It is unethical and
unacceptable, but is also a common practice in many organizations.

Progress One Step at a Time (Camel’s Head in the Tent)
This strategy involves taking one step at a time instead of trying to push a whole major
project or reorganization attempt. One small change can be a foothold that the power seeker
can use as a basis to get other, more major things accomplished.
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Wait for a Crisis (Things Must Get Worse Before They Get Better)
This strategy uses the reverse of “no news is good news”; that is, bad news gets attention.
For example, many deans in large universities can get the attention of central administra-
tion and the board of regents or trustees only when their college is in trouble, for instance,
if their accreditation is threatened. Only under these crisis conditions can they get the nec-
essary funding to move their college ahead.

Take Counsel with Caution
This suggested political strategy is concerned more with how to keep power than with how to
acquire it. Contrary to the traditional prescriptions concerning participative management and
empowerment of employees, this suggests that at least some managers should avoid “opening
up the gates” to their people in terms of shared decision making. The idea here is that allowing
subordinates to participate and to have this expectation may erode the power of the manager.

Be Aware of Resource Dependence
The most powerful subunits and individuals are those that contribute valuable resources.
Controlling the resources other persons or departments need creates considerable bargain-
ing power.

All of these political tactics are part of the games and turf wars that take place in today’s
organizations. On one level they are inevitable and cannot be prevented. On another, how-
ever, they are counterproductive and dysfunctional. They can impede participation and
empowerment programs and cause people to waste time and resources. Consequently,
many managers believe they must take steps to stop the game playing and turf wars through
trust-building and goal-sharing programs.87 These efforts are especially warranted in a sit-
uation in which an organization is undergoing a crisis. Effective crisis management must,
at some level, include social-political and technological-structural interventions, mainly
aimed at disruptive dysfunctional political agendas of individuals, groups, and/or depart-
ments in order to resolve the crisis.88 Some knowledgeable observers have even suggested
that managers would benefit from reading Shakespeare in order to understand the intrigues
and intricacies of political tactics used in today’s organizations.89

A Final Word on Power and Politics
Obviously, the strategies discussed are only representative, not exhaustive, of the many
possible politically based strategies for acquiring power in organizations. Compared to
many of the other topics covered in the text, there is relatively less research backup for
these ideas on power and, especially, politics.90 There is also a call for a better framework
and guidelines to evaluate the ethics of power and politics in today’s organizations. This
ethical concern goes beyond the notions of success or effectiveness. For example, of the 10
most unethical activities one study identified, three are directly political: (1) making
arrangements with vendors for the purposes of personal gain; (2) allowing differences in
pay based on friendships; and (3) hiring, training, and promoting personal favorites rather
than those who are most qualified.91

To help overcome the negative impact that organizational politics can have on the ethics
of an organization, the following guidelines can be used:

1. Keep lines of communication open.

2. Role-model ethical and nonpolitical behaviors.

3. Be wary of game players acting only in their own self-interests.

4. Protect individual privacy interests.

5. Always use the value judgment “Is this fair?”92
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As one analysis pointed out: “When it comes to the ethics of organizational politics,
respect for justice and human rights should prevail for its own sake.”93 There is recent
research evidence of the role that the perceptions of organizational politics play in fairness
and justice.94

Besides the possible ethical implications of power and politics carried to the extreme,
there are, as previously mentioned, dysfunctional effects such as morale being weakened,
victors and victims being created, and energy and time spent on planning attacks and
counterattacks instead of concentrating on getting the job done.95 There is also evidence
that politics may play a large role in both base-pay and incentive-pay decisions,96 and in
one company the power struggles and political gamesmanship were the death knell of a
gainsharing plan (see Chapter 4).97 There is some empirical evidence that those man-
agers who are observed to engage in more political activity are relatively more success-
ful in terms of promotions but are relatively less effective in terms of subordinate
satisfaction and commitment and the performance of their unit.98 There is research evi-
dence that this finding of the importance of political maneuvering in getting ahead in the
organization, but detracting from effective performance of the unit, may hold across cul-
tures (at least in Russia).99

The dynamics of power continue to evolve. In particular, information technology and
the Internet/Intranet provide information access that was not previously available.
Organizations with fewer boundaries and wider, even global, access to intellectual capital
have political systems and processes that are altered considerably.100 Also, the ups and
recently the extreme downs of the economy in both the United States and the rest of the
world have dramatically changed traditional power bases and processes. In the current
social environment, many employees are as interested in jobs with meaning as they are with
scoring political points and gaining power. As indicated earlier, this seems especially true
of today’s younger generation who seem more interested in economic control than in con-
trol over people or in status and climbing the corporate ladder.101 In other words, today’s
organizational participants’ passion for the good life and meaning may be replacing their
ruthless search for power.102

One thing about power and politics, however, remains certain: modern, complex orga-
nizations tend to create a climate that promotes power seeking and political maneuvering.
And, in today’s environment, these political activities extend beyond the traditional
boundaries of an organization. For example, Microsoft learned, the hard way, that ingrati-
ation political tactics may have been much more successful than simply trying to bully
government regulators when antitrust law violations were being investigated. Other
important firms such as Google are learning from Microsoft’s mistakes; it makes sense to
investigate and carefully implement the best political approach when seeking to deal with
outside agencies and individuals who could alter or harm a firm’s inside operations and
growth.103 Power and politics are a fact of modern organizational life, and it is hoped that
more future research will help managers better understand their dynamics, meaning, and
successful application.

Summary This chapter examines one of the most important and realistic dynamics of organizational
behavior—power and politics. Power and politics have a number of different meanings.
Power can be distinguished from authority and influence, but most definitions subsume all
three concepts. Most of the attention given to power over the years has centered on the
French and Raven classic categories of social power types: reward, coercive, legitimate, ref-
erent, and expert. More recently, some contingency models for power have been developed
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that take into consideration the influenceability of the targets of power (that is, their depen-
dency, uncertainty, personality, intelligence, gender, age, and culture). Overall contingency
models are also beginning to emerge. Closely related to the contingency models of the
French and Raven power types is the view of power by McClelland. He suggests that there
are two faces of power: negative personal power and positive social power. Finally, the spe-
cial case of empowerment is given attention. This popular approach goes beyond merely
delegating authority to make decisions to include participation, innovation, access to infor-
mation, and accountability/responsibility.

Politics is very closely related to power. This chapter gives particular attention to a
political perspective of power in modern organizations, in terms of resources, decisions,
goals, technology, external environment, and change, and to strategies for the acquisi-
tion of power. Some specific political strategies are to maintain alliances with powerful
people, embrace or demolish, divide and rule, manipulate classified information, make
a quick showing, collect and use IOUs, avoid decisive engagement, attacking and blam-
ing others, progress one step at a time, wait for a crisis, take counsel with caution, and
be aware of resource dependence. Above all, it should be remembered that, although
there may be some changes on the importance and how to attain and use it, both power
and politics represent the realities of modern organizational life. The study of these
important dynamics can significantly improve the understanding of organizational
behavior.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
Individualistic cultural values result in less conformity in the power and politics of
organizations.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[133 studies; 4,627 participants; d = .41]. On average, there is a 61 percent probability that
strong individualistic cultural values will result in lower levels of conformity in the power
and politics of organizations than when individualistic cultural values are weak (i.e., col-
lectivist cultural values dominate). Moderator analyses revealed that within just the United
States, the larger the size of the majority and the greater the proportion of female respon-
dents, the stronger the conformity. Interestingly, levels of conformity have declined in the
United States since the 1950s when the infamous “organization man” and the “man in the
gray flannel suit” dominated the power and politics of large corporations.

Conclusion:
As discussed in this chapter, there are many dynamic complexities involved in organiza-
tional power and politics. One such dimension is conformity. The power to gain acceptance
and cooperation through conforming to group and/or organizational norms can make a
functional contribution to organizational effectiveness. However, conformity can also be
mind numbing and dysfunctional in terms of stifling innovation or going along with uneth-
ical decisions. Powerful, politically astute managers must be able to read and make a fit
with the prevailing cultural values in order to use or minimize conformity. Participants may
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feel a certain pressure to conform even at the expense of their better judgment or ethical
standards. Although the pressure to conform appears to have declined in the United States
over the decades, it still seems to be a product of cultural values. Certain societies do
not tolerate dissidence and stress collective thought and action. Others foster values of
independence and freedom of ideas. From a power and politics perspective, conformity can
be either a strength or a weakness for the effectiveness of organizations. Conformity can
contribute to the power of a manager, and a political strategy is to attain conformity to
desired standards and ways of behaving.

Source: Adapted from Rod Bond and Peter B. Smith, “Culture and Conformity: A Meta-Analysis of
Studies Using Asch’s (1952b, 1956) Line Judgement Task,” Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 119, No. 1, 
1993, pp. 111–137.

1. How would you define power in your own words? How does power differ from author-
ity? From influence?

2. Identify, briefly summarize, and give some realistic examples of each of the French and
Raven power types.

3. Using the Kelman contingency model of power and influence, who would you use to
advertise products in the fall, winter, spring, and summer? Explain your choices.

4. Describe employee empowerment, giving specific attention to its operationalization and
implications for effective outcomes. How, if at all, is empowerment related to traditional
delegation? To social power?

5. In the chapter it is stated: “The political power game is very real in today’s organiza-
tions.” Explain this statement in terms of the discussion in the chapter and any firsthand
experience you have had to verify it.

6. Identify three or four of the political strategies that are discussed in the chapter. Explain
how these might actually help someone acquire power in today’s organization.

For background on sources of power, see http://www.mhhe.com/business/
management/management_tutor_series/sourcesOfPower/index.html. With
the classic French and Raven five sources of power discussed in this chapter as the frame-
work, how can some jobs effectively use one or more of these five types to be more or
less effective? For example, an airline captain may be much more effective by having
high levels of legitimate and expert power. A different type or style of manager, such as
a new product design team leader, may be more effective by having high levels of refer-
ent power, but be ineffective with use of legitimate power. You might look under some of
the job listings for managers at such sites as http://www.monster.com or America’s
Job Bank at http://www.ajb.dni.us/ to get some examples of specific jobs to analyze
in terms of power.

1. For each of the five types of power, list a specific job listing found on the Web that would
benefit from its use.

2. Consider managers (supervisors) that you have worked for in the past. What type of
power did they have? Was it effective?

3. If you could be strong in one power category, which type would it be? Does this depend
on the organization you work for? Why or why not?

Internet
Exercise: The
Uses and
Abuses of
Power

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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Real Case: Fighting Back

One of the areas in which organizations are finding
power to be an extremely important consideration in
today’s knowledge management is the protection of
intellectual property, specifically patent protection.
When a firm secures a patent, it gains knowledge power
over the marketplace. However, if this patent cannot be
defended against violators, it has little value. A good
example of a patent protection battle is that of Fusion
Systems, a small, high-tech American firm, and
Mitsubishi, the giant Japanese conglomerate.

Several years ago, Fusion developed a core tech-
nology that allowed it to manufacture high-intensity
ultraviolet lamps powered by 500 to 6,000 watts of
microwave energy. The company obtained patents in the
United States, Europe, and Japan. One of its first big
orders came from the Adolph Coors Company for lamp
systems to dry the printed decoration on beer cans.
Other customers included Hitachi, IBM, 3M, Motorola,
Sumitomo, Toshiba, NEC, and Mitsubishi. The last pur-
chased Fusion’s lamp system and immediately sent it to
the research and development lab to be reverse engi-
neered. Once Mitsubishi had stripped down the product,
it began filing patent applications that copied and sur-
rounded Fusion’s high-intensity microwave lamp tech-
nology. Fusion was unaware of what was going on until
it began investigating and found that Mitsubishi had
filed nearly 300 patent applications directly related to its
own lamp technology. When Fusion tried to settle the
matter through direct negotiations, the firm was unsuc-
cessful. In addition, Mitsubishi hired the Stanford
Research Institute to study the matter and the Institute
concluded that the Japanese company’s position was
solid. However, the chairman of the applied physics
department at Columbia University, who was hired by

Fusion, disagreed and—after reviewing the patent mate-
rials from both companies—concluded that Mitsubishi
had relied heavily on technology developed at Fusion
and that Mitsubishi’s lamp represented no significant
additional breakthrough.

Mitsubishi then offered Fusion a deal: Mitsubishi
would not sue Fusion for patent infringement if Fusion
would pay Mitsubishi a royalty for the privilege of using
“its” patents in Japan. Mitsubishi would then get a
royalty-free, worldwide cross-license of all of Fusion’s
technology. Fusion responded by going to the Office of
the U.S. Trade Representative and getting help. The
company also found a sympathetic ear from the Senate
Finance Committee and the House Republican Task
Force on Technology Transfer, as well as from the secre-
tary of commerce and the American ambassador to
Japan. As the dispute was dragged through the courts,
Mitsubishi began to give ground in the face of political
pressure. At the same time, Fusion continued to develop
innovations in its core field of expertise and remains the
leader in both Japanese and worldwide markets. The
company believes that as long as it maintains the exclu-
sive rights to this technology, competitors will not be
able to erode its market power.

1. What type of power does a patent provide to a com-
pany? Is this the same kind of power that people
within a firm attempt to gain?

2. What types of political strategies has Mitsubishi used
to try to gain power over Fusion? Using the material
in Table 10.1, identify and describe three.

3. How has Fusion managed to retaliate successfully?
Using the material in Table 10.2, identify and
describe three tactics it has employed.

Organizational Behavior Case: Throwing Away a Golden Opportunity

Roger Allen was a man on the move. Everyone in the
firm felt that someday he would be company president.
To listen to his boss, Harry Walden, it was only a matter
of time before Roger would be at the helm.

The current president of the firm was a marketing
person. She had worked her way up from field salesper-
son to president by selling both the product and her

competency to customers and the company alike. In a
manner of speaking, the marketing department was the
“well-oiled” road to the top. Roger was the number-one
salesperson and, according to the grapevine, was due to
get Harry Walden’s job when the latter retired in two
years. However, Roger was not sure that he wanted to be
vice president of marketing. Another slot was opening
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up in international sales. Roger knew nothing about
selling to Europe, but this was the firm’s first venture
outside the United States, and he thought he might like
to give it a try. He talked to Harry about it, but the vice
president tried to discourage him. In fact, Harry seemed
to think that Roger was crazy to consider the job at all.
“Rog,” he said, “that’s no place for you. Things are soft
and cozy back here. You don’t have to prove yourself to
anyone. You’re number one around here. Just sit tight
and you’ll be president. Don’t go out and make some
end runs. Just keep barreling up the middle for four
yards on each carry, and you’ll score the big touch-
down.” Roger was not convinced. He thought perhaps it
would be wise to discuss the matter with the president
herself. This he did. The president was very interested in
Roger’s ideas about international marketing. “If you
really think you’d like to head up this office for us, I’ll
recommend you for the job.”

After thinking the matter over carefully, Roger
decided that he would much rather go to Europe and try
to help establish a foothold over there than sit back and
wait for the stateside opening. He told his decision to
Harry. “Harry, I’ve talked to the president, and she tells
me that this new opening in international sales is really
going to get a big push from the company. It’s where the
action is. I realize that I could sit back and take it easy

for the next couple of years, but I think I’d rather have
the international job.” Harry again told Roger that he
was making a mistake. “You’re throwing away a golden
opportunity. However, if you want it, I’ll support you.”

A week later, when the company selected someone
else from sales to head the international division, Roger
was crushed. The president explained the situation to
him in this way: “I thought you wanted the job and I
pushed for you. However, the other members of the
selection committee voted against me. I can tell you that
you certainly didn’t sell Harry very strongly on your
idea. He led the committee to believe that you were
really undecided about the entire matter. In fact, I felt
rather foolish telling them how excited you were about
the whole thing, only to have Harry say he’d talked to
you since that time and you weren’t that sure at all.
When Harry got done, the committee figured you had
changed your mind after talking to me, and they went on
to discuss other likely candidates.”

1. Who had power in this organization? What type of
power did Harry Walden have?

2. Do you think Roger played company politics well? If
so, why didn’t he get the international sales job?

3. At this point, what would you do if you were Roger?
What political strategies could be used?
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Chapter Eleven

Groups and Teams
Learning Objectives

• Describe the basic nature of groups: the dynamics of group formation and the
various types of groups.

• Discuss the implications that research on groups has for the practice of 
evidence-based management.

• Explain the important dynamics of informal groups and organizations.

• Analyze the impact of groupthink.

• Present the team concept and its practice.

This chapter approaches organizational behavior dynamics from the perspective of the
group—both informal and formal—and the popular team concept and practice. The first
section examines the way groups are formed, the various types of groups, some of the
dynamics and functions of groups, and the findings of research on groups. The next section
explores the dynamics of informal roles and organization. This discussion is followed by an
analysis of the impact of groupthink. The balance of the chapter is devoted specifically to
teams. The distinction is made between work groups and teams, and specific attention is
devoted to self-managed and cross-functional teams. The way to make these teams more
effective through training and evaluation is discussed.

THE NATURE OF GROUPS

The group is widely recognized as an important sociological and social psychological unit
of analysis in the study of organizational behavior.1 Studying groups is especially valuable
when the dynamics are analyzed. Group dynamics are the interactions and forces among
group members in social situations. When the concept is applied to the study of organiza-
tional behavior, the focus is on the dynamics of members of both formal or informal work
groups and, now, teams in the organization.

The use of work groups and teams is soaring. Although they were first used in corporate
giants such as Toyota, Motorola, General Mills, and General Electric, surveys now indicate
that virtually all organizations use groups and teams to varying degrees. Yet, as with many
other areas of organizational behavior, the study and application of groups and teams are
receiving increased research attention to make them more effective.

A recent review of this group/team literature concluded that “considerable theoreti-
cal and empirical progress has been made on this topic, with an underlying focus on
understanding and modeling anticipated benefits, in terms of both motivation/satisfaction
and performance.”2 However, despite this progress, there are still many challenges
remaining in understanding and effectively using groups and teams in today’s and future
organizations. For example, today’s economic and social environment surrounding
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groups is rapidly changing. In the social environment, Generation Xers and now what
are called the “Echo Generation” (the offspring of the now aging “Baby Boomers”) may
be difficult to manage in groups because they have low needs for group affiliation, high
needs for individual achievement, and “doing their own thing.” The solution may be
found in the careful construction of rewards and performance measures in order to
obtain cooperation and collaboration.3 After first providing the basic foundation for
understanding all aspects of groups, the remainder of the chapter will focus on teams in
today’s workplace.

The Meaning of a Group and Group Dynamics
Instead of quickly moving to teams per se, the discussion begins with groups and their
dynamics, an understanding of which is basic to the field of organizational behavior. The
term group can be defined in a number of different ways, depending on the perspective that
is taken. A comprehensive definition would say that if a group exists in an organization, its
members:

1. Are motivated to join

2. Perceive the group as a unified unit of interacting people

3. Contribute in various amounts to the group processes (that is, some people contribute
more time or energy to the group than do others)

4. Reach agreements and have disagreements through various forms of interaction4

Just as there is no one definition of the term group, there is no universal agreement on
what is meant by group dynamics. Although Kurt Lewin, widely recognized as the father of
group dynamics, popularized the term in the 1930s, through the years different connota-
tions have been attached to it. One normative view is that group dynamics describes how a
group should be organized and conducted. Democratic leadership, member participation,
and overall cooperation are stressed. Another view of group dynamics is that it consists of
a set of techniques. Here, role playing, brainstorming, focus groups, leaderless groups,
group therapy, sensitivity training, team building, transactional analysis, and the Johari
window are traditionally equated with group dynamics, as are the more modern self-
managed and virtual teams. An example of a recent group technique is called “creative
abrasion,” which is the search for a clash of ideas rather than “personal abrasion,” or the
clash of people. The goal here is to develop greater creativity from the group.5 A third view
is the closest to Lewin’s original conception. Group dynamics are viewed from the per-
spective of the internal nature of groups, how they form, their structure and processes, and
how they function and affect individual members, other groups, and the organization. The
following sections are devoted to this third view of group dynamics and set the stage for the
discussion of work teams.

The Dynamics of Group Formation
Why do individuals form into groups? Before discussion of some very practical reasons,
it would be beneficial to examine briefly some of the classic social psychology theories
of group formation, or why people affiliate with one another. The most basic theory
explaining affiliation is propinquity. This interesting word means simply that individuals
affiliate with one another because of spatial or geographical proximity. The theory would
predict that students sitting next to one another in class, for example, are more likely to
form into a group than are students sitting at opposite ends of the room. In an organiza-
tion, employees who work in the same area of the plant or office or managers with offices
close to one another would more probably form into groups than would those who are not
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physically located together. There is some research evidence to support the propinquity
theory, and on the surface it has a great deal of merit for explaining group formation. The
drawback is that it is not analytical and does not begin to explain some of the complexi-
ties of group formation and the modern development of globalization and electronic,
online networking and telecommunicating (i.e., virtual teams that are linked in cyber-
space rather than physical proximity). These recent developments give new meaning to
spatial or geographic proximity. Some theoretical and practical reasons for group forma-
tion need to be further explored.

Theories of Group Formation
A more comprehensive theory of group formation than mere propinquity comes from the
classic theory of George Homans based on activities, interactions, and sentiments.6 These
three elements are directly related to one another. The more activities persons share, the
more numerous will be their interactions and the stronger will be their sentiments (how
much the other persons are liked or disliked); the more interactions among persons, the
more will be their shared activities and sentiments; and the more sentiments persons have
for one another, the more will be their shared activities and interactions. This theory lends
a great deal to the understanding of group formation and process. The major element is
interaction. Persons in a group interact with one another not just in the physical propinquity
sense or increasingly electronically, but also to accomplish many group goals through
cooperation and problem solving.

There are many other theories that attempt to explain group formation. Most often
they are only partial theories, but they are generally additive in nature. One of the more
comprehensive is Theodore Newcomb’s classic balance theory of group formation.7 The
theory states that persons are attracted to one another on the basis of similar attitudes
toward commonly relevant objects and goals. Figure 11.1 shows this balance theory.
Individual X will interact and form a relationship/group with individual Y because of
common attitudes and values (Z). Once this relationship is formed, the participants strive
to maintain a symmetrical balance between the attraction and the common attitudes. If an
imbalance occurs, an attempt is made to restore the balance. If the balance cannot be
restored, the relationship dissolves. Both propinquity and interaction play a role in bal-
ance theory.

Still another theoretical approach to group formation from social psychology is
exchange theory.8 Similar to its functioning as a work-motivation theory, discussed in

FIGURE 11.1 
A Balance Theory of
Group Formation

INDIVIDUAL X INDIVIDUAL Y

Z

COMMON ATTITUDES AND VALUES
Religion
Politics
Lifestyle
Marriage
Work
Authority
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Chapter 6, exchange theory of groups is based on reward-cost outcomes of interaction. A
minimum positive level (rewards greater than costs) of an outcome must exist in order for
attraction or affiliation to take place. Rewards from interactions gratify needs, whereas
costs incur anxiety, frustration, embarrassment, or fatigue. Propinquity, interaction, and
common attitudes all have roles in exchange theory.

Besides these classic social psychology explanations for group formation, there are also
some generally recognized identifiable stages of group development.9 These well-known
stages can be briefly summarized as follows:

1. Forming. This initial stage is marked by uncertainty and even confusion. Group mem-
bers are not sure about the purpose, structure, task, or leadership of the group.

2. Storming. This stage of development, as indicated by the term, is characterized by con-
flict and confrontation. (In the usually emotionally charged atmosphere, there may be
considerable disagreement and conflict among the members about roles and duties.)

3. Norming. Finally, in this stage the members begin to settle into cooperation and collab-
oration. They have a “we” feeling with high cohesion, group identity, and camaraderie.

4. Performing. This is the stage where the group is fully functioning and devoted to
effectively accomplishing the tasks agreed on in the norming stage.

5. Adjourning. This represents the end of the group, which in ongoing, permanent
groups will never be reached. However, for project teams or task forces with a specific
objective, once the objective is accomplished, the group will disband or have a new
composition, and the stages will start over again.

Practicalities of Group Formation
Besides the conceptual explanations for group formation and development, there are some
very practical reasons for joining and/or forming a group. For instance, employees in an
organization may form a group for economic, security, or social reasons. Economically,
workers may form a group to work on a project that is paid for on a group-incentive plan
such as gainsharing (covered in Chapter 4),10 or they may form a union to demand higher
wages. For security, joining a group provides the individual with a united front in combat-
ing indiscriminant, unilateral treatment. For example, one study found that minority
employees’ obtaining membership in a network group proved to be useful in retaining
them.11 However, the most important practical reason individuals join or form groups is
that groups tend to satisfy the very intense social needs of most people. Workers, in partic-
ular, generally have a very strong desire for affiliation. This need is met by belonging to a
group or becoming a member of a team. Research going as far back as the Hawthorne stud-
ies revealed that the affiliation motive has a major impact on human behavior in organiza-
tions, and social identity and effectiveness as an important group process in organizations
has been verified over the years.12

An alternative model that has more recently been proposed as an explanation for group
formation processes is called the punctuated equilibrium model.13 According to this
approach, groups form in a first phase in which a target or mission is set and then are not
altered very easily, due to a process called inertia, or systematic resistance to change. At
some midpoint, the second phase begins. This phase commences when group members
suddenly recognize that if they don’t change tactics, the group’s goal or mission will not be
accomplished. This “midlife crisis” in the group’s existence is exemplified by changes
made in tactics followed by bursts of activity and energy designed to complete the task. The
name of the model is derived from the equilibrium that exists in the first half of the group’s
life and the punctuated efforts and behavioral modifications in the second phase. Although
there is just preliminary research on the punctuated equilibrium model, it has considerable
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intuitive appeal based on the common experiences most people have had in working on
group projects.

Models of the dynamics of group formation and functioning should progress further
when issues such as demographic diversity and globalization are incorporated. One analy-
sis noted that “fault lines” within groups may form around individual member character-
istics and lead to subgroup conflicts among members.14 Diversity is the primary source of
differences in member characteristics leading to such conflict. Another study found that at
first greater demographic heterogeneity led to group norms emphasizing lower coopera-
tion. However, over time, if team norms among those more demographically different
from their work group changed more, then the norms became more cooperative as a func-
tion of contact with other members.15 On the international front, another study notes that
group efficacy (see Chapter 7 on efficacy, conceptually close to what is termed “collective
efficacy” or “group potency”) or the group’s belief in its ability to perform effectively, as
well as actual performance, may be impacted by intercultural variables such as collec-
tivism and task uncertainty.16 Further, there may be a relationship between personal self-
efficacy and collective efficacy. For example, one study by Bandura and his colleagues
revealed that socioeconomic status enhanced perceived personal self-efficacy, which in
turn contributed substantially to a sense of collective efficacy to effect social change
through unified action.17

Types of Groups
There are numerous types of groups. The theories of group formation that were just dis-
cussed are based partly on the attraction between two persons—the simple dyad group. Of
course, in the real world groups are usually much more complex than the dyad. There are
small and large groups, primary and secondary groups, coalitions, membership and refer-
ence groups, in- and out-groups, and formal and informal groups. Each type has different
characteristics and different effects on its members.

Primary Groups
Often the terms small group and primary group are used interchangeably. Technically,
there is a difference. A small group has to meet only the criterion of small size. Usually
no attempt is made to assign precise numbers, but the accepted criterion is that the group
must be small enough for fairly constant interaction and communication to occur face-
to-face or, in recent times, electronically. In addition to being small, a primary group
must have a feeling of comradeship, loyalty, and a common sense of values among its
members. Thus, all primary groups are small groups, but not all small groups are primary
groups.

Two examples of a primary group are the family and the peer group. Initially, the pri-
mary group was limited to a socializing group, but then a broader conception was given
impetus by the results of the Hawthorne studies (see Chapter 1). Work groups definitely
have primary group qualities. Research findings point out the tremendous impact that the
primary group has on individual behavior, regardless of context or environmental condi-
tions. An increasing number of companies have begun to use the power of primary
groups by organizing employees into self-managed teams. Importantly, these teams are
natural work groups with all the dynamics described so far. The team members work
together to perform a function or produce a product or service. Because they are self-
managing, they also perform functions such as planning, organizing, and controlling the
work. For example, at 3M self-managed teams are empowered to take corrective actions
to resolve day-to-day problems; they also have direct access to information that allows them
to plan, control, and improve their operations. Importantly, however, such self-managed
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teams do not necessarily always make consensus decisions. As one executive recently
observed:

My feeling is that you try to make a decision by consensus, you water it down to the lowest
level. Virtually none of our decisions are consensus—even choosing where to go for dinner,
because I can’t get everyone to agree. The bar is: Can you live with it?18

The last part of the chapter discusses this team concept and practice in detail.

Coalitions
Although recent research indicates that the social structure will affect the increasingly pop-
ular strategic alliance formation patterns between organizations,19 at a more micro level,
coalitions of individuals and groups within organizations have long been recognized as an
important dimension of group dynamics. Although the concept of coalition is used in dif-
ferent ways by different theorists, a comprehensive review of the coalition literature sug-
gests that the following characteristics of a coalition be included:20

1. Interacting group of individuals

2. Deliberately constructed by the members for a specific purpose

3. Independent of the formal organization’s structure

4. Lacking a formal internal structure

5. Mutual perception of membership

6. Issue-oriented to advance the purposes of the members

7. External forms

8. Concerted member action, act as a group

Although the preceding have common characteristics with other types of groups, coalitions
are separate, usually very powerful, and often effective entities in organizations. For exam-
ple, a study found that employees in a large organization formed into coalitions to over-
come petty conflicts and ineffective management in order to get the job done.21

Other Types of Groups
Besides primary groups and coalitions, there are also other classifications of groups that are
important to the study of organizational behavior. Two important distinctions are between
membership and reference groups and between in-groups and out-groups. These differences
can be summarized by noting that membership groups are those to which the individual
actually belongs. An example would be membership in a craft union. Reference groups are
those to which an individual would like to belong—those he or she identifies with. An
example would be a prestigious social group. In-groups are those who have or share the
dominant values, and out-groups are those on the outside looking in. All these types of
groups have relevance to the study of organizational behavior, but the formal and informal
types are most directly applicable.

There are many formally designated work groups, such as committees, in the modern
organization. The functional departmental committees (finance, marketing, operations, and
human resources) and now cross-functional teams are examples, as are standing commit-
tees such as the public affairs committee, grievance committee, executive committee, and
even the board of directors.22 In today’s mergers and acquisitions environment and global
economy, a new type of committee or team has emerged. Called “factional” groups or
teams, these have members that come from a limited number (usually just two) of entities
such as merger integration teams, bilateral task forces, and joint venture teams.23 When
these formal committees meet, they are often frustrating to the members. In fact, one
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survey found only 42 percent felt that the meetings were productive.24 To get around some
of these problems, in recent years the perspective and function of such groups have shifted
to teams that have now become the most important type of group in today’s organizations.

Informal groups form for political, friendship, or common interest reasons. For political
purposes, the informal group may form to attempt to get its share of rewards and/or limited
resources. Friendship groups may form on the job and carry on outside the workplace.
Common interests in sports or ways to get back at management can also bind members into
an informal group. The dynamics of these informal groups are examined in more detail in
an upcoming section.

Implications from Research on Group and Team Dynamics
Starting with the Hawthorne studies discussed in Chapter 1, significant research has been
abundant on groups and teams that indirectly contribute to the better understanding of
organizational behavior.25 In general, it can be concluded from research over the years that
groups have a positive impact on both individual employee effectiveness (help learn about
the organization and one’s self, gain new skills, obtain rewards not available to individuals,
and fulfill important social needs) and organizational effectiveness (strength in numbers of
ideas and skills, improved decision making and control, and facilitating change as well as
organizational stability).26

In addition to the somewhat general conclusions, there are also more specific research
findings from social psychology that seem to have particular relevance to organizational
behavior. For example, a meta-analysis of a number of studies over the years found that
group cohesiveness has a highly significant positive effect on performance.27 However,
of even more importance to group performance may be leadership. For example, a highly
cohesive group that is given positive leadership may have the highest possible productiv-
ity. On the other side of the coin, a highly cohesive group that is given poor leadership
may have the lowest possible productivity.28 A highly cohesive group is analogous to a
time bomb in the hands of management. The direction in which the highly cohesive
group goes, breaking production records or severely restricting output, depends on how
it is led. The low-cohesive group is much safer in the hands of management. Leadership
will not have a serious negative or positive impact on this group. However, the implica-
tion is that if management wishes to maximize productivity, it must build a cohesive
group and give it proper leadership and, importantly, over time this highly cohesive group
may become self-managing.

Recent work by widely recognized groups expert Richard Hackman supports this impor-
tant role that leadership plays in group performance. In Hackman’s book summarizing his
extensive research, he notes: “work teams can, and sometimes do, perform much better than
traditionally designed units. But they also can, and sometimes do, perform much worse.”29

He concludes that there is no magical solution for group effectiveness, but the leader can
create the conditions that promote group effectiveness. Specifically, these conditions (induc-
tion) the leader can control include (1) setting a compelling direction for the group’s work;
(2) designing and enabling group structure; (3) ensuring that the group operates within a
supportive context; and (4) providing expert coaching.30 Other recent research studies also
support the impact that leadership can have in work-group performance.31

In other words, Hackman’s and others’ theory-building and field research findings indi-
cate there are some interesting insights and points of departure for organizational behav-
ior analysis that can come out of classic social psychology theories and research. The
same is true for the historically important Hawthorne studies, where both the relay room
operatives and the bank wirers were highly cohesive work groups. As is brought out in
Chapter 1, a possible explanation of why one highly cohesive work group (the relay room
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workers) produced at a very high level and the other highly cohesive group (the bank
wirers) produced at a very low rate is the type of supervision (or leadership) that was
applied. In other words, both leadership and group dynamics factors, such as cohesive-
ness, can have an important impact on group performance in organizations. Table 11.1
briefly summarizes some of the major factors that can increase and decrease group cohe-
siveness. In addition to the leadership implications, there are some recent research find-
ings regarding the effects of time on group cohesion. In one study, a longer time together
gave group members the opportunity to engage in meaningful interactions. Importantly,
for today’s environment for groups, surface-level diversity issues (age, gender, race dif-
ferences) were found to weaken over time, whereas deep-level diversity differences (atti-
tudes and values) became stronger.32

Group/Team Effectiveness
Besides the basic research coming out of social psychology, a more applied focus on the
impact that groups/teams have on employee behavior, especially the contribution to satis-
faction and performance, has also received attention. The following is an overall summary
of the way to use groups to enhance satisfaction and performance:33

1. Organizing work around intact groups

2. Having groups charged with selection, training, and rewarding of members

3. Using groups to enforce strong norms for behavior, with group involvement in off-the-
job as well as on-the-job behavior

4. Distributing resources on a group rather than an individual basis

5. Allowing and perhaps even promoting intergroup rivalry so as to build within-group
solidarity

A review of the research literature determined three factors that seem to play the major role
in determining group effectiveness: (1) task interdependence (how closely group members
work together); (2) outcome interdependence (whether and how group performance is
rewarded); and (3) potency (members’ belief that the group can be effective).34

To assess group or team effectiveness first requires careful specification of criteria.
Effective groups are characterized as being dependable, making reliable connections
between the parts, and targeting the direction and goals of the organization. This is accom-
plished when members “buy in,” achieve coordination, have the desired impact, and exhibit
the kind of vitality that sustains the organization over time as the environment shifts or
changes.35 Factors that affect the success level of any given group include the type of task
being performed and the composition of the group itself. Teams with self-leadership have
been found to have varying levels of success, depending on whether the group’s task is pri-
marily conceptual or primarily behavioral in nature.36 The composition of the group has
been found to be optimal when there is a mix of member types. Groups with only one
type, such as task “shapers” (those who define group tasks) are less successful than those

TABLE 11.1 
Factors That Increase
and Decrease Group
Cohesiveness

Source: Adapted from Andrew
D. Szilagyi, Jr., and Marc J.
Wallace, Jr., Organizational
Behavior and Performance,
5th ed., Scott, Foresman/Little,
Brown, Glenview, Ill., 1990,
pp. 282–283.

Factors That Increase Factors That Decrease 
Group Cohesiveness Group Cohesiveness

Agreement on group goals Disagreement on goals
Frequency of interaction Large group size
Personal attractiveness Unpleasant experiences
Intergroup competition Intragroup competition
Favorable evaluation Domination by one or more members
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with shapers, coordinators, completer-finishers, and team players.37 Another recent study
on group composition found that members who had higher cognitive ability, achievement,
and openness had superior performance.38

Well-known leadership guru Warren Bennis argues that effective groups have shared
dreams and manage conflict by abandoning individual egos in the pursuit of a dream. They
also are protected from the “suits,” or corporate leaders, have real or invented enemies, see
themselves as underdogs who are winning, and pay a personal price to succeed.39 Their
leaders provide direction, meaning, trust, and hope and display a bias toward action, risk
taking, and urgency. Others suggest that “hot groups,” those that accomplish breakthrough
performance, are ones in which members see distinction and importance in their work, that
the tasks captivate members, and that the tasks take priority over interpersonal relation-
ships. Building hot groups requires less micromanaging, more informal (as opposed to for-
mal) feedback, and role modeling of successful hot group behaviors by experienced
members working with other new groups. Leadership in this approach is less intrusive and
emphasizes group rather than individual rewards, and, as a result, groups can “turn on a
dime” and get things done more quickly.40

Some aspects of effectiveness may be influenced by how groups form. When they are
established, social comparisons and competition exist between members. These may have
an impact on the organizational citizenship behaviors (see Chapter 5) exhibited by group
members. Citizenship behaviors include altruism, conscientiousness (or being a “good
soldier”), courtesy, sportsmanship, and civic virtue, which are also involved in looking out
for the welfare of the group and the organization. Perceptions of fairness41 and group
norms,42 in group practices may impact such citizenship behaviors, which in turn help
maintain the group’s performance levels.

Group effectiveness may also be influenced by the conditions of adaptation to nonrou-
tine events. Previous group literature suggested three behaviors as keys to adapting to
unusual circumstances or events: (1) information collection and transfer, (2) task prioriti-
zation, and (3) task distribution. In one study of airline crews using flight simulations, it
was found that the timing of key adaptive group behaviors was more strongly associated
with performance than the behaviors themselves.43 In other words, information must be
collected at the right time, prioritized properly, and tasks divided in a frame that allows for
successful adaptation to unusual events.

THE DYNAMICS OF INFORMAL GROUPS

Besides the formally designated groups and teams, as indicated, informal groups in the
workplace also play a significant role in the dynamics of organizational behavior. The
major difference between formal and informal groups is that the formal group has officially
prescribed goals and relationships, whereas the informal one does not. Despite this distinc-
tion, it is a mistake to think of formal and informal groups as two distinctly separate enti-
ties. The two types of groups coexist and are inseparable. Every formal organization has
informal groups, and every informal organization eventually evolves some semblance of
formal groups.

Norms and Roles in Informal Groups
With the exception of a single social act such as extending a hand on meeting or responding
to an e-mail or text message, the smallest units of analysis in group dynamics are norms and
roles. Many behavioral scientists make a point of distinguishing between the two units, but
conceptually they are very similar. Norms are the “oughts” of behavior. They are prescriptions
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for acceptable behavior determined by the group. Norms will be strongly enforced by work
groups if they:

1. Aid in group survival and provision of benefits

2. Simplify or make predictable the behavior expected of group members

3. Help the group avoid embarrassing interpersonal problems

4. Express the central values or goals of the group and clarify what is distinctive about the
group’s identity44

A role consists of a pattern of norms; the use of the term in organizations is directly
related to its theatrical use. A role is a position that can be acted out by an individual. The
content of a given role is prescribed by the prevailing norms. Probably role can best be
defined as a position that has expectations evolving from established norms. Some informal
roles found in work groups include the following:

1. The boundary spanner who acts as a facilitator and bridge between units or groups
which would not otherwise interact.

2. The buffer who protects and filters negative or disappointing news or information that
might cause group members to be upset and cause morale to suffer.

3. The lobbyist who promotes and tells others how successful and important the group is
to outsiders.

4. The negotiator who is empowered by the group to act on its behalf to get resources and
make deals.

5. The spokesperson who is the voice of the group.45

These informal roles wield considerable power in organizations and are recognized by
effective managers. As indicated in the accompanying OB in Action: The Office Chart That
Really Counts, an increasing number of firms and their managers are determining informal
networks to assist them.46

The Informal Organization
Like the formal organization, the informal organization has both functions and dysfunc-
tions. In contrast to formal organization analysis, the dysfunctional aspects of informal
organization have received more attention than the functional ones. For example, conflict-
ing objectives, restriction of output, conformity, blocking of ambition, inertia, and resis-
tance to change are frequently mentioned dysfunctions of the informal organization. More
recently, however, organizational analysis has begun to recognize the functional aspects as
well. For example, the following list suggests some practical benefits that can be derived
from the informal organization:47

1. Makes for a more effective total system

2. Lightens the workload on management

3. Fills in gaps in a manager’s abilities

4. Provides a safety valve for employee emotions

5. Improves communication

Because of the inevitability and power of the informal organization, the functions should be
exploited in the attainment of objectives rather than futilely combated by management. As
one analysis of leadership points out: “Informal social networks exert an immense influ-
ence which sometimes overrides the formal hierarchy. . . . Leadership goes beyond a per-
son’s formal position into realms of informal, hidden, or unauthorized influence.”48
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OB in Action: The Office Chart That Really Counts

Two years ago, Ken Loughridge, an information technol-
ogy manager living in Cheshire, England, uprooted his
family and moved to the other side of the world. His
company, engineering and environmental consulting
firm MWH Global, was reorganizing its various informa-
tion technology offices into a single global division,
establishing its main service center on New Zealand’s
more cost-effective shores and promoting Loughridge to
manage the company’s worldwide network, system, and
desktop needs. “By and large, the staff I’d adopted were
strangers,” he says.

To help adjust to his new surroundings, Loughridge
took a map with him. A map of his organization, that is.
A few months before, MWH had surveyed its IT employ-
ees, asking them which colleagues they consulted most
frequently, who they turned to for expertise, and who
either boosted or drained their energy levels. Their
answers were analyzed in a software program and then
plotted as a web of interconnecting nodes and lines rep-
resenting people and relationships. Looking a little like
an airline’s hub-and-spoke route maps, the web offered
Loughridge a map—a corporate X-ray, in a sense—to
how work really got done among his charges. It helped
him visualize the invisible, informal connections
between people that are missing on a traditional orga-
nizational chart.

Loughridge used the map to identify well-connected
technical experts he should immediately visit face-to-
face. And six months into the job, when a key manager
in the Asia region left the company, he referred back to
it, reaching out to the departed managers’ closest con-
tacts to help minimize the fallout. “It’s as if you took the
top off an ant hill and could see where there’s a hive of
activity,” he says of the map. “It really helped me under-
stand who the players were.”

While not brand-new—independent consultants and
researchers at IBM have been mapping informal net-
works for a number of years—the use of social network
analysis as a management tool is accelerating. Given the
current emphasis on managing talent, companies are
hungry for ways to find and nurture their organiza-
tions’ most in-the-know employees. And as innovation
becomes more critical to corporate survival, the tool lets
managers survey the informal interactions between dif-
ferent groups of employees that lead to exciting new
ideas. Such a bird’s-eye view also exposes the glaring

gaps where groups aren’t interacting but should be.
“Making the collaboration visible makes it much easier
to talk about,” says Kate Ehrlich, a researcher at IBM
who studies collaboration.

While knowledge sharing is one of the most common
reasons that companies employ the practice, managers
are finding other useful applications. Last year, Solvay, a
Belgian pharmaceutical and chemical company, began
using maps to help with leadership transitions, or
“baton passing,” as Philippe Drouillon, a knowledge
management project specialist, calls it. “You have a map
that you can provide to successors and say: ‘These are
the interactions I have with the people that you should
know,’” he says.

For all of the benefits, charting informal networks
can be disruptive. “Leaders feel pretty threatened by
this,” says Katzenbach principal Zia Khan, speaking of
people who hold high perches on the organization chart
but are more isolated on the informal map. When using
social network analysis, suggests University of Virginia’s
Rob Cross, it’s important to communicate to employees
that more connections aren’t necessarily better: It’s O.K.
for some people, such as those who spend a lot of time
with customers or have expertise in niche areas, to show
up on the periphery of the web. Maps can also highlight
which employees might be too connected and therefore
a potential bottleneck.

Confidentiality is also a touchy issue. A map that
reveals who is well-connected and who is not can be
destructive if it is shared too widely. “I know who I
named, but when I look at the map, I might see [that
person] didn’t name me back,” says Tracy Cox, director
of enterprise integration at aerospace and defense con-
tractor Raytheon Co. Now, says Cox, who does network
analyses for the company’s seven businesses, that hypo-
thetical employee “knows that he is not valuable to his
boss. And not only does he know it, but 50 of his closest
friends know it, too.”

Instead, the maps Cox shares with the groups that he
works with are carefully coded; employees are described
only by generic characteristics such as job titles. Cox pro-
vides a separate list of the group’s most connected peo-
ple to everyone. Individuals can ask to see their portion
of the maps and are offered one-on-one coaching to
interpret them, but their supervisors aren’t allowed to
see them.
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THE DYSFUNCTIONS OF GROUPS AND TEAMS

So far, the discussion has been mostly about the positive impact and the functional aspects
of groups and teams. However, there are a number of recognized dysfunctions that should
also be recognized. Of particular interest in work groups and teams are norm violation and
role ambiguity/conflict, groupthink, risky shift, and social loafing.

Norm Violation and Role Ambiguity/Conflict
Group norms that are violated can result in antisocial behaviors. At the extreme, these
include sexual harassment and theft. Others include lying, spreading rumors, withholding
effort, and absenteeism. One study found group members who are chronically exposed to
antisocial behaviors are more likely to engage in them, and dissatisfaction with coworkers
may also rise, especially when those coworkers exhibit more antisocial activities than the
person in question.49

There may also be gaps between the prescribed role as dictated by norms and the indi
vidual’s reaction to the role. Role ambiguity occurs when the individual employee is unclear
about the dictates of a given situation, or, in more common terms, “doesn’t know what he’s
supposed to be doing.” Unclear job descriptions, incomplete orders given by a manager,
and inexperience all contribute to role ambiguity. Such ambiguity can affect the person’s
ability to function effectively in a group or team. Also, role conflict occurs when the
employee or team member is: (1) asked to perform conflicting tasks or (2) required to per-
form a task that conflicts with his or her own personal values. In group settings, the odds of
role conflicts increase, especially when the group engages in unethical or antisocial behav-
iors and when the members of the group stress one set of norms while the leader and rules
of the formal organization emphasize others.

The Groupthink, Conformity Problem
A dysfunction of highly cohesive groups and teams that has received a lot of attention has
been called groupthink by well-known social psychologist Irving Janis. He defines it as “a
deterioration of mental efficiency, reality testing, and moral judgment that results from in
group pressures.”50 Essentially, groupthink results from the pressures on individual mem-
bers to conform and reach consensus. Groups and teams that are suffering from groupthink
are so bent on reaching consensus that there is no realistic appraisal of alternative courses
of action in a decision, and deviant, minority, or unpopular views are suppressed.

Janis has concluded that a number of historic fiascos by government policy-making
groups (for example, Britain’s do-nothing policy toward Hitler prior to World War II, the
unpreparedness of U.S. forces at Pearl Harbor, the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba, and the
escalation of the Vietnam war) can be attributed to groupthink. The Watergate affair during
the Nixon administration, the Iran-Contra affair during the Reagan administration, the
Whitewater affair in the Clinton administration, and the Iraq War in the Bush administra-
tion are also examples. Although retrospective analysis questions the groupthink conclu-
sion of the now over a decade ago space shuttle Challenger disaster,51 and attention has
shifted to analyzing what went wrong with the Columbia tragic disintegration when it
began reentering the Earth on February 1, 2003, through the years the decision process by
which NASA launched Challenger on its fateful mission has been analyzed in terms of the
characteristics of groupthink. For example, conformity pressures were in evidence when
NASA officials complained to the contractors about delays. Other symptoms of groupthink
shown in Table 11.2, for example, illusions of invulnerability and unanimity and mind-
guarding by management’s treatment and exclusion of input by the engineers, have com-
monly been used in analyzing the Challenger launch decisions.
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Although historically notorious news events can be used to dramatically point out the
pitfalls of groupthink, it may also occur in committees and work groups in business firms
or hospitals or any other type of organization. Initially, there was at least some partial sup-
port of the groupthink model when applied to areas such as leader behavior and decision
making52 and has been used to analyze the ethical problems in recent years at firms such as
WorldCom.53 However, recently there have been criticisms of the groupthink model com-
ing from the organizational behavior literature. First of all, there has been very little
research conducted to test the propositions of groupthink, most notably because it is so dif-
ficult to incorporate all of the items mentioned as the indicators of the phenomenon into
one study. Further, some of the results provide only very limited evidence for the model,
and the continued uncritical acceptance of groupthink may be an example of groupthink
itself.54 At this point, some organizational behavior theorists/researchers are calling for
either elimination of the groupthink model, reformulation of how it works, or revitalization
of the approach used.55 One such approach would be to integrate the assumptions into the
general group decision-making and problem-solving literature to see if they would provide
support for conformity/groupthink. These analyses suggest that the popularity of the
groupthink model may come from its intuitive appeal rather than research support. Under
an evidence-based approach as outlined in Chapter 1, studies should be used to replicate
the research in order to confirm previous findings, and these studies should be cumulative
over time. Without this type of research rigor, unconditional acceptance of any model or
theory may exist, even when empirical findings are sketchy at best.

Risky Shift Phenomenon
Even before excessive risk taking was brought out by groupthink, the so-called risky shift
phenomenon of groups was recognized. Research going back many years has shown that,
contrary to popular belief, a group may make more risky decisions than the individual
members would on their own.56 This conclusion, of course, must be tempered by the values
attached to the outcomes, but most of the research over the years finds that group discus-
sion enhances the initial tendency of individual members in a given direction.57 Called
group-induced attitude polarization, this means that, for example, if an employee has a
prounion (or antiunion) attitude before group discussion, the group discussion results in an
even more extreme attitude in the same direction.

Dysfunctions in Perspective
Such symptoms as risky shift, polarization, and the others found in groupthink should
make groups take notice and be very careful of the dysfunctions of groups.58 To help
overcome the potentially disastrous effects, free expression of minority and unpopular
viewpoints should be encouraged and legitimatized. Companies such as General Electric,

TABLE 11.2 
Symptoms of
Groupthink

Source: Adapted from Irving 
L. Janis, Groupthink, 2nd ed.,
Houghton Mifflin, Boston,
1982, pp. 174–175.

1. There is the illusion of invulnerability. There is excessive optimism and risk taking.
2. There are rationalizations by the members of the group to discount warnings.
3. There is an unquestioned belief in the group’s inherent mortality. The group ignores

questionable ethical or moral issues or stances.
4. Those who oppose the group are stereotyped as evil, weak, or stupid.
5. There is direct pressure on any member who questions the stereotypes. Loyal members

don’t question the direction in which the group seems to be heading.
6. There is self-censorship of any deviation from the apparent group consensus.
7. There is the illusion of unanimity. Silence is interpreted as consent.
8. There are self-appointed mindguards who protect the group from adverse information
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Bausch & Lomb, Apple Computer, Johnson & Johnson, and United Parcel Service are known
for not only tolerating, but formally encouraging, conflict and debate during group/team
work and committee meetings. The head of a consulting team recently described their group
meetings as follows:

Remember that this is not Pleasantville. We’re not all sitting around a table agreeing on
things. That’s not the way it works. I was with my own core group of consultants this
Saturday, in my office, discussing some contentious issues we had to deal with as a firm. In
the end, we assigned a subteam to handle the issue—and I’m not on it. That tells me that it’s
working; that’s what’s supposed to happen.59

Although many studies show that successful companies advocate such open conflict and
healthy debate among group members, other studies point to the value of consensus. This
apparent contradiction may be resolved by recognizing the following:

Consensus may be preferred for smaller, non-diversified, privately held firms competing in
the same industry while larger firms dealing with complex issues of diversification may 
benefit from the dissent raised in open discussions. Larger firms in uncertain environments
need dissent while smaller firms in more simple and stable markets can rely on consensus.60

Social Loafing
Another more recently recognized dysfunction associated with groups and teams is called
social loafing. This problem occurs when members reduce their effort and performance lev-
els when acting as part of a group. Primary causes include lack of performance feedback
within the group, tasks that are not intrinsically motivating, situations in which the perfor-
mances of others will cover for the reduced effort given by some members, and the “sucker
effect” of not wanting to do more than the perception of effort being given by others. An
example of a “slacker teammate” problem was described by another team member as follows:

My teammate is very good in front of customers, but otherwise he does little to no work. I
pick up the slack, because our team results are what I’m evaluated on. And when I’ve spoken
to my teammate about the problem, he says “I’m the front man, and you’re the back-end
guy.” I am tired of doing literally all the work on our customer projects and being seen as my
slacker teammate’s first mate. I am pretty certain that my boss will not want to hear from me
about my team problem, because he [my boss] believes that working through team issues is
part of our responsibility.61

There is a cultural component inherent in such social loafing. Research has found that cul-
tures dominated by individual, self-interest values, such as the above example, are more
likely to have groups that experience loafing. On the other hand, more collectivist cultures,
which are dominated by a “we feeling” and group goals, lead to a stronger focus on the col-
lective good and therefore may endure less loafing by group members.62

Social loafing is more likely to appear in large teams, where individual contributions are
more difficult to identify. To reduce the impact of members shirking their duties and to ensure
that they are fully contributing members of the team, it has been suggested to keep teams
smaller in size, specialize tasks so that individual member contributions are identifiable, mea-
sure individual performance, and select only motivated employees when building teams.63

WORK TEAMS

The discussion so far on group and team dynamics serves as the background and foundation
for a specific focus on work teams. Work teams have become so popular in today’s organi-
zations that they deserve special attention. The term team, of course, is not new to organiza-
tions, and teamwork has been stressed throughout the years. For example, the well-known
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quality guru Joseph Juran first took his “Team Approach to Problem Solving” to the
Japanese in the 1950s and then in the 1980s to the United States. Today, teams are becoming
increasingly popular. Estimates of the prevalence and type of teams among Fortune 1000
companies are as follows:

1. Almost all use project teams (diverse managerial/professional employees working on
projects for a defined, but typically extended, period of time).

2. A large majority use parallel teams (employees working on problem-solving or quality
teams in parallel to the regular organizational structure).

3. A majority use permanent work teams (self-contained work units responsible for manu-
facturing products or providing services).64

After first defining what is meant by a team and critically analyzing self-managed teams
found in today’s organizations, the chapter covers ways to develop self-managed teams and
make them more effective.

The Nature of a Team
Although the term team is frequently used for any group, especially to get individuals to
work together and to motivate them, some team experts make a distinction between teams
and traditional work groups. For example, the authors of a book on the use of teams for cre-
ating high-performance organizations note that the difference between a work group and a
team relates to performance results. They note:

A working group’s performance is a function of what its members do as individuals. A team’s
performance includes both individual results and what we call “collective work-products.” A
collective work-product is what two or more members must work on together . . . [it] reflects
the joint, real contribution of team members.65

They go on to note these specific differences between work groups and teams:

1. The work group has a strong, clearly focused leader; the team has shared leadership
roles.

2. The work group has individual accountability; the team has individual and mutual
accountability.

3. The work group’s purpose is the same as the organization’s; the team has a specific
purpose.

4. The work group has individual work-products; the team has collective work-products.

5. The work group runs efficient meetings; the team encourages open-ended, active problem-
solving meetings.

6. The work group measures effectiveness indirectly (for example, financial performance
of the overall business); the team measures performance directly by assessing collective
work-products.

7. The work group discusses, decides, and delegates; the team discusses, decides, and does
real work.66

The point is that teams do go beyond traditional formal work groups by having a collective,
synergistic (the whole is greater than the sum of its parts) effect.

The use of teams to produce products started in well-known, quality-conscious corporate
giants, such as Toyota in Japan and Motorola and General Electric in the United States, and has
quickly spread. Companies as different as Xerox (office equipment), Monsanto (chemicals),
Hewlett-Packard (computers), and Johnsonville Sausage use self-managed, sometimes called
autonomous, teams. As with other early popular management approaches, such as MBO
(management by objectives) or TQM (total quality management), after the initial excitement,
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it has now become clear that although self-managed teams are important, they are not the
answer. Similar to these other high-profile approaches and high-performance work practices
(HPWPs) such as 360-degree feedback systems, there have been back-and-forth applica-
tions and enthusiasm for the use of teams. For example, for over a decade, Steelcase tried
three different times to establish effective work teams in its dozen main North American
plants before finally succeeding.67 Now at Steelcase and most other organizations, increas-
ing attention is being given to the dynamics of groups/teams (already discussed) and the
emergence of cross-functional, virtual, and self-managed teams.

Cross-Functional Teams
As part of the movement toward horizontal designs (see Chapter 3) and the recognition of
dysfunctional bureaucratic functional autonomy, the focus has shifted to the use of cross-
functional teams. These teams are made up of individuals from various departments or
functional specialities. For example, the U.S. Navy discovered that it was able to improve

Over the last five years, cross-functional teams have
become increasingly popular—and for good reason.
Research shows that by combining the abilities and skills
of individuals, all of whom can contribute different
inputs to the team, it is possible to reduce the time
needed to get things done while simultaneously driving
up productivity and profit.

Hewlett-Packard is a good example of the use of
effective teams. Although the firm has many innovative
practices, its distribution organization was second rate.
On average, it took 26 days for an H-P product to reach
the customer, and employees had to shuttle informa-
tion through a tangle of 70 computer systems. This is
when the firm decided to reorganize the distribution
process and reduce delivery time. Two H-P managers
who assumed responsibility for the project assembled a
team of 35 people from H-P and two other firms and
then began examining the work flow. First, they looked
at the way things were being done currently and began
noting ways of eliminating work steps and shortening
the process. Next, the team completed a two-week
training and orientation program to familiarize team
members with the current process. Then the team
redesigned the entire work process and got everyone
on the cross-functional team to buy in. Finally, they
implemented the process and then made changes to cor-
rect errors remaining in the system. In the process, they
were allowed to empower the workforce and managed
to get delivery time down to eight days. This enabled
the firm to cut its inventories by nearly 20 percent while
increasing service levels to customers.

Another good example of cross-functional teams is
provided by the emergency-trauma team at Massachu-
setts General Hospital. On an average day, about 200
patients show up at the emergency room, and about

OB in Action: Greater Productivity through Cross-Functional Teams

one-third of them end up in the trauma center. At the
center there is a group of doctors, nurses, and techni-
cians who come together and work as a “seamless”
team. Each person begins a task—checking out a
wound, running an IV, hooking up a machine. Then
someone takes the lead and decides the strategy for
treatment. Usually this is a doctor, but the direction can
come from an intern or a nurse who is well versed in the
applicable field. As an attending physician puts it,
“Nobody bosses everybody around. If someone has a
thought that’s useful, we are open to suggestions.” The
job is intense, but it is also rewarding, and the person-
nel enjoy a high degree of professionalism and an envi-
ronment in which they are able to use their abilities to
deal with situations that require rapid and skilled deci-
sions if lives are to be saved.

A third example is the U.S. Navy SEALs (the acronym
refers to the commandos’ all-terrain expertise: sea, air,
land). These individuals are put through months of rig-
orous physical training in which each is taught how to
use his skills to contribute to the team effort.
Commenting on those who fail to measure up to the rig-
orous demands, one SEAL officer notes, “If you are the
sort of person who sucks all the energy out of the group
without giving anything back, then you are going to go
away.” The result of this effort is a high-performance
team that is able to fulfill a host of different functions
from teaching Namibian game wardens how to track
down poachers to training Singaporean army regulars to
combat potential terrorists.

In each case, the contribution of each team member
greatly influences the success of the group effort. And
by submerging their own identities in the group’s activi-
ties, each individual is able to achieve both personal and
group goals.
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productivity by establishing cross-functional teams to manage and improve the core
processes that affect both external customers and mission performance. At Massachusetts
General, one of the nation’s most prominent hospitals, doctors on the emergency-trauma
team have created a “seamless” approach between the various functions for treating critical
patients who are brought in with life-threatening gunshot and knife wounds. The accompa-
nying OB in Action: Greater Productivity through Cross-Functional Teams provides details
on these and other examples.

The key to ensuring successful performance of cross-functional teams is found in two
sets of criteria: one inside the team and one in the organization at large. To improve coor-
dination with cross-functional teams, organizations can carry out five steps. These
include: (1) choosing the membership carefully, (2) clearly establishing the purpose of the
team, (3) ensuring that everyone understands how the group will function, (4) conducting
intensive team building up front so that everyone learns how to interact effectively, and (5)
achieving noticeable results so that morale remains high and the members can see the
impact of their efforts.68 There is also research evidence that overall functional breadth
and cross-training of team members enhances information sharing, team interaction, and
team performance.69

Virtual Teams
With the advent of advanced information technology, increasing globalization, and the
need for speed, the requirement that groups be made up of members in face-to-face inter-
action is no longer necessary. Members can now communicate at a distance through elec-
tronic means, such as e-mail, texting, chat rooms, blogs, phone and video conferencing,
satellite transmissions, and websites. Members performing knowledge-based tasks in
remote locations can become members of so-called virtual teams. Also, those performing
in telecommuting jobs often bear responsibilities to serve on virtual teams. Virtual teams
are increasingly evident in global, partnered operations and even everyday activities.
Recent research projects that over the next several years almost three-fourths of the U.S.
population will spend 10 times longer per day interacting virtually.70

Virtual teams have reached the point where they can become operationally defined and
have theory-building71 and growing research supporting improved applications. A compre-
hensive definition would be that “virtual teams are groups of people who work interde-
pendently with shared purpose across space, time, and organization boundaries using
technology to communicate and collaborate.”72 Although most closely associated with
technical or operations teams, virtual teams can now be found throughout an organization.
For example, IBM has a top management virtual team that has responsibility for driving the
overall mission and strategy throughout the firm. This IBM virtual team has 28 members
from all divisions and is available “on-demand” for any purpose.

From research, a key to effective virtual teams has been the importance of choosing the
appropriate communication media to fit the requirements of the task and the message.73 For
example, for complex tasks like determining strategy, the medium for effective virtual
teams should be synchronous technologies, which allow members to interact at the same
time, or in real time. Audio and videoconferencing are examples of synchronous technolo-
gies, whereas asynchronous technologies, such as e-mail, chat rooms, blogs, group calen-
dars, bulletin boards, and Web pages may be used when delayed interaction is acceptable
for low-task complexity. The low cost of e-mail makes it an excellent candidate for collect-
ing data, generating ideas, and sometimes for negotiating technical and interpersonal con-
flicts.74 Virtual teams can be effective because they are flexible and are driven by
information and skills rather than time and location.75 However, caution must also be paid
when assembling a virtual group. Internet chat rooms, for example, may create more work
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and result in poorer decisions than face-to-face meetings and telephone conferences unless
there is adequate training and some experience with the technology.76 In total, there is little
question that virtual teams will continue to rapidly escalate in usage, but the challenges to
make them effective must be met with more research and skillful application.

Self-Managed Teams
Teams are being set up or are evolving into being self-managed as part of the empowerment
movement (see Chapter 10) and the more egalitarian cultural values in an increasing num-
ber of organizations. A self-managed work team can be defined as “a group of employees
who are responsible for managing and performing technical tasks that result in a product or
service being delivered to an internal or external customer.”77 For example, at Hewlett-
Packard and Harley-Davidson, self-managed teams are empowered to hire, organize, and
purchase equipment without managements direct approval. The results from these teams
have reportedly been very positive.78

Although there has been considerable such testimonial evidence of the value of self-
managed teams, supporting research and documented experience have also emerged. To
date, both the research and the practice literature has been quite favorable to self-managed
teams. For example, recent studies of the empowerment of self-managed teams found
increased job satisfaction, customer service, and team organizational commitment79 and
the facilitation of emergent leadership.80 Also, a comprehensive meta-analysis covering 70
studies concluded that self-managed teams had a positive impact on productivity and spe-
cific attitudes related to the team, but not on general attitudes, absenteeism, or turnover.81

This finding on the impact on productivity is impressive, and more recent studies also find
a more favorable impact on attitudes as well,82 but there are still practical problems to over-
come. For example, an in-depth interview survey of 4,500 teams at 500 organizations
uncovered a host of individual and organizational factors behind self-managed team inef-
fectiveness.83 Individual problems included the following:

1. Team members aren’t willing to give up past practices or set aside power and position.

2. Not all team members have the ability, knowledge, or skill to contribute to the group. Team
functioning slows because some members shoulder more responsibility than others.

3. As team members, workers often face conflicts or challenges to their own personal
beliefs. What works for the group often does not work for the individual.84

Organizational-level problems uncovered by this survey included compensation and
reward systems that still focused solely on individual performance; thus there was little
incentive for teams to perform well.85 A survey of 300 large companies found that only
9 percent of them were pleased with their team-based compensation.86 One of the major
problems resulting in such dissatisfaction is that with the proliferation of short-term, vir-
tual, and cross-functional teams, members are not able to go through the gradual process of
gaining confidence in one another’s competence, honesty, and dependability. In other
words, there is too often a lack of trust, which research indicates leads to dissatisfaction
with team-based pay.87 The next and final section explores how to make all types of teams
more effective.

How to Make Teams More Effective
The effectiveness of teams may be measured based on the extent to which the team
achieves its objectives and performs on behalf of the overall organization. Previous
research has, at times, failed to note the ways in which teams are embedded in overall
organizations.88 Consequently, studies of team effectiveness may not have revealed a com-
plete picture of the nature of team success.
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For teams to be more effective, they must overcome some of the problems and dysfunc-
tions that groups in general encounter (see this summary above). Long-standing models of
team effectiveness include creating the right environment where support, commitment,
goals, reward systems, communication systems, and physical space are all in sync to allow
the team to work in a productive atmosphere.89 Tasks should be designed to be interde-
pendent, team size should be kept as small as possible, and members should be selected
based on both being motivated and competent. Further, team cohesion should be built by
either establishing homogenous groups or overcoming potential problems associated with
diversity, by encouraging interaction and contact, and by making the group seem somewhat
“exclusive,” so that the members are happy to be included.90 Also, team success naturally
tends to build greater cohesion, as does the presence of external competition and chal-
lenges. In particular, there is now enough research evidence and practical experience to
indicate the following ways to enhance team effectiveness: (1) team building, (2) collabo-
ration, (3) leadership, and (4) understanding of cultural issues in global situations.

Team Building
Team building begins with the understanding that work groups require time and training
before they develop into productive and cohesive units. There seems to be a learning curve
in building an effective team.91 Exceptions to this learning curve would be: a study of pro-
fessional basketball teams found that over a very long time period there was actually a neg-
ative correlation (an inverse relationship) of earlier performance with later performance,92

and the analysis of hijacked United Flight 93 on September 11th that crashed into the
Pennsylvania field also suggests that a long development process is not always needed.
Although an FBI report suggested that a terrorist ordered the jet to be crashed because of
the heroic passenger uprising,93 at least one recent analysis indicates the passengers and
crew formed an effective team on the spot to bring the plane down and thus solve a very
serious, complex problem. The key was that conventional wisdom about the need for a
learning curve was violated in these brief fateful moments when “the passengers and crew
responded in a way once thought possible only for a well-formed team—one that had
matured through several developmental stages. Yet no passenger had prior experience with
hijacking, and crew training had focused on compliance, not response.”94 Traditionally,
however, at least in normal work teams, effective ones do seem to develop over time.

At first, some employees may be unwilling to join or buy into the group. Only when they
see success and team member satisfaction will this feeling change. Once established, some
form of accountability must be present. Managers should expect to see some uncertainty in
the team, which may last for up to two years, and during that time there may even be a dip
in productivity. As the team matures, members learn the basics of team work, understand
their roles more clearly, make more effective group decisions, and pursue group goals.95

Effective team building establishes a sense of ownership96 and partnership97 and allows
members to see the team as a unit and as an attractive work arrangement.98 Team building
succeeds when individuals share collective intelligence99 and experience a sense of
empowerment100 and engagement.101 Team building involves rapid learning, which takes
place when there is a free-flowing generation of ideas.102 When there is educational diver-
sity among the team members, there is research evidence this will positively influence the
range and depth of information use, but may detract from the integration of the information
available to the team.103 Quality team-building programs must fit with the corporate cul-
ture, have well-designed goals, allow members to translate skills to the workplace, often
take place in a separate environment, and may even move employees outside of a comfort
zone, but not so much that they cannot learn. Programs such as rope climbing and even
cooking classes may help members of some teams bond and learn to work together.104
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An example of an effective team training approach would be the 10-step model shown
in Table 11.3. GE, in its Electrical Distribution and Control Division, has successfully used
this training model. According to the trainers, the trained GE teams “are made up of dedi-
cated people who enjoy working together, who maintain high standards, and who demon-
strate high productivity and commitment to excellence.”105

Besides going through the steps of training, teams also must be monitored and evaluated
on a continuous basis. Five key areas that should be monitored and measured include: (1)
the team’s mission, (2) goal achievements, (3) feelings of empowerment, (4) communica-
tions, and (5) roles and norms that are positive.106

Team-building processes can take place in levels as high as corporate boards. To do so,
members should be emotionally intelligent (see Chapter 7), rather than just have raw intel-
ligence (i.e., IQ), and feel they are part of a real team with clear, stable boundaries requir-
ing interdependent tasks.107 Members must learn to do what they promise, even when it
means a personal sacrifice may be involved.108 Boards that function as effective teams can
create a major competitive advantage for the firm109 and ethical corporate governance.110

Collaboration
Effective group leaders do not act alone. They assemble a group of highly talented people and
figure out how to get the most creative efforts out of everyone by effectively organizing their
collaborative efforts.111 Perhaps one of the best examples of the power of collaboration is the
computer “open-source” operating system Linux and the also free Web browser Firefox.112

These effective (and competitive) products were developed by essentially a voluntary, self-
organizing community of thousands of programmers and companies. As the authors of a

TABLE 11.3 
Training Guidelines
for Developing
Effective Self-
Managed Teams

Source: Adapted from Paul 
E. Brauchle and David 
W. Wright, “Training Work
Teams,” Training and
Development, March 1993, 
pp. 65–68.

Steps of Training Summary

1. Establish credibility. The trainers must first establish their knowledge and 
believability.

2. Allow ventilation. The trainees must have their anxieties and unresolved 
issues cleared before starting.

3. Provide an orientation. The trainers should give specific verbal directions and 
provide clear expectations and models of behavior.

4. Invest in the process. Early on, have the team identify its problems and 
concerns.

5. Set group goals. The trainees create, through consensus, their own 
mission statement and then set goals and specific 
activities and behaviors to accomplish these goals.

6. Facilitate the group The trainees are taught about how groups function and 
process. are given techniques, such as nominal grouping and 

paired comparison.
7. Establish intragroup This involves setting up a meeting format that might 

procedures. include reporting minutes, making announcements, 
discussing problems and issues, proposing solutions, 
taking action, and making new assignments.

8. Establish intergroup Although the team is self-managed, leaders must be 
processes. selected in order to interact with others, such as 

supervisors, managers, and other teams.
9. Change the role of the As the team becomes more experienced and 

trainers. empowered, the trainers take on a more passive role.
10. End the trainers’ At this point, the team is on its own and is self-

involvement. managing.
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recent Harvard Business Review article aptly titled “Collaboration Rules” noted, “Most lead-
ers would sell their grandmothers for workforces that collaborate as efficiently, frictionlessly,
and creatively as the self-styled Linux ‘hackers.’”113 As in the development of “freeware,” the
process of collaboration involves learning how to improve interpersonal interactions in group
settings while committing to a common agenda. Various developmental milestones may indi-
cate that these collaborative skills are being learned and effectively applied.114

Group Leadership
Whether the assigned head of the team or the emergent leader in self-managed teams, there
are two key ways in which leaders may affect performance of groups: (1) how they select
members and (2) the tactics they use to affect those members.115 Tactics that help create a
more team-oriented climate include eliminating or reducing special offices for the group
heads, major differences in perks and privileges, and a decline in the use of designated
leader titles.116 There is also recent research coming out of the procedural justice literature
indicating that team members are more satisfied with their leader117 and have lower absen-
teeism and better performance118 when they feel they are being treated fairly. At the same
time, leaders need to continue to be clear and decisive even as they work with different peo-
ple, different teams, and different environments.

As described by widely recognized team researchers Richard Hackman and Ruth
Wageman, “Team leaders engage in many different kinds of behaviors intended to foster
team effectiveness, including structuring the team and establishing its purposes, arranging
for the resources a team needs for its work and removing organizational roadblocks that
impede the work, helping individual members strengthen their personal contributions to the
team, and working with the team as a whole to help members use their collective resources
well in pursuing team purposes.”119 Effective leaders know both how to teach120 and how
to share the glory by acknowledging group success,121 but perhaps most importantly, how
to gain the trust of their team members.122 Finally, as a follow-on to the importance of pos-
itivity discussed in detail in Chapter 7, recent research finds that when team leaders exhibit
positivity, their members tended to be more positive (i.e., a contagion effect) and also
exhibited better coordination.123

Cultural/Global Issues
Although today’s times make global teams operating in a multicultural environment
inevitable, there is recent evidence that they are experiencing problems. One study of
70 global business teams found only 18 percent considered their performance “highly suc-
cessful,” and the remaining 82 percent fell short of their intended goals; one-third rated
their performance as largely unsuccessful.124 This result is also verified by research find-
ings that employees in global teams that resist the concept of teams will have low job sat-
isfaction and resulting problems.125 Importantly, certain cultural values lead to resistance
to teams.126 For example, in one study of managers from Mexico, the great majority of
leaders indicated they believed there would be significant problems if their companies
adopted self-directed work teams.127 Clearly such cultural obstacles must be overcome to
build effective teams. As revealed in a study of a German-Japanese joint venture, national
culture remains a key factor in explaining patterns of relationships exhibited in teams.128

For example, although workplace teams can borrow from and use successful sports teams
as a model in the United States,129 in other cultures such as Asia or Europe, making the
language of sports the dominant model or metaphor in one analysis “may be confusing,
demotivating, and counterproductive.”130

To improve global teams, research indicates that creating a “hybrid” team culture can be
linked to improved performance.131 In this study, a U-shaped relationship existed between
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team heterogeneity and team effectiveness, where homogenous and highly heterogeneous
teams outperformed moderately heterogeneous groups in the long run. Therefore, as noted
in the preceding leadership discussion, selection of group members seems to play an
important role in the effectiveness of the group. In addition to careful selection, some prag-
matic guidelines would include: (1) adapting to each culture (e.g., team pay should be used
cautiously in individualistic cultures, but may be readily accepted in collectivist cultures);
(2) changing implementation of teams for each culture (e.g., in the United States members
should be involved in the selection, reward systems, and task assignments; but in
Argentina, China, or Mexico such participation may not be needed or wanted); and (3)
respecting local laws (e.g., in Finland, labor laws do not allow the use of team pay).132 Also,
once again shared perceptions of procedural justice in cross-cultural alliance teams seems
critical to success.133 Such shared justice perceptions is especially critical when there is a
wide cultural distance between the partners in the alliance.

In general, to help overcome some of the problems associated with more individualis-
tic cultures, it is advisable to allow groups to form voluntarily or for members to join vol-
untarily. Those who volunteer are more likely to be cooperative and experience greater
satisfaction, motivation, and fewer disciplinary problems. Further, group goal-setting
processes may also serve to increase motivation and satisfaction when they build group or
collective efficacy.134

As the review of the above four major processes indicates, there is a great deal left to
be learned about how to build more effective teams. At the same time, the use of teams
to accomplish tasks continues to grow. This makes the study of teams and performance
remain as an important area for more organizational behavior research and effective
application.

Summary Groups and teams represent an important dynamic in the study and application of organi-
zational behavior. Group formation, types, and processes; the dynamics of informal roles
and organization; and the dysfunctions of work groups and teams are all of particular rele-
vance to the study of organizational behavior. Group formation is explained theoretically in
classic social psychology by propinquity; as a relationship among activities, interactions,
and sentiments; as a symmetrical balance between attraction and common attitudes; and as
a reward–cost exchange. Participants in an organization also form into groups for very
practical economic, security, and social reasons. Many different types of groups are found
in today’s organizations. Conceptually, there are primary groups, coalitions, and others
such as membership and reference groups. Groups have been researched over the years,
and findings from classic social psychology studies and increasingly from organizational
behavior scholars have implications for organizational behavior.

The last half of the chapter discusses and analyzes the dynamics of informal groups and
work teams. Informal norms and roles and the informal organization are very relevant to
and often represent the real organization. Informal structure coexists with every formal
structure. Traditionally, only the dysfunctional aspects of informal organization have been
emphasized. More recently, the functional aspects have also been recognized.

The dynamics of the dysfunctions of groups and teams were examined in terms of norm
violation resulting in antisocial behaviors, role ambiguity/conflict, group think conformity,
the risky shift phenomenon, and social loafing. The remainder of the chapter focused on
work teams per se. Initially, most publicity was given to quality circles, but now self-
managed teams are in the spotlight. Self-managed teams have become an established form
of doing work to meet the high-tech, quality challenges facing all modern organizations. To
date, self-managed teams have a quite successful track record. In addition to self-managed
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teams, cross-functional and virtual teams are examples of more recent team forms that have
also achieved success. Global teams in a multicultural environment have experienced some
problems, but helpful solutions are forthcoming. Whether global or domestic, building
effective teams requires long-standing principles regarding the creation of the proper envi-
ronment in which support, commitment, rewards, communication, physical space, group
size, membership, and cohesion are emphasized. Then, team effectiveness may be
enhanced using team-building programs, collaboration, and effective leadership and by
accounting for functional, demographic, or cultural diversity and global issues when teams
are formed.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
Highly cohesive groups and teams are good performers.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[16 studies; 372 groups; d = .92] On average, there is a 74 percent probability that highly
cohesive groups and teams will have better performance than when cohesiveness is low.
This relationship was found to be particularly straightforward, as no moderator variables
were found.

Conclusion:
Theoretically, cohesive groups or teams should be motivated to advance group objectives
and to fully participate in group activities. Thus, of particular interest is the relationship
between group and team cohesiveness and performance. Group cohesion enables a group
or team to exercise effective control over its members in relationship to its behavioral
norms and needed teamwork. Less-cohesive groups, on the other hand, have greater diffi-
culty exercising control over their members and enforcing standards of behavior. Moreover,
as this chapter points out, one liability of cohesive groups is the tendency to develop group-
think, a dysfunctional process. Because cohesive groups tend to identify strongly with the
group, the group members may prefer concurrency in decisions at the expense of critically
evaluating other’s suggestions for the best interest of the group. Nevertheless, group cohe-
sion typically enhances members’ satisfaction and improves organizational performance
due to the strong motivation to maintain good, close relationships with other members.

Source: Adapted from Charles R. Evans and Kenneth L. Dion, “Group Cohesion and Performance: A
Meta-Analysis,” Small Group Research, Vol. 22, No. 2, 1991, pp. 175–186.

1. Briefly discuss the major theoretical explanations for group formation. Which explana-
tion do you think is most relevant to the study of organizational behavior? Defend your
choice.

2. What are some functions of the informal organization? What are some dysfunctions?

3. What are some of the major symptoms of groupthink? Can you give an example from
your own experience where groupthink may have occurred?

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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4. What is social loafing? How can it be overcome?

5. How, if at all, do teams as used in today’s organizations differ from traditional work
groups?

6. What are two ways to make and maintain self-managed teams’ effectiveness?

7. Describe a cross-functional team and a virtual team. Why are these types of teams grow-
ing in popularity?

8. How should team effectiveness be measured?

Many organizations are recognizing the value of teamwork. In fact, many companies have
promoted their team environment on their Web page. Go to http://www.IBM.com and
look at their description of the organization under employment opportunities. Notice the
emphasis that they put on group and team dynamics. Now pull up the Web sites of some
firms in your local area and see if and how they emphasize the use of teams. Using these
examples of teams in action as background and a point of departure, answer the following
questions. (This would be an especially good exercise to use groups to discuss and arrive
at answers.)

1. In these team environments, it takes longer to get tasks done. Is this an important con-
sideration in determining whether or not a team approach is effective? Why or why not?

2. Besides time, what are some other important dynamics? Give two specific strengths and
two weaknesses of teams in the workplace.

3. Does the type of organization and its work/projects make a difference on how and when
to use teams? Use IBM vs. the others you found as examples in your answer.

Internet
Exercise:
Work
Environment
in Team-Based
Organizations

Real Case: There Are Teams, and There Are Teams

One of the most difficult challenges for multinational
managers is that of understanding how to manage
groups and teams across cultures. What works in the
home country often has no value in other cultures. For
example, in the late 1990s, while the Japanese economy
continued to stagger, a number of U.S.-based multina-
tional firms entered the Japanese market to take advan-
tage of the weak competition. Large U.S. retailers set up
super stores in Japan with a wide variety of offerings
and low prices. However, Japanese customers found
these stores to be too big and impersonal for many types
of goods and preferred to shop at smaller, locally owned
stores. As a professor of marketing at a Japanese busi-
ness school put it, “Retailing is such a local business, it’s
not that easy to succeed.”

The same challenges of appealing to Japanese cus-
tomers also hold true for managing Japanese employees.
What works in the United States often has little value in
Japan. For example, in the United States it is common for
firms to have work groups compete against each other
and to reward the winning teams. In Japan’s collectivist

cultural values, openly competing with others is frowned
on. Those who win feel embarrassed and those who lose
feel a sense of shame and loss of face. A good example is
provided by an American manager who was in charge of
a major department in a Japan-based, multinational bank.
The manager, in an effort to increase the profits of his
department, came up with a fairly simple idea. It involved
combining two different futures contracts to create an
arbitrage position (i.e., the simultaneous purchase and
sale of the same securities and foreign exchange in differ-
ent markets to then profit from unequal prices). A number
of the bank’s non-Japanese competitors were making
money with this type of strategy, and the manager felt that
his bank could do the same. Unfortunately, this is not
what happened. When he presented this idea to the
senior-level management group, the Japanese managers
convinced the rest of their colleagues to veto it. Their rea-
soning was grounded in an understanding of Japanese
culture. Because two different futures would have to be
traded by two different departments, one group would
make money on the trade and the other would lose. So
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even though the overall bank would profit from the two
transactions, the Japanese managers realized that the
group that lost money would be embarrassed in front of
its peers and lose face.

This same situation applies when Japanese firms
compete against each other for a local market. There is
great social pressure for each of the competing firms to
retain their relative position. Thus Sony would not
attempt to dislodge Mitsubishi and become the largest
competitor in a particular industry. Only when Japanese
firms go international do they compete strongly for mar-
ket share—and this is against local competitors in the
foreign market and not each other.

Performance appraisal is another good example. If an
American employee does not do a good job, the person
may be replaced. However, this seldom happens in
Japan. So when American and Japanese firms create a
joint venture and assign teams to the undertaking, the
Japanese do not use the same type of individual per-
formance requirements. The Americans want results,
but the Japanese are often more interested in everyone
in the team being cooperative and helpful. Harmony is
more important than productivity, and seldom is any
direct action taken against poorly performing individual
employees. However, the peers/teammates may subtly
get the low performer straigtened out in an informal set-
ting such as over drinks or on a fishing trip.

Another difference between American and Japanese
teams is that U.S. managers try very hard to let their
people know what is to be done, when it is to be com-
pleted, and how progress or performance will be deter-
mined. For example, the boss might say, “I want your
team to take a look at our major competitors and tell me
three products that they are likely to bring to market

Organizational Behavior Case: The Schoolboy Rookie

Kent Sikes is a junior at State University. He has taken a
summer job in the biggest factory in his hometown. He
was told to report to the warehouse supervisor the first
day at work. The supervisor assigned him to a small
group of workers who were responsible for loading and
unloading the boxcars that supplied the materials and
carried away the finished goods of the factory.

After two weeks on the job, Kent was amazed at
how little the workers in his crew had accomplished. It

seemed that they were forever standing around and
talking or, in some cases, even going off to hide when
there was work to be done. Kent often found himself
alone unloading a boxcar while the other members of
the crew were off messing around someplace else.
When Kent complained to his coworkers, they made it
very plain that if he did not like it, he could quit, but
if he complained to the supervisor, he would be sorry.
Although Kent has been deliberately excluded from

over the next six months.” The Japanese manager will
be much more indirect and vague. The Japanese exec
might say something like, “What product changes do
you think we can expect from the competition in the
future?” As a result of these directives, the American
team will generate a fairly short, well-focused report
that contains a great deal of specific information. The
Japanese team will submit a very long, detailed report
that covers all aspects of the competition and provides a
wealth of information on a host of products that may be
introduced into the marketplace over the next year.

1. Based on the information in the case and your read-
ing of the chapter, what would you recommend to be
included in the following assignments you are given
as a member of a large multinational corporation
training department?
a. How would you make the teams of the Japanese

subsidiary more effective?
b. How would you make the cross-functional team

that is working on new product development for
both the U.S. and Japanese markets as effective as
possible?

2. How do you personally react to the statement in the
case that “the Japanese are more interested in every-
one in the team being cooperative and helpful.
Harmony is more important than productivity”?

3. How do you explain that the Japanese have been
using teams way before the United States, but they
have had economic problems for a much longer
period than has the United States? How would you
explain to the CEO of your company that you recom-
mend the use of teams in light of the prolonged
Japanese competitive problems?
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any of the crew’s activities, such as taking breaks
together or having a Friday afternoon beer after work
at the tavern across the street, yesterday he went up to
one of the older members of the crew and said, “What
gives with you guys, anyway? I am just trying to do
my job. The money is good, and I just don’t give a
hang about this place. I will be leaving to go back to
school in a few weeks, and I wish I could have gotten
to know you all better, but frankly I am sure glad I’m
not like you guys.” The older worker replied, “Son, if
you’d been here as long as I have, you would be just
like us.”

1. Using some of the theories, explain the possible rea-
sons for the group formation of this work crew. What
types of groups exist in this case?

2. What role does the supervisor play in the perfor-
mance of this group?

3. What are the major informal roles of the crew mem-
bers and Kent? What status position does Kent have
with the group? Why?

4. Why hasn’t Kent been accepted by the group? Do
you agree with the older worker’s last statement in
the case? Why or why not?

Organizational Behavior Case: The Blue-Ribbon Committee

Mayor Sam Small is nearing completion of his first
term in office. He feels his record has been pretty good,
except for the controversial issue of housing. He has
been able to avoid doing anything about housing so far
and feels very strongly that this issue must not come to
a head before the next election. The voters are too
evenly divided on the issue, and he would lose a sub-
stantial number of votes no matter what stand he took.
Yet with pressure increasing from both sides, he has to
do something. After much distress and vacillation, he
has finally come upon what he thinks is an ideal solu-
tion to his dilemma. He has appointed a committee to
study the problem and make some recommendations.
To make sure that the committee’s work will not be
completed before the election comes up, it was impor-
tant to pick the right people. Specifically, Sam has
selected his “blue-ribbon” committee from a wide cross
section of the community so that, in Sam’s words, “all

concerned parties will be represented.” He has made
the committee very large, and the members range from
PhDs in urban planning to real estate agents to local
ward committeepersons to minority group leaders. He
has taken particular care in selecting people who have
widely divergent, outspoken public views on the hous-
ing issue.

1. Do you think Sam’s strategy of using this group to
delay taking a stand on the housing issue until after
the election will work? Why or why not?

2. What are some of the important dynamics of this
group? Do you think the group will arrive at a good
solution to the housing problems facing this city?

3. Do you think they will suffer from groupthink?

4. What types of informal roles is Sam exhibiting? Do
you think he is an effective manager? Do you think
he is an effective politician? Is there a difference?
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Experiential Exercises
for Part Three
EXERCISE:
Groups and Conflict Resolution*

Goals:
1. To compare individual versus group problem solving and decision making

2. To analyze the dynamics of groups

3. To demonstrate conflict and ways of resolving it

Implementation:
1. Divide any number of people into small groups of four or five.

2. Take about 15 minutes for individual responses and 30 minutes for group consensus.

3. Each individual and group should have a work sheet. Pencils, a flip chart (newsprint or
blackboard), marker pens, or chalk may also be helpful to the groups.

Process:
1. Each individual has 15 minutes to read the story and answer the 11 questions about the

story. Each person may refer to the story as often as needed but may not confer with any-
one else. Each person should circle “T” if the answer is clearly true, “F” if the answer is
clearly false, and “?” if it isn’t clear from the story whether the answer is true or false.

2. After 15 minutes each small group makes the same decisions using group consensus.
Allow 30 minutes for group consensus. No one should change his or her answers on the
individual questions. The ground rules for group decisions are as follows:
a. Group decisions should be made by consensus. It is illegal to vote, trade, average, flip

a coin, etc.
b. No individual group member should give in only to reach agreement.
c. No individual should argue for his or her own decision. Instead, each person should

approach the task using logic and reason.
d. Every group member should be aware that disagreements may be resolved by facts.

Conflict can lead to understanding and creativity if it does not make group members
feel threatened or defensive.

Scoring:
1. After 30 minutes of group work, the exercise leader should announce the correct

answers. Scoring is based on the number of correct answers out of a possible total of 11.
Individuals are to score their own individual answers, and someone should score the
group decision answers.
The exercise leader should then call for:
a. The group-decision score in each group.
b. The average individual score in each group.
c. The highest individual score in each group.

*Source: Alan Filley, Interpersonal Conflict Resolution, Scott, Foresman, Glenview, Ill., 1975, pp. 139–142,
as adapted from William H. Haney, Communication and Organizational Behavior, Irwin, Burr Ridge, Ill., 1967,
pp. 319–324.
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2. Responses should be posted on the tally sheet. Note should be taken of those groups in
which the group score was (1) higher than the average individual score or (2) higher than
the best individual score. Groups should discuss the way in which individual members
resolved disagreements and the effect of the ground rules on such behavior. They may
consider the obstacles experienced in arriving at consensus agreements and the possible
reasons for the difference between individual and group decisions.

The Story:
A businessman had just turned off the lights in the store when a man appeared and
demanded money. The owner opened a cash register. The contents of the cash register
were scooped up, and the man sped away. A member of the police force was notified
promptly.

Statements about the Story:

1. A man appeared after the owner had turned off his store lights. T F ?

2. The robber was a man. T F ?

3. A man did not demand money. T F ?

4. The man who opened the cash register was the owner. T F ?

5. The store owner scooped up the contents of the cash register and 
ran away. T F ?

6. Someone opened a cash register. T F ?

7. After the man who demanded the money scooped up the contents 
of the cash register, he ran away. T F ?

8. Although the cash register contained money, the story does not state 
how much. T F ?

9. The robber demanded money of the owner. T F ?

10. The story concerns a series of events in which only three persons 
are referred to: the owner of the store, a man who demanded money, 
and a member of the police force. T F ?

11. The following events in the story are true: someone demanded 
money, a cash register was opened, its contents were scooped up, 
and a man dashed out of the store. T F ?

Group Group
Score Score
Better Better

Average Best than than
Group Group Individual Individual Average Best
Number Score Score Score Indiv.? Indiv.?

TALLY SHEET
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EXERCISE:
NASA Moon Survival Task*

Goals:
The challenge in decision making is to obtain the best information within limits of time
and other resources. This is often very difficult because information does not exist in pure
form. It is always filtered through people who may or may not get along with each other
and who might not even care about a good decision. This exercise is a means to help you
look at the process of gathering information, working out group procedures, analyzing
different contributions, and handling conflict and motivation. The exercise is intended to
help you examine the strengths and weaknesses of individual decision making versus
group decision making.

Instructions:
You are a member of a space crew originally scheduled to rendezvous with another ship on
the lighted surface of the moon. Because of mechanical difficulties, however, your ship was
forced to land at a spot some 200 miles from the rendezvous point. During landing, much
of the equipment aboard was damaged, and because survival depends on reaching the main
ship, the most critical items available must be chosen for the 200-mile trip.

Implementation:
1. On the next page are listed the 15 items left intact and undamaged after the landing. Your

task is to rank them in terms of their importance to your crew in reaching the rendezvous
point.

2. In the first column (step 1) place the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2
by the second most important, and so on, through number 15, the least important. You
have 15 minutes to complete this phase of the exercise.

3. After the individual rankings are completed, participants should be formed into groups
having from four to seven members.

4. Each group should then rank the 15 items as a team. This group ranking should be a con-
sensus after a discussion of the issues, not just the average of each individual ranking.
Although it is unlikely that everyone will agree exactly on the group ranking, an effort
should be made to reach at the least a decision that everyone can live with. It is impor-
tant to treat differences of opinion as a means of gathering more information and clari-
fying issues and as an incentive to force the group to seek better alternatives.

5. The group ranking should be listed in the second column (step 2).

6. The third phase of the exercise consists of the instructor’s providing the expert’s rank-
ings, which should be entered in the third column (step 3).

Scoring:
1. Each participant should compute the difference between the individual ranking (step 1)

and the expert’s ranking (step 3), and between the group ranking (step 2) and the expert’s
ranking (step 3).

2. Then add the two “difference” columns—the smaller the score, the closer the ranking is
to the view of the experts.

*Source: This exercise was developed by Jay Hall, Teleometrics International, and was adapted by J. B.
Ritchie and Paul Thompson, Organization and People, 2nd ed., West, St. Paul, Minn., 1980, pp. 238–239.
Also see James B. Lau and A. B. Shani, Behavior in Organizations, 4th ed., Irwin, Burr Ridge, Ill., 1988,
pp. 94–99.
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EXERCISE:
TGIF (Thank God It’s Friday!)*

Goals:
This exercise provides an opportunity to experience and explore several facets of group
dynamics. Although the activity itself is recreational in nature, it reflects many of the same
challenges faced by managerial groups and contemporary empowered and self-managed
teams. That is, the exercise calls on decision-making and interpersonal behavior skills nec-
essary to effectively manage a collaborative work effort.

*Source: Professor Steven M. Sommer, Pepperdine University, developed the exercise around the two
anonymous activity sheets. Used with permission.

NASA TALLY SHEET

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
Your The Survival Difference Difference
individual team’s expert’s between between

Items ranking ranking ranking Steps 1 and 3 Steps 2 and 3
Box of matches
Food concentrate
50 feet of nylon 

rope
Parachute silk
Portable heating 

unit
Two .45-caliber 

pistols
One case dehy- 

drated Pet milk
Two 100-lb. tanks 

of oxygen
Stellar map (of 

the moon’s 
constellation)

Life raft
Magnetic compass
5 gallons of water
Signal flares
First-aid kit con- 

taining injection 
needles

Solar-powered 
FM receiver- 
transmitter

TOTAL
(The lower the score, the better) Your score Team score
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Implementation:
The activity itself involves the spelling out of a list of common or well-known phrases and
items. Each quotation includes a number, and that number is the clue to solving the puzzle.
For example, the sample puzzle is presented as “7 D. of the W.”

The number 7 is part of the phrase and provides the clue that the saying is “7 days of the
week.” Another common item is “12 E. in a D.” which stands for “12 eggs in a dozen.”

ACTIVITY SHEET A

Instructions: Each equation below contains the initials of words that will make it correct.
Finish the missing words. For example:

7 - D. of the W. Would be 7 days of the week.
1. 26 - L. of the A. ________________________________________________
2. 7 - W. of the A. W. ________________________________________________
3. 1001 - A. N. ________________________________________________
4. 54 - C. in a D. (with the J.) ________________________________________________
5. 12 - S. of the Z. ________________________________________________
6. 9 - P. in the S. S. ________________________________________________
7. 13 - S. of the A. F. ________________________________________________
8. 88 - P. K. ________________________________________________
9. 18 - H. on a G. C. ________________________________________________

10. 32 - D. F. at which W. F. ________________________________________________
11. 90 - D. in a R. A. ________________________________________________
12. 200 - D. for P. G. in M. ________________________________________________
13. 8 - S. on a S. S. ________________________________________________
14. 3 - B. M. (S. H. T. R.) ________________________________________________
15. 4 - Q. in a G. ________________________________________________
16. 24 - H. in a D. ________________________________________________
17. 1 - W. on a U. ________________________________________________
18. 5 - D. in a Z. C. ________________________________________________
19. 57 - H. V. ________________________________________________
20. 11 - P. on a F. T. ________________________________________________
21. 1000 - W. that a P. is W. ________________________________________________
22. 29 - D. in F. in a L. Y. ________________________________________________
23. 64 - S. on a C. B. ________________________________________________
24. 40 - D. and N. of the G. F. ________________________________________________

Procedure:
1. (Five minutes). Students should break up into groups of four or five.

2. Do not read the discussion questions before doing the task.

3. (Twenty to thirty minutes). The groups solve as many items on one of the following
activity sheets (A or B) as possible.

4. (Five minutes). The instructor reads off the answers to the list. Groups may propose
alternative solutions.

5. (Fifteen minutes). In a class forum, the groups discuss and compare their experiences by
responding to the discussion questions.

6. As a follow-up activity, use the alternate list. The follow-up may be used to show effec-
tive group development, effective teamwork (after discussing problems that may have
surfaced with the first list), or the power of groups over individuals (have students com-
plete the list on their own, then as a group).
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ACTIVITY SHEET B

Discussion Questions:
1. How did the group try to solve the list? Did you plan out your approach? Did you

explore answers as a group, divide parts among individuals? Or did each member try to
solve the entire list individually and then pool answers? Did people take on different
roles? Recorder? Encourager? Idea generator? Spy?

2. How important was it for the group to solve all 24 puzzles? Did the team initially set a
goal to finish the list? How challenging was this exercise? What happened as you
approached completion? Did commitment go up? As the last few unsolved items
became frustrating, did the group start to lose its desire?

3. Describe the climate or personality of the group. Was everyone in agreement about
how hard to work? How many to finish? Did members begin to react differently to the
frustrations of getting the list completed? Did some argue to finish? Did others tell the
team to quit?

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15. 16.

17. 18. 19. 20.

21. 22. 23. 24.

EZ
ii i i i i i i

Time
  Time

Le
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Knee
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CYCLE
CYCLE
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Me Quit
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Hurry
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4. Did some members try to dominate the process? The suggested solutions? How well did
you get along in doing the exercise? Was there conflict? Did members fight fair in debat-
ing different answers? Was each discovery of a correct answer a source of excitement
and pride? Or was it a sense of relief, a step closer to getting it over with?

5. Did the group develop any rules to regulate behavior? Was there a process of group
development in which members discussed the assignment before beginning to tackle
it? What changes in behaviors or expectations occurred as time progressed and the
group became more or less focused on the activity? Did a form of self-discipline
emerge to keep the team focused, to prevent being embarrassed in relation to other
groups?

6. To what extent did public evaluation of performance become important? Did you begin
to monitor how well other groups were doing? Did your group try to spy on their
answers? Did you negotiate any trades?

EXERCISE:
Power and Politics*

Goals:
1. To gain some insights into your own power needs and political orientation

2. To examine some of the reasons people strive for power and what political strategies can
be used to attain it

Implementation:
Answer each of the following questions with “mostly agree” or “mostly disagree,” even if it
is difficult for you to decide which alternative best describes your opinion.

Mostly Mostly 
Agree Disagree

1. Only a fool would correct a boss’s mistakes. ______ ______
2. If you have certain confidential information, release it to 

your advantage. ______ ______
3. I would be careful not to hire a subordinate with more formal 

education than myself. ______ ______
4. If you do a favor, remember to cash in on it. ______ ______
5. Given the opportunity, I would cultivate friendships with 

powerful people. ______ ______
6. I like the idea of saying nice things about a rival in order to 

get that person transferred from my department. ______ ______
7. Why not take credit for someone else’s work? They would do 

the same to you. ______ ______
8. Given the chance, I would offer to help my boss build some 

shelves for his or her den. ______ ______
9. I laugh heartily at my boss’s jokes, even when they are not 

funny. ______ ______
10. I would be sure to attend a company picnic even if I had 

the chance to do something I enjoyed more that day. ______ ______

*Source: Reprinted with permission from Andrew J. DuBrin, Human Relations, Reston, Reston, 
Va., 1978, pp. 122–123.
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Managing and Leading
for High Performance
12. Behavioral Performance Management 378
13. Effective Leadership Processes 413
14. Great Leaders: An Evidence-Based Approach 445

EVIDENCE-BASED CONSULTING
PRACTICES

GALLUP’S APPROACH TO MANAGING FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE

Because this last part of the text is concerned with both managing and leading for
high performance, and this is Gallup’s major practice with clients, we will first look
at the managing part and then at the leading part.

Managing for high performance starts with measurement. When the match of
talent is right, people will do more of, and get better at, the things we measure. 
But what sort of things? In Gallup’s practice, we seek to work in a context defined
by outcomes. Because of this, it is imperative that all employees know their
customers—both internal or external. From this relationship, right expectations can
be created in ways that allow for measurement of quantity and quality of the
person’s performance. Once the “what” question is answered, objective, mutually
agreed-upon measures can be developed. At Gallup, we believe “if you have a job
that cannot be measured, you probably have a nonjob!”

Notice that the measurement is not about compliance to process. Except where
issues such as safety are concerned, the idea is to allow room for initiative, creativity,
individualization, and improvement of the systems and processes to the employee.
We focus on the performance.

We have found that focusing on quantity alone can be counterproductive.
Consequently, we always include quality assessment. It is the customer who
determines quality. Of course, some issues are expected to manifest themselves in
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most any work environment—timelines, accuracy, responsiveness, and the like.
Frequently, we find that other items such as “personal touch” may be included.
When people get to see how much they are producing, and how well their efforts
are being received, they have both a benchmark and a reason to see “how much
better they can get.”

At Gallup, we recommend reward systems that respond to the fact that people
are differently motivated. Some choose to compete against themselves, for instance,
whereas others choose to compete “in the wider arena.” In addition to articulating
systems in this way, we also pay attention to how people like to receive their recogni-
tion. Public recognition for winning against others can be largely counterproductive
when given to a person who dislikes comparison to others and who is a “private
person.”

It is important to measure the right things, because you will get more of what
you measure. Some issues, such as safety, can be tricky. Measuring “reduction of
reported incidents” can get you exactly that: fewer reports! Likewise, in call centers
certain companies have learned the hard way that rewarding short “duration of
call” can be very harmful to customer service, creating only an appearance of high
performance.

Intrinsic motivation is actually a presupposition of Gallup’s approach to measure-
ment and recognition. Because Gallup believes in matching a “right fit” for a person’s
talent for the desired outcomes, Gallup seeks to situate persons in roles that are
“natural” to them. In this way, employees have the inner satisfaction of doing what
they do well. They get good measures in their work, usually from the very start, and
because their talent is a “fit,” they have the requisite ability to keep growing and
improving in their role. As this continues, rapid improvement becomes a “base” of
motivation, which underwrites the measurement and recognition systems.

Obviously, Gallup does not support the notion that promotion should be used as
a reward. Neither should people be rewarded for tenure. High performance is the
key issue; measurement of outcomes and individually appropriate recognition are
the means.

GALLUP’S APPROACH TO LEADERSHIP 
FOR EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE

Gallup’s approach to leadership is not so much focused on the achievement of a
goal, but rather it is the continuation of a journey. This journey includes improve-
ment of performance and growth of the organization. However, in Gallup’s point of
view, these are managed outcomes that accompany the leadership process. At the
center, leadership is more about the business of creating hope, possibility, and future.
There is no “arrival” here, though various milestones are obtained along the way.
Leadership at its best not only transforms individuals and organizations toward their
highest aspirations, but it also creates moments of vision and comprehension that
allow people to transcend to new, as yet unattained, levels of experience and
performance.

In Gallup’s research, leadership has been shown to be the “main driver” of
employee retention and loyalty. In a rapidly changing, high-turnover environment,
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leadership has emerged as a “higher level” construct that influences employees
through future, vision, values, and creation of culture constructed around these, and
with behaviors that demonstrate regard, respect, and value for employees.

LEADERS AS TALENT

Gallup’s approach to leadership is largely based on the study of human talent.
Although it may appear a “trait approach” at first glance, talent is not rooted in
personality or “style.” A talent, for Gallup, is a measurable, stable constellation of
thought, feeling, and behavior. Talent is, in Gallup’s methodology, the “soil” in
which various skills and competencies can be “planted.” It is the talents of the indi-
vidual that create the basis for which “skills” will thrive, which will “do ok,” and
which will “languish.” Talent, in its dominant or “signature” dimension, is much
more about what people will do, rather than what they might do or might be 
managed or coerced to do. Possessing a methodology that allows us to measure 
talent in a reliable way, Gallup focuses on those talents that demonstrably distinguish
top-performing or successful leaders from the “average.”

LEADERS VERSUS MANAGERS

A necessary first step is to distinguish leadership from management. Gallup has
found that managers and supervisors exert their greatest and most significant 
influence in what could be called the “first synapse,” the relationship between
themselves and the individuals they manage. Leaders, on the other hand, exert their
influence “over a distance.” Although the literature recognizes indirect leadership
(the influence of a focal leader on individuals not directly reporting to him or her),
Gallup views this “leadership at a distance” not as an “indirect function” of leaders,
but as the principal activity of leaders.

Who are leaders? For Gallup, leaders are individuals who successfully bring a con-
stituency (more than an immediate group) to a commonly shared “destination” that
initially “inhabited the future.” Though all human beings may have such a capacity
in some measure, and use it on some localized scale, it is also true that for certain
individuals these capacities are so manifest that they can and frequently do exercise
them over considerable range or distance. Those who “can do” are leaders. To be
sure, other variables, such as the situation, Zeitgeist, context, and followers, do 
matter. That is why true leaders need the talent to navigate these challenges, and
that is why Gallup measures not only the talents of the leader but also various
related measures within the leader’s constituency.

Gallup has developed methodologies related to the measurement of management
and leadership. These methodologies allow leaders to have measured information of
their own talent and critical, leverageable points within their constituency. In all this,
Gallup feels, it is critical to keep managerial issues separated and clarified for mana-
gerial functioning and to deal with leadership in a similar way. Happily, these meth-
ods and measures have critical “intersections” between issues and functions and
between managers and leaders, allowing for full organizational use of the informa-
tion for effective outcomes.
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THE LEADER-SITUATION FIT

Gallup would agree with the contingency theories that there must be a “fit”
between the leader and the situation. It is also important for a leader to use his or
her talent in a manner that is “fitting” for the situation. Self-awareness is a
significant ingredient in leadership success, as are the talents that serve to modulate
the effective use of other talents. Gallup’s studies would suggest that the ability to
“modulate” one’s talent for a wide range of situations is what typifies a successful
leader. When the talents of an individual are the right “fit” for the role and used in
a manner “fitting” to a role and the situation, Gallup refers to it as leadership
“strengths.” Hence, the measurement of talent has a predictive value for job place-
ment, development, and succession planning.

GALLUP’S IDENTIFIED DEMANDS OF LEADERSHIP

The process of leadership, in Gallup’s assessment, proceeds on the leader’s response
to seven demands. (See Barry Conchie, Gallup Management Journal, 2004.) The
first demand is that the leader know one’s self. The process of continual develop-
ment in the area of self-awareness is, in Gallup’s research, of great importance.
To know one’s strengths and nonstrengths and act accordingly is to use oneself
optimally and to limit the vulnerabilities caused by “blind spots” and “denial.”
Knowledge of strengths grounds the leader’s self in authentic, ethical presence 
to others.

Leaders also need to make sense of experience, for themselves and others. A
central reason is the reduction of fear in the organization. Anxiety can distract and
dissipate human energy, drawing it away from productive engagement. Leaders
reduce fear by having parsimonious explanations of “realities” that could otherwise
be problematic. It is not necessary that the leader always have all the answers, but
people need to know that their leaders are “aware and attentive” to the things
that matter.

Leaders need to mentor and be mentored. Particularly in today’s world of rapid
change, leaders themselves continue their own growth when they make themselves
available to the development of others. A best way to be focused on current and
future issues is to be intimately acquainted with the fears and dreams of the rising
stars of one’s origination. Additionally, leaders also need others who can challenge
their own trajectory. These mentoring relationships support the continued growth
of leaders.

Successful leaders build their constituency strategically and continually. For lead-
ers, every day is recruiting day. There are no leaders who do not have followers, and
following is a choice. Leaders win loyalty through personal trust and to the vision
and values they espouse. Leaders’ behavioral congruency with words is required in
this process. Leaders understand that “friends may come and go, but enemies tend
to accumulate.”

Leaders harness the values of the people in the organization. As the future is best
expressed as an “embodiment” of organizational purpose or mission, leaders bring
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to the surface, to “resonance,” this aspect of the human experience. Leaders lift up
and clarify the shared human reason and passion for the endeavor. This gives mean-
ing, purpose, and direction to the people. Leadership taps into heartfelt motivations
and helps to enhance employee engagement.

Leaders work the effervescence of vision. For leaders, in Gallup’s view, visioning is
an ongoing process. Emerging from the values and purpose of the organization is
an expression of a desirable, mutually shared image of a possible, shared future. As
the organization proceeds, the vision reshapes as the continuity of values finds
increasingly fresh and expansive expressions of possibility. Although specific goals
support the pursuit of vision and should be achieved, vision always remains at the
horizon of possibility. It is the work of leaders to make this be so.

Leaders challenge their people with audacious goals. Successful leaders use chal-
lenging, stretch goals to tell their people that they believe in them. This is a critically
important message. Far-reaching goals that feel detached from the organization’s
mission and vision may be perceived as the leaders’ “ego trip.” But when leaders
successfully create a continuity of values, vision, policy, action, and challenge,
remarkable things can be achieved; future direction and hope can be created; and
organizational effectiveness can be enhanced.
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Chapter Twelve

Behavioral Performance
Management
Learning Objectives

• Define the theoretical processes of learning: behavioristic, cognitive, and social/
social cognitive.

• Discuss the principle of reinforcement, with special attention given to the law of
effect, positive and negative reinforcers, and punishment.

• Analyze organizational reward systems, emphasizing both monetary and
nonfinancial rewards.

• Present the steps and results of behavioral performance management, or organi-
zational behavior modification (O.B. Mod.).

In a sense, this whole text on organizational behavior is concerned with the what and how
of managing and leading people for high performance in today’s organizations. Certainly
many of the chapters (e.g., Chapter 4 on reward systems, Chapter 6 on motivation, Chapter 7
on positive organizational behavior, and all of the chapters in Part Three) are directly, or at
least indirectly, concerned with how to manage oneself and human resources more effec-
tively. The same could be said of popular techniques that have strong consulting advocates
such as the late Edwards Deming’s “Total Quality Management,” Steven Covey’s “The
Seven Habits of Highly Effective People,” or Peter Senge’s “Learning Organizations.” As
was pointed out in the Chapter 1 discussion of the evidenced-based approach taken by this
text, purely academic approaches may not be directly applied enough, and the popular writ-
ers’ techniques tend to be “quick fixes” and “fads” without research backup that come with
a splash and then, unfortunately, go. In contrast, this last part of the text again takes an
evidenced-based (theoretical foundation, research supported and sustainable, effective appli-
cation techniques) approach to managing and leading for high performance. In particular,
this chapter on behavioral management meets the evidence-based criteria. As one behav-
ioral management advocate strongly points out:

Behavior Performance Management is not a good idea to be tried for a while and then cast
aside for some other good idea. It is a science that explains how people behave. It cannot go
away anymore than gravity can go away. In a changing world, the science of behavior must
remain the bedrock, the starting place for every decision we make, every new technology we
apply, and every initiative we employ in our efforts to bring out the best in people.1

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of learning theory and evidence-
based principles and guidelines that serve as a foundation and point of departure for pre-
senting the behavioral management approach. The first section summarizes the widely
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recognized theories of learning: behavioristic, cognitive, and social/social cognitive.
Next, the principles of reinforcement and punishment are given attention, followed by a
discussion of both monetary and nonfinancial rewards. The last part of the chapter is
devoted specifically to behavioral management. Both the steps of organizational behavior
modification, or O.B. Mod., and the results of its basic research and application are given
attention.

LEARNING THEORY BACKGROUND

Although learning theory has not been as popular in organizational behavior as motivation
or personality theories, both scholars and practitioners would agree on its importance to
both the understanding and the effective development and management of human
resources. In fact, practically all organizational behavior is either directly or indirectly
affected by learning. For example, a worker’s skill, a manager’s attitude, a staff assistant’s
motivation, a salesperson’s optimism and confidence, and an accountant’s mode of dress
are all learned. With the application of learning processes and principles, employees’
behavior can be analyzed and managed to improve their performance.2

The most basic purpose of any theory is to better understand and explain the phenome-
non in question. When theories become perfected, they have universal application and
should enable prediction and control. Thus, a perfected theory of learning would have to be
able to explain all aspects of learning (how, when, and why), have universal application (for
example, to children, college students, managers, and workers), and predict and control
learning situations. To date, no such theory of learning exists. Although there is general
agreement on some principles of learning—such as reinforcement—that permit prediction
and control, there is still a degree of controversy surrounding the theoretical understanding
of learning in general and some of the principles in particular. This does not mean that no
attempts have been made to develop a theory of learning. In fact, the opposite is true. The
most widely recognized theoretical approaches incorporate the behavioristic and cognitive
approaches and the emerging social cognitive theory that Chapter 1 indicated serves as the
conceptual framework for this text. An understanding of these learning theories is impor-
tant to the study of organizational behavior in general and behavioral performance man-
agement in particular.

Behavioristic Theories
The most traditional and researched theory of learning comes out of the behaviorist school
of thought in psychology (see Chapter 1). Most of the principles of learning and organi-
zational reward systems, covered in Chapter 4, and the behavioral performance manage-
ment approach discussed in this chapter are based on behavioristic theories, or
behaviorism.3

The classical behaviorists, such as the Russian pioneer Ivan Pavlov and the American
John B. Watson, attributed learning to the association or connection between stimulus
and response (S-R). The operant behaviorists, in particular the well-known American
psychologist B. F. Skinner, give more attention to the role that consequences play in
learning, or the response-stimulus (R-S) connection.4 The emphasis on the connection
(S-R or R-S) has led some to label these the connectionist theories of learning. The S-R
deals with classical, or respondent, conditioning, and the R-S deals with instrumental, or
operant, conditioning. An understanding of these conditioning processes is vital to the
study of learning and serves as a point of departure for understanding and modifying
organizational behavior.
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Classical Conditioning
Pavlov’s classical conditioning experiment using dogs as subjects is arguably the single
most famous study ever conducted in the behavioral sciences. A simple surgical procedure
permitted Pavlov to measure accurately the amount of saliva secreted by a dog. When he
presented meat powder (unconditioned stimulus) to the dog in the experiment, Pavlov
noticed a great deal of salivation (unconditioned response). On the other hand, when he
merely rang a bell (neutral stimulus), the dog did not salivate. The next step taken by Pavlov
was to accompany the meat with the ringing of the bell. After doing this a number of times,
Pavlov rang the bell without presenting the meat. This time, the dog salivated to the bell
alone. The dog had become classically conditioned to salivate (conditioned response) to the
sound of the bell (conditioned stimulus). Thus, classical conditioning can be defined as a
process in which a formerly neutral stimulus, when paired with an unconditioned stimulus,
becomes a conditioned stimulus that elicits a conditioned response; in other words, the
S-R (i.e., bell-saliva) connection is learned. The Pavlov experiment was a major break-
through and has had a lasting impact on the understanding of learning.

Despite the theoretical possibility of the widespread applicability of classical condi-
tioning and its continued refinement and application to areas such as modern marketing,5

most contemporary learning theorists agree that it represents only a very small part of
total human learning and behavior. Skinner in particular felt that classical conditioning
explains only respondent (reflexive) behaviors. These are the involuntary responses that
are elicited by a stimulus. Skinner felt that the more complex, but common, human behav-
iors cannot be explained by classical conditioning alone. When explaining why he was
abandoning a stimulus-response psychology, Skinner noted, “The greater part of the
behavior of an organism was under the control of stimuli which were effective only
because they were correlated with reinforcing consequences.”6 Thus, Skinner, through his
extensive research, posited that behavior was a function of consequences, not the classi-
cal conditioning eliciting stimuli. He felt that most human behavior affects, or operates
on, the environment to receive a desirable consequence. This type of behavior is learned
through operant conditioning.

Operant Conditioning
Operant conditioning is concerned primarily with learning that occurs as a consequence of
behavior, or R-S. It is not concerned with the eliciting causes of behavior, as classical, or
respondent, conditioning is. The specific differences between classical and operant condi-
tioning may be summarized as follows:

1. In classical conditioning, a change in the stimulus (unconditioned stimulus to condi-
tioned stimulus) will elicit a particular response. In operant conditioning, one particular
response out of many possible ones occurs in a given stimulus situation. The stimulus
situation serves as a cue in operant conditioning. It does not elicit the response but
serves as a cue for a person to emit the response. The critical aspect of operant condi-
tioning is what happens as a consequence of the response. The strength and frequency
of classically conditioned behaviors are determined mainly by the frequency of the elic-
iting stimulus (the environmental event that precedes the behavior). The strength and
frequency of operantly conditioned behaviors are determined mainly by the conse-
quences (the environmental event that follows the behavior).

2. During the classical conditioning process, the unconditioned stimulus, serving as a
reward, is presented every time. In operant conditioning, the reward is presented only
if the organism gives the correct response. The organism must operate on the environ-
ment (thus the term operant conditioning) in order to receive a reward. The response is
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instrumental in obtaining the reward. Table 12.1 gives some simple examples of classical
(S-R) and operant (R-S) conditioning.

Operant conditioning has a much greater impact on human learning than classical con-
ditioning. Today, even though Skinner died in 1990, he remains somewhat controversial7

and his views are commonly misrepresented,8 the operant theory is still being refined and
expanded,9 historical analyses recognize some limitations but also definite contributions,10

and applications are being made in areas such as marketing11 and performance manage-
ment.12 Operant conditioning also explains, at least in a very simple sense, much of orga-
nizational behavior. For example, it might be said that employees work eight hours a day,
five days a week, in order to feed, clothe, and shelter themselves and their families.
Working (conditioned response) is instrumental in obtaining the food, clothing, and shelter.

Some significant insights can be gained directly from operant analysis. The conse-
quences of organizational behavior can change the environmental situation and greatly
affect subsequent employee behaviors.13 Managers can analyze the consequences of orga-
nizational behavior to help accomplish the goals of prediction and control. Some organiza-
tional behavior researchers are indeed using the operant framework to analyze specific
areas such as escalation of commitment (where a tendency of decision makers is to “throw
good money after bad”)14 as well as more generally the effectiveness of managers at
work.15 In addition, this theory serves as the framework for operationalizing much of
behavioral performance management presented in this chapter.

Cognitive Theories
As was covered in Chapter 1 for understanding organizational behavior in general, the cog-
nitive theories can also be used to understand learning and, especially as an input into social
and social cognitive theories, to better understand behavioral performance management.16

Edward Tolman is widely recognized as a pioneering cognitive theorist. He felt that
cognitive learning consists of a relationship between cognitive environmental cues and
expectation. He developed and tested this theory through controlled experimentation. In
fact, even though behaviorists are mostly associated with animal subjects in their research,
Tolman was one of the first to extensively use the now-famous white rat in psychological
experiments. He found that a rat could learn to run through an intricate maze, with purpose
and direction, toward a goal (food). Tolman observed that at each choice point in the maze,

TABLE 12.1 
Examples of Classical
and Operant
Conditioning

Classical Conditioning
(S) (R)
Stimulus Response
is stuck by a pin flinches

The individual: is tapped below the kneecap flexes lower leg
is shocked by an electric current jumps/screams
is surprised by a loud sound jumps/screams

Operant Conditioning
(R) (S)
Response Stimulus
works is paid
talks to others meets more people

The individual: enters a restaurant obtains food
enters a library finds a book
increases productivity receives merit pay
completes a difficult assignment receives praise and a promotion
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expectations were established. In other words, the rat learned to expect that certain cogni-
tive cues associated with the choice point might eventually lead to food. If the rat actually
received the food, the association between the cue and the expectancy was strengthened,
and learning occurred. In contrast to the S-R and R-S learning in the classical and operant
approaches, Tolman’s approach could be depicted as S-S (stimulus-stimulus), or learning
the association between the cue and the expectancy.

In another early, classic study to demonstrate cognitive learning, Wolfgang Kohler used
chimps presented with a problem of obtaining an out-of-reach suspended banana. At first
the chimps attempted to jump for it, but soon gave up and seized a box that had been placed
in another part of the room, dragged it under the object, mounted it, and took down the
fruit. Kohler called this more complex learning “insight.” The solution to the problem
appeared as a whole, not as a series, gradual shaping of new responses as the operant
approach would suggest. At the time (1927), famous social philosopher/critic Bertrand
Russell concluded, “there are two ways of learning, one by experience, and the other by
what Kohler calls ‘insight.’”17

Besides being the forerunner of modern cognitive theory, Tolman’s S-S connection and
Kohler’s insightful learning also had a great impact on the early human relations move-
ment. Industrial training programs starting after World War II (and in many respects still
today) drew heavily on their ideas. Programs were designed to strengthen the relationship
between cognitive cues (supervisory, organizational, and job procedures) and worker
expectations (incentive payments for good performance). The theory was that the worker
would learn to be more productive by building an association between taking orders or fol-
lowing directions and expectancies of monetary reward for this effort. The same is true for
the creativity, problem-solving groups that have been so popular over the years; they have
drawn heavily from the notion of insightful learning.

Today, the cognitive sciences focus more on the structures and processes of human com-
petence (for example, the role of memory and information processing) rather than on the
acquisition and transition processes that have dominated learning theory explanations.18

In organizational behavior, the cognitive approach has been applied mainly to motivation
theories. Expectations, attributions and locus of control, and goal setting (which are in the
forefront of modern work motivation) are all cognitive concepts and represent the pur-
posefulness of organizational behavior. Many researchers are currently concerned about
the relationship or connection between cognitions and organizational behavior.19

Social Learning and Social Cognitive Theory
As brought out in Chapter 1, social learning theory served as the conceptual framework for
the past several editions of this text. However, similar to the theory building in social psy-
chology, primarily from the extensive work of widely recognized psychologist Albert
Bandura,20 this edition of the text and this overview of learning recognizes the evolution to
the more comprehensive social cognition. After first recognizing social learning, the dis-
cussion turns to social cognition and its derivatives of modeling and self-efficacy.

Social Learning
This theoretical approach to learning was the first to combine and integrate both behav-
iorist and cognitive concepts and emphasized the interactive, reciprocal nature of cogni-
tive, behavioral, and environmental determinants. It is important to recognize that social
learning theory recognizes and draws from the principles of classical and operant condi-
tioning. But equally important is the fact that social learning theory went beyond classi-
cal and operant theory by recognizing that there is more to learning than direct learning
via antecedent stimuli and contingent consequences. Social learning theory posits that
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learning can also take place via vicarious, or modeling, and self-control processes (see
Chapter 1). Thus, social learning theory agrees with classical and operant conditioning
processes, but says they are too limiting and adds vicarious, modeling, and self-control
processes.

Social Cognition
This theory has emerged in recent years to go beyond social learning theory. Social cog-
nitive theory extends learning and/or modifying behavior by giving more attention to the
self-regulatory mechanisms. Specifically, as was presented in Chapter 1, social cognitive
theory identifies five capabilities that people use to initiate, regulate, and sustain their
behavior: (1) symbolizing, (2) forethought, (3) vicarious/modeling learning, (4) self-
regulation, and (5) self-reflection.21 These human capabilities recognize cognitive
processes, social learning, and self-efficacy. A closer look at social learning through the
social cognitive derivatives of modeling and self-efficacy can lead to the better under-
standing of learning and contribute to the theoretical underpinning of behavioral per-
formance management.

Modeling Processes
The vicarious, or modeling, processes essentially involve observational learning. “Modeling
in accordance with social learning theory can account for certain behavior acquisition phe-
nomena that cannot be easily fitted into either operant or respondent conditioning.”22

Many years ago, Miller and Dollard suggested that learning need not result from dis-
crete stimulus-response or response-consequence connections. Instead, learning can take
place through imitating (i.e., modeling) others. Bandura states:

Although behavior can be shaped into new patterns to some extent by rewarding and punish-
ing consequences, learning would be exceedingly laborious and hazardous if it proceeded
solely on this basis. . . . [It] is difficult to imagine a socialization process in which the
language, mores, vocational activities, familial customs and educational, religious and politi-
cal practices of a culture are taught to each new member by selective reinforcement of fortu-
itous behavior, without benefit of models who exemplify the cultural patterns in their own
behavior. Most of the behaviors that people display are learned either deliberately or inadver-
tently, through the influence of example.23

Bandura has done considerable research demonstrating that people can indeed learn
from others.24 This learning takes place in two steps. First, the person observes how oth-
ers act and then acquires a mental picture of the act and its consequences (rewards and
punishers). Second, the person acts out the acquired image, and if the consequences are
positive, he or she will tend to do it again. If the consequences are negative, the person
will tend not to do it again. These positive and negative consequences, of course, are
where there is a tie-in with operant theory. But because there is cognitive, symbolic rep-
resentation of the modeled activities instead of discrete response-consequence connec-
tions in the acquisition of new behavior or modifying existing behavior, modeling goes
beyond the operant explanation. In particular, Bandura concludes that modeling involves
interrelated subprocesses, such as attention, retention, and motoric reproduction, as well
as reinforcement.

Self-Efficacy
Although given detailed attention in Chapter 7 as a key positive construct in psychological
capital, self-efficacy has also been recognized as a construct in behavioral performance
management.25 Bandura has defined self-efficacy as the “beliefs in one’s capabilities to
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organize and execute the courses of action required to produce given attainments.”26 In par-
ticular, when faced with a specific task or job, an employee’s efficacy will determine whether
the necessary behavior will be initiated, how much effort will be expended and sustained,
and how much persistence and resilience there will be when there are obstacles or even fail-
ure.27 In other words, people who believe they can perform well on a task (high self-efficacy)
do better than those who think they will fail (low self-efficacy). Importantly for the field of
organizational behavior, a stream of research studies meta-analyzed has found a strong rela-
tionship between self-efficacy and work-related performance.28 Also, those with high self-
efficacy have the tendency to remain calm in a stressful situation.29 In other words, there is
considerable evidence that those employees with high self-efficacy tend to persevere and end
up doing a good job without suffering stress or burnout. Unlike predisposed personality
traits, efficacy is a state that can be trained and developed. As discussed in detail in Chapter 7,
the input into efficacy is recognized to be mastery experiences, vicarious/modeling learning,
social persuasion, and physiological/psychological arousal.30 Both managers and their
employees who experience success, are trained through modeling, and are encouraged and
aroused on a given task or job, will have their efficacy enhanced and will perform well.
There seems to be considerable practical implications for understanding and developing
self-efficacy in managers and employees for performance improvement.31

PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING: REINFORCEMENT AND PUNISHMENT

Reinforcement and punishment play a central role in the learning process and provide
evidence-based principles for behavioral performance management. Most learning experts
agree that reinforcement is more important than punishment and is the single most impor-
tant concept and application principle. Yet there is still some controversy over its theoreti-
cal explanation. The first theoretical treatment given to reinforcement in learning and the
framework that still dominates today is pioneering psychologist Edward Thorndike’s clas-
sic law of effect.

Laws of Behavior
In Thorndike’s own words, the law of effect is simply stated as follows: “Of several
responses made to the same situation, those which are accompanied or closely followed by
satisfaction [reinforcement] . . . will be more likely to recur; those which are accompanied
or closely followed by discomfort [punishment] . . . will be less likely to occur.” From a
strictly empirical standpoint, most behavioral scientists, even those with a strict cognitive
orientation, generally accept the validity of this law. It has been demonstrated time after
time in highly controlled learning experiments and is directly observable in everyday learn-
ing experiences. Sometimes called the laws of behavior, desirable, or reinforcing, conse-
quences will increase the strength of the preceding behavior and increase its probability of
being repeated in the future. Undesirable, or punishing, consequences will decrease the
strength of the preceding behavior and decrease its probability of being repeated in the
future. Sometimes a third law is added: If the behavior is followed by no consequence (nei-
ther a positive nor a negative contingent consequence) the behavior will extinguish over
time (thus this is called the extinction principle or law).32

Critique of Reinforcement Theory
Although there is wide acceptance of the laws of behavior, there may be some occasions
when a person’s cognitive rationalizations might neutralize them. For example, people with
inaccurate self-efficacy beliefs may not be affected by the consequences of their actions. In
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the workplace, this is a real problem for managers. Those with inaccurate or false self-
efficacy beliefs who experience performance failures time after time will not learn from
their mistakes or respond to the manager’s comments on how to correct the problem. They
have high self-efficacy (they believe that their behaviors are appropriate to successfully
accomplish the task), but they are wrong.33 In addition to this type of cognitive processing
that may neutralize the law of effect, there is some disagreement when it is carried a step
further and used as an overall theory or an absolute requirement for learning.

Both Tolman’s and Kohler’s classic studies providing initial support for cognitive theo-
ries, presented earlier, discounted the need for incremental reinforcement as necessary for
learning to occur. For example, Tolman conducted place learning, latent learning, and
transposition experiments in an attempt to demonstrate that reinforcement was not a pre-
condition for learning to occur. Specifically, in the place learning he trained a rat to turn
right in a T maze in order to obtain the reward of food. Then he started the rat from the
opposite part of the maze. According to operant theory, the rat should have turned right
because of past conditioning. However, the rat turned toward where the food had been
placed. Tolman concluded that the behavior was purposive; the rat had formed a cognitive
map to figure out how to get to the food. Over time, the behaviorists were able to counter-
act Tolman’s studies with more controlled (e.g., sterile mazes, etc.) experiments, and
Kohler’s conclusions about insight were also explained away by a reinforcement history
alternative explanation.34

More recently, Deci35 and Deci and Ryan,36 through their cognitive evaluation theory
and laboratory research studies, have posited that external consequences (i.e., rewards)
have a negative impact on intrinsically motivated (see Chapter 6) behavior dealing with
task persistence and creativity. These findings generated considerable follow-up research
with mixed findings. One review of about 100 studies found some rewards may have a
detrimental effect, but an equal number found no effect or a positive effect.37 The conclu-
sion from this extensive review was that (1) the detrimental effects of rewards occur under
highly restricted, easily avoidable conditions; (2) mechanisms of classical and operant con-
ditioning are basic for understanding incremental and detrimental effects of reward on task
motivation; and (3) positive effects of rewards on performance are easily attainable using
procedures derived from behavioral theory.38

Finally, a meta-analysis of 96 studies found that the only detrimental effect of rewards was
the time spent carrying out laboratory activity following a performance-independent (i.e., a
noncontingent) reward.39 There is also systematic analysis that discounts cognitive evaluation
theory when compared to operant theory explanations.40 Yet, despite this considerable empir-
ical and theoretical counterevidence, an unconvinced few such as popular author Alfie Kohn
continue to write (not do research) with titles such as Punished by Rewards and “Why
Incentive Plans Cannot Work.”41 Based on his own assumptions and the now-countered Deci
and Ryan theory and research, and in stark contrast to the large body of reinforcement theory
and research, he makes unequivocal statements such as: “The bottom line is that any approach
that offers a reward for better performance is destined to be ineffective.”42

Unfortunately, Kohn’s largely unsupported statements do not fall on deaf ears in the real
world. This is because practicing managers have indeed experienced some implementation
problems with pay-for-performance programs.43 For example, after an extensive review of
the relevant literature, Lawler concluded that process/design problems, not the underlying
theory of reinforcement or the supporting basic research, limit the effectiveness of pay for
performance.44 There is also a research study that found that highly dispersed reward sys-
tems (i.e., very large differences between highest and lowest payouts) may have a negative
effect on both individual and organizational performace, especially when collaborative
efforts (such as in teams) are important.45 Yet, once again, it is not that the theory/research
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on reinforcement is wrong, but rather it is the implementation that can cause problems. As
Bandura points out, “To say that [only] thought guides action is an abbreviated statement
of convenience rather than a conferral of agency of thought,”46 because “if people acted. . .
on the basis of informative cues but remained unaffected by the results of their actions, they
would be insensible to survive very long.”47 As a final summary statement, it can be said
that the theory of reinforcement, like learning in general, is not perfect and still needs
development. However, it can also be said that reinforcement does serve as an excellent
theoretical foundation and evidence-based guiding principle, and the implementation
issues need to be overcome by effective behavioral performance management.

Reinforcement as Used in Behavioral Management
The terms rewards and reinforcers are often used interchangeably and loosely, but in
behavioral performance management have very precise definitions and usage. An often
cited circular definition of reinforcement says that it is anything the person finds rewarding.
This definition is of little value because the words reinforcing and rewarding are used inter-
changeably, but neither one is operationally defined. A more operational definition can be
arrived at by reverting to the laws of behavior. Specifically, reinforcement in behavioral
management is defined as anything that both increases the strength and tends to induce rep-
etitions of the behavior that preceded the reinforcement. A reward, on the other hand, is
simply something that the person who presents it deems to be desirable.

Reinforcement is functionally defined. Something is reinforcing only if it strengthens
the behavior preceding it and induces repetitions. For example, a manager may ostensibly
reward an employee who found an error in a report by publicly praising the employee. Yet
on examination it is found that the employee is embarrassed and chided by coworkers, and
the error-finding behavior of this employee decreases in the future. In this example, the
“reward” of public praise is not reinforcing. Besides clearing up differences between rein-
forcers and rewards, behavioral management also requires making the distinction between
positive and negative reinforcers.

Positive and Negative Reinforcers
There is much confusion surrounding the terms positive reinforcement, negative reinforce-
ment, and punishment. First of all, it must be understood that reinforcement, positive or
negative, strengthens the behavior and increases the probability of repetition. But positive
and negative reinforcers accomplish this impact on behavior in completely different ways.
Positive reinforcement strengthens and increases behavior by the presentation of a desir-
able consequence. Negative reinforcement strengthens and increases behavior by the threat
of the use of an undesirable consequence or the termination or withdrawal of an undesir-
able consequence. Figure 12.1 briefly summarizes the differences between positive and

FIGURE 12.1
Summary of the
Operational
Definitions of Positive
and Negative
Reinforcement and
Punishment

Consequence
of

Contingent

Application

Reward
(something desirable)

POSITIVE
REINFORCEMENT
Behavior increases

PUNISHMENT
Behavior decreases

NEGATIVE
REINFORCEMENT
Behavior increases

PUNISHMENT
Behavior decreases

Withdrawal

Noxious stimuli
(something aversive and undesirable)
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negative reinforcement and punishment. Giving recognition and attention to an employee
for the successful completion of a task could be an example of positive reinforcement (if
this does in fact strengthen and subsequently increase this task behavior). On the other
hand, a worker is negatively reinforced for getting busy when the supervisor walks through
the area. Getting busy prevents or terminates being “chewed out” by the supervisor.

Negative reinforcement is more complex than positive reinforcement, but it should not
be equated with punishment. In fact, they have opposite effects on behavior. Negative rein-
forcement strengthens and increases behavior, whereas punishment weakens and decreases
behavior. However, both are considered to be forms of negative control of behavior.
Negative reinforcement is really a form of social blackmail, because the person will behave
in a certain way in order not to be punished. A clearer understanding of punishment will
help further clarify how it differs from negative reinforcement.

The Use of Punishment
Punishment is one of the most used but least understood and badly administered aspects of
behavioral management. Whether in rearing children or dealing with employees in a com-
plex organization, parents and supervisors or managers often revert to punishment instead
of positive reinforcement in order to modify or control behavior. Punishment is commonly
thought to be the reverse of reinforcement but equally effective in altering behavior.
However, this simple analogy with reinforcement is not warranted. The reason is that pun-
ishment is a very complex phenomenon and must be carefully defined and used.48

The Meaning of Punishment
Punishment is anything that weakens behavior and tends to decrease its subsequent fre-
quency. Punishment usually consists of the application of an undesirable or noxious conse-
quence, but as shown in Figure 12.1, it can also be defined as the withdrawal of a desirable
consequence. Thus, taking away certain organizational privileges from a manager who has
a poor performance record could be thought of as punishment.

Regardless of the distinction between punishment as the application of an undesirable
consequence and as the withdrawal of a desirable consequence, in order for punishment to
be effective, there must be a weakening of, and a decrease in, the behavior that preceded it.
Just because a supervisor criticizes an associate and thinks this is a punishment, it is not
necessarily the case unless the behavior that preceded the criticism weakens and decreases
in subsequent frequency. In many situations when supervisors think they are punishing
employees, they are in fact reinforcing them because they are giving attention, and atten-
tion tends to be very reinforcing. This explains the common complaint that supervisors
often make: “I call Joe in, give him heck for goofing up, and he goes right back out and
goofs up again.” What is happening in this case is that the supervisor thinks Joe is being
punished, when operationally, what is obviously happening is that the supervisor is rein-
forcing Joe’s undesirable behavior by giving him attention and recognition. Punishment,
like reinforcement, is defined and operationalized by its effects on behavior, not by what the
person thinks is or should be punishment.

Administering Punishment
Opinions on administering punishment range all the way from the one extreme of dire
warnings never to use it to the other extreme that it is the only effective way to modify
behavior. As yet, research has not been able to support either view completely. However,
there is little doubt that the use of punishment tends to cause many undesirable side
effects.49 Neither children nor adults like to be punished. The punished behavior tends to be
only temporarily suppressed rather than permanently changed, and the punished person
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tends to get anxious or uptight and resentful of the punisher. There is growing research evi-
dence that punishment has unintended negative effects on employees. For example, one
recent study found that those who received rude, punishing feedback hurt their perfor-
mance on complex tasks requiring creativity, flexibility, and memory recall50 and another
study found that over 90 percent of employees reported a negative outcome associated with
being punished.51 Thus, the use of punishment as a strategy to control behavior is a lose-
lose approach. Unless the punishment is severe, the behavior will reappear very quickly,

Holiday shopping, yearend deadlines, and emotional
family dramas aren’t the only stresses in December. ‘Tis
the season for companies to embark on that dreaded
annual rite, the often bureaucratic and always time-
consuming performance review. The process can be
brutal: As many as one-third of U.S. corporations evalu-
ate employees based on systems that pit them against
their colleagues, and some even lead to the firing of
low performers.

Fans say such “forced ranking” systems ensure that
managers take a cold look at performance. But the prac-
tice increasingly is coming under fire. Following a string
of discrimination lawsuits from employees who feel they
were ranked and yanked based on age and not merely
their performance, fewer companies are adopting the
controversial management tool. Critics charge that it
unfairly penalizes groups made up of stars and hinders
collaboration and risk-taking, a growing concern for
companies that are trying to innovate their way to
growth. And a new study calls into question the long-
term value of forced rankings. “It creates a zero-sum
game, and so it tends to discourage cooperation,” says
Steve Kerr, a managing director at Goldman Sachs Group
Inc., who heads the firm’s leadership training program.

Even General Electric Co., the most famous propo-
nent of the practice, is trying to inject more flexibility
into its system. Former Chief Executive Jack Welch
required managers to divide talent into three groups—a
top 20%, a middle 70%, and a bottom 10%, many of
whom were shown the door. Eighteen months ago, GE
launched a proactive campaign to remind managers to
use more common sense in assigning rankings.

A recent study lends hard data to that theory. Steve
Scullen, an associate professor of management at Drake
University in Des Moines, found that forced ranking,
including the firing of the bottom 5% or 10%, results in
an impressive 16% productivity improvement—but only
over the first couple of years. After that, Scullen says, the
gains drop off, from 6% climbs in the third and fourth
years to basically zero by year 10. “It’s a terrific idea for
companies in trouble, done over one or two years, but to
do it as a long-term solution is not going to work,” says
Dave Ulrich, a business professor at the University of

Michigan at Ann Arbor. “Over time it gets people
focused on competing with each other rather than col-
laborating.”

Yahoo is looking for better dialogue and less demor-
alizing labels when it made substantial changes this year
to its rating system, which compared employees’ per-
formance to an absolute standard rather than to each
other. Libby Sartain, Yahoo’s senior vice-president for
human resources, knew that review discussions at the
Sunnyvale (Calif.) tech leader frequently included the
wink-wink “I wanted to put you here, but I was forced
by human resources to do something different” com-
ment that discredits so many appraisals. This year, Yahoo
stripped away its performance labels, partly in hopes
that reviews would center more on substance and less
on explaining away a grade.

But that doesn’t mean Yahoo went all Pollyanna on
its employees. To do a better job of finding and shower-
ing top performers with the rewards necessary to keep
them from jumping ship in talent-tight Silicon Valley,
the company also instituted a “stack-ranking” system
this year to determine how compensation increases are
distributed. It asks managers to rank employees within
each unit—a group of 20 people would be ranked 1
through 20, for example—with raises and bonuses dis-
tributed accordingly. During reviews, employees are
told how their increases generally compare to those of
others.

Some Yahoo managers are livid about the new sys-
tem. “It’s going to kill morale,” laments one senior engi-
neering manager who says he’s getting a stronger
message to cull his bottom performers. Yahoo says its
new program doesn’t automatically weed out a bottom
group and was designed specifically to reward its stars.

Indeed, what Yahoo has introduced in place of its old
system shows how hard it is for companies to find ways
to foster merit-driven cultures that coddle standouts
while staying tough on low performers. Whether a com-
pany calls it stack ranking, forced ranking, or differenti-
ation, “there’s no magic process,” says Sartain. “We just
want to make sure we’re making our bets and that we’re
investing in the people we most want to keep. That’s
what this is all about.”
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but the more severe the punishment, the greater the side effects such as hate and revenge.
As described in the accompanying OB in Action, “forced rankings” in annual performance
appraisals can be interpreted as punishing, and have undesirable side-effects.

To minimize the problems with using punishment, persons administering it must always
provide an acceptable alternative to the behavior that is being punished. If they do not, the
undesirable behavior will tend to reappear and will cause fear and anxiety in the person
being punished. The punishment must always be administered as close in time to the unde-
sirable behavior as possible. Calling subordinates into the office to give them a reprimand
for breaking a rule the week before is not effective. All the reprimand tends to do at this
time is to punish them for getting caught. The punishment has little effect on the rule-
breaking behavior. When punishment is administered, it should be remembered that there
is also an effect on the relevant others who are observing the punishment. While managers
often believe those watching a coworker being punished can learn what not to do, a recent
survey found that nearly a third of the observers reported a loss of respect for the manager
administering the punishment.52

Guidelines for Discipline
A rule of thumb for effective behavioral management should be: always attempt to rein-
force instead of punish in order to change behavior. Furthermore, the use of a reinforce-
ment strategy is usually more effective in accelerating desirable behaviors than the use of
punishment is for decelerating undesirable behaviors because no bad side effects accom-
pany reinforcement. As one comprehensive analysis of punishment concluded: “In order to
succeed, [punishment] must be used in an orderly, rational manner—not, as is too often the
case, as a handy outlet for a manager’s anger or frustration. If used with skill, and concern
for human dignity, it can be useful.”53 In behavioral management, discipline should attempt
to be a learning experience, never purely a coercive experience to prove mastery or control
over others. Perhaps the best practical advice is the old red-hot-stove rule of discipline—
like the stove, punishment should give advance warning (it is red) and be immediate, con-
sistent, and impersonal (it burns everyone who touches it). In addition, most modern
approaches stress that punishment should be situationally applied (a crew of nineteen-year-
old high school dropouts should be treated differently from a team of $100,000-per-year
professionals) and progressive. The progressive discipline may start off with a clarifying
verbal discussion, then move to a written mutual agreement signed by the person being dis-
ciplined, next move to time off with or without pay, and then only as a last step end in ter-
mination. As a recent comprehensive analysis of discipline concluded, “Regardless of an
employee’s infraction, managers must strive to maintain a positive working relationship by
remaining open to dialogue and ensuring that the worker understands why he’s being repri-
manded. It’s no small task.”54

THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL REWARD SYSTEMS

Because positive reinforcement consequences are so important to employee behavior,
organizational reward systems become critical to behavioral performance management.
The organization may have the latest advanced information technology, well-thought-out
strategic plans, detailed job descriptions, and comprehensive training programs, but
unless the people are reinforced for their performance-related behaviors, the “up-front”
variables (technology, plans, and so on) for the rules that govern55 or the establishing
operation (i.e., there is enough motivation)56 of their behavior, there will be little impact. In
other words, going back to Skinner’s original conception, the antecedent cues (technology,
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plans, and the like) have power to control or provide rules and establishing operation for
behavior only if there are reinforcing consequences. As one behavioral management con-
sultant points out:

A company is always perfectly designed to produce what it is producing. If it has quality
problems, cost problems, productivity problems, then the behaviors associated with those
undesirable outcomes are being reinforced. This is not conjecture. This is the hard, cold 
reality of human behavior.57

The challenge for performance management is to understand this behavioral reality, elimi-
nate the reinforcers for the undesirable behaviors, and more importantly and effectively,
reinforce the desirable behavior. Thus, organizational reward systems become a key, often-
overlooked, factor in bringing about improved performance and success.

Chapter 4 is specifically devoted to reward systems that are a vital part of the organiza-
tional environment (along with structure and culture) in the social cognitive model for this
text. As was pointed out, money (pay) dominates organizational reward systems. The fol-
lowing sections analyze both monetary and nonfinancial reinforcers that can be used in
behavioral performance management.

Analysis of Money as a Reinforcer
Unfortunately, about the only reinforcing function that traditional monetary reward sys-
tems (covered in Chapter 4) such as base-pay techniques provide is to reinforce employees
for walking up to the pay window or for opening an envelope and seeing their paycheck or
direct deposit stub every two weeks or every month. These traditional pay plans certainly
have come up short of having the intended impact on improving employee performance at
all levels.58 Yet, despite the problems with traditional pay approaches, money is still a very
important reward to employees at all levels. For example, former GE head and now with his
wife giving advice to managers in an online column, Jack Welch recently quipped,

You surely have seen how effective money is in lighting a motivational fire—even in
employees who claim money doesn’t matter to them. Plaques gather dust. Checks can be
cashed. And employees know the difference in their bones.59

Recent analyses of the research studies also conclude that money contingently administered
can have a positive effect on employee behavior.60 However, there are even shortcomings
with merit pay mainly due to implementation issues such as poor measurement of perform-
ance, lack of acceptance of supervisory feedback, limited desirability of merit increases that
are too small, a lack of linkage between merit pay and performance, and potential unin-
tended consequences such as focusing only on merit-related activities and behaviors61 and
lingering inequalities on merit pay for women and minorities.62 Some compensation practi-
tioners argue that merit pay only makes employees unhappy because they view it as an unfair
way to reward for past performance instead of being geared to improved future perform-
ance.63 Also, a laboratory study of merit pay led to the following conclusions:

1. Unless a merit raise is at least 6 to 7 percent of base pay, it will not produce the desired
effects on employee behavior.

2. Beyond a certain point, increases in merit-raise size are unlikely to improve performance.

3. When merit raises are too small, employee morale will suffer.

4. Cost-of-living adjustments, seniority adjustments, and other nonmerit components of a
raise should be clearly separated from the merit component.

5. Smaller percentage raises given to employees at the higher ends of base-pay ranges are
demotivating.64

In other words, both the traditional base- and merit-pay plans have some problems.
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The “New Pay” plans covered in Chapter 4 (e.g., pay for performance at both the indi-
vidual and group levels, paying for customer and/or employee satisfaction, pay for knowl-
edge, skill pay, competency pay, and broadbanding) have overcome many of the
problems.65 For example, a large study sponsored by the American Compensation
Association was able to place a dollar value on the positive impact of pay-for-performance
plans. The value of the performance improvement translates into a 134 percent net return
on what is paid out to employees (excluding the costs associated with training, communi-
cations, and consulting), or, for every $1 of payout, a gain of $2.34 was attained.66

In terms of basic research, a field experiment conducted by Stajkovic and Luthans in the
biggest credit card processing firm in the world found the following:

1. A traditionally administered pay-for-performance plan (i.e., announced through normal
channels in terms of the amount of pay that would be received for various levels of per-
formance) did increase performance by 11 percent; but

2. The same plan that was implemented through the behavioral performance management
approach discussed next (i.e., specifying the critical performance behaviors that would lead
to monetary consequences) had a significantly higher 32 percent increase in performance.67

In other words, because the performance behaviors strengthened and increased, the theory
and principles of reinforcement explain that money can indeed be a powerful reinforcer.
Importantly, money may not be a reinforcer when administered through the traditional pay
plans, but when made contingent on identified performance behaviors as in behavioral per-
formance management, money can be a powerful reinforcer.

The same could be said for the very expensive benefit plans in the organizational reward
system (see Chapter 4). Flexible benefit plans and those that depend on performance may
have better intended results.68 Instead of benefits taking on an entitlement mentality, an
increasing number of firms (18% according to an American Compensation Association sur-
vey) are making the amount and choice of benefits dependent on employee performance. For
example, under Owens-Corning’s “Rewards and Resources Program,” workers get to clearly
see how their work is reinforced with extra pay in the form of more benefit choices.69

Nonfinancial Rewards
As Chapter 4 pointed out, money is the most obvious organizational reward, but the non-
financial rewards are receiving increased attention. In fact, one comprehensive review of
surveys that ask the value employees place on various rewards found that nonfinancial
rewards were ranked much higher than financial ones.70 For example, one study of 1,500
employees in a wide variety of work settings found personalized, instant recognition from
managers as being the most important of the 65 types of rewards evaluated. However, more
than half of these same employees reported that they seldom, if ever, received such personal
recognition from their managers.71 Also, a staffing company reported that the number-one
reason employees give for leaving companies is the lack of praise and recognition.72 Also
in the same Stajkovic and Luthans research study cited previously, it was found that both
social recognition (24%) and performance feedback (20%) had a significantly higher rela-
tive performance increase than did the traditionally administered pay for performance
(11%).73 Finally, in a recently conducted study in the fast-food industry, we (Peterson and
Luthans) found that financial incentives initially had a bigger effect on profit, customer
service, and employee retention outcomes, but, over time, except for employee retention,
both financial and nonfinancial incentives had an equally significant impact.74 In other
words, there is little doubt that the nonfinancials can be very powerful, but are often over-
looked as a reinforcer in behavioral performance management.

Table 12.2 summarizes some of the major categories of nonfinancial rewards. Notice
that even though these are considered nonfinancial, they may still cost the organization.
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This is true of the consumables, manipulatables, and visual and auditory rewards. The job
design category is a special case and is usually not, but could be, considered as an organi-
zational reward. Chapter 6 was devoted to these, and they are not included here as part of
behavioral performance management. On the other hand, the social recognition and
attention and performance feedback categories are relatively easy to apply in behavioral
performance management, cost nothing (except perhaps for preparing some of the perfor-
mance feedback), and may be even more powerful than the cost-based nonfinancial
rewards. These two are major reinforcers and deserve special coverage.

Social Recognition and Attention
Informally providing contingent recognition and attention (and praise, if genuine) tends to
be a very powerful reinforcer for most people. In addition, few people become satiated or
filled up with this; no one “suffers” from too much genuine recognition. However, similar
to monetary reinforcers, social reinforcers should be administered on a contingent basis to
have a positive effect on employee performance. For example, a pat on the back or verbal
praise that is insincere or randomly given (as under the old human relations approach) may
have no effect or even a punishing “boomerang” effect. But genuine social reinforcers, con-
tingently administered for performance of the target behavior, can be a very effective pos-
itive reinforcer for most employees and improve their performance.75 The added benefit of
such a strategy, in contrast to the use of monetary rewards, is that the cost of social rein-
forcers to the organization is absolutely nothing.

Importantly, this informal social recognition based on a valued person’s (e.g., boss, peer,
subordinate, friend, spouse, etc.) attention and appreciation may have not only a bigger
impact as a reinforcer in behavioral management than money, but also than formal recog-
nition programs as detailed in Chapter 4. Unlike valued social recognition and attention,
formal recognition programs, especially over time, can easily turn into being phoney, not
valued by the recipient, or go against group and/or cultural norms. As Luthans and
Stajkovic noted:

A formal recognition award such as the “Golden Banana” at Hewlett-Packard or “Employee
of the Month” given at many companies can initially be a reinforcer, but over time may
cross the line and become an empty reward and be perceived even in a negative light. The
first few Employee of the Month recipients may be very deserving instances that everyone
would agree with, but over time selections become more and more controversial and subjec-
tive, usually resulting in selecting less-qualified or not-qualified employees. At this point
company politics often come into play and those who truly deserved the recognition feel
betrayed. In this case, the program would actually produce negative effects (e.g., “rewarding
A while hoping for B”). Also, from a (collectivistic) cultural values and individual
differences standpoint, although everyone may like to be recognized for their efforts and
achievements, not everyone likes to be singled out in the public way that usually goes along
with formal recognition.76

With the increasing use of teams, there is also recent evidence that they may be provid-
ing social reinforcement to their members that yields organizationally desirable outcomes.
For example, in the American Compensation Association research study cited earlier, team
suggestion plans, under the umbrella of an organizational performance reward plan or
operating independently, were found to be particularly powerful contributors to organiza-
tional success. Importantly, the team suggestion plans, which typically used nonfinancial
rewards, outperformed the individually based plans, which typically used financial
rewards, by 4 to 1.77 For example, the average value per idea adopted from team suggestion
plans using nonfinancial rewards was an impressive $46,200 for a major airline, $14,500
for a manufacturer, $19,344 for a newspaper, and $19,266 for a bank.78
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Performance Feedback
There is little question that despite the tremendous amount of data being generated by
today’s advanced information systems, individuals still receive very little, if any, feedback
about their performance. People generally have an intense desire to know how they are
doing; they engage in feedback-seeking behavior.79 Even though feedback has been found
to be complex in research studies,80 it is generally accepted that feedback enhances indi-
vidual performance in behavioral management.81 A comprehensive review (30 laboratory
and 42 field experiments) concluded that performance feedback had a positive effect.82

Also, as cited earlier, the Stajkovic and Luthans study found that, although not as high as
contingently administered money and social recognition reinforcers, the performance feed-
back intervention still yielded a highly significant 20 percent performance improvement.83

Importantly, this was significantly higher than the traditionally administered pay for per-
formance (11 percent). As a general guideline for behavioral management, the perfor-
mance feedback should be as positive, immediate, graphic, and specific—thus, the
acronym PIGS—as possible to be effective.84

Despite the recognized importance, there is still disagreement among scholars as to
whether feedback per se is automatically reinforcing or too simplistic.85 For example, after
reviewing the existing research literature on feedback, one researcher concluded that its
impact is contingent on factors such as the nature of the feedback information, the process
of using feedback, individual differences among the recipients of the feedback, and the
nature of the task.86 One study, for instance, found that self-generated feedback with goal
setting had a much more powerful effect on technical or engineering employees than exter-
nally generated feedback with goal setting.87 Also, another study found subjects rated spe-
cific feedback more positively than they rated nonspecific feedback and preferred feedback
that suggested an external cause of poor performance to feedback that suggested an inter-
nal cause.88

An argument can also be made that “actionable feedback” (feedback that leads to learn-
ing and appropriate results) is more effective than just critical, negative feedback.89 And the
source of the feedback seems important as well.90 Not only are the amount and the fre-
quency of feedback generated by a source important, but also the consistency and useful-
ness of the information generated, as a study found. Individuals viewed feedback from
formal organizations least positively, from coworkers next, then from supervisors and
tasks, with the best being self-generated feedback.91 Feedback from multiple sources may
be most effective,92 and the 360-degree feedback systems (the individual is anonymously
appraised not only by the boss but also by subordinates, peers, and sometimes customers)
can be automated on a software system to provide more timely, objective, and less-costly
feedback. Also, studies have found that choice of reward interacting with feedback had a
positive impact on task performance in a laboratory exercise,93 but workers in highly rou-
tine jobs who received positive feedback did not improve their performance.94 Despite
these qualifications and contingencies, a general guideline regarding performance feed-
back is that it can be a very effective reinforcer for behavioral performance management.

BEHAVIORAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT, OR O.B. MOD.

Behavioral performance management is based on behavioristic, social learning, and social
cognitive theories, and especially the evidence-based principles of reinforcement as sum-
marized above. Figure 12.2 graphically depicts the historical development and theory
building up to the present influence of Bandura’s social cognitive theory. The full-blown
organizational behavior modification, or O.B. Mod. model, is shown in Figure 12.3. The
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1900

1950

1975

1977

1985

1986

Approximate Time

Present

PAVLOV
“Classical Conditioning”

Conditioned Reflexes
THORNDIKE

“Law of Effect”
The Impact of

Consequences on
Behavior

WATSON
“Behaviorism”
The Study of

Objective Behavior

SKINNER
“Operant Conditioning”
Behavior Is a Function of

Its Consequences; Distinction
between Respondent and

Operant Behavior

BANDURA
“Social Learning Theory”

Operant Principles plus Modeling,
Cognitive Mediating Processes, and

Self-Control

Luthans and Kreitner
INITIAL O.B. MOD. APPROACH
Scott, Foresman, 1975

BANDURA
“Social Cognitive Theory”

Social Learning (Reciprocal
Relationship among Person–
Environment–Behavior) and
Cognitive Self-Regulation

Processes

Luthans and Kreitner
O.B. MOD. AND BEYOND
Scott, Foresman, 1985

Luthans and Stajkovic
FULL, CURRENT O.B. MOD. MODEL
Meta-Analysis, AMJ, 1997
Reinforce Perf, AME, 1999
Relative Effects of Interventions,
      MJ, 2001
Meta-Analysis of All Behavioral
Management and Test of Alternative
Intervention Models, P-Psych, 2003

 À

FIGURE 12.2
Chronological
Development of
Conceptual
Foundation for 
O.B. Mod.
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FIGURE 12.3
Luthans O.B. Mod.
Application Model

From Luthans and Kreitner,
Organizational Behavior
Modification, Glenview Ill.:
Scott, Foresman, 1975, 1985;
Stajkovic and Luthans, “A
Meta-Analysis of the Effects of
O.B. Mod.” Academy of
Management Journal, October
1997, p. 1123; and Luthans and
Stajkovic, “Reinforce for
Performance,” Academy of
Management Executive, May
1999, p. 53.
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simplified steps are depicted in Figure 12.4. There are also other systematic approaches
to behavioral performance management based on academic work and consultants.95 Our
(Stajkovic and Luthans) most recent meta-analysis of all the available behavioral man-
agement studies (including those using O.B. Mod.) found 72 studies that met the inclu-
sion criteria (use of reinforcement interventions, task performance measures, and
statistical information necessary to calculate effect sizes). We found an average of 16
percent improvement in performance from these behavioral management approaches.96

However, most relevant, consistent, and recognized in the organizational behavior field
is the O.B. Mod. approach. In a meta-analysis on just O.B. Mod. studies (as generally
followed in Figures 12.3 and 12.4), we identified 19 studies with 115 effect sizes, and a
total sample size of 2,818 subjects met the O.B. Mod. inclusion criteria and found an
average of 17 percent improvement in performance (see the meta-analytically based
principles at the end of the chapter for details and complete results).97 The following
discussion summarizes the steps of applying the O.B. Mod. approach to behavioral per-
formance management.

1 IDENTIFY Performance-related behavioral events. Usually
these have to do with quantity or quality of
producing products or delivering service by
operating employees.

5 EVALUATE This final step evaluates to make sure the
intervention does in fact lead to performance
improvement. If it doesn’t, then another 
analysis and/or intervention is made.

3 ANALYZE What are the antecedent (A) cues of the 
performance behavior (B), and what are the 
contingent consequences (C)?  This A-B-C analysis 
is a necessary prerequisite to developing an effective
intervention strategy.

4 INTERVENE This is the action step of O.B. Mod. The goal
is to accelerate functional performance behaviors
and decelerate the dysfunctional behaviors.
Positive reinforcement strategies involving money,
social recognition/attention, and feedback are

                             most used.

2 MEASURE How often are the performance behaviors identified
in step 1 occurring under existing conditions?
This is called the baseline measure.

FIGURE 12.4
Major Steps of
Luthans O.B. Mod.
Approach to
Behavioral
Performance
Management
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398 Part Four Managing and Leading for High Performance

Step 1: Identification of Performance Behaviors
In this first step the critical behaviors that make a significant impact on performance (mak-
ing or selling a product or providing a service to clients or customers) are identified. In
every organization, regardless of type or level, numerous behaviors are occurring all the
time. Some of these behaviors have a significant impact on performance, and some do not.
The goal of the first step of O.B. Mod. is to identify the critical behaviors—the 5 to 10 per-
cent of the behaviors that may account for up to 70 or 80 percent of the performance in the
area in question.

The process of identifying critical behaviors can be carried out in a couple of ways. One
approach is to have the person closest to the job in question—the immediate supervisor or
the actual jobholder—determine the critical behaviors. This goes hand in hand with using
O.B. Mod. as a problem-solving approach for the individual manager or a team. Its advan-
tages are that the person who knows the job best can most accurately identify the critical
behaviors, and, because that person is participating, he or she may be more committed to
carrying the O.B. Mod. process to its successful completion.

Another approach to identifying critical behaviors would be to conduct a systematic
behavioral audit. The audit would use internal staff specialists and/or outside consultants.
The audit would systematically analyze each job in question, in the manner that jobs are
analyzed using job analysis techniques commonly employed in human resource manage-
ment. The advantages of the personal approach (where the jobholder, immediate supervi-
sor, and/or team makes a vital input into the audit) can be realized by the audit. In
addition, the advantages of information from those closest to the action and consistency
can be gained.

Regardless of the method used, there are certain guidelines that can be helpful in identi-
fying critical behaviors. First, only direct performance behaviors are included. A team’s
lack of commitment and teamwork or someone’s “goofing off ” all the time is unacceptable.
Only direct performance behaviors such as absenteeism or attendance, tardiness or prompt-
ness, or, most importantly, doing or not doing a particular task or procedure that leads to
quantity and/or quality outcomes play the major role in O.B. Mod. Something like goofing
off is not acceptable because it is not operationally measurable. It could be broken down
into measurable behaviors such as not being at the workstation, being tardy when returning
from breaks, spending time at the water cooler, disrupting coworkers, playing computer
games or surfing for personal reasons, and even socializing with coworkers face-to-face or
with others online. However, for a behavior to be identified as a critical behavior appropri-
ate for O.B. Mod., there must be a positive answer to the questions: (1) Can it be directly
measured? and (2) Does it have a significant impact on a performance outcome?

Most organizations do not have problems with their technology or the ability or training
of their people, but they have many behaviorally related performance problems. Functional
behaviors (those that contribute to performance goals) need to be strengthened and accel-
erated in frequency, and dysfunctional behaviors (those that detract from, or are detrimen-
tal to, performance goals) need to be weakened and decelerated in frequency. As in the
initial step of any problem-solving process, these behaviors must be properly identified, or
the subsequent steps of O.B. Mod. become meaningless for attaining the overall goal of
performance improvement.

Step 2: Measurement of the Behavior
After the performance behaviors have been identified in step 1, they are measured. A
baseline measure is obtained by determining (either by observing and counting or by
extracting from existing records) the number of times that the identified behavior is occurring
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under existing conditions. Often this baseline frequency is in and of itself very revealing.
Sometimes it is discovered that the behavior identified in step 1 is occurring much less or
much more frequently than anticipated. The baseline measure may indicate that the problem
is much smaller or much bigger than was thought to be the case. In some instances, the base-
line measure may cause the “problem” to be dropped because its low (or high) frequency is
now deemed not to need change. For example, attendance may have been identified in step
1 as a critical behavior that needed to be improved. The supervisor reports that the people
“never seem to be here.” The baseline measure, however, reveals that on average there is 96
percent attendance, which is deemed to be acceptable. In this example, the baseline measure
rules out attendance as being a problem. The reverse, of course, could also have occurred.
Attendance may have been a much bigger problem than anticipated.

The purpose of the baseline measure is to provide objective frequency data on the criti-
cal behavior. A baseline frequency count is an operational definition of the strength of the
behavior under existing conditions. Such precise measurement is the hallmark of any sci-
entific endeavor, and it separates O.B. Mod. from more subjective human resource man-
agement approaches, such as participation. Although the baseline is established before the
intervention to see what happens to the behavior as a result of the intervention, it is impor-
tant to realize that measures are taken after the intervention as well. Busy managers may
feel that they do not have time to record behavioral frequencies objectively, but, at least ini-
tially, they should record them in order to use the O.B. Mod. approach effectively. Most
measures, however, can be taken from existing archival data (e.g., quality, sales, and pro-
ductivity numbers) that are gathered for other purposes and can be easily obtained for this
measurement step of O.B. Mod.

Step 3: Functional Analysis of the Behavior
Once the performance behavior has been identified and a baseline measure has been
obtained, a functional analysis is performed. A functional analysis identifies both the
antecedents (A) and consequences (C) of the target behavior (B), or, simply stated, an A-B-
C analysis is performed. As discussed under behavioristic learning theory and operant con-
ditioning, both the antecedent and the consequent environments are vital to the
understanding, prediction, and control of human behavior in organizations. Remember that
in an operant approach, cognitive mediating processes do not play a role. Such an omission
may detract from the comprehensive understanding of organizational behavior and the
analysis of modeling and self-control processes, but for pragmatic application, an A-B-C
functional analysis may be sufficient.98 In the A-B-C functional analysis, A is the
antecedent cue, B is the performance behavior identified in step 1, and C is the contingent
consequence. Table 12.3 identifies some of the As, Bs, and Cs for attendance and absen-
teeism. A review of absenteeism found work unit size, worker responsibility, and organiza-
tional scheduling to be three potential antecedent influences that could be used to improve
employee attendance, and feedback, rewards, and punishers to be effective attendance con-
trol procedures.99

This functional analysis step of O.B. Mod. brings out the problem-solving nature of the
approach. Both the antecedent cues that emit the behavior, and sometimes control it, and
the consequences that are currently maintaining the behavior must be identified and under-
stood before an effective intervention strategy can be developed. In this step, the question
may be asked as to whether the employee can do the identified performance behavior if
his/her life depended on it. If the answer is “no,” then there may be an “A” problem (i.e.,
equipment, training, even expectations) that must be attended to. However, this is usually
not the case. The human resources of an organization can do the identified critical per-
formance behavior if their lives depend on it, but they are not doing it. Then this becomes
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a “C” problem. They know how to do the desired performance behavior and there is all the
necessary support to do it, but there are not reinforcing consequences and therefore the
behavior is not occurring. This lack of reinforcing consequences is the major problem and
challenge facing behavioral management. The accompanying Application Example:
Functional Analysis in Action gives the functional analysis of a supervisor’s problem of his
workers’ taking unscheduled breaks.

Step 4: Development of an Intervention Strategy
The first three steps in an O.B. Mod. approach are preliminary to this action step, the inter-
vention. The goal of the intervention is to strengthen and accelerate functional performance
behaviors and/or weaken and decelerate dysfunctional behaviors. There are several strategies
that can be used, but the main ones are positive reinforcement and punishment–positive
reinforcement.

A Positive Reinforcement Strategy
Positive, not negative, reinforcement is recommended as an effective intervention strategy for
O.B. Mod. The reason is that positive reinforcement represents a form of positive control of
behavior, whereas negative reinforcement represents a form of negative control of behavior.
Traditionally, and to a large extent still today, organizations depend on negative control. People
come to work in order not to be fired, and they look busy when the supervisor walks by in order
not to be punished. Under positive control, the person behaves in a certain way in order to

TABLE 12.3
An Example of
Functional Analysis

Source: Fred Luthans and
Mark Martinko, “An
Organizational Behavior
Modification Analysis of
Absenteeism,” Human
Resources Management,
Fall 1976, p. 15. Used with
permission.

Functional Analysis of Attendance Behaviors
A B C
Antecedent Cues Behaviors Consequences

Awareness of any consequence Going to bed on time Reward programs
Advertising Setting the alarm Contingent time off
Meetings Waking up Gifts and prizes
Memorandums Getting dressed Preferred jobs
Orientation Getting children off Social
Bulletin board to school Attention
Observation of any consequence Leaving home Recognition
Social status and pressure Getting a baby-sitter Praise
Temporal cues Driving to work Feedback
Special events Reporting to work Data on attendance
Weather

Functional Analysis of Absenteeism Behaviors
A B C
Antecedent Cues Behaviors Consequences

Illness/accident Getting up late Discipline programs
Hangover Sleeping in Verbal reprimands
Lack of transportation Staying home Written reprimands
Traffic Drinking Pay docks
No day care facilities Fishing/hunting Layoffs
Family problems Working at home Dismissals
Company policies Visiting Social consequences
Group or personal norms Caring for sick child from coworkers
Seniority/age Escape from and
Awareness/observation of avoidance of working

any consequence Nothing
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receive the desired consequence. Under positive control, people come to work in order to be
recognized for making a contribution to their department’s goal of perfect attendance, or they
keep busy whether the supervisor is around or not in order to receive incentive pay or because
they get social recognition/attention and feedback for their good work. Positive control through
a positive reinforcement intervention strategy is much more effective and longer lasting than
negative control. It creates a much healthier and more productive organizational climate.

A positive reinforcer used as an O.B. Mod. intervention strategy could be anything, as
long as it increases the performance behavior. Most often money is thought of as the logi-
cal, or sometimes the only, positive reinforcer available to managers using this approach.
However, as the discussion of monetary reward systems in Chapter 4 and earlier in this
chapter points out, money is potentially a very powerful reinforcer, but it often turns out to
be ineffective because it is not contingently administered as a consequence of the behavior
being managed. Besides money, positive reinforcers that are also very powerful, readily
available to all behavioral managers, and cost nothing are the social reinforcers (attention
and recognition) and performance feedback. These reinforcers (money, recognition, and
feedback) can be and, as has been demonstrated through research,100 have been used as an
effective O.B. Mod. strategy to improve employee performance. In fact, the most compre-
hensive evidence shown in Figure 12.5 indicates that when these three reinforcers are used
in combination in the intervention, they produce a stronger (synergistic) effect and proba-
bility of success than any of the reinforcers used by themselves, the sum of the individual
effects, or the combination of any two of the interventions.101

A Punishment–Positive Reinforcement Strategy
There is little debate that a positive reinforcement strategy is the most effective intervention
for O.B. Mod. Yet realistically it is recognized that in some cases the use of punishment to
weaken and decelerate undesirable behaviors cannot be avoided. This would be true in the

OB in Action: Functional Analysis in Action

In an actual case of an O.B. Mod. application, a produc-
tion supervisor in a large manufacturing firm identified
unscheduled breaks as a critical behavior affecting the
performance of his department. It seemed that workers
were frequently wandering off the job, and when they
were not tending their machines, time—and irrecover-
able production—was lost. When a baseline measure of
this critical behavior was obtained, the supervisor was
proved to be right. The data indicated that unscheduled
breaks (defined as leaving the job for reasons other than
to take a scheduled break or to obtain materials) were
occurring in the department on a relatively frequent
basis. The functional analysis was performed to deter-
mine the antecedent(s) and consequence(s) of the
unscheduled-break behavior.

It was found that the clock served as the antecedent
cue for the critical behavior. The workers in this depart-
ment started work at 8 A.M., they had their first sched-
uled break at 10 A.M., and they had lunch at noon. They
started again at 1 P.M., had a break at 3 P.M., and quit at
5 P.M. The functional analysis revealed that almost pre-
cisely at 9 A.M., 11 A.M., 2 P.M., and 4 P.M., a consistent

number of workers were leaving their jobs and going
to the rest room. In other words, the clock served as a
cue for them to take an unscheduled break midway
between starting time and the first scheduled break,
between the first scheduled break and lunch, between
lunch and the scheduled afternoon break, and between
the afternoon break and quitting time. The clock did not
cause the behavior; it served only as a cue to emit the
behavior. On the other hand, the behavior was under
stimulus control of the clock because the clock dictated
when the behavior would occur. The consequence, how-
ever, was what was maintaining the behavior. The criti-
cal behavior was a function of its consequences. The
functional analysis revealed that the consequence of the
unscheduled-break behavior was escaping from a dull,
boring task (that is, the unscheduled-break behavior was
being negatively reinforced) and/or meeting with
coworkers and friends to socialize and have a cigarette
(that is, the unscheduled-break behavior was being pos-
itively reinforced). Through such a functional analysis,
the antecedents and consequences are identified so that
an effective intervention strategy can be developed.
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402 Part Four Managing and Leading for High Performance

case of something like unsafe behaviors that need to be decreased immediately. However, as
was pointed out earlier, so many negative side effects such as hate and revenge accompany
the use of punishment that it should be avoided if at all possible. Punished behavior tends
to be only temporarily suppressed; for example, if a supervisor reprimands an associate
for some dysfunctional behavior, the behavior will decrease in the presence of the super-
visor but will surface again when the supervisor is absent. In addition, a punished person
becomes very anxious and uptight; reliance on punishment may have a disastrous impact
on employee satisfaction and commitment and create unnecessary stress.
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Perhaps the biggest problem with the use of punishment, however, is that it is very diffi-
cult for a supervisor to switch roles from punisher to positive reinforcer. Some supervisors
and managers rely on a negative approach so much in dealing with their associates that it is
almost impossible for them to administer positive reinforcement effectively. This is a bad
situation for the management of human resources because the use of positive reinforcement
is a much more effective way of changing employee behavior. If punishment is deemed
necessary, the desirable alternative behavior (for example, safe behavior) should be posi-
tively reinforced at the first opportunity. Use of this combination strategy will cause the
alternative desirable behavior to begin to replace the undesirable behavior in the person’s
behavioral repertoire. Punishment should never be used alone as an O.B. Mod. interven-
tion. If punishment is absolutely necessary, it should only be used in combination with pos-
itive reinforcement of the desirable alternative behavior.

Step 5: Evaluation to Ensure Performance Improvement
A glaring weakness of most human resource management programs is the absence of any
systematic, built-in evaluation. A comprehensive analysis of the evaluation of human
resources programs concluded that the traditional approach has been “to review a program
with one or two vice presidents at the corporate office, various managers in the field, and per-
haps a group of prospective trainees. It continues to be used until someone in a position of
authority decides that the program has outlived its usefulness. All of this is done on the basis
of opinion and judgment.”102 Such haphazard evaluations have resulted in the termination of
some effective programs and the perpetuation of some ineffective ones. In either case, there
are severe credibility problems, and today all programs dealing with people, whether they
are government social service programs or human resource management programs, are
under the pressure of evaluation and accountability. Human resource managers no longer
have the luxury of just trying something new and different and hoping they can improve per-
formance. Today there is pressure for everything that is tried to be proved to have value. As
in the case of the validity of selection, training, and appraisal techniques, systematic evalu-
ations of all human resource management techniques should have been done all along.

O.B. Mod. attempts to meet the credibility and accountability problems head on by
including evaluation as an actual part of the process. In this last step of the approach, the
need for Kirkpatrick’s well-known four levels of evaluation (reaction, learning, behavioral
change, and performance improvement) is stressed. The reaction level refers simply to
whether the people using the approach and those having it used on them like it. If O.B.
Mod. is well received and there is a positive reaction to it, there is a better chance of its
being used effectively. In addition, reaction evaluations are helpful because (1) positive
reactions help ensure organizational support, (2) they can provide information for planning
future programs, (3) favorable reactions can enhance the other levels of evaluation (learn-
ing, behavioral change, and performance improvement), and (4) they can provide useful
comparative data between units and across time.103

The second level of evaluation is learning, which is especially important when first
implementing an O.B. Mod. approach. Do the people using the approach understand the
theoretical background and underlying assumptions and the meaning of, and reasons
for, the steps in the model? If they do not, the model will again tend to be used ineffectively.
The third level is aimed at behavioral change. Are behaviors actually being changed? The
charting of behaviors started in step 2 of the O.B. Mod. process gives objective data for this
level of evaluation. The fourth and final level, performance improvement, is the most
important. The major purpose of O.B. Mod. is not just to receive a favorable reaction, learn
the concepts, and change behaviors. These dimensions are important mainly because they
contribute to the overriding purpose, which is to improve performance. “Hard” measures
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(for example, data on quantity and quality, turnover, absenteeism, customer complaints,
customer satisfaction, employee grievances, safety, length of patient stay, number of clients
served, sales revenue, and rate of return on investment) and scientific methodology are used
whenever possible to systematically evaluate the impact of O.B. Mod. on performance.

Application of Behavioral Management
There is a considerable body of research that has evaluated the effectiveness of behavioral
performance management in general and the five-step O.B. Mod. approach in particular. It
has been widely applied in manufacturing as well as in nonmanufacturing, service-oriented
organizations. In addition to the direct application of O.B. Mod. as described, considerable
basic research has been conducted on operant and social learning and social cognitive vari-
ables in experimental psychology. For many years and in very recent times, a number of
studies have assessed the application of the behavioral management approach to improving
employee performance in a number of different areas. The following summarizes some of
these areas:

1. Employee productivity. Most applications by far have focused on performance output.
The considerable number of research studies clearly indicate that employee productivity
or task completion is positively affected by behavioral management techniques. The per-
formance improvement is for both quantity and quality of employee output and cuts
across virtually all organizational settings and all intervention techniques.104

2. Absenteeism and tardiness. This is probably the second-biggest area of application.
Studies that have examined this area have typically used small monetary incentives or
lottery incentive systems for attendance or promptness and/or punishers for absenteeism
or tardiness. One extensive search of this literature found very positive results.105 The
six most sound methodological studies reported an 18 to 50 percent reduction in the
absence rate and a 90 percent reduction in the frequency of tardiness. One study found
a positive, causal impact that an O.B. Mod. program had on the attendance of employ-
ees in a bank.106

3. Safety and accident prevention. Most organizations, especially manufacturing firms
and others in which dangerous equipment is used, are very concerned about safety.
However, because accidents occur at such a relatively low frequency, most studies have
focused on reducing identifiable safety hazards or increasing safe behaviors (for exam-
ple, wearing earplugs, which went from 35 to 95 percent compliance according to one
study;107 wearing hard hats; and keeping the safety guard in place on dangerous equip-
ment). A review of the research indicates the considerable success that behavioral man-
agement techniques have had in these areas.108 Some actual company examples are
Boston Gas, where employees without accidents are eligible for lottery drawings;
Virginia Power, where employees can win from $50 to $1,000 for safe work habits;
Southern New England Telecommunications, which gives gift coupons to employees
without accidents; and Turner Corporation, a New York–based engineering and con-
struction firm, where employees can earn company stock if they meet safety goals. All
these companies report lower accident rates through the use of a behavioral management
approach. Southern Fineblanking, a 225-employee metal stamping plant in South
Carolina, reported a 33 percent reduction in accidents after implementing a behavioral
management program aimed at safety, and the average cost per injury decreased from
$1,400 to $500.109

4. Sales performance. Sales managers and trainers have traditionally relied on internal
motivation techniques to get their salespeople to improve their performance. For example,
one behavioral performance management consultant tells about a company that gave its
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sales personnel a typical high-powered, multimedia training program, which supposedly
taught them effective selling skills. However, when the enthusiastic trainees finished the
program and actually tried the things presented to them in the program, they received lit-
tle, if any, feedback or reinforcement. Within a few weeks the enthusiasm began to
wane, and, most important, actual sales performance began to decline.110 In other
words, even though these salespeople had probably acquired effective selling skills dur-
ing their training, the environment did not support (reinforce) the use of these skills. A
behavioral performance management approach, in which important selling behaviors
such as customer approach, suggestive statements, and closing statements are identified,
measured, analyzed, intervened in, and evaluated, would be an alternative to the motivation-
skill-teaching approach. A comprehensive review of the behavioral approach to sales in
restaurants, retail stores, wholesale establishments, and telephone operations found con-
siderable success.111 When a combination of antecedent and consequence intervention
strategies was used, dramatic improvements were shown in areas such as wine and
dessert sales, average customer transactions, customer assistance, sales forecasting,
sales-call frequency, sales of telephone services, and airline reservations. A study of
fast-food restaurants also found that antecedent prompts (“Can I get you some fries with
that?”) significantly increased consumer purchases,112 and another more recent study in
the same industry indicated a significant increase in customer service.113 The successful
application of O.B. Mod. to the selling, absent-from-the-workstation, and idle-time
behaviors of clerks in a large retail store was also found.114

Although these results are not exhaustive and do not always reflect the exact O.B. Mod.
model outlined in this chapter, they are representative of the very extensive application of
the behavioral performance management approach. In addition, both comprehensive qual-
itative115 and quantitative (meta-analytic)116 reviews strongly support the findings.

Manufacturing versus Service Applications
As cited throughout, the specific O.B. Mod. model has been directly tested by basic
research and has been found to have positive performance results in both manufacturing117

and service organizations (retail, restaurants, banking, and hospitals).118 The O.B. Mod.
approach has also “gone international” and has been shown to have a positive impact on the
performance behaviors and output of Russian factory workers,119 Russian retail clerks,120

and most recently South Korean telecommunication employees.121

The two Stajkovic and Luthans meta-analyses mentioned earlier and, especially, the one
that specifically reviewed O.B. Mod. studies (as opposed to the latest one on all behavioral
management studies) and is utilized in the principles at the end of the chapter, examined the
relationship between O.B. Mod. as defined here and task performance.122 The overall result
of the O.B. Mod. meta-analysis was, on average, an impressive 17 percent increase in task
performance (as indicated, it was 16 percent for all behavioral management studies).
Further analysis revealed that O.B. Mod. had a stronger average effect in manufacturing
firms (33%) than in service organizations (13%), but the O.B. Mod. approach was highly
significant in both. The difference in application effectiveness of O.B. Mod. between man-
ufacturing and service organizations was explained as

(1) the definition and accurate assessment of performance outcomes; and (2) the nature of
the employee behaviors and work processes involved in the delivery of performance out-
comes. The first point refers to the difference between the definition and measurement of the
more vague and complex service organization performance outcomes (e.g., customer
satisfaction, return business) versus tangible performance outcomes (e.g., productivity and
quality) in manufacturing organizations. The second point refers to the difference between
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specifying service delivery employee behaviors and processes that go into making a tangible
product. Service performance behaviors and outcomes are more complex and less
identifiable than those found in manufacturing organizations.123

So, although O.B. Mod. may be more difficult to apply in service than in manufacturing
organizations, it still works in both, and the challenge is to make it even more effective in
service applications. The overall implications of these findings from the meta-analyses are
that behavioral management systematically applied through steps such as the O.B. Mod.
model can help meet the performance improvement challenges facing today’s and future
organizations.

Summary Learning is a major psychological process, but it has not been as popular in the study of
organizational behavior as constructs such as personality, attitudes, or motivation. Also, it
has not been generally recognized that there are different types of learning and different
theoretical explanations of learning (behavioristic, cognitive, and social). Despite the con-
troversy surrounding learning theory, there are many evidence-based principles of learning
that are derived largely from experimentation and the analysis of operant conditioning.
Reinforcement is generally recognized as the single most important principle in the learn-
ing process and is most relevant to behavioral performance management. On the basis of
the classic law of effect, or “Laws of Behavior,” reinforcement can be operationally defined
as anything that increases the strength of a behavior and that tends to induce repetitions of
the behavior that preceded the reinforcement. Reinforcers may be positive (the application
of a desirable consequence) or negative (prevention, termination, or withdrawal of an unde-
sirable consequence), but both have the impact of strengthening the behavior and increas-
ing its frequency. Punishment, on the other hand, decreases the strength and frequency of
the behavior. There is also the special case of extinction (no consequence) that also will
decrease the behavior over time.

The major direct application of learning theories and the reinforcement principle in par-
ticular is behavioral performance management. Both financial and nonfinancial (social
attention/recognition and performance feedback) are important but somewhat complex
reinforcers that must be carefully applied in behavioral performance management.
Behavioral management can be effectively applied through the O.B. Mod. steps: identify
the performance-related behavior; measure it to determine the baseline frequency; func-
tionally analyze both the antecedents and the consequences of the behavior (A-B-C); inter-
vene through a positive reinforcement strategy to accelerate the critical performance
behaviors; and evaluate to make sure the intervention is, in fact, increasing performance.
The behavioral management approach in general and O.B. Mod. in particular have been
demonstrated to have a significant positive impact on employee performance in both man-
ufacturing and nonmanufacturing service-oriented organizations.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
The use of organizational behavior modification (O.B. Mod.) increases employee
performance.
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Meta-Analysis Results:
[19 studies; 2,818 participants; d = .51] On average, there is a 64 percent probability that
utilizing the five-step O.B. Mod. model to systematically manage performance-related
employee behavior will lead to higher performance than not using the O.B. Mod. approach.
Further analysis indicated that the effect of O.B. Mod. interventions on performance is
moderated by the type of organization and contingent reinforcer used. The effect of O.B.
Mod. was found to be greater in manufacturing over service organizations. There were no
significant differences among monetary, feedback, and social recognition interventions in
manufacturing, but certain combinations had a bigger impact in service organizations.

Conclusion:
As you have learned in this chapter, the overriding premise of reinforcement theory is that
behavior is a function of its contingent consequences. This is an external, behavioral para-
digm as opposed to the internal, cognitive paradigm that served as the foundation for the
topics of perception, attribution, personality, attitudes, and motivation. Whereas job design
and goal setting are application techniques for the cognitive paradigm, O.B. Mod. repre-
sents an effective method of applying the behavioral paradigm to manage employee behav-
ior for performance improvement. In particular, by training supervisors and managers in
the five-step O.B. Mod. model of identifying, measuring, analyzing, intervening, and eval-
uating, there is a proven way to improve performance. Importantly, besides monetary
reward interventions, no-cost performance feedback and social attention/recognition are
found to be effective ways to improve employee performance using the O.B. Mod.
approach to behavioral performance management.

Source: Adapted from Alexander D. Stajkovic and Fred Luthans, “A Meta-Analysis of the Effects of
Organizational Behavior Modification on Task Performance,” Academy of Management Journal,
Vol. 40, No. 5, 1997, pp. 1122–1149.

OB PRINCIPLE:
The use of nonfinancial interventions of feedback and social recognition administered in an
O.B. Mod. approach improves employee performance.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[19 studies; 2,818 participants; (1) d = 1.48 for feedback in manufacturing; (2) d = 1.49 for
feedback simultaneously applied with social recognition in manufacturing; (3) d = .19 for
feedback in service organizations; (4) d = .53 for feedback simultaneously applied with
social recognition in service organizations; and (5) d = .44 for social recognition in service
organizations (there were no studies with social recognition only in manufacturing)] On
average, there is a: (1) 85 percent probability that employees receiving performance feed-
back only in manufacturing firms; (2) 85 percent probability that employees receiving
simultaneous feedback and social recognition in manufacturing; (3) 55 percent probability
that employees receiving feedback in service organizations; (4) 65 percent probability that
employees receiving simultaneous feedback and social recognition in service organiza-
tions; and (5) 62 percent probability that employees receiving social recognition only in
service organizations will perform better than those employees whose behavior is not con-
tingently reinforced by performance feedback and/or social recognition.

Conclusion:
Providing contingently administered nonfinancial rewards of performance feedback and
social attention/recognition are perhaps the most overlooked methods of effectively increas-
ing employee performance. Although financial incentives, when administered contingently,
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can be powerful reinforcers, so can no-cost feedback and social attention/recognition. In fact,
many employees, depending on the situation, respond more positively to the nonfinancial
rewards than they do to money. In addition to performance, studies have shown that a major
reason why employees leave organizations is due to a lack of feedback on how they are doing
and recognition from their supervisors. All employees want to be informed of how they are
doing, noticed, and given attention for their contributions. Thus, effective supervisors and
managers are taking advantage of feedback and social attention/recognition as alternatives to
costly and often poorly administered incentive pay and pay-for-performance plans.

Source: Adapted from Alexander D. Stajkovic and Fred Luthans, “A Meta-Analysis of the Effects of
Organizational Behavior Modification on Task Performance,” Academy of Management Journal, Vol. 40,
No. 5, 1997, pp. 1122–1149.

1. Do you agree with the statement that learning is involved in almost everything that
everyone does? Explain.

2. What are the major dimensions of behavioristic, cognitive, social learning, and social
congnitive theories of learning?

3. What is the difference between classical and operant conditioning?

4. What is the difference between positive and negative reinforcement? What is the differ-
ence between negative reinforcement and punishment? Provide some examples.

5. What could be done to make money more effective as a reinforcer for behavioral
management?

6. What are some examples of nonfinancial reinforcers? How can these be used to improve
employee performance?

7. What are the five steps of O.B. Mod.? Briefly summarize the critical dimensions of each
step that will help improve employee performance.

8. In what areas has behavioral management been successfully applied?

9. Summarize the results of the meta-analysis on O.B. Mod. What recommendations would
you make to the HRM department based on these findings?

Questions for
Discussion and
Review

The principles of reinforcement and behavior management can and should be found in all
sports. Go to the Web sites of various sports and see how reinforcement does and should
play a role in the performance of the athletes. For example, you might compare golfers
(http://www.pgatour.com) with football (http://www./nFl.com) players.

1. What specific reinforcers drive the behavior and resulting performance of the athletes in
the sport you chose?

2. How might the reinforcers be different for college versus professional athletes?

3. How could a coach effectively use behavioral management? Give some specific exam-
ples by sport.

Internet
Exercise:
Applying
Behavior
Management
Principles to
Athletic
Performance

Real Case: The Elite Circle of $1 CEOs

Richard Kinder, chief executive of Houston energy
transportation and storage company Kinder Morgan, is
not a poor man. But since he founded the company with
Bill Morgan in 1997, he has drawn a salary of $1 and

left his cabinet clear of any bonuses, stock awards, or
option grants. He doesn’t use a corporate jet or chauf-
feured cars. He even cuts a personal check for his con-
tribution to the health insurance plan.
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To be sure, he lives more than comfortably off the
dividends from his approximately 24 million shares in
Kinder Morgan (KMI); annual payouts from his shares
top $60 million. The value of the shares has also risen
steadily in the last decade, closing on May 9 at
$106.95. “I’m not saying I’ll need to get on the welfare
line,” says Kinder. “But all my pay comes from the per-
formance of the company. I’m opposed to guaranteed
salary, stock, options, and the rest of it. The philosophy
is that senior management does well when the com-
pany does well.”

An Exclusive Club
In an era of skyrocketing CEO pay and growing share-
holder angst about it, a handful of chief executives are
opting to draw a $1 paycheck or none at all. Among the
most well-known are Steve Jobs of Apple and Eric
Schmidt of Google. The others are James Rogers of Duke
Energy, Richard Fairbank of Capital One Financial, and
Terry Semel of Yahoo. The latest CEO to agree to a token
base salary is John Mackey at Whole Foods Market.
Jerrold Perenchio of Univision Communication and
William Ford Jr. of Ford Motor also received no salary
as CEO until 2006, when each stepped down to take the
post of chairman.

The common characteristics among this varied cast
of characters? A strong belief in personal responsibility,
a passion for the business, a penchant for risk-taking—
and a healthy dose of ego. “With this gesture the execu-
tive is calling him or herself an ‘employee-in-chief,’ and
saying he or she will fall with the fate of the company,”
says Dr. Kerry Sulkowicz, founder of Boswell Group, a
consulting firm that advises senior executives on psy-
chological issues. “Of course, it can be a double-edged
sword, since in doing so they’re inevitably pointing to
their own wealthy status—that effectively as far as pay
is concerned they can take it or leave it.”

Taking One for the Team
The current crop of low-salaried CEOs isn’t the first.
Lee Iacocca set the precedent in 1978, when he was
chairman of Chrysler. Realizing the automaker was in
dire financial straits, Iacocca fired executives and
pushed the United Auto Workers to accept salary and
benefit cuts. In an effort to lead by example, Iacocca
lowered his own salary to $1 a year. Five years later,
with a helping hand from the government, the company
has been restored to financial health.

The Ultimate Pay for Performance?
But these days drawing a $1-or-less salary is more
common at radically successful companies than at

hobbling ones. Jobs at Apple and Schmidt at Google
are the highest-profile examples. In this new context,
the message of the $1 salary has changed. When
Iacocca sliced his salary, he was telling Chrysler’s line
workers that they were all in the battle for survival
together. Now CEOs like Jobs are sending the message
to investors that they’ll make money only if other
shareholders do, too. Brothers in arms have become
partners in profit. “The climate in the country for
CEOs was different then,” says Sulkowicz. “Now
there’s so much emphasis on CEO accountability and
performance, and getting rid of your salary makes a
strong statement.”

The new message placates some groups, but not oth-
ers. This year the AFL-CIO, an umbrella group of 54
labor unions, is taking issue with Jobs’ compensation,
despite his $1 salary. The unions’ investment arm filed
a proposal at Apple, as well as at several other compa-
nies, to require a nonbinding vote each year on the
CEO’s pay. Such initiatives are known as “say on pay”
proposals.

The labor federation takes issue with the number of
options Jobs has received, especially because the timing
of those grants has been questioned. “The gesture looks
all warm and fuzzy, but it’s a facade,” says Daniel
Pedrotty, director of the AFL-CIO’s office of invest-
ment. “It obscures the real number of what an executive
gets and in that sense is an insult to investors’ intelli-
gence. In the case of Apple it’s even more serious and
allegations of options fraud.”

Varying Degrees of Success
Executive compensation expert and consultant Graef
Crystal cays CEOs have different motivations for taking
$1 or less, but that for some the gesture means little. “I
don’t feel sorry for the Richard Fairbanks of the world,”
he says, referring to Capital One’s chief executive. “I
wouldn’t book a benefit concert for this guy.”
Shareholders brought a “say on pay” proposal to Capital
One’s shareholder meeting on April 26, garnering 37%
support.

The most recent entrant to the $1-or-less club is
John Mackey of Whole Foods. He announced that he’s
not doing it to tie pay to performance, but because he
feels he’s earned enough money. “I continue to work
for Whole Foods not because of the money I can make
but because of the pleasure I get from leading such a
great company, and the ongoing passion I have to help
make the world a better place,” said Mackey in a state-
ment. “I am now 53 years old, and I have reached a
place in my life where I no longer want to work for
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money, but simply for the joy of the work itself and to
better answer the call to service that I feel so clearly in
my own heart.”

1. What implications does the $1 pay have for the use of
money as a reinforcer?

2. Why is taking a $1 salary called a “double-edged
sword”?

3. What conditions would be necessary and how would
you publicly explain if you ever would join the $1
Circle?

Organizational Behavior Case: Volunteers Can’t Be Punished

Jenette Jackson is head of a volunteer agency in a large
city, in charge of a volunteer staff of over 25 people.
Weekly, she holds a meeting with this group in order to
keep them informed and teach them the specifics of any
new laws or changes in state and federal policies and

procedures that might affect their work, and she dis-
cusses priorities and assignments for the group. This
meeting is also a time when members can share some of
the problems with and concerns for what they are per-
sonally doing and what the agency as a whole is doing.

Organizational Behavior Case: Contrasting Styles

Henry Adams has been a production supervisor for
eight years. He came up through the ranks and is known
as a tough but hardworking supervisor. Jane Wake has
been a production supervisor for about the same length
of time and also came up through the ranks. Jane is
known as a nice, hardworking boss. Over the past sev-
eral years these two supervisors’ sections have been
head and shoulders above the other six sections on hard
measures of performance (number of units produced).
This is true despite the almost opposite approaches the
two have taken in handling their workers. Henry
explained his approach as follows:

The only way to handle workers is to come down hard
on them whenever they make a mistake. In fact, I call
them together every once in a while and give them
heck whether they deserve it or not, just to keep them
on their toes. If they are doing a good job, I tell them
that’s what they’re getting paid for. By taking this
approach, all I have to do is walk through my area, and
people start working like mad.

Jane explained her approach as follows:

I don’t believe in that human relations stuff of being
nice to workers. But I do believe that a worker
deserves some recognition and attention from me if
he or she does a good job. If people make a mistake,
I don’t jump on them. I feel that we are all entitled to
make some errors. On the other hand, I always do

point out what the mistake was and what they should
have done, and as soon as they do it right, I let them
know it. Obviously, I don’t have time to give
attention to everyone doing things right, but I delib-
erately try to get around to people doing a good job
every once in a while.

Although Henry’s section is still right at the top
along with Jane’s section in units produced, personnel
records show that there has been three times more
turnover in Henry’s section than in Jane’s section, and
the quality control records show that Henry’s section
has met quality standards only twice in the last six years,
while Jane has missed attaining quality standards only
once in the last six years.

1. Both these supervisors have similar backgrounds. On
the basis of learning theory, how can you explain
their opposite approaches to handling people?

2. What are some of the examples of punishment, posi-
tive reinforcement, and negative reinforcement
found in this case? If Jane is using a reinforcement
approach, how do you explain this statement: “I don’t
believe in that human relations stuff of being nice to
workers”?

3. How do you explain the performance, turnover, and
quality results in these two sections of the production
department?
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The meeting is scheduled to begin at 9 A.M. sharp every
Monday. Lately, the volunteers have been filtering in
every five minutes or so until almost 10 A.M. Jenette has
felt she has to delay the start of the meetings until all the
people arrive. The last few weeks the meetings haven’t
started until 10 A.M. In fact, at 9 A.M, nobody has shown
up. Jenette cannot understand what has happened. She
feels it is important to start the meetings at 9 A.M so that
they can be over before the whole morning is gone.
However, she feels that her hands are tied because, after
all, the people are volunteers and she can’t push them or
make them get to the meetings on time.

Organizational Behavior Case: A Tardiness Problem

You have been getting a lot of complaints recently from
your boss about the consistent tardiness of your depart-
ment’s sales associates at a large retail store. The time-

sheet records indicate that your people’s average start-
up time is about 10 minutes late. Although you have
never been concerned about the tardiness problem, your

Organizational Behavior Case: Up the Piece Rate

Larry Ames has successfully completed a company
training program in O.B. Mod. He likes the approach
and has started using it on the workers in his depart-
ment. Following the O.B. Mod. model, he has identified
several performance behaviors, measured and analyzed
them, and used a positive reinforcement intervention
strategy. His evaluation has shown a significant
improvement in the performance of his department.
Over coffee one day he commented to one of the other
supervisors, “This contingent reinforcement approach
really works. Before, the goody-goody people up in
human resources were always telling us to try to under-
stand and be nice to our workers. Frankly, I couldn’t buy
that. In the first place, I don’t think there is anybody who
can really understand my people—I certainly can’t.
More important, though, is that under this approach I
am only nice contingently—contingent on good per-
formance. That makes a lot more sense, and my evalua-
tion proves that it works.” The other supervisor
commented, “You are being reinforced for use of the
reinforcement technique on your people.” Larry said,
“Sure I am. Just like the trainer said: ‘Behavior that is
reinforced will strengthen and repeat itself.’ I’m so

reinforced that I am starting to use it on my wife and
kids at home, and you know what? It works there, too.”

The next week Larry was called into the department
head’s office and was told, “Larry, as you know, your
department has shown a substantial increase in perfor-
mance since you completed the O.B. Mod. program. I
have sent our industrial engineer down there to analyze
your standards. I have received her report, and it looks
like we will have to adjust your rates upward by 10 per-
cent. Otherwise, we are going to have to pay too much
incentive pay. I’m sure you can use some of the things
you learned in that O.B. Mod. program to break the news
to your people. Good luck, and keep up the good work.”

1. Do you think Larry’s boss, the department head,
attended the O.B. Mod. program? Analyze the
department head’s action in terms of O.B. Mod.

2. What do you think Larry’s reaction will be now and
in the future? How do you think Larry’s people will
react?

3. Given the 10 percent increase in standards, is there
any way that Larry could still use the O.B. Mod.
approach with his people? With his boss? How?

1. What advice would you give Jenette? In terms of
reinforcement theory, explain what is happening here
and what Jenette needs to do to get the meetings
started on time.

2. What learning theories (operant, cognitive, and/or
social) could be applied to Jenette’s efforts to teach
her volunteers the impact of new laws and changes in
state and federal policies and procedures?

3. How could someone like Jenette use modeling to
train her staff to do a more effective job?
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boss is really getting upset. He points out that the tardi-
ness reduces the amount of time associates are providing
assistance and replenishing items on display. You realize
that the tardiness is a type of avoidance behavior—it
delays the start of a very boring job. Your work group is
very cohesive, and each of the members will follow
what the group wants to do. One of the leaders of the
group seems to spend a lot of time getting the group into
trouble. You want the group to come in on time, but you
don’t really want a confrontation on the issue because,
frankly, you don’t think it is important enough to risk

getting everyone upset with you. You decide to use an
O.B. Mod. approach.

1. Trace through the five steps in the O.B. Mod. model
to show how it could be applied to this tardiness
problem. Make sure you are specific in identifying
the critical performance behaviors and the
antecedents and consequences of the functional
analysis.

2. Do you think the approach you have suggested in
your answer will really work? Why or why not?
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Chapter Thirteen

Effective Leadership
Processes
Learning Objectives

• Define leadership.

• Present the background and classic studies of leadership.

• Discuss the traditional theories of leadership, including the trait, group and
exchange, contingency, and path-goal approaches.

• Identify modern theoretical processes for leadership, such as charismatic, transfor-
mational, substitutes, and now authentic leadership.

• Examine leadership across cultures giving special attention to the GLOBE project.

This chapter on leadership processes and the next on great leaders’ styles, activities, and
skills are an appropriate conclusion to the study of organizational behavior. Leadership is
the focus and conduit of most of the other areas of organizational behavior. The first half
of this chapter deals with the definition and classical background. The last half then pre-
sents the major theoretical processes of leadership. Particular attention is devoted to both
traditional and modern theories of leadership.

WHAT IS LEADERSHIP?

Leadership has probably been written about, formally researched, and informally discussed
more than any other single topic. The introduction to a recent article on leadership noted,
“Professors and pupils, historians and psychologists, management gurus and motivational
speakers, political hacks and statesmen—is there anybody who doesn’t have an opinion on
what constitutes a good leader?”1 Despite all this attention given to leadership, there
remains considerable controversy. For example, in one of his articles, leadership guru
Warren Bennis gives the title “The End of Leadership” to make the point that effective
leadership cannot exist without the full inclusion, initiatives, and the cooperation of
employees. In other words, one cannot be a great leader without great followers.2 Another
leadership guru, Barry Posner, makes the following observations about the needed change
in how business leadership is viewed:

In the past, business believed that a leader was like the captain of a ship: cool, calm,
collected. Now, we see that leaders need to be human. They need to be in touch, they need to
be empathetic, and they need to be with people. Leaders need to be a part of what’s going on,
not apart from what’s going on.3
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Globalization has also changed the traditional view of an organizational leader as “the
heroic individual, often charismatic, whose positional power, intellectual strength, and per-
suasive gifts motivate followers. But this is not necessarily the ideal in Asia, nor does it
match the requirements in large global corporations, where forms of distributed and shared
leadership are needed to address complex interlocking problems.”4

There are also problems with the ways leaders have been traditionally developed, a
multi-billion dollar effort. For example, we note on the opening page of our (Avolio and
Luthans) book on authentic leadership development that “we are dismayed at how few
leadership development programs actually can substantiate that even one leader has been
developed as a consequence of most programs.”5 As a result, new paradigms of leader-
ship development are beginning to emerge. For example, the director of Leadership at
Google recently commented, “In the ’90s at Pepsi, I taught leaders to develop leaders.
Now I ask people within the company to name employees they respect and then give
them training tasks.”

In spite of the seeming discontent, at least with the traditional approaches to leadership
theory, practice, and development, throughout history the difference between success and
failure, whether in a war, a business, a protest movement, or a basketball game, has been
attributed to leadership. A Gallup survey indicates that most employees believe that it is the
leader, not the company, that guides the culture and creates situations where workers can be
happy and successful.6 As the opening statement of a recent cover story on leadership in
Fortune declares, “Your competition can copy every advantage you’ve got—except one.
That’s why the best companies are realizing that no matter what business they’re in, their
real business is building leaders.”7

Regardless of all the attention given to leadership and its recognized importance, it does
remain pretty much of a “black box,” or unexplainable concept. It is known to exist and to
have a tremendous influence on human performance, but its inner workings and specific
dimensions cannot be precisely spelled out. Despite these inherent difficulties, many
attempts have been made over the years to define leadership.8 Unfortunately, almost every-
one who studies or writes about leadership defines it differently. About the only common-
ality is the role that influence plays in leadership.9

In recent years, many theorists and practitioners have emphasized the difference
between managers and leaders. For example, as Bennis has noted: “To survive in the
twenty-first century, we are going to need a new generation of leaders—leaders, not man-
agers. The distinction is an important one. Leaders conquer the context—the volatile, tur-
bulent, ambiguous surroundings that sometimes seem to conspire against us and will
surely suffocate us if we let them—while managers surrender to it.”10 He then goes on to
point out his thoughts on some specific differences between leaders and managers, as
shown in Table 13.1. Obviously, these are not scientifically derived differences, but it is
probably true that an individual can be a leader without being a manager and be a manager
without being a leader.11

Although many specific definitions could be cited, most would depend on the theoreti-
cal orientation taken. Besides influence, leadership has been defined in terms of group
processes, personality, compliance, particular behaviors, persuasion, power, goal achieve-
ment, interaction, role differentiation, initiation of structure, and combinations of two or
more of these.12 The extremely turbulent, adverse environment facing organizational lead-
ers in recent years has led Bennis and Thomas to conclude:

One of the most reliable indicators and predictors of true leadership is an individual’s ability
to find meaning in negative events and to learn from even the most trying circumstances. Put
another way, the skills required to conquer adversity and emerge stronger and more commit-
ted than ever are the same ones that make for extraordinary leaders.13
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Most recently, Avolio, Luthans, and colleagues at the Leadership Institute at the
University of Nebraska concentrate on authentic leaders, which means

to know oneself, to be consistent with oneself, and to have a positive and strength-based 
orientation toward one’s development and the development of others. Such leaders are trans-
parent with their values and beliefs. They are honest with themselves and with others. They
exhibit a higher level of moral reasoning capacity, allowing them to judge between gray and
shades of gray.14

As the former head of successful medical technology firm Medtronic, and now author/
lecturer, Bill George says, authentic leaders “bring people together around a shared mission
and values and empower them to lead, in order to serve their customers while creating value
for all their stakeholders.”15 This authentic leadership is considered a root construct that is
considered necessary, but not sufficient, for other types of leadership covered in this chap-
ter and the next.

Perhaps as good a simple definition of leadership as any comes from a Fortune article,
which states: “When you boil it all down, contemporary leadership seems to be a matter of
aligning people toward common goals and empowering them to take the actions needed to
reach them.”16 An equally good definition of leadership is implied in hockey great Wayne
Gretzky’s famous quote: “I don’t go where the puck is; I go to where the puck is going to
be.” But, as Bennis points out, “the issue is not just interpreting and envisioning the future,
or knowing where the puck is going to be, but being able to create the kind of meaning for
people, the values that make sense to them, where there’s enough trust in the system so it’s
going to stick.”17 For the purpose of this chapter, the specific definition that is used is not
important. What is important is to interpret leadership in terms of a specific theoretical
process and to realize that leadership, however defined, does make a difference. The OB in
Action: High Tech Leader (p. 417) indicates how this leader made a difference at her firm
and gained the respect of all those around her.

THE HISTORICALLY IMPORTANT STUDIES ON LEADERSHIP

Unlike many other topics in the field of organizational behavior, there are a number of
studies and a considerable body of knowledge on leadership. A review of the better-
known classic studies can help set the stage for the traditional and modern theories of
leadership.

TABLE 13.1
Some Characteristics
of Managers versus
Leaders in the
Twenty-First 
Century

Source: Adapted from Warren
G. Bennis, “Managing the
Dream: Leadership in the 21st
Century,” Journal of
Organizational Change
Management, Vol. 2, No. 1,
1989, p. 7.

Manager Characteristics Leader Characteristics

Administers Innovates
A copy An original
Maintains Develops
Focuses on systems and structure Focuses on people
Relies on control Inspires trust
Short-range view Long-range perspective
Asks how and when Asks what and why
Eye on the bottom line Eye on the horizon
Imitates Originates
Accepts the status quo Challenges the status quo
Classic good soldier Own person
Does things right Does the right thing
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The Iowa Leadership Studies
A series of pioneering leadership studies conducted in the late 1930s by Ronald Lippitt
and Ralph K. White under the general direction of Kurt Lewin at the University of Iowa
have had a lasting impact. Lewin is recognized as the father of group dynamics and as
an important cognitive theorist. In the initial studies, hobby clubs for ten-year-old boys
were formed. Each club was submitted to all three different styles of leadership—
authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire. The authoritarian leader was very directive
and allowed no participation. This leader tended to give individual attention when prais-
ing and criticizing, but tried to be friendly or impersonal rather than openly hostile. The
democratic leader encouraged group discussion and decision making. This leader tried
to be “objective” in giving praise or criticism and to be one of the group in spirit. The
laissez-faire leader gave complete freedom to the group; this leader essentially provided
no leadership.

Unfortunately, the effects that styles of leadership had on productivity were not directly
examined. The experiments were designed primarily to examine patterns of aggressive
behavior. However, an important by-product was the insight that was gained into the pro-
ductive behavior of a group. For example, the researchers found that the boys subjected to
the autocratic leaders reacted in one of two ways: either aggressively or apathetically. Both
the aggressive and apathetic behaviors were deemed to be reactions to the frustration
caused by the autocratic leader. The researchers also pointed out that the apathetic groups
exhibited outbursts of aggression when the autocratic leader left the room or when a tran-
sition was made to a freer leadership atmosphere. The laissez-faire leadership climate actu-
ally produced the greatest number of aggressive acts from the group. The democratically
led group fell between the one extremely aggressive group and the four apathetic groups
under the autocratic leaders.

Sweeping generalizations on the basis of the Lippitt and White studies are dangerous.
Preadolescent boys making masks and carving soap are a long way from adults working in
a complex, modern organization. Furthermore, from the viewpoint of today’s behavioral
science research methodology, many of the variables were not controlled. Nevertheless,
these leadership studies have important historical significance. They were the first attempts
to determine, experimentally, what effects styles of leadership have on a group. Like the
Hawthorne studies presented in Chapter 1, the Iowa studies are too often automatically dis-
counted or at least marginalized because they are hard to generalize to modern organiza-
tional leadership. The value of the studies was that they were the first to analyze leadership
from the standpoint of scientific methodology, and, more important, they showed that dif-
ferent styles of leadership can produce different, complex reactions from the same or sim-
ilar groups.

The Ohio State Leadership Studies
At the end of World War II, the Bureau of Business Research at Ohio State University ini-
tiated a series of studies on leadership. An interdisciplinary team of researchers from psy-
chology, sociology, and economics developed and used the Leader Behavior Description
Questionnaire (LBDQ) to analyze leadership in numerous types of groups and situations.
Studies were made of Air Force commanders and members of bomber crews; officers,
noncommissioned personnel, and civilian administrators in the Navy Department; manu-
facturing supervisors; executives of regional cooperatives; college administrators; teach-
ers, principals, and school superintendents; and leaders of various student and civilian
groups.

The Ohio State studies started with the premise that no satisfactory definition of lead-
ership existed. They also recognized that previous work had too often assumed that
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leadership was synonymous with good leadership. The Ohio State group was determined
to study leadership, regardless of definition or whether it was effective or ineffective.

In the first step, the LBDQ was administered in a wide variety of situations. In order to
examine how the leader was described, the answers to the questionnaire were then sub-
jected to factor analysis. The outcome was amazingly consistent. The same two dimensions
of leadership continually emerged from the questionnaire data. They were consideration
and initiating structure. These two factors were found in a wide variety of studies encom-
passing many kinds of leadership positions and contexts. The researchers carefully empha-
size that the studies show only how leaders carry out their leadership function. Initiating
structure and consideration are very similar to the time-honored military commander’s

As a girl growing up on a farm in Alma, a Wisconsin
town of 800, four decades ago, Carol A. Bartz had two
career choices: nurse or teacher. With big feet for her
age—they stopped growing at size 11—she jokes that
being a nurse was out: “These boats coming down in
white? Can you imagine?” So Bartz dreamed of being a
math teacher, even though it was more the math part
than the teacher part that appealed to her. “At the time,
that was all you could do,” she shrugs.

All Bartz wound up doing was becoming one of the
most important women in tech. As head of Autodesk Inc.,
the world’s leading supplier of design software with an
$8.3 billion market cap, she turned an insular, narrowly
focused company into a diversified player targeting
industries ranging from automotive to entertainment.
Autodesk, based in San Rafael, Calif., isn’t a household
name, but its software is behind a raft of everyday prod-
ucts, and is used to design buildings, cars, even movie
icons like King Kong.

For a sense of how highly Bartz is regarded, listen to
John Chambers, chief executive of Cisco Systems, where
Bartz has had a board seat since 1994. Chambers ticks off
her accomplishments—going from a couple hundred
million in sales to $1.5 billion, a market capitalization
that’s risen much faster than the Standard & Poor’s 500-
stock index, a quality team.

Praise like that explains why shock and disappoint-
ment ran through techdom when Bartz, 57, announced
that she would step down as CEO to become executive
chairman. She leaves Autodesk in top form.

Neither Bartz’s husband, Bill Marr, nor her CEO-in-
waiting, Carl Bass, were sure she was serious about
giving up the job until she actually told the board.
“Until she really did it—until the moment—I didn’t
know,” Bass says.

Over the holidays Bartz wrestled with whether it was
time to leave. Fourteen years as CEO was a marathon
stint in Silicon Valley. Her husband was retired, and her
youngest child, Layne, would go to college soon. Before,

Bartz could see her daughter between business trips;
now she’d have to travel to see her. She knew that if the
business stalled again there’d be no way she could back
off from a challenge. Also, Bass was getting job offers,
and Bartz didn’t want to spend another five years
grooming a successor.

Bartz, who’s unabashed about her almost maternal
love for Autodesk, “cried her eyes out” at the thought
of leaving. She never felt she had to choose one “child”
over the other, but as a working mom she had to strike a
balance between her real and her metaphorical child
every day.

Consider this recent morning. She’s in back-to-back
meetings at a Starbucks near her home, dressed in jeans
and an orange sweater, wearing no makeup. Earlier that
morning Layne, who’s anxiously awaiting responses
from colleges, crawled into bed with her, something she
hasn’t done since she was a child. “She’s more stressed
than I’ve ever seen her,” Bartz says. “I knew something
was wrong and so I just hung.” All the while, she knew
the clock was ticking on a breakfast meeting she had
scheduled. She comforted her daughter, threw on
clothes, and raced out, already late. “The concept of bal-
ance is perfection,” she says, miming a seesaw motion.
“And that’s crazy.”

Bartz may have cried about moving on, but she’s no
softie. She prides herself on running a “real” tech com-
pany, bristling when put in the same camp as eBay Inc.’s
Meg Whitman, who some say runs a retailer. And she’s
blunt. “If she thinks you’re stupid, she’ll tell you,” says
Alfred S. Chuang, CEO of BEA Systems Inc., who worked
under Bartz at Sun Microsystems Inc.

What’s next? Bartz won’t allow her staff to even use
the word “retirement.” She’s booked solid with Autodesk
duties and began teaching a Stanford Graduate School
of Business class. Those close to her suspect her days as a
CEO are not over. “If you told me that one day she’d be
CEO of one of the largest tech companies, I wouldn’t be
surprised,” says Chuang.
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functions of mission and concern with the welfare of the troops. In simple terms, the Ohio
State factors are task or goal orientation (initiating structure) and recognition of individual
needs and relationships (consideration). The two dimensions are separate and distinct from
each other.

The Ohio State studies certainly have value for the study of leadership. They were the
first to point out and emphasize the importance of both task and human dimensions in
assessing leadership. This two-dimensional approach lessened the gap between the strict
task orientation of the scientific management movement and the human relations emphasis,
which had been popular up to that time. Interestingly, when Colin Powell, usually consid-
ered one of the most-effective and most-admired leaders of recent years, speaks of his own
leadership process, he uses this two-dimensional approach. Today leadership is recognized
as both multidimensional, as first pointed out by the Ohio State studies, and multilevel (per-
son, dyad, group, and collective/community).18

The Early Michigan Leadership Studies
At about the same time that the Ohio State studies were being conducted, a group of
researchers from the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan began their
studies of leadership. In the original study at the Prudential Insurance Company, 12
high-low productivity pairs of groups were selected for examination. Each pair repre-
sented a high-producing section and a low-producing section, with other variables such
as type of work, conditions, and methods being the same in each pair. Nondirective
interviews were conducted with the 24 section supervisors and 419 clerical workers.
Results showed that supervisors of high-producing sections were significantly more likely
to be general rather than close in their supervisory styles and be employee-centered (have
a genuine concern for their people). The low-producing-section supervisors had essen-
tially opposite characteristics and techniques. They were found to be close, production-
centered supervisors. Another important, but sometimes overlooked, finding was that
employee satisfaction was not directly related to productivity, the type of supervision
was the key to their performance.

The general, employee-centered supervisor, described here, became the standard-bearer
for the traditional human relations approach to leadership. The results of the Prudential
studies were always cited when human relations advocates were challenged to prove their
theories. The studies have been followed up with hundreds of similar studies in a wide vari-
ety of industrial, hospital, governmental, and other organizations. Thousands of employees,
performing unskilled to highly professional and scientific tasks, have been analyzed.
Rensis Likert, the one-time director of the Institute for Social Research of the University of
Michigan, presented the results of the years of similar research in his books and became
best known for his “System 4” (democratic) leadership style.

TRADITIONAL THEORIES OF LEADERSHIP

The Iowa, Ohio State, and Michigan studies are three of the historically most important
leadership studies for the field of organizational behavior. Unfortunately, leadership
research has not surged ahead from this relatively auspicious beginning. Before analyzing
the current status of leadership research, it is important also to examine the theoretical
development that has occurred through the years.

There are several distinct theoretical bases for leadership. At first, leaders were felt
to be born, not made. This so-called great person theory of leadership implied that
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some individuals are born with certain traits that allow them to emerge out of any situ-
ation or period of history to become leaders. Similar to research on personality, show-
ing the impact of genetics and neurology/brain research (see Chapter 5), there is recent
interest in the role that genetics and hardwiring may play in leadership. For example,
one non-research-based analysis noted: “Our experience has led us to believe that much of
leadership talent is hardwired in people before they reach their early or mid-twenties”19

and researchers at the University of Minnesota using large samples of twins are inves-
tigating whether genetics predicts leadership. Although this research is ongoing, the
findings so far do indicate that genetics may account for about 30 percent of the vari-
ance in leadership style and emergence in leadership roles, but the majority still comes
from development.20

Perhaps the best way to view the born versus made issue is to recognize the interaction
between the two. As noted by Avolio and Luthans:

We already know that how a person’s genetic makeup engages and is affected by its environ-
ment is not stable. Instead, the genetic–environment interaction is elastic (i.e., changes) over
time. Specifically, as the “genetic program” unfolds, it is greatly affected by the context in
which it unfolds.21

In other words, as was pointed out in the discussion of personality in Chapter 5, leadership
is affected by both nature (genetics) and nurture (development).

Traditionally, however, the great person approach became associated with the trait the-
ory of leadership. The trait approach is concerned mainly with identifying the personality
traits of the leader. Dissatisfied with this trait approach, and stimulated by research such as
the pioneering Ohio State studies, researchers next switched their emphasis from the indi-
vidual leader’s traits to the group being led. In the group approach, leadership is viewed
more in terms of the leader’s behavior and how such behavior affects and is affected by the
group of followers. This role of the follower in leadership has received little attention over
the years. As Avolio concluded in his summary of the leadership research literature, “unfor-
tunately, most leadership research has considered the follower a passive or nonexistent ele-
ment when examining what constitutes leadership.”22

In addition to the leader’s traits and the group, the situation then began to receive
increased attention in leadership theory. The situational approach was initially called
Zeitgeist (a German word meaning “spirit of the time”); the leader is viewed as a product
of the times and the situation. The person with the particular qualities or traits that a situ-
ation requires will emerge as the leader. This view has much historical support as a theo-
retical basis for leadership and serves as the basis for situational—and then termed
contingency and now contextual—theories of leadership. Fiedler’s classic contingency
theory, which suggests that leadership styles must fit or match the situation in order to be
effective, is the best known. Another traditional situational, or contingency, theory took
some of the expectancy concepts of motivation that are discussed in Chapter 6 and applied
them to leadership and situations. Called the path-goal theory of leadership, it is an
attempt to synthesize motivational and leadership processes. The following sections
examine these traditionally recognized trait, group, contingency, and path-goal theories of
leadership.

Trait Theories of Leadership
The scientific analysis of leadership started off by concentrating on the trait approach to
leadership. Attention was given to the search for universal traits possessed by leaders. The
results of this voluminous early research effort were generally very disappointing. Only
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intelligence seemed to hold up with any degree of consistency. When these findings were
combined with those of studies on physical traits, the conclusion seemed to be that leaders
were bigger and brighter than those being led, but not too much so. For example, this line
of research concluded that the leader was more intelligent than the average of the group
being led, but, interestingly, was not the most intelligent of the group. Political analysts
indicate that candidates should not come across as too intelligent to be electable, and the
most intelligent member of a criminal gang is not the leader, but usually a lieutenant of the
leader, the “brains” of the outfit.

When the trait approach was applied to organizational leadership, the result was even
cloudier. One of the biggest problems is that all managers think they know what the qual-
ities of a successful leader are. Obviously, almost any adjective can be used to describe a
successful leader. However, it should be recognized that there are semantic limitations
and historically, little supporting evidence on these observed descriptive traits and suc-
cessful leadership. In recent years, however, with the emergence of the importance of the
“Big Five” personality traits in organizational behavior (see Chapter 5), the trait
approach to leadership effectiveness has resurfaced. For example, a recent qualitative
and quantitative meta-analysis review found strong empirical support for the leader trait
perspective when traits are organized according to the five-factor model.23 Specifically,
the personality trait of extraversion had the highest (.31) average correlation with leader
emergence and leadership effectiveness, followed by conscientiousness (.28), openness
to experience (.24), neuroticism (�.24), and nonsignificant agreeableness (.08).24 These
results and newly developed traitlike theoretical frameworks such as the motivation to
lead (MTL), which has been demonstrated to predict leadership potential,25 indicate that
a dispositional, traitlike approach to leadership is still alive and may have potential for
the future.

From Traits to States and Skills Development
Picking up where the fixed, traitlike approach to leadership has left off are the newly emerg-
ing states and more-established skills for leadership development. Still in the tradition of
concentrating on the great person approach, but moving away from a strict traits approach
and serving as a bridge to the situational theories, are the newly emerging psychological
states. As presented in Chapter 7, the statelike (situationally based capacities, those open to
development and change, as opposed to the dispositional, relatively fixed traits) positive
organizational behavior (POB) constructs have potential for understanding and developing
leadership.26 Specifically, both intuitive and beginning research evidence indicate that opti-
mism,27 hope,28 resiliency,29 emotional intelligence,30 and especially self-efficacy31 are
related to effective leaders. Incorporating these POB variables of the leader—describing
who they are—into newly emerging theories such as authentic leadership32 (described in
the introductory definitions and more fully later in the chapter) seems important for the
development of leadership to meet today’s challenges.

In addition to developing the POB states, another departure from the trait approach that
still focuses on leaders themselves is their skill development. For example, a number of
years ago, Katz identified the technical, conceptual, and human skills needed for effective
management.33 Yukl includes leadership skills such as creativity, organization, persuasive-
ness, diplomacy and tactfulness, knowledge of the task, and the ability to speak well.34

These skills have become very important in the application of leadership theory and are
also given specific attention in the next chapter.

Closely related to the skills approach is the study of leader “competencies.” One stream
of research has identified several such competencies that are related to leadership effec-
tiveness both in the United States and other cultures:35
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1. Drive, or the inner motivation to pursue goals

2. Leadership motivation, which is the use of socialized power to influence others to
succeed

3. Integrity, which includes truthfulness and the will to translate words into deeds

4. Self-confidence that leads others to feel confidence, usually exhibited through various
forms of impression management directed at employees

5. Intelligence, which is usually focused in the ability to process information, analyze
alternatives, and discover opportunities

6. Knowledge of the business, so that ideas that are generated help the company to survive
and thrive

7. Emotional intelligence, based on a self-monitoring personality, making quality leaders
strong in situation sensitivity and the ability to adapt to circumstances as needed

Importantly, these competencies seem to hold in the current environment facing organiza-
tional leaders, but require further theory building and research.

Group and Exchange Theories of Leadership
The group theories of leadership have their roots in social psychology. Classic exchange
theory, in particular, serves as an important basis for this approach. Discussed in previous
chapters, this means simply that the leader provides more benefits/rewards than
burdens/costs for followers. There must be a positive exchange between the leaders and fol-
lowers in order for group goals to be accomplished. Pioneering theorist Chester Barnard
applied such an analysis to managers and subordinates in an organizational setting more
than a half-century ago. More recently, this social exchange view of leadership has been
summarized by Yammarino and Dansereau as follows:

In work organizations, the key partners involved in exchange relationships of investments
and returns are superiors and subordinates. Superiors make investments (e.g., salary, office
space) in and receive returns (e.g., performance) from subordinates; subordinates make
investments in and receive returns from superiors; and the investments and returns occur on a
one-to-one basis in each superior-subordinate dyad.36

This quotation emphasizes that leadership is an exchange process between the leader
and followers. Social psychological research can be used to support this notion of
exchange. Table 13.2 compares and contrasts the theory and research on three domains of
leadership. Importantly, although traditionally ignored, there is considerable evidence that
followers affect leaders, and there is considerable theory and research on the relationship,
or exchange-based, approach to leadership.

Followers’ Impact on Leaders
A growing number of research studies indicate that followers/associates may actually
affect leaders as much as leaders affect followers/associates. For example, one study
found that when associates were not performing very well, the leaders tended to empha-
size the task or initiating structure, but when associates were doing a good job, leaders
increased emphasis on their people or consideration.37 In a laboratory study it was found
that group productivity had a greater impact on leadership style than leadership style had
on group productivity,38 and in another study it was found that in newly formed groups,
leaders may adjust their supportive behavior in response to the level of group cohesion
and arousal already present.39 In other words, such studies seem to indicate that followers
affect leaders and their behaviors as much as leaders and their behaviors affect followers.
Some practicing managers, such as the vice president of Saga Corporation, feel that
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employees lack followership skills, and there is growing evidence that these skills are
becoming increasingly important.40 In other words, it is probably not wise to ignore fol-
lowership. Most managers feel that their associates have an obligation to follow and sup-
port their leader and Kellerman argues that this arrangement is in the natural order of
things (e.g., the “pecking order” of chickens in the barnyard or the dominant alpha male
in the wolf pack). She concludes, “in order for large groups to govern themselves effec-
tively, some must be willing to be leaders, others must be willing to be followers, and the
majority must be willing to go along with this arrangement.”41 As the CEO of Commerce
Union Corporation noted in a Wall Street Journal article: “Part of a subordinate’s respon-
sibility is to make the boss look good.”

The Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Model
Relevant to the exchange view of leadership is the vertical dyad linkage (VDL) approach,42

now commonly called leader-member exchange (LMX).43 LMX theory says that leaders
treat individual followers differently. In particular, leaders and their associates develop
dyadic (two-person) relationships that affect the behavior of both. For example, associates

TABLE 13.2 
Summary of Three
Domains of
Leadership

Source: Adapted from George
B. Graen and Mary Uhl-Bien,
“Development of
Leader–Member Exchange
(LMX) Theory of Leadership
over 25 Years: Applying a
Multi-Level Multi-Domain
Perspective,” Leadership
Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 2, 1995,
p. 224.

Leader-Based Follower-Based Relationship-Based

What is 
leadership?

Appropriate behavior 
of the person in 
leader role

Ability and 
motivation to 
manage one’s 
own performance

Trust, respect, and 
mutual obligation that 
generates influence 
between parties

What behaviors 
constitute 
leadership?

Establishing and 
communicating 
vision; inspiring, 
instilling pride

Empowering, coach-
ing, facilitating, 
giving up control

Building strong 
relationships with 
followers; mutual 
learning and 
accommodation

Advantages Leader as rallying 
point for organiza-
tion; common 
understanding of 
mission and values; 
can initiate whole-
sale change

Makes the most of 
follower capabili-
ties; frees up 
leaders for other 
responsibilities

Accommodates 
differing needs of 
subordinates; can 
elicit superior work 
from different types 
of people

Disadvantages Highly dependent on 
leader; problems if 
leader changes or 
is pursuing 
inappropriate vision

Highly dependent 
on follower initia-
tive and ability

Time consuming; relies 
on long-term 
relationship between 
specific leaders and 
members

When 
appropriate?

Fundamental change; 
charismatic leader 
in place; limited 
diversity among 
followers

Highly capable and 
task-committed 
followers

Continuous improve-
ment of teamwork; 
substantial diversity 
and stability among 
followers; network 
building

Where most 
effective?

Structured tasks; 
strong leader 
position power; 
member acceptance 
of leader

Unstructured tasks; 
weak position 
power; member 
nonacceptance of 
leader

Situation favorability for 
leader between two 
extremes
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who are committed and who expend a lot of effort for the unit are rewarded with more of
the leader’s positional resources (for example, information, confidence, and concern) than
those who do not display these behaviors.

Over time, the leader will develop an “in-group” of associates and an “out-group” of
associates and treat them accordingly. Thus, for the same leader, research has shown that
in-group associates report fewer difficulties in dealing with the leader and perceive the
leader as being more responsive to their needs than out-group associates do.44 Also, lead-
ers spend more time “leading” members of the in-group (that is, they do not depend on for-
mal authority to influence them), and they tend to “supervise” those in the out-group (that
is, they depend on formal roles and authority to influence them).45 Finally, there is evidence
that members of the in-group (those who report a high-quality relationship with their
leader) assume greater job responsibility, contribute more to their units, and are rated as
higher performers than those reporting a low-quality relationship.46

This exchange theory has been around for some time now, and although it is not with-
out criticism,47 in general, the research continues to be relatively supportive.48 However,
as traditionally presented, LMX seems to be more descriptive of the typical process of role
making by leaders, rather than prescribing the pattern of downward exchange relations
optimal for leadership effectiveness.49 Research is also using more sophisticated method-
ologies50 and suggests that there are a number of moderators in the LMX-performance
relationship.51

Graen and Uhl-Bien have emphasized that LMX has evolved through various stages: (1)
the discovery of differentiated dyads; (2) the investigation of characteristics of LMX rela-
tionships and their organizational implications/outcomes; (3) the description of dyadic
partnership building; and (4) the aggregation of differentiated dyadic relations to group and
network levels.52 New insights into the manner in which leaders differentiate between
employees in order to form in-groups and out-groups may in part be explained by social
network analysis. Positive social networks and exchange processes assist leaders in select-
ing those who may become part of the inner circle of an organization.53 Also, the fourth
stage recognizes the new cross-functional or network emphasis in organizations and even
external relations with customers, suppliers, and other organizational stakeholders.
Research that identifies leader-follower relationships that are best suited to specific envi-
ronmental contingencies is still needed.54

Finally, from the social cognitive perspective taken by this text, it should be remembered
that leader-member exchanges are a reciprocal process. Evidence of this process of inter-
action suggests that leaders may be inclined to change follower self-concepts in the short
term to achieve performance goals and more enduring changes. At the same time, follow-
ers reciprocally shape leaders’ self-schemas through their responses, both as individuals
and through collective or group reactions.55 These and other elements of the continual
negotiation between the leader and followers, which is also recognized by the psychologi-
cal contract concept discussed at the end of Chapter 6, deserve additional consideration in
the future.

Contingency Theory of Leadership
After concentrating just on leaders themselves proved to fall short of being an adequate
overall theory of leadership, attention turned not only to the group being led and the
exchange relationship, but also to the situational or contextual aspects of leadership. Social
psychologists began the search for situational variables that affect leadership roles, skills,
behavior, and followers’ performance and satisfaction. Numerous situational variables
were identified, but no overall theory pulled it all together until Fred Fiedler proposed the
now classic situation-based, or contingency, theory for leadership effectiveness.
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Fiedler’s Contingency Model of Leadership Effectiveness
To test the hypotheses he had formulated from previous research findings, Fiedler devel-
oped what he called a contingency model of leadership effectiveness. This model contained
the relationship between leadership style and the favorableness of the situation. Situational
favorableness was described by Fiedler in terms of three empirically derived dimensions:

1. The leader-member relationship, which is the most critical variable in determining the
situation’s favorableness

2. The degree of task structure, which is the second most important input into the favor-
ableness of the situation

3. The leader’s position power obtained through formal authority, which is the third most
critical dimension of the situation56

Situations are favorable to the leader if all three of these dimensions are high. In other
words, if the leader is generally accepted and respected by followers (high first dimension),
if the task is very structured and everything is “spelled out” (high second dimension), and
if a great deal of authority and power are formally attributed to the leader’s position (high
third dimension), the situation is favorable. If the opposite exists (if the three dimensions
are low), the situation will be very unfavorable for the leader. Fiedler concluded through his
research that the favorableness of the situation in combination with the leadership style
determines effectiveness.

Through the analysis of research findings from all types of situations, Fiedler was able to
discover that under very favorable and very unfavorable situations, the task-directed, or
hard-nosed and authoritarian, type of leader was most effective. However, when the situation
was only moderately favorable or unfavorable (the intermediate range of favorableness), the
human-oriented or democratic type of leader was most effective. Figure 13.1 summarizes
this relationship between leadership style and the favorableness of the situation.

Why is the task-directed leader successful in very favorable situations? Fiedler offered
the following explanation:

In the very favorable conditions in which the leader has power, informal backing, and a rela-
tively well-structured task, the group is ready to be directed, and the group expects to be told
what to do. Consider the captain of an airliner in its final landing approach. We would hardly
want him to turn to his crew for a discussion on how to land.57

Style of 
Leadership

Task
directed

Very
unfavorable

Very
favorableFavorable

Favorableness of the Situation

Unfavorable

Human
oriented,
democratic

� �

FIGURE 13.1
Fiedler’s Contingency
Model of Leadership
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As an example of why the task-oriented leader is successful in a highly unfavorable situa-
tion, Fiedler cited

the disliked chairman of a volunteer committee which is asked to plan the office picnic on a
beautiful Sunday. If the leader asks too many questions about what the group ought to do or
how he should proceed, he is likely to be told that “we ought to go home.”58

The leader who makes a wrong decision in this highly unfavorable type of situation is prob-
ably better off than the leader who makes no decision at all. In essence, what Fiedler’s
model suggests is that in highly unfavorable situations, the effective leader takes charge and
makes the decisions that need to be made to accomplish the task without asking for input
or trying to keep everyone happy.

Figure 13.1 shows that the human-oriented, democratic leader is effective in the inter-
mediate range of favorableness. An example of such situations is the typical committee or
unit. In these situations, the leader may not be wholly accepted by the other members of
the group, the task may not be completely structured, and some authority and power may
be granted to the leader. Under such a relatively but not extremely unfavorable situation,
the model predicts that a human-oriented, democratic type of leader will be most effective.
The same would be true of a moderately favorable situation. Such moderately unfavorable
or favorable situations are most common for supervisors and managers. The implication is
that in general the human-oriented, democratic style of leadership would be most effective
in managing human resources in the large majority of organizational situations.

Research Support for the Contingency Model
As is true of any widely publicized theoretical development, Fiedler’s model has stimu-
lated a great deal of research over the years. Not surprisingly, the results are mixed and a
controversy has been generated. Fiedler and his students have provided almost all the
support for the model over the years. For example, to defend the validity of his theory, he
cited 30 studies in a wide variety of teams and organizations (Navy teams, chemical
research teams, shop departments, supermarkets, heavy machinery plant departments,
engineering groups, hospital wards, public health teams, and others) and concluded that
“the theory is highly predictive and that the relations obtained in the validation studies
are almost identical to those obtained in the original studies.”59 With one exception,
which Fiedler explains away, he maintains that the model correctly predicted the correla-
tions that should exist between the leader’s style and performance in relation to the iden-
tified favorableness of the situation. As predicted, his studies showed that in very
unfavorable and very favorable situations, the task-oriented leader performs best. In
moderately favorable and moderately unfavorable situations, the human-oriented leader
was more effective. Although Fiedler recognized that there was indeed criticism of his
conclusions, he maintained that “methodologically sound validation studies have on the
whole provided substantial support for the theory.”60 Meta-analytic investigations of the
predictions of the model have yielded a whole range of support,61 mixed results,62 and
nonsupport.63

Fiedler’s Contingency Theory in Perspective
Overall, few would argue that Fiedler provided one of the major breakthroughs for leader-
ship theory, research, and practice. Although some of the criticism cannot be ignored, there
are several reasons that Fiedler’s model made a historically important contribution:

1. It was the first highly visible leadership theory to present the contingency approach, thus
giving widespread attention to the important role that the situation or context plays in
leadership.
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2. It also emphasized the importance of the interaction between the situation and the
leader’s characteristics in determining leader effectiveness.

3. It stimulated a great deal of research, including tests of its predictions and attempts to
improve on the model, and inspired the formulation of alternative contingency theories.64

Path-Goal Leadership Theory
The other widely recognized theoretical development from a contingency approach is the
path-goal theory derived from the expectancy framework of motivation theory (see
Chapter 6). Although Georgopoulos and his colleagues at the University of Michigan’s
Institute for Social Research used path-goal concepts and terminology many years ago for
analyzing the impact of leadership on performance, the recognized development is usually
attributed to Martin Evans and Robert House, who at about the same time wrote separate
papers on the subject.65 In essence, the path-goal theory attempts to explain the impact
that leader behavior has on associate motivation, satisfaction, and performance. The
House version of the theory incorporates four major types, or styles, of leadership.66

Briefly summarized, these are:

1. Directive leadership. This style is similar to that of the Lippitt and White authoritar-
ian leader. Associates know exactly what is expected of them, and the leader gives spe-
cific directions. There is no participation by subordinates.

2. Supportive leadership. The leader is friendly and approachable and shows a genuine
concern for associates.

3. Participative leadership. The leader asks for and uses suggestions from associates but
still makes the decisions.

4. Achievement-oriented leadership. The leader sets challenging goals for associates and
shows confidence that they will attain these goals and perform well.

This path-goal theory—and here is how it differs in one respect from Fiedler’s contin-
gency model—suggests that these various styles can be and actually are used by the same
leader in different situations.67 Two of the situational factors that have been identified are
the personal characteristics of associates and the environmental pressures and demands
facing associates. With respect to the first situational factor, the theory asserts:

Leader behavior will be acceptable to subordinates to the extent that the subordinates see such
behavior as either an immediate source of satisfaction or as instrumental to future satisfaction.68

And with respect to the second situational factor, the theory states:

Leader behavior will be motivational (e.g., will increase subordinate effort) to the extent that
(1) it makes satisfaction of subordinate needs contingent on effective performance, and (2) it
complements the environment of subordinates by providing the coaching, guidance, support,
and rewards which are necessary for effective performance and which may otherwise be
lacking in subordinates or in their environment.69

Using one of the four styles contingent on the situational factors as outlined, the leader
attempts to influence associates’ perceptions and motivate them, which in turn leads to their
role clarity, goal expectancies, satisfaction, and performance. This is specifically accom-
plished by the leader as follows:

1. Recognizing and/or arousing associates’ needs for outcomes over which the leader has
some control

2. Increasing personal payoffs to associates for work-goal attainment

3. Making the path to those payoffs easier to travel by coaching and direction
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4. Helping associates clarify expectancies

5. Reducing frustrating barriers

6. Increasing the opportunities for personal satisfaction contingent on effective per-
formance70

In other words, by doing the preceding, the leader attempts to make the path to associates’
goals as smooth as possible. But to accomplish this path-goal facilitation, the leader must
use the appropriate style contingent on the situational variables present. Figure 13.2 sum-
marizes this path-goal approach.

As happened with the expectancy theory of motivation, there was a surge of research on
the path-goal theory of leadership. However, the research concentrated only on parts of the
theory rather than on the entire theory. A sampling of the research findings indicated the
following:

1. Studies of seven organizations found that leader directiveness was (a) positively related
to satisfactions and expectancies of associates engaged in ambiguous tasks and (b) neg-
atively related to satisfactions and expectancies of associates engaged in clear tasks.

2. Studies involving 10 different samples of employees found that supportive leadership
had its most positive effect on satisfaction for associates who work on stressful, frus-
trating, or dissatisfying tasks.

3. In a major study in a manufacturing organization, it was found that in nonrepetitive,
ego-involving tasks, employees were more satisfied under participative leaders than
under nonparticipative leaders.

4. In three separate organizations it was found that for employees performing ambiguous,
nonrepetitive tasks, the higher the achievement orientation of the leader, the more asso-
ciates were confident that their efforts would pay off in effective performance.71

Other reviews of the research on the path-goal theory are not as supportive as the pre-
ceding. For example, Schriesheim and DeNisi note that only a few hypotheses have really
been drawn from the theory, which means that the theory may be incapable of generating
meaningful predictions.72 However, a comprehensive review of 48 studies demonstrated
that the mixed results of the individual studies, when cumulated, were transformed into
support for path-goal theory.73

Overall, the path-goal theory, like the other traditional theories presented in this section,
provide a theoretical and research foundation for the better understanding of leadership.

ASSOCIATE CHARACTERISTICS
Locus of control and/or ability

ENVIRONMENTAL FORCES
Task characteristics
Formal authority system
Primary work group

LEADER BEHAVIOR/STYLES
Directive
Supportive
Participative
Achievement oriented

ASSOCIATE
Perceptions
Motivation

OUTCOMES
Satisfaction
Role clarity
Goal clarity
Performance

FIGURE 13.2 
A Summary of 
Path-Goal
Relationships
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One analysis concluded that leaders will be perceived most favorably by their associates,
and succeed in exerting most influence over them, when they behave in ways that closely
match (1) the needs and values of associates and (2) the requirements of a specific work sit-
uation.74 In other words, the path-goal theory, like the expectancy theory in work motiva-
tion, can help in understanding the complexities of the leadership process.

MODERN THEORETICAL PROCESSES OF LEADERSHIP

Despite a relative degree of acceptance of the traditional theories of leadership and the con-
siderable (at least relative to other areas in organizational behavior) amount of research that
has been conducted, few would disagree today that leadership still needs much more theory
building and research. For example, a comprehensive review of the traditional theories con-
cluded that many of the tests conducted to identify moderating effects were judged to be
inappropriate and that most of the results reported in this domain have not been repli-
cated.75 There is a need to go beyond the traditional approaches with alternative theories,
research methods, and applications for leadership studies.

Besides the established trait, group and exchange, contingency, and path-goal theories
of leadership, a number of other widely recognized theories have emerged in recent years.
These include the charismatic, transformational, substitutes, and authentic theories of lead-
ership. An overview of each of these provides better understanding of the complex leader-
ship process.

Charismatic Leadership Theories
Charismatic leadership is a throwback to the old conception of leaders as being those who
“by the force of their personal abilities are capable of having profound and extraordinary
effects on followers.”76 Although the charismatic concept, or charisma, goes as far back as
the ancient Greeks and is cited in the Bible, its modern development is often attributed to
the work of Robert House.77 On the basis of the analysis of political and religious leaders,
House suggests that charismatic leaders are characterized by self-confidence and confi-
dence in their associates, high expectations for associates, ideological vision, and the use of
personal example. Followers of charismatic leaders identify with the leader and the mission
of the leader, exhibit extreme loyalty to and confidence in the leader, emulate the leader’s
values and behavior, and derive self-esteem from their relationship with the leader.78 Bass
has extended the profile of charismatic leaders to include superior debating and persuasive
skills as well as technical expertise and the fostering of attitudinal, behavioral, and emo-
tional changes in their followers.79 A Fortune article humorously describes a manager with
charisma as follows:

He attended some middling college. Doesn’t have an MBA. But he has an aura. He persuades
people—subordinates, peers, customers, even the S.O.B. you both work for—to do things
they’d rather not. People charge over the hill for him. Run through fire. Walk barefoot on 
broken glass. He doesn’t demand attention, he commands it.80

Because of the effects that charismatic leaders have on followers, the theory predicts
that charismatic leaders will produce in followers performance beyond expectations as well
as strong commitment to the leader and his or her mission. Research indicates that the
impact of such charismatic leaders will be enhanced when the followers exhibit higher levels
of self-awareness and self-monitoring, especially when observing the charismatic leaders’
behaviors and activities81 and when operating in a social network.82 House and his col-
leagues provide some support for charismatic theory83 and research finds a positive effect
on desirable outcomes such as cooperation84 and motivation,85 and recent conceptualization
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proposing that alternative forms (personalized versus socialized) are relevant to successful
implementation of mergers and acquisitions.86 However, as with the other leadership theo-
ries, complexities are found87 and more research is needed. For example, one study that
assessed charismatic leader behaviors, individual level correlates, and unit-level correlates
(outcomes) in the military yielded only limited support for the theory’s propositions and led
the researchers to conclude that greater sensitivity to multiple constituencies of leaders is
needed in theories and studies focused on charismatic leadership.88 Also, extensions of the
theory are being proposed. For example, Conger and Kanungo treat charisma as an attribu-
tional phenomenon and propose that it varies with the situation.89 Leader traits that foster
charismatic attributions include self-confidence, impression-management skills, social
sensitivity, and empathy. Situations that promote charismatic leadership include a crisis
requiring dramatic change90 or followers who are very dissatisfied with the status quo. For
example, a study in a university setting revealed a situation in which a charismatic leader
was able to successfully implement a technical change, but at the same time suffered
through major political turmoil, which appeared to be side effects of the technical change.
This suggests that studies of charismatic leadership must be considered in the context in
which the leader operates, and the nature of the task or work being performed should be
included in the analysis.91

Included in the extensions of charismatic leadership is also the recognition of a dark
side.92 Charismatic leaders tend to be portrayed as wonderful heroes, but as Table 13.3
shows, there can also be unethical characteristics associated with charismatic leaders.
With regard to meeting the challenge of being ethical, it has been noted that charismatic
leaders

deserve this label only if they create transformations in their organizations so that members
are motivated to follow them and to seek organization objectives not simply because they are
ordered to do so, and not merely because they calculate that such compliance is in their self-
interest, but because they voluntarily identify with the organization, its standards of conduct
and willingly seek to fulfill its purpose.93

This transformation idea is also picked up by Bass, who suggests that charismatic lead-
ership is really just a component of the broader-based transformational leadership, cov-
ered next.94

TABLE 13.3
Ethical and Unethical
Characteristics of
Charismatic Leaders

Source: Jane M. Howell and
Bruce J. Avolio, “The Ethics of
Charismatic Leadership:
Submission or Liberation?”
Academy of Management
Executive, May 1992, p. 45.
Used with permission.

Ethical Charismatic Leader

• Uses power to serve others

• Aligns vision with followers’ needs 
and aspirations

• Considers and learns from criticism
• Stimulates followers to think

independently and to question the 
leader’s view

• Open, two-way communication
• Coaches, develops, and supports

followers; shares recognition with 
others

• Relies on internal moral standards to 
satisfy organizational and societal 
interests

Unethical Charismatic Leader

• Uses power only for personal gain or
impact

• Promotes own personal vision

• Censures critical or opposing views
• Demands own decisions be accepted 

without question

• One-way communication
• Insensitive to followers’ needs

• Relies on convenient, external moral 
standards to satisfy self-interests
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Transformational Leadership Theory
Many years ago James MacGregor Burns identified two types of political leadership: trans-
actional and transformational.95 The more traditional transactional leadership involves an
exchange relationship between leaders and followers, but transformational leadership is
based more on leaders’ shifting the values, beliefs, and needs of their followers. Table 13.4
summarizes the characteristics and approaches of transactional versus transformational
leaders. More recently, the “charisma” characteristic of transformational leadership has
been changed to “idealized influence.” This was done to not confuse transformational with
charismatic leadership, which Bass treats as different theories. Although there are a num-
ber of contrasts between the two theories, the major differentiators are how followers are
treated. Key to transformational leaders is that they seek to empower and elevate followers
(i.e., develop followers into leaders) while charismatic leaders may try to keep followers
weak and dependent on them (i.e., instill personal loyalty to the leader rather than develop-
ing them to attain ideals).

In contrast to transactional leaders that behave in one of the ways shown in Table 13.4,
Avolio notes that transformational leaders characterized by idealized leadership, inspiring
leadership, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration represent a cluster of
interrelated styles aimed at the following:

1. Changing situations for the better

2. Developing followers into leaders

3. Overhauling organizations to provide them with new strategic directions

4. Inspiring people by providing an energizing vision and high ideal for moral and ethical
conduct96

On the basis of his research findings, Bass concludes that in many instances (such as rely-
ing on passive management by exception), transactional leadership is a prescription for
mediocrity and that transformational leadership leads to superior performance in organiza-
tions facing demands for renewal and change. He suggests that fostering transformational
leadership through policies of recruitment, selection, promotion, training, and development
will pay off in the health, well-being, and effective performance of today’s organizations.97

A meta-analysis of 39 studies found that the transformational behaviors of charisma (ideal-
ized influence), individualized consideration, and intellectual stimulation were related to

TABLE 13.4 
Characteristics and
Approaches of
Transactional versus
Transformational
Leaders

Source: Bernard M. Bass,
“From Transactional to
Transformational Leadership:
Learning to Share the Vision,”
Organizational Dynamics,
Winter 1990, p. 22. Used with
permission.

Transactional Leaders

1. Contingent reward: Contracts the exchange of rewards for effort; promises rewards for
good performance; recognizes accomplishments.

2. Management by exception (active): Watches and searches for deviations from rules and
standards; takes corrective action.

3. Management by exception (passive): Intervenes only if standards are not met.
4. Laissez-faire: Abdicates responsibilities; avoids making decisions.

Transformational Leaders

1. Charisma: Provides vision and sense of mission; instills pride; gains respect and trust.
2. Inspiration: Communicates high expectations; uses symbols to focus efforts; expresses

important purposes in simple ways.
3. Intellectual stimulation: Promotes intelligence; rationality; and careful problem solving.
4. Individual consideration: Gives personal attention; treats each employee individually;

coaches; advises.
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leadership effectiveness in most studies, but, except for the contingent reward behaviors, the
transactional leadership styles did not enhance leadership effectiveness,98 and this more pos-
itive impact of transformational over transactional leadership has held through the years. For
example, a recent meta-analysis of 87 studies found transformational leadership related
(.44) to the composite of desired outcomes (follower job satisfaction, follower leader satis-
faction, follower motivation, leader job performance, group or organizational performance
and rated leader effectiveness).99 However, in this meta-analysis, contingent reward trans-
actional leadership also related (.39) to the same composite of outcomes, and transforma-
tional leadership failed to significantly predict leader job performance.

Most of the research on transformational leadership to date has relied on Bass and
Avolio’s MLQ (Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire)100 or qualitative research that sim-
ply describes leaders through interviews. Examples of the latter were the interviews with
top executives of major companies conducted by Tichy and Devanna. They found that
effective transformational leaders share the following characteristics:

1. They identify themselves as change agents.

2. They are courageous.

3. They believe in people.

4. They are value driven.

5. They are lifelong learners.

6. They have the ability to deal with complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty.

7. They are visionaries.101

Increasing empirical research has supported the transformational leadership characteris-
tics. For example, field studies have shown that transformational leaders more frequently
employ legitimating tactics and engender higher levels of identification and internalization102

(see Chapter 10), have better performance103 and develop their followers.104 Recent studies
are refining these general findings. For example, in a study comparing male and female sales
managers, females were inclined to form unique relationships with each of their individual
subordinates that were independent of their group memberships, suggesting transformational
and contingent reward patterns that were somewhat different from their male counterparts.105

In other studies, transformational leadership mediated by leader-member exchange produced
effects on followers’ performance and organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs).106 Also,
the relationship transformational leadership and OCBs were found to be moderated by per-
ceptions of procedural justice and trust, and extraversion and agreeableness of the “Big Five”
personality traits (see Chapter 5).107 Another recent study found ones’ emotion and personal-
ity contributed to transformational leadership behavior.108 Also, transformational leadership
exhibited more moral reasoning109 and has implications for ethical concerns.110 A recent
study got back to refining the impact of transformational leadership on performance by find-
ing that one’s identification with the work unit, self-efficacy (Chapter 7) and means efficacy
(confidence in the tools and other support needed to get the job done) were mediators.111

Conceptual analysis also indicates that contextual factors may influence receptivity to trans-
formational leadership tactics, and therefore they should be considered and accounted for
when research is being conducted.112 In addition, other theories gained attention to help
explain the complex process of leadership.

Substitutes for Leadership
Because of dissatisfaction with the progress of leadership theory and research in explain-
ing and predicting the effects of leader behavior on performance outcomes, some of the
basic assumptions about the importance of leadership per se have been challenged over the
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years. One alternative approach that received attention proposed that there may be certain
“substitutes” for leadership that make leader behavior unnecessary and redundant, and
“neutralizers” that prevent the leader from behaving in a certain way or that counteract the
behavior.113 These substitutes or neutralizers can be found in subordinate, task, and orga-
nization characteristics. Figure 13.3 gives specific examples of possible substitutes and neu-
tralizers according to supportive/relationship leadership and instrumental/task leadership.

As shown, employee experience, ability, and training may substitute for instrumental/
task leadership. For example, craftspersons or professionals such as accountants or soft-
ware engineers may have so much experience, ability, and training that they do not need
instrumental/task leadership to perform well and be satisfied. Those employees who don’t
particularly care about organizational rewards (for example, professors or musicians) will
neutralize both supportive/relationship and instrumental/task leadership attempts. Tasks
that are highly structured and automatically provide feedback substitute for instrumental/
task leadership, and those that are intrinsically satisfying (for example, teaching) do not
need supportive/relationship leadership. There are also a number of organizational charac-
teristics that substitute for or neutralize leadership.

There has been further analysis of the leader substitutes concept,114 and Kerr and
Jermier have provided some empirical support from field studies of police officers.115 They
found that substitutes such as feedback from the task being performed had more impact
on certain job-related activities than leader behaviors did. Other studies have also been

FIGURE 13.3 
Kerr and Jermier’s
Substitutes and
Neutralizers for
Leadership

SUBORDINATE CHARACTERISTICS IMPACT ON LEADERSHIP

Experience, ability, and training Substitute for instrumental
leadership

Professional orientation Substitute for instrumental
and supportive leadership

Indifference toward organizational rewards Neutralizes instrumental and
supportive leadership

TASK CHARACTERISTICS

Structured and routine task Substitute for instrumental
leadership

Feedback within the task Substitute for instrumental
leadership

Intrinsically satisfying task Substitute for supportive
leadership

ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

Cohesive work groups Substitute for instrumental
and supportive leadership

Low position power of leader Neutralizes instrumental
and supportive leadership

Formalization Substitute for instrumental
leadership

Inflexibility Neutralizes instrumental
leadership

Leader physically isolated from subordinates Neutralizes instrumental and
supportive leadership
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interpreted (post hoc) to support organizational characteristics such as formalization as
leader substitutes.116 More recent direct tests have yielded mixed results.117 One study
using hospital personnel with a wide variety of skills and backgrounds and in a wide vari-
ety of professions found several potential substitutes to predict subordinate satisfaction and
commitment, but only one of the single substitutes (organizational formalization) rendered
leadership impossible and/or unnecessary.118 A follow-up study found that worker profes-
sionalism was an important moderator variable. It also found that professionals differed
from nonprofessionals in that intrinsically satisfying work tasks and importance placed on
organizational rewards were strong substitutes for leaders’ support.119

The substitutes theory tries to point out that some things are beyond leaders’ control;
leaders do not have mystical powers over people. The situation or context plays a role. By
the same token, recent research testing the substitutes for leadership theory was generally
not supportive and demonstrated that leadership does matter.120 In other words, the substi-
tutes idea does not negate leadership; but it may put a more realistic boundary on what
leadership is capable of achieving from followers. Some styles, behaviors, activities, and
skills of leadership are more effective than others. The next chapter focuses on these effec-
tive approaches to the actual practice of leadership.

Authentic Leadership
Although there are a number of newly emerging theories such as servant leadership,121

political leadership,122 contextual leadership,123 e-leadership,124 primal leadership,125

relational leadership,126 positive leadership,127 shared leadership,128 and responsible lead-
ership,129 in these times of unprecedented challenges facing organizational leaders, we
(Avolio and Luthans and our colleagues working with the Leadership Institute at the
University of Nebraska) believe that authentic leadership is a needed approach. Drawing
from Luthans’s work on positive organizational behavior130 and psychological capital131

(see Chapter 7), and Avolio’s work on transformational132 and full range leadership,133 we
have recently proposed a specific model of authentic leadership development.134

Authenticity has its roots in ancient Greek philosophy (“To thine own self be true”) and
descriptive words include genuine, transparent, reliable, trustworthy, real, and veritable.
Positive psychologists refer to authenticity as both owning one’s personal experiences
(thoughts, emotions, or beliefs, “the real me inside”) and acting in accord with the true self
(behaving and expressing what you really think and believe).135 We specifically define
authentic leadership in organizations as:

A process that draws from both positive psychological capacities and a highly developed
organizational context, which results in both greater self-awareness and self-regulated posi-
tive behaviors on the part of leaders and associates, fostering positive self-development. The
authentic leader is confident, hopeful, optimistic, resilient, transparent, moral/ethical, future-
oriented, and gives priority to developing associates to be leaders.136

The concept of authentic leadership is more on a continuum, rather than just being dichoto-
mous. Also, although we recognize authentic leaders draw from their genetic endowment
and life experience, similar to positive organizational behavior (POB) capacities or psy-
chological capital (see Chapter 7), authentic leadership is considered to be statelike and
thus open to development and change. Historically important leaders such as Gandhi,
Eleanor Roosevelt, and more recently Nelson Mandela would be considered authentic lead-
ers by our definition, but so would day-to-day managers and leaders in all types and levels
of organizations who know and are true to themselves and to their people, who do “the right
thing,” and who have sustainable effective performance in their area of responsibility, unit,
and overall organization.
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Although the term authentic leadership has been used in the practitioner-oriented pop-
ular literature,137 this proposed theory is the first to treat leadership as both a developmen-
tal process and product centered on authenticity. Figure 13.4 depicts this authentic
leadership development process and product. As shown, the authentic leadership process
involves antecedent-positive psychological capacities and positive organizational context
leading to positive self-development and the product of the authentic leader. In other words,
this developmental approach to leadership focuses on the positive (both personal and con-
textual) in getting to know and regulate one’s self. The outcomes of authentic leadership are
positive psychological capital (confidence, hope, optimism, and resiliency) and trans-
parency, moral/ethical behavior, future-orientation, and building associates.

Even though there is considerable indirect research support for this theoretical model of
authentic leadership coming from positive organizational behavior (see Chapter 7) and
transformational leadership (see previous section), the theory building and direct research
testing the model is still emerging,138 but a measure has recently been developed and vali-
dated.139 Only time will tell; but this and other new leadership theories seem needed to help
meet the daunting challenges facing organizational leaders now and in the future.

Leadership across Cultures
Leadership takes on added significance in a global economy. As leadership guru Warren
Bennis noted: “Given the nature and constancy of change and the transnational challenges
facing American business leadership, the key to making the right choices will come from
understanding and embodying the leadership qualities necessary to succeed in the volatile
and mercurial global economy.”140 Research to date reveals both similarities and differ-
ences when leadership activities and styles are examined across cultures.

In their classic study, Haire, Ghiselli, and Porter studied managerial attitudes regarding
different leadership styles in 14 countries. National groupings alone explained 28 percent
of the variance in managerial attitudes.141 Later research revealed that the degree of par-
ticipation used by managers was different across eight countries.142 In another study

Positive
Psychological

Capital

Positive
Organizational

Context

Positive Self-Development

Confidence
Hope
Optimism
Resiliency

Self-
Awareness

Highly Developed,
Strength-Based
Organization

Confident
Hopeful
Optimistic
Resilient
Transparent
Moral Ethical
Future Oriented
Associate Building

Self-
Regulation
Behaviors

Authentic Leadership

FIGURE 13.4 Authentic Leadership Development Model

Source: Adapted from Fred Luthans and Bruce Avolio, “Authentic Leadership Development,” in K. S. Cameron, S. E. Dutton, and R. E. Quinn (Eds.),
Positive Organizational Scholarship, Berrett-Koehler, San Francisco, 2003, p. 251, and Bruce J. Avolio and Fred Luthans, The High Impact Leader:
Moments Matter in Accelerating Authentic Leadership Development, McGraw-Hill, New York, 2006.
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conducted by the author (Luthans) and colleagues, participative management techniques
were actually ineffective in a Russian factory.143 Further, results from the author’s
(Luthans) Real Managers Study, presented in detail in the next chapter,144 were basically
replicated in a Russian factory.145 In a manner similar to U.S. managers studied (although
the relative frequencies were a little different), the Russian managers were observed to per-
form, in order, traditional management, communication, human resources, and networking
activities. Also, as was the case with the U.S. managers studied, the degree of networking
activities conducted by Russian managers was related to their success levels within the
organization. Still, the relationship between the activities of various Russian managers and
their subsequent levels of effectiveness was similar, but less clear.146 In other words, there
are a number of factors that potentially contribute to differences in effective leader
processes across cultures. Some that have been studied include personal values, the man-
ager’s background, and interpersonal skills.

Personal Values
The personal values held by a manager shape his or her perception of a situation, influence
the analysis of alternative solutions to a problem, and affect the ultimate decision made by the
leader.147 At the same time, the personal values of followers influence their leader, and
these values are different across cultures. A study of similar U.S.-owned manufacturing
plants located in five different cultures (Italian, Mexican, Spanish, United States, and
British) revealed that the overall leadership approaches of the host-country nationals
reflected the expectations of the local culture and workforce.148

Backgrounds of the Managers
U.S. managers come from all economic backgrounds—lower, middle, and upper class.
Although most are college educated, there is no guarantee that attending a given school will
lead to success, as promotion is often based on performance. Whereas degrees from pres-
tigious schools may offer a distinct advantage, U.S. managers come from a wide variety of
colleges. The same may not be true in other countries. For example, in France managers are
traditionally chosen from the graduates of the grandes ecoles.149 In Japan, graduates of
prestigious schools have much better chances to become top managers in the larger corpo-
rations, and in Korea many top business leaders are educated in the United States.

Besides educational background, class and family status also can have an influence. U.S.
managers come from all classes, but the same is not true in other countries. Family name
and class are important in France. In India, it is common to accept the authority of elders,
and this is revealed through little delegation of authority in many companies. In
Scandinavian countries, however, differing family patterns are reflected in participatory
decision-making styles and the routine delegation of authority by leaders.

Interpersonal Skills
There is considerable evidence that managers differ across cultures in their interpersonal
styles and skills. Leaders vary in their views of rules and procedures, deference to author-
ity, levels of dependence and independence, use of objectivity versus intuition, willingness
to compromise, and other interpersonal tactics. A U.S. supervisor on an oil rig in Indonesia
learned this lesson the hard way. In a moment of anger, he shouted at his timekeeper to take
the next boat to shore. Immediately, a mob of outraged Indonesian coworkers grabbed fire
axes and went after the supervisor. He escaped by barricading himself in his quarters. The
leadership lesson this American learned was: never berate an Indonesian in public.150 Even
transformational and transactional tactics used by leaders may vary in their levels of suc-
cess in differing cultures.151
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As these research studies reviewed indicate, there is reason to believe that cultural issues
in leadership should be studied to reveal both differences between cultures and specific
within-country practices that will help expatriate leaders succeed. The accompanying OB
in Action shows how communication will differ across cultures. Today’s global leaders
need to recognize such differences. The next step in the process is to systematize the study
of leadership across cultures to build contingency models similar to what has been done
with international human resource management.152

Project GLOBE and the Future of International 
Leadership Studies
In recent years, a major international research project under the general direction of Robert
House, called Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness, or GLOBE,
started publishing its findings.153 The meta-goal of the GLOBE program is to develop, over
time, an empirically based theory to describe, understand, and predict the impact of cultural
variables on leadership, organizational processes, and the effectiveness of the leader and
the processes. For over a decade, 170 country-based coinvestigators (CCIs) gathered data
from 18,000 managers from 62 countries. The CCIs were responsible for leading the study
in the specific culture in which each had expertise.

A major goal of the GLOBE project was to develop societal and organizational mea-
sures of culture and leader attributes that were appropriate to use across all cultures. The
GLOBE research indicated nine dimensions of cultures that differentiate societies and
organizations. These identified cultural dimensions are:

1. Power distance, or the degree to which members of a collective expect power to be dis-
tributed equally

2. Uncertainty avoidance, which is the extent a society, organization, or groups rely on
norms, rules, and procedures to alleviate the unpredictability of future events

3. Humane orientation, reflected in the degree to which a collective encourages and
rewards individuals for being fair, altruistic, generous, caring, and kind to others

4. Institutional Collectivism, described as the degree to which organizational and societal
institutional practices encourage and reward the collective distribution of resources and
collective actions

5. In-Group Collectivism, which is the degree to which individuals express pride, loyalty,
and cohesiveness in their organizations or families

6. Assertiveness, defined as the degree to which individuals are assertive, confrontational,
and aggressive in their relationships with others

7. Gender egalitarianism, expressed as the degree a collective minimizes gender inequality

8. Future orientation, or the extent to which individuals engage in future-oriented behav-
iors such as delaying gratification, planning, and investing in the future

9. Performance orientation, suggested by the degree to which a collective encourages and
rewards group members for performance improvement and excellence

The first six dimensions were originally defined by Hofstede.154 One dimension Hofstede
called “masculinity” has been relabeled as two constructs, assertiveness and gender egali-
tarianism, by the GLOBE researchers. Following the development and validation of the
scale used to measure leader and cultural variables, studies were conducted to empirically
assess the psychometric properties of the dimensions that had been established.

The second phase of the program was a further assessment of the leader and cultural scales.
Unobtrusive measures were created to identify the latent constructs, manifest indicators,
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and qualitative indicators that could be used to assess the nine cultural dimensions, nine
organizational practices, organizational contingencies including technology, the environ-
ment, and the size of the organization, plus societal culturally endorsed implicit leadership
theories. In addition, hypotheses were developed regarding the relationships among various
societal dimensions, organizational dimensions, and the culturally endorsed implicit theo-
ries that had been identified.

Phase three of the project was designed to study organizational cultures along with
measures of leader and work-unit effectiveness, as well as individual cognitive, emotional,

OB in Action: How Business Leaders Communicate across Cultures

One of the biggest challenges facing leaders doing busi-
ness internationally is that the nationals of each country
typically use their language and speech in a different way.
In one culture people will lower their voice to indicate the
seriousness of a situation, whereas in another culture they
will speak very loudly to convey the same message. In one
culture people will talk rapidly and be regarded as highly
credible, whereas in another they will speak slowly and
achieve the same result. The challenge in dealing with
business leaders across cultures is to know how they use
their language to communicate and what they are look-
ing for from the other person. Here are some specific
examples.

British The British tend to use a reserved tone in
speaking and like to understate things. They also
have a fondness for conceding points early to their
opponents in order to take the steam out of the oth-
ers’ arguments. British business leaders are very good
at being vague in order to maintain politeness and to
avoid confrontation. When trying to influence them,
use of humor and anecdotes and the offers of rea-
sonable prices and good quality works best.

Spaniards and Italians Spaniards and Italians like to
use a broad vocabulary and employ their hands,
arms, and facial expressions when conveying their
message. In particular, business leaders let others
clearly understand how they feel about things. When
trying to persuade others to a particular point of
view, these business leaders appeal directly and
strongly to good sense, a warm heart, and generosity.
Additionally, these business leaders often insist that
others make a decision right away.

Germans German business leaders rely on logic, but
they also place strong importance on gathering a
great deal of information to back up their positions.
They like to present their points in a thorough and
detailed way so that there is little opportunity for
counterarguments, although effective negotiators
find it very effective to work with German business
leaders to find common ground and thus ward off a

“win-lose” situation. German business leaders are
influenced by technical information, good prices,
high quality, and specific delivery dates.

Scandinavians Scandinavian business leaders like to
list the pros and cons of a position before providing
the other person with their decision on the matter.
They are also very slow to give up on their position
because they feel that they have more than ample
support for it. They also like to forgo the niceties and
get down to the business at hand. Quite often their
presentations are factual, succinct, and well thought
through. In persuading Scandinavian business lead-
ers, it is important to emphasize quality, design, tech-
nical information, and delivery dates.

Japanese Japanese business leaders are extremely
polite and almost never say no. On the other hand,
the fact that they smile a great deal does not mean
that they agree with the other person. Those who
deal with Japanese business leaders on a regular basis
find that they are greatly influenced by presentations
that help them understand how something works or
why it is a good idea or how it will be profitable for
them. Two of the main things that outsiders need to
focus on when dealing with Japanese business lead-
ers are good price and politeness.

Finally, it is important to remember that business
leaders from each culture have their own attention
span, and if someone goes beyond this time period,
they may find themselves losing out. For example,
the British have a moderate time span, about 40
minutes. Scandinavians have a somewhat longer
span, about 50 minutes. The Japanese typically give
others about an hour before they begin losing inter-
est. The Germans are the longest of all in this
regard, tending to have attention spans of about 75
minutes. So when interacting with business leaders
across cultures, attention must be given to both con-
tent and length, and communications must be
adapted accordingly.
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and evaluative responses to leader behaviors. The goal is to study leader behaviors within
organizations and cultures longitudinally.

Phase four is based on phase three, in which universally perceived behaviors that impede
or facilitate outstanding leadership were identified. Also, phase three is oriented toward
identifying actual leader practices and universal organizational practices leading to positive
or negative cognitive, affective, and performance consequences. Further, efforts were made
to identify those perceived behaviors and practices that are culture specific. The
researchers’ goal in phase four was to answer the following questions:

1. Are there any universally effective leader behaviors?

2. What are the effects of violating strongly held culturally endorsed preferences for leader
behaviors?

3. What types of consistent specific preferences for leader behaviors are present across
cultures?

Some of the findings by the GLOBE team suggest 21 primary and then six leader attri-
butes and behaviors that are viewed as contributing to leadership in various cultures. These
six are summarized as follows:155

1. Charismatic/Value-Base—the ability to inspire, to motivate, and to expect high per-
formance outcomes from others on the basis of core beliefs.

2. Team-Oriented—effective team building and implementation of a common purpose/
goal among team members.

3. Participative—the degree to which managers/leaders involve others in making and
implementing decisions.

4. Humane-Oriented—supportive, considerate, compassionate, and generous leadership.

5. Autonomous—independent and individualistic leadership.

6. Self-Protective—ensuring the safety and security of the individual, it tends to be an
approach that is self-centered and face saving.

The GLOBE researchers found that these six leadership dimensions differed in terms of
their desirability and effectiveness in various cultures. For example, the charismatic/value-
based, team-oriented, and participative are generally reported to contribute to outstanding
leadership, but each is found more often in specific cultures (e.g., charismatic in Anglo,
team in Latin American, and participative in Germanic Europe). On the other hand, humane
leadership is felt to be neutral in some cultures but moderately contribute to outstanding
leadership in others; autonomous leadership is reported to range from impeding outstand-
ing leadership to slightly facilitating it; and self-protective leadership is generally reported
to impede outstanding leadership. Again, each of these types of leadership is found to dif-
ferent degrees in various cultures (e.g., humane in Southern Asia, autonomous in Eastern
Europe, and self-protective in Southern Asia).

The general findings of the GLOBE project are that cultural dimensions do exist that can
be identified and measured. Cultural differences can be studied through etic (across cultures)
or emic (within cultures, or country-specific information) approaches. Cultural differences
strongly influence the ways in which people think about their leaders as well as societal norms
that exist concerning the status, influence, and the privileges granted to leaders. Although
work remains to complete the project, the findings so far indicate a great deal of promise for
furthering understanding of how leaders can effectively operate in various cultures.

Other smaller international research efforts have also been conducted. For example, Bass
examined the nature of the transactional-transformational leadership paradigm across national
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boundaries.156 Also, Church and Wacalawski investigated the relationship between leader style
(transformational versus transactional) and subsequent organizational practices and outcomes,
which supports the findings presented in the GLOBE report.157 And finally, still another study
suggests that there are indeed leadership concepts that are culturally endorsed, in which simi-
lar cultures share similar leadership concepts.158 Clearly, the study of leadership across cul-
tures is a growing and important body of knowledge for the leadership field.

Summary This chapter presents and analyzes the processes of leadership. The classic research studies
on leadership set the stage for the theoretical development of leadership. The trait theories
concentrate on the leaders themselves and through the years showed little promise for
either the understanding of the leadership process or the relationship with effective leader-
ship performance. Recently, however, there is renewed research interest indicating a signi-
ficant relationship with the “Big Five” personality traits and effective leadership. There is
also emerging interest in the statelike positive organizational behavior capacities (i.e.,
hope, optimism, resiliency, emotional intelligence, and, especially, self-efficacy) and effec-
tive leaders, and there is continuing concern with leader skills and competencies.

The group and exchange theories emphasize the importance of followers, and although
the leader-member exchange (or LMX) model still generates considerable research, the
group and exchange theories in general are recognized to be only partial theories. The tra-
ditionally recognized theories of leadership tend to be more situationally or contextually
based. In particular, Fiedler’s classic contingency model made a significant contribution to
leadership theory and to the practice of human resource management. The path-goal
approach also made an important contribution to leadership understanding. It incorporates
expectancy motivation concepts.

All the traditional theories of leadership continue to provide understanding and a foun-
dation for the practice of leadership in today’s organizations. However, in recent years a
number of alternative theories have emerged to supplement and, mostly, facilitate better
understanding of the various processes of effective leadership. In particular, the charis-
matic and transformational, and to a much lesser extent, the substitutes approach have
received attention. Charismatic leaders (characterized as having qualities beyond the usual
appointed leader) get extraordinary commitment and performance from followers. The
charismatic leaders, however, as a group are considered only a subsection of the larger
group of transformational leaders characterized by idealized influence, inspirational moti-
vation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration. These transformational
leaders are felt to be especially suited to today’s organizations as they experience dramatic
change. The substitutes approach recognizes that certain subordinate, task, and organiza-
tional characteristics may substitute for or neutralize the impact that leader behavior has on
subordinate performance and satisfaction. All of these leadership theories continue to be
researched to provide a better understanding of the complexities involved and to make the
applications to practice more effective. Recently, to recognize the unprecedented chal-
lenges now facing organizational leaders, we have proposed authentic leadership theory.
This approach draws from our positive organizational behavior and psychological capital
approach (see Chapter 7) and Avolio’s transformational/full-range leadership. The authen-
tic leader is true to him- or herself and others and possesses considerable positive psycho-
logical capital, is transparent, moral/ethical, and future-oriented, and gives priority to
developing associates to be leaders.

Finally, studies of international leadership indicate the importance of recognizing dif-
ferences and similarities both across cultures and within cultures. The GLOBE project in
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particular is an example of a very comprehensive research program designed to discover
the nature of leader effectiveness by identifying both universal and culture-specific dimen-
sions that are associated with effective leadership processes.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
The leader’s level of intelligence will influence others’ perception of the leader’s effectiveness.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[13 studies; over 1,533 participants; d = 1.21] On average, there is an 80 percent probabil-
ity that highly intelligent leaders will be perceived as more effective leaders than those of
less intelligence. Further analysis, although not as strong, also supported that the traits of
dominance and masculinity/femininity are also significantly related to perceptions of lead-
ership effectiveness.

Conclusion:
Growing out of the “Great Person” theory of leadership, the trait approach suggests that
certain dispositional, relatively fixed characteristics or traits of effective leaders can be
identified. At first, physical attributes such as height, appearance, and age along with per-
sonality traits such as dominance and introversion/extroversion were all considered as
potential leadership attributes. Although these lines of inquiry yielded some interesting
findings, no generalizations, with the possible exception of intelligence as found in this
meta-analysis, have emerged. However, in recent years attention to leaders themselves has
resurfaced because the Big Five personality traits are found to relate to effective leaders and
the statelike POB constructs (see Chapter 9) are beginning to show a relationship with
effective leadership.

Source: Adapted from Robert G. Lord, Christy L. De Vader, and George M. Alliger, “A Meta-Analysis of
the Relation between Personality Traits and Leadership Perceptions: An Application of Validity
Generalization Procedures,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 71, No. 3, 1986, pp. 402–410.

OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCED-BASED PRACTICE
Leader–member exchange (LMX) is positively related to job performance, satisfaction,
and commitment.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[(1) 12 studies; 1,909 participants, d = .91 for performance ratings (leader LMX);(2) 30
studies; 4,218 participants; d = .58 for performance ratings (member LMX); (3) 8 stud-
ies; 982 participants; d = .19 for objective performance; (4) 27 studies; 5,302 partici-
pants; d = 1.59 for satisfaction with supervision; (5) 33 studies; 6,887 participants; d =
1.03 for overall satisfaction; and (6) 17 studies; 3,006 participants; d = .75 for organi-
zational commitment.] On average, there is a: (1) 74 percent probability that the
leader’s perception of LMX will be more related to members’ rated performance than for
those leaders who do not perceive LMX; (2) 66 percent probability that the members’
perception of LMX will be more related to their rated performance than that of those
who do not perceive LMX; (3) 55 percent probability that perceived LMX will be more
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related to objective performance (e.g., quantity or quality of work) than if LMX is miss-
ing; (4) 87 percent probability that perceived LMX will be more related to member sat-
isfaction with supervision than if LMX is absent; (5) 77 percent probability that
perceived LMX will be more related to member overall satisfaction than if LMX is not
perceived; and (6) 70 percent probability that perceived LMX will be more related to
member organizational commitment than if LMX is absent. Further moderator analysis
indicates that the strength of this relationship depends on the measurement used. When
perceptions of LMX are measured from a leader’s perspective, the relationship between
LMX and performance ratings of members is stronger than when perceptions are mea-
sured from the member’s point of view.

Conclusion:
LMX perceptions of the leader’s relationship with members and those in the in-group and
out-group are important because of the linkages between leadership processes and out-
comes of performance, satisfaction, and commitment. In particular, perceptions of a super-
visor or leader regarding an employee’s performance become criteria on which important
decisions are made. A tendency for a supervisor to rate someone favorable as a result of
being in the in-group can translate into favorable outcomes for in-group members and neg-
ative outcomes for out-group members. Furthermore, creating positive or negative expec-
tations about an employee through the development of LMX perceptions may change the
actual performance level of employees (i.e., become a self-fulfilling prophecy) and not just
affect performance ratings. This LMX process highlights the importance of interpersonal
relationships between leaders and their followers.

Source: Charlotte R. Gerstner and David V. Day, “Meta-Analytic Review of Leader-Member Exchange
Theory: Correlates and Construct Issues,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 82, No. 6, 1997, 
pp. 827–844.

1. Briefly summarize the findings of the three classic leadership studies.

2. Why do you think the “Big Five” personality traits have been recently found to relate
to effective leaders whereas over the years personality traits in general have not?

3. How do the group theories differ from the trait theories of leadership?

4. Name and describe the main “competencies” that may be associated with a leader’s
effectiveness.

5. What are the three critical situational variables identified by Fiedler? If these are very
favorable, what is the most effective style to use?

6. In simple terms, what is the path-goal theory of leadership? What is the leader’s func-
tion in this conceptualization?

7. What are the major differences between transactional leaders and transformational
leaders? Can you clarify these differences in how today’s organizations are led?

8. What is meant by “substitutes for,” and “neutralizers of,” leadership? Give some sub-
ordinate, task, and organizational examples of these substitutes and neutralizers.

9. In your own words, describe what is meant by an authentic leader. How does this dif-
fer from previous theories, and why may it be so important now?

10. What is the GLOBE project? What cultural dimensions have been identified by the
GLOBE researchers? What findings have been found by this GLOBE research effort in
terms of the six major leadership dimensions found in various cultures?

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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Most organizations at one time or another face crisis situations in which leaders must
make important choices to ensure the very survival of the organization. Visit http://
www.crisisexperts.com/ and http://www.crisis-management-and-disaster-
recovery.com/. With the information from these Web sites, consider recent examples
where an organization has been faced with a major crisis. Visit the company’s Web site to
see how the leaders are dealing with the situation(s). Consider the following questions:

1. What style is the leader using in order to solve the crisis? Does it seem effective? Why
or why not? What would you have done differently if you were the leader in charge?

2. Frame the issue in the context of Fiedler’s theory and specific contingency model of
leadership (Figure 13.1). Does the leadership style in use fit the situation as defined by
Fielder? If not, could this explain why the organization is not solving the problem?

3. Frame the issue in terms of your understanding of authentic leadership. Was it present?
Should it be?

Internet
Exercise:
Leading in
Times of Crisis

Real Case: No Organization Chart and an 80-Blank-Pages Policy Manual

Ask Michael E. Marks about his company’s procedures
for making a big capital investment, and he is likely to
refer you to the Flextronics International Corporate
Policy Manual. It has 80 pages—all of them blank.
Although Marks is Flextronics’ chairman and CEO, he
says he sometimes lets subordinates such as Humphrey
W. Porter, the head of Flextronics’ European operations,
do multi-million-dollar acquisitions without showing
him the paperwork. He disdains staff meetings at his
San Jose (Calif.) headquarters, and he refuses to draw
up an organization chart delineating his managers’
responsibilities.

One might think Marks’s style is too casual for a grow-
ing conglomerate. This is a giant that owns dozens of fac-
tories scattered over four continents and has big contracts
with some of the most demanding corporate customers
on earth, from Cisco Systems Inc. to Siemens. In recent
years it has acquired manufacturing plants, design firms,
and component makers in the United States, Europe, and
Asia. It also has landed huge manufacturing contracts
with Motorola Inc. and Microsoft Corp.

As Marks sees it, the business of global contract
manufacturing is all about speed. The time it takes to get
a prototype into mass production and onto retail shelves
across the globe can determine whether a leading-edge
digital gadget succeeds or flops. And with the Internet
and corporate makeovers rapidly reconfiguring entire
industries, Marks thinks it’s a bigger sin to miss important
opportunities than to make a mistake or two. So he doesn’t
want to tie down his top managers with bureaucracy. One

of Marks’s favorite dictums: “It’s not the big who eat the
small. It’s the fast who eat the slow.”

So far, Marks has managed to craft the right balance.
A Harvard MBA who had run several small electronics
makers, Marks helped engineer a takeover of Singapore-
domiciled Flextronics in 1993, when it was nearly bank-
rupt. After turning the company around, he began to
rebuild. Flextronics became a favored supplier to com-
panies like Cisco, 3Com, and Palm. Flextronics is poised
to become the world’s second-largest contract manufac-
turer, after Milpitas (Calif.)-based Solectron Corp.
Besides the industrial parks in Hungary, it also has huge
manufacturing campuses in Mexico, China, and Brazil.

The basketball hoop hanging in Marks’s modest,
somewhat disheveled office seems to sum up his self-
image. Marks is a passionate player—even though he
stands all of 5 ft. 2 in. Likewise, in the business world,
Marks seems determined to prove a point. One way or
another, he’s convinced he can retain the agile manage-
ment style of a start-up, while making Flextronics a
global enterprise that can play in the big leagues.

1. Based on your reading of the case, describe the lead-
ership process used by Michael Marks. Do you think
he is successful because of or in spite of his leader-
ship approach?

2. What leadership theories covered in the chapter
would best support Marks? Give specific examples.

3. How do you think Marks would do in another indus-
try such as retail?
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Real Case: The Seven Secrets of Inspiring Leaders

American business professionals are uninspired. Only
10 percent of employees look forward to going to work
and most point to a lack of leadership as the reason why,
according to a recent Maritz Research poll. But it doesn’t
have to be that way. All business leaders have the power
to inspire, motivate, and positively influence the people
in their professional lives.

For the past year, I have been interviewing renowned
leaders, entrepreneurs, and educators who have an
extraordinary ability to sell their vision, values, and
themselves. I was researching their communications
secrets for my new book, Fire Them Up. What I found
were seven techniques that you can easily adopt in your
own professional communications with your employ-
ees, clients, and investors.

1. Demonstrate enthusiasm—constantly. Inspiring
leaders have an abundance of passion for what they
do. You cannot inspire unless you’re inspired yourself.
Period. Passion is something I can’t teach. You either
have passion for your message or you don’t. Once you
discover your passion, make sure it’s apparent to
everyone within your professional circle. Richard Tait
sketched an idea on a napkin during a cross-country
flight, an idea to bring joyful moments to families and
friends. His enthusiasm was so infectious that he con-
vinced partners, employees, and investors to join him.
He created a toy and game company called Cranium.
Walk into its Seattle headquarters and you are hit with
a wave of fun, excitement, and engagement the likes
of which is rarely seen in corporate life. It all started
with one man’s passion.

2. Articulate a compelling course of action. Inspiring
leaders craft and deliver a specific, consistent, and
memorable vision. A goal such as “we intend to dou-
ble our sales by this time next year” is not inspiring.
Neither is a long, convoluted mission statement des-
tined to be tucked away and forgotten in a desk some-
where. A vision is a short [usually 10 words or less],
vivid description of what the world will look like if
your product or service succeeds. Microsoft’s
(MSFT) Steve Ballmer once said that shortly after he
joined the company, he was having second thoughts.
Bill Gates and Gates’ father took Ballmer out to din-
ner and said he had it all wrong. They said Ballmer
saw his role as that of a bean counter for a start-up.
They had a vision of putting a computer on every

desk, in every home. That vision—a computer on
every desk, in every home—remains consistent to
this day. The power of a vision set everything in
motion.

3. Sell the benefit. Always remember, it’s not about
you, it’s about them. In my first class at
Northwestern’s Medill School of Journalism, I was
taught to answer the question, “Why should my read-
ers care?” That’s the same thing you need to ask
yourself constantly throughout a presentation, meet-
ing, pitch, or any situation where persuasion takes
place. Your listeners are asking themselves, what’s in
this for me? Answer it. Don’t make them guess.

4. Tell more stories. Inspiring leaders tell memorable
stories. Few business leaders appreciate the power of
stories to connect with their audiences. A few weeks
ago I was working with one of the largest producers
of organic food in the country. I can’t recall most, if
any, of the data they used to prove organic is better.
But I remember a story a farmer told. He said when
he worked for a conventional grower, his kids could
not hug him at the end of the day when he got home.
His clothes had to be removed and disinfected. Now,
his kids can hug him as soon as he walks off the field.
No amount of data can replace that story. And now
guess what I think about when I see the organic sec-
tion in my local grocery store? You got it. The
farmer’s story. Stories connect with people on an
emotional level. Tell more of them.

5. Invite participation. Inspiring leaders bring
employees, customers, and colleagues into the
process of building the company or service. This is
especially important when trying to motivate young
people. The command and control way of managing
is over. Instead, today’s managers solicit input, listen
for feedback, and actively incorporate what they
hear. Employees want more than a paycheck. They
want to know that their work is adding up to some-
thing meaningful.

6. Reinforce an optimistic outlook. Inspiring leaders
speak of a better future. Robert Noyce, the cofounder
of Intel INTC, said, “Optimism is an essential ingre-
dient of innovation. How else can the individual
favor change over security?” Extraordinary leaders
throughout history have been more optimistic than
the average person. Winston Churchill exuded hope
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and confidence in the darkest days of World War II.
Colin Powell said that optimism was the secret
behind Ronald Reagan’s charisma. Powell also
said that optimism is a force multiplier, meaning it
has a ripple effect throughout an organization.
Speak in positive, optimistic language. Be a bea-
con of hope.

7. Encourage potential. Inspiring leaders praise peo-
ple and invest in them emotionally. Richard Branson
has said that when you praise people they flourish;
criticize them and they shrivel up. Praise is the easi-
est way to connect with people. When people receive
genuine praise, their doubt diminishes and their spir-
its soar. Encourage people and they’ll walk through
walls for you.

By inspiring your listeners, you become the kind of per-
son people want to be around. Customers will want to
do business with you, employees will want to work with
you, and investors will want to back you. It all starts
with mastering the language of motivation.

1. How, if at all, do the theories presented in this chap-
ter support such a list of secrets of effective lead-
ers? Which theory would seem to provide the best
explanation?

2. Which of these seven guidelines do you think can
have the most impact?

3. In your own personal experience dealing/interacting
with leaders, give examples of where you observed
one or more of these.
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Chapter Fourteen

Great Leaders: 
An Evidence-Based
Approach
Learning Objectives

• Relate the style implications from the classic and modern theories and supporting
research evidence for effective leaders.

• Present the research findings on leadership roles and activities.

• Examine the evidence-based activities that relate to successful and effective 
leaders.

• Identify the skills that have been found to be needed for effective leaders of
today’s organizations.

• Analyze the various evidence-based approaches to leadership development.

The preceding chapter presented the evidence-based foundation for effective leadership:
the traditional and modern theoretical processes and supporting research. This chapter
serves as the follow-up application for evidence-based effective (great) leaders. There is
empirical evidence that the demographics of organizational leaders are changing. A recent
study of top level managers in Fortune 100 firms found that compared to 20 years ago “they
are younger, more of them are female, and fewer of them were educated at elite institutions.
They’re making it to the top faster and taking fewer jobs along the way. They are increas-
ingly moving from one company to another as their careers unfold.”1 There is also evidence
that not only who leaders are is changing, but also what they do and how they behave is
changing. Specifically, this chapter presents the evidence on the various styles, activities,
and skills of great leaders/managers.

First, the style implications from the classic theories and research of the preceding chap-
ter are examined. Then, the main part of the chapter presents and analyzes the widely rec-
ognized styles of leadership. This discussion is followed by an examination of what
research says about leader roles and activities, with special attention given to successful
and effective leaders/managers. The last part of the chapter focuses on the leadership skills
that are increasingly being recognized and supported as necessary for today’s dramatically
changing organizations. Very simply, the differences among styles, activities, and skills
express the ways leaders influence followers. Roles and activities are what leaders do, and
skills are concerned with how leaders can be effective.

In this chapter the terms leaders and managers are used interchangeably, although the
preceding chapter pointed out there may be differences between managers and leaders, and
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there is growing empirical evidence that there may be a difference.2 Nevertheless, as one
highly successful corporate leader noted: “In the business environment of the future, every-
one will be in a leadership role.”3 Thus, this chapter on leadership styles, activities, and
skills is also on management styles, activities, and skills. After first discussing the modern
context for leadership, the chapter will give equal attention to evidence-based styles, activ-
ities, skills, and development of great leaders.

LEADERSHIP IN THE NEW ENVIRONMENT

There is no question that leadership roles are changing in the extremely challenging over-
all environment and the organizational contexts outlined in the first part of the book. There
is general agreement among all analyses of leadership that it is much more difficult to lead
in difficult times, such as we have experienced in recent years, than in good times.4 One
analysis argues that five key leadership roles can help shape managerial successes (and fail-
ures) in the near future. They include: (1) a strategic vision to motivate and inspire, (2)
empowering employees, (3) accumulating and sharing internal knowledge, (4) gathering
and integrating external information, and (5) challenging the status quo and enabling cre-
ativity.5 A recent observation is that organizational leaders now must have at least three
“faces”: (1) manager (disciplined, rational, organizing, controlling, intellect, strategic,
decision maker); (2) artist (curious, independent, creative, emotional, innovator); and (3)
priest (ethical, pure, empathetic, inspiring, comforting, transcendent).6 In addition to this
analogy is the view that great leaders must have energy, expertise, and integrity.7 Especially
in light of post-Enron and the financial crisis, the integrity component has taken on
increased importance. As has recently been pointed out:

Out of these three interacting gears of leadership, it is integrity that ensures that an organiza-
tion is run in the right direction—with a view towards collective good rather than selfish
motives. Therefore, it is the most nonnegotiable of the three elements. Henceforth, leaders
ought not to be selected on the basis of the superficial qualities that have blinded us in the
past. They must first pass the acid test of integrity.8

Although most of these observations are in reference to big corporations, others suggest
that even the small-business leader faces a shifting role, moving from a local to a global
focus, following the market, seeking innovation, being open, staying intent on the quality
of the execution rather than the idea, remaining inquisitive and innovative, and being a net-
worker rather than the lone ranger.9 There are also pessimists that note a trend in which
many young, capable new employees actively avoid the prospect of becoming a leader or
manager, because the idea of managing itself is obsolete, exhausting, irrelevant, and an
unfashionable career choice.10 The same is true for what young people expect from their
leaders. As the accompanying OB in Action indicates, the values and beliefs of the young
Generation Xers are much different than those of the baby boomers in leadership posi-
tions.11 In addition, Gallup recently asked about 10,000 followers of all ages in all types of
jobs what they wanted from their organizational leaders. They clearly answered trust, com-
passion, stability, and hope.12 In such a leadership environment, the understanding of effec-
tive styles, activities, and skills becomes an increasingly complex and challenging task.

Several new trends affect the study of leadership. As indicated, many jobs are now being
performed away from the work site, at home, by telecommuters. These employees are not
just operating out of their homes. For example, today about half of IBM’s 320,000 employ-
ees are considered “mobile,” meaning that they do not daily report to an IBM site. Although
today’s employees may not have regular face-to-face contact with coworkers and their
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managers, because of networked information technology, they may have more interactions
with them and others. Forty years ago a study found that there were at most six degrees of
separation between any two people in America (i.e., the chain of acquaintances between
them never had more than six links). Recently, even with the great increase in population,
this has become only 4.6 degrees of separation.13 In other words, because of cell phones,
e-mail, and texting, employees and managers may have less interaction in corridors and
over coffee, but much more interactive communication.

Highly mobile, virtual employees do not have the same day-to-day personal contacts
with leaders that more traditional employees experience. Motivational processes, incen-
tives, and leadership tactics must be modified in telework. Further, the growing world of
e-business has spawned an entirely new kind of leader: the e-boss, who focuses on speed,

OB in Action: With GenXers, It’s a Whole New Ball Game

Leading human resources in the 21st century is a major
challenge for every enterprise. In addition to the
changes that are taking place in the environment in
terms of technology and socioeconomic turbulence,
organizations are finding that their incoming personnel
are more demanding than ever before—and they can
get away with it because if the company does not accede
to their demands, they will go somewhere else. These
young individuals, known as “Generation Xers,” were
born between 1965 and 1981. They have grown up dur-
ing the computer revolution, the advent of MTV sound
bites, and a business world that has gone haywire with
corporate downsizing and massive layoffs. As a result,
they have learned to  expect change—and they are will-
ing to deal with it.

Today there are approximately 44 million Generation
Xers in the United States and many of them are being
led by baby boomers, who are individuals born between
1945 and 1964. The values and beliefs of the two groups
differ sharply. Although overgeneralizations and stereo-
types can be wrong, it is generally agreed that baby
boomers tend to be more loyal to their organizations
and want to know what their bosses want done. Their
attitude is one of “Thank you for the job opportunity. I’ll
try to please you.” Generation Xers tend to have a dif-
ferent mind-set. Their attitude and approach may best
be represented by the statement “Here’s what I want to
stay with the company and if I’m not happy and having
fun, I’ll take my skills elsewhere.”

How can today’s leaders deal effectively with
Generation Xers? Experts who have studied the beliefs
and attitudes of young GenX employees have found
that there are a number of things that organizations can
do in  order to hire and retain them. These include:

1. Challenge them with assignments that let them
use their entrepreneurial instincts and their strong
pragmatism.

2. Create a team concept with a great deal of interac-
tion with other employees so that they will enjoy
their work.

3. Build their confidence by letting them use their
problem-solving skills.

4. Explain to them what needs to be done and the  out-
comes in terms of pros and cons, so that they  under-
stand the trade-offs they are going to have to make.

5. Show them what they are doing is important to the
organization and how their work relates to other
areas.

6. Encourage them to participate in the planning
process and to contribute their ideas and suggestions.

7. Explain the rationale behind instructions and direc-
tives so that they understand not only what needs to
be done, but why it needs to be done.

8. Pair them up with older workers in a buddy system
because they get along well with these people.

9. Help them understand the career paths that are
available in the organization and offer them coun-
seling and guidance so that they can make informed
decisions regarding where they want to go and how
they can get there.

10. Give them prompt feedback on their work: when
they do a good job, praise them; when they make
mistakes, show them how to avoid repeating them
in the future.

Many of the management approaches that worked
well a decade or two ago have limited value in leading
the young GenX workforce today. As many managers
are now discovering, with GenXers it’s a whole new ball
game!
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technology, high risk taking, and megaprofits in short periods of time. Jeff Bezos, CEO of
Amazon.com, is a prime example of this new type of e-leader. He is a self-described
“techie nerd” who takes high risks, but also generously rewards his people who have
become very wealthy. At the same time, major swings in stock values, new competitors,
governmental regulation, and other factors make the roles of e-leaders such as Bezos sub-
stantially different from those who are in more traditional settings.

More and more organizations are utilizing technology to e-manage their operations. In
a manner similar to Kerr’s view regarding substitutes for  leadership (see Chapter 13), tech-
nology is being used to enhance the tactics used by traditional leaders. As an expert on
applying cyber technology to leadership recently noted:

Let’s say you are looking for help with a specific topic, such as dealing with poor perform-
ers. In-person advice from a top coach or expert would likely be cost-prohibitive. But 
e-learning—downloading or playing a few short videos—can be a cost-effective way to get
information from top thought leaders. E-learning ultimately can provide experts for any
challenge that leaders may face.14

The same is true for leaders facing the new concern for ethics in the post-Enron, financial
crisis era.15 Leaders can no longer just give words to lofty, ethical values. Now they must
“walk to talk.”16 Here is one observation of what happened at Enron:

While the banners proclaimed the espoused values of the company, there is evidence that
they did little to shape behaviors. According to an executive, they were ignored during the
regular performance reviews. “I never heard a discussion about a person’s teamwork or
integrity or respect.” Instead, he suggested, the one value the organization measured was 
revenue generation.17

A recent survey asked American workers to name the most important trait for a person
to lead them. Clearly ranked highest was leading by example and second was strong ethics
and morals. It was concluded from this evidence that “more than anything else, employees
want leaders whose beliefs and actions line up.”18 Consequently, organizational behavior
theory building and research is trying to better understand what makes a great leader in
today’s environment.

LEADERSHIP STYLES

The classic leadership studies and the various leadership theories discussed in the preced-
ing chapter all have direct implications for what style the effective manager or leader uses
in human resource management. The word style is very vague. Yet it is widely used to
describe effective leaders. For example, the leadership style of Steve Jobs, the founder of
Apple Computer and given much credit for the iPod craze, was described as follows:

Sometimes it’s hard to tell whether Steve Jobs is a snake-oil salesman or a bona fide 
visionary, a promoter who got lucky or the epitome of the intrepid entrepreneur. What’s
indisputable is that he possesses consummate charm, infectious enthusiasm, and an overdose
of charisma.19

This vivid description points out the difficulty of attaching a single style to a leader.
Moreover, the problem with a “one best style” of effective leadership is also brought out by
the contrast between two of the most successful coaches in the history of college basket-
ball: Duke’s beloved Coach K (Mike Krzyzewski) and the feared Bobby Knight:

Coach K, whose leadership style relies on open communication and caring support, wrote a
book called Leading with the Heart. Knight, on the other hand, has had a career marked by
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controversies about his harshness, including allegations that he choked a player during prac-
tice. Despite his bullying, he inspires tremendous loyalty and even love.20

Besides these very contrasting styles leading to the same success in almost the same sit-
uations, it is also ironic that Krzyzewski played point-guard for Knight at West Point (while
your author was teaching leadership there as a Captain in the Army in the mid-1960s and
attended all the games to see first-hand Knight’s harsh style and leadership and his best
player’s on-the-floor skills and leadership). It is interesting that Krzyzewski assumed almost
an opposite leadership approach instead of modeling his mentor and leader. This complex-
ity of style is also brought out in meta-analyses of gender and leadership that do not wholly
support stereotypes of the styles and effectiveness of men and women leaders.21 Styles also
differ from one culture to another. As Avolio recently concluded, “The emerging field of
cross-cultural leadership research has underscored the importance of examining how the
inclusion of the context in models of leadership may alter how what constitutes effective or
desirable leadership is operationally defined, measured, and interpreted.”22 The following
sections describe how leadership styles have been studied and analyzed over the years.

Style Implications of the Classic Studies 
and the Modern Theories
Chapter 1 discusses the major historical contributions to the study of organizational behav-
ior. Most of this discussion has indirect or direct implications for leadership style. For
example, the Hawthorne studies were interpreted in terms of their implications for super-
visory style. Also relevant is the classic work done by Douglas McGregor, in which Theory
X represents the traditional authoritarian style of leadership and Theory Y represents an
enlightened, humanistic style. The studies discussed at the beginning of the preceding
chapter are also directly concerned with style. The Iowa studies analyzed the impact of
autocratic, democratic, and laissez-faire styles, and the studies conducted by the Michigan
group found the employee-centered supervisor to be more effective than the production-
centered supervisor. The Ohio State studies identified consideration (a supportive type of
style) and initiating structure (a directive type of style) as being the major functions of lead-
ership. The trait and group theories have indirect implications for style, and the human-
oriented, democratic, and task-directed styles play an important role in Fiedler’s classic
contingency theory. The path-goal conceptualization also covered in detail in the last chap-
ter depends heavily on directive, supportive, participative, and achievement-oriented styles
of leadership.

The same is true of the more modern charismatic, transformational, and authentic lead-
ership theories. They have an inspirational style with vision, and they “do the right thing”
for their people. Table 14.1 summarizes the charismatic leader style according to three
major types of behavior, with illustrative actions. An example of such a style would be Paul
O’Neill of Alcoa. He espoused a clear vision for his firm, anchored on quality, safety, and
innovation. He made his vision compelling and central to the company, set high expecta-
tions for his management team and employees throughout the organization, and provided
continuous support and energy for his vision through meetings, task forces, videotapes, and
extensive personal contact.23 Another example of new leadership in action is Ricardo
Semler, CEO of the innovative Brazilian firm Semco. He has no organization chart and
allows his employees to choose who they want to work for: “We want people to follow their
instincts and to choose as bosses people they respect—even if they don’t like them.”24

A rough approximation of the various styles derived from the studies and theories dis-
cussed so far can be incorporated into the continuum shown in Table 14.2. For ease of pre-
sentation, the styles listed may be substituted for the expressions “boss centered” and
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“employee centered” used by Tannenbaum and Schmidt in their classic leadership contin-
uum shown in Figure 14.1. The verbal descriptions and the relationship between authority
and freedom found in Figure 14.1 give a rough representation of the characteristics of the
various styles of leadership. Importantly, as shown in the contingency or contextual theories,
both sides can be effective.25 An example would be the well-known leadership style of Jack
Welch when he headed the successful run of G.E. Jack admitted he was more involved in the
day-to-day operations of his corporation than would even be the traditional boss-centered
leader.26 Although Welch was very successful, another admitted micromanager, the CEO of
Rubicon Oil, recently revealed that his approach resulted in his employees not giving sug-
gestions during meetings because they were afraid of getting “shot down.”27 Also, recent
research indicates some effective leaders are perceived as caring and empathetic and others
as intelligent and able to handle  complex tasks.28

One thing is certain: leadership style can make a difference, both positively and nega-
tively. For example, a survey found that senior executives view their companies’ leadership
styles as pragmatic rather than conceptual, and conservative rather than risk taking. These
same executives felt that to meet their current and future challenges, the styles should be the
other way around.29 In contrast to the leaders in the classical bureaucracies, leaders of
today’s organizations, described in Chapter 3, “must be more entrepreneurial; more account-
able; more customer- , process- , and results-focused; biased toward action; empowering;
communicative; technologically sophisticated; on fire about innovation and continuous
improvement; strong in the use of guidance, suggestion, and influence; and sparing in the

TABLE 14.1
Nadler and
Tushman’s
Charismatic
Leadership Styles

Types of Charismatic
Leadership Styles Meaning Examples

Envisioning Creating a picture of the Articulating a compelling 
future—or a desired future vision
state—with which people Setting high expectations
can identify and that can 
generate excitement

Energizing Directing the generation of Demonstrating personal 
energy, the motivation to act, excitement and 
among members of the confidence
organization Seeking, finding, and using 

success
Enabling Psychologically helping people Expressing personal support

act or perform in the face of Empathizing
challenging goals

TABLE 14.2
Summary
Continuum of
Leadership Styles
Drawn from the
Classic Studies and
Theories of
Leadership

Boss Centered Employee Centered

Theory X Theory Y
Autocratic Democratic
Production centered Employee centered
Close General
Initiating structure Consideration
Task directed Human relations
Directive Supportive
Directive Participative
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use of pure authority.”30 Obviously, other descriptive terms of effective leadership can be
added to this comprehensive list, especially in times of an economic crisis31 or in times
where a more quiet, antihero approach is more effective. For example, as an alternative to the
stereotyped self-heralding heroic style, one observation asserts that effective leaders are
“quiet” and low profile, act with “modesty and restraint” and act “patiently, carefully, and
incrementally.”32 Although “speak softly and carry a big stick” is still recommended,33 abu-
sive leadership is now recognized never to be appropriate. For example, one study of abusive
leadership, characterized as a sustained display of hostile verbal and nonverbal behaviors,
excluding physical contact, indicates a series of potential long-term undesirable outcomes,
including employees with lower job and life satisfaction, lower normative and affective com-
mitment, conflicts between work and family, and psychological distress.34

As a summary observation about style, Bennis notes: “Never before has American busi-
ness faced so many challenges, and never before have there been so many choices in how
to face those challenges. We must look now at what it is going to take not just to regain
global leadership, but simply to stay a player in the game.”35 The following sections exam-
ine the widely recognized, evidence-based leadership styles available to today’s managers
to meet these challenges.

Classic Styles
In addition to the Tannenbaum and Schmidt continuum shown in Figure 14.1, other histor-
ically important approaches to leadership styles include Hersey and Blanchard’s life-cycle
(later termed the situational) approach to leadership.36 Following the original Ohio State
studies, Hersey and Blanchard’s approach37 identifies two major styles:

1. Task style. The leader organizes and defines roles for members of the work group; the
leader explains the tasks that group members are to do and when, where, and how they
are to do them.

2. Relationship style. The leader has close, personal relationships with the members of
the group, and there is open communication and psychological and emotional support.

Taking a contingency approach to recognize situational variables, Hersey and Blanchard
incorporated the maturity of the followers into their model. The level of maturity is defined
by three criteria:

Boss-centered
leadership

Range of Behavior

Use of authority by the manager

Area of freedom for subordinates

Manager
makes
descision
and 
announces
it.

Employee-centered
leadership

Manager
“sells”
decision.

Manager
presents
ideas and
invites
questions.

Manager
presents
tentative
decision
subject to
change.

Manager
presents
problem,
gets
suggestions,
makes
decision.

Manager
defines
limits; asks
group to
make
decision.

Manager
permits
subordinates
to function
within
defined limits.

FIGURE 14.1
The Tannenbaum
and Schmidt
Continuum of
Leadership Behavior
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1. Degree of achievement motivation

2. Willingness to take on responsibility

3. Amount of education and/or experience

Although they recognize that there may be other important situational variables, Hersey
and Blanchard focus only on this maturity level of work group members in their model.

The key for leadership effectiveness in this model is to match up the situation with the
appropriate style. The following summarizes the four basic styles:

1. Telling style. This is a high-task, low-relationship style and is effective when follow-
ers are at a very low level of maturity.

2. Selling style. This is a high-task, high-relationship style and is effective when follow-
ers are on the low side of maturity.

3. Participating style. This is a low-task, high-relationship style and is effective when
followers are on the high side of maturity.

4. Delegating style. This is a low-task, low-relationship style and is effective when fol-
lowers are at a very high level of maturity.

Hersey and Blanchard’s approach includes a questionnaire instrument that presents 12 sit-
uations that generally depict the various levels of maturity of the group; respondents
answer how they would handle each situation. These responses follow the four styles. How
closely respondents match the situation with the appropriate style will determine their
effectiveness score.

Even though this situational leadership model has some practical implications for the
management of change,38 the theoretical rationale is generally criticized as being “weak,
because Hersey and Blanchard have neglected to provide a coherent, explicit rationale for
the hypothesized relationships.”39 They also, by their own admission, highly oversimplify
the situation by giving only surface recognition to follower maturity. Also, there is a noted
absence of any empirical tests of the model. One review of all facets of the approach was
particularly critical of the instrument that Hersey and Blanchard used to measure leader
effectiveness,40 and an empirical test did not find support for the underlying assumptions or
predictions.41 Overall, however, as is true of the other style approaches, this situational
approach seems to be of some value in training and development work in that it can point
out the need for flexibility and take into consideration the different variables affecting lead-
ers. Yet, this popular approach lacks sufficient evidence to predict leader effectiveness.

Leadership Styles in Perspective
Hersey and Blanchard’s life cycle represent a popular, but not evidence-based, approach to
leadership style. These and other traditional models such as the well-known managerial
grid styles (that also use the same two dimensions of task and relationships as found in the
Hersey and Blanchard life cycle model) are now largely gone as prescriptions for effective
leader styles. In their place are other leadership style approaches found in the popular
press. For example, Jim Collins, the author of recent best-selling books,42 suggests that the
key for companies transitioning from “good to great” is what he calls Level 5 leadership.
Here is how he describes this style:

The essence of Level 5 leadership is having an ambition for the cause of the work—the 
outcome, the company, the organization—above the self. And, at the same time, having the
ferocious, frightening, terrifying willfulness to act on that ambition.43

Collins does have some empirically based investigations to support such leader styles
as being effective. For example, Collins identified Level 5 leadership as a distinguishing
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factor in empirically derived great companies (outperforming the Standard & Poor’s 500 by
at least three to one for 15 years). However, he does not claim to have basic research sup-
porting a causal relationship.44 Yet, in the academic leadership field there has been consid-
erable research on the modern theories discussed in the last chapter. For example, recent
studies have found that transformational leadership had a significant, but indirect, effect on
performance45 and entrepreneurs who were perceived to be authentic leaders have associ-
ates with higher levels of job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and happiness.46

Noted leadership researchers House and Podsakoff have summarized the behaviors and
approaches of great leaders that they drew from modern theories (e.g., charismatic and
transformational) and basic research findings as follows:47

1. Vision. Great leaders articulate an ideological vision that is congruent with the
deeply held values of followers, a vision that describes a better future to which the fol-
lowers have a moral right.

2. Passion and self-sacrifice. Great leaders display a passion for, and have a strong con-
viction of, the moral correctness of their vision. They engage in outstanding or extraor-
dinary behavior and make extraordinary self-sacrifices in the interest of their vision
and the mission.

3. Confidence, determination, and persistence. Great leaders display a high degree of
faith in themselves and in the attainment of the vision they articulate. Theoretically,
such leaders need to have a very high degree of self-confidence and moral conviction
because their mission usually challenges the status quo and, therefore, is likely to
offend those who have a stake in preserving the established order.

4. Image building. Great leaders are self-conscious about their own image. They recog-
nize that they must be perceived by followers as competent, credible, and trustworthy.

5. Role modeling. Leader image building sets the stage for effective role modeling
because followers identify with the values of role models who are perceived positively.

6. External representation. Great leaders act as the spokesperson for their organization
and symbolically represent the organization to external constituencies.

7. Expectations of and confidence in followers. Great leaders communicate high per-
formance expectations to their followers and strong confidence in their followers’ abil-
ity to meet such expectations.

8. Selective motive arousal. Great leaders selectively arouse those motives of fol-
lowers that are of special relevance to the successful accomplishment of the vision
and mission.

9. Frame alignment. To persuade followers to accept and implement change, great lead-
ers engage in frame alignment. This refers to the linkage of individual and leader inter-
pretive orientations such that some set of followers’ interests, values, and beliefs, as well
as the leader’s activities, goals, and ideology, becomes congruent and complementary.

10. Inspirational communication. Great leaders often, but not always, communicate
their messages in an inspirational manner using vivid stories, slogans, symbols, and
ceremonies.

These 10 leadership behaviors and approaches are not specific styles per se, but cumu-
latively they probably represent the best evidence-based list concerning the most effective
style of today’s leaders/managers. Moreover, there is clear evidence that a leader’s style can
make a difference. For example, studies have found that the leader’s style is the key to the
formulation and implementation of strategy48 and even plays an important role in work
group members’ creativity,49 team citizenship,50 emotion,51 and performance.52 Even
humor and fun may play a role in leader effectiveness.53 There have been many anecdotal
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reports regarding the positive effects of humor at world-class companies such as Southwest
Airlines, Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream, and Sun Microsystems. For example, recognized leader
Scott McNealy of high-tech Sun Microsystems wears a Java “decoder” ring that has the
motto “Kick butt and have fun.” He also plays in an intramural squirt gun war with engi-
neers. Recently retired founder Herb Kelleher of Southwest Airlines often showed up at
meetings and on holidays in a variety of costumes, including the Easter Bunny, and arm
wrestled an opponent in a trademark dispute in front of a big audience. Based on such an
approach, one study of 115 Canadian financial managers and their 322 subordinates
revealed a significant relationship between humor and individual performance as well as
with work unit performance.54 The note of caution in the study, however, was that humor
and fun only meshed with a more active and involved leader style. In other words, there is
little doubt that the way (style) leaders influence work group members can make a differ-
ence in their own and their people’s performance.

An Evidence-Based Positive, Authentic Leadership Style
Most recently, based on positive organizational behavior and psychological capital (see
Chapter 7) and the authentic leadership theory covered in the last chapter, we have con-
ducted a growing number of studies that provide evidence-based guidelines and implica-
tions for an effective leadership style. Here is a summary of some of this research on a
positive, authentic leadership style:

1. A 16-item measure of authentic leadership consisting of self-awareness, relational trans-
parency, internationalized moral perspective, and balanced processing has been vali-
dated. Combined, these stylelike components of authentic leadership were able to
predict work-related attitudes and behaviors beyond more traditional ethical and trans-
formational styles. Importantly, this measured authentic leadership style was found to
be related to effective performance.55

2. A field experiment mentioned in Chapter 7 found that leaders’ authentic style consisting
of both positivity (as measured by the psychological capital questionnaire or PCQ56)
and transparency significantly impacted followers’ perceived trust and evaluations of
leader effectiveness.57 In other words, there is evidence that an effective authentic style
would be very transparent (i.e., very open, honest, and trustworthy) and positive (i.e.,
exhibit high levels of psychological capital or PsyCap that involves confidence, hope,
optimism, and resiliency).

3. In another field experiment utilizing high-tech engineers in a very large aerospace firm,
a negative relationship was found between the problem complexity these engineers were
facing and their level of psychological capital (PsyCap). In other words, the more com-
plex the problem they were trying to solve, the lower their PsyCap (and vice versa).
Importantly, another major finding was that leaders’ style exhibiting a high level of
PsyCap (i.e., they were seen as very confident, hopeful, optimistic, and resilient) related
both to their followers’ (the engineers) level of PsyCap and their followers’ performance
on both the quality and quantity of solutions to real problems.58

4. Although psychological capital and authentic leadership have a growing amount of
research at the individual level of analysis, with the now recognized importance of
groups and teams (see Chapter 11), a recent study examined the role that collective psy-
chological capital and group trust may play in the relationship between authentic lead-
ership and work groups’ in a large bank desired outcomes. The results indicated a
significant relationship between these groups’ collective PsyCap and group trust with
their performance and organizational citizenship behavior (see Chapter 5 on OCB).
Also, to refine the leadership process, the groups’ collective PsyCap and trust were
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found to mediate the relationship between authentic leadership style and their perfor-
mance and citizenship behaviors. In other words, authentic leadership style, psycholog-
ical capital and trust all seem to play a positive role in the performance and desired
behaviors of groups as well as individuals.59

This emerging research on a positive, authentic leadership style provides an evidence-
based approach for effective leadership in these challenging times facing organizations.
Besides the work being done on developing psychological capital given detailed attention
in Chapter 7, Avolio and Luthans in their recent book provide specific guidelines such as
the following in order for leaders to be authentic and effective:60

1. You must make sure that every follower fully understands the main message that guides
the future direction you have chosen to pursue.

2. You must be consistent with your principles, beliefs, and values.

3. You need to provide appropriate reinforcing recognition for the contributions made by
each follower.

4. Build ownership in the mission you are pursuing.

5. Build PsyCap (confidence, hope, optimism, and resiliency) in yourself and others.

6. Explore the future with others and help each other bring it to the present.

In recent years, in addition to the need for evidence-based styles of leadership, the
importance of empirically derived roles and activities of leadership and the skills of effec-
tive leaders are also receiving attention. The rest of the chapter is concerned with this what
(roles and activities) and how (skills) of effective leadership.

THE ROLES AND ACTIVITIES OF LEADERSHIP

In answer to the question of what do leaders really do, separate observational studies
by Henry Mintzberg and the author (Luthans) were conducted. These studies provide
direct empirical evidence of the roles (Mintzberg) and activities (Luthans) of leaders/
managers.

Leader/Manager Roles
On the basis of his direct observational studies (as opposed to the questionnaire/interview
studies so commonly used in leadership research), Mintzberg proposes the three types of
managerial roles shown in Figure 14.2.61 The interpersonal roles arise directly from formal
authority and refer to the relationship between the manager and others. By virtue of the for-
mal position, the manager has a figurehead role as a symbol of the organization. Most of
the time spent as a figurehead is on ceremonial duties such as greeting a touring class of
students or taking an important customer to lunch. The second interpersonal role is speci-
fically called the leader role. In this role the manager uses his or her influence to motivate
and encourage subordinates to accomplish organizational objectives. In the third type of
interpersonal role the manager undertakes a liaison role. This role recognizes that man-
agers often spend more time interacting with others outside their unit (with peers in other
units or those completely outside the organization) than they do working with their own
leaders and subordinates. The e-world, electronic transmissions and interaction with others,
has greatly accelerated this role.

Besides the interpersonal roles flowing from formal authority, Figure 14.2 shows that
managers also have important informational roles. Most observational studies find that
managers spend a great deal of time giving and receiving information, again greatly
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expanded by the e-environment. As monitor, the manager is continually scanning the envi-
ronment and probing subordinates, bosses, and outside contacts and the Internet for infor-
mation; as disseminator, the manager distributes information to key internal people; and as
spokesperson, the manager provides information to outsiders.

In the decisional role, the manager acts upon the information. In the entrepreneurial role
in Mintzberg’s scheme, the manager initiates the development of a project and assembles the
necessary resources. As disturbance handler, on the other hand, instead of being proactive
like the entrepreneur, the manager is reactive to the problems and pressures of the situation.
As disturbance handler, the manager has a crisis management type of role; for example,
there is a cash flow problem, or a major subcontractor is threatening to pull out. As resource
allocator, the manager decides who gets what in his or her department. Finally, as negotiator,
the manager spends time at all levels in the give-and-take of negotiating with subordinates,
bosses, and outsiders. For example, a finance manager may have to negotiate a bad debt set-
tlement with a major customer, or a supervisor in a social services department may have to
negotiate certain benefit payments that one of the counselors wants to give a client.

These informal managerial roles suggested by Mintzberg get much closer to describing
what managers/leaders really do than the formally described and prescribed functions.
Mintzberg’s work has definitely shed some light on what leaders do, but as he stated in a
retrospective commentary about the 10 roles: “We remain grossly ignorant about the fun-
damental content of the manager’s job and have barely addressed the major issues and
dilemmas in its practice.”62 A follow-up analysis of Mintzberg’s various managerial roles
concluded:

Leaders today do indeed have interpersonal and informational responsibilities, though it may
be argued that the informational responsibilities have moved to a position of primacy. And
leaders indeed retain decisional responsibilities, but those responsibilities increasingly are

FORMAL AUTHORITY
AND STATUS

INTERPERSONAL ROLES
Figurehead

Leader
Liaison

INFORMATIONAL ROLES
Monitor

Disseminator
Spokesperson

DECISIONAL ROLES
Entrepreneur

Disturbance handler
Resource allocator

Negotiator

FIGURE 14.2 
Mintzberg’s
Managerial Roles
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shared with various stakeholders and network partners. The nature of leadership, as defined
by Mintzberg’s work, may be similar today, but the networked economy places new demands
on leaders at all levels.63

To go beyond Mintzberg’s work, studies have used leadership roles such as vision setter,
motivator, analyzer, and task master.64 These roles were then tested concerning their rela-
tionships to three dimensions of firm performance. The results were that leaders with high
behavioral complexity—the ability to play multiple, competing roles—produce the best
performance, particularly with respect to business performance (growth and innovation)
and organizational effectiveness.65 Another study identified the roles of senior-level execu-
tives as mobilizer, ambassador, driver, auditor, and servant.66 The results indicated that
higher-level executives are rated more favorably than are their subordinates in all five roles
and that there were no differences in the ratings of executives in public versus private
organizations.67

Activities of Successful and Effective Leaders: 
The Real Managers Study
Closely related to the study and identification of leader/manager roles are their day-to-day
activities. Here is a recent description of managers’ activities that are not found in the text-
books or academic journals:

Jane, a senior vice president, and Mike, her CEO, have adjoining offices so they can commu-
nicate quickly, yet communication never seems to happen. “Whenever I go into Mike’s office,
his phone lights up, my cell phone goes off, someone knocks on the door, he suddenly turns
to his screen and writes an e-mail, or he tells me about a new issue he wants me to address,”
Jane complains. “We’re working flat out just to stay afloat, and we’re not getting anything
important accomplished. It’s driving me crazy.”68

The author (Luthans) and his colleagues conducted a comprehensive study to answer
three major questions: (1) What do managers do? (2) What do successful managers do? and
(3) What do effective managers do?69 Answers to these questions can provide insights and
specific descriptions of the daily activities of successful (those promoted relatively rapidly
in their organizations) and effective (those with satisfied and committed subordinates and
high-performing units) managers or leaders.

What Do Managers Do?
The so-called Real Managers Study first used trained observers to freely observe and
record for one varied hour per day over a two-week period the behaviors and activities of
44 managers from all levels and types of Midwest organizations. These included retail
stores, hospitals, corporate headquarters, a railroad, government agencies, insurance com-
panies, a newspaper office, financial institutions, and manufacturing plants. The volumi-
nous data gathered from the free-observation logs were then reduced through the Delphi
technique (a panel discussion with anonymous conclusions based on composite feedback
from the group and several iterations) into 12 categories with observable behavioral
descriptors, as shown in Table 14.3. These empirically derived behavioral descriptors were
then conceptually collapsed into the four managerial activities shown in Figure 14.3.
Briefly summarized, these activities are as follows:

1. Communication. This activity consists of exchanging routine information and pro-
cessing paperwork. Its observed behaviors include answering procedural questions,
receiving and disseminating requested information, conveying the results of meetings,
giving or receiving routine information over the phone and e-mail, processing mail,
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TABLE 14.3 Managerial Activities and Behavioral Descriptors Derived from Free Observation of Luthans’s Real

Managers Study

1. Planning/Coordinating
a. setting goals and objectives
b. defining tasks needed to accomplish goals
c. scheduling employees, timetables
d. assigning tasks and providing routine instructions
e. coordinating activities of each work group 

member to keep work running smoothly
f. organizing the work

2. Staffing
a. developing job descriptions for position openings
b. reviewing applications
c. interviewing applicants
d. hiring
e. contacting applicants to inform them of being

hired or not
f. “filling in” where needed

3. Training/Developing
a. orienting employees, arranging for training 

seminars, etc.
b. clarifying roles, duties, job descriptions
c. coaching, mentoring, walking work group 

members through task
d. helping work group members with personal

development plans
4. Decision Making/Problem Solving

a. defining problems
b. choosing between two or more alternatives or

strategies
c. handling day-to-day operational crises as they

arise
d. weighing the trade-offs; cost-benefit analyses
e. actually deciding what to do
f. developing new procedures to increase efficiency

5. Processing Paperwork
a. processing mail
b. reading reports, in-box
c. writing reports, memos, letters, etc.
d. routine financial reporting and bookkeeping
e. general desk work

6. Exchanging Routine Information
a. answering routine procedural questions
b. receiving and disseminating requested 

information
c. conveying results of meetings
d. giving or receiving routine information over the

phone and e-mail
e. staff meetings of an informational nature (status

update, new company policies, etc.)

7. Monitoring/Controlling Performance
a. inspecting work
b. walking around and checking things out, touring
c. monitoring performance data (e.g., computer

printouts, product, financial reports)
d. preventive maintenance

8. Motivating/Reinforcing
a. allocating formal organizational rewards
b. asking for input, participation
c. conveying appreciation, compliments
d. giving credit where due
e. listening to suggestions
f. giving positive performance feedback
g. increasing job challenge
h. delegating responsibility and authority
i. letting work group members determine how 

to do their own work
j. sticking up for the group to managers and 

others, backing a work group member
9. Disciplining/Punishing

a. enforcing rules and policies
b. nonverbal glaring, harassment
c. demotion, firing, layoff
d. any formal organizational reprimand or notice
e. “chewing out” a work group member, criticizing
f. giving negative performance feedback

10. Interacting with Outsiders
a. public relations
b. customers
c. contacts with suppliers, vendors
d. external meetings
e. community service activities

11. Managing Conflict
a. managing interpersonal conflict between work

group members or others
b. appealing to higher authority to resolve a dispute
c. appealing to third-party negotiators
d. trying to get cooperation or consensus between

conflicting parties
e. attempting to resolve conflicts between a work

group member and self
12. Socializing/Politicking

a. non-work-related chitchat (e.g., family or
personal matters)

b. informal “joking around,” B.S.ing
c. discussing rumors, hearsay, grapevine
d. complaining, griping, putting others down
e. politicking, gamesmanship
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reading reports, writing reports/memos/letters, routine financial reporting and book-
keeping, and general desk work.

2. Traditional management. This activity consists of planning, decision making, and
controlling. Its observed behaviors include setting goals and objectives, defining tasks
needed to accomplish goals, scheduling employees, assigning tasks, providing routine
instructions, defining problems, handling day-to-day operational crises, deciding what
to do, developing new procedures, inspecting work, walking around inspecting the
work, monitoring performance data, and doing preventive maintenance.

3. Human resource management. This activity contains the most behavioral categories:
motivating/reinforcing, disciplining/punishing, managing conflict, staffing, and training/
developing. Because it was not generally permitted to be observed, the disciplining/
punishing category was subsequently dropped from the analysis. The observed behav-
iors for this activity include allocating formal rewards, asking for input, conveying
appreciation, giving credit where due, listening to suggestions, giving positive feedback,
providing group support, resolving conflict between work group members, appealing to
higher authorities or third parties to resolve a dispute, developing job descriptions,
reviewing applications, interviewing applicants, filling in where needed, orienting
employees, arranging for training, clarifying roles, coaching, mentoring, and walking
work group members through a task.

4. Networking. This activity consists of socializing/politicking and interacting with out-
siders. The observed behaviors associated with this activity include non-work-related
chitchat; informal joking around; discussing rumors, hearsay, and the grapevine; com-
plaining, griping, and putting others down; politicking and gamesmanship; dealing with
customers, suppliers, and vendors; attending external meetings; and doing/attending
community service events.

The preceding lists of activities empirically answer the question of what managers
really do. The activities include some of the classic activities identified by pioneering the-
orists such as Henri Fayol70 (the traditional activities), as well as more recent views by

Type of Activity Description Categories
Derived from Free Observation

Exchanging information
Routine communication

Handling paperwork

Planning

Traditional management Decision making

Controlling

Interacting with outsiders
Networking

Socializing/Politicking

Motivating/Reinforcing

Disciplining/Punishing

Human resource Managing conflictmanagement

Staffing

Training/Developing

FIGURE 14.3 
Luthans’s
Conceptual
Categories of Real
Managers’Activities
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modern leadership theorists such as Henry Mintzberg71 (the communication activities)
and John Kotter72 (the networking activities). The activities are also similar to how lead-
ers are generally described in articles in recent years of the Harvard Business Review,73

Business Week,74 Organizational Dynamics,75 and academic research.76 As a whole, how-
ever, especially with the inclusion of human resource management activities, this study of
real managers’ activities is more comprehensive than previous studies of leader/manager
activities.

After the nature of managerial activities was determined through the free observation of
the 44 managers, the next phase of the study was to determine the relative frequency of
these activities. Data on another sample of 248 real managers (not the 44 used in the initial
portion of this study but from similar organizations) were gathered. Trained participant
observers filled out a checklist based on the managerial activities shown in Table 14.3 at a
random time, once every hour, over a two-week period (80 observation periods). As shown
in Figure 14.4, the managers were found to spend about a third of their time and effort in
routine communication activities, a third in traditional management activities, a fifth in
human resource activities, and a fifth in networking activities. This relative-frequency
analysis—based on observational data of a large sample from a broad cross-section of
organizations—provides a fairly confident answer to the question of what real managers do.
The environmental changes since this Real Managers Study was conducted have undoubt-
edly had an impact on managerial work.77 However, although globalization has affected the
scope and advanced information technology has affected the means and the speed of com-
munication and other areas such as decision making, the identified activities themselves
should remain relevant and valid. In fact, a more recent follow-up study specifically aimed
at those in knowledge management/information technology found similar results.78 Also,
firms such as IBM are using software packages to map social networks. They are trying to
exploit networking activities in order to “find and nurture their organizations’ most in-the-
know employees.”79

What Do Successful Managers Do?
Important though it is to get an empirical answer to the basic question of what leaders/
managers do, of even greater interest is determining what successful and effective leaders/
managers do. Success was defined in terms of the speed of promotion within an organiza-
tion. A success index on the sample in the study was calculated by dividing the managers’
levels in their respective organizations by their tenure (length of service) there. Thus, a
manager at the fourth level of management who had been with the organization for five
years would be rated more successful than a manager at the third level who had been at that

Traditional
Management (32%)

Routine
Communication (29%)

Human
Resources (20%)

Networking (19%)
FIGURE 14.4
Relative Distribution
of Managers’
Activities

Source: Fred Luthans, Richard
M. Hodgetts, and Stuart A.
Rosenkrantz, Real Managers,
Ballinger, Cambridge, Mass.,
1988, p. 27. Used with 
permission.
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level for 25 years. Obviously, there are some potential problems with such a measure of
success, but for the large sample of managers, this was an objective and useful measure.

To answer the question of what successful managers do, several types of analyses were
conducted. In all these analyses, the importance of networking in real managers’ success
was very apparent. Of the four major activities, only networking had a statistically signifi-
cant relationship with success.80 Overall, it was clear that networking made the biggest rel-
ative contribution to manager success and, interestingly, human resource management
activities made the least relative contribution.

What does this mean? It means that in this study of real managers, using speed of pro-
motion as the measure of success, it was found that successful managers spend relatively
more time and effort socializing, politicking, and interacting with outsiders than did their
less-successful counterparts. Perhaps equally important, the successful managers did not
give relatively as much time or attention to the traditional management activities of plan-
ning, decision making, and controlling or to the human resource management activities of
motivating/reinforcing, staffing, training/developing, and managing conflict. In other
words, for the managers in this study, networking seems to be the key to success (as defined
by rapid promotion). It should be noted that many managers aspire to success rather than
being effective. One reason is that personal pride and mobility are at stake. Bedeian and
Armenakis note what they call the “cesspool syndrome,” in which organizations in decline
lose their best employees first, leaving behind the “dreck,” which then floats to the top.81

Consequently, although being successful as opposed to effective may seem less desirable to
the organization, from an individual manager’s perspective, it may be part of an effective
career strategy.

What Do Effective Managers Do?
Although the operational measure of success used in the study was empirical and direct, the
definition and measurement of effectiveness offers little agreement on criteria or measures.
To overcome as many of the obstacles and disagreements as possible, for a sample of the
managers, the study used a combined effectiveness index that represented the two major—
and generally agreed upon—criteria of both leadership theory/research and practice:
(1) getting the job done through high quantity and quality standards of performance, and
(2) getting the job done through people, requiring their satisfaction and commitment.

In particular, a standardized organizational effectiveness questionnaire82 that measures
the unit’s quality and quantity of performance, a standardized job satisfaction question-
naire,83 and a standardized organizational commitment questionnaire84 were used. This
multiple-measures index was employed in the study to answer the most important question
of what effective managers do. It was found that communication and human resource man-
agement activities made by far the largest relative contribution to the managers’ effective-
ness and that the traditional management activities, and especially the networking
activities, made by far the least relative contribution.85 In other words, if effectiveness is
defined as the perceived quantity and quality of the performance of a manager’s unit and his
or her work group members’ satisfaction and commitment, then the biggest relative contri-
bution to leadership effectiveness comes from the human-oriented activities—communica-
tion and human resource management.

Another intriguing finding from this part of the study, alluded to earlier, was that the
least-relative contribution to the managers’ measured effectiveness came from the net-
working activity. This, of course, is in stark contrast to the results of the successful manager
analysis. Networking activity had by far the strongest relative relationship to success, but
the weakest to effectiveness. On the other hand, human resource management activities had
a strong relationship to effectiveness (second only to human-oriented communication
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activities) but had the weakest relative relationship to success. In other words, the success-
ful managers in this study did not perform the same activities as the effective managers (in
fact, they did almost the opposite). These contrasting profiles may have significant impli-
cations (analyzed below) for understanding the performance problems facing today’s
organizations.

Implications across Cultures and for Entrepreneurs and Knowledge Managers
The Real Managers Study is obviously bound by the definitions that were used, and, of
course, one could question the generalizability of the findings and conclusions to all man-
agers. As far as generalizability across cultures goes, a replication of this study that
observed Russian managers in a large textile factory found very similar results.86 This
study provides evidence that the activities identified for the successful and effective U.S.
managers may hold across cultures.

Besides holding across cultures, a follow-up study of the activities of U.S. entrepreneurs
(those who started and sustained their own business for at least seven years) using the same
methodology found basically the same results as the Real Managers Study.87 The same is
true of the previously mentioned latest follow-up study on knowledge managers. It was
found that today’s knowledge managers (defined in this study as both explicit knowledge
managers, directly concerned with the generation, codification, and transfer of knowledge,
and tacit knowledge managers, focused on providing necessary interaction between knowl-
edge workers or experts) spend about the same amount of time on the traditional and net-
working activities as those in the Real Managers study.88 However, even though the
activities and their frequency of occurrence seem to hold both across cultures and for entre-
preneurs as well as knowledge managers, more evidence is needed to draw any definitive
conclusions about generalizability.

In the global arena, there are always confounding cultural variables. For example, there
may be what has been called a “dark side” to leadership, which seems to be in evidence in
many post-Communist countries.89 This negative side of leadership includes power bases
derived from the Communist era, which demanded loyalty at any cost. This form of leader-
ship created an increasing escalation of commitment to various courses of action (e.g., the
Russian armed conflicts with Chechnya) and takes advantage of a halo effect derived from
leaders and a sense of nationalism (“Mother Russia” combined with the continued popu-
larity of the Stalin legacy). Under this “dark” approach, opposition is quickly removed.
Follower characteristics can also contribute to this dark side; they view change with suspi-
cion and worry that unsuccessful attempts at free enterprise are indicative of weak and inef-
fective leadership. As a recent analysis noted, “The continued survival of transactional
leadership has led to a resistance to organizational change that continues to hamper many
Russian firms as they attempt to make the transition to a market economy.”90

One analysis argues that the Russian economy must be rebuilt through a transformation in
the leadership.91 Centralized decision making must be curtailed, a culture of empowerment
should be created, autocratic leader practices must be reduced, trust must be developed,
accountability training needs to be introduced, and follower responses of learned helplessness
must be eliminated and replaced with an entrepreneurial spirit. These needed changes in lead-
ership called for “minishock therapy” for the entire Russian culture and economy.92 However,
at the national level, when Vladimir Putin became president, these needed economic reforms
took a backseat to his appeal to national pride and the previous glory of “Mother Russia.”
As a recent detailed analysis of his now completed formal presidency concluded:

Vladimir Putin changed the mood in Russia. Experts and opinion polls confirm that self-
confidence has returned to the country and its population. After the chaotic Yeltsin years, the
Russians welcomed Putin’s nationalistic rhetoric, his strong stand when dealing with foreign
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partners, his nostalgia for the old Soviet Union, and his determination to bring Russia back
to greatness.93

Only time will tell what role Putin will play in Russian leadership now and in the future, but
at the organizational level, challenges still remain. At both the national and organizational
levels, knowing what leaders do, which was the purpose of the Real Managers Study, must
be supplemented with why they are doing it.94

Implications of the Real Managers Study
Despite some limitations, there seem to be a number of implications from the Real
Managers Study for the application of leadership in today’s organizations. Probably the
major implication stems from the significant difference between the activities of successful
and effective managers. The most obvious implication from this finding is that more atten-
tion may need to be given to formal reward systems (see Chapter 4) so that effective man-
agers are promoted. Organizations need to tie formal rewards (especially promotions) to
performance in order to move ahead and meet the challenges that lie ahead. This can be
accomplished most pragmatically in the short run by performance-based appraisal and
reward systems and in the long run by developing cultural values that support and reward
effective performance, not just successful socializing and politicking. An important goal to
meet the challenges of the years ahead might be as simple as making effective managers
successful.

Besides the implications for performance-based appraisal and reward systems and
organizational culture, much can be learned from the effective managers in the study. In
particular, it is important to note the relative importance that they gave to the human-
oriented activities of communication and human resource management. The effective
managers’ day-to-day activities revolved around their people—keeping them informed,
answering questions, getting and giving information, processing information, giving
feedback and recognition, resolving conflicts, and providing training and development.
In other words, these effective managers provide some evidence-based answers to how
to meet the challenges that lie ahead. Human-oriented leadership skills may be of con-
siderable value in meeting the challenges of global competition, of information tech-
nology and knowledge management. The next section specifically focuses on these
leadership skills.

LEADERSHIP SKILLS

As the preceding chapter indicates, there is now recognition in both leadership theory and
practice of the importance of skills—how leaders behave and perform effectively. Both
styles and roles/activities covered so far in this chapter are closely related to skills and can
be used as a point of departure for the discussion of skills. First, some of the commonly rec-
ognized leadership skills are identified; then, a number of techniques are suggested for
enhancing the effectiveness of leadership.

What Skills Do Leaders Need?
As mentioned in Chapter 13, the research on leader traits continues, but in recent years
increasing attention is being given to identifying leader skills. There are many lists of such
skills in the practitioner-oriented literature. For example, one such list of suggested leader-
ship skills critical to success in the global economy includes the following:95

1. Cultural flexibility. In international assignments this skill refers to cultural awareness
and sensitivity. In domestic organizations the same skill could be said to be critical for
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success in light of increasing diversity. Leaders must have the skills not only to manage
but also to recognize and celebrate the value of diversity in their organizations.

2. Communication skills. Effective leaders must be able to communicate—in written
form, orally, and nonverbally.

3. HRD skills. Because human resources are so much a part of leadership effectiveness,
leaders must have human resource development (HRD) skills of developing a learning
climate, designing and conducting training programs, transmitting information and
experience, assessing results, providing career counseling, creating organizational
change, and adapting learning materials.

4. Creativity. Problem solving, innovation, and creativity provide the competitive advan-
tage in today’s global marketplace. Leaders must possess the skills to not only be cre-
ative themselves but also provide a climate that encourages creativity and assists their
people to be creative.

5. Self-management of learning. This skill refers to the need for continuous learning of
new knowledge and skills. In this time of dramatic change and global competitiveness,
leaders must undergo continuous change themselves. They must be self-learners.

This list is up-to-date and is as good as any other; however, as an academic analysis
recently noted: “The prevailing conceptualizations of skills required for successful mana-
gerial performance hinders our understanding of the phenomenon.”96 To get around this
problem, Whetten and Cameron provide a more empirical derivation of effective leadership
skills. On the basis of an interview study of more than 400 highly effective managers, the
10 skills most often identified were the following:97

1. Verbal communication (including listening)

2. Managing time and stress

3. Managing individual decisions

4. Recognizing, defining, and solving problems

5. Motivating and influencing others

6. Delegating

7. Setting goals and articulating a vision

8. Self-awareness

9. Team building

10. Managing conflict

Follow-up studies and related research have found skills similar to the 10 listed.
Through statistical techniques, the results of the various research studies were combined
into the following four categories of effective leadership skills:

1. Participative and human relations (for example, supportive communication and team
building)

2. Competitiveness and control (for example, assertiveness, power, and influence)

3. Innovativeness and entrepreneurship (for example, creative problem solving)

4. Maintaining order and rationality (for example, managing time and rational decision
making)98

Commenting on these various leadership skills identified through research, Whetten and
Cameron note three characteristics:

1. The skills are behavioral. They are not traits or, importantly, styles. They consist of an
identifiable set of actions that leaders perform and that result in certain outcomes.
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2. The skills, in several cases, seem contradictory or paradoxical. For example, they are
neither all soft- nor all hard-driving, oriented neither toward teamwork and interpersonal
relations exclusively nor toward individualism and entrepreneurship exclusively.

3. The skills are interrelated and overlapping. Effective leaders do not perform one skill or
one set of skills independent of others. In other words, effective leaders are multi-
skilled.99

On the basis of this background, Whetten and Cameron then develop models for both
personal and interpersonal leadership skills. Figures 14.5 and 14.6 show these models.100

As shown, the personal skills of developing self-awareness, managing stress, and solving
problems creatively overlap with one another, and so do the interpersonal skills of commu-
nicating supportively, gaining power and influence, motivating others, and managing con-
flict. These models not only can be used to summarize what skills were found to be
important in effective leaders but also can serve as guidelines for needed skill development
in the future.

Besides the skills discussed so far that take a personal and interpersonal perspective,
“career streams” should be recognized at the organization level. Among the keys from an
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organizational point of view are finding the right fit among the individual, the position, and
the company’s needs.101 Also, firms developing leaders and seeking to retain them should
be aware of what is called the “Pied Piper effect,” where job hopping by an effective leader
can lead to defections and attrition among the subordinates who were under the departed
leader.102 Leadership skills and career development programs may need to be extended to
include recruitment, training, and even postcorporate career components (i.e., what to pur-
sue after one’s corporate career comes to an end).103 Leadership skills and career develop-
ment have become more critical than ever.

Traditional Leadership Development Programs
One consistent need that has emerged in recent years is a foreboding lack of leadership tal-
ent under development. As an example, one survey indicates that the number of 35- to 44-
year-old executives will fall by 15 percent in the near future, creating a major reduction in
the leadership talent pool,104 and a recent comprehensive Conference Board survey found
only about one-third rated their company’s leadership, or ability to meet business needs or
respond to sudden changes, as “excellent” or “good.”105 One answer offered is to create
options that extend the careers of current leaders while developing a means to attract and
train those to replace them. However, as witnessed during the Clinton administration by the
tragic plane crash in the Balkans that killed Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown and 16 cor-
porate executives, there are always unexpected events that many companies are not pre-
pared to handle. In the case of the fallen executives, most of the organizations that they
represented were not able to fill the void and floundered for several years.106

Besides just gaining experience by being at the right place at the right time as depicted in
the accompanying OB in Action, organizational behavior and human resource experts are
now being asked to identify methods to train and develop leaders to help meet recent chal-
lenges. Zand suggests that the three primary areas to be developed are knowledge, trust, and
power, which he refers to as the “leadership triad.”107 There is research support for the impor-
tance of these108 and some other developable characteristics of effective leadership that are
discussed throughout the chapter. However, there is also much dissatisfaction with leadership
development programs. As Avolio and Hannah recently noted, “We find it rather curious that
organizations in the United States recently spent approximately $12 billion on leadership
development with little, if any, evidence to support the efficacy of these interventions.”109

As was discussed in Chapter 1 on the need for an evidence-based approach, leadership
development seems to be a case where there is a particularly noticeable gap between
research and practice. As one summary of the current status of leadership development
concluded, “With so much emphasis on the need for leadership, and the war for talent, the
continuing disconnect between professional researchers and corporate practitioners is dis-
appointing.”110 Like the rest of this text, the discussion of leadership development takes an
evidenced-based perspective.

A recent panel of leadership experts agreed that leadership can be taught and learned.111

For example, in answering this question, Jay Conger, well-known leadership researcher and
author, noted:

Work experiences, bosses, special projects, role models, education all play a role in
leadership development. Using an analogy with sports, . . . not everyone can become an 
outstanding player despite coaching, yet most will benefit and improve their “game.” A few
will go on to become stars or outstanding leaders given coaching, extensive experiences, and
personal drive.112

As indicated in the last chapter, behavioral genetics research using twins (identical
twins have the same genetic endowment and thus differences between them can be
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attributed to development) indicates that about 30 percent of both male and female
leader emergence can be attributed to heritability. Thus the vast majority of one’s lead-
ership is open to experience, learning, and development.113 In other words, the research
evidence on whether leaders are born versus made greatly favors that they are made,
developed. Management/leadership education is certainly based on the preponderance
of the role of development since about two-thirds of the 50 top-ranked business schools
offer leadership courses and almost half have established executive leadership develop-
ment programs.114

Besides business school education programs, there are a number of in-house leadership
development programs,115 and numerous techniques are being utilized. One method sug-
gested is to develop an acceleration pool, in which key leadership competencies, the under-
standing of job challenges, and organizational knowledge bases are enhanced.116 The
acceleration pool utilizes information gained in assessment centers to identify potential
new leaders along with the strengths and weaknesses individual candidates possess. From
there it is possible to speed up the process by which they are trained to move into leader-
ship positions.

OB in Action: Health Care Insurance Leader

Unlike many chief executives who decided early in life
what they wanted to be when they grew up, Larry C.
Glasscock didn’t have a clue. And when he was digging
holes for a fence company to put himself through col-
lege, the idea that he would someday be a corporate
titan and earn a titanic salary seemed pretty farfetched.
At that point, he couldn’t even imagine scraping
together enough cash to buy the one thing he coveted,
a Corvette. “I never had a notion that I would be a
CEO,” he says. “All I knew was I wanted to provide well
for my family.”

Glasscock, 57, who followed one of Corporate
America’s more winding career paths to the executive
suite, eventually got the Corvette. Now, as chief execu-
tive officer of WellPoint Inc., the $45 billion-a-year
health-care company that runs Blue Cross Blue Shield
Assn. plans in 13 states, he certainly has no trouble pro-
viding for his family.

Glasscock’s story is typical in one way: He managed
to meet the right people and knew enough to follow
their career advice. He was born in tiny Cullman, Ala.,
and was raised in a Cleveland suburb where his father
had found a job in a battery factory. His mother was a
waitress who later owned a small restaurant. The el-
dest of seven, Glasscock grew up in a two-bedroom
house; his dad carved out extra rooms in the attic.
“‘Modest’ would probably be a generous word,” he
says of family finances. In high school, Glasscock
worked at a Ball Corp. factory, making rubber seals for
containers. Of his later experience installing fences, he
says: “I got paid by the foot. You learn about incen-
tives early that way.”

Genial and self-effacing, Glasscock also had a talent for
networking. After he earned a bachelor’s degree in busi-
ness administration from Cleveland State University in
1970, one of the owners of the fence company introduced
him to officials at the bank that became Ameritrust and is
now part of KeyCorp. Glasscock started out in human
resources and worked there four years before being pro-
moted. During that time, a manager saw some potential
and began pushing him: As an eager 24-year-old,
Glasscock made presentations to the board. “He just never
quit learning,” recalls John H. Rogers, his first mentor.

Glasscock stayed at the bank for two decades, living
comfortably, usually at home for dinner with his wife,
Lee, whom he met in high school, and daughter and son.
In 1987, Glasscock was recruited to serve on the board of
a Blue Cross Blue Shield licensee in southern Ohio, an
experience that piqued his interest in health care.

After a few detours, Glasscock was hired to revive a
troubled Blue Cross Blue Shield operation in
Washington, D.C., merging it in 1998 with a Maryland
affiliate of the Blue network. He was then asked to
return to the Midwest to help lead Anthem. Running a
health insurer, he says, is much like running a bank:
“They are customer- oriented businesses. The computer
systems are extremely important. And the distribution
systems—while different—have lots of similarities.”

Even though Glasscock took the better-known
WellPoint name after the deal, he isn’t moving the com-
pany out of Indiana. He runs it from offices near
Monument Circle in Indianapolis. No battling heavy traf-
fic to get in at 6:30 a.m., and he hopes he’ll soon be
home for dinner more often.
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There does seem to be merit in identifying key individual differences that are predictive
of success. For example, a study of male cadets in a military college indicated that physi-
cal fitness, prior influence experiences, and great self-esteem were predictive of effective-
ness in later leadership roles.117 One study revealed that attitudes toward leadership and
experience were related to leader emergence at a rate that was much stronger than the tra-
ditionally assumed prerequisite of masculine gender role characteristics118 and another
found that parental style and control were related to emergent charismatic leadership.119

These studies are representative of the continuing body of research that will assist in leader
training and development in the coming years.

Others believe an entire new development system should be used. Believing that most
traditional leadership programs fail because they start with competencies and focus on
individuals, one group of trainers recommends a different approach. Instead of individuals,
the goal is to deliver leadership development by beginning with business results and work-
ing back to abilities.120 In other words, it is more valuable to clarify the business purpose
and desired outcomes first, and then move leader trainees toward methods of achieving
these outcomes. What this and other new approaches indicate is that many companies are
trying to make leader development programs more effective. One survey indicated that
only 35 percent of the companies surveyed were satisfied with their investments in leader-
ship development programs, leaving a great deal of room for improvement.121

Contemporary Leadership Development Approaches
One modern approach to leadership development is centered on competencies. In this
approach, there are three ways that competencies have been derived: (1) research based, (2)
strategy based, and (3) values based. Research-based competencies are derived from behav-
ioral data gathered from successful leaders. Strategy-based competency models derive infor-
mation from key informants regarding strategic company issues and directions. The
values-based model focuses on the company’s cultural values, as interpreted by company
leaders. Briscoe and Hall argue for the need to go beyond these three with what they call
“metacompetancies.”122 Under this new approach, leaders would be trained utilizing a
learning-based model. Continuous learning emphasizes flexibility and identity, so strong that
the individual leader is able to “learn how to learn” and therefore adapt to continually chang-
ing circumstances as found in today’s environment. Other competencies are not abandoned,
but rather are augmented by this learning and knowledge-acquisition-based approach.

Most recently, Avolio and Luthans’s authentic leadership approach, introduced in the last
chapter and featured earlier in this chapter in the section on styles, gives considerable atten-
tion to how it can be developed. We start with the premise that very few leadership pro-
grams can demonstrate impact on development or performance. We emphasize that one’s
life course of events plays a big role in authentic leadership development (ALD), but also
that life’s both planned or unplanned “moments that matter” can be accelerated.123 Avolio
and Luthans define ALD as:

The process that draws upon a leader’s life course, psychological capital, moral perspective,
and a “highly developed” supporting organizational climate to produce greater self-
awareness and self-regulated positive behaviors, which in turn fosters continuous, positive
self-development resulting in veritable, sustained performance.124

In other words, heredity, life events, and specific leadership experiences all affect one’s
ALD. However, it should be understood that this ALD process can be accelerated by both
negative (e.g., painful life events such as being unjustly fired, loss of a loved one, or a heart
attack) and positive (finding out what is really important such as helping a friend or travel-
ing to a foreign country) moments. Also, the ALD process can be proactively accelerated
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by starting with a desired end-point, enhanced self-awareness (both understanding your
actual self and your potential best self) and self-regulation. A key to ALD is bringing the
future to the present.125

Another recently emerging method of leader development is coaching. When the rela-
tionship between a coach and a client is built on mutual trust, respect, and freedom of
expression, the potential for heightened learning increases.126 The goal of effective coach-
ing is to move away from the concept that “managing equals controlling” and forward to
the idea that “managing equals creating a context for coaching.”127 It is the partnership and
the climate that are the keys to effective coaching development systems.

Tactics that support effective coaching include accessibility, attention, validation, empa-
thy, support, compassion, and consistency. A supportive coach can reduce the loneliness of
the CEO’s role by creating bonds that help the leader renew energy levels and provide new
challenges.128 Also, effective coaches clarify boundaries and expectations for leaders, limit-
ing leaders’ efforts to definable targets and time frames for learning.129 To obtain the greatest
value from a coaching approach to leader development, some of the more important practices
include a strategic focus for coaching efforts, integrating coaching into existing HR systems,
building reliable “pools” of coaches, and systematically evaluating the results.130

This is an era in which CEO succession will become an even more vital concern for
many organizations.131 Indeed, many European firms that are family based have become
targets for takeovers due to leadership succession problems.132 In these environments,
coaching systems can be effectively used to help identify and place the right new chief
executive into the job (i.e., make the fit).

Other Indirect Techniques for Developing 
Leadership Effectiveness
Besides the leadership skill development programs, other more indirect techniques involv-
ing training, job design, and behavioral management, discussed in previous chapters, can
also be used. For example, leaders can undergo personal growth training that may involve
a combination of psychological exercises and outdoor adventures. This approach is aimed
at empowering participants to take greater responsibility for their own lives and ultimately
their organizations.133 As revealed in the following reflection of a personal growth training
participant, these popular programs may be wrongly equating the thrills involved with
effective leadership:

I peer over the edge of the cliff, trying to be logical. The harness to which I am attached
seems sturdy. I have just watched several other participants jump. Although they appeared
anxious at first, they not only survived the leap—they seemed to enjoy it. I also trust the
safety of the system because I trust that the training company does not want me to die. Okay,
given that assessment, let’s take the risk. It might even be fun. And somehow, I might become
a better leader. So off the edge I go.134

Despite the potential for the “thrill” becoming an end in itself, there are arguments that per-
sonal training contributes to effective leadership. One recent professional book argues that
bringing “peace, fulfillment, and awakening to all aspects of your life” are important com-
ponents of transformational leadership,135 and another suggests that too much attention
may be paid to external aspects of leadership at the expense of internal matters. The argu-
ment is that for leaders, who they are is just as important as what they do.136

Although such personal growth training is controversial, there is no question that lead-
ers need to use training techniques with their people. The Japanese, of course, have tradi-
tionally placed a high priority on training of all kinds. Recently, however, world-class
United States corporations have also become committed to the importance of training. For
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example, all employees at the highly successful Quad/Graphics firm spend considerable
time every week in training sessions—on their own time—to improve themselves and make
their company more competitive. A major component of the Motorola “quality revolution”
was that spending on employee training went to $100 million per year, with 40 percent
directly devoted to the skills and procedures needed to produce a no-defect product or to
provide timely, error-free, courteous service to internal and external customers. Old job-
rotation training programs have also come to life following the adage that there is no train-
ing experience better than “walking a mile in the other person’s shoes.” The same goes for
cross training and the newer “pay-for-knowledge” approaches (see Chapter 4) that an
increasing number of U.S. firms are beginning to implement.

Besides training, job redesign is another important technique leaders can use effectively.
Covered in Chapter 6, this approach attempts to manage the job rather than the extremely com-
plex person who holds the job. From enriching the job by building in more responsibility, the
more recent approach is to concentrate on the characteristics of identity, variety, significance,
autonomy, and feedback identified by Hackman and his colleagues and covered in Chapter 6.
There has been a stream of research to support the concept that when employees perceive these
characteristics in their job, they do high-quality work. Leaders need to give special attention to
the autonomy and feedback characteristics of their people’s jobs. Autonomy involves empow-
ering their subordinates to make decisions and solve their own problems, in other words, giv-
ing them more control over their own job. Feedback can be built into some jobs, but leaders
also must provide specific, immediate performance feedback to their people.

The behavioral management approach, covered in Chapter 12, can also be effectively
used by leaders to meet the challenges ahead. The organizational behavior modification
(O.B. Mod.) techniques based on the principles of operant conditioning and social cogni-
tive theory were shown in Chapter 12 to have excellent results on human performance in
organizations. It is important to note that O.B. Mod. interventions have used mainly nonfi-
nancial rewards—feedback systems and contingent recognition/attention—in both manu-
facturing and service organizations.

Besides drawing from the established job design and behavioral management
approaches, the search for effective leadership practices has recently gone to some unusual
sources for leadership wisdom.137 Examples include: Leadership Lessons from Star Trek,
The Next Generation, and even stranger sources such as Goldilocks on Management and
Beep! Beep! Competing in the Age of the Road Runner. Also, the leadership style exhibited
in the HBO TV hit The Sopranos has been examined, as well as an application of the prin-
ciples of “Tough Love,” which are ordinarily reserved for troubled and rebellious
teenagers. Besides marketing books, these titles should remind researchers and practition-
ers of the wide variety of approaches to leadership development that have been underused
or yet to be explored. One such example is the increasing use of so-called E-Tools that
assist in leadership development online via the Internet.138 For example, as indicated in
Chapter 7, we were able to develop a broad cross-section of managers’/leaders’ positive
psychological capital, which is an important dimension of authentic leadership, in a short
online training intervention.139

Leadership is clearly important in a wide variety of settings beyond business and indus-
try. Recent studies indicate the importance of effective leadership in educational programs
at the college and university level,140 in urban renewal programs,141 during the transforma-
tional process, from college students to those in military settings142 and in the increasingly
popular online multiplayer role-playing games. Researchers of the online games identified
distinctive characteristics of leadership that, “as workplaces and overall business climate
become more dynamic and gamelike, will be essential for tomorrow’s leaders: speed, risk
taking, and acceptance of leadership roles as temporary.”143 There are also many similari-
ties between the capabilities of effective business leaders and political leaders, including
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the tendency to be a visionary with strong communications skills, even though there are
also key differences.144 The question remains, however, as to whether or not one set of
skills (business) can be readily adapted to the political world.

The intent of this discussion is not to give an exhaustive list of leadership skills, techniques,
and development approaches. All the styles, roles/activities, skills and development processes
discussed in this chapter and the theories in the preceding chapter, plus the techniques dis-
cussed in the job design and behavioral management chapters, are relevant and have varying
degrees of evidence that they can be effective. Obviously, there are others that exist and are
emerging for the future. In total, how leaders apply their skills and techniques and become
developed can and will make a difference in the daunting challenges that lie ahead.

Summary This chapter is concerned with leadership styles (the way leaders/managers influence followers/
employees), activities (what leaders/managers do in their day-to-day jobs), skills (how leaders/
managers can be effective), and development. Leadership styles have been studied the longest
and are derived from both the classic and modern leadership theories and research. Examples
of classic approaches to leadership styles include Hersey and Blanchard’s situational, or life-
cycle, model. Such approaches to style have been around for a long time and still have impli-
cations for the practice. For example, Hersey and Blanchard’s approach shows how well
managers can match the appropriate style with the maturity level of the group being led.
However, such approaches to style lack the research backup to make sustainable contributions
to effective evidence-based practice. By contrast, spurred on by recent ethical debacles and
economic crisis, authentic leadership theory and positive, authentic styles, that involve self-
awareness, transparency, trust, and psychological capital, are receiving attention. The emerg-
ing research on this approach shows promise of being able to contribute to a new
evidence-based leadership style to help meet contemporary challenges.

The shift in focus from styles to roles and activities reflects a more direct empirical empha-
sis on what leaders really do. Through observational research methodology, Mintzberg iden-
tified interpersonal (figurehead, leader, liaison), informational (monitor, disseminator,
spokesperson), and decisional (entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator, negotia-
tor) roles. Closely related is the observational study of leader/manager activities. The author’s
(Luthans) Real Managers Study investigated the question of what leaders/managers do in
their day-to-day activities and what successful and effective leaders/managers do. It was
found that the managers spend about a third of their time and effort in communication activ-
ities, a third in traditional management activities, a fifth in human resource management
activities, and a fifth in networking activities. The analysis of successful managers (those
rapidly promoted) found that networking made the biggest relative contribution to their rise
and human resource management activities the least. In contrast, however, the analysis of
effective managers (those with satisfied and committed subordinates and high-performing
units) found that communication and human resource management activities made the
largest relative contribution, and networking, the least. This difference between successful
and effective managers has considerable implications for how one gets ahead in an organi-
zation (networking that involves socializing/politicking and interacting with outsiders) and
the reward systems of organizations (the effective managers may not be promoted as fast as
the politically savvy ones).

The last part of the chapter is concerned with leadership skills—how leaders behave and
perform effectively, and leadership development. Although there are many skills, such as cul-
tural flexibility, communication, creativity, and self-management of learning, again the more
evidence-based skills identified by Whetten and Cameron are the most effective and sustain-
able. Their personal skills model, involving developing self-awareness, managing stress, and
solving problems creatively, and the interpersonal skills model, involving communicating
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supportively, gaining power and influence, motivating others, and managing conflict, are
especially comprehensive and effective. Recently, leadership development, especially cen-
tered on competencies, authentic leadership development (ALD), and coaching, has been
receiving increased attention in research and is being translated into evidence-based effective
practice. Finally, the more widely recognized organizational behavior techniques found in
other chapters (for example, training, job design, and behavioral management) can also
provide evidence-based development techniques for effective leadership.

Ending with Meta-Analytic Research Findings
OB PRINCIPLE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
Leaders with a charismatic style have high-performing followers and organizations.

Meta-Analysis Results:
[32 studies; 4,611 participants; d = 1.0] On average, there is a 76 percent probability that
leaders with a highly charismatic style will have better performing followers and organi-
zations than leaders with a less-charismatic style.

Conclusion:
Charismatic leadership theory represents an attempt to define what types of characteristics
and skills leaders possess that allow them to have profound effects on followers.
Charismatic leadership results when leaders use their personal abilities and unique talents
to increase levels of achievement and performance on the part of followers. Similar to trait
theories of leadership, some say charisma is a natural born gift of chosen leaders. Others,
however, suggest that charisma can be developed. Regardless, because of the great source
of influence that a charismatic leadership style can have on followers, it is important that
leaders do not use their charisma for their own self-interest. As this chapter points out, the
“dark side” of leadership is a product of leaders who use their powerful influence in manip-
ulative and potentially destructive ways. The key for this approach to leadership is to rec-
ognize the potential for good and bad. Because of the discontinuous change needed in
today’s environment, the vision provided, and the devotion of followers assured, the charis-
matic style of leadership is more important than ever.

Source: J. B. Fuller, C. E. P. Patterson, and D. Stringer, “A Quantitative Review of Research on Charismatic
Leadership,” Psychological Reports, Vol. 78, 1996, pp. 271–287.

1. What are some styles of charismatic leadership? What do they mean? Give an example.

2. What is involved in a positive, authentic leadership style? How can such a leader cope
with the challenges facing today’s organizations?

3. What are the major categories of roles identified by Mintzberg? What are some of the
subroles when leaders/managers give and receive information?

4. Use the Real Managers Study to briefly answer the following: What do managers do?
What do successful managers do? What do effective managers do?

5. What are some of the needed skills for leaders/managers to be effective? What are the
three major characteristics of these skills?

Questions for
Discussion and
Review
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6. How can a competency, ALD, and coaching approach develop leaders and make them
more effective?

The last few years have seen an increase in the popularity of viewing leaders as coaches.
For practical information on coaching, visit http://www.coachu.com/. This is an
organization that specializes in training coaches as managers. You also can look at the
International Coaching Federation, at http://www.coachfederation.com/. Based on
what you have found, answer the following questions.

1. Would you like to be led by a “coach” as these organizations define it? What would be
some advantages and disadvantages of viewing leaders this way?

2. Based on your own leadership style, would you make a good coach? Why or why not?

3. Discuss a situation in which a coaching approach to leadership would be particularly effec-
tive. What would be a situation where a coaching approach would seem to be ineffective?

Internet
Exercise:
Leaders as
Coaches

Real Case: Jeanne P. Jackson: A Retailing Leader

When Jeanne P. Jackson, the merchant who transformed
Banana Republic into a chic, urbane shopping destina-
tion, joined Walmart.com as CEO, some analysts con-
sidered it an odd mix of cultures. But while the world’s
biggest discounter is a far cry from upscale Banana,
Jackson, 49, felt immediately at home when she
attended a Saturday morning management meeting at
Walmart Stores Inc. headquarters in Bentonville, Ark.,
before taking the job. To her amazement, then-CEO
David D. Glass was sifting through store-by-store sales
reports. “David Glass is concerned about how many
lawn mowers were being sold in Poughkeepsie last
week. I was blown away,” says Jackson, who considers
herself a fanatic about retail detail after 22 years in the
business.

Up until that day, Jackson had rejected repeated over-
tures to lead Walmart.com, established by Walmart and
venture capital firm Accel Partners. But Accel manag-
ing partner James W. Breyer says the companies per-
sisted because Jackson “was absolutely our first choice.”

No wonder. Jackson had established herself as a
superstar since joining Gap Inc. in 1995. In one gutsy
move, she persuaded Banana Republic’s parent to open
large, expensive flagship stores in key markets to sell
the Banana Republic lifestyle. Banana Republic grew
rapidly under her leadership, jumping from an estimated
$750 million in sales to $1.5 billion in four years. That
included reviving the chain’s lapsed catalog. “She has
taken [Banana Republic] from a niche brand to a mega-
brand,” says Gap Executive Vice-President Ronald R.

Beegle. In 1998, Jackson took over Gap’s Direct divi-
sion, which included managing its Internet sites.

The daughter of a Colorado architect, Jackson stum-
bled into retailing. While working her way through
Harvard Business School, she caught the attention of a
department store CEO who was attending an executive
program. He frequented the campus pub, managed by
Jackson and three male partners. Jackson was there first
thing in the morning as the short-order cook, and she
was back at night as the bartender. Anyone so tireless
should be in retailing, he told her. Jackson was per-
suaded to give up her plan to go into packaged goods,
and joined Federated’s vaunted management training
program. She later did stints at Saks Fifth Avenue, Walt
Disney, and Victoria’s Secret.

A mother of two who now travels to Arkansas almost
every other week, Jackson hasn’t changed much from
those early days. She’ll need that energy and quick mind
as she attempts to extend the largest bricks-and-mortar
brand onto the Web. Says Russell Stravitz, who hired
her at Federated’s Bullock’s unit in Los Angeles: “The
world is watching, and the pressure is on.”

1. Why do you think this retailing leader made this
move to Walmart?

2. How would you evaluate her background?

3. Evaluate her self-described “fanatic about retail
detail.” How would this and other details in the case
fit into what you have learned in this chapter about
what leaders really do?
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Real Case: For Leaders, Ignorance Isn’t Bliss

About two years before he died, Peter Drucker told an
interviewer that among the things he regretted in the
course of his long and productive career was not writing
a book—it would have been his 40th—called Managing
Ignorance. He added, tantalizingly, that it was bound to
have been his best, but otherwise he didn’t elaborate.

Most likely, it seems, Drucker was interested in fig-
uring out how those running corporations and other
institutions could get their arms around what they don’t
know [which, of course, tends to greatly outweigh what
they do know]. “As significant as the problem of orga-
nizing knowledge was,” noted John Flaherty in Peter
Drucker: Shaping the Managerial Mind, “he considered
the organization of ignorance an even more formidable
challenge.”

Possibly, too, Drucker was referring to the need for
all of us, whether a top executive or an hourly employee,
to engage in lifelong learning. As Drucker pointed out,
with the world moving so fast, “today’s advanced
knowledge is tomorrow’s ignorance.” Or perhaps he
would have taken the opportunity to underscore a lesson
that one of his students, William Cohen, recalls in his
new book, A Class with Drucker: “You must frequently
approach problems with your ignorance—not what you
think you know from past experience, because not infre-
quently, what you think you know is wrong.”

And yet I keep coming back to another idea. Maybe,
just maybe, Drucker would have zeroed in on a phe-
nomenon that has brought down some of the biggest-
name executives in Corporate America, and will
undoubtedly bring down more: blind ignorance—the
tendency, as one scholar has defined it, toward “igno-
rance of self-ignorance.”

How else can anyone explain what happened to Zoe
Cruz, whose sacking as co-president of Morgan Stanley
(MS) made her the most recent high-profile casualty of
the mortgage crisis on Wall Street? Ostensibly, Cruz’s
forced retirement was the result of the firm losing bil-
lions of dollars on subprime-related securities. But there
is little question that her sudden fall, after 25 years at
Morgan Stanley, stemmed as much from the way she
mishandled colleagues—and evidently couldn’t per-
ceive the tremendous harm it was causing—as from the
way she misjudged financial risk.

By all accounts, Cruz was polarizing. Her aggres-
siveness earned her the moniker “Cruz missile.” And
she had a propensity for playing politics. She shamelessly

backed then-Chief Executive Philip Purcell while eight
former Morgan Stanley executives were advocating his
ouster in 2005—and then somehow not only survived
but reached new heights under Purcell’s replacement,
current CEO John Mack.

“Many people at Morgan resented and mistrusted her
because of her defense of Purcell,” says Patricia Beard,
whose Blue Blood and Mutiny: The Fight for the Soul of
Morgan Stanley chronicles Purcell’s tussle with the
Group of Eight. “They were not sad to see her go.”

Being disliked is not necessarily a problem in and of
itself. “Popularity,” Drucker wrote, “is not leadership;
results are.” Yet Cruz’s flaws apparently went deeper. For
instance, she is reported to have rebuked fellow employees
for the mortgage losses while sidestepping responsibility
for her own role in the debacle. If that’s what she did, it
was a huge mistake; nothing can undermine one’s position
of authority more quickly. “Effective leaders are rarely
‘permissive,’” Drucker asserted. “But when things go
wrong—and they always do—they do not blame others.”

At the same time she was pointing fingers, Cruz is
said to have discouraged dissent, another cardinal sin in
Drucker’s eyes. “Decisions of the kind the executive has
to make are not made well by acclamation,” he advised.
“They are made well only if based on the clash of con-
flicting views, the dialogue between different points of
view, the choice between different judgments. The first
rule in decision making is that one does not make a
decision unless there is disagreement.”

What’s fascinating to me is how someone as bright
and accomplished as Cruz could behave in this manner.
Surely she must have known that those around her
believed her style to be terribly toxic and that, in the end,
it might even prove her undoing. Then again, may be not.
In September, an article in Harvard Management
Update examined just how difficult it can be for the most
talented employees, especially those at a senior level, to
absorb honest feedback about their performance. It’s not
simply that they don’t want to see their weaknesses;
they’ve almost been preconditioned not to see them.

“Because they have rarely failed,” the piece quotes
Chris Argyris of Monitor Group as saying, “they have
never learned how to learn from failure.” Instead,
they’re apt to “screen out criticism and put the ‘blame’
on anyone and everyone but themselves. In short, their
ability to learn shuts down precisely at the moment they
need it most.”
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Beard recounts that in 2004, Cruz received a per-
formance review from her then-boss, Vikram Pandit,
which “included some negatives.” Cruz, who resented
Pandit, disputed the evaluation and even went so far as
to protest the findings to a member of the board.

In the short term, it worked. Pandit left Morgan
Stanley for Citigroup (C), and Cruz continued to rise
through the ranks. Ignorance as bliss, however, can only
last so long.

1. Summarize the famous management consultant and
writer Peter Drucker’s position on “ignorance.” Do
you agree?

2. Comment on the statement that Zoe Cruz’s demise at
Morgan Stanley was because of the way she mishan-
dled colleagues as from the way she misjudged finan-
cial risk.

3. Do you agree with the Druckerism that “Popularity is
not leadership; results are”?

4. Based on your reading of this chapter, how would
you have coached Zoe Cruz to be a more effective
leader?

Organizational Behavior Case: The Puppet

Rex Justice is a long-term employee of the Carfax
Corporation, and for the last several years he has been
a supervisor in the financial section of the firm. He is
very loyal to Carfax and works hard to follow the com-
pany policies and procedures and the orders of the
managers above him. In fact, upper-level management
think very highly of him; they can always count on Rex
to meet any sort of demand that the company places on
him. He is valued and well liked by all the top man-
agers. His employees in the financial section have the
opposite opinion of Rex. They feel that he is too con-
cerned with pleasing the upper-level brass and not
nearly concerned enough with the needs and concerns
of the employees in his department. For example, they
feel that Rex never really pushes hard enough for a more
substantial slice of the budget. Relative to other depart-
ments in the company, they feel they are underpaid

and overworked. Also, whenever one of them goes to
Rex with a new idea or suggestion for improvement,
he always seems to have five reasons why it can’t be
done. There is considerable dissatisfaction in the
department, and everyone thinks that Rex is just a pup-
pet for management. Performance has begun to suffer
because of his style and leadership. Upper-level man-
agement seem to be oblivious to the situation in the
finance section.

1. How would you explain Rex’s leadership style in
terms of one or more of the approaches discussed in
the chapter?

2. What advice would you give Rex to improve his
approach to leadership?

3. Could a leadership training program be set up to help
Rex? What would it consist of?
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Experiential Exercises
for Part Four
EXERCISE:
Role Playing and O.B. Mod.*

Goal:
To experience the application of the O.B. Mod. approach to human resource management.

Implementation:
This role-playing situation involves two people: Casey, the supervisor of claims processing
in a large insurance firm, and Pat, an employee in the department. One person will be
selected to play the role of Casey, and another will play Pat. The information on and back-
ground for each of the participants follow. When the participants have carefully read their
roles, the supervisor, Casey, will be asked to conduct a performance-related discussion
with Pat. Those who are not playing one of the roles should carefully observe the conver-
sation between Casey and Pat and provide the information requested below. The observers
should not necessarily read the roles of Casey and Pat.

1. List those words, phrases, or sentences that Casey used that seem particularly reinforcing.

2. List any words, phrases, or sentences used by Casey that may have been punishing.

3. List any suggestions that you have for improving Casey’s future conversations with
employees.

4. Using the steps of O.B. Mod (identify, measure, analyze, intervene, and evaluate), how
would you (or your group) improve the human performance in this claims department?
Be as specific as you can for each step. You may have to fabricate some of the examples.

M T W TH F M T W TH F M T W TH F M T W TH F M T W TH F

100

90

80

70

60

Baseline

*Source: “Role Playing and O.B. Mod.” is adapted from Fred Luthans and Mark J. Martinko, The 
Power of Positive Reinforcement, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1978, pp. 35–38.
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Role-Playing Situation for Casey:
After reading the following information, you are to conduct a performance-related discus-
sion with Pat in order to reward increased productivity.

You are the supervisor of 20 people in the claims processing department of a large insur-
ance company. Several weeks ago, you established standards for claims processing and
measured each employee’s work output. One employee, Pat Nelson, had particularly low
output figures and averaged less than 80 percent of standard during the baseline data col-
lection period. Your target for rewarding Pat was an 85 percent average for a one-week
period. During the first two weeks, Pat failed to meet this goal. Now, in the third week after
you have decided to use this approach, Pat has achieved the new goal. Pat’s performance is
illustrated in the graph on page 476.

Role-Playing Situation for Pat:
After reading the following information, you are to be interviewed by your supervisor con-
cerning your performance.

You are Pat Nelson, an employee in the claims processing department of a large insur-
ance company. Recently your supervisor, Casey Parks, instituted a new system of measur-
ing performance in the department. Most of the other employees have already discussed
their performance with Casey, but for some reason Casey has not yet talked with you. Now
this morning, Casey wants to have a talk about your performance. You are somewhat anx-
ious about what Casey will have to say. You know that you are not the best employee in the
department, but you do make your best effort. You hope that Casey will recognize this and
not be too hard on you.

EXERCISE:
Leadership Questionnaire*

Goal:
To evaluate oneself in terms of the leadership dimensions of task orientation and people
orientation.

Implementation:
1. Without prior discussion, fill out the Leadership Questionnaire. Do not read the rest of

this until you have completed the test.

2. In order to locate yourself on the Leadership Style Profile Sheet, you will score your
own questionnaire on the dimensions of task orientation (T) and people orientation (P).

Scoring:
The scoring is as follows:

1. Circle the item number for items 8, 12, 17, 18, 19, 30, 34, and 35.

2. Write the number 1 in front of a circled item number if you responded S (seldom) or N
(never) to that item.

3. Also write a number 1 in front of item numbers not circled if you responded A (always)
or F (frequently).

*Source: Reprinted with permission from J. William Pfeiffer and John E. Jones (Eds.), A Handbook of
Structured Experiences for Human Relations Training. Vol. 1. University Associates, San Diego, Calif.,
1974. The questionnaire was adapted from Sergiovanni, Metzeus, and Burden’s revision of the Leadership
Behavior Description Questionnaire, American Educational Research Journal, Vol. 6, 1969, pp. 62–79.
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4. Circle the number 1s that you have written in front of the following items: 3, 5, 8, 10,
15, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, and 35.

5. Count the circled number 1s. This is your score for the level of your concern for people.
Record the score in the blank following the letter P at the end of the questionnaire.

6. Count the uncircled number 1s. This is your score for your concern for the task. Record
this number in the blank following the letter T.

7. Next, look at the Leadership Style Profile Sheet at the end of the exercise, and follow the
directions.

LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE

Name_________________________________Group____________________________________

Directions: The following items describe aspects of leadership behavior. Respond to each
item according to the way you would most likely act if you were the leader of a work
group. Circle whether you would most likely behave in the described way always (A),
frequently (F), occasionally (O), seldom (S), or never (N). Once the test is completed, go
back to number 2 under Implementation.

A F O S N 1. I would most likely act as the spokesperson of the group.
A F O S N 2. I would encourage overtime work.
A F O S N 3. I would allow members complete freedom in their work.
A F O S N 4. I would encourage the use of uniform procedures.
A F O S N 5. I would permit the members to use their own judgment in

solving problems.
A F O S N 6. I would stress being ahead of competing groups.
A F O S N 7. I would speak as a representative of the group.
A F O S N 8. I would needle members for greater effort.
A F O S N 9. I would try out my ideas in the group.
A F O S N 10. I would let the members do their work the way they think best.
A F O S N 11. I would be working hard for a promotion.
A F O S N 12. I would tolerate postponement and uncertainty.
A F O S N 13. I would speak for the group if there were visitors present.
A F O S N 14. I would keep the work moving at a rapid pace.
A F O S N 15. I would turn the members loose on a job and let them go to it.
A F O S N 16. I would settle conflicts when they occur in the group.
A F O S N 17. I would get swamped by details.
A F O S N 18. I would represent the group at outside meetings.
A F O S N 19. I would be reluctant to allow the members any freedom of

action.
A F O S N 20. I would decide what should be done and how it should be

done.
A F O S N 21. I would push for increased production.
A F O S N 22. I would let some members have authority which I could keep.
A F O S N 23. Things would usually turn out as I had predicted.
A F O S N 24. I would allow the group a high degree of initiative.
A F O S N 25. I would assign group members to particular tasks.
A F O S N 26. I would be willing to make changes.
A F O S N 27. I would ask the members to work harder.
A F O S N 28. I would trust the group members to exercise good judgment.
A F O S N 29. I would schedule the work to be done.
A F O S N 30. I would refuse to explain my actions.
A F O S N 31. I would persuade others that my ideas are to their advantage.
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A F O S N 32. I would permit the group to set its own pace.
A F O S N 33. I would urge the group to beat its previous record.
A F O S N 34. I would act without consulting the group.
A F O S N 35. I would ask that group members follow standard rules and

regulations.
T_____ P_____

Variations:
1. Participants can predict how they will appear on the profile prior to scoring the ques-

tionnaire.

2. Paired participants already acquainted can predict each other’s scores. If they are not
acquainted, they can discuss their reactions to the questionnaire items to find some bases
for this prediction.

3. The leadership styles represented on the profile sheet can be illustrated through role
playing. A relevant situation can be set up, and the “leaders” can be coached to demon-
strate the styles being studied.

4. Subgroups can be formed of participants similarly situated on the shared leadership
scale. These groups can be assigned identical tasks to perform. The work generated can
be processed in terms of morale and productivity.

T-P Leadership Style Profile Sheet

Name_________________________________Group____________________________________

Directions: To determine your style of leadership, mark your score on the concern for task
dimension (T) on the left-hand arrow below. Next, move to the right-hand arrow and
mark your score on the concern for people dimension (P). Draw a straight line that
intersects the P and T scores. The point at which that line crosses the shared leadership
arrow indicates your score on that dimension.

Shared leadership results from balancing
concern for task and concern for people

LAISSEZ-FAIRE
LEADERSHIP

High morale

SHARED
LEADERSHIP

High morale
and

productivity

AUTOCRATIC
LEADERSHIP

High
productivity

High

Medium

Low

15

10

P:
 C

on
ce

rn
 fo

r p
eo

pl
e

5

20

15

10

T: Concern for task 5
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EXERCISE:
Paper Plane Corporation

Goals:
1. To work on an actual organizational task

2. To experience the dynamics of performance

Implementation:
Unlimited groups of six participants each are used in this exercise. These groups may be
directed simultaneously in the same room. Approximately a full class period is needed to
complete the exercise. Each person should have assembly instructions and a summary
sheet, which are shown below, and ample stacks of paper (81⁄2 by 11 inches). The physical
setting should be a room large enough so that the individual groups of six can work with-
out interference from the other groups. A working space should be provided for each group.

1. The participants are doing an exercise in production methodology.

2. Each group must work independently of the other groups.

3. Each group will choose a manager and an inspector, and the remaining participants will
be employees.

4. The objective is to make paper airplanes in the most profitable manner possible.

5. The facilitator will give the signal to start. This is a 10-minute, timed event utilizing
competition among the groups.

6. After the first round, everyone should report his or her production and profits to the
entire group. Each person also should note the effect, if any, of the manager in terms of
the performance of the group.

7. This same procedure is followed for as many rounds as time allows.

Paper Plane Corporation: Data Sheet

Your group is the complete workforce for Paper Plane Corporation. Established in 1943,
Paper Plane has led the market in paper plane production. Presently under new
management, the company is contracting to make aircraft for the U.S. Air Force. You
must establish an efficient production plant to produce these aircraft. You must make your
contract with the Air Force under the following conditions:

1. The Air Force will pay $20,000 per airplane.
2. The aircraft must pass a strict inspection made by the facilitator.
3. A penalty of $25,000 per airplane will be subtracted for failure to meet the production

requirements.
4. Labor and other overhead will be computed at $300,000.
5. Cost of materials will be $3,000 per bid plane. If you bid for 10 but make only 8, you must

pay the cost of materials for those that you failed to make or that did not pass inspection.

Summary Sheet:

Round 1:
Bid: ______________________ Aircraft @ $20,000 per aircraft � _______________________

Results: ___________________ Aircraft @ $20,000 per aircraft � ______________________
Less: $300,000 overhead
__________________________ � $3,000 cost of raw materials
__________________________ � $25,000 penalty
Profit: ________________________________________
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Round 2:
Bid: ______________________ Aircraft @ $20,000 per aircraft � _______________________
Results: ___________________ Aircraft @ $20,000 per aircraft � _______________________
Less: $300,000 overhead
__________________________ � $3,000 cost of raw materials
__________________________ � $25,000 penalty
Profit: _______________________________________

Round 3:
Bid: ______________________ Aircraft @ $20,000 per aircraft � _______________________
Results: ___________________ Aircraft @ $20,000 per aircraft � _______________________
Less $300,000 overhead
__________________________ � $3,000 cost of raw materials
__________________________ � $25,000 penalty
Profit: ________________________________________

COMPLETED AIRCRAFT

STEP 1: Take a sheet of
paper and fold it in half;
then open it back up.

STEP 2: Fold upper corners
to the middle.

STEP 3: Fold the corners to
the middle again.

STEP 4: Fold in half.

STEP 5: Fold both wings down.

STEP 6: Fold tail fins up.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AIRCRAFT ASSEMBLY
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modeling processes, 383
operant conditioning, 380–381
reinforcement and punishment, 386
rewards systems, 389–390
self-efficacy in, 383–384
social cognition, 383
social learning, 382–383

Behavioral science, 16
modern origins, 22
operant conditioning, 22
stimulus-response (S-R) approach, 21–22

Behavioral self-control, 299–300
Behavioral stress-related problems, 296–297
Behavioral style, 263
Behaviorism, 22
Behavioristic theories, 21–22, 379–381

classical conditioning, 380
operant conditioning, 380–381

Bell Canada, 80
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Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream, 46, 49, 266, 454
Benchmarking, 59, 89, 188
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cost of, 106
efficiency wage theory and, 106
federal government-mandated benefits,

106–107
flexible, cafeteria-style benefits, 111
life cycle benefits, 110
life, disability, and health insurance, 107–108
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pension benefits, 108
time-off benefit, 108
traditionally offered benefits, 106–108
wellness programs, 109–110
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Blink, Hard Facts (Gladwell), 18
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Bob’s Big Boy, 69
Body language, 250–252
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Bonuses, 96–97
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Bottom-line outcomes, 47–49
Boulwarism, 304
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Burnout, 279–280
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Cafeteria-style benefits, 111
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Casual benchmarking, 18
Casual day program, 45
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 107
Cesspool syndrome, 461
Challenge stressors, 278
Challenger disaster, 350
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of organization culture, 79–83
politics and, 328

Charismatic leadership, 7, 262, 449–450
dark side of, 429
ethical/unethical characteristics, 429
meta-analytic research findings, 472

Charismatic leadership theories, 428–429
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Child care benefits, 45, 110
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Chrysler, 81, 265
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Civil Rights Act of 1964, 36
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Classified information, 332
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Coalition tactics, 331
Coalitions, 331, 344
Coca-Cola, 72, 78, 83
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Coercive power, 315
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Cognitive cues, 382
Cognitive dissonance theory, 169
Cognitive evaluation theory, 161
Cognitive learning, 381
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Cognitive therapy, 300
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Committees, 344

Communication, 247; see also Feedback
background of role of, 248–250
continuum of, 250
cultural differences, 253, 437
defined, 249–250
horizontal/vertical communication, 257
inspirational, 453
interactive communication, 256–258
interpersonal communication, 252–256
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as managerial activity, 457–459, 464
managerial communication model, 249
nonverbal communication, 250–252
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Competency pay, 100
Compliance organization, 38
Compressed workweek, 44
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Confidence, 202–204
Conflict, 277; see also Coping strategies;
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coping styles, 297–302
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behavioral problems due to, 296–297
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psychological problems due to, 295–296

interactive conflict, 292–294
intergroup behavior, 293–294
interpersonal conflict, 292–293
intraindividual conflict, 288–292

due to frustration, 288–290
goal conflict, 290
role conflict and ambiguity, 290–292

intrarole conflict, 291
Conformity problem, 350–351
Connectionist theories of learning, 379
Conscientiousness, 132–133, 149, 420

meta-analytic research findings, 151–152
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Consultation tactics, 331
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Content theories of work motivation, 161–162, 164
Contingency approach, 58, 419

power and, 318–321
Contingency theory of leadership (Fiedler’s

model), 423–426
contribution of, 425–426
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leader-member relationship, 424
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research support for, 425

Control theory, 177
Convenience benefits, 45
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Coping strategies, 297–302

individual strategies, 298–300
organizational strategies, 300–302
for stress and conflict, 297–302
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Cornell University, 278, 286
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Corporate culture; see Organizational culture
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) or perform-

ance (CSP), 49

Costco, 8
Countrywide Financial, 82
Coworkers, job satisfaction and, 141
Creative tension, 59
Creativity, 61–62

group decision making and, 269–270
as leadership skill, 446, 464
management decision making and, 268–269, 464
process of, 265–267
psychological definition/analysis of, 267–268

Credibility, 317
Cross-functional teams, 344, 354–355
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Cultural differences, 32; see also Diversity

cross-cultural management, 33
entrepreneurs and knowledge managers, 462–463
interpersonal skills, 435–436
in leadership, 434–436
in mergers and acquisitions, 81
multinational companies, 69
nonverbal/verbal communication, 253, 437
personal values, 435
teams and, 359–360

Cultural flexibility, 463–464
Cummins Engine, 323–324
Customer contact, 64
Customer engagement, 123–124
Customer satisfaction, 64

D
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DaimlerChrysler, 66, 81
David’s Bridal, 225
Decision-making process, 247, 259–260

behavioral decision making, 260–264
creativity and, 265–269
decision rationality, 260–262
escalation of commitment, 261–262
group decision making, 269–271
as managerial activity, 458
meta-analysis research analysis, 272
Mintzberg’s phases of, 259–260
organizational politics and, 328
participative techniques, 264–265
phases in, 259

Decision-making styles, 262–264
analytical style, 263
behavioral style, 263
conceptual style, 263
directive style, 263
implications of, 264

Decision rationality, 260–262
Decisional role, 456
Defender, 84
Degree of task structure, 424
Delegating style, 452
Dell Computer, 262
Deloitte and Touche, 33, 282
Democratic leaders, 418, 425
Demographic changes, 35
Department of Labor, 35
DESA Heating Products, 66
Deutsche Bank-Bankers Trust, 81
Deutsche Telekom, 81
Dierbergs Family Market, 103
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Dispositional attributions, 173
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role of, 284–287
Type A characteristics, 284–286
Type B profile, 284–285
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Distributive bargaining, 303
Distributive justice, 172
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developing multicultural organizations, 38–39
effective diversity management, 34–35
groups, 343
management of, 39–41

empathy, 40–41
individual approaches to, 39–41
learning, 39–40

organizational approaches, 41–46
mentoring, 43–44
testing, 41
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demographic changes, 35
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Divide and rule, 332
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defined, 232
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emotional processing, 226
IQ vs. EI, 233
nonverbal communication, 252
role of emotion, 226
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Empathic design, 268
Empathy, 40–41
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149–150
organizational commitment, 146–149

Employee engagement, 123–124
Employee productivity, 404
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1974, 107
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forced ranking, 18, 388–389
organizational socialization, 130
performance measurement, 388
selection of human resources, 209–210

Employment discrimination, 36
Empowerment, 101, 322–325

in action, 324–325
complexity of, 323–324

access to information, 324
accountability and responsibility, 324
innovation implications, 323–324
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trust and, 324–326
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Entry-level personnel, 77
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as explanation, 171
organizational justice and, 172–173
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Escalation of commitment, 261–262
Esteem needs, 163–164
Ethics, 46–49
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charismatic leaders, 429
meta-analytic research findings, 50–51
organizational politics and, 333–334
quick test, 49
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Evidence-based management (EBM), 12–13
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research methodology for, 16–18

Exchange tactics, 331
Exchange theory, 169, 173, 341–342, 421
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Executive pay, 48, 97

stock options, 96–97
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Expert power, 317–318
Explanatory style, 213
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Extraorganizational stressors, 281–282
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Factional groups, 344
Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, 37, 107
Federal government-mandated benefits, 106–107
Federated Department Stores, 326
Feedback

actionable feedback, 394
from agents, 183
effective/ineffective feedback, 255
in goal setting, 186
importance of, 254–256
from job, 183
job characteristics and, 181–183
learning process and, 40
meta-analytic research findings, 271–272
as objective and timely, 186
outcome feedback, 185
perception subprocesses, 137
performance feedback, 392, 394
positive, immediate, graphic, and specific

(PIGS), 394
process feedback, 185
360-degree feedback, 255–256, 394

Fiedler’s contingency model of leadership effec-
tiveness, 424–426

Figurehead role, 455
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Future orientation, 436
Future Shock (Toffler), 326
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customer engagement, 124
demands of leadership, 376–377
employee engagement, 124
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cross-cultural management, 33
effect on leadership, 414
emerging relationship enterprises, 81–82
global mindset, 34
transnationals, 33

Goal acceptance, 186
Goal conflict, 290

approach-approach conflict, 290
approach-avoidance conflict, 290
avoidance-avoidance conflict, 290

Goal levels, 186
Goal orientation, 187
Goal setting, 183–189

benchmarking, 188
cautions regarding, 187
commitment, 186
difficult and challenging goals, 185–186
feedback, 186
goal acceptance, 186
goal levels, 186
goal orientation, 187–188
goal source, 188–189
growth vs. fixed mindset, 188
impact of, 184–187
meta-analytic research findings, 192
moderating variables in, 186–187
participation, 186
performance and satisfaction, 184–185
psychological contract, 189
research evidence on, 184
self-efficacy and, 186
specific goals, importance of, 185
stretch goals, 185, 187–188
theoretical understanding of, 183–184

Goal source, 188–189
Goals

politics and, 328
specific, 185

Goalsharing, 98
Goldman Sachs Group, 82, 90, 185, 388
Good to Great (Collins), 8–9
Goodmeasure, 104
Google, 8, 11, 67, 73, 83, 146, 334, 414
Great person theory of leadership, 418
Greenfield redesign, 67
Grissom’s table, 26
Group decision making, 269–270

creativity and, 265–271

first-shift rule, 270
majority-wins scheme, 270
truth-wins scheme, 270
two-thirds majority scheme, 270

Group dynamics, 340
implications form research on, 345–346
meaning of, 340

Group incentive pay plans, 97–99
ESOPs, 98
gain-sharing, 97–98
potential limitations, 98–99
profit sharing, 98

Group-induced attitude polarization, 351
Group purchase programs, 45
Group stressors, 282–284

lack of cohesiveness, 283
lack of social support, 284

Groups; see also Dysfunctions of groups and
teams

cohesiveness, 283–284, 346
collective efficacy, 343
defined, 340
diversity in, 343
effectiveness of, 346–347
formation of, 340–343

balance theory, 341
dynamics of, 340–341
exchange theory, 341–342
practicalities of, 342–343
propinquity theory, 340
punctuated equilibrium model, 342
theories of, 341–342

informal, 345
norms and roles, 347–348

leadership in, 345, 359
meaning of, 340
meta-analytic research findings, 361
nature of, 339–343
research on, 345–346
types of, 343–345

coalitions, 344
factional groups, 344
friendship groups, 345
in-groups, 344
informal, 345
membership, 344
out-groups, 344
primary groups, 343–344
reference, 344

Groupthink, 269, 350–351
Guided mastery, 210

H

H-R-W (health, relationship, and work) model,
201–202

Hackman-Oldham job characteristics model,
180–182

Halo effect, 139–140
Happiness, 222–223; see also Subjective well-

being
Hard Facts, Dangerous Half-Truths & Total

Nonsense: Profiting from Evidence-Based
Management (Pfeffer & Sutton), 18
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Hawthorne Studies, 13–15, 20, 283, 342–343, 449
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implications of, 15, 345
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Health care sector, 4
Health insurance, 107–108
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Health, relationship, and work (H-R-W) model,

201–202
Heredity, 126–128
Herzberg’s two-factor theory of motivation,

165–167, 179
contribution to work motivation, 166
critical analysis of, 166–167
relation to Maslow’s need hierarchy, 165
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Hewlett-Packard, 44–45, 79, 104, 134, 188, 262,

300–301, 353–354, 356, 393
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Hierarchy of needs theory (Maslow’s), 162–165

two-factor theory of motivation, 165–167
High-balling, 304
High-performance work practices (HPWPs), 11, 354
Hindrance stressors, 278
Hollow organization design, 65
Home Depot, 215
Honda Motor, 32
Honeywell, 134
Hope, 217–218
Hope development, 223
Horizontal communication, 257
Horizontal organizations, 64–65
Horns effect, 139
Housing assistance, 45
Human capital, 6
Human capital management, 89
Human Equation (Pfeffer), 11
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Human resource development (HRD), 464
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self-efficacy in, 209–211
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In-group, 344, 423
In-group collectivism, 436
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group, 97–99
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Incentives, 157

Individual conflict; see Conflict
Individual coping strategies, 298–300

behavioral self-control, 299–300
cognitive therapy, 300
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networking, 300
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Individual incentive pay plans, 95–96
bonuses, 96
potential imitations, 96–97
stock options, 96

Individual retirement account (IRA), 107–108
Individual stressors, 284–287

learned helplessness, 286–287
personal control, 286
psychological hardiness, 287
role of dispositions, 284–287
Type A characteristics, 284–286

Inequity, 170
Influence, 313–314

targets of power, 319–320
Informal groups, 345, 349

dynamics of, 347–349
informal organization, 348
norms and roles, 347–348

Informal organization, 348
role of, 258

Information
classified, 332
expert power, 317–318
political strategy and, 330, 332
routine exchange of, 458

Information deficiency, 292
Informational roles, 455
Ingratiating tactics, 331
Insightful learning, 382
Insourcing approach, 68
Inspirational appeals, 331
Institutional collectivism, 436
Insurance coverage, 107–108
Integrity tests, 51
Intel Corp., 70, 131, 170, 318
Intelligence, 229–231; see also Emotional intelligence

as cognitive mental ability, 230–231
job performance and, 231
multiple intelligences, 229–230
nature vs. nurture, 229
role of, 229–231

Intelligence quotient (IQ), 229
Interactional justice, 173
Interactive communication, 256–258

conflict resolution, 258
extent and implications of, 257
informal organization, 258
information sharing, 258
problem solving, 258
purposes and methods of, 257–258
task coordination, 258

Interactive conflict, 292–294
intergroup behavior and conflict, 293–294
interpersonal conflict, 292–293

Intergroup behavior and conflict, 293–294
competition for resources, 293
jurisdictional ambiguity, 293
status struggles, 293–294
task interdependence, 293

Internal validity, 19
International American Group, 62
International Paper, 326
Interpersonal communication, 252–256

communication styles, 254
feedback and, 254–256
importance of, 254
other variables in, 256

Interpersonal conflict, 292–293
environmental stress, 293
information deficiency, 292
personal differences, 292
role incompatibility, 292

Interpersonal roles, 455
Interpersonal skills, 435–436
Interpretation, 135, 137
Intervention strategy for behavior modification,

400–403
positive reinforcement, 400–401
punishment-positive reinforcement,

402–403
Intraindividual conflict, 288–292

conflict due to frustration, 288–290
goal conflict, 290
role conflict and ambiguity, 290–292
stress and, 294–297

Intrarole conflict, 291
Intrinsic vs. extrinsic motives, 160–161
Introversion/extraversion, 134
Intuition, 18
Iowa Leadership studies, 416, 449

J

Jasper International, 62
Job characteristic approach (Hackman-Oldham)

model, 180–182
meta-analytic research findings,

191–192
Job design, 178–183

autonomy, 181
feedback, 181
job characteristics approach, 180–182
job enlargement, 179
job enrichment, 179–180
job rotation, 179
knowledge of results, 181
meaningfulness, 181
new trends in, 178–179
nonfinancial rewards, 392
psychological states, 181
redesign guidelines, 182–183
responsibility, 181
skills variety, 181–182
task design, 180–182
task identity, 181–182
task significance, 181–182

Job enlargement, 179
Job enrichment, 167, 179–180

orthodox job enrichment (OJE), 180
Job mastery, 78
Job performance, cognitive abilities

and, 231
Job placement, 77–78
Job rotation, 179
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pay and, 141–142
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authentic leader, 138, 415
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position power of, 424
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initiating structure, 417
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meta-analytic research findings, 440–441
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transformational theory, 430–431
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in new environment, 446–448
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out-group associates, 423
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rewarding effectiveness, 99
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Real Managers Study, 457–463

substitutes and neutralizers for, 431–433
traditional development programs, 466–468
traditional theories, 418–428

contingency theory, 423–426
Fiedler’s model, 424–426
followers’ impact on leaders, 421–422
group and exchange theories, 421–423
leader-based, 422
leader-member exchange (LMX) model,

422–423
path-goal theory, 419, 426–428
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relationship-based, 422
states and skills development, 420–421
trait theories, 419–420

Leadership development programs, 466–468
authentic leadership development (ALD),

469–469
contemporary approaches to, 468–469
indirect techniques for, 469–471

Leadership skills, 463–468
communication skills, 464
creativity, 446, 464
cultural flexibility, 463–464
decision making/problem solving, 464
of highly effective managers, 464
human resource development (HRD) skills, 464
interpersonal skills, 465
personal skills, 465
Pied Piper effect, 466
self-management of learning, 464
time/stress management, 464

Leadership styles, 448–455
achievement-oriented leadership, 426–427
authentic leadership, 433–434, 454–455
autocratic leadership, 32
charismatic, 7, 428–429, 449–450
classic styles of, 451–452
continuum of, 450–451
delegating style, 452
democratic, 418, 425
directive leadership, 426–427
implications of studies/theories, 449–451
Level 5 leadership, 452
life-cycle approach, 451
participating style, 452
participative leadership, 426–427
in perspective, 452–453
relationship style, 451
selling style, 452
situational approach to, 451
supportive, 426–427
task style, 451
telling style, 452
transactional leaders, 430
transformational leaders, 430

Leadership triad, 466
Lean and mean organizations, 7
Learned helplessness, 213, 286–287
Learned optimism, 214
Learning

diversity and, 39–40
insightful learning, 382
observational learning, 383
reinforcement/punishment, 384–389
self-management of, 464

Learning goal orientation, 187–188
Learning organizations, 59–63

in action, 61–63
characteristics of, 60
creative tension, 59
definition, 59–60
organizational behavior in, 60–61
single- vs. double-loop learning, 59
traditional organizations vs., 63

Learning theory, 379–384
behavioristic theories, 379–381

classical conditioning, 380
connectionist theories, 379
operant conditioning, 380–381

cognitive theories, 381–382
laws of behavior, 384
modeling processes, 383
positive/negative reinforcers, 386–387
punishment, use of, 387–389
reinforcement theory, 384–386
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self-efficacy, 383–384
social cognitive theory, 382–384
social learning, 382–384

Leave/time-off policies, 45
Legitimate power, 315–316
Lehman Brothers, 82
Lenovo, 33
Level 3 Communications, 62
Level 5 leadership, 452
Levi Strauss, 49
Lexmark Printers, 64
Liaison role, 455
Life-cycle accounts, 45
Life-cycle approach to leadership, 451
Life cycle benefits, 110
Life, disability, and health insurance, 107–108
Lincoln Electric, 95, 266
Litton Industries, 294
Living Your Strengths (Winseman, Clifton, &

Liesveld), 3
Livingston Group, 329
Lobbyist, 348
Lockheed Martin, 62
Locus of control, 174

self-efficacy and, 204
Long-term health care insurance, 110
Love needs, 163
Lufthansa, 81

M

Machiavellian principles, 331–332
Macy’s West, 326
Magnavox, 188
Management

challenges facing, 6–8
conceptual dimensions of, 10
cross-cultural management, 33
dimensions of, 10
economic uncertainty and, 159
evidence-based management, 12–13
human dimensions of, 10
human resource management, 459
new perspectives for, 10–12
pioneers of, 13
technical dimensions of, 10
theory/research-practice gap, 12
traditional management activities, 459

Management by objective (MBO), 353
Management decision making, creativity

techniques for, 268–269
Managers; see also Real Managers study

backgrounds of, 435
best practices of, 11
communication model, 249
decision-making styles, 262–263
effectiveness of, 248
empowerment and, 324
figurehead role, 455
interpersonal skills of, 435–436, 455
leaders vs., 415, 422
networking, 459
personal values of, 435
roles of, 455–457
Russian, 462–463
time pressures, 297

Manufacturing sector, 405–406
Market value added (MVA), 49
Marriott Hotels, 1, 99
Mars Drinks, 61
Mary Kay Cosmetics, 104
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, 162–165

content model of work motivation, 164
esteem needs, 163
Herzberg’s two-factor theory and, 165–166
love needs, 163
need for self-actualization, 163
physiological needs, 163
safety needs, 163

Massachusetts General Hospital, 354–355
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Sloan

School of Management, 48
McDonald’s Corp., 75–76, 105, 170, 179
McKinsey & Company, 64
Mean-ends chain (or hierarchy), 261
Meaningfulness, 181
Medicare tax, 106
Medtronic, 415
Membership groups, 344
Men’s Wearhouse, 216
Mentor, 43
Mentoring, 433–444
Mercedes-Benz, 81, 291
Mercer Human Resource Consulting, 89
Mergers and acquisitions

and organizational culture, 80–81
relationship enterprises, 81

Merit pay, 78, 94–95, 390
shortcomings of, 94

Merrill Lynch, 7
Meta-analysis, 17
Meta-analytic research findings

charismatic leadership, 472
conscientiousness, 151–152
on ethics, 50–51
feedback, 271–272
groups and teams, 361
integrity tests, 51
intrinsic motivation, 190–191
job characteristics model, 191–192
job satisfaction, 144
leader-member exchange theory, 440–441
leadership, 440
nonfinancial rewards, 407–408
on organizational behavior, 26
organizational behavior modification (O.B.

Mod.), 406–407
organizational configurations, 84
pay-for-performance reward systems, 112–113
power and politics, 335–336
problem-solving decisions, 272
self-efficacy, 236
specific task goals, 192
stress and conflict, 306–307

Metropolitan Life Insurance, 215–216
Michigan Leadership studies, 418, 449
Microage Computer, 104
Microsoft, 39, 89, 110, 146, 262, 334
Modeling, 207–208, 383
Modular organization design, 65
Money; see also Pay; Pay for performance

agency theory explanation, 91

explaining behavior, 90–91
recognition vs., 100–102
as reinforcer, 390–391, 401
theoretical background as reward, 90

Monitor, 456
Monsanto, 353
Morgan Stanley, 79
Motivation, 156; see also Work-motivation theories

basic motivation process, 157–161
cognitive evaluation theory, 161
defined, 157
drives, 157
goal setting and, 183–189
incentives, 157
intrinsic vs. extrinsic motives, 160–161
job design and, 178–183
key secondary needs, 160
meta-analytic research findings, 190–191
needs, 157
primary motives, 157–158
secondary motives, 158
self-efficacy and, 204

Motivators, 165
Motives, 157
Motorola, 65, 78, 188, 257, 339, 353
Multicultural organization, 38–39

characteristics of, 38
definition, 39
development stages, 38–39

Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), 431
Multiple intelligences (MIs), 229–230
MWH Global, 349
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), 125, 134–135

N

n Ach, 158, 160–161
n Aff, 158, 160–161
n Pow, 158, 160–161, 321
National Association for Employee Recognition, 102
National Centers for Disease Control, 296
National Transportation Safety Board, 18
Nature vs. nurture, 126, 229, 418–419
Needs, 157
Negative affectivity (NA), 140
Negative control of behavior, 401
Negative reinforcement, 386–387
Negotiation on the merits, 305
Negotiation skills, 302–305

common mistakes in, 303
contemporary skills, 304–305
distributive bargaining, 303
high-risk techniques, 304
low-risk techniques, 304
negotiation on the merits, 305
positional bargaining, 303
principled negotiation, 305
traditional approaches, 302–303

Negotiator, 348
Negotiator role, 456
Network designs, 66–68
Networking, as managerial activity, 459
Networks, 300
Newman’s Own, 49
Nextel, 225
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Nike Inc., 46, 65, 72
Nissan, 66, 268
Nokia, 33
Nonfinancial rewards, 391–394

categories of, 392
meta-analytic research findings, 407–408
performance feedback, 394
social recognition and attention, 393

Nonverbal communication, 250–253
body language and paralanguage, 250–252
cultural differences, 253
defined, 250
improving effectiveness of, 252

Nordavionics, 146
Norming stage, 342
Norms

in informal groups, 347–348
in organizational culture, 72
violation of, 350

Nortel, 91
North Shore Bank, 77
Northeast Utilities Service, 230
Now, Discover Your Strengths (Buckingham and

Clifton), 1, 3
Nucor, 9

O

O.B. Mod.; see Behavioral performance management
Obesity costs, 107
Observational learning, 383
Octocom Systems, 104
Office Depot, 69
Office Max, 69
Ohio State Leadership studies, 416–418, 449, 451
Old Age Survivors and Disability Insurance

Program, 106
Omnimedia, 262
On-shoring, 66
“One-eighth” situation (Pfeffer), 11
Open-book management, 49
Open-systems concept, 58
Openness to experience, 132
Operant conditioning, 22, 380–381
Opportunism, 69
Optimism, 212–216

defined, 212
dimensions of, 212–214
as human nature, 212–213
as individual difference, 213
leadership and, 216
learning and sustaining, 214
little vs. big, 213–214
pessimism vs., 214
Seligman’s Met Life studies, 215–216
unresolved issues in, 213–214
in workplace, 214–216

Optimism development, 223
Oracle, 96
Organization-based self-esteem (OBSE), 128
Organization development (OD), 20
Organization structure, 57
Organization theory (OT), 20
Organizational behavior; see also Positive organi-

zational behavior

challenges facing management, 6–8
conceptual model for, 24
continuum of communication in, 250
defining, 20
Hawthorne Studies, 13–15
historical background to, 13–15
in learning organizations, 60–63
level of conflict in, 288
meta-analytic research findings, 26
new perspective for management, 10–12
paradigm shift, 8–10
relation to other disciplines, 20
research methodology, 16–19
theoretical framework, 20–24

behavioristic, 21–22
cognitive, 20–21
social cognitive, 22–23

Organizational behavior modification; see
Behavioral performance management

Organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs),
149–150, 347, 431

Organizational climate, 72
Organizational commitment, 146–149

guidelines to enhance, 148–149
meaning of, 147–148
organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs),

149–150
outcomes of, 148
questionnaire, 147
three-component model (Meyer and Allen), 148

Organizational Commitment Questionnaire
(OCQ), 147

Organizational coping strategies, 300–302
downsizing and survivor syndrome, 301–302

Organizational culture, 57
changing of, 79–83

emerging relationship enterprises, 81–82
guidelines for, 82–83
mergers and acquisitions, 80–81

characteristics, 71–73
creating, 74–76
definition, 71–73
development of, 74–75
dominant culture, 73
economic crisis and, 82
entry-level personnel, 77
job mastery, 78
job placement, 77–78
maintaining, 76–79
McDonald’s example, 75–76
measuring/rewarding performance, 78
recognition and promotion, 79
reinforcing stories/folklore, 79
socialization, 76–79
subcultures, 74
uniformity of, 73–74
values and, 78
Wal-Mart example, 76

Organizational design, 57
contemporary designs, 65–66
greenfield redesign, 67
hollow organization design, 65
horizontal organizations, 64–65
meta-analytic research findings, 84
modern approach to, 57, 63–71
modular organization design, 65

network designs, 66–68
rediscovery redesign, 68
virtual organization, 68–71

Organizational folklore, 79
Organizational justice, equity theory and, 172–173
Organizational politics, mergers and acquisitions, 80
Organizational socialization, 130
Organizational stressors, 282–283

macrolevel, 283
Organizational symbolism, 175
Organizational theory, 58–63

contingency approach, 58
ecological theory, 58
historical roots of, 58
information processing view, 58
learning organization, 58–63
modern theoretical foundation, 58–59
open-systems concept, 58

Organizations
cesspool syndrome, 461
ethics and ethical behavior in, 46–49
interactive communication in, 256–258
traditional vs. learning, 63

Organizations (March and Simon), 260
Orient-Express Hotels, 101
Orthodox job enrichment (OJE), 180
Out-groups, 344, 423
Outsourcing, 66–67
Owens-Corning, 98, 391

P

PaineWebber Group, 96
Paradigm effect, 8
Paralanguage, 250–252
Participating style, 452
Participative decision-making techniques, 264–265
Participative leadership, 426
Patagonia Inc., 302
Path-goal theory of leadership, 419, 426–428

achievement-oriented leadership, 426–427
directive leadership, 426–427
Fiedler’s contingency model vs., 426
participative leadership, 426–427
research on, 427
supportive leadership, 426–427

Pay; see also Pay for performance; Reward systems
base-pay approach, 94
baseball players, 92–93
competency pay, 100
as dominant organizational reward, 90–100
efficiency wage theory, 106
job satisfaction, 141–142
merit pay approach, 94–95
new techniques, 99–100, 391

broadbanding, 100
competency pay, 100
knowledge workers, 100
leadership effectiveness, 99
rewarding new goals, 99
sales commissions, 99
skill pay, 100

research on effectiveness of, 92–93
skill pay, 100
traditional methods of administering, 93–95
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Pay for performance, 18, 95–99, 169
bonuses, 96
group incentive plans, 97–98
individual incentive plans, 95–96
money as reinforcer, 390–391
potential limitations of, 96–99
stock options, 96

Pension benefits, 108
PepsiCo., 33, 46, 105, 414
Perceived/perceiver characteristics, 138–139
Perceiving/judging, 134
Perception process, 135–138

sensation vs. perception, 136
subprocesses of, 137–138

Performance; see also Behavioral performance
management

barriers to, 169
evaluation to ensure improvement, 403–404
high-performer profile, 205
job satisfaction and, 144
means of improving, 404–405
measurement of, 78, 388
monitoring/controlling, 458
rewarding of, 78
of salespeople, 404–405
struggle to measure, 388
team performance, 64

Performance appraisal, halo effect, 140
Performance behaviors

evaluation for improvement, 403–404
functional analysis of, 399–400
identification of, 398
intervention strategy, 400–403
measurement of, 399

Performance feedback, 394
Performance goal orientation, 187
Performance orientation, 436
Performing stage, 342
Perseverance, 205
Person-situation interaction, 129
Personal control, 286
Personal differences, 292
Personal power, 322
Personal values, 435
Personality

“Big Five” traits, 132–134
conscientiousness, 132–133
heredity and brain, 126–128
Jung theory dimensions, 135
meaning of, 125–126
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 134–135
nature vs. nurture, 126
person-situation interaction, 129
self-esteem, 128–129
socialization process, 129–130

Pfizer Inc., 131
Physical stress-related problems, 295
Physiological drive, 157
Physiological needs, 163
Pied Piper effect, 466
Pitney Bowes Inc., 131, 302
Pixar, 301
Pizza Hut, 105
Planning/coordinating, as managerial activity, 458
Political implications of power, 326–334

alliances with powerful people, 331

attack/blame others, 332
avoid decisive engagement, 332
collect and use IOUs, 332
constituency building strategy, 330
divide and rule, 332
embrace or demolish, 331–332
financial incentive strategy, 330
information strategy, 330
manipulated classified information, 332
meta-analytic research findings, 335–336
negative impacts of, 333–334
one step at a time, 332
in organizations, 327–328
political tactics, 330–333
power acquisition strategies, 330–333
quick showing, 332
resource dependence, 333
take counsel with caution, 333
wait for crisis, 333

Political leadership, 430
Porter-Lawler expectancy theory of work motiva-

tion, 167–169
contributions to work motivation, 168–169
implications for practice, 168

Positional bargaining, 303
Positive affectivity (PA), 140
Positive control of behavior, 400–401
Positive organizational behavior

emotional intelligence (EI), 225–228, 231–233
hope, 217–218
intelligence, 229–221
leadership and, 420
operational criteria of, 199–200
optimism, 212–216
positive psychology, 200–202
psychological capital (PsyCap), 219–221
resiliency, 218–219
self-efficacy/confidence, 202–211
subjective well-being (happiness), 222–225

Positive psychological capital, 6
Positive psychology, 165, 199–202

aim of, 200
civic virtues, 201
H-R-W model, 201–202
levels of, 200–201
positive individual traits, 201
valued subjective experiences, 201

Positive reinforcement, 386–387
as intervention strategy, 400–401
reward systems as, 389–390, 401

Power, 160; see also Empowerment; Political
implications of power
classifications of, 314–318
coercive power, 315
expert power, 317–318
legitimate power, 315–316
referent power, 316
reward power, 314–315

compared to authority/influence, 313–314
contingency approaches to, 318–322

influenceability of targets, 319–320
overall contingency model, 320–321
two faces of power, 321–322

defined, 313–314
meaning of, 313–322
meta-analytic research findings, 335–336

negative connotations of, 322, 333–334
personal power, 322
political strategies for, 330
social power, 322

Power distance, 436
Powershift (Toffler), 326
Preferred provider organization (PPO), 107
Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, 36, 107
Pressure tactics, 331
Primary groups, 343–344
Primary motives, 157–158
Principled negotiation, 305
Problem-solving, as managerial activity, 458
Procedural justice, 172–173
Process theories of work motivation, 162
Procter & Gamble, 70, 77–79
Productivity, in behavioral management, 404
Profit sharing, 98
Promotions, 78–79, 141–143

job satisfaction and, 141–143
Propinquity, 340
Prospector, 84
Prudential Insurance Company, 418
Psychological capital (PsyCap), 6, 200, 219–222

background and research on, 220–221
defined, 219
evidence-based facets of, 220–223, 454
psychological capital intervention (PCI),

222–223
Psychological contract, 189
Psychological drive, 157
Psychological hardiness, 287
Psychological stress-related problems, 295–296
Punctuated equilibrium model, 342
Punishment

administering of, 387–389
guidelines for discipline, 389
meaning of, 387
punishment-positive reinforcement, 402–403
use of, 387–389

Q

Quad/Graphics, 470
Quest Diagnostic, 89

R

Rational persuasion, 331
Rationality, 260–261
Raytheon Co., 264, 349
Reactor, 84
Real Managers study, 457–463

communication, 457–459
cultural implications, 462–463
decision making/problem solving, 458
disciplining/punishing, 458
exchanging routine information, 458
human resource management, 459
implications of, 463
interacting with outsiders, 458
knowledge managers and, 462–463
managing conflict, 458
monitoring/controlling performance, 458
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Real Managers study (Cont.)
motivating/reinforcing, 458
networking, 459
planning/coordinating, 458
processing paperwork, 458
socializing/politicking, 458
staffing, 458
traditional management, 459
training/development, 458
what managers do, 457–460

effective managers, 460–461
successful managers, 461–462

Realistic job preview (RJP), 77
Recognition

employee appreciation of, 103–105
formal recognition systems, 102–106
money vs., 100–102
in organizational culture, 79
as organizational reward, 100–106

Redefining organization, 38
Rediscovery redesign, 68
Reebok, 37, 65
Reference groups, 344
Referent power, 316
Registration, 137
Reindeer games, 330
Reinforcement, 384–389; see also Punishment

in behavioral management, 386
critique of, 384
defined, 386
law of effect, 384–385
positive/negative reinforcers, 386–387
reward systems as, 390–391

Reinforcers, 386–387
Relationship-based leadership, 422
Relationship enterprises, 81–82
Relationship style of leadership, 451
Relaxation, 298
Renault, 278
Research design, 18–19
Research methodology

determining valid evidence, 16–19
overall scientific purpose, 16–17
theory/theorizing, 17–18
use of research design, 18–19
validity of studies, 19

Resiliency, 218–219
Resiliency development, 223
Resource allocator, 456
Resources

competition for, 293
dependence on, 333
politics and, 328

Response-stimulus (R-S) connection, 22, 379–382
Responsibility, 181

empowerment and, 324
Reward power, 314–315
Reward systems, 88, 389–394

administering pay, traditional methods, 93–95
benefits as, 106–111
effectiveness of pay, 92–93
group incentive pay plans, 97–99
meta-analytic research findings, 112–113
money as reinforcer, 390–391
money as reward, 90–91
new pay techniques, 99–100

nonfinancial rewards, 391–394
pay for performance, 18, 95–99
performance feedback, 394
recognition, 100–106
social recognition and attention, 393

Rhino Products, 266
Risky shift phenomenon, 351
Ritz Carlton, 183
Rockwell Collins, 66
Role ambiguity, 350
Role conflict, 350

ambiguity and, 290–292
dysfunction of teams/groups, 350

Role incompatibility, 292–293
Role models, 79, 453
Roles

in informal groups, 347–348
leader/manager, 455–457

Rubicon Oil, 450
Russian managers, 462–463

S

Sabbaticals, 170
Saber Enterprises, 304
Safeco, 110
Safety and accident prevention, 404
Safety needs, 163
Saga Corporation, 421
Sales performance, 404–405
Samsung Electronics, 36
Sarbanes-Oxley (S-Ox) Act, 47
SAS, 11, 73, 81, 101, 300–301
SBC Illinois, 131
Scientific perspective, 16–17
Scott Paper, 188
Secondary motives, 158

achievement, 160
affiliation, 160
examples of, 160
intrinsic vs. extrinsic, 160–161
power, 160
security, 160
status, 160

Security needs, 160, 164
Self-actualization, 126, 163–164
Self-concept, 128
Self-efficacy, 169, 202–211

attribution/locus of control vs., 204
behavioral performance management, 383–384
defined, 203, 383
expectancy concepts vs., 204
goals and, 186
as hope, 217
impact of, 204–206
meaning of, 202–204
meta-analytic research findings, 236
organizational behavior concepts vs., 203–204
performance and, 205–206
process of, 204–206
self-esteem vs., 204
sources of, 206–209
specific vs. general, 203
stress and, 205, 211
theoretical background, 202–204

training and, 208
workplace implications, 209–211

selection of human resources, 209–210
training and development, 42–43, 210–211

Self-Efficacy (Bandura), 209
Self-esteem, 128–129, 204
Self-managed teams, 64, 343, 356

guidelines for developing, 358
problems of, 356

Self-regulatory competencies, 210
Self-serving bias, 176
Seligman’s Met Life studies, 215–216
Selling style, 452
Semco, 70, 449
Sensation vs. perception, 136
Sensing/intuition, 134
Service organizations, 405–406
Seven Habits of Highly Effective People (Covey),

199, 378
Shareholder value, 48
Siebel Systems, 262
Signing bonus, 96
Single-loop learning, 59
Situation, 137
Situational approach to leadership, 419, 451
Situational attributions, 173
Six Sigma quality programs, 7, 59, 124
SK Holdings/SK Telecom, 36
Skandia Insurance Group, 70
Skill pay, 100
Skill variety, 181–182
Small group, 343
Social capital, 6, 300
Social cognition, 383
Social cognitive theory (SCT), 22–24, 202

self-efficacy, 383–384
Social evolution, 127
Social intelligence, 231
Social learning approach, 22–23, 382–383
Social loafing, 352
Social needs, 164
Social perception, 138–140

halo effect, 139–140
perceiver and perceived, 138–139
stereotyping, 139

Social persuasion, 207–208
Social power, 322
Social recognition and attention, 392–393
Social Security, 106, 108
Socialization process, 129–130

information technology and, 131
organizational, 130

Socialization steps in organizational culture, 76–79
adherence to values, 78
diagram (Pascale’s steps), 77
entry-level personnel, 77
job mastery, 78
job placement, 77–78
measuring and rewarding performance, 78
recognition and promotion, 79
reinforcing stories and folklore, 79

Society of Human Resource Management
(SHRM), 34, 170

Sofitel Hotels, 103–104
SolBridge International School of Business, 62
Solvay, 349
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Southern Fineblanking, 404
Southern New England Telecommunications, 404
Southwest Airlines, 11, 67, 73–74, 145–146, 228,

262, 454
Spokesperson role, 348, 456
Sportsmanship, 149
Springfield ReManufacturing Corporation, 48–49
Sprint, 81, 225
Staffing, 458
Star Alliance, 81
Status, 293–294
Status need, 160
Steelcase, 80, 354
Stereotyping, 139
Stimulus, 137
Stimulus-response (S-R), 21–22, 379–382
Stimulus-stimulus (S-S), 382
Stock options, 96–97
Stories and folklore, 79
Storming stage, 342
Strengths Finder 2.0 (Rath), 2–3
StrengthsQuest (Clifton & Anderson), 3
Stress, 277; see also Conflict

behavioral problems due to, 296–297
burnout, 279–280
causes of, 280–288
contemporary environment and, 277–278
coping strategies

individual strategies, 298–300
organizational strategies, 300–302

coping strategies for, 297–302
defined, 278–279
emergence of, 277–280
environmental, 293
eustress, 278
extraorganizational stressors, 281–282
group stressors, 282–284
interactive conflict, 292–294
intraindividual conflict, 288–292, 294–297
meta-analytic research findings, 306–307
organizational stressors, 282
physical problems due to, 295
psychological problems due to, 295–296
self-efficacy and, 205, 211

Stressors
challenge, 278
extraorganizational, 281–282
hindrance, 278
individual stressors, 284–287

learned helplessness, 286–287
personal control, 286
psychological hardiness, 287
Type A characteristics, 284–286

organizational, 282
Stretch goals (target), 185, 187–188
Subcultures, 74
Subjective well-being (SWB), 200, 222–223

background on, 224–225
in workplace, 224–225

Sun Microsystems, 70, 417, 454
Sunbeam, 188
Supervision/supervisors, job satisfaction and,

141, 143
Suppliers, 64
Supply-chain management, 65
Support Economy, The (Zuboff), 48

Supportive leadership, 426
Surfing the Edge of Chaos (Pascale), 48
Survivor syndrome, 282, 301–302
Synchronous technologies, 355
Systems, 58

T

Tacit knowledge, 266
Tardiness, 404
Task design, job characteristics approach to, 180–182
Task identity, 181–182
Task interdependence, 293
Task Masters, 131
Task significance, 181–182
Task style of leadership, 451
Team leaders, 245–246
Teams; see also Dysfunctions of groups and

teams; Groups
collaboration, 358–359
cross-functional, 344, 354–355
cultural/global issues, 359–360
effectiveness of, 346–347, 356–360
factional, 344
knowledge workers, 100
leadership in, 359
meta-analytic research findings, 361
nature of, 353–354
research on, 345–346
reward systems, 97
self-managed, 64, 211, 256, 343, 356, 358
talent and, 245–246
team building, 357–358
virtual teams, 355–356

Technical and Computer Graphics (TCG), 70
Technology

politics and, 328
synchronous technologies, 355
in virtual organizations, 69

Telecommuting, 45, 446
Telling style, 452
Testimonial advertising, 316
Testing

diversity and, 41
integrity tests, 51

Texas Instruments, 68
Thai Airways, 81
Theory, 17–18

basic purpose of, 17–18
Theory X and Theory Y (McGregor), 10–11, 449
Thermos Company, 269
Thinking/feeling, 134
Third Wave, The (Toffler), 326
3M, 79, 188, 230, 343
360-degree feedback, 255–256, 394
Time management techniques, 297
Time-off benefit, 108
Time pressures, 297
Time Warner, 98
Tokenism, 38
Total quality management (TQM), 59, 353, 378
Toyota, 1, 73, 225, 268, 339, 353
Training

behavioral modeling, 211
cognitive mastery modeling, 210

diversity and, 42
guided mastery, 210
leadership development, 469–470
as managerial activity, 458
self-efficacy, 42–43, 208, 210–211
self-regulatory competencies, 210
transfer problem, 42

Trait theory of leadership, 126, 419–420
Traits

Big Five, 132–134, 420, 431
positive individual traits, 201

Transactional leaders, 430
Transformational leaders, 420
Transformational leadership theory, 430–431
Transnationals, 33
Tribune, 98
Tricon, 105
Trust, 70

optimal trust, 325
Trust building, 324–325
Tuition assistance, 110
Turner Corporation, 404
Turnover, job satisfaction and, 145
Two-factor theory of motivation (Herzberg’s),

165–167
contribution to work motivation, 166
critical analysis of, 166–167
relation to Maslow’s theory, 165–166

Type A characteristics, 284–286
Type B profile, 284–285

U

Uncertainty avoidance, 436
Unilever, 251
United Airlines, 81
United Parcel Service (UPS), 71, 352
United States Air Force, 104
United States Marine Corps, 71
United States Navy SEALs, 354
United Way, 35
University of California at Berkley, 131
University of Iowa, 416
University of Michigan, 199, 388, 418, 426
University of Minnesota, 419
University of Nebraska, 433
University of Southern California, 253
Upward appeals, 331

V

Validity
internal/external validity, 19
of studies, 19

Values
dominant values, 72
in organizational culture, 74, 78
personal values, 435

VanguardComm, 62
Varig, 81
Venting, 289
Vertical communication, 257
Vertical dyad linkage (VDL) approach, 422
Virgin Atlantic, 262
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Virginia Power, 404
Virtual organization, 68–71
Virtual teams, 355–356
Vision, 446, 453
VSM Abrasives, 108
VSP, 142

W

Wal-Mart Stores, 1, 5, 76, 78, 179
Walt Disney Company, 266
Weber Shandwick, 110
Wellness, 281
Wellness programs, 109–110
WellPoint Inc., 467
Wells Fargo, 1
Western Electric Company, 13
Weyerhaeuser, 98
Who Moved My Cheese (Johnson), 199
Woolverton Inns, 95
Work groups, 344
Work and job satisfaction, 141

work group, 143
work itself, 141–142
working conditions, 143–144
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